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The two preceding Internationa! Conferences on Mathematical Methods in 
Electromagnetic Theory (MMET90 and MMET91) caused a great interest of the 
P3>2SS both from inside and outside the Former Soviet Union. This ead us to 
^e co^dusion of the necessity of holding the MMET conference on a regular!bas,s_ 

MMEP94 is the fifth conference in this series, the first two being for domestic 
attendance only with Russian as working language. This time the Conferenceis 
oraanized by the National URSI Committee of the Ukraine, in cooperation with the 
URS Ä B. It is held on September 7 to 10 1994, MtoKmto^ 
University. I am grateful to Prof. L. N. Litvinenko, V«cefi«.dent rf^Ui™«n NC 
URSI Prof O A Tretyakov, Chairman of the Commission B of NC URS!, Prof. V. A. 
Steh, Rector'of the Kharkov State University, and Prof. A.D. Oiver, Chairman^ 
URSI Commission B, for their great support and encouragement The Conference 
Program contains 116 papers from 14 countries, including 9 Invited Papers. The 
covered topics are: High-Frequency Methods, Scattering and Diffraction, Transients, 
and   Time-Domain   Methods.   Gratings   and   Rough   Surfaces    Regulation 
Techniques,   Optical   Fibers,   Open   Waveguides   and   Resonators,   Numerical 
Methods    Inverse   and   Synthesis   Problems,   Remote   Sensing,   Antennas, l^    J2 
Wavequi'des and Discontinuities, and Nonlinear and Exotic Media . ~ 

The greatest fraction of the papers is contributed by the Young Scientists, i 
acknowiwdge the support of the URSI Commission B tothe participation of 9 young 
scientists from ex-USSR and 3 from other countries. I hope that the Conference will 
be a aood school for them. „ i+v Cortes 

I wish a success to all the participants of MMET94 and hope to meet all of you TV "*"« 

Dist at the next MMET conference. 

Elcfar I. Veliev, General Chairman fl*/ 

/-wan and/or 
Special 

General purpose of holding the MMET*94 conference is to give a forum of ideas 
exchange and interaction in field of Electromagnetic Theory, between the ex;USSR 
and the Western electromagnetics community. The number of ex-soviet scientists 
able to attend international conferences is still at least two orders of magnitude less 
than it deserves to be. A conference held in the Ukraine, with English as the only 
medium of presentation, gives a unique chance to make their work available to 
world-wide audience. ^_.,_ ^  o _„„ 

This volume contains the contributions which have been accepted to the Program 
of MMET94  They cover all the traditional topics of the URSI Commission B 
activities,  and   demonstrate  the vitality  of  Electromagnetics  research     and 
f©s©3rch©rs 

! would like to express my gratitude to the effort made by the authors preparing 
their manuscripts in four-page manner. It was a pleasure to work with the members 
of TPC and LOC preparing the Conference in the time of political and economical 
problems in this country. .     ■ 

A success of the meeting is determined by the scientists who have dec ded to 
submit the papers to MMET94. Their participation has helped to form an exciting 
technical program that makes this conference a major event in Electromagnetic 
Theory. Thank you all. 

Alexander t. Nosich, on behalf of LOC D^ Q^A^Y nrgpECTEj) 4 
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225 

172 
172 
378 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents a three-dimensional approach to obtain the point source field above a plane 
with impedance discontinuity of finite lateral extent. The employed asymptotic technique allows 
to facilitate computational procedure and, nevertheless, to retain in solution all the features 
of field behavior that are intrinsic to three-dimensional diffraction problems. An appropriate 
numerical algorithm is developed to handle modified integral equation. The proposed scheme 
ensures drastic reduction of CPU time. Some results of calculations arc discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

This research evolves and applies an analytical-numerical method for analyzing the propaga- 
tion of waves in the presence of a localized irregularity of environment. The problem to be 
considered is relevant to numerous practical cases (e.g. radio wave propagation over inhomoge- 
neous Earth's surface [l, 2, 3, 4], acoustic field diffraction from inhomogeneities of the ground 
and noise reduction problem [5], the influence of a localized ionospheric disturbance on the 
electromagnetic field in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide [6, 7]). 

Irrespective of the physical origin of wave process the surface impedance concept is com- 
monly used to characterize reflective properties of environment. Jn this paper we are concerned 
primarily with the development and validation of the theory and algorithm. So, in order to 
avoid unnecessary cumbersome formulas, to discard the effects of guided wave propagation, and 
to focus on particular phenomenon of three-dimensional diffraction from localized impedance 
discontinuity, wc restrict ourselves by the investigation of the following model: we consider the 
scalar field emitted by a harmonic point source in half-space bounded by piecewise homogeneous 
impedance plane. 

The were many studies dealing with similar three-dimensional problems and there were 
uunjcrouK attempts to elaborate any efficient technique to solve them. First we mention so- 
called inixed-path approximation which was based on the One-dimensional Vol^rra integral 



equation and totally ignored the finite lateral extent of perturbed area [l]. The two different 
approaches to the rigorous two-dimensional integral equation were developed: the first order 
perturbation technique (Born approximation) [6] and the direct numerical inversion [3, 4]. Both 
proved to be efficient only in the case of comparatively small irregularity because of inherent 
shortcomings (accuracy loss, great computational expense, etc.). 

This paper is to present an asymptotic technique which allows to facilitate numerical tre- 
atment of the two-dimensional integral equation and, nevertheless, to retain in solution all 
the features of field behavior that are intrinsic to three-dimensional diffraction problems. An 
appropriate computational algorithm and some results of its implementation are discussed as 
well. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Let us consider the stationary point source (time dependence is assumed to be e~iui) located 
at the point {p - 0,tp = 0,z = z( > 0} (cylindrical coordinate system) above a plane surface 
Sc = {z - 0}. We characterize the field by scalar function $(/>,y>, z,2(), which satisfies the 
Helmholz's equation and the following impedance boundary condition: 

i a$ 
0) 

where: k - is free space wave number (Imk > 0), S(p, <p) - is inhomogeneous surface impedance 
function 6(p,<p) = Sc if {p.^0} € SC\SP and 5(p,<p) = Sp if {p,^,ö} G 5, {ReSCJ> > 0), 
and Sj, C Se - is arbitrarily shaped area of inhomogeneity. We assume S? to be of finite size 
(localized), so we may call it further "impedance patch" or "impedance island". The infinity 
condition requires $(/p, ip, z, zt) to vanish if p —► oo. 

METHOD 

First we write out the rigorous two-dimensional integral equation for unknown function 
*(/>»«>,*,*i) using the solution of the regular problem. Let the function G(p,z,zt) satisfy 
the same Kehnhob's equation and the boundary condition (1) with constant 6(p,tp) = 6e. 
Applying the second Green's formula to the functions G and $ one may obtain: 

*(p>V>,*,Zt) = G(PrZ,*t) + ik6[fG(p\0,zWp\<p\0,zt)dS' 

where:   S = Sp - 6t - is impedance contrast, {p,<p,z} - is observation point, {p\(p',0} • is 
integration point, p" = y/p7 + pP - 2pp,cos(tp - <?). 

Then we introduce the slowly varying attenuation functions that are ubiquitous to wave 
propagation theory: 

*(/>.¥>,*,*) = 7— V{p,V,z,zt)  .   G(p,ztzt) = --U(p,z)zt) zrp 2JT/J 

Without any loss of generality we may consider the case when both transmitter and receiver 
are located at the plane Se. Hereafter, in order to simplify our expressions, we omit arguments 



z and zt in the functions. The integral equation for unknown attenuation function lakes a form:' 

V(P> <p) = U0>) + ~kpe-*p JJs U{p")V{p\ v'f-jjr-dZ (2) 

This is rigorous two-dimensional Frcdholm integral equation. In the case of comparatively 
small mbomogeneity Sp < 15A* (A = 2ic/k - is free space wavelength) this equation was attacked 
with the aid of direct numerical procedures [3, 4]. For larger patch this approach Beems to be 
awkward and wc intend to develop another technique outlined by King and Wait [2] and evolved 
by Soloviev [7] . 

Introducing the elliptic coordinate system on the surface Se [2] and substituting the variables 
of integration: 

p' — —[cfi u + cos v] p" — —\ch u — cos v] 

—oo<u<+oo 0 < v < r 
-AS'- p'p'dudv 

we come to the equality: 

V(Pt<p) = U(P) + ^-kp£> (jyV)U{u,v)V(u,v)eik^^dXdv (3) 

The functions tx<(i») and u>(u) specify the boundary of the patch in elliptic coordinate system: 
dSp = {u<(u), u< < v < v>} U {u>(u), v< < v < u>}. Then the asymptotic evaluation of 
integral with respect to u in (3) is carried out with the aid of stationary phase method. 

We assume kp ~3> 1 to be the large parameter of the problem and, as in [7], we employ the 
asymptotic expansion that may be found in [8] and [9]: 

£m^'rM = JUrf p5h/5rf=] /(o)+1^-){M . M)+0(n-*>) 

where: er/(z) = A% J* e~l di - is the conventional enor function of a complex variable [10]. It 
is convenient for further numerical treatment to represent the remained integral with respect 
to v as a contour integral along the boundary of inhomogeneous area: 

• H F[u>(u)]<ft/ - fV> F[uc{v)]dv = I    F[u(v)]dv 
</»< «/v< Jds9 

Thus we obtain the following expression: 

V(P,9) = U{p) + jJ^<f   erfl-^Vtsh^UiQ^ViO^dv- 
2 V 2ir jQSr 

_ * / ei>^.-,(m»wo.■»)_g(«. f(u,»ndv+0(   „ 
l 2x JgSr \        2a/ij shu J ■ ■     . 

This is our general working formula. It is more accurate than that from [2] as it completely 
incorporates the second term of asymptotic expansion. 



' Let us proceed with an algorithm for handling (4). Unlike the formula (2), the asymptotic 
integral equation (4) contains only linear one-dimensional integrals. However, looking at it, we 
can infer that in order to convert (4) into the set of linear algebraic equations we have to let 
the observation point {p,<p} successively approach each point of the two-dimensional area Sp. 
Thus, we have to make partition of the whole patch again as in the case of the rigorous two- 
dimensional integral equation. So, wc conclude, that the direct inversion of our general working 
formula will give no benefit from the performed asymptotic integration, and it is judicious to 
set our preference for another algorithm. 

Let us note a feature: the integral operator in (4) may be represented as the sum of two 
items V = V + AV + BV} where A is the integral operator which acts on the function V(Q,v)y 

and B is the integral operator which acts on the function V(u, v). We point out thai A is the 
Volterra integral operator and it can be easily inverted with the aid of the conventional recurrent 
procedure [l 1]. Moreover, it contains the first, dominant term of asymptotic expansion. In 
comparison with B its contribution to solution is expected to be as more significant as larger 
the value of parameter kp. Thus, the foDowing combination of inversion and iteration procedures 
arc proposed: 

yWz=irl'v<*y=u + Avte + Bv<'>-l\ n = 1,2,3,... 

where n is the iteration number. The Volterra integral operator A is inverted directly nume- 
rically during each iteration, and the Fredholm integral operator B is inverted by successive 
approximations. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Unlike the Volterra operator from one-dimensional integral equation of Feinberg [l] the operator 
A contains the error function of complex variable in the kernel. Due to this feature even 
in the first approximation we obtain substantial three-dimensional effects, such as backward 
reflection and oscillating transverse diffraction pattern. Moreover, because of the presence 
of dominant term of asymptotic expansion in A,, the convergence of our combined inversion- 

.iteration procedure proves to be pretty rapid, though it depends upon perturbation strength 
and upon large parameter of the problem kpmin, where pmin - is the least distance between the 
source and the boundary of discontinuity. 

We can infer that computation time required for numerical implementation of our algorithm 
varies as square of patch perimeter, whereas in the case of direct approach to two-dimensional 
integral equation it varies as square of patch surface [4]. 

We used the result of de. Jong [3], who accomplished the direct numerical inversion of the 
rigorous integral equation (2), as a benchmark to test our asymptotic algorithm. In the case 
uf the same problem as was treated in [3] (ground wave propagation over a small rectangular 
impedance discontinuity) our result turned to be in very good agreement with that from [3]. 

in order to make use of the time-consuming advantage of our algorithm we simulated the 
groundwave propagation in the presence of comparatively large discontinuity. The following 
parameters of the model were chosen: <5e = (1.4436- 1.4436t)l0-\ 6P = 0.2319 - 0.146SI. The 
shape of the inhomogencity was assumed to be elliptic. The center of the ellipse was placed at 
the point {p - 30A, <p ~ 0}v the great Bemi-axis Ap = 10A was on the line <p = 0, the length of 
the little semi-axis B? was varied so as to study the effect of the finite transverse dimension of 
the island. The figures J and 2 illustrate the spatial dependence of the modulus and argument 



of attenuation function V™ along the line y> = 0 (tie value Bp = 0 implies the absence of any 
irregularity). 

. Apart from those features of field behavior that were discussed in [3, 4], we can observe the 
area of longitudinal oscillations beyond the rear boundary of the patch. As it could be expected 
this area extends as long as the width of'lhe first Presnel zone remains less than the width of 
the discontinuity. These oscillations can not be observed if the patch is too narrow so that even 
just behind it the width of the first Presnel zone exceeds the width of the patch. 
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ABSTRACT 

An estimation of multilayered structure parameters through 
the frequency domain objective function minimization is exami- 
ned. The finite property of frequency band and the discrete.cha- 
racter of measurement frequencies are discussed. A numerical and 
real experiments results are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are many papers Cl,21 deals with the inverse problem 
of multilayered structures in the general case of the plane wave 
excitation. But practical valuable results can be obtained only 
in the case of the true reflection of the experimental situati- 
on. That is why mathematical model should represent essential 
featuries not only the process of the interaction of excitation 
wavelet and structure but the featuries of measurement unit and 
previous processing procedure in the proper way. This fact de- 
mands to consider every concrete situation separately, because 
it has the unique featuries. The measurements in the waveband 
17-40 GHz have some particular featuries, including the non-pla- 
ne character of wave radiated from the open-end of waveguide or 
horn. The multifrequency method is more useful than the direct 
time-domain methods for this frequency range, because the former 
provides the more accurate results due to the calibration proce- 
dure at every frequency. Furthermore using of short time pulses 
demands stroboscopic techniques. It demands series of pulses, 
which possess discrete spectrum. Thus from spectral point of vi- 
ew this case equals multifrequency approach. The continuous 
structure of spectrum was considered [23 and an analysis of the 
case of discrete spectrum of data is actual. 

DIRECT PROBLEM AND PREVIOUS DATA PROCESSING 

For the plane wave excitation of the plane layeres dielect- 
ric structure expression similar to Lorentz transformation is 
ussually used [13. But it is more convinient to apply the addi- 
tive representation for time-domain interpretation. Both vari- 



ants are equal and take into account not only main reflections 
but all reverberations. It was determined experimentally that 
for materials with dielectric constant less 10 and distances mo- 
re than 7 sm amplitudes of reverberations in single layer has 
values comparatively equal or less than clutter reflections of 
environment and level of noise. 

Our experiments also show that in the case of radiating 
from the open end of rectungular waveguide the amplitude of ti- 
me-domain peak corresponding to reflection from metal surface as 
function of distance can be described by the same dependence as 
spherical wave with the center shifted from the aperture plane. 
It doesn't mean that the multifrequency wavelet has spherical 
character, but the amplitude behavior does. This statement is 
true in boundaries of measurement aocuracy. Using of expressions 
for geometrical optics provides possibility to estimate the amp- 
litude of second surface reflection with error less 5%. Accor- 
ding to aforementioned reasons the mathematical model was chosen 

R " ~~ *» + E<  : »Wi , (l) 
«2 + 2       ,  jfc-i n 

<*2 + z + Zi«i di//et 
where «lf cc2 - some constants; z - location of front interface 
multilayer structure, M - number of layers; F^m+1 - reflection 
coefficient between m and m+1 media; dm - geometrical thickness 
of m-th layer; cm - dieleotrio constant of m-th layer. 

The existence of reverberation between structure and aper- 
ture or frontier part of unit causes the additional components, 
which can be_canceled using data for metallic plate. The conneo- * 
tion between amplitudes of main reflection and reverberations of 
first and second orders in this case allows to calculate the 
amplitudes of reverberation for structure using scale constant 
which is equal to ratio of metal reflection amplitude and 
structure. 

All aperture antennas is known to possess frequency depen- 
dence of gain. Frequency dependence of gain can be canceled by 
dividing structure frequency dependence on metal frequency de- 
pendence. All data must be previosly processed by using time ga- 

tes in time domain to pick out only informative part of signal 
cancelling clutter reflections from environment and reverberati- 
ons with unit. The time-gate form was ohosen to coincide with 
form of Butterworth bandpass filter. The time-gating also allows 
to cancel finite directivity signals in the case of director co- 

upler using to measure reflectivity by true choice of distance 



to structure. 

ALGORITHM TO SEARCH QpASISOLUTION 

The parameter estimation is well-known to produce, through 
searching the minimum of the least-square objective function for 
instanse in time domain, but consideration was carried out for 
continuous case [21. It is more convinient to construct this 
function in frequency domain using isometry time and frequency 
spaces regarding quadratic norm. To decrease number of variables 
the model vector was chosen in form fN(t)-Cr-exp(jwi-C)f 
r-exp(jw2t), ... .., r-expCjWN-t)}-, where wifw2,,..,wN - series of 
measurement frequencies, t - variable time, r -complex amplitu- 
de. This approach allows to exchange complicate multivariable 
optimization procedure to more simple. The value to which provi- 
des minimum is quasisolution [33. The set of vectors fkN-f (tic) 
(k-i,..,K) must be used in the case of K peaks determination. If 
reverberations are neglected that K is equal M. We have determi- 
ned matrix F as (NxM) matrix with columns equal f *N. 

This problem is correct if t0 belongs to compact set and 
the measurement data projection on F (space spanned on vector 
ffc

N) is unique 121. The first demand can be simply satisfied by 
introduction of boundaries for t variations. The second demand 
determines rules to choise discrete series of wif in some simple 
pases it coincides with theorem of samples. 

Complex values of r allow to eliminate additional oscilla- 
tion of objective function through searching of the minimum of 
objective function as the function of r for every X determined 
as constant. The cause of oscillation for real r is the finite 
value of frequency band and big value of the ratio middle frequ- 
ency and bandwidth. Minimization procedure for r coincides with 
searching of the projection of real measurements data vector on 
space F. The projection operator is known to equal 

FT - FCF^rV1 •  <2> 
If tK and tK+i are becoming closer matrix FTF is transforming 
from well conditioned to ill conditioned. Thus for generallity 

FT must be used expression . ■   „ _ ■ ■  s 

FT - FCF^+öD'V7 ,  (3) 
where ct - parameter of regularization. The existence of a in (3) 
produce limit in resolution two close components. 

Estimate of Ind allows to calculate ek by traditional me- 
ans' Cl], if the sign of n< is known. The signs of TR for ri and 
PM is known a priopi. Convinient approach to determine other 
signs is to choose sign combination which provides proximity to 



unit following expression 
M 

*Wl .(i+*Wl)/(l-Sn.iiM)'   - 
The regularization prooedure is to stop searching of ri and ti 
then absolute value ji^l reachs the threshold, which equals the 
level of clutter reflections determined previosly for all region 
of informative peaks existance. 

The numerical experiment for 3-layer structure with rever- 
berations shows the high sensitivity of estimation accuracy in 
the case of the equality of the each layer electrical thicknes- 
ses. The elimination of reverberations in the first and the se- 
cond layers allows to decrease error from 10 X for thicknesses 
and 18 % for dielectric constant to0.7 % and 1 % respectively. 

A real experiment was carried out for 3-layer structure 
plexiglass-air-plexiglass. After previous processing of real ex- 
periment data estimates were ei-2.6, e2-1.2, e3-2.8, di-41 2 
d2-29.6, d3-39.0 mm ( true values for thicknesses 40.2, 30.'0,' 
39.0 mm and e for single layer was 2.69 ). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The consideration of measurement unit properties and parti- 
cularities of radiated wave allow to construct the algorithm to 
solve inverse problem for multilayer dielectric structures not 
only for numerical modeling data but real experimental one. 
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ABSTRACT 

Scalar Green's function off grounded dielectric slab for magnetic line 
current source is derived analytically. The solution to the problem of slab 
guided modes scattering from combined inhomogeneity consisting of unclosed 
metal screen and dielectric rod scatterer with permittivity different from 
slab's one is referred to as integral equation on screen's contour Hit» tne 
kernel as Green's function of screen's environment and surface integral over 
cross-section of dielectric inhomogeneity. Therefore, such an approach allows 
one to consider a few problems of slab guided modes scattering for different 
mutual locations of metal screen and dielectric scatterer. 

IHTRODUCTIC» . 

During recent years, a great deal of effort in modem diffraction theory 
has been devoted to deriving solutions to scattering problems related to the 
location of single- and multi-element scatterers in free or homogeneous space. 
As it is well known, various rigorous and approximate approaches have been 
developed for the analysis of scattering properties of metal screens and 
dielectric bodies with canonical shapes of cross-section. Nevertheless, most 
scatterers of practical importance are usually placed in inhomogeneous medium. 
Although a free-space diffraction is of great value both for microwave theory 
and applications, the real inhomogeneous environment of the scatterers 
requires some new approaches for the correct investigation of the prospective 
electrodynamic effects. «.«._« 

An important class off such problems is connected with wave scattering 
by unclosed perfectly conducting screens and dieledtrie obstacles embedded 
into a plane-parallel layered dielectric medium. The solutions to these 
problems are essentially useful for the investigation of dielectric slab »odes 
scattering and transformation from local inhomogeneities, and excitation of 
open slab guides. As a matter of fact, in most active and passive microwave 
integrated circuit devices the principle of operation is based on the 
modification of a guided mode field by means of discontimities inside a 
regular open guide. The aim of the present paper is the further development 
of Green's function approach and construction of a formal solution to the 
problem of grounded dielectric slab natural modes scattering by combined 
cylindrical' shaped inhomogeneity consisting of dielectric rod and unclosed 
metal screen. It is well known that, dielectric discontimities can be caused 
by technological material defects. In addition, scatterers that are being 
considered have the resonant nature.that is found in free-space diffraction 
problems. Therefore, the effects of a guided mode3 scattering and 
transformation by such inhomogeneities are expected to be used for the design 
of compact millimeter-wave rejective filters and mode convertors m open 
guides. 

3M 

Fig.l. The geometry of combined inhomogeneity inside grounded slab guide. 
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wassxjLATxaH or «BX SROBUEH 

"The geometry of two-dimensional scattering problem is shown in Fig.l. 
The grounded dielectric slab of thickness d and permittivity e contains two 
local inhomogeneities separated by distance L. The first one is dielectric 
cylinder of radius R and permittivity tj while the second scatterer is 
unclosed, perfectly conductive cylinder of radius a having the slot of angular 
Wxdth 26 positioned in f„. Assume that the distances from the centers of 
cylinders to ground plane are the same and equal to b. Consider the incidence 
of one of the even TM-guided modes (the case of H-polarized field), however 
a similar analysis is applicable for the odd TE-modes (the case of E-polarized 
field) too. As electromagnetic field of the mode has no E, component, it can 
be determined in terms of Hx component as (an e*lwt time dependence is 
suppressed throughout the analysis) 

■ ■■*•.<*)■-»VCD-- cospjy 0<ysd . 
cospjde*3^-*   y±d C } 

Define the total field through the sum 

HXf)'H°(f)   + H'c{?) (2) 

where H*e(r) is the field scattered by both dielectric rod and unclosed 
screen»The scattered field H,c(r) satisfies the homogeneous Helmholtz equation 

iV^kH(y)}H"c(f)=ol     fe(dMfdD,y=o,d) O» 

where .c(y)«e for 0<y$d or 1 elsewhere, 9M is for the cross-sectional contour 
of the screen, 3D is the surface of dielectric cylinder. Also, the total field 
has to satisfy the continuity conditions on the surface of the slab, 

(H°+Hmc)-'(H0+H''c)*f yd (4) 

■{-^(ir**H">))-*(lr*.{H*+H»°))%    y=d       (5) 

boundary condition on the ground plane's surface, 

■■ 1^. (#>♦*«)-o, y=o (6) 

and continuity condition for tangential component at the surface of dielectric 
rod 

(H0+H*c)-=(H0+Hac)+, FedD (7). 

Besides, the field must satisfy the Neumann condition at the unclosed screen 

d 0  (tf°+/f*c)=o, TedM (8) 

together with the edge condition as follows 

'{*2ej#«|2+fV#»c|2)df<- (9) t 
for any bounded domain B, and in order to complete the formulation, • 
condition at infinity taking into account the discrete spectrum of slab's 
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guided modes as well as the field of radiation [1] . It is shown that the above" 
formulation guaranties the uniqueness of the solution. 

METHOD OF THI SOLUTION 

For the problem of scattering from separated inhomogeneities, the 
scattered field can be written as the sum 

(10) ■H«y(f)«H<f
e(f)*Jif/e(r)'. '.." 

where V is the field scattered by dielectric cylinder ind J- is the field. 
scattered due to the screen. Applying Green's formula to functions H d,H . ana 
Green's function of the slab G(?,r'), one obtains the following integral 
representation of the solution of formulated boundary-value problem 

>(f)«fr(4)^'(*.,2S>«ffJ. ' (11) H/e' 

with unknown current density function u(?') and 

■Hf(f ) = *2 (ei-B) //H(fi) G[2 ,T[)) dS' (12) 

a cross-sectional surface integral [2] that yields H(r) if its values over D 
are known. If points (x,y) are restricted inside D, (12) becomes an integral 
equation for the inner field in p. Here, G(r,r') is the scalar Green s 
function of unperturbated regular guide without any inhomogeneity. As 
scatterers that are being considered are housed inside the slab, we have to 
construct G(r,?') for magnetic-line current source location at r* - (x ,y ) 
with y'<d. This function must satisfy nonhomogeneous Helmholtz equation, 
boundary conditions (4)-(6) and radiation condition. After some straightforward 
algebra, Green's function of grounded dielectric slab is found to be 

'AH0™ {kyfi\T-Tf\) -JL Je"«*-* ((eW+y* (1-^) * 

GIT*, T{) = 'lie^'A,) (Ax)^cospy-^e^sinpy) dh,     Osysd (13) 
p P 

_i_ femx-x>>eig{y-<n (A ) -isinpy'dh,       yxd 
i2* J 

where p=(k2e-h2)1/2, g-(k'-h') U2, A^igecospd + psinpd , a2=igesinpd - pcospd so 
that A,=0 is the characteristic equation of even TM modes. 

To find the scattered field, we obviously have to calculate the current 
densitv function u(r,') on the screen as well as the field Hlr/) inside the 

*   - - ■    ■      •       —-  ;_.--—..<—  in  (ii), (12).  The 

(14) 

(15) 

dielectric  cylinder  and perform the  integration 
corresponding Fourier-series expansions are 

*• w« l^e j~i&* 
2'    "". • , r-   Lira 

where (r^fx) are the local coordinates of the point inside the dielectric rod 
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while (r2, fj) are the coordinates of the point at M. In order to find unknown" 
coefficients u„j, cj, conditions (7), (8) should be used. It gives the following 
integral equations 

H(fj =H° (f) +k2 {zx-t) JJH[2J G(f, fj) ds' 

I' 9 
D 

p(2,2)-j*1Gir,2'2)d?2,ZedD (17) 
Ön 

The treatment in (16), (17) calls for the representation of all functions in 
local coordinate systems connected with the scatterers that is done by 
applying the cylindrical functions theorem on summation. Following [1], the 
solution of (16) is derived by using Riemann-Hilbert Problem approach. As for 
(17), substituting (15) into (17) and performing all the necessary 
integrations [2], we obtain the system of linear algebraic equation (SLAE) for 
<V. Omitting the details, the final result for calculation of u* and C^ is 
given in terms of two coupled Fredholm SLAE " 

J- 

Cj' I Kmc1+± Q^J+B^ (19) 
*•-«    *-—•» 

wnere matrices A„ and K„, describe the scattering by single unclosed screen 
and dielectric rod, respectively, while pm and Q-, correspond to the 
interaction between them. 

CONCLUSION 

r. .av Fhe initial boundary-value problem is reduced to the solution of coupled 
Fredholm SLAE of 2nd kind type which is solvable with any described accuracy 
It allows us to construct effective numerical algorithm for the calculation 
of mode conversion coefficients and field of radiation in the structure beina 
considered. y 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper gives a short characteristics or the method 

of determinations of amplitude-phaze distributiohs in phased 

arrays apertyre by means measurements of amplitude of dynamic 

near-field. 

IKTRDOCTI0K 

To determine the phased arrays characteristics by means 

near-field method need to know amplitude and phase distributions 

of near-field. For separate situations the phase measurements are 

rather difioult and therefore informations of phase of signals may 

be absent. Bat this informations need to treated the results of 

measurements and to determine antenn characteristics. 

Therefore the problem determined of amplitude-phase 

distributions in phased arrays aperture by means amplitude 

measurements is highly actual. 

DETERMIHATIOKS OF ASSPLITUDE-PHASE DISTRIBUTIONS 

IN PHASED ARRAYS APERTURE 

At present the methods of near field antenna characteristics 

measurements and'oontrole /!/ based on near field atenna amplitude 

and phase measurements and sequential recalculation of the 

measurement results for far field zone (control of antenna 

radiation oharaoteristios) or directly in antenna aperture 

(amplitude and phaze distribution (APD) oontrole) are developed 

intensively. 
Effective methods of APD determination in phase antenna array 
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tPAA) aperture require a usage or aprior information about antenna 
structure. 

If the investigated PAA oontaines N radiator elements then the 
field exoited by an antenna in a point sT is equal 

pi. here is a radius-veotor of t-th antenna element location, 

\Y\ is a fixed state of antenna elements determining APD in 
the array. 

To find APD in the antenna array elements it is nesessary to 

have the corresponding equation system obtained as a result of 

measurements of values Fv • APD in the antenna oan be find by two 

fundamentally different ways.  The first one is connected with 

probe movement on a scan surface.  In this case the field £fv is 

measured in ^/different points ?•(  if the antenna contain phase 

shifter then it is necessary to carry out the measurement under 

different phasing a number of phasing must be equal a number of 

phase shifter states).  The second way is to change the state of 

the antenna  elements  (phase  shifter)  under the stationär 

measurement probe (constant"?) and measuring field sum E*Y. In 

fact, these two ways of APD obtaining in antenna elements differ 

only by method of formation of equation system for unknown APD. 

The mentioned methods require earring out phase measurements whose 

realisation in millimeter wave range is diffioalt.  So why it is 

interesting to develope methods of APD determination based on 

earring out only amplitude field measurements in near field zone. 

The possibility of APD determination by an amplitude measurements 

is based on increasin the valume of measurement information at 

the cost of that the field amplitude Ev is measured not on one 

but on several surfaces (under the scan probe) or a signal on 

output of two or more stationär probes are measured. 

In general oase the problem of APD reoonstraotion by 

measurements of antenna radiation field in some region goes to 

solving an operator equation as following 

CL  here is an element of A APD functional space; ^T-is  an element 
of functional space Y of measured field distribution ; C - 
is an operator acting from J\  to \  . 
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Depending on type or solving problem and form of initial 
dataset the operator C has has different structures. The sinplest 
(from the calculation point of view ) is a situation when the 
equation (2) oonneot APD in the aperture and far field of the 

antenna. In this case the operator C is linear and represents 

Fourier transformation. Correspondently, APD can be find by 

reverse Fourier transformation. 
More difficalt is the case of amplitude measurements in near 

field zone when the equation (2) became unlinear. In this paper 

one considers the algorithms of measurement result processing 

under near field maesuring by mobile and stationär probes, 

dissousses the possibility of reducing of processing time at the 

oast of ohoose of definite experiment plan and considers of using 

of only one stationary measuring probe. 
For solution of equations of measurements applyed the 

iteration method solution of the problem and uses —rapid- 

algorithm of the transform information. The method, offered 

author, prossessing high speed of the convergense and converge to 

precise solution in tenth step of iteretions. With availability of 

the measurements error the offered measurements method allowing 

with confidence of the amplitude and phase distributions in phased 

array aperture. That oorrectly and for case, when are on phased 

arrays the elements with error. Carried out numerical modelling 

tells about the proposed method of APD determination in PAA by 

amplitude measurements. 
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HIGH-FREQUENCY ASYMPTHOTICAL METHOD TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM 
OF CIRCULAR CONDUCTING CYLINDER'S EXCITATION IF COVERED WITH 

THE THIN DIELECTRIC LAYER OF VARIABLE THICKNESS. 
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ABSTRACT 
The mm complete projection method of Galiorkin's type is applied to the problem of perfectly 
conducting circular cylinder of radius a (ka » 1) excitation if covered with a thin dielectric layer 
of variable thickness 6(\</) ( kS(\j/) < 1 ) . The projecüon method uses as the basis the singular 
cigen-sotoüoas of the radial co-ordinate r for two-dimension Helmholtz equation subjected to the 
Dincnlet boundary condition on the cylinder's surface r = a ( the solutions of Sommerfeld type ) . The 
solua'oas to the ordinary differential equation's system - the unknown functions of the angular co- 
ordinate W are constructed approximately by the WKB approach on the segment }-oo,+oo[ and satisfy 

the conditions of decay if |\j/j —>oc 

INTRODUCTION 
The projection methods of Galiorkin's type if applied to the wave's diffraction problems are the 
generalisations to the separation of variable's method and permit to overcome the difficulties if the 
obstacle's boundary is noncoordinate and the separation of variable's method is not applicable. But the 
traditional types of Galiorkin's method using the basises of angular eigen-solutions of the Helmholtz 
equation ( exp(imj/) - in two dimensions) inherit from the separation of variable's method the slow 
convergence of its expansions ia case of high frequency: max    p(u/) »X. where r = p(\j/) - the 
scattered surface equation, X - the wave length. The single method which permits to correct this lack 
{& the Sommerfeld's method to solve the perfectly conducting sphere's excitation problem [ 1 ] using the 
singular eigen-solutions of the radial co-ordinate to the Helmholtz equation. But this method can't be 
applied to any other form of the obstacle's boundary. The goal of this work is to generalise the 
Sommerfeld's approach for the cases of non-co-ordinate boundaries of the obstacles in high-frequency 
case oa using the projection approach to construct the solutions. 

A circular perfectly conducting cylinder of radius    a   is excited by the field of a point source 
located in the point   (>„ ,(p 0) . The cylinder is covered with the layer of homogeneous dielectric the 

external   boundary  of which  can   be  described  as   r - p. (y/J .   The   thickness   of  the   layer 

(r) = P (y) -a is such one thai 6 = max 6(\|/) < A ; ( kö < 1 ). but   ka » 1. We 

regard the case of E-polarization when the field is described by the wave equation 

&„uir,w) + k2{r,v)u(r,y/) = -Ö (r - n)S (y/-y/0) (1) 

Ika = SOU)
2
', r ) maxp (y/) 

for r > a .   where £ (r, y/) - < 

{   £(o2; a ( r<p (y/) 
h = £-0+ S=COnst. due to the usual boundary conditions on the cylinder's surface and on the 

boundary of the dielectric layer 
«Kfl.r) = 0:    [«1.^- 0 (2) 
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For r _>. oc    wc put usual Sommerfeld^ limit conditions 

(*JL-iku\.      =(xrh . 

Let's regard the dispersion equation 

#?(*.«> «9 (3) 
where v - ivj,); k e Z, - are the complex roots of the cq. (3): 

,   , . (k°a)    I^X* (4k-\)fi r'A      [21    (the trigonometric approximation). The 

functions <pv(r) = C vH?(k0r) we'll use as the basical system on constructing the approximate 

solution to the problem (1), (2). Here the Cv is the normalising coefficient 
SmmmU. The system of functions { <PM) > " the orthogonal system with the weight r-' over the 

segment ] a, oo [ : 

The limit U -> fl gives the nomiahsing coefficient    C^ -    . ,,,        "• 
V 

We look for the approximate solution of the problem in the region a < r < <* ; -oc < y. < * as the 

expansion 
"(>\V) = ZA> (V)<PV 

(r) (4) 

satisfying the conditions of decay if | V | -* *.. Note that such a choise of the solution's form as (4) 
ensures the boundary condition's satisfaction. The validity of the representation (4) is based on the 
following statement ■ 

Siatement 2 .If the roots of the dispersion equation (2) are simple (that is O vHl (fco«) *<■>),- 

then    Y,(pv(r)(pv{r,) = -6(r -r,). 

The proof of the statement 2 follows the general scheme of the Watson's transformation [2] for the 
evident solution in case of a circular cylinder. As the solution (4) is obviously not periodical with 
respect to the angle V the solution of initial problem (1), (2) is constructed as follows: 

u(r.vj/)=Y,ü(r,v +ln n) 

like the perfectly conducting circular cylinder's case without a layer [ 3 ] . 
On applying to the problem (I). (2)  the usual Galiorkin's scheme pn the segment r e]a.oo[ with 

respect to the basical system { #\.(r)} 

(LJ?(r.^').^(r)) = (/,^(r)) 
we obtain the ordinary differential equation's system of the following kind 
for the unknown functions A *(¥) 

/4%(lK)+l^ + ß^/(V)M//(V)+ I. Q^v(¥)Av^) = <PM(r0)H¥-n)      (5) 

where Qj? ) = 0 '(* - S0)Cy CM Jr^W^WMr. 

a 
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d2 2 
1 he diagonal part       ,- + ]/1   +Q PP (v)l of the differentia! operator of {lie system (5) 

may be inverted approximately by the WKB method [ 4 ]   and we obtain the system of the following 
integral equations ' 

nil 
(6) 

-00 
»WKB *»»WK8 

Here (j      (*/'.£   ) is the WKB - approximation of the Green-function to the diagonal part of the 

differential conation's system satisfying the conditions of decay when | u/ | ->• « '. If we neglect the 

terms of the order 0\ i '—   in the WKB expansion, the corresponding approximation of the Green- 

i ka J 
function is the following 

L 
2i> g(Z) 

~i -i 

'/< 2tp        t 4p        J I 

where ^ (r > = c» (f - £-0 )(P
: (r > - o2j. .On calculating the representation (7) we take into 

account the approximation of the thin layer : H(
f?(k0p (.Y )) «: *0 £ (^ ^'(Jfco« ). and also /I 

- ka . It's obvious thai 
WKB 

AM(¥)=9>„iro) G„   W'V*) 
h the initial approximation to the equation (6) and that the following terms of iterative procedure will 

have  the values of the next  orders with regard to the powers of /J -l .On restricting the consideration 

with the initial approximation we obtain the approximate non-periodical solution «   (r, y/ )   as 

u  (r. W ) = ZciwJ!>a.r)tf;>(ife.r.)cri(^^ ) .. 
and the approximate periodical solution of the problem (I) - (2) as 

« (r. r ) = iLClHftka^rfPikonYt  G7"(V +2xn,¥o ) 
/<      • . •     ■■ n 

On evaluating the second sum in (8) evidently we obtain 

E Grv+2;r "•*•■) = 
n 

(8) 

exp l&hdV*}    COS in    (W -y,) - 
2* 

1 

; 
w. 

2/*-* *(^o) 
sin 

W, 

where     p (y/ -^fl) = //|p -^J sgn(^-^0) £ 
2>" 

/*(*)* : Wß = 2xp- 

V* 
2p 
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1* 
and S -   f g{t)dt. The most simple expression we have for the hack scattering y = ^o 

o 

« (r. V ) = S  V-yCi^aoO/^'Ctor»^^  -' 
* 2u - -—— 

A* 
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ON MODELING OF THE MICROWAVE SCATTERING 
AND ABSORPTION BY PLANT ELEMENTS 

Ali Nadir ARSLAN 
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ABSTRACT 

The simple case of scattering by a thin dielectric strip was examined. This problem was con- 
sidered on the basis of the expansion of scattering operator into multiple scattering series. The 
calculations of inner field and the extinction cross section were conducted for certain dielectric 
costants and dimensions of strip corresponding to the parameters of vegetation elements. It 
has been shown that for values of kD| ( — 1 |<0.5,where k is the wave number, D is the strip 
thickness, and c is the strip dielectric constant, the generalized Rayleigh-Gans approach can 
be successfully applied to calculate the extinction cross section of a dielectric strip. Radiation 
patterns of scattering by perfectly conducting strip and a thin dielectric strip was compared. 

INTRODUCTION 

Development of reliable models for microwave emission and scattering from terrain, i.e.,soil, veg- 
etation, snow, forest, etc., is one of the important problems of microwave remote sensing. From 
theoretical point of view, this problem is of independent interest, because it concerns the studies 
about scattering by dielectric bodies of different shape and dimension, microwave propagation in 
random media, polarization properties of scattered waves, etc. On the other hand, the presence 
of reliable radiative models enables one to formulate the inverse problem of microwave remote 
sensing which is important for practical applications. Current investigations in microwave re- 
mote sensing field are mainly in the following directions : modeling of microwave emission and 
scattering from plant elements and vegetation as the whole, modeling of effective dielectric per- 
mittivity of natural media, modeling of microwave attenuation of forests. In this contribution, 
the grounds for the choice of the above mentioned models will be discussed and some results of 
modeling of microwave scattering and attenuation by plant elements are presented. 

MICROWAVE SCATTERING AND ABSORPTION BY PLANT ELEMENTS 

The si2es of leaves and stalks in the microwave band are comparable with the wavelength, 
and,therefore, the scattering and absorption cross sections of plant elements must be calculated 
from diffraction models. Since the elements of plants are similar in shape to flat discs, strips(for 
example, leaves), and cylinders(for example, stalks), it is necessary to discuss the diffraction 
problem for bodies with the above shapes.  The rigorous analytical solution of the diffraction 
problem for dielectric disc and strip is not yet known. In this case the cross sections can be found 
under some restrictive assumptions between the size of the element and the wavelength.The 
following models are most oftenly used: a.Small particles; b.Very large plane particles; 
c.Piane thin particles(the generalized Rayleigh-Gans approach). To establish the limits 
of applicability of these models a critical assesment of known solutions and further, development 
of theoretical approaches are required. We shall'demonstrate this for a simple case and consider 
scattering by a thin dielectric strip. 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

In the case of E-polarization, the field at each point in space is given by the scattering operator 

E(»,y) = E,-(s,y) -r T£{z',y') (1) 
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^ J s 

E(x', y') = *-'"*(*'«»*+*'««*) 

(2) 

(3) 

where E,-(x,y) is the incident field, S is the cross section of the strip, and T is the integral 
scattering operator. Considering the point (x,y) as a point inside the strip the umlt.ple scattering 
Born series (in mathematics this series is known as Neuman series) is obtained from (1) 

E(x,y) = Ei(xiy) + TEi(x\y') + TTEi{x\ /) + ...- (4) 

When there is a small parameter in the problem(for example, the strip thickness) it may be 
shown that series converges rapidly. In this case the accuracy of inner field estimation by some 
first terms of the series can be evaulated by considering the contribution of the next terms of 
the series.In the simple case of very thin strip, the inner field is considered to be equal to the 
incident field. This approximation is widely used in modeling of scattering by plant elements(the 
generalized Rayleigh-Gans approach[l,2]). . 

If we use well known integral represantation of the Hankel function and substitute (3) in (1) • 

and take integration over y' and x' respectively 

where, 

/(«. V) = i^~k^^^ + («»' " v^)e'^+^'^ (6) 
-(«ntf + ^rr^)e-.M«^-v^:^)(''-v)} 

If we take into account, 

.    Bm   *in(k«cos*+ °» = *6(cos<) + a) (7) 
ka-*oo (cOÄl? + a) 

When ka is changed from 5 to 30 that the accuracy of this approximation can be established in 

%10 and assume that kD < 1. 

E(,,y) = EKx,y)+'^|^^Et(x,y), tf *»*,» = 0,1,2.... (8) 

SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The absorption cross section of the dielectric strip is given by the expression[l,3] 

_ fc/slElV'dsW • (9) 
I E.f 

Ot = —■ :   .   ,2 

When Eix',^) = Ei(x',y') is assumed 

is obtained which corresponds to the absorption length of a"Rayleigh" particle. Scattering cross 
section may be calculated with this approximation by the summation of scattering intensity. 

q^  r*' sin?[ka(cos<t>0 - eos<t>)]j , /jjj 
er, = (fcZ?) |c-U 2^^y0 {cos<i>0 - cos*? 
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where D is the thickness of the strip, 2a is the width, k is the wave number, c is the dielectric 
permittivity, and 4>0 is the angle of incidence. 

The extinction cross section is given by the expression[3}, 

(12) 
Oc = "a + *» 

It is necessary to recall that in the above mentioned approach, the optical theorem(the law 
of energy conservation) is violated that may result in an error in the calculation of radiative 
parameters of a vegetation canopy modeled by the collection of strips. The accuracy of this 
approximation may be established by taking into account three terms of the series. Some results 
of the calculation of the relative extinction cross section (§£) are presented in Fig.l. It is seen 
that the zero order approximation may be used for values of kD 11 - 1 |< 0.5, Some results of 
the comparing radiation patterns of scattering by perfectly conducting strip and a thin dielectric 
strip for different values of ka are presented in Fig.2. It is seen that radiation patterns are same 
at a range of incident angle, but there is a certain difference out of the range. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained are in a good agreement with the results provided by known methods; 
morever, the accuracy of the solution obtained here can be estimated. Particularly, the limits 
of the applicability of the so-called generalized Rayleigh-Gans approach are established. The 
results obtained are also in a good agreement with the experimental data[l]. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.l.Spectral dependence of relative extinction cross section for strip-like plant element. 1-the 
Rayleigh-Gans approximation, 2-the current method with the second terms of the series taken 

' into account. 
Fig.2.Radiation patterns of scattering by perfectly conducting strip and a thin dielectric strip. 
(a)-ka=3 and observation angle <f> =0, (b)-ka=5 and observation angle <j> =0, (c)-ka=5 and 
observation angle <f> = 30, (d)-ka=5 and observation angle <£ =90.1-the perfectly conducting, 

2-the thin dielectric strip. 
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THE METHOD  OF  Tf-S PROPER FUP>ICTIG£§S OF ■■'"'. 

THE SIMSI&.AR OPERATORS   IN-THE THEORY OF ftmTEM^AS. 

Arteesiev V.V.,   Eminov S.I. 

The Novgorod state university,   Novgorod. 

In this work the «sethod of the proper functions of the 

singular operators is developed with reference to the problems 

of the theory of the antennas. 

The method of the proper functions Mas broadly conformed 

to the problems of the diffraction of E-polarization on the 

curved-linear screen. At appears that this method can 

successfully conform to the equations of diffraction of 

H-polarization and the equations of dipole antennas Cl,23. The 

structure of  this equations has view s 

(AU)(T) + X(KU)(T) +  (BU)'(T) = 

I      S   r             9             1 1.  ....                     1 
s luCt)-^- In-  dt  + X -  lutt)   In              dt + 

n &r J          »t        |T-t| rr J                  |T-t | 
■ "*'■■'.'.■■'•' -* 

'a      '••-'■      . 

■♦   [u<t>  B«T,t>  dt « BCT), CD 

The operators    A    is    unlimited«     symmetrical,       positiv* 

definite.   The orthonormalize basis of  the power space    H of 

this operator has view: 
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Ä  <T)   m'Y.—    sintn arccosfT>3,       n«i,2t-.-f (2) 

The equation tl> *~'il solve in HA- With basis <2> the 

equation U> coees equivalents to the infinite syste« of 

Fredhol. of second kind. The subsequent developeent of the 

•ethod of the proper functions is in the analytical definition 

of matrix of operator K in the basis <2> . With series of the 

tabular  integrals we'll   find 

(-I)1*'   /<2i-lX2j-l>   r<i+i-2) ^ 

■«*..*,.> 

2rti-J+2)I< j-L+2)r<i + i+l> 
«3) 

c-i>WJ 2v(7ru+j~i> 
■ —; —  f«=2lfn=2j- 

ru-i+2>r<i-i+2)r<i+i+2) 

The correlation (3) pereits to know asymptotical 

behaviour of the coefficients of the expansion of the solution 

(U   on the basis . 

U(T)'■■■■ 2_, n     T* 
(4) 

Theorem. If e(r> is the infinite differentiating function 

then for C it's truet 
n 

const 
|C   |  £ ■''     k"" f     n ~ 1»2»3»*--     » 

n 

where k is arbitrary whole number. 

For solution of the equation <1> should in (4) keep N of 

terms and solve the algebraical system of order N*N- The rate 

of  the tallieing of  the approximate solution to the    precision 
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solution is the following» 

*, j~—ST —~--,      con 
I C -C | - Jz (c,- C.)2 s —. 

const 

If antenna stimulates oneself with the concentrated 

sources then the e<r> is special, i.e. it's slowly tallieing 

series. In this case it needs the additional regularization. 

One of the «ethods of the regularizations is in the following: 

the quite continuons kernel is substituted on the appoxinate, 

infinite «atrix is substituted on the finite. And right part 

is given precisely. 
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THE  MODAL'« BASIS  METHOD  AND  ELECTROMAGNETIC  WAVES  IB  . 

.        RANDOM  MEDIA- .. 

Bably V.l., Bazirov Z.F., Yantsevich A.A. 

We study the problem of finding the middle field in the randomly 

nonstationary oediuns. Here we follow the nethod using the represen- 

tation of the field as the series of expansion on selfodjoint part-of 

the Maxwell.* s operator ( £l-3  ). Tttis expansions have scalar time 

varying coefficients which satisfy the systems of ordinary stocha- 

stical differential equations. In first approach the presence of 

small medium's fluctuations leads to recounting of mediums contents. 

It is convenient to receive the equations for modal coefficients from 

rotor's Maxwell's equations for  D^  and"   tfg.   when dielectrical 

permittivity has the form C- £(£-]?(*))    where  Jf R> -  Markov's 

process. We have found the general form of equations for middle 

Values of the corresponding coefficients of the expansions and 

analysed the case with Y (£)        *•» simplistic diffusion of Markov's 

process.■ 

Til . Tretyakov O.A. The modal Basis Method. Radioteknika i 

electronics, Ti 6, 1986, pp. 1071-1082 (in RusBian). 
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* SCATTTERING OF . ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES FROM AN ANISOTROPIC 

INaUSION EMBEDDED IN THE GYROTROPIC HALFSPASE. 

O.V. Bagatskaya, d.O.  Batrakov, S.N. Shulga, N.P. Zhuck. 

310077 UKRAINE, Kharkov.77.. pi. Svobody 4, \ 

Kharkov State University, Department of Radiophysics. 

ABSTRACT 

A 2-D problem of a TM polarized wave scattering from an 

infinitely long anisotropic inhomogeneous cylinder of arbitrary 

cross-section buried in the anisotropic homogeneous layer is 

considered. The scattering problem is formulated as ä pair of 

integro-differential equations with respect to the electric field 

components   over  the  cross-section  of a scatterer. These 

equations are solved via the moment method using pulse basis 

functions and delta functions as the testing ones. Sample 

numerical results related to electrically gyrotropic media are 

presented. 

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT. 

The problem of electromagnetic wave scattering from 

anisotropic objects has been studied extensively in the past 

decades mainly in connection with the radar determination of 

rocket launching using radar returns from rocket fumes. This 

problem has now emerged as one of major importance due to the 

development of new materials to be used in microwave and optical 

applications/Efficient approaches to treat scattering from 

anisotropic bodies has been developed e. g. in the recent papers 

We are interested in the following situation, (see Fig. 1). 

The isotropic volume is CD characterized by the scalars e=y.=\. 
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The half-space (II) is filled with a non-magnetic material whose 

permittivity tensor e is represented in the rectangular 

coordinate system x.y.z as a matrix 

A ' 
e  = 

£00 
XX 

0     e     e 
yy  yz 

0  e e zy  zz 

(1) 

Here e c     are some constants, maybe complex-valued. Let in- 
XX ' " '' zz 

sert in such a medium an infinitely long dielectric cylinder of 

arbitrary cross-section which is oriented along the x axis. The 

permittivity tensor ec of a cylinder has the form of CD« with 

the non-zero components ecxx....eczz being some piecewise-conti- 

nuous functions of the variable i*=C0,y,z). It is assumed that, the 

initial electromagnetic field Eo'.Ho maintained by the time-har- 

monic Ce~ia)t) sources when the scatterer is absent depends on the 

variable f only and is independent of x. In this situation the 

electromagnetic field does not depend on x as well. 

The invariance of the problem when the translations are 

performed along x and the specific structure of permittivity 

tensors in the adopted coordinate system x.y.z ensures that the 

field E,H splits to the two independent constituents comprising 

the components Ex,Hy,Hz and Hx.Ey,Ez respectively. It is more 

complicated problem for the TM-polarized constituent that we 

intend to consider below. 

In the case where external sources are located outside the 

body a 2D scattering of a TM-polarized wave by an anIsotropie 

inhomogeneous cylinder can be formulated as an integral relation 

131: 

EC?) = E>)- J-l Jd?'.G..(f.?').^?') ECf).      C2) 
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Here G is the electric dyadic Green's function of 

Maxwell's equations in the y-z plane with the scatterer being 

removed, S is the cross-sect ion of a cylinder in the 

aforementioned plane, n=c -c. On projecting relation C2) onto the 

y,z axes one obtains the following integro-differential equations 

within S with respect toEv.E : 

1 d d 

y £ a C?) k       cyz       ^     crz ox 
c 

C3) 

£<;?)=——-    [e     CrV_- +c     Cf) -35: 3IH   +ikF(f)3. 
2 i a Cfr k       cyy       ^       czy       ■*■■    ox 

c 

In these equations k=<o/c, c is the speed of light in vacuum, 

FCi*) =Id?'  IE C?')L C?,r") + E (?')L(f,?')];      U) g y y zz 

oL C?,?') = "[*   c     C?') - £     £     Cf >3 V, - )        + q zy cyq yy    czq dy 
„       5GCf,f) C5) 

+Cc     7}   C?') - e     T)   er*')] —7=-,— ,        Cq=y,z); zz    'yq yz    'zq 0Z ^  J 

a=c    c     -c    c    , a (?) =e     C?) c      CrV-c      Cfre      (?).   C6) zz   yy zy yz        c czz cyy czy cyz 

The quantities 7)  ,(p,q=y,z), are the components of tensor 7) in 
p, q 

the coordinate system x,y,z, G is the scalar Green's function for 

the ambient medium. It is defined as ä solution to the wave 

equation with a point-like source: 

■32       3* PF 
\c     — + c     —   +U   +c   ) —- k2a3GC?,?')=a£5C?-r*'), (7) zz dzz       yy df       yz    zy dzdy 

which satisfies remaining boundary condition and demonstrates an 

outgoing wave behaviour at infinity. 

Once the electric field within the scatterer is known, the 

quantities E,E in the outer region can be determined according 

to C2) via explicit formulae: 
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■.yft - VA -s-^ar**«-«-1 FC^       C8) 

In-order to calculate Hx one can employ the following expression: 

H (?) = H (?) + ikF(?). C9) 
X       ox 

As a next step, we present a useful expression for the 

scattered field E>E - t. HS=H - H0 in the far-field zone. With 

this purpose, we introduce in the y-z plane a polar coordinate 

system Lf© (see Fig.1). 
One of the parameters of major interest in the scattering 

problems is the scattering cross-sectin a(0) which is introduced 

as follows; 

cr(0) = L P /P ,    (kL » 1). C10> 
s  o 

In this definition Ps and Poare the values of the Poynting's 

vectors for the scattering field at an observation point (L.9) 

and for the initial field at the point ? =(0,yc,0). Assume that 

the initial field is a TM-polarized plane wave which incidents 

from region (1) and propagates in the direction of the unit 

vector £. 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION AND ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS. 

The' integro-differential equations (3) are solved 

numerically by the moments method Ul. Numerical computation have 

been performed to obtain cr(0) for the situation concerned with TM 

wave scattering from half-space region ^(11), which represents 

cold electron plasma. In ' this case £ and . ccappear to be 

skew-symmetric. The ambient electrically gyrotropic medium is 

characterized by the parameters syy^ezx=XA,   eyz=-ezyH0.3.   The 
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homogeneous scatterer has the rectangular cross-section with 

sides I and h and was centered at the point ? =CO,0,z ),k te \=n 

(see Fig. 1.) The permittivity cc remains fixed throughout the 

computation and. characterized by the components c   . =e      =1. , 
c z z  c y jr 

c     =-£  »to. 2. The initial field has the form of TM~polarized 
cyz   czy 

plane wave propagating in the negative z-direction. Three curves 

in Fig, 1 received for different scatterer cross-sections : 1- the 

rectangle is pulled along the y-direction Ckl=0. 8rc, kh=0.2n); 2- 

the rectangle is pulled along the z-axis (kl=0.27i, kh=0. 8JT); 3- 

the scatterer has the quadratic cross-section Ckl=kh=0.Bio . This 

curves clearly show the influence of the shape of the scatterer 

to the scattering pattern. 

Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem and angular distribution of the 

scattered field power. 
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TRANSFORMATION   AND  RADIATION   OF  SURFACE  WAVE 
ON   A   BOUNDARY  OF   TIME-VARYING   PLASMA 

Michael BaJcunov and Sergey Zhukov 

University of Nizhny Novgorod 
Gagarin Ave. 23,  Nizhny Novgorod,  603600,  Russia 

ABSTRACT 

Transformation of surface electromagnetic wave, supported by a 
boundary of plasma half-space, under instantaneous growth of plasma 
density in time is considered. It is shown that initial wave splits 
into two new surface waves propagating in the opposite directions and 
into transient bulk radiation. The frequencies of created surface and 
bulk modes as well as angular distribution of bulk radiation is 
investigated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The theory of electromagnetic waves propagation in a time- 
varying, via ionizing processes, plasma was developed by many authors 
mainly with respect to the technical problem of tunable frequency up- 
shifting. The results were obtained both for the simultaneous 
ionization C'Tlash ionization") of the whole space til, half space 
E2J, slab E33 and for the moving ionization fronts E4]. However, the 
previous works in this area were concentrated exclusively on the 
transformation  of  the  bulk   Cplane   homogeneous)  waves. 

We extend here the theory to the transformation of surface waves 
in a non-stationary plasma structures. In theoretical aspects the 
problem is more rich comparing to the case of hulk waves- 
transformation because the initial surface wave is converted not only 
into new waves of the same (surface) type but also Into transient 
bulk radiation. As for practical application we believe that surface 
waves are very attractive to be used in devices with time-varying 
Csolid-state or gaseous) plasmas due to their localization near the 
boundary  and  to   their  slowness. 

Here we restrict our consideration of surface waves 
transformation to the important case of the instantaneous growth of 
plasma density of a half-space in a time. It plays the role of the 
basis <the "reference" case) - for considering more complicated 
problems  in  this  area. 

FORMULATION OF  THE  PROBLEM 

Let cold collisionless plasma of plasma frequency wpl occupies 
the half-space y<0 and bounds at y*=0 with vacuum y>0. A surface wave 
with  magnetic  field  given  by 15,61 
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BCx,y,t> «  z0B0exp [lwot  - UV* - jy| - ^<r>   ). <1> 

where 

, yX> 

«1Cy> - 

*. to    ^ 

<2> 

.,     -    dielectric    permittivity    or    the    crystal    latticein    the    case    of 
tne  solid-state  plasma  C^-l  for  the   caseous  Pl3smas>  and 

ho  -   — 
C3> 

*"".   ' 

i. travelling along the boundary y-0 £ £e * ^-"^^he ^ 
t,-0, the plasma density ««*£«* *««£» «^^ ^formation of 

ZSrZJr^J^^-SJFJZ. and into transient bu. 
radiation. 

NEW SURFACE WAVES 

The frequencies of created surface waves of ^h*/°™ ^^^ 
ihx> nty be derived from treating dispersive equation for surface 
waves  on a plasma-vacuum boundary £5,63 

•±h ■» £ c r^ - --4-"#) <4> 

together  with the  kinematic condition h=h0, and are  given by 

w+ . ±^Ei 
& 

1 * 
c ho 

«- 

*._z 
c  hp^2 c h0 

[1 * —J    - *— <s> 

where 

(see Fig.l>. 

w, 
*      *l. 
P*£-t    +   1 

C6> 
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J«+ I /CJ, 

10 20 30 

Fig.'i. Frequencies absolute value of new surface waves as .a 
function of plasma density jump C/.top"»a>p2-o3 4> fop 

«t»! and Ca> -|2co0/copi«0,v, Cb> ■J2to0/''Gjpl»'Q,99. 

Thus, the steady-state solution consists of two up-shifted 
<jw-5-j>co0> surface waves. One of them, with frequency G\>0, propagates 
in the same direction as the initial one and the other, with 
frequency  o>_<0,   in  the   opposite   direction. 

Surface waves amplitudes obtained through the use of Laplace 
transforms   are   given  by 

2    2 

BH 
Aw £2^lCw0i-C1+£T1>  -    |<o+|^-Cl+£2» 

2 2 f '       2 Cw0-w+>Co)0£t-w+£:2>Cl-£2>J-Cl+£1>CÄ-2+/rl> 
C7> 

The   corresponding    dependence   of  energy  transformation  coefficients 
W+y"W0   on  the   parameter   Ao>  /w   ^    is   presented   in   Fig.2. 

1 1  w±/w0 

0.5 

10 20 30 

Fig.2. Energies of new surface waves vs plasma density Jump for 

-j2wo/wpl-0,S>9. 
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TRANSIENT  BULK  RADIATION 

Frequencies or bulk waves radiated into vacuum depend on the 
angle 0 between direction of wave propagation and the normal to a 
plasma  surface   according   to  the   formula 

sinö 
C8> 

where -JT>2  < G < n/2. 
The   dependence   of the   portion   of  the  whole  energy Wr/W0  radiated 

2 2 
both  into  vacuum   and   into  plasma on  the  parameter  Aw/upl is  shown  in 
Fig.3. 

0.8 VrSV, 

0.4 

Fig   .3.   Radiated   energy   as  a  function of   plasma density   jump  for 

42o>0/«pl-0,oo. 
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ttie of fast developing branches of radio location is 

sounding of objects and structures hidden under the earth 

surface, inside buildings or sometimes ■ in. living organisms 

'[1,2]. Along with pure technical problems of constructing new 

transmitter's, receivers and measuring equipment, a wide class of 

mathematical problems  arises.  They  are  concerned  with 

interpretation of sounding data, determination of position, 

shape and material properties of the objects of interest. 

Despite of abundance of the developed methods, they often "are 

inadequately complicated or, on the contrary, are based upon too 

simplified models of the horizontally stratified environment. 

*e discuss a wide class of essentially 3D inverse problems 

which can be solved exactly in the framework of geometric 

optics. The simplest problem is reconstruction of the shape of 

an ideally reflecting body embedded in a homogeneous  or 

stratified medium from the measured travel, times of the sounding 

pulse.. The corresponding direct problem of ray tracing has JI 

simple exact solution. Less trivial is the fact that the inverse 

problem also has a unifold analytic solution provided the 2D 

travel time distribution over the earth surface is known. Sere, 

we demonstrate an efficient numerical algorithm  for  the 

monostatic sounding problem. 

Let a perfectly reflecting smooth surface z. - h(€,i)) be 

embedded into a stratified non-dispersive medium with dielectric 

permittivity c(z). It is to be reconstructed using the data of 

.monostatic radio sounding from the plane earth surface z - 0/ We 

assume that the return signal at the transmitter/receiver • point 
ro = (xo'yoJ is fonned by a monopulse specularly reflected from 
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a Single point (C.H. h(C.u» of the reflecting surface. The 

measured travel time T - 2P/c is proportional to the group path 

P(x ,y ) being the function of the observation point (*o,yo). As 

frequency dispersion is neglected (8e/3u = 0), it coincides with, 

the optical path 0 « / •?• ds what greatly simplifies the 

following analysis. 

It is obvious that, having performed observations at 

different points r , one gets a dual mapping of the reflecting 

boundary' h(£,i)) onto some surface P = 0(xo,yo) > 0- in the 

half-space (x,y,0). Therefore, an inverse problem can be 

considered: to reconstruct the initial surface z = h(£,T)) from 

measured values P = ^(xQ,yo). 

•Within the framework of geometric optics, an exact solution 

of the corresponding'direct problem has the following form: 

x = £ + vOTT n T,  .y ■ = n' + Vcih)  n x 
o x =    o . y 

h(C,7}) 
dz 

T -J (1) 

/ctz) - e(h)(n2 + n2) 
x    y 

h(C.D) 
e(z) dz 

■J 
•e(z) - e(h)(n2 + n2) 

where n = (n , n , -v4 - n2 - n2) is the unit normal vector to 

h(€,T)) at the reflection point. The first three equations 

represent parametrically a ray in the stratified medium e(z) 

while the last equation gives its optical length [3]. 

The inverse problem can be solved via the same formulae (1) 

if one relates the normal components n^, n with the measured 

values of 0(x ,y ). This relationship can be established by 
0  0 

differentiating the last equation (1) with respect to £ and TJ. 

It results in the following expressions 

After substituting them in,to (1) the latter can be rearranged to. 

the following form: 
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h 
dz 

T  - 

0 
J (3) 

*(vyo>-J 

•e(z) - (a^/ax)2 - (3^/8y): 

h 
e(z) dz 

•c(z) - (aiii/ax)2 - Otfr/ay)2 

It can be easily seen that, for an arbitrary c(z), these 
formulae give a parametric solution to the problem of 
reconstructing h(£,u). In fact, given measured functions 0, dip/ax, 
aift/dy, inversion of the last integral yields the reflection 

depth h as a function of the observation point (xo,yQ). 
Consequently, the ray parameter x and the coordinates (€,i?) also 
can be calculated explicitly as functions of (xo,yQ). 

In the particular case of a uniform medium e(z)=e = Const, 
the solution (3) takes the simplest form: 

' * -x - JL-M- (x y ) ■  ' *   o   e ax    v W 
0 

h = -|- /c - (dip/ax)2 - (df/dy)2 

o 

Formulae (4) give an obvious generalization of the well-known 

results [4] concerning the 2D inverse problem (reconstruction of 

a cylindric surface h(£) from the measured group path P(XQ)). 

We demonstrate examples of numerical implementation of the 

above algorithm. We have simulated radio sounding of a given 
reflecting surface h(£,Tj) by calculating the group path 0(xo,y ) 

and coordinates x (€,TJ), y (£,T?) using formulae (1) over a 
rectangular grid in the (£,T)) plane. As a result, we obtained 
travel time T = 2^//c as a function of the observation point 
(x ,y ). The inverse problem was solved via the formulae (4). 

The derivatives d\ß/dx, dtjj/ay have been calculated using finite 
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differences. 
If the reflector is buried at ä relatively small depth, the 

mapping h(£,i)) * ^\^ is mutually unifold and the numerical 

solution reconstructs the given reflecting surface h(€,T)) with 

small discrepancy due to a finite step between the observation 

points. For larger depths, caustics may occur and some 

modification of the algorithm is required [5]. 

More realistic models including rough boundaries 

characterized by certain scattering radiation patterns also can 

be considered. The radiation pattern, as well as the unknown 

dielectric permittivity profile of the host environment, can be 

determined from the data of the bistatic sounding. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report deals with the following electromagnetic in- 

verse problem arising, for example, in geophysical exploration. 

We assume that the probed plane-layered slab of given thickness 

lies upon a uniform substrate. The upper halfspace from which 

sensing time harmonic . plane wave is falling remain free. 

Permittivities of the substrate and the upper layer assumed to 

be known. The scattered field is then measured at a different 

frequencies or scattering angles. The problem is to find the 

unknown permittivity profile from these measurements. The 

proposed approach represents an extention and modification of 

the earlier proposed by the present authors iterative technique. 

The advantage of the present solution is that it permits due to 

the existence of the backscattered component to measure 

scattered field at only one observation point. So it allows to 

operate only with one antenna, situated, for example, at the 

airplane. The another novel idea is to formulate the problem via 

the intensity data registration. Then the nonlinear equation 

linking the informative parameter and the reconstructed quantity 

is inverted via the previously described Newton-Kantorowich 

iteration method and Tikhonov's regularization technique. 

Numerical results will be presented in graphical form to 

illustrate possibilities and prospects of the present method. 
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INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The previous research in the remote sensing has been focused 

on the direct scattering problems i.e. on finding the parameters 

of the scattered electromagnetic field under the assumption that 

the parameters of a medium as. well as the statistical 

characteristics of the latter are known [1,2]. In some research 

areas such as radioceanography [11 and optics of light 

scattering [3] the efforts have been made to determine the 

parameters of a rougth surface provided the propeUes of the 

underlying medium are given. 

As it. is well known, the internal structure of a medium bounded 

with a rough surface•essentially affects the process of EM wave 

scattering [23. This fact provides the physical basis for the 

inversion of physical characteristics of a 

n underlying medium by 

using information concerning this medium which is contained in 

the non-coherent scattering data due to surface roughness. This 

is a completely new approach in the inverse scattering theory as 

.compared with the existing inversion methods Csee e.g. C41) 

which have been developed for plane-layered media with a plane 

boundary and wich utilize the Cspecular) coherent-wave 

reflection data. • 

We consider a plane-layered dielectric medium which consists of 

an inhomogeneous layer -&<z<0 and a uniform substrate -to <z<-b 

Csee Fig.l). The outer boundary of a slab is covered with a 

statistical roughness determined by the equation z =zgr) where 

r=Cx,y,0), zs is a random function with the zero mean value and 

the second statistical moment : BCr-r'Xzjfr^Zjfr'j>. The 

roughness is assumed to be slight' [13. A time-harmonic plane 
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wave polarized horizontally CpJ) or vertically Cs> is obliquely- 

incident from free space 0<z<+oo upon the medium. Let 

er designate the backscattering cross sections for the 

co-polarized constituents of non-coherent field at p,s 

polarizations respectively. It is assumed that the function B as 

well as the thickness b of a slab, the value s(-G) .of slab's 

permittivity at the unperturbed outer boundary and the 

permittivity of the substrate are known apriori. Suppose that 

a series of J*J +J experiments has been carried out, the ■j-th 
experiment being performed at a specific frequency and yielding 

the value uiS<x     for 1<?'<J  and u,=a      for J <j<J +J  , 

(j?=l,2, D.  The task is to reconstruct the unknown permitivity 

distribution cCz) -wi thing the slab from the non-coherent 

scattering data set u., j-1, J 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION AND SAMPLE RESULTS 

For simplicity we limit ourselves to the case where the 

frequency dispersion of the constitutive parameters  of  all 

media involved can be ignored- at least in the frequency range 

employed. However we account for losses by allowing complex 

values for these constitutive parameters. Let us suppose that 

the medium within the slab whose permittivity distribution is 

unknown is replaced by an auxiliary medium with given 

permittivity distribution is unknown is replaced by an auxiliary 

medium with given permittivity distribution c Cz),   C-b<z<0), 

such that cjC-Oy-cC-0}.   The outer boundary of the auxiliary 

medium is covered by the statistical roughness determined by the 

same random function z^ as.for the probed medium. We calculated 

the BCS u,um  for the probed and the auxiliary media within the 

framework of Born approximation [1,23. Assume that e   differs 
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little from c so that the quantity T\-C-C^ is small enough. On 

expanding u=a in power of TJ and retaining two first terms one 

obtains the relation which links the difference u-u^ with TJ: 

u-ua=-Eei7) C13 

where I is some linear functional acting on z withing the 

interval -b<z<0 wich is determined by cfc and is independent of 

c. Then one can reconstruct n from the scattering data set u^ 

by employing an optimization approach where one minimizes the 

following cost functional: 

^J^WJIUJ-UJ^ ReLj7)r+ a OCT)). C2) 

Here w are the positive weighting coefficients, a>0 is the 

regularization parameter, u and Lj are the quantities u, L 

specified to the conditions of a j'-th experiment,OCn) is the 

quadratic smoothing functional. The minimization of F is 

performed analytically to yield an integral equation which 

easily lends itself to analytical solution. With TJ at hand, one 

arrives at the estimate e =c+T? for the unknown function e. 

This estimate is employed in place of ca and the preceding 

.scheme is succecively repeated. This constitutes the 

Newton-Kantorovich iterative solution to the proposed inverse 

problem. 

Sample results of profile reconstruction for measurements at p 

polarization are shown in Fig.2. Here the solid line depicts an 

actual permittivity profile, dashed with dots line - the initial 

guess, and the dotted line - reconstructedprofile distribution 

respectively. It is assumed that the angle of incidence y takes 

J=40 values disturbed equidistantly over the interval E0°<v^80°. 

The function BCr^expC-r^/l*) depicts the gaussian-correlated 

roughness with the rms height a  and correlation length I. 
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It is taken k b=k 1=0.92. From these results it.is seen, that 

the proposed inversion approach based on inverting the non- 

coherent scattering data provides quite feasible reconstruction 

of inhomogeneous permittivity profiles.       ■ '. . . 

Incident 
wave 

CCZJ 

Non-coherent 
(fluctuating) 

component 

The unknown slab 
to be inverted 

-b 

Homogeneous 
substrate • 

Fig.1 Two-dimensional sketch of the problem. 

cCz) 

z/%  ~0.5 e 
Fig. 2 Example of profile reconsrtuctiqn 
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ABSTRACT 
The two-dimensional problem of dielectric slab eigenraode scattering from a penetrable body immersed into 

« stratified medium is solved by the numerical method based on the surface potentials approach. 'Ihe original 
scattering problem is formulated in terms of a set of boundary integral equations.The layered geometry of tlic 
surrounding space is taken into account by «sing the Green's Hinctioo3 of the corresponding boundary problem. 
Tte Euler method is used to improve the convergence of Somroerfe Id-type integrals which are contained in 
expressions for the Green's ftjnetioos. Some illustrative numerical results are presented 

INTRODUCTION 

Discontinuity problems in open dielectric waveguides are essential to the design of 
various optical and millimeter-wave components, such as filters and grating couplers. They 
also play an important role in the simulation of splicing of two optical waveguides. The 
simplest model for these complicated discontinuities can be a dielectric cylinder immersed 
in a dielectric slab waveguide. 

The scattering and mode conversion of the slab eigenmode from a circular cylinder 
outside the slab have been considered by an approximate method in |lj and rigorous 
method in [2]. Another rigorous method based on integral equations has been proposed in 
|3J for a symmetrical deformation of both boundaries of a slab. Modeling a splice of two 
dielectric waveguides has been performed in [4] by using the partial variational principle. 

For consideration of an arbitrary local boundary deformation of an open waveguide we 
have proposed an approach based on the surface potentials method. By means of the single 
layer surface potential the original scattering problem is formulated in teims of a set of 
boundary integral equations. The stratified geometry of the host medium is taken into 
account in the kernels of the integral equations by using of the Green's functions of the 
corresponding boundary problem. The Euler transform is used to improve the convergence 
of Sommerfeld-type integrals which come into expressions for the Green's functions. 
Several numerical results, including scattering patterns, total scattered power and mode 
conversion coefficients have been calculated. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION .' 

Consider a medium ccenpying the whole two-dimensional space which parameters can 
be described by 

e(z) = ]es,~d<z<Osk(z)»kov/e(z) (1) 
e3,z<-d 
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where E(Z) andk(z) are the penmttivity and the local v^venumber respectively, 
■j,   is the free-space wavenumber and d is the thickness of the slab guiding region- 

Consider a dielectric slab eigenmode scattering from a dielectric cylinder placed on the 
boundary between the slab and the upper halfspace. Cylinder cross-section S is bounded 
by an arbitrary smooth curve S and the permittivity of the cylinder is denoted as eb 

The electric field component E, of guided TE modes can be expressed an follows: 

Ex.¥(*)c«*, 
f A(l + Q)e^,x>0 (2) 

Here, we assume the e*48* time dependence, where 

Y.-^-h2",     P3-Vh2-k3'     P\m<R-*Z       . (3> 

plsp3 and Y» satisfy the dispersion equation: 

(Pi+p3)cosYsd+(^2-Ys)siBTfld-0 <-4) 

«9 

and mode amplitude A is looked for as meeting the condition: J^2(z)«*s * * (5) 

Nonzero components of the scattered magnetic field are derived from the following 

relations: Hy = ;—3»E£    »   He5* — dyEs ^ 
ik« ■     ■   .    .      ko     •      .    ■ . . 

The sef of integral equations for the unknown potential densities ,f and Y » obtained 

using the representing of the fields E and Es by means of surface potentials. 

f j{q>(p)Gb(r.p)-y(^)G(r,p)}dp«E,(?) 

j * ■ (7) 
I V<I>±Ml> _ J{<ptf)3.Gb(r ,p)- ^(p^G^ldp^-d^r) 
t     .2.1 
The Green's functions Gb and G satisfy the Helmholhz equaüon with the Dirac-delta 
function in the right-hand part. 

Consider singularities in the kernels of the integral equations (7). 

When |r - p| ~* 0 the following estimations are valid: 

Gb = G=0(ln{r-p|)    ,   3„Gb = BnG=*0(l) (8) 
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Assuming that the parametric expression for curve Z is known, (7) can be expanded like 
follows: - 

». 
j{f(t)Gb(t.Ö-V(t)G(TtÖ}dt-El(t) 

■   ■• ■     ■ 

y<ö'+^-T{^>a.Gb(T,.5)-v(T)BIIG(t,ö}dT-ra.E,c6 
w 

The matrix equation is obtained using the quadrature formulas for both integrals with 
logarithmic singularities and regular integrals. 

fGb]N -IG] 

r-f9ttGb] 

2nk 

-+{3BG] 

(  <P(T0) 

EWI) 
~8„E'(T&) 

-ÖnE'CtN-l).) 

(10) 

N 
k = 0,N-l 

The peculiarity of the problem is that a cylinder can be placed on the boundary between 
the slab and surrounding medium. When both the source and the observation points 
approach the boundary, integrals which are contained in expressions for the Green's 
functions become slowly convergent and the computation of matrix elements is time- 
consuming. The Euler method for slowly convergent series is used to improve convergence 
of these integrals because the integrant is trie oscillating and slowly decreasing function 
and the integral over the half-period can be considered as a term of the series. The validity 
and usefulness of the proposed method is showed by the following numerical data : 

Table 1. The comparisingoftwo methods of Sommerfeld-type integrals evaluating. 

 .  (0 = 4,6, =e, = 1,6,. = 3,k0 = l) 

2.0 
1.0 
0.5 

2.0 

The     direct 
integration 

J^M. 
-0.08951197 

1.0 

0.1 
0.05 
0.01 
0.005 

0.5 
0.1 

-0.065370! 7 
-0.07469742 

0.05 
0.0! 
0.005 

| 0.001 
[_O0005_ 

0.001 
0.0005 

-0.08342145 
-0.08411704 

The        Euler        transloira 
application 

t,c 

10 
13 

cpe-l.OE-07 
Re{G} t,c 

-0.08951197 
-0.065370! 5 10 
-0.07469741 
-0.08342138 

-0.08458928 20 
-0.08464293 
-0.08468500 

TIF 
'T'32 

-0.08469021 32 

-0.08411694 
-0.08458907 
-0.08464270 
-0.08468473" 

13 

qx-l.QE-06        
Rc{G} Tt,c 

^0.08951197 j_7_ 
-6"Ö6537Ö25       I 8 
-0.07469753 

17 
18 
23 

-0.08468994 

24 
25~ 

HE 

-0.08342189 
-0.08411771 

J0J 
14 
14 

-0.08459031       ]l6 
_l 

-0.08464405 

-0.08468632 

J_6 
17 

d 
-0.08469141 ID 
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Matrix equation (10) can be solved numerically. The solutions of (10) enable the 

determination of the unknown scattered E* and the total E electric fields. 
Consider the expansion of the Green's function in terms of eigen functions of the slab: 

^   _; ^¥(z,M*(*',M e*P(fcly-y'l) dD 
G(r-P>"?      N2(X) 2iX 

where £ includes the sum taken over the eigenvalues of the discrete spectrum and tlie 
X 

integral with respect to the continuous spectrum of the problem: 

JiL + k2(z) + X2U«(z,X)»0,    -~<z<~ 02) 
W J  ; 
\Hf(z,X)\<«» when z-» ±~ 

Coefficient N2 (X) is obtained from the following condition: 

JY(zA)^(a,X')dz~N2(X)8u, (13) 

where Sy,. is &* I^irac-delta function or the Kronecer coefficient. 
Using (11) we obtain the scattered field expansion in the terms of eigen functions of the 
slab: 

E*(r)< 
XC+(X)«F(z,X)exp{ay}   ,   y>y2 
X (14) 

HC"(X)4'(z,X)exp{-ay}    ,   y<y, 
IX 

where y,(y2) = min(max){y eS} and C*(X) are mode conversion coefficients. 
Integral with respect to the continuous spectrum of the problem in (11) can be evaluated 

by the steepest-descent method in the far zone of the cylinder outside the slab (z > 0). 
Thus we obtain the expressions for the scattered power. 

Ps.- c Im{E** VEf} / 8*k0 ^ - to the radiation modes,    (15) 

Pjc
±
5,_£_XykN

2(Xk)|Ci:(Xk)|2 -to the k-th guided mode   (16) 
8TCk, o 

LP(L,6) 11T, 
The scattering pattern: Cs(8)= lim—-  lu' 

where P0 is the incident eigenmode total energy flow along tlie waveguide. 
Fig. 1 shows the scattering pattern of the slab eigenmode scattering from a curvilinear 
cylinder embedded into the slab. 
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fig. I Pattern of the scattering from a curvilinear cylinder immersed into the slab. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The scattering and mode conversion of a dielectric slab eigenmode from a dielectric 
cylinder have been analyzed numerically by the method of a single-layer potential. The 
proposed method can treat cylindrical discontinuities with cross-section bounded by an 
arbitrary smooth curve. These cylinders can be placed inside the slab, outside it and on the 
slab boundary. This method can also solve the discontinuity problems with a TM mode 
incidence. Some illustrative numerical results for the scattering patterns, total scattered 
power and mode conversion coefficients have been presented. 
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ABSTRACT 

The method of development of the analytical 
expression for the brightness temperature statistic 
characteristics of the surface with the large-scale 
roughness was proposed. The method is based on the local 
coordinate introduction during the integral calculations 
by the pass method, using the infinitesimal of the 
surface inclination angle tangent variance. The theory 
of the sea surface thermal radioemission fluctuations 
for any polarization angle and large-scale waves was 
developed by means of this method. 

The sea surface brightness temperature fluctuation 
investigations give a new opportunity to obtain the sea surface 
dynamic structure data. The brightness temperature fluctuation 
spectrum contains the information about the sea surface 
inclination spectrum and can be used both for sea waves and near 
surface wind velocity determination, and to calculate the average 
brightness temperature corrections. The progress in this field 
depends on the advance of the theory, which allows to produce the 
brightness temperature statistic characteristics of the surface 
with the large-scale roughness. 

This method of development of the analytical expression for 
the brightness temperature statistic characteristics of the 
surface with the large-scale roughness is based on the local 
coordinate introduction during the integral calculations by the 
pass method [11. For the large-scale roughness, when 
electromagnetic wavelength X is much smaller than roughness 
dimension A: 

X«A 
the wave surface brightness temperature T is defined by the 
surface characteristics at the point of intersection of sighting 
line with the surface. For this case the main statistic 
characteristic of the brightness temperature field-the correlation 
function is: 

KC? ,t4 ,?2,t2,v.a,03=AT(CI .nz,V.a,eD .ATCCa.7?arF.a;0D  CD 

where the. surface conditions at the points ? .r^for moments t% ,lz 

are defined by the surface inclination angle tangents £ ,nt and 

C ,7? for X,Y axies, lying in the undisturbed sea surface" plane 

CY-axis is oriented in the opposte direction to the wind). The 
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horisontal line above T means the ansemble average, a/8 anales 
denote the observer direction at the polar coordinate system, 
where a is measured from T. and 0-from the normal to the 
undisturbed surface, y is a polarization angle, which is egual to 
zero for horizontal polarization of the receiver. The brightness 
temperature change is measured from the average value: 

ATCC,7?.^a.e>=TCC.)?,¥'ra,ß) - TCy.ocfi) C2) 

The relationship C2) is expanded into the Teylor series, using the 
infinitesimal of. the sea surface inclination angle tangent 
deviation: 

ar 
ATCC,7?,|/,a,0)=— 

C>D=0 («) 

ar 
3* CD**) («) 

1 5*1 
+ 2oF C.77=e        2 on 

(CD - CD .)■+'••.. 

C,D=0 
(D

2
 -if ] +  ;C3) 

flCä? C.D=0" 
The brightness temperature momentary value T is expressed in 

terms of the local emission coefficient for vertical-J  and 
V 

horizontal-JH polarization: 

here T is the water kinetic temperature, *ttt,n,a,8')    is the 
double-side angle between two observation planes, measuring from 
the undisturbed sea surface and from the tangential to the wave 
plane in the point where the observation line intersects the sea 
surface. The relationship C4) and the problem geometry allow to 
change differentiation variables in C3J , that IS modifed to the 
expression: 

iTCC.,.,.a.e)=To{[^-[^-|£].c^].[cl|-c7]- 

sine li 1J/2l^     las2     ae2 J 
'cos y 

[ H - c )*w J     2Ltg0Laö 

+2M1 
sin*0 

-&-SH-. C5) 

cos 2y 

sin 2y 
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tij and Ci denote the inclination angle tangents in the observation 
and perpendicular planes and they are related with C and T? be 
means or the expressions: 

Cn=C*sina + 7?-cosa 

C,=7rsina + C*C0Sa 

For statistic homogeneous brightness temperature field the 
correlation function (1) depends on the difference of coordinates 
?=? -F . T=t -t  and the brightness temperature  fluctuation 
spectrum is related with the correlation function: 

+00 

*CG)Xyrare)=--^— rffKCfrTfv,a,fl3-expt-iClf-f - ca-T)]d*rdT C6) 
C2jr)3JJJ 

-03 

C1),C2),C43-C6) relationships together with  the  model  for 
two-points distribution function make statistic average possible 
and allow us to derive the brightness temperature spectrum and an 
inclination angle spectrum relation. Using this method for the 
brightness temperature average magnitude and its fluctuation 
spectrum is discussed in [2] more detailed^ Relationships for the 
average brightness temperature change AT=T-Tfs relative to the 
flat surface brightness temperature Tfs and for the fluctuation 
spectrum W.a,t,y,(xt8') were obtained accurate up to the 
second-order infinitesimal terms for the fluctuations: 

ATCy,a,0}«- 

- 2-tgfl 

i. raj.    rax 

,09* 

3JT 

lias2      I 
Ea _ \dh _ £V| 
[dd        [dB       dB J 

ItgsLae     las     dB J   .    J 

'd*j.    a*j, 

382 •cos'v* ~ 

sin20 

M 
LLcosS     sin0-tg0, 

[jB-Jr]-cos2|j.flr*+ 

I' fJ*Jrl " • T~ " —11 sin 2V    m 
j   l B   rJ      sinöUö       dd JJ 

[ °u " °c ] sln .8oJ 

orl-'*<ru 
+ a_ 

°x ~ ff« + cr_ 
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«».*.F.a.0D«T;fP-£ -  f— - —"|cos>] 
°ll30      ■ ISO ■      68 J J 

+ I »   rJ sina2y • *,Cw,2,a) - 

•$i(Ca,£,oü + 

C8) 
sinzS 

fk*£ m B -E aiB   ay 
sin 0 {88       LöÖ       39 

coszv '  fV^c] sin 2a*sin 2*4 
*U=,4_Cu.£) cosza + ftuCu.lb sin*a 

* ,- *„Cw/£} sinza + .4>/Ctt;£) cosza 
XT? V 

are the surface Inclination angle tangent 
deviations and fluctuation spectra along and across the wind and 
ff«,$i| and ö*,.*, are dispersions and spectra in the sighting and 
perpendicular plane respectively. 

The analysis of the relationship C7) shows that the flat 
surface brightness temperature relationship at the polarization 
angle » differs from the relationship for the average 
temperatures: 

TCy) * TBsin*> + Trcos
zy 

It is related with the thermal electromagnetic field correlation 
for vertical and horizontal polarizations in the case of the rough 
surface, unlike the flat surface where they are statistically 
independent. In CS) the second and the third spectrum components 
are caused hy the fluctuation correlation for vertical and 
horizontal polarization. They don't influence on the fluctuations 
for vertical and horizontal polarizations but they are substantial 
at an intermediate polarization angle. The brightness temperature 
fluctuation spectra for vertical and horizontal . polarization 
depend on the inclination angle spectrum at the sighting plane, 
hut for w * .45° they depend on the inclination angle spectrum at 
the perpendicular plane. Tne experimental investigations of the 
rouan sea'surface brightness temperature fluctuations at various 
polarization ancles verify this conclusion [2L 

It is necessary to note that in (7D,C8) and in other 
relationships produced by this method we haven't specified the 
local emission coefficient. It means, that J and Ju can describe 
both the local flat surface and the surface with the local 
structure: small-scale waves, pollutions and so on. 
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WAVS EECRY Hl URBAH MEDIA 

Mihall Bulahov 

The Tomsk State University 
Lenin st.,36. Tomsk, 634050 Russia 

Abstraot: Problems of eleotromagnetio field investigations in 
an urban media are considered. The Formulae and calculation 
algorithm for average attenuation of the field . over a 
smoothly irregular terrain are offered. By the results of 
numerical simulation the radiomap of an urban area are - 
constructed.° 

The exploration of eleotromagnetio fleldB in an artificial 
media and sruotures represents one of the vital directions of 
modern eleotromagnetio theory. Among the latters, there is an urban 
media, whioh differ from others by presence of the highest amount 
of inhomogenlty. At present, there are many different mathematical 
models for it, for example - one by Okumuim /1/. But, to the 
author's mind, the most fundamental model li the analytical one 
/2/r whioh simulates the urban media by th§ set of plane opaque 
screens, plaoed casually and independently on the earth's surfaoe. 
Basing on this insight, the authors of the model compute spatial - 
temporal urban field structure by calculating the multifold and 
multipath statistic, in the approach of geometrio optics. Then, one 
of the important and the most informational at.practice values is 
average Intensity, for which the two asymptotical formulae 
faithfully representing Its variability in the two limited oases 
were obtained /2/i 

1.When the fixed station antenna is above the average level of 
the surrounding buildings roofs: 

1     z - h 
<I>= xR, x -2— , (1) 

81   V  d3 

2.In the case of its disposing below the lewel specified: 

" 1 I 
<I>. _ v P x R.x —-'. (2) 

24«a  *  *  ds 
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Here: m 

■*:■ la+ f2jEiBr(h-Zl2)]a ' 

r ■' <- ■ the average magnitude of the luminous refleotanoe 
era-relation funotion; 1 - the wavelength; z{ - the heights of the 

mobile and fixed station antennae respectively; d - the distanoe 
between.them; 7■'..- the average density of the building; h - the 

average height of the building; 1B- the vertical correlation eoale 
of the luminous ref leotanoe. 

It is considered, that the mobile station antenna 1B disposed 
below the average height of the building both in the first and the 
seoond oases. 

It is easy to detect, that at z^ h the equation (1) is equal 
to aero, because it is derived by using the onefold scattering, 
theory approaoh. It makes the largest contribution for the forming 
of the field in the reception point during the high arrangement of 
the fixed station antenna, but tends to zero when it lowers to the 
roof level. Vioe versa, the equation (2) is obtained in the 
multifold scattering theory approaoh, whioh begins to play the 

determinant role as soon as the fixed station antenna lowers below 

the roof lewel. Taking account of this singularity, as a matter of 
following eonvenienoe it would be advantageous to unite equations 
presented, that forms the part of this work. 

Is a result, the following united formula is offered: 

<I>=R vh + R'—— —  , (3) 

whioh was obtained by the asymptotic joining of the equations (1) 
and (2) .at z = 0, Here: 

Z 

2*rXl f z - h , z > h f h - z . h > z 
R_» — —- . n= I    a   ~       2   .   . r= i 2 2 

s 

/ V » ■ V h ■        1 
2    V2+ (2K1 >C)2 I O.z^h'^j O.hsz 2 

The Joint factor §=* 
•215 

is ohosen on the base, that aooording to /2/ the multifold 
scattering effects begins to play an appreciable role for the 
forming of field in the reseption point when z - h « •2T3. 

Further, to oorrect the results obtained, the aooount of 
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tnfluenoe of terrain relief Is carried out. For these means, the ' 

fair irregularities of the earth's surfaoe are approximated by 

spherioal obstaoles V3/ and the factor of added  dlfraotion 

attenuation is introduced: - 

■ ?-F0(de-aB(d-*.,+ oe^^'V) U)- 

The latter is being oonstruoted by joining Pok's difraotion 

asymptotic —2 e"2Br for field Intensity over the horizon above the 

smooth earth's surfaoe, where a - attenuation faotor, and the 

funotion -^3 , whioh takes plaoe for the field above the quaeiplane 

urban area (i.e. ahead to the horizon). Basing on the described 

above mathematical model, the calculation algorithm for the average 

intensity was worked out and realized as a oomputer program. The 

results of the numerioal simulation were compared with the set of 

experimental data obtained for the oentral part of Tomsk at the 

frequence 410 Mhz. 
Utilization of the algorithm pointed out made it possible to 

construct the radiomap of the urban area, showed on fig.1. Here the 

results of numerical calculation are demonstrated by solid lines: 

The experimental data are marked by numbers in the oiroles. Value 

of zero db oonforms to attenuation of the outer spaoe field at the 

distanoe of 1 km from the radiation sourse. Besides, for example 

there are showed data for the two different radiopathes on fig.2,3. 

They correspond to the A and B sections on fig.1., and demonstrate 

the ourves of the terrain relief profile and the attenuation values 

calculated. The experimental data are denoted by points with the 

indication of significant intervals. 

is a whole, the results of nimerioal simulation is in. accord 

with the experiment well, in suoh a way the average deviation of 

the values computed is 2.7 db. -It provides the higher precision in 

comparison with the known erapirioal and. graphical methods, 

inoluding ones recommended by IROO. 

At the same time, the- taking plaoe deviations say about 

necessity of the seaoh of ways for more detailed aooount of 

specific conditions. It seems, that the aooount of field 

polarization structure in urban areas is one of the possible ways 

of refinement the results obtained. This statement is based on the 
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fact that by nowadays the effects of radiation depolarization never 

has been taken into aooount during the computing of average 

intensity. However, these effeots are present to a considerable 

extent /2/ ,and can influenoe on the prediction preoislon rather 

highly. It seems feasible to take acoount of the effeots by 

introduction of the added attenuation faotor, whose computation 

represents the separate problem. 

4**I> JL Pig.1 Radiomap, of an urban area. 

60 60 

^5 LÖ 7J 
Pig.2 Attenuation on path A. 
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Abstract 
A formulation is introduced, that provides a uniform description of the field scattered from 
a plane angular sector in the near zone, -when it is illuminated by a plane wave.  This 
formulation is based on the plane-wave far field response, that was derived in a previous 
work. The extension to observation point localized at finite distance has been obtained from - 
spectral synthesis. 

1. Introduction. ° • . 
A high-frequency description of the scattering from complex structures that exhibits 

surface discontinuities such as edges and vertices, is of importance in a wide variety of 
practical applications. To this end , the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) and its 
uniform extension (UTD) provided very effective tools for most engineering purposes. 
Within this framework, an important canonical problem is that of a corner at the 
interconnection of two straight edges, joined by a plane angular sector. 

It should be noted that for most practical purposes, the need for a corner 
diffraction coefficient in a UTD scheme mainly arises when the leading, edge diffracted field 
experiences a discontinuity, as it occurs when the diffraction point disappears from an edge 
or changes abruptly its location from one edge to the other. 

The exact solution for this canonical problem was obtained in [1], but unfortunately 
is not well suited for practical calculations. A heuristic corner diffraction coefficient was 
conjectured in [2]. An improvement was introduced in [3], where the radiation integral of 
the currents induced by a single diffraction mechanism from one edge, is extended only to 
the plane angular domain delimited by the other adjacent edge. Although their solution is 
cast in a nicely uniform form, no estimate has been introduced therein of the distortion of 

-the currents due to the presence of the second edge. A spectral PTD approach has been 
developed by Ivrissimtzis and Marehfka [4]. There, a significant improvement has been 
obtained by introducing secondary non-uniform currents; also, their solution includes a 
uniform formulation. Recently, corner diffraction coefficients have been derived in the plane 
wave-far field regime by using the induction theorem [5]. These non-uniform coefficients, 
that account for second order interactions between the two edges, exhibit the expected 
singularities at the caustics of single and doubly diffracted rays. 

In this paper, the above solution is used to weight the plane waye spectrum 
representation of a source, located at a finite distance from the vertex. Next, via a suitable, 
asymptotic evaluation of the spectral integrals, a high-frequency uniform solution is 
obtained. For the sake of simplicity, the scalar case is treated in this paper and the 
formulation for hard boundary conditions is given explicitly hereinafter. The same basic 
procedure can be extended without any significant difficulty, to treat the more general 
electromagnetic vector problem. 

2. Plane wave — far field diffraction coefficient 
The geometry at a plane angular sector interconnecting two edges is shown in Fig. 1. 

Let us denote by fi the angle between the two edges. For the sake of simplicity in the 
discussion, let us suppose that hard boundary condition are imposed on the plane sector.^ At 
each edge (n=l,2) it is useful to define a local coordinate system (xn, yn, z„) with its origin 
at the vertex; the zn-axis is chosen along the edge, and the y,,-axis is perpendicular to 
surface; accordingly, a spherical coordinate system (r, ß„, 4>n) is also defined. _ 

The far field that is scattered by the hard, plane angular sector, when it is illuminated by 
a plane wave propagating in a direction (ßn\ tf„'), may be represented as {5] 
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D= D2l(cosßv cosßj + Dl2(cosß2, cosßj (1) 

In (1), the scattered far field has been normalized for exp(-jkr)/(4xr). Furthermore, the 
two term D2J and D12 are obtained from analogous diffraction mechanisms. In particular, 
D2I take into account for the field diffracted first at the edge 1 and next at the edge 2. For 
the sake of simplicity only the term D2] will be analyzed in the following. This term may 
be expressed as the sum of two contributions; 

Dn=Dn> + D2l- (S) 

,_  *2i{cn'-\-5n)+!zii{c21-lf21) %x 

"». ~ Mcosß*'- cosßtJ (cosß2'- cosßj'    U" - ßfa >+12 fa + TaJ 2 n       (4J 

which account for first order and second order diffraction mechanisms, respectively. In (8) 
and (9) 

*•» = y/ cosßi-cos(ßl'+«;     ; T2l = ^ cos(ß2-Q)~cosß1' (5a) 

*2i =  y/ eo$(ßl'-Q)~cosß2  ; f21 =  yf cosßx'-cos(ß2+Sl) (5b) 

■■«ai'.= ±J co*(ßi'~tl)~co3ßi' ; Cj, = ± \J cosß^ cos(ß2+Sl) (5c) 

l2t=Jsin ( fy-ß3+ßi '+Ü)) ;■ "i 2i = ^/«» ( \(- ßx'+ ßz-ftoj) (5d) 

where the upper (lower) sign apply for <j>x<r (>*). It is worth noting that D2J' exhibit the 
expected singularities at the first order diffraction caustics. Furthermore, a square-root type 
singularity occurs in D21" at the second order diffraction caustics ( d 2,=0). 

3. Observation point at finite distance. 
Let us consider an observation point P (x2, y2, z2) at finite distance from the tip. A 

spectral representation of the field in P may be cast in the form of superposition of spectral 
plane wave. For representing each plane wave it is convenient to use the two spectral 
cosines directors Uj and u2 of the two axis z, and z2. After some manipulations, the spectral 
representation of the scattered field in the near leads to 

q(u1,u2)=sin7Sl-*l
i-v*+2uiih   ; pfa, «J=gjjj bhvi+*iV\ + -vyfq(ul, uj]        (8) 

where «,- and v are the cosine directors with respect to the axes x,- and y, respectively, r is 
the finite distance of the observation point P from the tip, brp(ult «3/is the phase shift 
between the observation point and the tip of each spectral plane wave. 

.It is easily seen that the integrand in (6) contains two separated poles in both the two 
variables of integration due to the term Dn\ These poles arise from the first order caustics 
of the corresponding plane-wave/far field representation. Furthermore, it contains the 
branch singularity of the term -D21" in the variable u2, which arises from the double 
diffraction caustic. 

The spectral integral representation (6) has been asymptotically evaluated. The 
two contributions that are associated to D21' and D2l" have been approximated by two 
different asymptotic expressions. The first contribution (containing poles) is evaluated as in 
{3]. The second one is evaluated by means of cylindric parabolic functions. 

%*=%?* + %ddU2
dd+^f; Uid%d +^ ITU>° (9) 

where i—l 
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^5*° is the geometrical optics contribution, 
<3>! is the first order UTD diffraction coefficient at the ith edge; 
5)2 is a double diffraction contribution from the second edge; 

3&2i'
p is the diffraction tip contribution; 

Uid       =U(ßi'-ßi},    accounts   for   the   presence   of   first   order   diffraction   point 
on the semi-infinite  itl> edge ; 

Vs"    =U(x-^>2-(j>2')  Ufx-ty-fi'), accounts for the presence of a specular point 
within the plane angular sector; 

U2     =U(ß-l'-Ü-ß2); accounts for the presence of second order diffraction point on 
the second edge. 

It is worth pointing out that only a half of the total first order, diffracted field contribution 
comes from ^2i) the remaining part is obtained from *3)j2. 

Herein after, explicit expression is presented for only the tip contribution since the 
other terms are rather standard: 

^2?=- "^~ hi + T"(2 t'% Sk~r 11 )D2f] TA.SJnS* kr) 
where 

(10) 

S^yßsin^iiyiJ)     ;     li = ± jLinßiSxnß!cos(^*i) (11) 

in which +,-signs apply to ^,-<,>*-, respectively, 

T*(T)=*t*l*^t-*?D x(tT^\x\y (12) 
and "I 

T(x,^y>y,K)=jK^^{t-xtxG(Kx\Kx^^cvG(m\Ky^ (IS) 

in which cz= sgn(*) and e=sgn(/?,'-n-£2). The transition function T in (15) is the same as 
that defined in [3] and involves the generalized Fresnel integral G(a, b). In (9) and (14) the 
transition function T"(x) involves a parabolic cylindric function D  ] of order --. 

5. Numerical results. 
The first and second order diffraction contributions do exist whenever the observation 

point lies within ihn cones ß~ß? and ß—tt-ß? respectively. These cones can be called 
first and second order shadow boundary cones (SBCs). When the observation point passes 
through these cones, a discontinuity occur in the dominant contributions. This 
discontinuity is weü compensated by the tip contribution by mean of the transition 
functions T and T" involved therein. In the following numerical examples, the scattered 
field is observed on a scan plane, which is chosen to intersects SBCs. In all the curves, the 
dashed, dotted and continuous lines represent the first order UTD field, the tip 
contribution and the total scattered field, respectively. In Fig. 1 the amplitude of a field is 
plotted -at distance r=2A from the tip of a n=90° plane angular sector. The scan plane and 
the direction of the incident plane wave are specified in the inset of the same figure. When 
the point of observation P passes through this cone, the UTD diffracted field abruptly 
disappears and the tip contribution provides the required continuity of the total scattered 
field. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the transition functions T. 

Fig. 2 shows the scattered field at a distance 2A (0</31<180*, ^=125") for a plane 
wave incident from ^'= 60°, 0j'=SO° for the same plane angular sector (0=90°). The 
observation point passes through both first and second order SBCs. In this case both the 
two transition functions T and T" intervene when P approaches first and second order 
SBCs, respectively. Also in this case, tip contribution gives the expected continuity of the 
total field. 
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MATHEMATICAL QUESTIONS.OF THE BOUNDARY EQUATION METHOD 
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Igor Chudinovich 
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4, Svobody sq., Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine 

The representation of solutions of mixed problems for 
Maxwell's system in a form of various combinations or the surface 
retarded potentials leads to the systems of nonstationary boundary 
equations. The results concerning to the unique solvability of. 
these systems are presented. The properties of their solving 
operators in some functional spaces of Sobolev type are given too. 

INTRODUCTION 

For some last years the interest to the mathematical 
questions of the boundary equation theory in hyperbolic mixed 
problems has been on increase. These equations arise after the 
limit transitions of a point to the boundary in the surface 
potentials representing solutions of original problems. It is well 
known that the question of the solvability or boundary equations 
both in the elliptic and in the parabolic cases was researched 
long ago, but in the hyperbolic case until very recently there 
were no results concerning to the solvability of corresponding 
boundary equations. Only in 1986 in the works by A. Bamberger and 
T. Ha Duong 11,23 the unique solvability of two boundary equations 
in two main mixed problems of the diffraction of acoustic waves 
was proved. In the early 90-es these investigations were continued 
in the cycle of author's works 13 - 63 devoted to boundary 
equations in the problems of the dynamic elasticity theory. This 
note is the first one in the cycle of papers devoted to the 
analogous questions in the electrodynamic problems for the 
nonstationary Maxwell's system. 

THE"NOTATIONS AND THE FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Let S be a smooth surface dividing K3 into domains Q+ and (f. 
The electric and magnetic field vectors in a point x e R3 at the 
moment t e K+ = (0,oo) are denoted by ECX) and HCXD respectively 
where X = Cx,t). In the absence of the conduction current and 
free charges these vector fields either in G+ = Q+ x (R+ 
or G" = (f x R+ satisfy the Maxwell's system 

.. edtECX) - rotHCX) =0 ■ divECX) =.0 
^HCX) •+ rotECX) =0 divHCX) =0 

The initial conditions are supposed to be homogeneous 
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Etx,+0) = HCx,+0) = 0,      X6 Cr 

The boundary conditions have a form 

E^X) * vCx) = FCX),  CH^XD.fCxD) = gCX).  X € if = S x K+ 

where v(x) is an outward unit normal vector to S at a point x € S, 
the symbols A and (...) denote the vector and the scalar products 
in K3 respectively, the superscripts "±" denote the limit values 
of corresponding functions when their argument X tends to S+ from 
within G~ respectively. Excluding magnetic field we reduce this 
problem to the problem 

<?*ECX) - a2AECX) = 0, X € G1, 
x € Cr, ECx,+0) = C5tE)Cx,+0) =0, 

E^X) *t>Cx) = FCX),  CdivE)±CX) = 0,  X € 2f, 

where a2 = (.e\i)  . We consider even more general problem with the 
non-homogeneous boundary condition 

CdivEÄX) = fCX),    X € S+. 

Let us call this problem the dynamic electric problem. 

THE RETARDED POTENTIALS 

Let fCX) be the fundamental solution of the three-dimensional 
wave equation 

§CX) = Cajra)"18Ct)dCaat2-|x|8) 

where 6 is the characteristic function of K+, 6 is the Dirac's 
function. The retarded single- and double-layer potentials with 
three-component densities d and ß = C/3 ,ß ) defined on 2+ are 
introduced by formulas 

(Vd)CX) = S  + $CX - T) dCY)dsv, 
s 

CW/3XX) = / +EJ
3

= t e^Crot^CX - Y) ^vCy), ßTCY)3 + 

+ div^CX - Y) ßvm> dsy 
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where e Is the J-th unit coordinate vector, $jCX) = §CX)e^, ßT 

and ß   are the tangential and the normal to S components of p. 
Representing solution of the dynamic electric problem in a 

form 

ECX) = CVcOCX).  X e G* 

and taking into account the boundary conditions one gets the 
system of boundary equations which is denoted by 

QJ« = <F,f>. 
The representation 

ECXD = (VdTKX) + CWß^CX).  X 6 G- 
in which ct abd ß'  are the tangential and the normal to S vector 
fields respectively leads to the system 

Oj w<aiT. /3V> = <F.f>. 
The representation  . 

ECX) = CW(3T)CX) + CVdy)CX),  X € G" 
with the tangential density ßT and the normal density dy leads to 

the system 
Q±V<PT>V = <F.f>. 

Lastly, representing solution in a form .■ . 
ECX) = CW/3XX),  X 6 G- 

one gets the system denoting by 
Q*|3 = <F,f>. 

Our aim is to research the solvability of these systems. 

THE FUNCTIONAL SPACES 

For any m € R, z > 0 let us introduce the standard Sobolev 
space H ■C2+) consisting of three-component vector functions 
defined on S = S x K which vanish when t ■< 0 , whose m-th 
(fractional) derivatives are square summable on 2* with the weight 
expC-2zt). For any m,k € R H . . C£+3 are the spaces consisting 

of vector functions UCX) vanishing when t < 0 and such that 

■«flD't»'-« W^- Lastly, H^k,2CS
+3 and tf^CSft are 

the subspaces in Hr.Dk (2*) which consist of tangential and 
normal to S vector fields respectively. 
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THE FORMULATION OF THE MAIN RESULT 

The following statement answers the question of the unique 
solvability of the presented above systems of boundary equations. 

THEOREM. The solving operators P* = CO*)"1, R* = CO*)""1, 
■ + • ■  + -i  +   + ^i .      v,w .  v'v 

R^.v = C^v)~ , R- = CQ^)-1 of four systems of boundary equations 
perform the maps 

which are continuous for any k € R, z > .0.. 
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■■■'THEORY  OF  THE  IWTE0RAL_EQUATION OF  THE'IMPEDANCE  DIPOLE 

Danilchuk   V.L.,   Plotnikov  V.N.,   Radtsig   J.J.,   Erainov  S.I. 

The Novgorod  state university,   Novgorod. 

The impedance dipole was studied in nussrcais works of 

native and foreing investigations. But it is probles» of today 

of making of the effective methods of the calculation. The 

qualitative analysis of the integral equation is cited in this 

work. The .effective progras» of the solution of the integral 

equation is built on it's basis. 

The initial  equation of  the ijspedance dipole has view* 

where Z is the surface impedance» j_ is the density of 

current. Current is directed on the surfaces of the dipole by 

the primary field Ez«   Bv the results of the works C1,2,33     the 

equation  XI)   »ay be written in views 

1 
X(AI)(r)  +   <ZI)(r)  +   (KI)(T)  = 

2ira 
* 

1      9   t 9               1                       J 
= \ 1   I(t)   — In dt  +   Z I(T)  + 

IT Or J fit         |T-t|              2ira 

> f.K(T,t) I<t) dt = ecr) o) 

where 2t, a - is length and radius of dipole. UB'H consider 

the equation (2) in the power space Hft of the symmetrical, 

positive definite operatort 
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* 
1      *   r 9 1 

iAI)(r) « - —  I   Itt)   — In    dt <3> 
ir  9r  J tft |T-M 

•  •     -i 

Theorew i. The operate»- of ENJItriplication on thsr function 

Z and integral operator Jf are operators of Yilbert-Shraidt in 

the space M.. 

the idea of  the proof.   The orthonoriaalize basis  in  HÄ has 

view: 

(4) P  (r)   =    /-—    sintn  arccos(T)3,        n=l,2, ,n T frn *   ■ . * ■ * 

the integral operator R has logarithmic peculiarity in the 

kernel. Asymptotic of the matrix elements of the operator X in 

basis  I   f>n   V _t   is found  on  this basis.   The  asymptotic  of     the 

»atrix   elessents  of   the operator  of   the multiplication  on  Z*   if 

Z is piece-Sisooth  is found  also.   It  follows froni this     theore« 

that  equation   (2)   is the equation  of     Fredhol «a     of     th ■    second 

kind in the space Y\^.   The alternative of Fredholra is       applied 

to this equation.     Alternative:     The    equation    has    only    one 

solution or thr uniform equation has unzero solution. 

Theore©     2.      If     Re('Z)        £       0       the       unifor*       equation 

corresponding   C2>  has only zero solution. 

The  idea of   the     proof.      If     we'll     submit     the     integral 

operator   (2)     in    view    of     the    Furje's     integrals    then    the 

spectruua density has the positive real   part.   On  this basis the 

assertion of   the theorem 2  is proved  easy.   Then     we'll     expand 

the unknown current  on the basis 

■ ■     '      +00 

I(r>  = £ Ci   *v (r) C5> 
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const 
(7) 

and going to the infinite system of Fredholm of second kind 

+00 

c    ♦ VM^C   - tK  . i'as i <■*• » **»>-.■ 

For the constant impedance the asymptotic of the matrix 

elements M is found and the theorem 3 is proved. 

Theorem 3. If the right part of the integral equation is 

the smooth and differentiating by several tinies then the 

following estimation is correct for the coefficient of the 

system (6>s 

lCJ * — 
There are two important conclusions from the theorem 3. 

At first, we can submit the function of current in view 

I<T) = PCT) f <T> , 

where ftT) is smooth- At second, the solution of the integral 

of the integral equation is classic, it has to region of  the 

definition of the unlimited operator A-  Moveover,  we  can 

define the rate of the tallieing of the approximate solution 

C , founding from the solution of  the truncated system of 

order N '* N, to precision. And the estimation is corrects 

const 
l|CN-C|| *-^7i- 

(B) 

where C =1 C    } is the solution    of     the    infinite    system 

<&>. The constants in <7) and (8) is big values and the method 

of ealerkin is ^ineffective when exciting of dipole by the 

concentrated sources. The ntuseral—analytical method of the 

solution of the infinite system (6) is offered for this case. 

This method consists in the foil owing«     the    first    N    of     the 
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unknown values are found fro» the solution of the truncated 

system: 
+00 

C; ■'♦ YH.  C,  «  (■   ,        i <  i  <  N   . (9) 

and other unknown values are found by analytical   isethod: 

'    ■■♦  VN     C.   *   <■   t        i  <  i  <  N   , 

C.   =   *    ,  N < i  <   +oe, (lO) 

In this *»ethod the kernel   of  the integral   equation  is    changed 

on the approximate but right  part  is set  precisely. 

It follows . fro® the    calculations    that     the    nu&eral     - 

analytical  «ethod has high effectiveness.   The    series    of     the 

calculations of  the ispedance dipole were carried out    on    the 

basis of this eethod for  the constant     impedance     (distributed 

ispedance)   and for  the piece-constant  iapedance.   In     the    last 

case the space impedance models the loads.   By the calculations 

the available of  the capacitive and  inductive loads per«its to 

synthesize antenna    with    better    characteristics    as    by    the 

criterion of   the co-cordination  as by the coefficient     of     the 

directive action,   with better weight-gabarit  parameters. 
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ABSTRACT 
The technique of the partial inversion of the principal part of the mode- 

matching method's integral operator was developed and substantiated. An application 
of this method, named the method of partial overlapping regions, to solving a number 
of the waveguide discontinuity problems is discussed It's basic advantages over other 
methods are illustrated. 

INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in microwave technology, such as the use of the millimetre- 

wave spectrum, lead to the increasing complexity of the electromagnetic structures 
employed. An accurate numerical tools are necessary for the design of electrodynamics 
systems. For the above reasons, highly sophisticated numerical techniques are required 
for computer-aided design. 

The practically important problems requires construction of mathematical 
models for multiparametric analysis and computer optimization. Consequently they 
must be as efficient as possible from the point of accuracy and stability of numerical 
calculations. These models may be obtained by different methods of regularizing initial 
integral equations. 

It is well known, that mode-matching technique usually leads to the 
convolution-type matrix operator. However, the condition of field continuity on a part 
of region's boundary allowes to obtain sufficiently universal integral equations (IE) 
taking into account further transformations. In general case the kernel of IE contains 
one "moving" and two "moveless" singularities. When there is a "moveless" singularity 
with a certain weight in connection with a "moving" singularity, it is rarely possible to 
invert the principal part of the integral operator completely. 

For the last instance the technique of the partial inversion of the principal part 
of the mode-matching method's integral operator was developed and substantiated. 
The operator of this method contains the "moveless" singularities on the edges of a 
boundary surface only. Thus, a resulting matrix operator consists of an idem-factor 
and a ©-complete continuous operator in a suitable pair of spaces. On the basis of 
analytical Fredholm alternative theorem existence of bounded inverse operator and 
application of the reduction method for solving the matrix equation are proved. 

Accoding to this method, named the method of partial overlapping regions [1], a 
whole complex domain of field determination is divided into a number of overlapping 
regions. An integral equation to solve for one of the electromagnetic field vectors is 
formulated for each of overlapping regions using the integral theorems of the 
diffration theory [2J. The field continuity on a common part of the overlapping regions 
leads to the system of interconnected integral equations. The last one is converted into 
an infinite matrix equation of the second kind, which permits efficient solving by a 
computer. 

THEORY 
To compare the methods let us consider the problem of diffraction of LE-modes 

on    the    step    discontinuity    in    the    parallel-plane    waveguide    Matching    the 
electromagnetic fields  at the aperture yields the integral equation of first „kind 
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. jlGrfx.'oko) +G2(x,olx;o)]U(x')dx' - u[nc(X), (i) 
..'■•."'. 

where Uinc(x) represents an incident wave, a-is a relative aperture size and Gi(x,y| 
x',y') - is the Green's function for the i-th waveguide. For the moment method the 
unknown function U(x) can be given as the series of a complete orthonormal system of 
the transverse eigenf unctions that permits to invert the Gl(x,o|x',0). Thus we obtain a 
matrix equation 

tI+D<)A=J4 (2) 

where the elements of matrix operator Dl have the following assirnptotic behaviour 
for p,q»l 

(bpq-is the some combination of trigonometrical functions). 
The (2) is the convolution-type equation and this fact is the consequence of the 

scalar product of two waveguides eigenfunetions properties. Presence of idem-factor in 
(2) does not mean from point of functioaal analysis because the unboundness of 
inverse operator in a pair of spaces 72->i2 is fully determined by the singularite of 
matrix Di. However it is principal according to the numerical calculation. By the 
reducing of matrix Dl we obtain invertible operator as the sum of idem-factor and 
compact operator. Therefor, the reducing of matrix leads to the self-regularization of 
the operator, and initial singular convolution-type operator is approached by the set of 
Hilbert-Schmidt-type operators. It is well-known from a number of applications of the 
mode-matching method that the obtained numerical results place near to the accurate 
values. But there is no rigorous mathematical proof of these numerical results 
convergence to correct values. Therefore, this method attributes to heuristics. 

Method  of  partial  overlapping  regions  possessing  the  calculation simplicity 
permits to create a correct mathematical model Using of this method is equivalent to 
rearrange of the equation (1) to the form 

a 

J[- :6<(x,o!y'10)>M{x,x')]U(x')c/x' = -|uilK(x), t4) 

where the kernel 

■■■•■ ■M(M0sit6z.(x;olx;o)-el(x1a|jt'1oj] 

obtains a single logarithm singularity in the point x=x'=c Inverting of the kernel 
Gi{x,01 x',0) leads to the matrix equation of the form 

'.■:... a*JUA--»H, 
where the elements of matrix operator D2 have the following estimate 

J    ^ r      * mf i      -t (5) 

rn 
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On the basis of results [3] it is proved that D2 is a «»-complete continuous operator in a 
pair of spaces h-tte. 

ELECTRODYNAMIG MODELS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 
An application of the method of partial, overlapping regions to the waveguide 

discontinuity  problems  is  discussed  to  illustrate its basic  advantages  over other 
methods. 

The problem of electromagnetic field diffraction in the H-plane modified power 
divider is solved. The used method permits to take into account a finite wall thickness 
between waveguides. The results of computer calculation of the junction parameters as 
a function of the coupling region length - 1, thickness of the common wall - d and the 
wavelength in a waveguide - X are shown in Fig, L 

Fig. 1. Standing-wave ratio of the modified power 
divider with I and d as parameter«. 

It" is seen from Fig. 1 that the operation frequency band of the power divider is 
extended when the coupling region length turns out near 1=1,2 of waveguide width. In 
this case a propagating H30 wave exists in the coupling region of junction. Hence, H30 
wave may be used for extending the operation frequency band of the power divider. 
Physical processes of wave interaction in the coupling region of junction are studied, 

The calculation of double-plane steps in the rectangular waveguide is 
performed. To solve the problem the numerical-analytical algorithm is developed based 
on the rigorous formulation of Huygens principle in form of integral theorems of 
three-Hdimehsional diffraction According to this theorem the electrical field vectors for 
each of overlapping regions may be written as follows [21 

^=4c(^-v^ («) 

where Einc{r) -is an incident field of f ElO -mode and Gl^.r*) -is a dyadic Greens 
function of the electrical type of second kind for the rectangular waveguide, that 
satisfy the tensor equation 

VwSfoF) -k^&P) =T<r(r-r») V    (7) 
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and boundary conditions ♦» 

(8) 

The field continuity on a. common part of the overlapping regions leads to the system 
of interconnected integral equations. The last one is converted into the matrix equation 
of the second kind. 

Numerical convergence is confirmed by comparison with experimental data. 
Transmission and reflaction coefficients behaviour over the frequency range is 
presented for verious electrical dimensions of the waveguides. 

The modified waveguide double bridge is investigated with the above method. 
The scattering matrix elements of junction are obtained. It's behaviour over the 

SWR 

Kg. 2. Standing-wave ratio of the double bridge as a f unption 
of frequency and it's geometrical dimensions. 

frequency range is studed in order to extend the operation frequency band. Fig.2 
demonstrates a number of obtained numerical results. It is shown that SWR in the H- 
port of junction is a function of frequency and geometrical dimensions. Comparison of 
the numerical results obtained from the analysis and published data shows good 
agreement 

CONCLUSIONS 
Thus, the method of partial overlapping regions possesses a number of advantages 
over other methods namely: the universality, the simplicity of realization, the 
mathematical correctness. It permits to solve a wide class of the internal and external 
electrodynamics problems. 
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Abstract 

Some results of the investigation of the pulsed electric dipole (PED) 
field scattered by the perfectly conducting prolate spheroid are presented. 
The excitation by sources with various time dependence of dipole moment is - 
concidered. The bistatic responses of spheroid in far zone and space-time 
distribution of the induced surface currents are investigated. The analysis 
of.the physics of the transition processes is carried out. 

I. Problem statement and solution method 

Let us consider the PED field scattering from perfectly conducting pro- _ 
late spheroid with semimajor axis C = 0.50 and semiminor axis A = 0.25 in a 
case when exciting dipole is locate on the axis of revolution on the distan- 
ce d = 0.20 from the surface of the object.  The dipole moment is polarized - 
along the axis of revolution. The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig.l. 

The problem is solved by using Fourier synthesis technique [l]. The 
frequency domain solutions are calculated by the auxiliary sources method - 
(ASM) [2] and there is close relationship with the Yasuura method (mode-mat- 
ching method) [3] . The basic idea of the ASM is the scattered field approxi- 
mation as a superposition of the fields radiated by finite number of the au- 
xiliary sources (AS) located inside the scatterer and constructed on a base 
of fundamental solutions of Helmholtz equation. For the purpose of increa- 
sing of the accuracy of the boundary problem solution and CPU time minimiza- 
tion the AS are located in the singularities regions of the fields extended 
inside the scatterer [3] . For solving of this concrete problem the effective, 
modification of ASM based on the axial symmetry [4] is used. Followed from 
the symmetry of the problem and from excitation mode we use vertical elctric 
dipoles as an auxiliary sources and locate them on the axis of revolution. 
There are two singularities region in this case: point of electrostatic ima- 
ge of exciting dipole and segment between focal points and the AS was loca- 
ted exactly in these two regions. Unknown coefficients of scattered field 
was determined from boundary conditions by collocations method as the solu- 
tion of linear algebraic equations system with N*M matrix [-4] where M = N/2 
"M" is number of AS and "N" is number of collocation points. 

The frequency characteristic of spheroid was calculated over the inter- 
val 0.1 * kL * 40.0 with increment kL = 0.1 (L = 2C and "k" is the wave 
number in free space). Normalized residual of boundary condition over consi- 
dered frequency interval is less then 0.001 . In all figures real parts of 
currents and scattered fields are plotted. 

2. Excitation by PED with non-modulated Gaussian moment 

Let us consider that the exciting dipole moment p(t) has non-modula- 
ted Gaussian envelope with cT0 « 1.0 duration (we use cf unit's, "c" is light 

velocity):.'.'' 
p(t) - a 1//T exp[-a*(ct)*]. U> 

"or" is parameter of Gaussian pulse. 

r 
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Here we analyse induced surface currents.  From geometry of the problem 
follows that for any AS with radius-vector r' and any surface point with ? 
expression |r* - ?'| < cT. is correct. At the same time for large part of the 
spheroid with the mean dimension L' - L - d  (from top pole)  L' < cTe is 
correct.  From this expressions and in correspondence with the mechanism of 
PED radiation [5] follows that surface large part located in  "induction zo- 
ne" in relation to both of AS and exciting dipole. Therefore induced surface 
current j consists of two terms: first term is proportional to dipole moment 
first time derivative (dominating term)  and the second one - to second time 
derivative. Currents against time j.'-'j(t)  in surface different points are 
shown in Fig.2. Currents on poles are equal to zero.  In the vicinity of top 
pole  (6 - 0.38°)  one can observ two different components of current: pulse 
directly induced by the incident field - fundamental pulse  (FP)  and pulse 
reflected by bottom pole of spheroid - reflected pulse (RP).  Duration of FP 
component is equal to cTs and duration of RP is slightly large as cT0 since 
travelling pulse interferes with incident field.  Time delay between FP and 
RP ct - 2.49 is in good agreement with corresponding quantity in geometrical 
optics  (GO)  approximation ct »'.2.5.0 . In the vicinity of bottom pole (6 =■ 
177.37°)  one can observ FP component and component reflected by top pole. 
During increasing the angle  6 one can observ following effects: 

1) time delay between FP and RP is decrising, 
2) "retarding" of FP component in the point of observation, 
3) increasing of RP amplitude,- it can be explaned by decrising of part of 

spheroid generant traveled by RP. 
Let us analyse currents distribution on the surface of the scätterer. 

Currents pattern j = j(6)  at time fixed moments is shown in Fig.3. At time 
moment t =0.38 a peak of  j(9)  arises in point with 6 =5.5°. After this 
current pulse follows  incident field.  Later one can observ positive over- 
shoot mooving after dominate negative peak.  This overshoot can be explaned 
by "removing" electrons in the incident field propagation direction that ca- 
uses positive charge region advention.  Current reaches maximum at  t = 0.6 
that is slightly later then peak of incident pulse reaches this point.  Peak 
of current reaches bottom pole at  t = 1.9  and incident  field peak -  at 
t - 1.5.  This time delay can be explained by fact that incident pulse moves 
along axis of revolution and current pulse moves along the generant which is 
longer then L.  After this one can observ reflection of negative peak from 
bottom pole and current begin propagate to the opposite direction  (i.e. to 
the top pole). 

Here we investigate bistatic responses of the spheroid in far zone. The 
scattered field patterns against time at different angles of observation 8 = 
30°, 90° and 150° are shown in Fig.4. Let us consider response at 6 = 30°. 
This response consists of two terms: specularly reflected (SR) pulse which 
is proportional to dp(t)/dt and creeping wave (CW), proportional to 
dJp(t)/dt2. The SR duration is equal to cTe and CW duration is slightly 
longer then cT4. Time delay between SR and CW t = 2.1 and this is in good 
agreement with corresponding quantity xn GO approximation when angle of ob- 
servation is taking into account. Note that calculations was carried out 
with creeping wave precise velocity which is differs from light velocity [6]. 
Small.spike of scattered field at later time (specifically at large 9) can 
be explaned by field radiation of current reflected from top pole. 

During increasing the angle of observation  6 one can observ following 
effects: 

1) smooth  transition from the  sum of two  above mentioned terms to the 
pulse proportional to dJp(t)/dt2, 

2) time delay decreasing, 
3) scattered field "retarding" in the point of observation, 
4) increasing of the response amplitude. 
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3. Excitation by PED with modulated Gaussian moment 

Let us consider that the exciting dipole moment has modulated Gaussian 
envelope with cT0 - 1.0 duration and modulation frequency O..., corresponding 

to  k„L - 20.0: ' io\ 
p(t) - a \/fk  exp[<-ff>(ct)>l expt-ito,^) <z> 

Here we describe briefly some results of this case. 
Surface current patterns against time j - j(t) in the polar regions of 

spheroid are shown in Fig.5. In top pole region current consists of two 
terms: fundamental pulse (FP) and pulse reflected by bottom pole of spheroid 
- reflected pulse (RP). Duration of FP component is equal to cT„ . Time delay 
between FP and RP is t = 2.46 that is in good agreement with GO approxima- 
tion. Delay between time of current pulses arising in points with 6 - 0.38° 
and 6 = 177.37° is equal to 1.1 that is practically coincides in time with 
incident pulse leading edge propagates from top pole to the bottom one along 
the axis of revolution. In a point with 6 - 177.37« both of this terms comp- 
letely superimposed and RP is inverted in relation to FP. The rest of ef- 
fects arising during increasing of angle of observation are similar to above 

mentioned effects in a case of PED moment given by (1). 
Far field response at 8 - 30° is shown in.Fig.6. This response consists 

of SR and CW terms. Duration of SR is equal to cT0. Time delay between SR 
and CW is equal to 2.07 (again we have good agreement with GO approximation). 
Small spike of scattered field at later time can be explaned by radiation of 
current reflected from top pole. The effects arising during increasing of 6 
are similar to above mentioned effects in a case of PED moment given by (1). 

Conclusion 

Let us briefly summarize presented results. Relation between scatterers 
geometry and dimensions from one side and time delay between SR and CW from 
another side is shown. Mechanism of arising and distribution of induced cur- 
rents and charges is analysed. The exciting dipole moment envelope effect on 
surface current and scattered field is also investigated. All above mentio- 
ned effects are in good agreement with corresponding results of GO approxi- 
mation, when angle of observation and CW precise velocity are taken into ac- 

count . 
Presented results demonstrated efficiency of the auxiliary sources me- 

thod application in combination with Fourier synthesis technique for bodies 

of revolution. 
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ABSTRACT 

Some results of the investigation of both lossless and lossy prolate dielectric 
spheroids transient responses for different angles of observation in a case of 
excitation by pointwise vertical pulsed electric dipole are presented. Above mentioned 
scatterers bista.tic transient responses are calculated by using Fourier synthesis 
technique. Scatterer's oscillations eigenfrequencies are determined numerically and 
relation between transient response structure and eigenfields radiation is shown. 

1. INTRODUCTION .  » 

One of the most actual problems arising in various applications of transient 
electromagnetic fields [1] is a three-dimensional perfectly conducting and dielectric 
scatterers geometry and material determination. Accurate results for these problems 
are significant in microwave remote sensing and- high resolution radar [23- Most 
successfully this problem can be solved by the investigation of scatterers bistatic 
transient responses (TR). Specific resonance effects arising in the case of dielectric 
scatterers requires detail investigations of their frequency responses (FR). 

For solving the above mentioned problems for dielectric objects the frequency 
approach is more preferable because it allows one to investigate both TR, FR and 
scattered fields in a case of monochromatic excitation simultaneously. 

One of the most serious problems arising in frequency approach is frequency 
domain solution method choosing. This method must be flexible and it must allows one 
to minimize required CPU time. The frequency domain solutions are obtained by the 
Auxiliary Sources Method (ASM) [3, 4]. The ASM .is one of the multiple expansion 
methods [5] and it is powerful and reliable numerical method for solving acoustic and 
electromagnetic boundary value problems. 

Data transforming from the frequency domain into the time domain was carried 
out by Fourier synthesis technique [6]. 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SOLUTION METHOD • 

Let us consider the pulsed electric dipole (PED) field scattering by the 
dielectric prolate spheroid in a case when exciting dipole is locate ov the axis of 
revolution. The dipole moment is.polarized along the axis of revolution. Problem's 
geometry is shown in Fig.l. 

It was already mentioned that the frequency domain solutions was obtair.id by the 
ASM. The basic idea of this method is the scattered field representation as a 
superposition of fields radiated by finite number of the Auxiliary Sources (AS) 
located inside the scatterer and constructed on a base of Helmholtz equation 
fundamental solutions. 

For solving of considered axial symmetric problems the effective modification 
of ASM based oh the axial symmetry is used [7]. Following from the problem symmetry 
and from incident field polarization one can locate AS on the axis of revolution and 
polarize, them along exciting dipole. From symmetry also follows that it is possible 
to satisfy boundary conditions only on the  surface generant. 

The criterion of the problem solution accuracy is the boundary condition residual 

in the norm of functional space Lj.. 
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3. PED FIELD SCATTERING BY THE DIELECTRIC SPHEROID 

Let us consider the pointwise vertical electric dipole field scattering by 
located in free space lossless prolate spheroid with semi-axis ratio C/A = 2.00 
and permittivity £x- 8.0+i-0.0. It was assumed that permeability Uz -■  1 and frequency 
dispersion is neglected. Exciting dipole is locate on the axis of revolution at the 
distance d - 0.20-L from the top tip of the object (L - 2-C - length of spheroid). 

The frequency response of spheroid was calculated over the interval 
0.05* k,L * 20.00 with increment £(k„L) - 0.05. The boundary conditions normalized 
residual over  considered frequency interval was less then 0.001 . 

Let us consider transient responses of lossless and lessy spheroids in a case 
of excitation by PED with non-modulated Gaussian dipole moment with relative duration 
cT,/L - 1 (we use relative ct/L units, "c"  is light velocity). 

Lossless spheroid TR at 6 - 30° is presented in Fig. 2. This TR consists of 
three different components: specularly reflected (SR) pulse, creeping wave (CW), and 
oscillations corresponding to field radiation at resonance frequencies (RC). The SR 
relative duration is equal to cT^/L and CW duration is slightly longer then cTe/L. 
Time delay between SR and CW is equal to the same time delay in a case of perfectly 
conducting spheroid and it is in a good agreement with corresponding quantity in GO 
approximation. 

When increasing angle 6  one can observe following effects: 
1) amplitudes of SR, CW and RC are increasing; 
2) time delay between SR and CW decreasing; 
3) CW and RC superimposed. 

These effects can be explained by all above mentioned components length of optical 
ways changing with observation angle increasing. 

When increasing incident pulse duration all TR components are superimposed with 
each other. 

Let us discuss the resonance component in more detail. There are some well known 
methods for resonances (eigenfrequencies) extraction from transient fields [8. 9]. 
For resonance frequencies extraction we use simple method which takes into account 
the fact that scattered field radiation pattern at ehe resonance frequencies 
significantly differs from radiation patterns at nonresonance frequencies. 

For determination of frequencies at which occurs most intensive scattered field 
radiation along five arbitrarilly taken directions e = 30°, 60°, 90°, 120° and 150° 
»fas analyzed following quantity: 

<B*{k.L)> - Pr { E«(keL. 6) } 

where "Pr* denotes production and E*(k,L, Q) denotes scattered E field y-component 
(in spherical coordinat system) spectrum along observation angle O. In Fig.3 is shown 
<E*(k,L)> over considered frequency range. If compare it with scattered field spectra 
at various angles of observation, one can see that along all mentioned directions 
scattered field's most intensive radiation take place exactly at the resonance 
frequencies. 

Let us investigate now the quantity 

<B*0c,L)> - Pr { E* (k.L. 0) } 

ET (keL,9) - spectrum of extracted from complete TR resonance component at angle 0 
Quantity <E*(k L)> for cT. /L'- 1.0 pulse is shown in Fig. i.       From comparison of 
this spectrum with corresponding <Ec(k,L)> for scattered far field (spheroid's FR) 
(Fig.3) follows that RC arises from  eigenfields oscillations at the resonance 
frequencies. <E*(kC)L}> in a case of Gaussian pulse with cT„/L = 2.0 is shown in 
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Pig 5 Only two resonance frequencies occurs in this case and one can explain thir 
fact by decreasing of the incident pulse spectrum width. In a case when «citing 
dipole moment has modulated Gaussian envelope with modulation frequency k^L - 10.0 
and cTo/I» - 1.0 quantity <E'<k0L)> corresponding to this pulse is. practically. 
the same with plotted in Fig.4T It corroborates the fact that RC is plated with 
field radiation at the resonance frequencies. Resonance oscillations amplitudes are 
decreasing with increasing  ct/L because of energy losses by radiation. 

Responses of lossy spheroid consists only of SR and CW components (see Fig. 2, 
this response for convenience is shifted by -10.0) . SR practically completely 
correlate with lossless spheroid SR. Time delay between SR and CW is the same 
as for lossless spheroid and as for perfectly conducting one. From these follows that 
for imaging of strongly absorbing objects one can use methods which wa3 developed for 
perfectly conducting targets [10]. RC is absent because of strong absorption. 

The effects arising when increasing of 9 are similar to above mentioned effects 

in a case of lossless spheroid. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Let us briefly summarize presented results. 
Both lossless and lossy scatterers bistatic transient responses are calculated 

for excitation by pointwise PED with dipole moment various time dependence, 
modulation frequency and duration. Relation between scatterers geometry, dimensions 
and permittivity from one side and time delay between specular response and 
creeping Wave from another side was investigated. All above mentioned effects 
are in a good agreement with corresponding results in GO approximation when angle 
of observation and CW precise velocity are taken into account. 

The TR resonance component and scatterer's eigenfields radiation was also 
investigated and the possibility of scatterer's permittivity determination was shown. 

Presented results demonstrated efficiency of using of Fourier synthesis technique, 
and the ASM combination for transient scattering problems investigations. 

Obtained results can be used in radar technology, inverse and target 
identification problems, microwave remote sensing. 
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Abstract 

The complete analysis of irregular rectangular waveguide structure with arbitrary 
shaped metal thin central septum is presented. The solution of ridged waveguide 
eigenvalue problem is obtained by the original formulation of an integral equation for 
infinitisimally thin ridges. The solution of discontinuity problem is obtained by formulation 
of an integral equation for each discontinuity type. The scattering matrices of 
discontinuities and regular transmission lines are progressively cascaded to determine the 
overall generalized scattering matrix of the structure: 

l.Introduction 

In-line configuration septum devices like [1,2] are exceptionally suitable for 
application in modern polarisation control systems due to their compactness and 
compatibility with typical requirements imposed on antenna array geometry. Such a device 
consists of a square or rectangular waveguide body divided by a thin central metal septum. 
The upper and lower septum parts together produce required differential phase shift 
between orthogonally polarized field components. 

2.FormuIations and Solutions 

In order to determine the propagation characteristics of the septum devices, a 
generalised scattering matrix of the longitudinally irregular sructure has to be obtained. 
The analysis is carried out in three steps. First, the structure is approximated by a number 
of regular section steps, being considered separately. Each septum region is equivalent to 
unsymmetrical double ridged waveguide. The solution of the ridged waveguide eigenvalue 
problem is well known [3,4]. But, as it .is pointed out in [4], accuracy of the solutions 
degrades with decrease of the ridge thickness. We believe that the phenomenon occurs for 
errors of expanding fields components in terms of rectangular waveguide eigenfunctions in 
the gap region and errors, associated with the different edge singularity for thin and thick 
ridges. 

In this report we discribe a solution for ridged waveguide eigenvalue problem for 
infinitesimally thin ridges which excludes above-mentioned errors. The analysis is more 
accurate for thin ridges, than the finite ridges technique [3,4]. 

Geometries of the ridged and unsymmetrical ridged waveguides are illustrated in 
Fig.l and Fig.2 accordingly. We have proposed two different solutions of the eigenvalue 
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problem: I) with formulation in terms of electric field in the gap; 2) in terms of magnetic 
field on the ridges. As an example in this report we consider boundary condition for TE 
fields with the magnetic wall at YZ-plane. The TE modal fields are expressed in terms of a 
complete set of rectangular waveguide modes with unknown coefficients: 

Ht--Uff^-J{±-X)^^ (1) 

where fcc - eigenvalues, AH - unknown.coefficients.By applying the boundary conditions 
we obtain the following integral eigenvalue equations: in term of electric field in the gap 

I(2-<U—r^cos^T- f£,(y)cos^>* = 0, (2) 
£o y[<P b  L b 

and in term of magnetic field on the ridges > 

£(2-S^g^cos?f{~(ffz(y)cos?fdy 
«=0 *       - b        o 

(3) 

-Wvl = 0. 

where <p - (kca)2 - (^^-)2 

+ JHz(y)cos(?f-)dy) = 0, 

.2    .nna.i 

t+d 

By expanding the aperture field in terms of special weighted Chebyshev polynomials with 
unknown coefficients [4] and then applying Galerkin's method, the eigenvalue equation is 
transformed into a matrix equation. The solution of the eigenvalue equation gives the 
assosiated eigenmode. 

The second step in the analysis is obtaining generalized scattering matrices of 
changes (discontinuities) in waveguide cross-section. There are three types of waveguide 
discontinuities in this problem: a junction between empty and unsimmetrical double ridged 
waveguides; a junction between the two double ridged waveguides; a junction between the 
double ridged waveguide and waveguide entirely divided by thin metal septum into two 
independent equal rectangular sections. For all these discontinuities fields in the plane of 
the junction are expanded in terms of the unsymmetrical double ridged waveguide 
eigenmodes. By solving an integral equation the scattering matrix for the isolated 
discontinuity is obtained. 

And finally, to determine the overall generalized scattering matrix, the scattering 
matrices of discontinuities and regular transmission lines are progressively cascaded. 
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3.NumericaI Results and Practical Realization? 

The most significant improvement of existing technique for analisys of irregurar 
rectangular waveguide septum structure we have achived by the new formulation of 
eigenvalue problem. The two different solutions of integral eigenvalue problem with 
formulation in term of electric field in the gap and in term of magnetic field on the ridges 
give upper and lower approximations to cut-off frequencies. Besides, the general order N 
of the eigenvalue matrix equation can be made lower then third (whith 0.1% accuracy for 
cut-off frequency) due to appropriate expanding the aperture field in terms of special 
weighted Chebyshev polynomials with taking properly into account the edge singularity 
for thin ridges. These points effect a saving in computation time. The convergence of this 
approach for kea of the square ridged waveguide dominant mode is illustrated in tables 1 
and 2 for integral eigenvalue formulation in term of electric field in the gap (2) and in term 
of magnetic field on the ridges (3) accordingly. 

By means of the given technique we have designed extremely compact orthomode 
transduser with original uppej and lower septum form (Fig.3), which provides the 
differentional phase shift 90 degrees between orthogonally polirized field components. The 
measured performances in 15% frequency range are: VSWR - better than 1.15; isolation - 
better than 36 dB; elliptisity - better than 0.3 dB. Cross section dimensions are 
0.6/1x0.6/1, where A is average wavelength. 

With the results obtained we have also designed square waveguide rotator with 
VSWR less than 1.15 and differential phase shift 180 degrees over 25% frequency range. 

4.Conclusion 

We have described a new rigorous analysis of irregular rectangular waveguide 
structure with arbitrary shaped central septum. The technique can be used for design of 
extremely compact septum devices, such as differential phase shifters, ridged waveguide 
filters, ortomode transdusers, polarization rotators, etc. 
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Table ! Table 2 

3/1) 

0,05 
0.1 
0,2 
0,3 
0.4 
0,5 
0,6 
0,7 
0,8 
0,9 
0,95 

N=0 N=l 

1,0250 
1.1630- 
1,3760 

.1,5763 
1,7000 
2,0290 
2,3094 
2,6266 
2,0129 
2,6677 
2,5595 

1,0249 
1,1630 
1,3770 
1,5769 
1,7909 
2,0341 
2.3M0 
2,6245 
2,9093 
3,0063 
3,1249 

N=2 

1,0249 
1,1630 
1,3770 
1,5769 
1,7909 
2,0341 
2,3142 
2,6240 
2,9103 
3,0004 
3,1209 

s/b 

0,05 
0,1 
0,2 
0.3 
0,4 
0,5 
0,6 
0.7 
0,0 
0,9 
0,95 

N=0 

1,0273 
"1/162! 
1,3771 
1,5702 
1,7924 
2,0345 
2,3146 
2,6251 
2,9101 
3,0070 
3,1207 

N=1 

1,0243 
1,1621 
1,3755 
1,5754 
1,7095 
2,-0325 
2,3136 
2,6240 
2,9100 
3,0060 
3.120-? 

N=2 

1,0231 
1,1610 
1,3754 
I.5754 
I,7095 
2,0325 
2,3135 
2.6240 
2,9100 
3,0062 
3,1207 
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ABSTRACT 

The eigenproblea for H-waveguide with rounded sharp edges and angles has 
been solved. It has been shown that proposed nethod has good convergency. 
Eigenvalues, fields have been calculated. Dependencies of eigenvalues on round- 

ness radii are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

A conventional H-waveguide is not the best frora the point of view of el- 
ectrical parameters. To increase the transmitted.power (breakdown power) it is 
expedient to do H-waveguide with rounded sharp edges (see fig.l) [1J. By roun- 
ding inner angle it is possible to decrease damping coefficient. Roundnesses 
are also expedient from the point of view of adaptability to production. 

'S^cs^^^s^s^i^s^/sis&aKsss 

1 HU 
e. 

'/ 

f 
/ 

Such H-waveguide belongs to the 
class of electrodynamic o&jects with 
rounded sharp edges and angles, cal- 
led below as objects with roundnesses,. 
The objects with roundnesses have be- 
en investigated insufficiently. Comp- 
lications to solve the boundary prob- 
lem and absence  of sufficiently effec- 
tive and reliable calculation methods, 
satisfaction with characteristics of 
available devices were the main reas- 
ons of such state of affairs. However, 
due to the present more stringent req- 
uirements to the components and units, 
development of calculation methods, 
computer technology it is necessary and actual and possible in practice to 
solve problems for structures with rounded sharp edges and angles. The main 
difficulty is caused by the presence of straightforward and curve boundary 
sections. And, though from the point of view of convergency these problems are 
seemed to be simplier than the ones with sharp edges and angles, it is not 
trivial to obtain the constructive solution, and this problem is very actual. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 

To calculate eigenvalues, eigenfunctions and electrical parameters (cha- 
racteristic impedance, maximum power, damping coefficient) of such H-waveguide 
various methods can be applied. But, investigation of this problem done by 
authors [2,3] has shown that the most effective method to solve it is one ob- 
tained as a result of synthesis of Ryaleigh hypothesis about analytical exten- 
sion of solution of wave equation and mode matching method. 

For H-waveguide with roundnesses problem is divided into two independent 
scalar ones, electric and magnetic. In its turn, due to the structure -symmetry 
each of the latter is divided into two more with electric or magnetic wall in 
the symmetry plane (case of asymmetric location of contraction is considered). 

Ryaleigh hypothesis applied to obtained problems consists in assumption 
that it is possible to present fields in region sitxiated between planes x2=0 

and x =-(r +r ) (see fig.l) through expansion in eigenfunctions of rectangular 

region of larger cross section. The idea to use Ryaleigh hypothesis has appe- 
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axed in connection with advantages -to solve boundary prob lea with «fnimua qu- 
antity of partial regions. In this case it is sufficient to consider only two 
partial regions (regions I and II in fig.l). 

Fields in regions I and II are presented as 
for H-waves 

for E-waves 

E1* > A" sin 

Dependence on tine and longitudinal coordinate exp(i(«t~oz)) is omitted. 
In the case of symmetrical H-waveguide summation in abovementioned expres 

sions is done with respect to either odd or even m,n. 
Expressing transverse components of the fields through longitudinal ones, 

■etching tangential components on the boundary of regions I and II, using Ga- 
lerkin method [2] homogeneous linear algebraic equation system (LAES) has been 
obtained 

where 

p»CO)l. ..» 

■ CE)_ 1*2 *»CE> cosj^l . 
W " J0  •»   ain| a2 j  °*2, 

•"(y,)=ß cos  1 sin IB  (f(y_(«))-l_)]sina+ 
2 

'■*   p*y„(a) 
sin l^^cos [Pll(fty2(«)>-l2)]coso, 

2 2 

psy 
V(y2)=sin-j^sin t^(f(y2)-l2)). 

f»(E) 2 n cos lW(7i4d> cos «^i :, 2 ft cos "^i*" cos "*yi . • * — I        _—_——.    —  fly 
a J  sin   a2   sin at  *1 

'*■■■*» J -   A* - 'J!L * A   x e / *•   tt=0» 
d«.= T~ T" V »." 2 T"pm* ■ 1 1/2, n*0, 

f(y («))i y (°) - functions that describe surface formed by roundnesses, 

straightforward sections of lug and boundary of partial regions, o - angle 
between axis y and tangent to the boundary. 

Nontrivial solutions of LAES are only possible when det(B)=0, where B - 
LAES coefficient matrix. 

From the latter equation we find cutoff wave number, and from LAES - co- 

efficients B 

Thus, the eigenprob1em for H-waveguide with rounded sharp edges and ang- 
les has been solved. 
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RESULTS 

Algorytha that makes it possible to find effectively roots of equation 
for cutoff wave numbers has been developed. Correctness of application of Rya- 
leigh hypothesis to solve problems of such kind has been shown. 

Eigenvalues and fields of the main and the higher modes of H-waveguide 
with roundnesses have been calculated for various roundness radii. Dimensions 
of tested waveguide were-.a^e, a2=20, l,=llv. 12=9, d=7 (all dimensions are gi- 

ven for the case when there are no roundnesses). Fig.2 shows the dependence of 

normalized wavenumber kl (M,* W'z* of the main node of the symmetrical 

H-waveguide with rounded sharp edges (r^O, r2=0) on roundness radius rv Un- 

der the calculations in region I 10 waves were taken into account, in region 
II - 30 waves. The ratio of numbers of waves being taken into account was det- 

ermining by Mittra's rule. The order of LAES was equal to 30. The analogous 
dependencies for the first two E-waves (magnetic wall in symmetry plane x^l, 

and electric wall in symmetry plane y-a/2) are presented in fig.3. In this 

case it was enough to take into account in region I - 5 waves and in region II 
- 15 waves.The order of LAES was equal to 15. It is seen that rounding of 
sharp edges diminishes the normalized wavenumbers, moreover, roundnesses inf- 
luence on wavenumbers of H-waves more,than on wavenumbers of E-waves that is 
in keeping with physical considerations. Fig.4 shows the dependencies of kl on 
radius r (r =1) for E-wave. Small radii practically do not influence on kl, 

but with further increase there is increase in wavenumbers. 

Results have been compared with ones obtained by finite element method 
14]', and in the case of absence of roundness and symmetrical location of cont- 
raction - with ones obtained by mode matching method with subject to singula- 
rity on the edge f 5]. 

It has been shown that proposed method has good convergency both for the 
first and the higher «odes of H-waveguide with rounded sharp edges and angles. 
As an example, table 1 shows the results of covergency investigation for the 
case of E-waves (rt=0.75, r2=0). In it N  and M 

a ax 
- numbers of waves taken 

into account in region I and II, correspondingly. 

Table 1 

V N wax M .. »a* *"t 
kl2 

3 9 9.33506 14.24780 

0.75 
4 

5 

12 

15 

9.33623 

9.33651 

14.25090 

14.25220 

6 18 9.33628 14.25209 

0.9 

0.7 

0 0.5 1.0 

Fig.2 
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NUMERICAL  REALISATION  FOR  THE  DIFFRACTION  PROBLEMS  ON 
•MULTIELEMENT  GRATINGS 

■-■  Vl^DIMIR'DUSHKIN. YURJ GANDEL. NATALYA MOROZOVA 

Department of Mechanics and Mathematics .KarJcov State University 
A.Svobody Sq. .Kharkov.310077.Ukraine 

Here is a suggestion to consider a new numerical and 
analytical method of solving the problem of electromagnetic wave 
diffraction by an infinite' periodical grate constructed of 
perfectly conductive rectangular cross-section rods by the 
reduction it to a system of singular integral equations on an 
interval.The solution for which is made by the modified discrete 
singularities method. 

Let a 21-periodical structure constructed of the beams 

E= { (x* ,y* ,z'): -a> < x'< +», \z*"i<h« y*«- IL-CI« > 

■ .In^U, ( a^+kln,/?2+21n)  , .   CLn=[-i+21nfU21n]\Ln.- 
be illuminated by a plane monochromatic wave. The dependance on 
time is supposed to be. exp(-iwt) .Due to the regularity pf the 
structure along the OX axis the original problem can be.reduced 
to the two scalar external boundary value problems for -..the 
Helniholtz equation with Dirichlet or Neumann boundaryconditions 
The solution will be sought with the following natural assumptions. 

The field satisfies the Zommerfeld radition condition, the 
conjugation condictions, the Meixner condition on the edge of 
a right dihedral angle: Ez^sp-*   , where p  is a space coordinate of 
a local in the: edge vicinity polar coordinate system.       "* 

Let the grating be  illuminated by an E-polarized wave 
—ikfz* — h) 

u=e '      . where k=w/c is the wave number. 
The scattered field can be represented in the 

too 
e-tk(z;-h) ^ +e-cfn(z'-h.) /l1^' 

:        n=-«: a ""'•• 

where 

e ■*_ z* >h 

|zM<h y'e (a|./?{)  ,      1=1..M 

cii(Fi.m z' )+bJjmsh(ri.m zr)) sln(-^_, (y'-a^)) 

rn=J|n|y/' • 1- (kl)2/(im)2   n*o; r0=-£kf yi.m =m/(a.^ ,5» 
>■ nr 

i=l..m. 

and Im(rn)S0  ,*Re(rn)iO 
Prom the boundary conditions on the rods and the conjugation 
conditions two systems of the summator equations can be obtained: 
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for X5=h 

1+fV e ^^o. r« do 

n=-» m=1.    * . ' i    > 

tic*} A* 7   evIny = 
n*-«n   n 

- fri.mC b1^msh(Fi,mti)+b2>nicli(?i.m h)> sliiC-^~> (y '-<*i)), 

y'e (a£./?£) ,     1=1..K. 
+00 *n     , 
yJT e^i1^ so.    y^ e cio and for. z=-h 

«.=-«> K=1 

nt-«?1   n 

=fr4..m(-b/1
m sh£i.mh)+bf   -oiKrUm h» sto(-j^r(y'-<)), 

■ m=i ."■..:■■ ..    .a..   .J. 

■W-(«£*/»-[) ,    i=r..M 
Introducing the dimensionless variables .. 

y ' I y 'ai= l ai'ßi= l "i-*= *"* *"   i-1"11 

and denoting > ... 

, ? /  ,.  «2(°i-^ 
rn=|nf/   1- ( */nr   n*o; r0=-t*, n.m =in/ ^2 

72* 

1=1..M 
after asimple transformations we can obtain a two systems 
of the summator equations: 

f\ e tny=o. y> CI      c..L-Vli< "IA5 > 
n=-o> 

fV ein5r'=f> b, m slnC-^-(y -**,» ■ y« <«i./»i ) i«f..M 
i=-oo m=i 11 n=-* 

*li-a5 ±   lm=1 y« («i,/?i ) 1=1..M 

where An=An+An+<5nO, Bi. m=bl. m ch (pi. mh). Wi. m=th (Pi. mh.) inth 
first case andAn=An-An+«5nO, Bi.m=bl.ni sh(?i.mll). Wi.m=cth(?"i. mh) 
in the second case. 
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Then, following the Ideas of the works [t.21. .we Introduce 
the functions . . 

fe-«  y € C-n.rr]  ,   m-l-1-     Y  f <«i./*i)   .1-1-M ■ . 
with the propeties F0=Fi    7« («i.01 M=1..« 

■■•■■'       ',  ... ■ _   • . j«' 

?Ti(t)dt=0 .   1=1..W       ( 1.1 ) 
-ai .••'■'-"'.' 

The representation 

: . «i     ■■...-.■■■■.'■;. 

Bj = __?—rp(t) cosC-T^Vfy -«,)) «   1=1..M  ' ' 
01. • 

for the Fourier coefficients is based upon these propeties.Using 
the Hilbert transformation, we come to a system of singular 
integral equations ,.   '' 

..-|1 -XotaC-fc?) Po(t)df + 
X'   •  * 

■ "■ ' - M  f3p 
+ 4x ^ KP (y.t) iV(t)dt =-l*    ct-er. 

■■.'. p=1 -.op 
with the additional conditions (1.1) v. 

The solution for the  system .of  the singular  Integral 
equations (1.. 2 ) with the addltional conditions (1.1)  is sought in 
the class of functions which may be represented in the form of: 

j |(y)= —lifr) ,.    j.mi~±.ß±).     1=1..M. 

where Yi(y) is a function bounded on Iai.pl]. 
Introdusing a-linear map gi(t):[-1,1]->[«±.0i3 and changing 

the variables in the-system of the singular integral equations, 
we can obtain:. 

*_4    ii     <v (1_t2)     *     Ui   i*       y (1.t2) 1=1..m. 

were K1^,t)=Kp(g1(T ) .g^t) ) (p*i).■.an4.yp-(t)*ffp(gp(t) ) H . •«    . 

K.(T,tl = Ki(gfr)fgp)):+ etgfS^|^K 
4. r_iL__fföi±^ii'»+otÄr--2~—fa - Sii*ii±n 
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TfStl* the additional condition« 

r VP(t?dt  = 0  p=I..M , (1.4) 
_;y d-t2) 

For  a n ■ approad m ate solution of the  problem  the 
discretization of the system of the singular integral equations 
(1.3) and the additional conditions (1.4.) can be made by the 
discrete singularities method. 

The interpolation points of the function Vp to be sought are 
chosen as the zeroes of the first kind Chebyshev polynomials of 
the poyer Np . The integral equations are considered in the 
zeroes of the second kind Chebyshev polynomials of the pover 
Ki-1 (1=1. .m) This procedure leads to a system of linear 
algebraic equation with respect to the values of function Vn 

in the interpolation points. 

in  V 
lx 

P 

N 1c =1  W -1 p JC -i. .u  l, 

E  1 Vn" =0 
V1*p p IP=,--NP 

■.••... p=1..3f. 
The numerical results for the E- and H-polarizied waves for 

one- or multielemental gratings for various values of grating 
parameters have been obtained. 

(t ) Yu.Gandel:"On the paived Fourier series in some of the mixed 
boundary problems of mathematical physics. **T.F.F.A.Kharkov, (19S2) 
n. 38, pp. 1.5-18. 
(2) Tu.Gandel:   "The  Discrete  Singularities  Method  for 
electrodynamics problems," Cybernetics problems, Moskov,  (1986). 
pp.168-183.  ; 
(3) S.Belotserkovsky, I.iifanov: "Numerical methods in singular 
integral equations", Moskov, (1985) pp 253-271. 
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ON THE PROBLEM OF WAVES DIFFRACTION 

BY SCREENS WITH NARROW SLOTS 

EgoroY M.B. 

1. Introduction. The screens, perforated by narrow waveguide 

channels C thair diameter d is essentially smaller then the waye 

length X ) are used as the elements of different devices  of 

electronic and antenna waveguide technique. When the number of 

such channels is sufficiently large, the considered domains have 

complicated structure of boundary. Even with the help of numerical 

methods often it is difficult to determine the solution. Hence, 

the natural question arises how to reduce the problem of such 

type to less difficult ones for the  homogeneous medium and to 

(determine the equations describing this equivalent medium. 

The method of the present paper consists in obtaining of 

integral equations for certain limit function on the surface of 

Screen in the case when the diameter of the waveguide channels 

vanishes. It is supposed that the number of channels N either 

finite or large, but their common measure Is finite. In . these 

|arrow channels the one wave approximation is used with the error" 

|Cd/X). It is proved that the system of obtained integral equations. 

|s solvable and has the unique solution. 

2. Formulation of the Integral Equation. The geometry of 

scattering problem is shown on Flg. 1, where the scatterer 

represents a plane metallic screen. Symmetric pairs of slots on the 

screen are connected with the waveguide channels being the space 

between two coaxial cylinders with the elements parallel to x-axis. 
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The incident wave is described by the formula 

lf(y. z> = < exp C iJcC/3y. - rz)-iwt 3.. 0, 0 > CD 

The field in external space is represented as 

■'■ G    ° 

where K Cx) is the Bessel function, 6 = U6 ,6 is aperture of the 

R-th channel, ECn) - the tangential component of electric field 

on 6. 

The field in the n-th cannel can be represented as 

E<r,B)  * A expCikr-VZ 0) + BexpC-ikr VF" 8}        C3) 
- * 

where r.is the middle radious of channel n, c is the 

permittivity of medium inside the channel. 

Let us determine the solution .of this diffraction problem in 
the case d/k « 1. 

If the boundary conditions are fulfilled on 6 one have 

obtained two independent Fredholm equations of the second kind: 

CCr) ^r) = ©"*k^+ eik/3r+ / C/g:K|r-np-^flc|r+7}|>3tfC7)>di) 

CCj) «Jr> = -r* kßr + eik^+ / t//j:>lr+7}j>*w|i|r+7) |>Ttf^dT? 

where 

C£r) = -tgiknVct/2) / tM&s ),       qr) = CtgClCTr^/^ / CJcvf^S 
and      ECT^^^^ 
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3. Results. To obtain the. equivalent boundary conditions for the 

dense grating It is necessary to do the passage to the limit T- 0 

in the equation C4) and to take into account the representation C2). 

In the case of finite number of narrow slots one can solve the - 

abovementioned integral equations by the method of progressive 

approximations. Substituting zero-order approximation in formula 

C2) and replacing the integral by the sum over all slots we obtain ~ 

the description of the field over the screen. 

Hxcy,z) = j*®rr*h >*«yy*v vocy,z), 

7 ■ exp liCJcR-TT/«] 
V0(.R,V - -4dr /*2k/7rR    £—    * C5) 

* T   71 < elk«t^osf) ctgCkret)   - elknt(ß+co«?> cscCtalD  > 
n£-N   .    _ 

where R and ■■?are the polar coordinates of observation point. 
Function V is zero-order approximation of the field reradieted - 

by slots. To obtain it we used simplifications permissible for 

antennas In far region. It is considered the most interesting from 

the practical point of view the case of equidistant grating, i.e. 

r =n T, ' with vg~~ > = const -I. Such structure- corresponds to 
n n  n 

the van-Att grating model. — 

The error of solution. C5) is the value of order CKdAJ. 

The representation C5) corresponds to the radiation field of 

two array antennas with linear phase and amplitude distributions. 

This phase distribution leads to the beam shift. The shift angle 

is determined by the  angle of incidenceof the wave. Hence, 

the maximal values of the reradlated field are observed at the 
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Fig.l. Fig. 2. 

angles corresponding to the angle of arrival angle of speqular 

reflection. From the formula €5) it follows that the cuotient of 

the amplitude of specularly reradlated field to the amplitude of 

backscattered one is determined by the function 

YXR, it^-p) 
C6; 

It is evident that the considered model provides the primary 

reflection of electromagnetic field in the direction to the source. 

For the given quotient of amplitudesS the parametersof waveguide 

channels c   *nd r must be chosen from the condition 
no 

ii  n 

arccos 5 + am 
J5F    " 

C73 
m = 0,1.2,.. 

On the Fig.2 it is shown the scattering pattern of the van-Att 

grating model, which is calculated according to formula C5). The 

parameters of model are following: d - 0.09, T - 0.1, 1 =6.2. 

N = 20, ra =0.2. 
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PROPOGATION OF PULSE-WAVE BEAM IN THE VICINITY 

OF UNDERLYING SURRFACE 

Nataliy Egorova, Nikolay Kolchigin 

Kharkov State University 

ABSTRACT 

A problem of scattering of wave pulse beam by flat boder bet- 
ween two dielectrics has been solved using the Green's function. 
Analytical solution has been obtained for distribution of density 
of field sources for Gaussian function and known time dependence. 

INTRODUCTION 

Phisical phenomena of pulse wave beams observed both at pro- - 
pagation nearby a surface and scattering by various media differ 
substantially from those which occure in monochromatic wave beam - 
cases. Distortion of pulse wave beam strusture is possible at its 
reflecting and transmitting through a dispersion medium. Mien  - 
a border is available between two media, one can observe a shift of 
maximum Of wave beam spacial distribution relative to the position ' 
determined by geometrical optics. Focusing and defocusing of the 
beam, displacement of focus, change of the beam's polarization and 
etc. may to take place. 

To investigate the above noted phenomena it's necessary to " 
have solved proper boundary problems of wave beams propagation and 
diffraction allowing for an underlying surface. 

RESULTS AND DISSCUSIONS 

Approach to solving these problems is based on Maxwell's 
equations with given external sources and uses the Green's 
function of the boundary problem. The latter fact justi-fies its 
generality. In this case solution of diffraction problem of 
thewave beam reduces to integration upon assigned cross-section 
for product of Green's function of a point source boundary problem 
and distribution density of point sources upon this cross-sec- 
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tion. This method permits to exclude the solution of "boundary 
problem. Besides, the Green's function of this problem is in 
itself an explicit solution of the problem of finding a continual 
superposition of plane waves of the point source and includes all 
substantial physical effects of its field scattering on-the boder. 
Hence, the study of diffraction problem of wave beam reduces to 
analysis of scattering properties due to point sources 
distribution with given intensity at the surface. 

For simplicity let us consider a scattering of pulse wave 
beam on the border between two dielectrics with refraction index 
tt=V4/\/5>K &i     and :SX   -  dielectrical permitivity of upper and 
lower medium, respectively) (fig.l). 

Let a distribution of sources, forming the original wave beam 
assigned by function {($!**)   at 2i    = 0, to be known. 
Electric (magnetic) dipoles, taken as sources, 
have the moments dependent on time in pulse regime as p(t-£/c) 

Function p(t)   is represented as expansion into Fourie's 

integral:      ^ 

—mo 

where ' a(«) = i"J p^1^ di (:<*) 
-.        -*° 

As   p(t) is real function , the following equality is 
relevant        # 

9 (-to)* 9 ■(■*>)■■ 

Such dipoles excite.the field, defined by one component electrical 
(respectively, magnetic ) Hertz vector with unique component 
not equal zero, which is eo-directional with orientation of 
the source's dipole moments. 

• Then the potential of electromagnetic field of radiated wave 
for two-dimension casejnay be written as: 

Pill pLeUr,   16J < i ;   r» = V (*-».*W* <W~«r («) 
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The field of original, wave beam is defined by Greeen' s 
theorem: VZ ^v . \      . .. --\ 

where £»• v(yi,3Ut$- Green function, / ^jf/' ^ - distribution func- 
tion of dipoles density, defined by physical conditions of the 
problem and is given at plane^=0. 

Generally, each one-component Hertz vector 
characterizes a five-component electromagnetic field. 

To find out scattered fields in (5), corresponding 
Green's function of boundary problem ought to be available. 

Furtner on we will use coordinates C *//, 2i  0 with index % 
(incident) for original beam, and coordinates Cyr. **- ) with 
index r (reflected) for reflected field. 

Using Green's function of boundary problem means practically 
that the spectral properties of the Maxwell's operator are not 
dealt with- discret and continual spectrums have been, as yet, 
taken into account and written in the •explicit form by the 
Green's function of boundary problem. 
Now, as seen from C3) , in order to find the field of pulse 
radiator the scattered field Green's function Is to be multiplied 
by t/tyCtfand then integrated from  -o» to **° . In view of 
properties of function  q((u) we get: 

where 
(6) 

«nWIÖ. -l/n»-Jü.*& 
V (B.) -- ■ «' " .i ii ; M i .... ....i i  | 

m cos 9* * V n^'SCn *• &• 

Fresnel's coefficient for partial plane wave with incidence angle 
in the integral representation of the field of point source for 
solution of boundary problem is 

S0 - an jov —■ ■ ■       ,^  -— 
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7» s n* for vertical electric dipole {polarization in incidence 
plane); m      = 1 for vertical magnetic dipole Cpolarization 
in plane perpendicular to incidence plane). 
Correction coefficient N in formula C7) is defined by 

expression : 

Reflected field of wave pulse beam can be determined by for- 
mula C5) substituting the corresponding Green's function. 

It remains only to integrate over the location region of 
sources with known function of their spacial distribution. 

The advantage of this procedure is evident as the solution of 
diffraction problem for wave beams' of higner order does not differ 
from the case of Gaussian beam. 

Fig. 1 shows the amplitude distribution of the field for 
various moments in time , i.e., instant values. Calculations 
have been made according to formula 5 where £? has been 
substituted instead C ui •   Vertical magnetic dipoles are 
the sources Cm.    =1 for reflection coefficient in (5)). 
Incidence angle is equal to $i    =0.9 rad. 

Incidence is from medium with lesser density on to denser 
medium "<& A £ = Z-. 53). Distribution of sources density is 
described by Gaussian function f(yi,0J-e       "** 
where Wc      - problerne's parameter, characterizing the width in 
the sources plane upon which the radiation intensity decreases 
in f - times. Sources are excited synchronially. 

Time-dependence form for dipole radiated impulse is like 

..ptt) *¥/(¥+<*). 
where f   - impulse's width parameter. 
Expansion into integral C2) is according to [13. 

REFERENCE 

i.B.R.Horowitz and T.Tamir " Lateral displacement of a light beam 
at a dielectric interface ," JOSA. 1971,v. 61,5,p. p. 586-594. 
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KODE CONVERSION IN INHOMOGENEOUS CHIRAL MEDIUM 

Nikolai Erokhin 

Space Research Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 
Profsouznaya Str.84/32, 117810 Moscow, Russia 

ABSTRACT 

The electromagnetic waves propagation in an 
inhomogeneous, chiral, isotropic, plasma-type medium 
is considered. It has been Found that in an isotropic, 
inhomogeneous medium the linear coupling of transverse 
electromagnetic waves, caused by chirality, results to 
new type of mode conversion. The mode conversion bet- 
ween the fast and slow electromagnetic waves is desc- 
ribed by the set of two coupled equations with singu- 
larity at the plasma resonance layer which leads to a 
finite wave energy absorption independently on dissi- 
pation smallness. In the case of. normal wave inciden- 

. ce on weakly inhomogeneous plasma with mode crossing 
layer, the plasma resonance region is the reflection- 
less layer and 100 % mode conversion takes place. The 
singular structure of wave fields at the plasma reso- 
nance region is studied. 

INTRODUCTION 

Chiral media have been long known in optics 
as the optically active ones in which the electromag- 
netic waves of different polarization are propagating 
at different phase velocity. The chirality can signi- 
ficantly influences on a medium electrodynamics, for 
instance, the TE and TM modes linear coupling arises, 
the polarization plane rotation under the electromag- 
netic wave propagation in chiral medium occurs, the 
electromagnetic wave excitation and scattering are al- 
so changed and so on. 

During the last years a number of papers on 
the fundamental problems of electromagnetic waves pro- 
pagation in chiral medium have been published. The 
present paper is proposed to explore the chirality in- 
fluence on the electromagnetic wave propagation in an 
weakly inhomogeneous, isotropic, plasma-type medium. 
Such medium can be considered, for example, as a spe- 
cific type of dusty plasma with dusty particles to be 
a chiral objects. 

The constitutive relations for lossless, re- 
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c.iprocai, isotropic, ch.iral medium, under expC - i«U 
time-dependence is assumed for the fields, are given 
by 

D = eE.+ iyB,    H = i r E + B / p , 

where e is the dielectric permittivity and (j is the 
magnetic permeability of medium; r is the chirality. 

The principle feature of inhomogeneous plas- 
ma is possibility or the £-sign changing along a ray 
trace. In the case of such possibility, there is plas- 
ma layer where the dielectric permettivity e  is small 
enough and, consequently, the chirality influence on 
electromagnetic wave propagation is of principle. We 
consider the electromagnetic waves propagation in the 
chiral plasma which is inhomogeneous in the one direc- 
tion, say along z-axis. So s,  p and r are a some func- 
tions of z only. We use the constitutive relations to- 
gether with Maxwell's equations . 

curl E = i w B / c , curl H = - i w D / c, 

suppose that the fields depend on time and space vari- 
ables as fCz)expCik x-icot), where k =..(&> /c)  sin# and 
0 is the electromagnetic wave incidence angle. Under 
this assumption, we have obtained the set of two coup- 
led, ordinary differential equations of the second or- 
der each. This set of equations has been studied at 
the plasma resonance region and far from it. 

BASIC RESULTS 

The theory of an electromagnetic,waves propa- 
gation and mode conversion in the weakly inhomogeneous 
chiral plasma with the mode crossing layer is develo- 
ped. In the case of chiral plasma the normal waves are 
the hybrid modes represented by superposition of the 
TE and TM modes. Consequently, the electromagnetic wa- 
ves interaction with inhomogeneous chiral plasma will 
be described by the set of .two coupled, differential 
equations of the second order each with variable coef- 
ficients which have singularity at the plasma resonan- 
ce point. It is shown that plasma chirality affects 
significantly on the relative positions of the plasma 
resonance layer, the layers of wave reflection and the 
mode crossing layer. In particular, at the small inci- 
dence angle, the slow mode may, in contrast with the 
case of vanishing chirality, propagate into the over- 
dense plasma region and, therefore, the plasma reso- 
nance layer becomes open. It is shown that chirality 



leads to an appearance of the mode crossing layer but 
it always placed into the overdense plasma region. It 
is studied the singular structure of wave fields at 
the plasma resonance layer. Under a common boundary 
conditions, the electric field components parallel to 
the plane of wave incidence are singular at the plas- 
ma resonance point. Simultaneously, in contrast to the 
case of vanishing chirality, the magnetic field compo- 
nents, parallel to the plane of wave incidence, have 
singularity also. The wave field asymptotics valid at 
the vicinity of plasma resonance region have been ob- 
tained by the contour integration method. It is shown 
also that owing to chirality, the wave reflection from 
the weakly inhomogeneous plasma with the mode crossing 
layer and the wave resonant absorption may undergo the 
oscillatory behaviour in dependence on the incidence 
angle. 

In the case of normal waves incidence on the 
inhomogeneous chiral plasma with linear spatial depen- 
dence of the plasma dielectric permittivity the exact 
analytical solution in terms of the Airy finction has 
been obtained. This solution describes the the mutual, 
100 % mode conversion between the fast and slow elect- 
romagnetic waves. It is generalized to the case of an 
arbitrary, monotonic spatial profile of sCz) allowing 
the existence of the mode crossing layer. This solu- 
tion is used to consider the polarization plane rota- 
tion and the magnetic helicity transport under waves 
propagation in the weakly inhomogeneous chiral plasma. 
It was shown that owing to chirality, the magnetic he- 
licity of normal modes is nonzero and the magnetic he- 
licity flux depends significantly on the wave polari- 
zation. At the mode crossing layer, the magnetic heli- 
city density has maximum value which is proportional 
to the chirality parameter. 

In the case of the fast mode oblique inciden- 
ce on inhomogeneous plasma, the plasma resonance point 
is always placed in an evanescent layer and its thick- 
ness increases under the chirality growth. 



THEORY OF MULTIPLE SCATTERING FROM SYSTEMS WITH BOUND 
STATES 

V. Freilikher, M. Kaveh, M. Pustilnik, I.Yurkevich 

The Jack and Pearl Resnick Institute of Advanced Technology, 
Department of Physics, Bar-llan University, Ramat-Gan 52900,   Israel 

A. Maradudin, 

Department of Physics, University of California, Irvine, California 92717 

The interference of the multiply scattered random fields gives raise to a wide 
variety of physical phenomena such as strong and weak localization, backscattering 
enhancement, memory effect etc. Once these phenomena have been discovered in media 
with volume fluctuations, it was found during the recent few years that they may come 
into exsistance due to surface scattering also. Although the processes of reflection from 
the surface irregularities have much in common with volume scattering, there are many 
distinctive features which sometimes produce new and rather surprising and unexpected 
effects. 

If the roughness sizes are large compared with the wavelength, multiple scattering 
are provided by reflections of beams from different randomly oriented parts of the 
surface. In the opposite case of slightly perturbed interface multiple scatterings are 
usually disregarded. This largely stems from the fact that a wave, after having been 
once scattered from a slightly rough surface to the upper half-space, propagates in a 
homogeneous medium without further interaction with the scattering boundary. In order 
to understand where the effects of multiple scattering comes from in this case, one has 
to take into account that the diffraction from surface irregularities makes also possible 
the resonant excitation of eigenmodes localized near the scattering boundary. These may 
be, for example, polariton-like surface waves (SW) or modes exsisting due to the size 
quantization in a slab bounded by scattering interface. These waves propagate along the 
boundary, interact repeatedly with the roughness, and being transformed into volume 
waves, give rise to enhanced diffuse scattering in the antispecular direction. The 
localization of surface waves, and effective absorption caused by their transformation 
into volume waves (VW) are the main factors which form the field in the antispecular - 
direction and lead to a new scattering peaks to be observable. It is significant that in the 
presence of fluctuations surface wave (SW) is not a pure two-dimensional object since it. 
is connected with upper volume through scattering. 

. Under some assumptions this connection may be taken into account by means of 
effective absorption in the Shrodinger equation with effective complex-valued 
potential which describes SW propagation along the surface. The real part of the 
random potential provides resonant scattering of SW, imaginary one represents 
nondissipative attenuation caused by the transformation of SW into volume waves 
(leakage). This leakage is indispensable in the SW propagation on real surface. It is 
very important distinctive feature which differentiates SW on random surface from 
volume wave in random medium, and gives rise to some characteristic properties of 
backscattered enhancement, its shape and magnitude being now dicUted by 
characteristic relation between the leakage length /leak and SW scattering mean free path 
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tm .In the case of rough dielectric surface with large refractive index n the 
inequality /^ < < /„. holds even for absolutely nonabsorbing media, which means 
that multiple scatterings of SW are not very much essential, and enhanced backscattered 
peak is completely described by second order approximation. In opposite case 
htat >> I* the interference of multiply scattered SW has to be taken into account 
carefully. 

From the mathematical point of view the description of the interaction of 
eigenmodes with rough boundary allows for approach which is general for all systems with 
discret spectrum, independent on the physical origin of eigenmodes. This approach is based 
on the fact that in the case of weak disorder the averaged Green function of such a system 
has a well emphasized pole structure. The unperturbed Green function G0(p) has the pole 
at p=ps (if interface is a boundary between vacuum and dielectric medium with e < -1) or 
a set of poles {pn}, corresponding to size quantization (due to the finiteness of a 
slab with e>l in the z-direction). In the case of weak scattering/» (Ap„)*1 (/is 
the mean free path; Apn is a characteristic distance between poles pn), the averaged Green 
function G(p) also has a well emphasized pole structure and can be represented in the 
form 

G(P) = Grcg(p) + Gsing(p), (1) 
where Greg(p) is a smooth function related to the continuous part of the spectrum and 
Gsing(p) describes the behavior of G(p) in vicinities of poles 

N 

Cn    " 

Gsing(p)-\   „2_2:      ■ •■:"-:^-teG>)JU.-- (2) 

*(P) 

«=1 
where I(p) is the mass operator. 

Single Interface with Polariton Eigenmode 
In this case G0(p) has the single pole at real p = ps (discrete spectrum) which 

corresponds to  surface Waves  (SW)  with   wave number ps,  propagating  without 
attenuation    in different directions along the surface. Continuos spectrum describes 
volume waves (VW), which, being reflected from the surface, propagate in the halfspace 
z > 0 at angles <J> = arccos p/k,,. Thus there are two well defined regions in momentum 
space. The first one is circle   |p| < kQ which corresponds to phase volume of waves 
propagating above interface in free space.  Another one is circumference \p | = ps > 
kQ) that corresponds to isolated point of spectrum - surface waves propagating along the 
interface with wave numbers pB and decaying exponentially in transverse to interface 
direction. Inhomogeneity of   interface causes scatterings between different volume 
modes inside region   Jp| < ko {VW <~y VW)  as well as between surface ones (SW-++ 
SW). Scattering mixes waves of different nature, causing excitation of SWby incident 
wave (VW <-» SW) and leakage of surface wave into free space (SW <-> VW). This 
interaction   leads to broadening of discrete spectrum and smears boundary of volume 
waves region in phase space. If scattering is weak enough, so that fl (/ - mean free path 
) is much less than distance ps - k0 between two different regions in momentum space, 
it is plausible to consider them as well distinguished and weakly affected by each other. 

In this case coordinate representation of the SW part of the Green function, may 
be written in the Schrodinger equation form: 
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C~( A + PsHsCr.r') + (v£S(r) + ivv ) Gss (r,r*) - 5(r-r') (3) 
where vss is proportional to a sum of the Fourier garmonics of surface deviation with 
wavenumbers clo.se to 0 and ±2ps {SW <-> SW   scattering) and vv is proportional to the 
part of the mass operator corresponding to the integration over wavenumbers less k 
{SW++VW scattering). ° 
Thus the problem of derivation of SW Green function is reduced to the problem with 
scattering potential vss and effective attenuation vv which is of nondissipative nature, 
but is connected with transitions from surface waves to outgoing volume ones. The 
entire scattering rate v is made up of two parts v = v, + v¥ which effect the two- 
particle Green's function (scattered intensity) in different ways. Frequency v is 
connected with SW <-> SV/ elastic scattering on random potential vss and may result in 
SW localization, whereas vv comes from the imaginary part of potential vv and therefore 
leads to the effective attenuation of SW. In the leading approximation in (ps/)"' we 
find 

WPsc.qo) = ^(pjbcfoij |G(Psc)|* { YCPsoPin) + W ^   } lG(pin)|2   (4) 

In the case of slightly rough dielectric surface* with large refractive 
index n {II n < < 1) -SWleakage to the volume is strong comparative to SW<-> SW 
scattering and inequality holds vv > > v, ft is clear that under this condition multiple 
scatterings are suppresed by effective attenuation, and y(psc,pin) may be expand in 
powers of vj vv < < 1 up to the second order only, which leads to the following form 
of enhanced backscattered peak 

Y(Psc>Pb) = W + W^ (l+ (Psc+Pin)2/lc
2

ak) 
l/d 

(5) 

where /fctk=Vs/vv is leakage mean free path, d is the dimensionality of the surface 
roughness. 

If leakage of SW to the upper halfspace is weak vy < < vt which is the case , 
for example, if n > 1, SW multiple scatterings effect drastically the antispecular 
reflection, and infinite series of diagrams in yCp^.p^) must be summarized. To do this 
the self-consistent theory of localization can be used, providing 

«P^ ^-}|G(pia)p    (6) 

where diffusion coefficient D is the solution of self-consistent equation 

D = 1 + D, 
d QrA*i (7) 

Solving this equation one can find D = vva
2£ where a ~1 for ID and a ~ e^ for 

2D case. The first term in brackets in.Eq. (6) with D    gives then the enhanced 

backscattered peak of the same magnitude as background and of width (AS )2=vv/Dq! 
Slab with Size-Quantized Eigemodes 
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Using mum-poles structure (2) one can   calculate W upon   summarizing ladder' 
and maximally crossed diagrams , which results in 

Cv_     M(Q) > 
WPsc-Pin) - 4GC0(psc)Oo(pill)iG

2(psc)G2(pin)!W|Vv+ LM^/ > 

Q= Pin+ Psc. where 

(8) 

MC^^wJdpGCp+SGXp-?)^^ + V*l4^Ly 

VIun = y(an + am) an 
Cn anm= 

2anam 

Q-Pnml 
Vnm. 

Pnm^Pn-Pm- 

(9) 

pn* *"""an+am' 

The angular distribution of scattered intensity IdiKPsoPin) e^*5 Peaks when the fanction 

M(Q) takes its maxima. When |Q| »vn , |Q+PnmI» Vnm function M(Q)«1 and % 
is a smooth function of scattering angles, determined by the first term in curly brackets of 
Eq.(8)0adder approximation). In  the  vicinity   of the   retroreflection   direction 

(IQi £ vn, |Q-pnm! »vnm) the main contribution to M comes from the term with n = m 

and describes the well-known backscattered peak. 
When the direction of scattering occurs in the vicinity of one of the angles, 

determined by the equation )Q| = ipnml (n*m), the n=m term in M(Q) can be neglected 
whereas the one non-diagonal ones contributes essentially and provides well-pronounced 
additional peaks of scattered intensity. 

For example, in the case of S-poIarized wave scattered from a slab with a slightly 
rough interface z = d + £(x) , potential v(p,q) can be represented in the form: 

v(p,q) - kj (s-I) £(p-q) For this case numerical calculations were carried out to 

illustrate predictions made above. The results are shown in Fig. and demonstrate two 
additional well-pronounced peaks for intensity of a wave scattered from a two-mode slab. 

2 

1(0)1.7 - 

-22       -2L5 -183 
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RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ELECTRIC CURRENT ELEMENT OVER A HIGfr 
INTRINSIC-IMPEDANCE SURFACE 

Rabindra Nath Ghose 
Technology Research Internationa!, Inc. 

26672 Agoura Road, Calabasas. California, USA 

ABSTRACT 
Electromagnetic fields due to an arbitrary electric current element over a high-intrinsic- impedance surface 
havfbe™ntxamined herein. The formulation of the problem is similar to that of Sommerfelds problem - 
involving radiation in the media comprising of two semi-infinite half-spaces such as the air and earth, 
aToui* the radiation characteristics in air appear to change dramatically as the partially conducung 
earth's surface is replaced by a high-impedance surface. 

INTRODUCTION 
As a conformal antenna on aircraft, a cavity-backed antenna is often used to enhance the antenna 
directivity and effectiveness, particularly when the radiating or receiving antenna element is parallel and 
close to the highly conducting or a very-low-intrinsic impedance surface such as the aircraft skm. The - 
cavitv in such a case deters the radiation toward, or reception from the backward direction of the antenna, 
and its effect may be viewed as ä high-impedance connected in parallel with the antenna terminals. 
Similar effects may be expected when the radiating or receiving element of the antenna is placed over a 
very high intrinsic impedance surface. Such a possibility may eliminate the need of a cavity without 
affecting antenna directivity or effectiveness adversely. 

One way to gain an insight into the problem is to examine the effect of such a high-impedance surface 
on an antenna without a cavity by evaluating the radiation characteristics of an arbitrary current element 
at the interference of two semi-infinite half-spaces, one corresponding to the air or free-space, and the 
other having an intrinsic impedance many times larger than that of free-space. 

The classical problem of the electromagnetic radiation from an antenna situated near the ground or earth's 
surface and carrying a current periodic in time was formulated by A. Sommerfeld1, who derived the field - 
solutions in the form of a single definite integrals.  In principle, one may obta.n from this time-penodic 
solution the solution corresponding to an arbitrary variation with time of the current in the antenna. The 
nroblem of radiation due to an electric current element in two adjoining semi-infimte half-spaces has been 
addressed by many researchers" since Sommerfeld, although in all cases one of the two med,a is assumed 
to be highly conducting with its permeability same as that of the other medium or free-space,   n general 
the image of a horizontal current element at the highly conducting medium substant.ally cancels the field 
due to the current element due to an effective, near unity negative reflection coeffic.ent at such a surface. 
If this reflection coefficient could be made positive by replacing the low-intnnsic impedance of the 
conducting medium with respect to the free-space by a high-intrinsic impedance surface, one should expect 
a substantial change in radiation characteristics.   This turns out to be the case as evidenced m the 
discussions outlined in the following sections: - 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let the radiation from the horizontal electric current element, carrying a periodic current and situatedat 
the interface of a high-intrinsic-impedance Medium 1 and a free-space, Media 2. be considered first. The 

electromagnetic field in this case may be derived from the Hertzian Vector fi that obeys the non- 
homogeneous wave equation ^ _ 

v2a + p2fl=yA,        tf-jcoeVjfi,     and       E - ß2fi + V(V. fl)        W 
we 

ft2 = «2, 
where a time factor. V, «> being the angular frequency is assumed and ß* -ü^e»^dJ "* 
respectively the permeability and dielectric constant of the medium, J0 »s the electric current dens.ty at 
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the    source    and M    and        8    are    the    electric    and    magnetic    field    intensities. 

**t •*« " *xP*(p)b(y)*b- h) where pis the dipole moment for the current element oflengthL, such 
that p « UM^pL), üx is a unit vector along x in the cartesian coordinate system, 5 is the delta function 
ana h is the hight of die current dement above the interface of the two media in Medium 2, h approaching zero 
being the case of interest 

Ifcis well known that unlike a vertical electric current element for the same two adjoining half-spaces under 

consideration mat requires only the vertical component of fl, the horizontal current element requires both x 
and z components to satisfy the boundary conditions at the interface.  Let 

3 « «rD*,■■■♦ '^Htf     .     *<0, .  fl-ffin,,*;^     ,     Z>0 (2) 

ar=0, being the interface between the two media. 

From (i) and (2) one obtains 4 scalar equations given by: 

■&*-ß?).^.«c* ♦ ß!>n„ -.(?•♦ P'XIL^■-o 

where suffices 1 and 2 denote respectively me parameters relating to Media 1 and 2, the interest here 
being confined to the Medium 2. 

From the two dimensional Fourier transforms and the boundary conditions that the tangential electric and 
magnetic field intensities must be continuous at z - 0, one may write the solution for TJ^ and IV as 

(3) 

n*« di. 
**2Ö«2   i. L If 

n 3E-± 
^ Tj        H,Y2 *.|i,yi 

// 4«2wej  & i £ [ («jT, +eiTjXH,Tj + HjY,); 

.(«) 

where   T? - ** + «f - ß?     .     Ya *?* ♦ 4* " ßf 

Subject to the approximation 

Hi/«, > ^/Cj ,.-.■■ ji? >> |4  AW/ in rca/fry €, > €j 

A* -    -J!P 
4«t>ej 

i * 1  Ha? A 

(5) 

where 

*f = x1 * yJ + (z - hf - pJ ♦ U - A)2 - Ä2 - 4rA 

D 
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J0(x) being the Bessel function of the first kind of x. 

The striking difference between the principal component of the Hertz Vector, that is IT^ due to die same 
current element along the x-direction for the cases of the conducting earth and the high-impedance surface 
may be noticed in (6).   More specifically for the earth-free space ease. 

II'. -JP 
4xü Cj 

.-** .-#A 
*H (•) 

when 

H - 2 //0(ip)/(Yi ♦ Y,) r*,**Ml <») 

As noted by Sommerfeld and others. H -* 0 for an infinitely conducting earth. Similarly I, -» 0 as the 
intrinsic impedance of the Medium 1 approaches infinity. For such cases. n*, is reinforced by the image 
for the high-impedance surface while it is cancelled for the highly conducting earth, particularly when h 
-> 0. For the completeness of the field analysis, one needs to examine all the electric and magnetic field 
intensities due to the current element situated at the interface of the high-impedance surface and free-space 
in Medium 2.  From (1) 

.-(«♦£)* H* -/««» 5* 
ay 

-i««j 
an»» 
dx dz J 

(W) 

r»/ The conventional means for evaluating the integral I, in (6) is first to replace J0(Xp) by HQ (Ap) and 

extend the limits of the integral from-oo to oo. since J0(J) = 1/2 [/t^t*) + H^ipce*')]. Thenextstep 
is to express the integral over a contour closed by a semi-circle in the lower half of the Xrpiane with an 
indention along the branch point X=ß, , the branch cut being from X=p>iO to ß, -joo in die lower half 
plane, the other branch points being avoidable. The major contributions toward the integral in moset cases 
of interest above is from the residues at die poles, the value of each integral being -2xj times die residue 
at the pole. One thus obtains, subject to approximation in (5). 

and 1  * 

01) 

r\i and Th being die intrinsic impedances of the Medium 1 and Medium 2 respectively. 

/ - *****/*, X - A, « ft, as    * - 0 

7, - (x/2) c H? (P2p)  and M - (x/2) y 
e-pt f~i* 

xcp 
.   C « Pjtli/li 
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"The contributioss toward toe field components E^ and Ey3 due to *,, become negHgibtein comparison' 
with those due to D^. Even for the field component Eö, the contribution due to x^ becomes vanishingly 
small as Tfo /rfe and |X, /|Aj approach large values.  Thus the electric field components in Medium 2, for 
$ = tan"! (y/x).  may be written as 

a. U-VM-S^S- (Pi/ ♦ Cas*$ ~J) , SM»4> COS* —J, Cas<j> -^-J 
dp2 dp2 dpdz 

(12) 

d2 ,      J     #/ ^ . . 2 2 
Since   J and  — contains only terms which are proportional to  1//^   ,    1/J?«, etc, their 

Sp* dpdz 
contributions in the radiation zone becomes negligible. Thus E^ becomes the dominant, if not the only 
electric field at the radiation zone. In contrast when Medium I is a highly conducting medium with a 
very low intrinsic impedance, Ea, although still proportional to Cos $. becomes the strongest field 
component Equation (12) then shows that a conformal antenna situated at and parallel to the ground 
plane could be effective without a cavity at the base provided the ground- plane-impedance could be made 
high by employing a very-iow-conductivity, and high permeability material such as a ferrite. Also, the 
high-impedance ground plane in such cases need not extend to infinity and in many cases a ground plane 
slightly larger than what is seeded to accommodate the current element may be adequate. Additionally, 
one may note that the radiated electric field intensity in the presence of the high-impedance surface is 
twice as large as is obtained when the radiation is totally in free-space. 

To examine the scattering from such an antenna element, one may first determine the current distribution 
at the antenna by the moment method while using the expression for E^, given in (6) as the Green's 
function. By equating the sum of E, field at the antenna due to the impinging field and due to toe current 
induced at the antenna by such a field to zero, one obtains the current distribution. Conventional methods 
can then be used to determine the scattering characteristics. Such techniques, being well known, are not 
discussed further in this paper. 
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ABSTRACT 

Using the uniform geometrical theory of diffraction mere has been obtained an asymptotic 
solution of the three-dimensional problem of me diffraction of electromagnetic radiation of the 
arbitrarily oriented and eitusted vibrator on an ideally conducting infinitery-tbin screen of a 
rectangular form. There have been worked out fast-acting algorythma and programs for calculating 
and analyzing normalized amplitude directive patterns of microstrip anteshas and vibrator with a 
screen in different observation planes. Comparing me known calculations with me strict method, it is 
shown that the worked- out algorithm provides sufficient accuracy beginningwith the screen sizes of 
me order of the wave length for a small vibrator distance from the screen. 

INTRODUCTION 

lh me modern difE^ction theory one of the most interesting aspecte is diffraction of 
electromagnetic waves on metallic screens.To solve this problem there are used both me Integral 
Equation Formulation (IEF) and the approximated techniques based on assumptions of Physical 
öptics(PO) [ 1 ^/Calculation realizationof the strict memod is conmHcated and reqw^ plenty of 
computation tune, PO method leads to great errors when calculating antenna side radiation. Using the 
uniform geometrical theory of dif&action inour report there have been obtained the asymptotic 
solution of the nuee-dim?EEionaI problem of the diffraction of electromagnetic radiation of an 
vibrator on ideally conducting kfinitely-tiiin screen of a rectangular form in cases» when vibrator is 
perpendicular to a screen and parallel to a larger or a smaller side of me screen. In a short wave 
approximation, superpositionof these radiation fields allow to determine afield of an arbitrarily- 
oriented vibrator to a. screen. There have been worked out fast-acting algotytfams and programs for 
calculating and analyzing directional properties of the vibrator antennas with a screen over the whole 
observation space. At the same time, in { 2] there have been compared our calculated directive 
patterns (DP ) wife me known ones calculated for the same geometrical parameters by means of (he 
IEF and PO methods.It is shown that me worked-out algörytlm ^ 
with thescreensizes of the Order of the wave lengm for the vibrator bemg m'stant from me «creeo is 
tim case not more man 03k .With increasing the screen size ,an accuracy appropriate for practice m 
provided when having the Vibrator at alarger distance from the i 

FORMULATION OF THE RADIATION FIELDS 

Let us introduce a Cartesian coordinate system X,Y,Z (Fig. 1 ).The screen aides are W 
indi Irrespectively. A symmetrical electric vibrator used as a radiator is at me height h above 
me screen, being mclinedwith respect to the Z-axis at me angle ß .The calculation algorythm of a 
geometrical -optical (GO) field of the vibrator with plane screen is based on the method of images 
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söppssär^&r infinite sizes of fee ideally conducting screen its replacement wife image-radiator 
of a reflected waveJFcr a vibrator situated »a tfee plane ZY, we resolve the current I flowing in (he 

tilted vibrator into a horizontal (ih = lainß ) and a vertical component ( iv = i co«p ). For the 

screes being excited by fee current component Iv fee GO fields of the incident and reflected waves 
(H^) In fee far zöse are 

Eef i <e,<p) ** (-!)' + 1Eoßp 0kDt) [coß(ldcose)-coB kl ] /sin©, (1) 

where ■ Di = a cos(cd - «fr )ain8 is fee trajektory difference between fee rays from fee centre of fee i- 
radiator and those from fee coordinate system origin to fee observation point; ai = 0, K is 
respectively for 1=1,2, Eo ==0.5jWo (Idi/Ä) e^>(-jkR)/R (Idl/X is fee Herzian dipole current, 
Wo = 12Öä- Glsja, k=23i/3LX 

For fee screeabeing excited by fee vibrator situated in a XY-p!ane and oriented at fee angle C, 
i. to. fee X-axis, feere nave been derived fee expressions for fee aofieldas 

imi (@,<p)=F±C8,^ 

El (8E#=£0 e%p(M>i I e°s( W m © eos(<p- Cfi) - cos kl]/[1^8in?0co82(<p-^i)].  (3) 

He DP of fes edge wave wife, a phase centre in fee origin of its own coordinate system on fee 
. B-edge. (SEjfti,<pi) of fee screen is defined as fee DF of fee wave diffracted by an ideally 
'tondasting faalf-pi'aae mdst exciting by adipole or its image. Iffee i-radiatoris parallel to a Bcreen 
edge* fesa HJ electric far-zone field of fee primary diffraction wave is given by 

E^mC^^eiiCe^TtSia)»     T(4in )=±[<X>(|$in| jK)-l]/2. ..'..'■ <4)" 

Tfe mm B+" stands for a light region of GO wave,and feat of "-"is for a shadow one. §m = ( 2km 
-|in@a)V& c©8[(<pa-<ria )/2] ,rin andern are the polar coordinates of fee i-radiator in ite own 
system on fee a-edge. 

fc case when fee radiator is perpendicular to a screen edge,fee electric field intensity is 

E8JJB (ftf) .■» BOU(8><§>)T(|b>pcos€Ä snatqatt), (5) 

/'EqtLiafty^EqdJ (e^TC^-pco^xpn/Z), (6) 

p ~ sin .(£ia-qiui /2)[ 2 / (%k rksinSa )]J4 exp [^^-j OxinamBQ+x/4-kDi)J. 

■'■Tb© fields of feetwicely diflracted waves  between fee parallel screen-edges are described 
■■by fee isifonn- Observation- angle asymptotic expression 

.'■Eän-dBin E±*( 1.4m I,V J ) "1 ]»"* <?J«) =2 * - ** exp (j */4 ) Jexp(-jf) dt,    (7) 

§,,- ¥2kLEin6 sin( 45-^2 ),    fa ^2kLsin8 cos( 45-<p/2 j,    (8) 

fa\2kW«o^p cos^2s      ^3="V2kWcoi<|) sin6/2. (9) 
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Tig.1 Problem geometry and boundaries "light1 
of GO and edge waves 
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Fig.2.NormaIized amplitude directive patterns in different observation planes 
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Became of finite size, of fee ^^* ^^ ^ Bquare ABCD(Fig.l) and 

SL «#« of«. co« for «*• 1 sad 2= 3 .d 4 » «H 

i-  4 ™>H r is- 90 lff M EI /     I E 1 max ) in the different observation 
Ffe.2 *»** d» «™-ta ^DMJ-» '"8 <j w 5X «d b=0.25X ,  «cited by the electric 

pUs*. fcr fee ^en wife the f^2A75\^lth^^T>^ for the E<p .component, in 
ipole «iMtod ««W to -de L .Tto ^^^S^L-^ actions, there are Fi(t2(cd) for Ee-coaaponenL Because of the DPS sreaeiineoDy 
F^ &e ^gular iight^gioas for fte GO end fee edge wave». 

Tfc, «jmk« fa Ration field consents in fee "^«J^l^S 
^telfpta») -d XY(«N>0°, the right helf-plane) m case when fee «brator » parallel 

tre 
(11) 

(12) 

.fields-&F»   ■       . 

B^MVi.H.    Eee=c")-Eqo+(E4+E4!HE!: (13) 

b«»>. ft. edge « °f"» i«W«l «d •**?*<?*" '*££eLf{W*> >- ** 
MUobo^ooAoo. 1. dttoc.edße«£ «*k S**- 
mdisties field csmpeneatB maer 6H)° ( Fig. 2a,c ) are me sun» o 
'field <»■'&»• nearest screen edge. 
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RADIATION OF VEDEÖPULSE BY FINITE 
LENGTH DIPOLE ANTENNA. 
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Electrodynamics department, Kharkov State University 
4 Svoboda Sq., Kharkov, p.o.310077, Ukraine 
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ABSTRACT 

Pulse radiation of linear vibrator is investigated The exact formulas for E and H 
components of electromagnetic field were obtained for the cases of an arbitrary vector 
source; a linear source with an arbitrary time-dependence of the inducing current density 
and the case of pulse inducing current as a re-entering discharge. Last case was detalry 
investigated by means of computeranalysis of the exact formulas. Dependences of the 
radiated pulse shape, duration and amplitude on distance from the antenna, on time and on 
observation directions were studied. The exact formulas allowed to carry out this 
investigation for near field zone, far field zone and between mem. The question of 
determination of these zones for pulse radiation isdiscussed. 

1^^ 

Growingup forthe last years interest to transient (unharmonic ) signals is connected 
with an extension of possibilities of their applicationand generation, One well knows the 
areas of nonsinusoidal signal application from pulse weather-independent high-resolution 
radars up to radiocommimication with deeply dipped submarines. 

In the present work the radiation of superbroadband pulse signal by weakly-directed 
exciters ( Gertz dipole and wire antenna of ^fmite size ) is investigated . 

RADIATION OF LINEAR DIPOLE WITH ARBITRARY 
CURRENT TIME-DEPENDENCE. 

Let us consider a radiation of Hertz dipole as a linear vibrator with a length equal 1 
with an arbitrary time-dependence of inducing current described by the function j(t/), 
r=(x,y,z). For electrical component of electromagnetic field induced by a source with 
current density J but of presence of other sources the follows waVe equation take place 

rotrotE+--;—- E=—-—I m 
va*     *? « .'■ 

whtre v= c/yft, £ is a medium dielectric permittivity. The solution of this equation 
can be founded as a convolution of Green's function of the left part of hie equation with 
the free term. 

E=]fa'Gr(x-x')^~*       (2) 
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where Greerfs function is determinated by the follows expressions found in the paoerf1]: 

6 =-(graddiv-— —), 
s ▼  ot 

where x and z' are four-dimencional vectors of spatial coordinats and time x=(tjr),Q is 
Beviside «mit fiactioa Taking into acount thai 

I—)fCx-sO=-4«(t- v- !td)5ar-H). |A 
■     V* 

fee following expression for fee field E out of the source can be found: 

««» ..."'■■'■ 

Tliis formula detennines fee radiation of an arbitrary vector source wife an arbitrary 
dependence of inducing current both on time and on spatial coordinates. For fee linear 
vibrator of finite length 1 the inducing current dencity will be 

j(t,F)= S(3C)5<y)60/ 2- z)8(z-H/ 2Xt).      (5) 

where 5 iß Dyrak's delta-fimctioa ; 
Here m arbitrary time-dependence of I(t) is considered that one can consider a 

stationär source as well as a transient one. The vibrator is located in fee choosen 
coordinate system as the figures 1 and 2 show. In fee spherical coordinate system wife a 

center in the point O' wife coordinates (rsin0„ 0, rcos6, ) and p = /r - rV as it is on fee 
figures 1 and 2 fee expression (5) for the inducing current density becämes fee follows 

P\ra)-§(rsines-psinecos^)8(psinesin#) <6) 

0(1/2-rcose, 4 pcos9)9(r cose,-pcose4l/2)l(t*) 

Aier integration of (4) for spatial coordinates accounting (6) one can consider  Se 
expression for the field E inside fee layer izl < 1 /2 as 

• -    ■ i «■ ' ■ rsmo« 
a) 

8 

+ 
t-Q/w 

f ÄrW(v(t.t,)fcl(iiII(v(t.t>rÄ0    ^J, 
J it' rn6.   v 
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where Q - yjt* sin* 6,4 (r cos9, +1/2)?. 
This formula is available for the case of radiation of a vibrator with an arbitrary 

time-dependence of the inducing current density both for stationär and transient sources 
expressions for the case of pulse radiation. The formula (7) can be integrated for f for the 
concret type of the time-dependence I(t). One considered the case of radiation of the 
current as re-entering discharge [2]. 

I(t)=I0(e ^l-e-^xxtV      (8) 

After integrating (7) for f for the current (8) and rotrot  calculation the following 
expression for the field E tangencial component take place: 

V = ~S-r  V, V {6(vt-rsmeQ)[— ^--e   v «    /(-co^0n3L4-staeft)J^ 
re |"j   Xl ;   r.   '    ■-. .   . « .1  r       w 

a«r(Qxl 

A(6,r)=(^L 4 , "IT    - 

vQ 

(Q 

-^8^^^: 

•)2r 
)sto6-( 

Q 

Qer" 

COS04 A(0,r)Jk 

Qe'Q T )c©s6 

(9) 

where X, -1/vQ', ,Q'# ,Q", and Qr'„ are me derivations of Q. 
Analogical expression for E radial component and for the field E for /z/>-112 was 

obtained. These formulas allowed to obtained also expressions for magnetic component 
of the field using Maxwell's equations. All these obtained expressions are exact ones 
which allowed to study the radiated pulse behaviour in near field zone, far field zone and 
between them. Dependences of the pulse shape, duration and amplitude on distance from 
the antenna, on time and on observation directions ( determined by the angle 6 ) were 
investigated by means of computer analysis of the obtained formulas. The question of 
determination of these zones for pulse radiation is discussed in connection with the 
obtained results. 
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THE QUASITHEEE-BIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 

ON -EXSITATION- OF THE WIRE SYSTEM 

LOCATED ON A CHIRAL HALF-SPACE 
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■ AwtlAOV.' Tka 4tt*aitkr*«-d:iia«a«iaB»l profct«» daal wlik ike la*«s«g*tioa of tk« 
sfteigki B*» sin «yetess 'located ea a eME*l-ackiral intarfac«. Tk« rlffor««» ■alutiea 

. «f'tk« psoktam is EspsesoEtsd by Ike FotsrJsr intends. Tk« «p»etia of tk« «cited 
*>«««• age «spios«d a&d ios tks SBE£&C« w&vae oas-diroctioaal «aosjy irwrainiu a«« 
feaadod..' Tk« peefelera is devoted to «kad««igalag of widabaad aataaaaa witk tk« 
aeadod poi&Etswd ekasactenatic» »ad saaxaciptocal de»ie«8 at mietomaiwm. 

M the electromagnetic theory of the "chiral media are absent papers devoted 
to the investigation of the wire system located on a chir&l-achiral inter- 
lace. Depending on concrete applications wire system may be considered as 
reflector array or delay system which able to support surface waves. Sim- 
ilar problems oüer particular interest in the connection with the designing 
of new types of wideband low-prcSle antennas with the needed polarized 
characteristics and Use corresponding transmission lines at microwave. 
Let ns consider in a Cartesian coordinate system *,*,* a plane * = 0 
perfectly conducting in the directions maMng up angle f with the positive 
axis-* direction and non-conducting in other directions. A plane is situated 
on the interface of the two media. Region 1 (J > 0) is magnetodielectric 
with the parameters .«x tftt. Medium 2 (x < 0) represents chiral half-space 
with the real parameters «a#a>£. The parameter of the chirahty t enters 
through the 'constitutive equations /I/ 

J   K ".*•*»■ 
(1) 

where r, - e3 + Ms£s • When { = 0 we have magnetodielectric medium with 
the absolute parameters JT2, Ma • The primary field is produced by an electric 
line source with running wave current distribution 7,*(y) = Ve*,f k*»*«* 
in the upper half-space parallel to the y axis and having coordinates *«,*#. 
The time dependens is assumed to be «"•"*. 
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3 The method of the solution includes the introduction two vector« M de- 
scribing the fields of left and right circularly polarized wave» /2/ and appro- 
priate them scalar potentials IT*, which are superposition of the nonnsl to 
the interface electrical and magnetic vector potentials A'M

m . In free-source 
region potentials V* are the solutions of the homogeneous Heimholt» equa- 
tions and «re represented by the Fourier integrals. Unknown potentials 
spectral densities of the secondary field are denned from the boundary con- 
ditions for the components of field intensities on the planet =0 

(2) 

where * »ctg^ and primary field components are supplied by the ■ 
symbol "0". The obtained solution for the potentials öf the secondary field 
in the regions 1 and 2 has the form 

+ -5=^(2*. + 2=-) [2k«* +f) * («* - »)]} 
:'2>(*Vn)   *+      ■«-    l*l 

(3) 

2£(a# 4-ij) *(«*-*) 
J3L'--'-- -— ■ *— 

D{*,n) 

. e»*(« - *o) + 7±* - 7i«o ,£„, 

where 

^ _ /»a +»» -*i, «i = N/MT/TT, «• = vW*.. the double«gnscor- 
respond to the double potential signs. When ( «0, i? = 0, a;= oo, soluton 
(3)—{4) completely coincides with the solution of the problem on excitation 
planar interface of the two magnetodielectric media by line source /3/. 

4. From obtained solution follows, that there are excited both continuous and 
eigenvalue wave spectra in considered system. Wave propagation constants 
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of the coatinnoas spectrum connect with the branch points 7*. s^D, ?, =f 
and are proportional to the plane wave propagations! constants in infinite 
cabal and achiral media, i.e. ie± and *x = 0. Evaluation of the branch-cut 
integration for the branch point xt = ± >/*f - »a yields radiation field of 
the source in the upper half-space. Evaluation of the branch-cut integration 

for the points x3 = ±y«*. — V3 «nd «r» ss±y si ■— .»8 describes the lateral 

waves/4/. 
Eigenvalue wave spectrum is determined by roots of the equations 

I>(x»f) = 0, which in general case will be complex. When )«| > y "i "" 9s 

roots are real and determine propagation constants of the surface waves 
which connect with the line wires system located on the two media inter- 
face. These solutons for the number of parameters are given on fig.1. The 
existence region of the surface waves is limited by dotted line. When the in- 
terface is absent, the expression for the propagation constants of the surface 
waves have the form 

-«•« 4«t^l+'l/«3--*/?• (6) 

where double signs correspond to the signs of the inequalities (* — *0 )fc 0. 
These quantities correspond quantities of the cross wavenUmbers 

7B = iT,/l + l/"a. («) 
.-.'....'    ■■•* 

The condition for the existence of the surface waves are to > 0 or 
«> sVl + a2. 

ft follows from curves on the fig.l and formulae (5), (8) that in this system 
surface waves have different phase velocities in opposite directions and one- 
directional energy transmission will take place when exist certain relations 
between parameters. Similar effect may serve as basis for the designing of 
some microstrip nonreciprocal devices at microwave. 

The research reported in this paper was supported by the Russian fund 
of Fundamental Investigations (Project 93 - 02 - 3548). 
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ABSTRACT 
TferealsymrnetkdEnearaJgetr^ 

periods strodun^imfinitedratn^ 
Resu&tfatsrKWtheposs^ 

havebecn presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
AtpresaitimemrrBaowmed 

symmeäräs (wth screw symmetry ads or $de sywnieiry pfcne) arc uscl 
tSsper^H^ai characteristic, wider bandwidth, &&* fcqu^c» dependence cf energetic characteristics thai the structures with lower 
symmetric StnKfcjresbesrgu^hrrs^^ 
betta-fieUhbmcgendfynkteracficodmiebaixlteat^^ 
sericusdfficuhks are caused due to the gn^r^^ 

Wegral eqpjatwn system (ES) [11 that cfescri» 
account a higher syrnmeüy of the structures, great uinfcer tf coupSrg ste and trans^ 
thisisnecessarytosetecorr^ 
tDSDKebourriary^vaberjrcbbnfccrÄrk^ 

ES obtained h [2] is very pünisrrgß 
dcte aid irtoadmchinndkh each ^ 
effective period of the structure with higher syirmety ard gensaEz^ F 
become possbb due to the introduction of even and e<ki parts cftargertaldectricfidd. 

The goal of the presert work is to develop calculation method fonnJaid h [21 hvestgaikm tf 
stnKSüä^ vvhkii are of rsB^k» irterest and denraK^ 
sufiraerd^'tireednnensbna] dxtrodynarrac systems. 

INTEGRAL EQUATION SYSTEM 
Poicd c/tbe stnxtue v^ higher syrrnöris can te 

de^tBastgmertafpoxxfcstnjcture 
ai^ as a reat cfar^ScatJOT operators cftrarda^ 

Geometry of the efiective period and notations are presented in %1 (regere l,ß+1-cawties, regcra 
chanrdsfcrbeams). 

BeJdsinregion q (^=l^_,ö+])arepreser^asasurrmcfe^nwaves[4l 

Lets denctetbe tangent ekx^fcki on theM^ 

same regions - as ~£ , introduce even and odd with respect toplane^, = 0 parts of eäectricfekJ 

IES is presented as: 

® 
±1       TSJL !{****» n)\r[™vrli^0<p+™ K)]*.}*-** 

)Ug 4E,:(*(f:^}ö:p.:ö>=V'=2 <?■ 
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eägoivvawavesvvithtransvejsalincScesmj.s, cfregjonwihrunier^ «_ _A 

^perflav^nfcestfanpEiixfc^ 

TteIESotderisck*mBEdtyru^ _ .^-.«r«.* 

thm^oddaiwnpailsoflntt^e^ 

of cnkrthatistvrotimesksserthan (2) canbeused 
LINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATION SYSTEM 

D&approximäe      £• e with finite series of e@3iSmctionsrfB-andH^waves: 

'     Sübstiluii«C3)intö(2)ari<^^ 

LAEScffte.sBOQrikWfir^.JJ^: 

*&feH-  z-«**'"' sin(?)2A) V*».^"»•«'•. 
Ccxfingcoefficierts ^      r-crr-W, 

.... , *» . 
reBectacoupfeonahofeofwavBrfPlvpev^incEcesm!,^ rfreg^lwilhv^cf/?1^wlhinices/n,^ ofregwoi? 

LAESotderisequaltol: Kr, Km tf,,?to jr^nfenecesssytolteto 

rtisenoughtocon^wa^cf^oretjpe; *„,, K„ -nntetfwriafcnsoiaa^ 
Bdow v« shal consder systems of circular aoss^ction of n^lX^ j^l)^ckqiariiamtandooi^hofaTte 

ardular shape cfca^ 
cutofffi«juency,andso,themostrEmatepara^passbanck ■ „«Wv««^ 

Forsudisysiemseigen&rKteareb^ 
ofamrataifbfBessdfiird^ ,■...;,__,    _^ 

Program tocakiilate the properties cfniM^ 
damdshasbeendeveloped. 

CALCULATION OF CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME STRUCTURES 

F£2showsttecahtaedc£spen^ .■'£«■* ofexpansbnsofevenand 

Gdipamrftar^entialefectricMi&snTgle^^ 
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_. Htuatei on Is axk Cafculatiqn was done for E-waves wüi aänuthal kidex mi = mj=0. In cavity waves with racial indioe* 
Si "I,-,11 havebsai taken into acoourt, m hole.- waves with radial nSoesjj=Ir_,4. 

Dispcrsona! characteristics cfsingle beam strudLre with rhesarre dimensions as OT£J^ 

fc5na?ds1od»dct(radoJ?J/ £ wasvsryirgfiüm0to0.633)aresäKiiwm%3.QBracl£rofc%^ 
%iofgrc*ipvdoc^charigtdwidihok;piaoebeirgvao^ 

Tables 1-3 showthecorfMrisoncftneasuredard^ 

whose holes in each next diaphragm: are not displaced ( ^0 *0, terjfeliareo^)lac^cxil800 (^,=180° ,labfe2)iareal<p!a[^cn 

90" (r»"90*. «aöe 3) Dato "cafc-lTavc been obtained for «1=0.1. j3
eU mi=0,..,IO, Ji=1^3. Data "calo-2" have been 

c&ained for«,=0,1,2, S<=1,23, «, =€UI5, j,=l_4. 

Tabfel. 
X/2b 
exp. 

X/lb 
eak -1 

A,% .1/2* 
tale-1 

A,% 

0 IJ0K2 DOW 0.046 13079 0.045 
w 13157 13154 0.042 13153 0.040 
24 13262 13253 Ü002 13257 0.025 
3/4 13315 13297 0.065 13306 0.003 

Table! Tabte3. 

n 

XI lb 
exp. 

XI 7b 
eak- 1 

&,% Xflb 
catc-2 

A,% <p 

n 

XI 2b 
exp. 

A/24 
eak-I 

A,% X/2b 
cak-2 

L,% 

0 130S5 1.3082 0045 130B1 0.043 0 13084 13082 0.053 13082 0X151 
V4 13145 13138 0.014 13139 0.023 1/4 13144 13131 0.028 13132 0023 
V4 13289 13279 0.006 13284 0029 Vi 13290 13260 0.16 13263 0.134 
V4 13443 13428 0.041 13438 0.030 3« 13450 13410 0222 13418 0.167 

Fg4srfflwacworowstrueture,trrthasthesarnernam 
on system axis and four bate cfradiusaj^ are rjaced^ 

slnjdurescfrrfibeamqMCÄcSslarcsberwem 
high than in a usual coupled cavity chair, coupling demsrfcardcrHri^fcr bean« are sqaratedh 
coup&ig (or interactionwith a hoBow beamVholes cf the secorrf rcw-for irteradxxi v^ four bearra 
cavfes. We wart to caB accelerators tc^hrK^c^spedafcrsatterrionasv^ 
combed waveguide distingu^ies by higher vactim conductance. 

Measured and calaJated values X / 2b is gjven ii table 4. Data "caJol" have been ebtahed for «12=0.4,8, j2
=l,2, 

mj =0,1, Jj =»U m. «<VUA ü =1- ,6, data Bcak>2" - for «2=0,4,8, ««1.2& «3 =0,1,2, j3=l£3, OTi=0,4,.^2, j,-I_,ft 
Table* Table 5. 

exp. 
XI lb 

cak-I 
A,% Xllb 

cole-2 
A,% X/lb 

exp. 
XI lb 
cak 

A,% 

0 17735 L27J0 0.033 17716 0.075 0 177439 177481 0.0329 
15 L2654 17633 0.096 17620 0703 16 176968 177075 0.0844 
25 17428 17410 0.080 15397 0.186 2« 176146 176075 0.0558 
J/5 17183 12ISI 0.056 17168 0.054 V6 I7'i028 124915 0.0910 
4/5 12014 17026      1 0.175 17012 0.060 <MS 174050 173931 0.09S1 

Structure with three rows of holes with dsnensjens £=45, M, £=10.5, a2=10, a3 =6.4, fa =19.6, <j4 =3, & =3124 
(yrB =0) is shown in %5. Comparison of measured andcalailatd values-l/2ÄBgrvmintabfe5.N 

obtainedfor «2=0,6,52=1^3, «3=0,~P..yj=l...,4, «<=0,1, S<=1, /ni=0,6^6,j,=UM. 
Tte resdts show that developed tecrriqie tfrna^^ 

several rows ofcoupEng dots to be calculated with r^araraqy by persctd computers EVCT 

6ooi?35rghdestnatEalrrictfa"surrrnfcctftte 
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DETERMINATION OF THE WAVE FRONTS BY PRESPECIFIED 
FOCAL LINE 
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ABSTRACT 

Determination of the configuration of Wave fronts by prespecified focal line has been 
considered. The problem in a sense may be thought as an inverse problem to the problems 
of catastrophe theory, where that configuration of wave fronts is specified to determine the 
singularity of fronts. Particularly, when focal line considered as a plane curve, the problem 
has been investigated earlier. On the other hand, if the focal line considered as a space 
curve this problem has not investigated up to now. This paper proposes a method for 
solving this problem under paraxial approximation. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Papers [1-3} have studied and developed the mathematical method for solving the laser 
focusing problem on fine. In the case, when focal fine considered as a plane curve, there 
its solution write down in explicit form under paraxial and non paraxial approximation. 
The goal of this paper is to investigate this problem, when the focal line prespecified as a 
space curve. 

We shall consider this problem under paraxial approximation. Let the parametric 
equation of the focal line on the Cartesian coordinate system (u, t>, z) be 

C = (i(f),y(t),/(r)) 

and unknown wave.front be S — S(u,vrz), where S(u,v,z) satisfied the eikonal equation 

2 

1 mmm- 
The values of S(u, w, z) on domain G in the plane z — 0 denote by ^(u, v): 

5(u,t),0) = 4>(u,v) 

It will be shown that after finding <f>(u,v), the function 5(u,t>,z) can be determined for 
any {urv,z).   From Fig. 1 we see that OA + AB = OB, where OA = (u,t>,0), AB — 
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*(«,«) (^.^v1-^-^)' °^.= (x,v,/) and s{u'v)"the lenghts 'rf the optical 
path aJone the ray AS. Writing in coordinates, We obtain 

y =0 + *^„ 

Eliminating 5 = s(u, v) from this equation yields a mapping of the G onto curve 

y = t> -{- / 

>/l-«-# 
#. 

In paraxical approximation, \<f>u\ < l,\4>«\ < 1, this mapping becomes to the mapping: 

y = t> + /^» 

Thus we have to choose the <f>(u,v) that the mapping (1) maps domain G onto the curve 
(x(i),y(t), /(£)). Let (u, v) be preimage of t under mapping (1). By this relation it is 
determined the function t = T(U, W) on G. It is clear, that if t = to then T(u,t;) - t0 is 
some curve on plane («■,«).. On the other hand, it will be shown, that after finding the 
function T(U,U) phase function ^(u,u) can be calculated in explicit form. 

DETERMINATION OF PHASE FUNCTION 

To determine r(u,v) to solve (l) for j>u,4v' 

A       X~U A -IZZ (2) 
4>M- —j- <P*> - ~r^       , vf) 

Since, <j>uv = 4>Vu, substituting t = r(u,v) into (2) and after differentiation, we obtain : 

»fe/-/fe(*-0 
<f>uv — 

*£/-/£(*-») 

or 
^[i/-/(^u)]-g[i;/-/(y-v)] = 0 (3) 
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(3) is a quasiBnear partial equation in first order for T(\I, v). It can be solved by employing- 

the characteristic method. In this case the equations of the characteristics are the following 
system of order differential equations : 

du 
ds 
dv 
ds 

= -fv-yf + fy  . 

4   ■ 

=fu + xf- fx (4) 

Let the solution of this system be u = tt(s,r), v = w(s,r), r = r(s,r), where r is the pa- 
rameter alone the unit curve u°(r) — u(0, r), v°(r) = v(0, r), r°(r) = r(0, r). EUminating 
s,r ve obtain the function r = T(U,V). Substituting T(U,V) into (2) and after integrating, 
we obtain ^(u, v) in explicit form : 

A    /W«,»)) /(r(u,»)) 

where X is any curve in G. 
It is very important in laser focusing theory is very important to know the preimage of 

point t under mapping (1). It can be shown, that the curves <f>(u, v) = C have a equation: 

[(ci + h? + c2] (« + h? - 4p,(c, +:K)(ii + b2)fv- ^) + 

+ [(cr + b2f+4](v-^y=[(c1+b2f-4]2 
(5) 

where bi = fy — yf,     1>2 == xf — fx and cj,C2 are arbitrary constants, in other words, the 
preimage of t on the plane (u, v) is a conic section. 

Since 

6 = (ci+62)2       -2e2(ci+62) 
-^■(ci+fe)   (ci+tj^ + eg 

= [(c,+62)
2-C2]2>0 

then (5) is an ellipse. After transformation to main axis it becomes to form 

1u\ 2JJ
2 

{a + bf      (a-bf 

where a = c± + 62, b = c2, «2 — "'^"'t «2 — *t2"1'1» "1 = u + &2> ui = *> — -£ 
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s(u,v) (*., *.,y/l-ß-Hy Ok = (x,v,/) and s(u,v) is the lenghts of the optical • 

path alone the ray AB. Writing in coordinates, we obtain 

X =u + S<f>B 

Eliminating s = s(u, v) from this equation yields a mapping of the G onto curve 

■(x(t),y('),/(<)j:- . 

In paraxical approximation, |^| < 1, |4„| < 1, this mapping becomes to the mapping: 

Thus we have to choose the *(«,«) that the mapping (1) maps domamG onto the curve 
(*(*) y(0,/(*))• Let (t*,v) be preimage of t under mapping (1). By tins relation it « 
de e-midlhe function t '= r(u,«) on G. It is clear that if t « t«MH0, 
some curve on plane (u,«). On the other hand, it will be shown, that after finding the 
function T(U,V) phase function #u,v) can be calculated in explicit form. 

DETERMINATION OF PHASE FUNCTION 

To determine r(u,v) to solve (1) for ^«,^,: 

Since, *„ = *Uu, substituting t = r(«>) into (2) and after differentiation, we obtain : 

?«»- p 

A *&/-/&»—> 

QT 

£(*/'-A—Ji-Kßf-A*-»-« (3) 
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(3) is & quasJEnear partial equation in first order for r(u, v). It can be solved by employing" 
the characteristic method. In this case the equations of the characteristics are the following 
system of order differential equations : 

du    .;'■.,   / -£=-fv-yf+fy 
dv *        ' 
-=/u + x/-/x (4) 

.;'.-': £-■■■;;;■■■.■;■.■ 
Let the solution of this system be u = u(s, r), v = v(s, r ), r — r(s,r), where r is the pa- 
rameter alone the unit curve u°(r) = u(0, r), v°(r) = v(0, r), ra(r) = r(0, r). EUminating 
s,r ve obtain the function r = r(u, v). Substituting r(u,t>) into (2) and after integrating, 
we obtain ^(u, u) in explicit form : 

«ut9) = / ^j^p du + i^llr-A 
y*  /(T(«,»)) /(T(«,V)) 

where £ is any curve in G. 
It is very important in laser focusing theory is very important to know the preimage of 

point t under mapping (1). It can be shown, that the curves <j>(u, v) = C have a equation: 

[(<% -r 6z)2 + c2] (u + bzf -4^(0, + 62)(ii + 6,) (v - £i\ + 

f      k\' (5) 

,..+.[(*!■+^+41 (—7) ■«[(*■+**)*-41s 

where h= jy-yf,     b^-xf-fx and cj, c2 are arbitrary constants, in other words, the 
preimage of t on the plane (u, t>) is a conic section. 

Since 

6 = (ci+h)2       -2C2(Cl+62) 
-^■(d + ftj)    (ci+6a)8+e| = [(c,+62)

2-c2
2]2>0 

then (5) is an ellipse. After transformation to main axis it becomes to form 

.   2M| 2V? 
=■'+ 7-^4Tr = l 

(a + by T (0■ - 6)2 

where a = d + &2, i= c2, u2 = Ä1f!U-, w2 = ^"f51, "i = u + 62, «i = u - $f 
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C=(x{i),ijli)i{&) 
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ABSTRACT 

Ray optics deduced fro« Maupertuis' variational principle is presented. 

The ray deduced is shown to represent the path of propagation of a 

stationary wave strictly, and thus it does not coincide with the well- 

• known ray of light which is the the path of energy transport of a 

dynanieal wave. This novel optics provides an alternative description 

for high frequency fields excited by a monochromatic wave source, which 

■ay be useful for waves in open structures such as dielectric tapered 

waveguides. The basic physical features of this ray are discussed by 

applying it to Brekhovskikh's problem of reflection and transmission of 

a wave at a plane interface. 

IjrrRODUCTION 

The ray techniques developed for simple structures in wave systems 

were successfully applied to layered and inhomogeneous waveguides [1]. 

The method involves including leakage of waves from a guide as a complex 

ray obtained by means of analytic continuation. The effect of ray shift 

can also be incorporated into the technique, which becomes nonnegligible 

for long waveguides used in real optical communication systems where the 

number of times öf multiple reflection between two interfaces exceeds 

more than twenty. The incorporation of this high-order effect leads to 

the high-order optics [2J. However certain additional corrections are 

needed to improve the ray solution [3]. The author has shown that direct 

application and modification of the classical variational principle 

gives us a new formulation for high-order fields in geometrical optics 

which contains the effect of ray shift, and additional corrections as 

well [4]. 

The ray deduced in this way indicates the aormal congruence 

representing the direction of wave-normal to the wave-surfaces, thus 

describing the path of motion of a stationary wave. In this paper, we 

present the geometrical theory of stationary waves based on the ray 
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congruence. Such a ray Is referred to as the wave-normal ray. To * 

Illustrate the basic Idea, the theory Is outlined by treating the 

classical problem [3] of reflection and transmission of a cylindrical 

wave at a plane interface. The law of the inequality of the angles of 

incidence and reflection of a wave is derived from the principle. 

Snell's law for refraction is also renewed, 

VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 

The theory of geometrical optics usually starts froi Feraat's 

principle reported in a letter to Charabre in 1657 [51. The principle was 

later modified as a general law of nature to describe the motion of a 

particle as well as lieht. This work was published In 1746 by Maupertuis 

[6] and is well known as the law of least action. His theory however had 

certain drawback from a dynamical point of view [71- Hamilton gave the 

more complete theory of dynamical notion of light and particles [7]. 

The geometrical optics based on Hamilton's theory is called 

Hamiltonlan optics. Hence, the ray is the psth of dynamical motion of 

light. Since the ray direction differs from the wave-normal direction in 

generic media, the wave-surface or the normal congruence perpendicular 

to it is constructed via the ray configuration. In 1821, Fresnel 

discovered the wave-surface of a stationary wave, applying his famous 

construction technique [8], deduced from Huygens' theory, to the 

dynamical properties of light in crystalline bodies. Fresnel's wave- 

surface is constructed as the envelope of plane waves emitted from the 

origin and evidently it shows the equiphase surface of the stationary 

wave diverging from a point source. The direction of the normal 

congruence of a plane wavelet thus indicates the local direction of 

propagation of the stationary wave, whereas the sum of such plane 

wavelets forms a beam wave that represents a dynamical ray. This 

dynamical ray is referred here as an energy ray In order to distinguish 

from a stationary ray of wave-normal. 

Expression of Hamilton's dynamical principle contains two parameters 

p and r which will be shifted independently when the variational 

calculation is implemented where p is a normalized momentum vector 

( = IPn, lp- the unit direction of the wave-normal ray, n Is the 

refractive index) and r is a position vector. As a result of taking two 

independent variations in the dispersion relation F(p.r,u)*0, the 

angular frequency u varies slightly from the center frequency CM . The 

variation of u makes it possible to construct a dynamical ray in. space 

■[71. On the other hand, in Maupertuis' principle «ip-r* 0. we can 
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Choose a- single parameter p or r In"the varlatlonal process in which the 

value of «is kept constant, which means that making the first 

variation zero, we obtain the ray equations for the wave-normal rays of 

stationary waves. These ray equations were demonstrated by illustrating: 

the wave surfaces of an extraordinary (cylindrical) wave propagating- in 

an inhomogeneous anisotropic calcite [4J. 

For media containing certain classes of discontinuity, we nay use 

the nodifled principle 

»o^» (1) es - o. J p-dr - 

which is applicable to the problem of reflection and transmission of a 

cylindrical wave at an interface, where k is the wavenumber{=o/c; c«the 

w 

Fig. 1     Reflection   and   transmission  of  »aoe-normal   rays   at   a   plane 
interface*  The refractive  indices of the upper and  lower media 
are unity and n,   respectively;    R;=¥lt  Rr   or Rt   = P"A. 
(a) Reflection,     (b)  Transmission. 
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velocity of light in vacuum) and* or * denotes the phase increment due 
to reflection or transmission at the point of incidence located on the 
discontinuous interface, respectively. In what follows, the principle 
mentioned above is applied to Brekhovskikh's problem [3] as an example. 

REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF A CYLINDRICAL WAVE 

The action S in (1) denotes an optical distance from the source 

point P to the observation point Q: S= PÄ ♦; QÄ - */k when Point Q is In 

the upper medium (air) or S = PÄ ♦ nQÄ - */k when Point Q is in the 

lower medium with refractive index n (see Fig.1). Location of Point A is 

Indicated by the coordinateA measured along the interface. Then S is 

given by a function of A. To minimize the value of S, we differentiate S 

with respect to I and put 3S/3£=0. From this stationary condition, the 

laws of reflection and refraction .follow-■immediately- The resulting 

formulas for the angle's of incidence, reflection and transmission, 

9i ,0r ,0t, and the radii of curvature of the wavefronts of incident, 

reflected and transmitted waves at Point A, Ri ,Rr ,-Rt .are listed below. 

COSffr - cos*,. + -^7^ *' (**>     • <23 

ncos«, - cos*x'-* -^älf* *'t9l) (31 

sin' 
R. .        Kx       iCKa.  -V  ■■-.■-... ■• * 

(4) 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to fls . The first and 

second equations represent ..3S/3A«0, and the last terms on their right 

hand sides arise from the derivatives of * and * with respect to A. The 

(4) and (5), respectively, are obtained by differentiating (2) and (3) 

again with respect to A and applying 3/31* -(sln0i/Ri Ü/Söi = 

-(sinflr/Rr }3/3&r = -(slnöt/Rt)3/3ö;. 

Now suppose that an incident cylindrical wave emanates from Point P 

and is reflected or transmitted at point A. The wave-normal rays of the 

reflected or transmitted waves are seen to issue directly from the image 

source P" as indicated in Fig. 1 where the values of öi and R; are 

specified. The angle 6r or fli and the radius R* or Rt are determined by 

(2)-(5). This means that locations of Point P", which we demand to know 

in ^constituting the ray solution, arc determined exactly.    "■■'■■•:'' 
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The geometrical optics fields corresponding to Incidence, Teflectlon 

and transalssion are given by *'- Kiexpf-JkrJ/Tr, fr» Krexp(-jkr)//r 

*t » Ktexp{-Jknr }/>/?, respectively, where r denotes the distance between 

Point P" and Point Q and Ks are coefficients. The continuity of fields 

at Point A. r ♦*'=**. with reflection coefficient r (=*>r/r) and 

transalssion coefficient T (*»*/*'}• requires 

(6) 

K« - K4/S Te-Jk(Rx-nR*) {7) 

In the case of total reflection when the lower medium is optically 

rarer and further the value of 6, is taken to be less than the critical 

angle 0c » cos"ln, the law of conservation of energy flux in the 

incident ray tube and the reflected ray tube holds. Although it is 

evident fro« 30r/30; ^ 1 that the cone angles of ray tubes for the 

wave-normal rays at Point P and Point P" are different, those for the 

energy rays are identical [9]. This implies that the amplitudes of the 

real source at Point P and the image source at Point P" are the same; 
iKr \=\K, I. Thus we have [9] 

F./JkeJ* (8) 

According to the rule of analytic continuation, this expression Is 

expected to be valid for both partial and total reflections. 

The fields wr and ** obtained above are described in terms of * and 

♦ which are unknown. The value of * can however be determined as follows 
by substituting (8) into T (=1+D. 

T.  2^gcos(|)e^V0(i3) (9J 

■*. "   2   "  4kRTtan(l)      +   °GW (10) 

but ♦ Still remain unknown. The most acceptable approximation for * may 
be to use the phase of Fresnel's reflection coefficient, *F(0i), 

w> ■ "--'(•""&;■'') ui) 

which holds valid for plane wave incidence. The results obtained by 

this approximation will be discussed later. 
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COMPLEX RAT IK THE EVAKESCERT REGI0H 

When the value of fli becomes smaller than the value of 9« »COB-1 a. 

the principal ray that obeys (3) is transmitted in the complex direction 

and the resulting; transmitted ray arrives at a point located in complex 

space. This complex transmitted ray can analytically be continued to all 

points located in real space. It will be shown that the analytically 

continued field represents an evanescent field in the lower aediua. For 

Point Q (x,y) fixed in real space as shown in Fig. 2, Point P" {XP-*yp*) 

moves in complex space as Si goes along the real axis on a ciaiBplex #i- 

plane from n/2 to zero, passing through the critical point flc. The 

complex distance r from Point P" to Point Q is given by {4} 

r » ^(x-xp.)8 * (y-y^-)a 

112) 

where 

'%*-. ■■-..-* ? jfy .-**«■■•* Jy«» (13) 

1 

o ■■ n '." A 

Q fey) 

Fig.2      Principul wave-normal rsy i« fas lomsr medium. 
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Tlfure * »lwws locations of the xeros of x* and %- on a coaplax ws - 

plane (at which zi *0). There is no distinction between the two zeros 

when 0i- *c and y»0. These will however be separated upward and 

downward, respectively, if Point Q is apart fron the boundary (y*0). The 

analytic continuation is carried out BO that the variable 6■ varies fro« 

frs*Q to 6«-0 by to in sr round the zero of z* in a clockwise sense, as 

schematically shown in Fig.3. Note that the value of r tends to a large 

negative value as 6i approaches zero. The appearance of a small negative 

imaginary »umber in the expression of r gives rise to the evanescent 

wave; in fact, it decays in the vertical direction but propagates along 

the boundary. 

zero of z 

Fig.3   Zeros of the functions z* and z' on a complex 9;-plane. 

Consider two possible rays created in the right hand side of TT'. 

hitting the boundary from the upper side (see Fig.4a). One is a real ray 

incident with an angle 6,* and the other is a complex ray incident with 

an angle ß; ~ . These two rays are analytically continued, as stated 

above. The value of B;*  or Or  is determined fro« 

j^cotBx*   (-y)cot*« - x -'Xp (14) 
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■<*) 

branch cut 

complex 8 -r plane 

(b) 

Fig.4 Real  ras and complex ray in ike  lower medium. 

(a) Solutions 6;*   for tuo rags. 

(b) Locations of 9;f . 
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together with t3). le see that the general solutions • »*■ are now complex 
quantities whose imaginary parts increase as 0;1 approach 9C . Figure 4b 

shows plot of.01* (•) approaching 0e when Point Q, lying on TT*. moves 

toward the boundary from the lower side. All conclusions in this section 

however depends on the choice of the function * but are equally valid 

for real and complex rays, except for transit rays generated at the 

critical incidence. 

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

For total reflection in the usual case, the values of ♦'■or-*' are 

negative, so that the values of cosöi are larger than those of ■ cosflr . 

I.e., 8r>9i . and cos6i>ncos0t. although fit takes a complex value. These 

formulas extend Snell/s law to complex rays including the corrective 

terms of order 1/k. This simple ray technique has been found to be very 

efficient for the analysis of dielectric tapered waveguides by checking 

the obtained solution with Feit-Fleck's propagating beam method solution 

(wave optics'-solution) [10]. 

Very similar but different formulas can also be derived [3, p.275] 

from wave optics calculations if the Integration involved In the exact 

integral expression of * Is carried out by the stationary phase method. 

Comparison has been made carefully.  No discrepancy can be found between 

our result and the wave optics result within the range of order 1/k 

unless 4> is misused; the best approximation Is $(0,- ) = ;<!* (0) where 0 HO; 

*9r )/2 [11]. However the wave optics solution is represented in terms of 

position-dependent parameters arising from the coordinates of the system 

introduced in the integral, for example, Ri and 0B in [3], which vary as 

Point Q moves in the ray direction. This is rather inconvenient for ray 

tracing in practical cases because unnecessary calculations are repeated 

to determine the ray paths along the reflected and refracted rays. 

The advantage of using the present ray optics is that the local 

nature of waves in the neighborhood of the principal ray can exactly be 

described in terms of the radius of curvature of the wavefront. Such an 

idea, which dates from 1906 [12], can be applied to the tracing of wave- 

normal rays in inhomogeneous media containing some discontinuities [4]. 

The effect of diffraction is not considered here. We must take proper 

account of this in analyzing waves scattered at the critical angle. For 

this generalization, Keller's theory of diffraction [13], [14] maybe 
helpful. 
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ABSTRACT 

The propagation of intensive wave in the nonlinear waveguide 
and irradiation of slot antenna aoross nonlinear media were 
considered. A set of nonlinear lows of dependence of dieleotrio 
permittivity from intensity of electromagnetic waves were 
investigated. If permittivity was negative in absence of field and 
positive in presense of intensive fields the bistability of field 
structure had take plaoes. The difference of bistability in two 
dimensional models from that in one dimensional models was showed. 
Also the influence of inhomogeneously of nonlinear parameters on 
field struoture in nonlinear media was demonsrated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The effects of bistability in radio and optios systems have a 
wide applications in phisios and teohnios [1]. This effects were 
founded in Pabri-Perrout resonators [1], in irradiation of antenna 
in nonlinear-media [2] and in many others experiments. It is 
important that in these experiments the field struoture  was 
inhomogeneously and the media waB inhcmogeneous and nonlinear one. 
At present the bistability effects in problem of propagation of 
intensive waves was investigated theoretically on one dimensional 
models [3,4]. In these works the inoidenoe of plane waves on plane 
nonlinear layers were considered. The model nonlinear   dependences 
of permittivity from field intensity were investigated, including 
the positive (3£/afE|>0) and negative (6S/a|E|<0) nonlinearity. But 
the limitation of one dimensional models do not allow to consider 
many special features of bistability effects in real phisioal 
experiments and devices. Por the culoulating the propagation of 
limiting beams in nonlinear media the method of parabolic equation 
is widely used. But the attempt to desoribe multystability in this 
approximation have not met with sucoess. The main problem is that 
the method of parabolic equation can be used only for weak 
nonlinearity. The consideration of one dimensionally models showed 
that the bistability effects is followed by strong rearrange of - 
field structure on small distance (near wave length). In this oase 
the approximation of parabolic equation i3 not appropriate and for 
proper disoribition of propagation it is nessasary to solve Maxwell 
equation. 

STATEMENT OP THE:PROBLEM 

In this work we consider the problem of propagation of 
intensive electromagnetic wave in plane waveguide and irradiation of 
slot antenna across plane nonlinear plasma layer. If the waveguide 
(or slot) is exited by H-wave, then we can reduce our problem to 
solving nonlinear Helmholtz equation 

AE + liJe(.|E|)E = 0. (1) 

A set of various local lows of dependence of dielectric permittivity 
from the field intensity was considered. In particular it was 
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€ = EO + £aexp(a|El*) • <2> 

and 

e ', a'+  glEl* (3) 

The dependence^ (2,3) oan described the Positive «Mjjttj. 
nonlinearity with saturation. In relatively weak field both these 
SB oan be approximated by widely used so  called   cubic 
nonlinearity 

e = e0 + e,|E| . '    ■ „. 
The equation (1) must be added by boundary conditions. Por the 
metallio walls these conditions are 

E(-d/2,z) = E(d/2,z) = 0. /  I*' 
where d - waveguides width.    If the waveguide has an impedance 
walls the boundary conditions on walls may  be  written  as 

Sit +. YE = p. ^ (5> 

Hx=±d/2 
In (5).% = *k/Z , Zft - impedance of walls. 

On the boundary pf linear and nonlinear dielectric in waveguide 
the boundary conditions is written as 

Hi" i-$7A(x)rB(x.O)^(x)to«!-2 27AW^-        <6> 

ill+ ■ J-STAWJS
1

«^^
0
" °* (7) 

where <j>  - eigenfunctions of homogeneous plane waveguide. 7k- 

propagation constant for mode k. ..   •+„_•».■;,«, 
For solving the nonlinear Helmholtz equation the iteration 

method was used 
AEn*Vk*e(|Er,|)?r1 = 0. <8) 

In (8) En is a field distribution in nonlinear media on n-s Btep of 
iterative procedure. To dicide (8) the finite element method was 
used. The resulting system of linear algebraic equations was solved 
by biconjugate gradient method [5]. ,.    ,' ö„ «Q„ v0 

The irradiation of slot antenna across nonlinear layer can be 
described analogously as above problem. The main difficulties in 
this aproaoh is the proper definition of boundary condition in open 
domains. But this problem may be approximated by the problem or 
irradiation of narrow waveguide in segment of wide waveguide with 
nonlinear media. This segment is closed by flange and radiate to the 
open space. The difference from waveguide propagations is only in 
boundary conditions on boundary of nonlinear dielectric with narrow 
waveguide and with open space. This conditions are 

if" ■-1 § ^u)^pK(^o)q)p(X)dx = Joou*)»     <9> 
where W and W2 - some matrices, linked with refraction matrix 

of waveguide width ohange on lighted boundary and 

afj + * J-^V r jW.Oe^dxTe^dp = 0       (10) 
öZ|*=I ^ -co     "-co        "J 

on opposite side. 
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Fig.  1 
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Fig. 2 
o) First mode,               b) third    mode- 
kf =  6;          -  kd =  6; kd =  12; —*—    kd =   18 
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PHYSICAL RESuTZTS 

Most  interesting  results  were  obtained  for  P^itive 
nonlinelrity when pennlttivity is negative in absence °*hi«

el* j£ 
becomes positive in sufficient intensive field.  F°L-R£bility  of - 
V-f-hiMrn^R  near  or  more  wavelength)  the  bistabilixy  01 
eleotSSSnetic ?ielS struoture in nonlinear media is obtained. 
RPBneotivlSy we can look the histeresis  of  reflection  and 
trSsmisIion coefficient when we changed the intensity of inciedent 
wa^T^is effect was showed for waveguides various wide (from kd ^ 
6 to kd = 18). Also analogious effeot was showed for irradiation of 
Slot antenna across  nonlinear  media.  The  attribution  of 
electromagnetic field in nonlinear waveguide in some value ol 
SoieSeS^ave on both branches of histeresis curve ar? fhowed on 
fS. I. Fig. 2 illustrated the dependence of  reflection  and 
Sfnsmissiln coefficients for first and,third mode on ^nsity .?* 
Soiedent wave. The common feature of field structure^ is that the . 
field is oompressed to lighted boundary w>ert intensity of in°ie^"* 
Ja?e slowly increased from low value. When intensity increase some 
level, the field structure is rearranged and wave ohannal_is formed. 
It is interesting that the width of this channal do not depended 
from tJanSerselependence of inoiedent wave and approximately equal 
toSne mode waveguide. Next if we • decrease the ^tensity of 
inoiedent wave the channal is saved to some level. It is important 
that this level is small that level when this cannel was formed. 

For negative nonlinearity we do not found a  histeresis 
solution. Thf main physical effect,  that takes places is •_the 
limiting of the power value transmitting across nonlinear media. 
This effect was investigated previously onone dimensional models^in . 
F3]   The  distinction  between  one-dimensional   model   and 
twoldimeSsional model lies in the fact that the l^elof Ixmitation 
of transmitting power for two-dimensional model are greater that the 
?evef?o? ^dimensional model. This distinction may ** egla*ne* 
hv rHstinntion between field Btruoture for this two models, me 
possibility o? bistebility existence for two-dimensional nonlinear 
systems  with  negative  nonlinearyty   is   required   futher 

inVeSAlfn^1with nonlinearity with homogeneous Pf^e*e^ <?'3> ,i* 
this work also the influence of Irregularity^ °J ^^^^f1^ 
parameters were investigated. In particular the dependence (2) was 
changed to 

e = 80(x,z) + e2(x,z)exp(a|E|*). 
It was be founded that bistability is . taken places for small 
irregularity and may disappear for strong irregularity. 
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NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF DIFFRACTION COEFFICIENTS 
FOR NEW CANONICAL PROBLEM 
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ABSTRACT 
Direct numerical method is applied for the computation of diffraction coefficients for new canonical 

structure: joint of an infinite perfectly-conducting rectangular wedge with a semi-infinite dielectric slab. 

INTRODUCTION 
The most important problem of the diffraction theory is scattering of electromagnetic wave from 

an object of complex form and structure. One was solved in resonance frequency domain, where scat- 
ter's size is order of wavelength. In particular, the integral equation method can be used. It is very desir- 
ably to have such methods in a high frequency domain that are invariant for a form of scatter. The geo- 
metrical theory of diffraction (GTD) and the physical theory of diffraction (PTD) are developed for this 
domain. Both of these theories are not closed. They are historically based on the analytical solution of 
canonical problem: diffraction from a perfectly conducting wedge. It is difficult and often impossible to 
widen the range of problems amenable to analytical methods. An application of numerical solutions of 
new canonical problems is the most reasonable direction. There are set of canonical problems that were 
solved with help of the integral equation method [1-4]. 

Numerical solution for the new canonical problem is illustrated in the present research. With 
help that can to solve the wide range of scattering problems, which was being remained overboard of 
GTD and PTD. 

The solution for this canonical problem is found for the first time. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 
We seek scattering from an 

infinite perfectly conducting rec- 
tangular wedge jointed to a semi- 
infinite dielectric slab, as shown in 
Fig.l, upon illumination with a 
given incident electromagnetic 
plane wave 2?, IP. 

The slab has material with 
permittivity za. Let the wedge's ed- 
ge is coincided with axis of z. De- 
noting the upper side of wedge by 
S^el-cojOf.^O.zel-oo.+cot; 

the area of lateral side of wedge, 
which contact with slab by 

S2:x = 0,y e]0,-d[,z e]-<x>,+co[; 

■Hp 
iiMB 

E',H' 

% 

Ü 

Fig.l. Geometry of the canonical problem the rest area of lateral side-Sj. Let's 

denote the parts of cross section contour of wedge by L,, Z,, £, correspondingly. 
Only monochromatic wave is considered, with time dependence exp{mt) suppressed throughout 

The phase factor of incident wave is given by 
exp(ik0r0)=exp(ik0xsinQ(fos<p0+ikl>ysin90cosy0+ik0zcosQJ , 80 e]0°,180°[, (p0 e]-90°,]80°[. 
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INTEGRAL EQUATION FORMULATION 
The surface electric currents /*, induced on ah infinite wedge by an incident plane wave are the 

source of scattering field. We choose the distribution electric currents' density to determine. Let's use 
the following representation of the scattering field [5]:        - 

E(*>~tt(x,y.z,rir{u)du,H('> = \H(x,y,z,u)r{u)du, 

where S and K we the tensor Green's functions, ^-contour of cross section wedge. We choose as a 
Green's function the field of an infinite current filament pointed inside and outside of infinite dielectric 
slab. The form of the Green's function is best viewed in [6]. This choice of a Green's function is taken 
into account the dielectric slab and the radiation condition. To take into account an infinite wedge we 
utilize the boundary conditions on the him external surface. Utilizing the boundary conditions results in 
the integral equations. 
Case 1„( total electric field ). We obtama hyper singular integral equation of the first type, which are 

known as electric field equation (EFIE) [7], [n, J S(x, y, z, u)J'(u)du ] = -{», Ep] utilizing 
'■■■'* 

boundary conditions [n,E]=0: «-external vector of normal to wedge; E = &'*+E' -total electric field; 
Er- primary electric field, which is found from a solution of problem about incidence of plane 
electromagnetic wave 0, H1 on infinite dielectric slab. 
Case 2 (total magnetic field ). We obtain a Fredholm integral equation of the second type, which are 

knownas magnetic field integral equation (MFIE) [8], /' -[», \K(x,y,z,u)J'(u)du\ = [n.Hp] 

satisfying boundary conditions [«,//]=,/: H = W +Hf -total magnetic field ; H'-pnmaiy magnetic 
field (see above). 

Obtained integral equations have been solved by the collocation method. We choose as basic 
functions to electric current density the following representation: 

J|-]£i(ii,«,p)H-|+o(u-rf)j*^W-Tj«-<o)+|^ [V; 

+*lu-r)apy."~'\iZ"1 KrrFI, «I,; 

where %(u,n,R) = \'    ■ *'    '   4 = —; o(u)-Heavyside's function; S=-*os7/iB0co5(j)o; [0, ve[(n-l)A„/rA,] N 

ß = k0sinQ0; y0 = ikosinQ0\sin<p0\;s'Jla,
SiJ{a-s.mp\\t\ide$ of physical optics currents, which depended from 

incident wave E1, //' and (p0; A, B, C, D, E, F-unknown values. 
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We are only interesting the scattering field in far region. The scattering field is writing in form: 

iE, | = expl-iOy« nö0 - » / 4 J] ^^^)\f<f>\ , 
\Hzj Jk0rsir£)0 U<<P>J 

where/f^j and g(<p}- diffraction coefficients. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 
It is stinted for the dielectric slab with parameters: d=0,44X and c=2,7. 
Let's seek diffraction coefficients for incident plane wave. The diffraction coefficients for differ- 

ent values of <p0 and for 6o=90° are shown on the Fig.2. These diagrams were obtained with help the 
EFIE and the MFIE. The diffraction coefficients for 6o=70° and <p0=45° are illustrated on the Fig.3 . 

angle of diffraction, v (deg) 

for EF1E 

I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I X I   I   I   I   I   I "I   I   |   I   I   I   I   I "I   IT 
-90 .0 90 180 

angle of diffraction. <f> (deg) 
(b) 

Fig.2. Diffraction coefficients: 90=90°; 1-for cp0=45°, 2-for <po=150°, 3-for cp0= -80°. 
(a) E-polarization. (b) H-polarization. 

angle of diffraction. <f (deg) 
(a) 

90 0 90 180 
angle of diffraction. </> (deg) 

(b) 

Fig.3. Diffraction coefficients: 6o=70°, cp0=45°;l - for \ffa^ 2 - for |g(q>j|. 
(a) E-poiarization. (b) H-polarization. 

The diffraction of surface waves is also investigated. Illustrating some results. For primary field 
of surface wave inside the slab is given by 

ish(y.ly+dt2])} 

ch(y„dt2]) 
H=^£H 

ch(ym\y+d/2V 
ch(yadl2]) 

sh(y,ly+dl2V 
sh(ycd/2V   j 

where ^-traveling constant along axis x for m surface wave, y0 = -^ - ekt 
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There are four traveling surface waves into slab with that parameter«. The diffraction coefficients 

are shown on the Fig.4. ,. 

for EFIE 
for UFIE 

i i i i  i i i I 
90 

I i  I I I 
0 

angle of diffraction. <P (deg) 
180 -90 

angle of diffraction. </> (deg) 
180 

(«0 (b) 

Mg.4. Diffraction coefficients: 1-for even wave; 2-for odd wave, (a) E-polarization. (b) H-polarization. 
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SURFACE MODE SCATTERING BY METAL STRIPS 

CN AN INTERFACE BETWEEN TWO DIELECTRIC LAYERS 

Victor Kalinichev 

Radio Engineering Department, Moscow Power Engineering Institute 
14 Xrasnokazarmennaya, Moscow 111250,  Russia 

ABSTRACT 
The tuo-dimensional diffraction problem'of surface mode scattering    by    a 

finite number of metal strips located inside a double-layer dielectric    slab 
•is analyzed. The influence of a higher leaky mode on the radiation    behavior 
of the structure is clearly demonstrated. 

1.INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this work is to analyze radiation of surface mode caused by a 

metal-strip grating of finite extent located inside a double-layer 
dielectric slab. Such a structure may be used as a microwave or 
millimeter-wave planar antenna excited by a surface mode of the slab. In 
this work, radiation and scattering characteristics of the antenna are 
treated as a result of surface code diffraction by a finite number of 
scatterers with mutual couplings.  The analysis  is based on  the electromotive 
"force technique and Kirchhoff-typeequations in complex current amplitudes 
on the scatterers (1). It is shown that under certain conditions the higher 
leaky mode can affect the radiation properties of the structure.    It   should 
be noted that influence of leaky modes on radiation behavior of an    electric 
dipole    placed    inside    a    substrate-superstrate    dielectric    structure    was 
studied earlier by D. Jackson and A. Oliner (2). 

2.METH0D OF ANALYSIS 
The structure being analyzed is shown in Fig.l. A finite number N of 

zero-thickness and narrow metal strips of width 2w separated by distance 1 
are located on the interface between two dielectrics inside a grounded 
stratified dielectric slab. The top layer and the bottom one have 
thicknesses 2a, h and relative permittivities £,, £ respectively. Assume 

that the surface TEj-mode of the slab is incident normally on an input of 

the grating from the left. The real propagation constant 7=1^., of this mode 

can be found from the dispersion equation: 

peith(p£2h)[^h(^£la>+p£lsh(^£ia>>P£2CPsh^e1
a>+PeichC2peia)3=0,        (1) 

«herep^rCT2-^^ is  ^ 

velocity of light. It is assumed here that inequalities k(5 )1/2< -j:   < 

k(£j)   take place, so that the mode concentrates near the top layer. 

Moreover, for the surface mode Rep>0 is used while the signs taken for the 
square roots of p£l> p^ are arbitrary since these signs occur in even 

function fashion. It is implied here that the structure parameters are 
chosen to provide the single mode regime of the double-layer dielectric 
guide. As for the higher leaky modes of the slab, we must use Rep<0 and 
lmp>0 because of their improper character. 

For finding a solution to the problem of diffraction of the TE -mode by 

the grating we employ the electromotive force technique. Let us suppose that 
the electric current density distribution on the nth strip is approximately 
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described by the formula: 

n    n n n 

«here the complex amplitudes In< n=l,...,N will be determined below,    z^    is 

measured from the center of the nth strip. By using the 2-D Green -twatlm 
of the stratified dielectric medium the secondary field generated by the 
current (2)- at any observation point can be written via the Fourier-type 
integrals. For instance, the electric field in the upper free   space   region 

can be represented in the following way (suppressing e     ): 

-J%Xn   !        Pei^e^ 
E    (x>2a,  zn) = —  JJ0<*w>   D(ae) exp[-j*zn-P<x-2a)]d* (3) 

with 

' D<*)=Peith(pe2h)[pch(2p£1a)+pglsh(2pgla)]4-pe2Cpsh(2p-1a)+p£lchC2peia)3, (4) 

where S is a spectral variable, JQ is a Bessel function of   the   zero   kind, 

Pei^-^V172' *e2^k\)1/2' P=^-k2)1/2 (ReP >0 ** W>k and Imp >0 
if |X|<k must be used to ensure the Sommerfeld radiation condition),    ^    is 

free space permeability. 
Next,  the secondary fields generated    by   each   of    the    strips   must   be 

superimposed. In addition,    the   primary   field    of    the   TE^-mode   must   be 

included. Putting the observation point on the nth strip, equating the total 
tangential electric field in this point to zero and using the Galerkin 
technique, we obtain a set of the Kirchhoff-type equations of order S in the 

normalized complex current amplitudes ^n
s^^^a'' 

'    \20   + EJ.Zmn = Vo(%lw)exp(-J1TElLn >'    n=1' •'" •*• (5) 

m=l 
(»*n> 

The value L   denotes the distance from the origin of the coordinates to the 

center of'the nth strip. For the equidistant array we   have   Ln=(n-l)l.   The 

value Bn in the right-hand side of (5)    depends   on    the    amplitude   of    the 

primary TE,-mode. The coefficient Z^ viewed as a mutual    impedance   between 

the nth and mth strips is given by: 

■'■'■•                 th(Pe2h)[psh(2peia)+peich(2p£1a)] 

Zm = J jg<*0  ^    «PC-da«»! ,      (6) 
-CD 

where 1     =  |L -L I. In a similar way,  the coefficient 2n maybe treated   as 
mn-     'no u 

a self impedance of the nth strip, namely: ZQ=Zm(B=n). 

'The scattering and radiation characteristics (the reflection and 
transmission coefficients, the H-plane rsdiation pattern and the radiated 
power) can be straightforwardly'determined from the solution of system (5) 
describing the complex current distribution in the grating. 
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Fig.l A planar antenna on a double-layer 
dielectric slab and a metal grating 
excited by the TE,-surface node. 

Fig.2 The H-plane radiation pattern for 
a single netal strip (H=l): 

1 - f=60GHz. 2 - f=633Hz, 3 - f=67GHz. 

Fig.3 The radiation and scattering 
characteristics of the structure 
vs K (f=67GHz). 

-20 

0 
i i i i i i i i i i i—m 

90 180 

$, deg. 

Fig.4 The H-plane radiation pattern 
for the grating consisting of 
H=51 strips (f=67GHz). 
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.3.RESULTS 
First, we considered the simplest structure with a single metal strip 

(N=l). The parameters are chosen as follows: £,^=10.0, 1^=2.0, 2a=0.5Baa, 

h-2 Ckm 2w=04mm. The calculated H-plane radiation patterns for some 
frequencies axe shown in Fig.2. Physically, the two symmetrical beams near 
the grazing directions are attributable to the TE£ leaky code,    which    is   a 

part of the total diffracted field, propagating and weakly decaying on the 
double-layer slab. Indeed, as the frequency increases, the radiation Peaks 
move symmetrically to the grazing directions taking the values »0(60GHz)= 

38°, $Q(63GHz)= 30°, *Q(67GHz)= 17°   and    180°-*0   correspondingly.    On    the 

other hand, the numerical solution of dispersion equation (1) in the 
leaky-mode region on these frequencies gives the following values: 
^(BOGHz^ k(0.7655-j0.0529), ^(BXHz^ k(0.8594-j0.0341).   l^i&GHz)- 

k(0.9546-00.0163). One can easy to determine that cos$0? ReCT^) for    every 

frequency. Consequently, the evolution of the peaks in Fig.2 completely 
conforms to the tIE2-vs-f dependence in the oouplex «-plane. 

Thus,  as follows from the afore-said discussion,  the TE^ leaky   node   can 

affect the radiation property of a single metal strip situated inside the 
double-layer dielectric structure. As was noted before, this conclusion 
closely agrees with a leaky-wave analysis of the narrow-bean "resonance 
gain" phenomena which may be produced in a substrate-superstrate geometry 
<2). Consequently,  the TE, leaky mode have to be taken into account    in    the 

further analysis of a finite number of scatterers with mutual couplings. 
For instance, some radiation and scattering characteristics of a 

finite-periodic grating with period 1=1.774mm were calculated on a frequency 
of f=67GHz (the other parameters remain as before). The reflection (|R|) and 
transmission (|T|) coefficients together with the   relative   radiated   power 
(P    ,) vs N are shown in Fig.3 (N varies up to 51). It should be noted    that 

rad 
the reflection coefficient is high enough for this concrete    situation.    The 
H-plane radiation pattern for the case N=51 is given in Fig.4. In accordance 
with the afore-discussed the TE^ leaky mode is responsible   for   the   spikes 

occurring near the grazing directions. This clearly demonstrates the 
influence of the leaky mode on the radiation behavior of a planar beam 
antenna on a double-layer dielectric structure. 

. 4.C0RCLUSI0NS 
This paper discusses the approximate approach to the analysis of surface 

node scattering by metal strips placed inside a double-layer dielectric 
slab. Impact of a higher-order leaky mode on the radiation behavior of the 
structure is analyzed for two situations. The first one concerns a single 
strip while the other situation deals with a grating of finite extent. The 
latter finite-periodic structure can be used as a planar bean antenna for 
microwave and millimeter-wale applications. 
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ON THE PROBLEM OF SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS 
OF WIND SPEED 
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ABSTRACT 

The dependence of tk normalized radar cross section 01 the sea state it normal incidence b theoretically 
investigated. Slight dependence of the cross section on fetch for a developing sea, waves is shown. A new 
algorithm of determining the wind speed using the independent altimetric measurements of the cross Bection 
and wave height b proposed. 

INTRODUCTION 

At altiffietric measurement over the ocean, the form of the backscattered pulse for determination of the 
wave height is used. The normal radar cross section is applied to define the wind speed. However, the 
study performed in [l] has shown that the existing algorithms permit to determine the wind speed with the 
nns error equal to l.?m/s. Fig.l gives the comparison of the contact measurements of the^wind speed with 
GEOSAT data (tk wind speed was found by the empirical formula). The points are uniformly scattered 
tear the correct value. Such behavior of the points and not very high accuracy of defining the wind speed is 
explained by the fact that the algorithms used now are regressive and are obtained by the set of experimental 
points. Using this approach it is impossible to achieve a better accuracy, because various wind speeds may 
correspond to identical values of measured cross section. 
This paper considers tk main factors affecting the cross section and studies the possibility of t^eir taking 

into account. 

THE INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND RESULTS. 

The cross section is defined by the state of the sea surface which unambiguously depends on the wind 
speed. When- the incidence angles are small, the cross section measured along the direction of large-scale 

waves propagation (along the axis X) is defined by the well-known formula [2,3,4]: 

-, 2^0, COS1 00 

where n\ and o) are the dispersions of the surface tilt along the axes X and Y; ß(0) is the Fresnel coefficient 
of reflection at normal 'incidence; h is the Incidence angle. To take into account the ripples effect on the 
refiected field the effective reflection coefficient fi*// is introduced [5,6]. In our calculations the JONSWAP 
spectrum WES used [7]. In paper the following symbols are used: x is the length of the wind fetch in meters; 

i = xg{Uio b the nondimensional fetch. 
Let tk wind speed at the height lOm Uw is equal l Gm/s. The curve l in Fig.2 indicates the dependence 

of the cross section on the nondimensional'fetch i. It is seen from the Fig.2 that except the initial stage 

ettto «öSJMiit.öf wave«, ike aou section is less in the process of the dedopwwt« ^ Wison Wlta 

developed wind'waves. This b explained by the fact that the dispersion of tilt a greater at tie stage ol 
wave development. The calculations are made at the fixed effective reflection coefficient corresponding to 
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bowse of the fetch, the waves height will not change. .  A     ■    r,m i   rt.-f.b4~ 
For tto = 10m/8: xt = 2.06 • 10sm or Xfi = 1.58- 10sm. However,« the paper [10 occur also the letches 
3. loC and &• 10V The simplest interpretation of this fact is that awellappears whicj increase« the total 
waves height (it the fixed wind speed), and accordingly to the formula (3) it leads to the »crease of X,. 
Let fro = iOm/i. We take from the Table given h [10] three intervals, whose left end refers to the stage 
of developing waves and the right one refers to the system of wind waves pin* swell. We. Ufa>. hlso one 
point which entirely refers to mixed waves. For definite«», we shall assume that the wavelength of swell tt 
A = 150m. For swell the parameter 7 b JONSWAP spectrum equals 10, and we Und the value or wing the 

knowledge of the dispersion of swell aviation (in the system the wind waves plus swell). 

1" 
i- 
I- 
I • 

6o,dB 

/: 

•WOV WrtMD t*MO *• ¥ 

FiK.l 

x-fO1 

The Fig.3 shows two curves - the curve 1 is plotted on the basis of the experimental data and the curve 2 
on the basis of our data. The theoretical curve 2 shows a good coincidence with the experimental data. For 
convenient comparison the cross section in the point 1, = USkm coincides and for the subsequent points 

the difference between the given point from the first one is used. 
Let consider more carefully the case of mixed sea. The curve 1 in Fig.4 shows the dependence of the cross 
section on the wind speed l/,d for the developed wind waves. As the wind speed increases the wave height 
Increases and the cross section decreases (the height of waves and the wind Bpeed unambiguously related 
each other through Bpectrum). The wave height may increase also becouse of the swell arrival. The curve 
2 is corresponds the case, when there are developed waves on the surface corresponding to the wind speed 
t/10 = 7m/« (the rras of the surafce elevation ch = 0.29m) and swell with A = 150m. The swell height is 
defined from the condition that the height of mixed waves is equal to the height of the wind waves. When 
plotting the curves on Fig.4 we use the condition that wave heights are equal. It is seen from the Fig.4 that 
the dependence of the cross section on wave heights dilTera essentially in both ewes thai permits to find the 
wind speed. Wind Bpeed can be found as the solution of the following system: 

=-fc»(M+k (4) 
= ffo(l/io,M 

Here, hn and a„ are the measured wave height and cross section correspondingly; kM is the height of swell; 
A. is the height of wind waves. Thus for the case, when developed wind waves and swell present simultane- 

ously on the surface, the solution of the system (4) gives the wind speed. . , v , 
How can we present the algorithm of defining the wind speed? First we find the cross section by the know» 
dependence *0 on the waves -height for the case of the developed wind waves. Three variants are possible 
- the coincidence of the measured cross section with the theoretical one - we assume that the wind speed 

is deftned" correctly. If the measured cross section is greater, then it will correspond to the case of mixed 
sealSeXebpel wind waves plus swell). In this cast to define the wind speed it is necessary to solve the 

( 
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the wlfid speed Vie — löm/i. However, is the process of tfce wave development, the spectrum of ripple also 
develops. We have not found the experimental data concerning directly this problem, bat there is indirect 
information. 
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Is paper [8j on the basis of the analysis of extensive experimental material, the tendency of decreasing 
the wind speed, denned by the scatterometer WM observed in comparison with the real data (measured by 
contact method) at the stage of the development of waves, In the first approximation we may account that 
this b pssockted with a less spectral ripple density on the process of waves development. The error caused 
by this fact may achieve 4.8m/s {8] at the stage of waves development.    . 
The analogous data are given is paper [9J. In particular, at XQ = 2 • 103 the error achieves 40 %. We shall 
assume that at the stage of the developed wind waves (xi 2 2 • I0*) the wind speed found by the cross 
section and the real wind speed coincide. To get the simplest estimate we assign the linear dependence of 
the efective wind speed on the fetch. Then for 2000 < r< 20000: 

U€jf = UUio + QAUw(x - *,)/(** - i0) (2) 
The two basic assumptions lay in the basis of the proposed method: l) the ■measurements are made at middle 
angles show that the spectral density of ripple increases in the course of waves evolution. Thus we introduce 
the effective wind speed corresponding to the spectral density of the ripple at the given length of the fetch 
(formd&(2)); 2) the formula for the scattering cross sec-lion (l)indudes the coefficient /?<//, which depends 
on the wind speed (or the spectral density of ripple). Here the effective wind speed is used. The effective 
wind speed is found by the formula (2) and corresponds to the spectral density"of ripple at the given stage 
of waves development. 
Using the information on the dependence of the effective scattering coefficient on the wind speed [5], we have 
obtained the dependence of the cross section on the fetch. The curve 2 in Fig.2 corresponds to this case. It 
is seen that cross section changes slightly at the stage of waves development. Let compare this theoretical 
result with the available experimental data. 
In paper |l0j the scattering cross section is analyzed on the basis of the experimental data for various lengths 
of fetch. Unfortunately, the space intervals in which the analysis was performed, are too large. In this reason, 
it is impossible to consider the interval corresponding only to the stage of waves development. 
The authors [lOJ used the definition of the generalized fetch defined in the following way: 

X^U-tfgHyiWU}, (3) 

i.e. Xf ~ #'/[/j2
9, H, is a significant height of waves; Ui$ a the wind speed at the height 19.5m. When 

wind speed is constant, the ocean waves achieve the stage of the developed wind waves and at the further 
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system (4). In the opposite case we deal with developing wind waves and sv/elL This variant allows the ' 

ansiog consideration. ''''■. 
Consequently, having tke independently obtained information, on the cross section mi the wave« Keight 
(whica permits to make the eJtlmeter), using the proposed method one may try to define the wind speed for 
the case of mixed waves. To estimate the potentiality of this method one should process experimental data. 

CONCLUSION 

la conchsloa we mention that tat paper theoretically shows tint the-cross sectioa weakly depends on 
the fetch. The comp&risoa with the experimental dda show« thsvt the following model of wa.vca may be uued: 
wiad waves plus swell. The case of mixed sea is considered sad this--permit« to propose a new method of 
defining the wind speed using the wave height and the cross section. In paper [ll] the wave height is taken 
iato accouat but ia the regression algorithm. The comparison with, the existing algorithms has showa that 
it 4&S better accuracy; the rras error of defining the wind speed constitutes 1.4m/s, 
A aew method of determining the wind speed wing the independent altimetric measurements of the cross 
section and the wave height is proposed for mixed sea. This method allow to remove the uncertainty when 
differeat wiad speeds correspond to the same cross section. The further joint theoretical and experimental 
study of the cross section will permit to improve the estimation of the wind speed using the data of aadir 

probing. 
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Electromagnetics of Simplest H-Eigenwaves 
in Periodic Iris-Loaded Circular Waveguide 

. Serge K. Katenev 
Kharkov State University 

Svobody Sq. , 4, 310077, Ukraine 

Abstract - Using some routine rigorous computation procedure, general 
background of eigenwaves in periodic iris-loaded circular waveguide 
CPIQD is presented for theoretical treatment of EM-wave propagation 
in PIQf to have started.  A simplest H-wave event is treated in detail. 

1. Introduction. 

Widely practically used, PICW still has blank spots in its elec- 
tromagnetics treatment both in general and in some specific aspects. 

To save the argument, let's note that PICW, a periodic structure 
transmitting EM waves, is obeying of all the laws in effect, e.g.: 
a) pass/stop band nature of propagation [11; b) linear dispersion ori- 
gin of the wayes behaviour C21; c) coupled waves model in effect [31. 
These general principles combining uniformly all the 3 types of waves, 
TECH), TMCE), and hybrid ones, are to be kept to in order to succeed. 

H-waves, the simplest ones in the trio, are the least in use and 
thus rare in papers, except some odd data concerning their dispersion 
curves mostly. But, this can't be made up for in view of-, e.g., the 
theory. What is a number of eigenmodes in the guide or, at least, how 
to count them through? Which are eigenmodes' quantitative characteris- 
tics and what are they exactly? Which are major factors or, at least, 
major guide's dimensions in effect, and in what way do they work? No 
answer at the time to those questions should evidently provide solid 
proof for the absence-of-theory declaration as well as serve as best 
reasoning in why an attempt to develop such a one is worth trying. 

2. Eigenwaves in Periodic Waveguide. 
Generally, numerical info in the matter is of 2 kinds: Brillouiij 

diagrams C.BD) and energy characteristics CEO, e.g. , Poynt'ing vector S 
and power flow P. The both kinds of info are yielding in the study. 

Infinitesimal iris in the regular guide transforms its BD as is 
in Fig.1, the perturbed regular modes are 1,2,3,(3,11. Regular-periodic 
transition resides in: a) periodic, period 1, translation of regular 
dispersion .curves tree; bD absence-of-propagation in the vicinity of 
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cross-points {called [41 Bragg wave numbers «aß) of neibouring trees' 
branches. The both facts convey originally the 2 fundamental proper- 

ties of periodic structure [41:'15 availability of a set of space har- 

monics O.il.£,...; 2) alteration of pass and stop bands. Of 1),2) 
properties. .1) is equivalent to periodic"-structure itself, whereas 2) 

is a corollary of ID and generally is a relative property, Fig.1,3. 

Basic strip «a 6 [0,0.53, * € [O.ooO suffices in the matter. 
Exact fashion of modes' origination and transformation is deter- 

mined foremost by the guide's period. 
Admittedly [4], relationship «o^m/2. m=l,2,... , is relevant in 

periodic structures, and a model of added in phase successive reflec- 

tions from perturbations is workable. But, since there are essentially 

other than that Bragg wave points in PICW. Fig.l, and in view of both 

infiniteness of «axis and general arbitrariness of t,  the ratio \/l, 

X. being Bragg wavelength, seems to be as well arbitrary in the guide. 
B  Points xa=0 either correspond with the cut-off friquencies in re- 

gular guide, the eigenmodes concerned compose the 1-st group, or they 

are CO.* 5 points which' appear in PICW. due to effect of periodicity, 

the modes concerned compose the 2-nd group. 
In this way, periodic infinitesimal iris in regular waveguide re- 

sults in identical mapping of its BD from the upper triangle * > «a. of 

I-st quadrant of CJKX.X) plane into the basic strip according to pro- 

perty 1) of periodic structure; the total number of eigenmodes is to 

be estimated as a unification of 2 countable sets of the 1-st and 2-nd 

.type modes; all the eigenfriquencies are held constant at the mapping, 

except in Bragg-wave points where they generally vanish at all. 

In the guide Snz>0C<0D. Pn>0 C<0) at> n>0 Cn<0) provided. d*/dxa>0 

and w. This fact validates splitting of S, Fig.2, and P as 

Q = Q-+'Q"++ Q++ Q+~.   CQ=S,P). C15 

where superscripts "-•'."♦"denote n_Im , n? summations and etc. 

Vector fields (1) in Fig. 2, -f < z < I.  present^ mode and vector 

S-'=S is cgnt^ra-directional, vector S ^S'%,S*+ S+" is co-directional 

to vector S=ST, where^T.R.I are/or'transmitted, reflected, initial. 

.S Cr;z) = SjCr.z)' +.SR(r.z)..     ' C2) 

None of the vectors C2) represents by itself the eigenwave, 

whereas any two of them do.  ' 
Similar relationship is relevant for P 
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: C35 quantrtates mode's energy with resect to its distribution 

PC «a) upon basic interval and full mode's;.-capacity. PM * J°,9Pd*a. 

3.Stop Bandwidth Extremums and Some Other Characteristics of H-Waves 

BD of large period guide is presented in Fig.3. HQi, i =1.2....8 
»odes are available in the band. Frequencies (0.x). (0.5,*) VS 8 for 
some of the modes are plotted in Fig.4 Stop bandwidths Aw. , t =1,2.3, 
have i maxima and i-1 minima as well as similar".Aw*, Aw^, .bands have. 

H 's P„ri*a) at d of Aw ■ (bigger plots) and P" Cfl) depen- 
dencies are shown in Fig. 5. The highest level of P(xcr,r) goes down and 
lowest level of PR(*a;r) grows up at the growth of perturbation. ?J 

experiences a quite definite stability as r varies. 
H 's case is presented in Fig.6, PTI(xa) are at d's of Aw2 

bandwidth extremums for r=2.0. 2 upper (minor) plots exhibit P"r(9) 
at r-2.8,2.4,2.0. There is strong reflection when Awg bandwidth is ma- 
ximal and w. The transparent *a interval of Awzm. n is not bounded to 
*a=0 vicinity. The 2-nd maximum's level of P is much lower than the 
1-st one's, the greater perturbation, the greater is difference. 

4.Conclusions 
Both quailitative and quantitative principal background regarding 

eigenwave propagation in PICW has been formulated and put to effect. 
It has been used in a specific simplest H-wave event. The left 

edge *cx=0 of Hoj mode is Bragg wave point, P^PR. HO2,HO3 have the 
Bragg wave points on their both edges, except under some transparence 
conditions at certain d's when there may be no Bragg points at all 
Ce q. »in Aw bandwidth minima). These conditions are "lengthy" in xa. 

3 ■  _ 

H-wave eigenfriquencies monotoneously grow up, varying in speed 
of the growth, at the growth (r, 8 going down) of perturbations. 

Each eigenwave has its reflected power flow portion PR*0, except 

at d-amount transparence conditions. 
There is one-to-one correspondence among BD and EC kinds of info. 
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GUIDED WAVE REFLECTION FROM A JOINT BETWEEN 
THE REGULAR AND IRIS WAVEGUIDES 

Vadiit B.Kazanskiy, Dmitriy L.Litvinenko, 
Kharkov Slate University, 

4 Svobody Sqr.,310077 Kharkov,Ukraine, 

Leonid N. Litvihenko       '.,„'. 
Institute of Radio Astronomy of Ukrainian Academy,of Science, 

4 Krasnoznamennaya Str. ,310002.Kharkov.Ukrame, 

ABSTRACT 
Difraction of waves is treated upon a joint of a regular and 

periodic loaded waveguides, both co-axial, half-infinite and of 
identical cross-sections. Repeated loading elements are a grating 
iris of conducting tapes with magnetodielectric spacer in between. 
The method employed is based upon equality of the input impedances 
of a loaded guide in the plane of a joint and in any cross-section 
-a finite number of periods far from the joint. 

The sought for coefficient of reflection from the half-infini- 
te secquence of elements is determined using a single element's 
reflection characteristics obtainable as symmetric guided waves 
difraction problem's solutions using the Vainstein- SIYOV double- 
sided equivalent boundary conditions method. 

The conditions of a absolute wave reflection on the joint ha- 
ve been revealed and the relation of those and the eigenwave con- 
nditions in infinite periodic loaded waveguide has been displayed. 

INVESTIGATED STRUCTURE 

Object of investigation is a junction of the regular and pe- 
riodically Cperiod D  loaded waveguides; both rectangular Ca x 6) 
and half-infinite. Amount L  includes a magnetodielectric spacer's 
C Cj  , fjj > thickness D.  Upon its surface there is a grating of a. 
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period I and gap d composed of ideal conducting infinitissimally 
thin tapes parallel to the guide's narrow wall. The other part of 
the period tJL -U)  is filled with the same ICQ  , ^ medium as the 

regular guide CFig.l). Assumingly, period i is mush less than wa- 
velength, x=kl/2n « 1. Excitation shall be due to symmetric TE - 
waves. These assumptions do exclude a mode transformation and an 
elementary unit cell of the iris waveguide is representable as an 
equivalent four-pole. 

MODEL FOR THE HALF -INFINITE PERIODIC LOADING 

Because of periodicity and half-infiniteness of the structure 
the waves propagating in the positive direction have equal input 
inpedances in the cross-sections z - NL CN = 0,1,2,...) [1J. For 
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this reason the sought for reflection coefficient C R ) just on 
the joint Xz = 0) and these same at the input of any two (neigh- 
bouring, e. q) out of the whole lot of the equivalent four-poles 
are equal. This fact does determine the'relation between R   and 
the wave matrix S of the four-pole as 

R = 5U  + Si2 52i R / C 1 - 522 R ) CD 

Suchlike approach is also valid in asymmetric wave and/or 
anisotropic filling events when the mode transformation is 
occurring. In that case the composing elements of the loading are 
representable by respecting multi-poles while the reflected field 
is described via a vector-column of the reflection and transforma- 
tion coefficients. 

For finding out the wave matrix S both the ordinary and the 
generalized double-sided equivalent boundary conditions upon a to- 
pe grating ought to be used 123. At arbitrary the structure's pa- 
rameters and the exciting field | S^/S?-,] =1. As the roots squ- 
ared) are related due to relationship \Rj\ -\R2  | , an obvious 
condition | R^ [ S 1   provides a uniqueness of solution. 

REFLECTION CHARACTERISTICS 
The peculiarities about the structure in question are the ava- 

ilability of bands of full reflection C stop-band 3 and a polari- 
zation susceptability. while the first is due no-propagation con- 
ditions in periodic loaded waveguide, the second is due to the 
anisotropic conductivity of the grating. The wave propagation con- 
ditions are the effects of the eigenwave conditions' cause in the 
infinite guide formed up by the sequence of the elementary cells 
considered.The output and input field amplitudes for each of them, 
according to Floquet theorem, are related through the factor 
exp^-iyl).  The "avaraged" propagation constant y -   is obtainable 
from dispersion equation: 

cosyl -  Cl - Sii S22   + Si2 S2p/ZS22 QZ) 

When \cosyL\ > 1 the waves in the infinite guide do not propagate. 
The parameters of the structure regarding the last inequality de- 
fine the full reflection conditions in effect. While in TE^-event 
at arbitrary ratio d/l  the upper boundary of the stop band appears 
to be fixed on the.scale kL  , in TEQn  -event it is the lower one 
that is fixed. In the both cases, growing narrower C at d/l—>1 ), 
the stop bands go somewhat shrinking towards their fixed border. 
In the absence of magnetodielectric spacers C ZQ  = Zj = Z = k\xfy ) 
for.the "overlapping" of the bands of partial transition for the 
both types of waves ( e,h ),  it is necessary that in one time the 
two relationships be valid 

2Z e*llnsinC7rd/2D| < 1  and  Z h/Zx\lncosCndrtD\ < 1. 

In 0.1 < d/l  < 0.9 interval, the first condition is ever valid 
and the bands of the partial transition of TEQR -waves are wider 
than those of TE^Q -waves. 

Dependence of the reflection coefficient's R module vs kL may 
be described as the "beatings" of oscillatory functions of diverse 
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periods. Their mutual period grows up at the growth of both the 
ratio D/L    and optical density of the spacer. The gratinq.causes 
weak perturbatins in the dispersed TEQn -wave field. In the TE^- 
event even at d/l  > 0.9 the grating not only causes an.increase 
in the minimal level of the reflection, but makes principal chan- 
ges in its character CFig.2). 

The decisive for R vs D/L  is whether the interferencial reso- 
nances exist CkL/Z > 71/2) or not CW./Z < n/2).In no-resonant case, 

R vs D/L   dependency is monotoneous (without oscillations). It s 
level, when grating is used, depends upon the excitation field s 
type. 

RESUME 
The loading of a half-infinite periodic iris waveguide posse- 

sses of vast functional capabilities. It models important in prac- 
tical applications the control systems, namely: a selector, a wave 
type transducer and stabilizer, band and resonant friquency filt- 
ers, a standard reflector, etc. 
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF QUASIOPTICAL COMMUNICATION 
CHANNELS WITH RESONANT aVITIES 

Vadira B. Kazansky, Yalentina A. Gridina 
Department of Radiophysics, Kharkov State University, 

i Svobody Sqr., 310077 Kharkov,Ukraine. 

ABSTRACT 
The matrix method of diffraction theory with discrete and 

integral scattering operator for a individual inhomogeneity 
is developed. Quasi -opt ical transmission 1i nes, reentrant 
and one- entry resonators with resonant and wide- band co- 
upling elements were investigated. 

A resonant radiatihg module of phased array, transmission 
and load resonators and like IFig.1-33 are modelled by the 
set of elementary heterogeneities. They consist of waveguide 
joint of differently dimensioned and a half-infinite flanged 
waveguide. From the regorous solution of the diffraction 
problem for each individual heterogeneity a matrix or 
integral scattering operators have been round. Original 
scattering fields have been determined in the form of the 
Neuman operator series [13. 

THEORETICAL BASIS 
To find the scattering operators of the half—infinite 
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Fig. 1 
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flat waveguide with infinite flanged waveguide [Fig.11 
we must consider radiation and excitation problems Since 
the structure is homogeneous in axis Ox,     the scattering 
fields for H-polarized excited wave may be written in the 
form C H = icpCy.'z')  expC-io)t),0,0>): 

' eik(ay-rz)  +etMay+rz;+ s^aC^e1^1"^ z  +?y^d? , 
-$) 

W 

CO 
bm e~lV cos-urn Cy+bJ>/2&,    q, m. m, Xnm/hT 

Usinq the reexpansion technique and Nouman boundary 
conditions we can find the coupling between amplitudes oi 
descrete spectrum of guided waves and Fourier components 01 
scattering field: 

acv /l -FT = E K \ CV 
00 

bn = An + I UCV aCVdt 

If the structure is analyzed in the long wave range CX »  d) 
then the last expressions are reduced to the integral 
equation for a(%)  which is more preferably solved by iter- 
ation technique. In resonance regime ( X = d 3 the use of a 
system of linear algebraic equations of the second kind is 
more effective. The found scattering operator simultaneously 
with the scattering operators of differently dimensioned wa- 
veguides joint open a prospect for modelling and reseaching 
of complex shaped constructions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Frequency-characteristic Cse ~b/X3 of the reflection coef- 

ficient of phased array's resonant radiatinq module is shown 
in Fig.2. For single wave regime "C« <13 this characteristic 
has oscillate behaviour with a period which depends on fla- 
nged thickness (cti). When frequency increases the structure 
does not radiate practically for the basic harmonic of the 
electromagnetic field. In this range the character of 
scattering is determined by the fields of higher-order 
modes. The high -Q factor resonances with the phased inver- 
sion which is equal to JT ( cut off modes ) have been found 
on the dependences of reflection coefficient as a function 
of resonator's length Cfca). It has been shown that under 
certain conditions 0-mode and the- nigher-order modes 
contribute equally to the total scattering field. 

The aprroach developed in this work permits to study the 
scattering problems of electromagnetic waves by more complex 
constructions than ones which has been considered earlier. 
Here we present the frequency characteristics of transmissi- 
on coefficient of the electromagnetic wave through the 
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profiled slit in a conducting thick screen. The transmission 
coefficient dependences as' a function of frequency parameter 
x = b/X are shown in Fig.3. ■ ■ ■ _. 
Its comparison with the similar characteristic of the screen 
with the same thickness but with the regular slit Cd=o) pro- 
ves the ability of substantial increase of maximal transmis- 
sion level. Specially it should be noted the weak dependence 
T of incident angle of electromagnetic wave. Such reradia- 
ting system may be used in constructions of electromagnetic 
screens. -A number of resonances and their Q-factor are 
determined as by the length of resonant cavity (a) and feed 
channels Cch.azJ  as by the level of their coupling id/V). 

CONCLUSIONS 
f Thus using the operator technique and knowing the scat- 

tering operators of basic elements permits'to study electro- 
magnetic charactiristics of much more complex constructions 
modelling the well-known devices and new facilities of mill- 
imeter and quasioptic wave band. 
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THE SIMPLIFIED REAL-FREQUENCY METHOD APPLIED TO THE 
LOW-NOISE AMPLIFIERS SYNTHESIS. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The microwave amplifiers are commonly used in the repeaters of telecommunication s 

satellites. Their creation remains, yet empirical, particularly at the level of the interstage matching networks 
(equalizers). We present in this work the "simplified real-frequency method'' which allow us the determination of. 
the equalizers ia a systematic and rigorous way. The published documents about this subject, have never taken a 
matter of interest by the industrialists as a major issue: taking into account the input and output polarization of 
the transistors; which corresponds to the effective realization of the amplifier. In this communication, we 
describe the modified method taking into consideration the polarization of transistors, and we present the circuit 
mask, result, of a study which is the subject of an experimental realization in collaboration with ALCATEL 
ESPACE FRANCE. 

D..TrmHimON OF THE METHOD 
The efficacity of the "simplified real-frequency method" introduced by H J. CARLIN and B J. 

YARMAN [1] resides in its simplicity of use: no equivalent schema of transistors is necessary; it utilizes only, 
the measured of the scattering parameters [S] and the noise parameters of the FET devices, to work out in a 
recursive way the matching networks of a multistage amputier for narrow bands as well as wide bands. Neither c 
priori knowledge of an equalizer topology is assumed. No approximation is made over the transistor, due their 
non-unilateral behaviour. The algorithm of J J. MORE [2] based on a modified MARQUARDT routine for least- 
squares allows us to make the simultaneous optimization of the gain, the input and output VSWR, and the noise 
factor. Tbc method based on the BELEVrTCH's representation [3] of the equalizers assures it a systematic 
stability. 

TD LOW-NOISE AMPLIFIER 
This method allows in this case to synthetize the distributed elements of the matching 

quadripoles of the amplification chain made by up the transistors, their input and output polarization, and the 
equalizers (fig.l). In dynamic the polarization (input, as well as output) permit us to carried out an otxn circuit 
at the level of the transistor's grid. The design with the [S] parameters of the transistor-polarizations block, give 
us the expression of the gain for the k stages of the amplifier. 

U2iJ
2|s2Ikl

2 

G„ =G vk      Vl,   ■ |2.      .   .   _       ,2 
I'KiJ ^-^SnJ' 

with     Gvk-l   : available gain of the k-1 first stages, 
eyk      : scattering parameters of theto equalizer Efc, 
&22k     : reflection coefficient measured at the output ofEfc to the left, 
Sijk      ' scattering parameters of the kth whole transistor-polarisations. 

The Cjjk paramatcrs represents themselves from the h(t) and g(t) polynomials relied by the relation of non- 
dissipativity of passive networks: 

g(t)g(-t) = h(t)h(-t) + (l-t2)B 

where n represents the number of distributed elements of the equalizer. h(t) then characterizes the equalizer 
thoroughly and is used as unknown at the time of the optimization. 
Specifications: Passband 5,925-6,425 GHz 

Gain 5 29,5 dB 
NoiseFactor Sl,6dB 
Input VSWR £-10dB 
Output VSWR £-15dB 

We give the Performances (fig.2,3,4) of a low-noise 4-8 GHz amplifier. The parameters optimization is made 
between 5,925-6,425 GHz. Like these obtained results satisfy the specifications, we have decided to make the 
realization of this amplifier. The fig. 5 shows the one scale mask of this circuit. The fig. 6 represents an 
enlargement of this mask. 
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ABSTRACT 
A »ethod of virtual decomposition consisting in breaking a 

3-D waveguide or grating oomponent into a set of one-dimeneional 
discontinuities by insertion of auxiliary virtual waveguides or 
gratings is proposed. This method is applied for soalarization of 
3-D waveguide problems for structures with reatangular or round 
apertures, diaphragms, slots or ooupling windows, to diffraotion 
gratings with two-dimensional periodioity, to Bome nonooordinate 
problems, There exist problems which oannot be solved by other 
methods. 

Many effective numerical-analytical techniques which have 
proved their advantages are available now, such as the modified 
residual technique [1j. or the semi-inversion of the differential 
part of the matrix operator [2] , but all of them almost without 
exoeption are used for solution of scalar two-dimensional 
diffraction problems. Whereas the solution of a veotor waveguide 
problem mostly is obtained by direct numerioal techniques. The 
technique discussed, below permits to extend the field of 
numerical-analytioal techniques application on a wide olass of 
veotor waveguide problems. The diffraotion on any waveguide 
structure whioh can be virtually broke into appropriate separate 
elements representing a discontinuity only along one axis oan be 
considered by this technique. 

Pig.1. Vector waveguide Junction. 

The simplest example of the problem traotable by the proposed 
technique is the junction of two rectangular waveguides of 
different cross-sections whioh oan be presented as a succession 
of two "scalar" E- and H-plane steps Joined by a virtual 
waveguide of zero length ( Pig.1). A more complicated struoture - 
reotangular slot in oommon wall of two waveguides ( Pig.2 ) - can 
be represented for instanoe as a junotion of two tees eaoh of 
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them in their turn is deoomposed in "soalar" tee and step. 

») 

Pig.2. Reotangular Blot in common wall of two waveguides 

Let's oonsider the simplest oase of the reotangular 
waveguides junction (Pig.1). We will present the fields in 
regular sections of the first, seoond and virtual waveguides as 
the superposition of lateral TE and TM-modes. Either using the 
step-by-step matohing of the fields of the first and virtual 
waveguides and then of the virtual and second ones' or applying 
immediately the generalized matrix method [1] to the oomponent 
consisting of two "soalar" steps the scattering matrix of the 
two-step discontinuity S will be found. 

S11 = s(1)+ s(1) 
11     12 

* s(1}* 
21 

s(2)* 
11 

,(1). 
« - s=r* si, 

<2>x-l )7 

S21 = s(;}» S(a)* ( I - s(1)* s(a))-l 
21     21    v       22     11 ' * 

where I is unit matrix, S11 and S21 are matrices of reflection 
and transition coefficients correspondingly of the two-step 
junction at the exoitation from the first waveguide, Sf ' 

(i,j,k=1,2) are the matrioes of the reflection (i=j) and 
transition (i*j) coefficients of the k-th "soalar" junction at 
the exoitation from the j-th arm. 

Let's now oonsider the scattering matrioes S(1) and S(2) in 
the basis of TE and TM-modes. It is very important that eaoh of 
them is related with a oomponent uniform along one of the axis. 
Then let's represent the inoident lateral TEqP -or Mqp-mode as 
the linear combination of longitudinal LEqP and Lllqp-modes 
polarized along the x-axis whioh is the axis of uniformity for 
the first discontinuity and having the same indexes. 

TEqp = H^* LEqp + E** LMqp, 

Klqp = H°* LEqp + EX°* LMqp, 

where H(E) Me) ooeffioient at x-oomponent of the  magnetio 
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(electric) field of the EE.IP (-ifeHnode. 
Let's consider, the diffraction of those partials. 
Proceeding from the .equivalents of the pla«.e-platie ad 

rectangular waveguides [33 the solution of the problem of the 
diffraction--on the component uniform in the x-direoacn in a 
reotaimilar waveguide with width a for LSqP - modes polarized 
alons the x-axis can be obtained from the solution of this 
problem in the plate-plane region changing the wave number K on 
k' 

2   2 ■        2 
k* = k - (qir/a) 

It iß olear that this principle can be extended on the 
longitudinal magnetic modes as well as on the another 
polarization. It roeans that, knowing the solution of the problem 
for plane etep in E- and E-planes the scattering matrioes of LE- 
and iil-modee polarized along x-axiB on the junction of the first 
and virtual waveguides and polarized along y one on the junction 
of the virtual and second waveguides can be obtained.   J .. . 

So knowing how the longitudinal modes constituting incident 
lateral mode with indexes q and p were scattered and representing 
the diffraot longitudinal modes with.indexes m and n in their 
turn as a linear combination of lateral modes with the same 
indexes the element of the scattering matrix &mttttlP   win be 

found. The scattering matrix for the seoond junction oan be found 
from the decomposition of the lateral electromagnetic modes into 
longitudinal ones polarised along y-axis and vice versa. 

As a result the substantially vector problem proved to be 
reduced to the determination of the scattering matrioes of two 
»quasi vector" elements and to the system of linear algebraic 
equations whoße operator is built of this scattering matrioes. 
Each of those "quasi veotor" problems of diffraotion on the 
element uniform along one of the axis whioh are distinguished 
only by the number of field variation along the axis of 
uniformity in its turn can be broke into two "scalar11 ones with 
boundary conditions of Neumann or Mriohlet type. And any suitable 
numerical-analytical techniques can be applied just to those 
"scalar" problems. ■-  ■ ' 

In this manner to obtain the soattering matrix of the 
considered vector structure accounting EEmn and 5££mn-modea ■. with 
OOKE and 0<n<N it is necessary for the first junction uniform 
along x~axis to solve the "scalar" diffraotion problem with the 
Biriohlet boundary conditions N+T times to obtain matrix (IzM) 
and to solve Neumann problem N times obtaining matrix with 
(M-M)x(M-fl) dimensions. And for the junction uniform along y-axis 
it is necessary M+1 and M timeB to solve corresponding problems 
for obtaining "soalar" matrices of the dimensions NxN and 
(N+1)x(N+1) correspondingly. 

Ehe accuracy of the vector problem solution as well ae the 
cpu time depend on the aoouraoy of the "scalar" problems 
solutions as well as on the number of the modes accounted in the 
virtual waveguide. Comparing the cpu time for the scattering 
matrix of the two-step junction by direct numerical technique and 
by the virtual decomposition one it can be stated that they • are 
close if the "scalar"" problems are as well solved by the direct 
moment technique as the solution procedure is reduced to the 
eauivalent matrix manipulations and the numbers of division and 
multiplication operations are the same. Ehe essential difference 
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take plaoe when an effeotive technique of "scalar" problem 
solution requiring opu time a few tens times lesser is used. The 
total opu time turned to be 5-7 times lesser. It is neoeseary to 
note that the solutions based on the special basis taking into 
aooount edge oondltion permit to separate a frequenoy independent 
part and it reduce the opu time of frequency characteristics of 
the component-by a faotor of.2-3. It is especially important at 
the frequenoy-8elective devioe synthesis. 

nnpnid I The advantage  of  the proposed 
■"£.Uig\ü^\ approaoh oonsiste in the extending of 

the field of application of the 
numerioal-analytioal techniques on 
the wide olass of veotor diffraotion 
problems. Its merits are oyolioality, 
possibility to work with the low 
dimensional matrioes. Thanks to 
effeotive numerioal techniques the 
opu time deoreaees substantially as 
well as in the oases when only one 
dimension or only frequenoy is 
ohanged and and only corresponding 
part of the algorithm must be 
repeated. 
The'comparison of the results of the 
work [4J and ones obtained by this 
teohnique for the calculations of the 
asymmetrical rectangular slot in the 
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Abstract ■— The modes coupling in the quasi-optical resonators is studied. The analysis is made 
numerically by the Galerkin technique. The effects of different factors (for example, the screens and mirror 
aberrations) on the coupling are examined. 

Introduction 

Using the quasi-optical resonators (QORs) one frequently is faced with the instabilities of 
the mode structure [1-3). These effects result from different reasons, for example, because 
of the; resonator surface deformations, which destroy the caustics or couple the modes. In 
many papers unstable geometries of the QORs (for example, the resonators with different 
curvature radii of the mirrors) have been examined by the theory of the geometrical optics. 
In practice, the instabilities, which destroy the caustics, are dominant, but in some cases 
they can be excluded. There are only partial studies of the problem of the modes coupling 
in the QORs. For example, the effects of the mirrors aberrations (or other deformations of 
the cavity) on the coupling are practically not examined for the QORs. 

In the present paper the numerical analysis of the modes coupling in two dimensional 
QORs near degeneration points is made. The waveguide and open QORs are investigated 
(Fig. 1). We treat the systems, which are stable from the viewpoint of the geometrical 
optics. 

1. The modes coupling in the waveguide QOR 

Consider the modes of the closed (screen) QOR, shown schematically in Fig. l,a. Assume, 
that the left and right mirrors are identical, and both perturbed and unperturbed resonators 
are symmetrical about the plane XZ. Later on we shall examine the even modes with the 
single magnetic field component H* (Hv - Hx *= 0). We shall denote these modes as J5A. All 
dimensions of the QOR are assumed to be greater than the light wavelcnght A. Below we 
omit the time factor exp(-io>r), where w = kvc is the frequency, k - 2x/\ is the wavenumber, 
v« is the light velocity. In this section we suppose, that the mirrors are parabolic and their 
curvature radius for y = 0 is equal to R. 

y \ y 

-L< -Li 

00 (b) 

Fig.  1 The geometries of the QORB 

All the fields  components of the mode are expressed in terms of the transverse electric 
field component 

^-*(y^)-(-ir*(y,-z). (i) 
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The impedance boundary conditions on the walls of the waveguide (z = ±a) and on the 
mirrors are satisfied.   The function $  is expanded in the series of the waveguide modes  [4] 

Hv,z) =»X) Anhn cos(vny) cxp(ih nz), h2
n=k2 - i£. (2) 

n 

All the terms of the above series obey the wave equation. The transverse wavenumbers vn 

Ire defined by the boundary conditions on the plates z - ±a. Assuming a/L = 7 < 1 and 
using the standard quasi-optics approximations, we can derive the integral equation 

r/(t)   -   JK^\t,ti)f(ti)dtlt f(t) = Y,Ancos(ßnt)GxP^ + iap(i)j, (3) 

*«(*,*!)   -   exp[-ie(tp(t) + V{ti))]G^\t,tul,-l)t (4) 

OMUL, *I, MI)   =   £ - exp (-iß^ß~$l)) cos(A,i,) cos(/3„0, P» = / caS
2(ßnt)dt,       (5) 

n-l P" \ 4C / J'J 

c   =   fca2/2L, A,-«»a, «-y/o, g'l-U/R, T = (-l)«exp(-2ifcl).      (6) 

Here G(^ is the Green function of the waveguide, obtained by the approximation of parabolic 
equation [3, 4], (f(t) is the function, defining the mirrors surfaces. Deriving this equation 
we omit all the terms of the order f2. Using the Galerkin technique transforms the above 
equation to the eigenvalue one 

sc = rc, (7) 
where S is a matrix, C is the column matrix. The elements of the C are proportional to 
the expansion coefficients An of the function $. 

The guide Green function G^ may be divided into two terms: 

G(-)(f,f!,Ö.Ö.) = G<*H<,f 1,Ö,Ö,) + G^(t,tuÖ.Ö.), |t|, M<1, (8) 

where 

GM(M,,M,) - \\ßl {cxp [ic(t - t,)2] + exp [ic(t + U)2]}, c= Jf^j, (9) 

is the Green function of the free space, G^ is an additional term, which describes the 
influence of the guide walls on the mode fields. Under condition c » 1 the last term is 
small, i.e. the walls slightly perturb the fields and in the QOR the waves transmit from one 
mirror to other practically as in the free space. Using the above separation of the function 
GW leads to the following division of the kernel of the integral equation: K^w) - K^ +2t(p), 
where \K&>\ < \K^\\ therefore we can consider the plates as the small perturbation factor. 
The perturbations may appreciably change the features of the modes in the degeneration 
points of the frequencies. Later on we shall treat the case, when the modes Eoq and E^ 
have close frequencies. Applying the perturbation technique we derive the approximation 
equation for the eigenvalues V of two coupling modes 

\2     r>2 - -Y-2 ©z - nl = r% 0 - lnr-^(0o + 02) ,n = i(0o-e2), (io) 

where f,- = exp(i0j-)  is  the perturbed eigenvalues (;' = 0,2),  calculated without  the coupling, 
and  T is the coupling coefficient: 
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I 1 

(fof 2)~tfl JJ hit)h{ti)K^\t, u)iu it. 
-n (") 

It describes the effects of the guide -walls on the modes. 

The features of the solutions of the coupling mode equation are defined by the relation 
between the parameters Ü and T. The estimations demonstrate, that in practice the 
decrements of the coupling modes are far from each other, i.e. IIm(fco - Jk2)| £ » |T|. In 
this case the modes coupling is small and near degeneration points (Re/fco, - Refc^) the field 
distribution of the interaction modes is changed slightly. But in such points the decrement 
of the dominant mode E^ can be appreciably decreased. 

Considering   the   mode   losses,   we A 
shall   ttse   the   auxiliary   parameter   A "" 
—20 lg |r|.   Fig. 2 presents the parameter 
A   of  the   mode  JE^   versus   the  g  for 
different values of the parameter c.   The 
impedance   parameter   ka('   is   assumed 
to   be   equal   to   2   (( = (1 - {)<'   is 
the wall impedance).   For simplicity we 
suppose,   that   the   mirrors   are   ideally 
conductive.     It   is   known   [3],   that   for 
the  QOR,  in  which we can  neglect the 
intermodal coupling, the losses parameter 
A is minimal near the point ^ = 0.   The 
calculation  shows,   that   near  this  point 
the losses can considerably increase.  This 
effect is explained by the coupling of the Fig. 2 The losses parameter A versus the g 

modes, which have close frequencies. In turn the coupling is the result of the influence of 
the waveguide on the modes. For the values c ~ 10 -=- 20 only the two lower order modes 
are coupled: the losses of higher order modes are large (i.e. their complex frequencies are 
very different) and these modes practically do not  influence the mode E^,. 

In the QOR under study the losses of the dominant mode E^ are the smallest since 
the mode has the caustic and its fields on the walls are small. The coupling between the 
modes E^ and £v results in the increase of the dominant mode losses (see Fig. 2). When 
the parameter c decreases, the intermodal coupling increases (see eqn. 11). In this case the 
interval of the parameter g, in which the losses are abruptly changed, becomes smaller. 

2. Intermodal coupling in the open QOR 

The modes of the open QOR (Fig. l,b) are defined by the integral equation of the same 
type as eqn. 3 with the kernel #«(«,*,). The kernel #<•>(*,*,) is expressed through the 
Green function &'>(t,t,) and the function, which defines the mirrors form. The expression 
for the ürW(t,«i) can be derived, if we expand the G«(t,i,) in terms of the Fourier scries: 

G(,)(*.*i)-EÖL,!-««£Ä*)«>s^<,), Ql-Cfclmln, (?M«±exp (-.•£)-<?«    (12) 
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In the expansion (12) the values of ßn 

should be chosen so that the functions 
system {cos(/3„f)} become complete and 
orthogonal on the interval (—1,1). Using 
the Galerkin technique (with the same 
basis and test functions) results in the 
algebraic eigenvalue problem (cf. eqn. 7), 
which can be numerically solved. 

To illustrate the effects of the 
intermodal coupling in the open QOR, 
we consider the influence of mirrors 
deformations on the mode losses. We 
suppose, that the mirrors surface is 
determined by the function ip{y) " 
y2/2R + (yA/4a2L. Assuming |£| < 1 
we can approximately solve the integral 

£=1/16 

10 
-a 

10 
-1.0 

Fig. 2 The losses parameter A versus the g 

equation by the perturbation method, separating the small term K^[t,t\) from the kernel 
K^(ttt\). It is associated with the second term of the function i>(y) and is proportional to 
the small parameter (..  The equation derived is similar to eqns.  10-11, where T cc £. 

Fig. 3 shows the dominant mode losses versus the parameter g. The curves are constructed 
for different values of the c. Note, that near the point g *■ 0 the two effects define the 
losses of the mode iJo,. First, the losses decrease, since the size of the caustic increases 
[3]. Second, the losses increase because of the coupling of the mode Eof with the mode E^ 
(and t>thers). The calculations show, that the coupling is generally small, therefore the field 
structure of the mode E&j is practically not changed, but the losses of the dominant mode 
can be considerably increased due to this effect. 

Conclusion 

The results presented above demonstrate that the losses in the QORs play an important 
role for the intermodal coupling analysis. The losses can significantly separate the complex 
frequencies of the modes interacting. For the typical parameters of the QORs the coupling 
is usually small, since the difference between the decrements of the modes interacting is 
considerably larger, than the coupling coefficient. The calculations have shown, that in this 
case the coupling can appreciably change only the losses of the dominant mode. The fields 
structure of the mode is practically not changed. 
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Abstract 

Asarjms of el&ctrosiagBotk: wavt seattanEg bj polygonal cyHsdriosl screens with 
dosed tad opes oüs»-a&ct£oa eoalour sad wave tcattezisg bj ud&Ily »ynunatrical screes 
cosEsslisg of )abüd cylinders sad dials k carried oaf OB the base of the spectral method 
with the partial operator iüTerräos. Thar® are üs&thszs&iic&l grossd of the spectre! method 
msiag »ad the a^merics! results of iBveatigatk* of ekctrom&gsetie wave radiatio» and 
»cattenBg. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this "work consst in a rigorous theoretic^ iaveatigatipn of important problem» 
of electromagnetic wave scattering by composite closed or open perfectly conducting screens 
■with edges in the CESS of plane and axial symmetry carried out on the base of the analytical- 
numericai method. "Use main problems are wave scattering by polygonal cylindrical screen» 
with dosed and open cjce&-ecctioa contour and wave scattering by axiaSy symmetrical screen 
consisting of joined cylinders and dkks. A peculiarity of this problems of wave diffraction is in 
different degree of transverse field components increasing near the different edge» of the screen 
and a strong interaction of a adjacent elements of a screen. 

SPECTBAL METHOD TOR TEE SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 

Let ue consider the 2-D problem of a TM wave IP diffraction by a metal screen with a 
smooth pkce^ise exoa^-section conntor L = Uj=1Ljt N is the number of Ha faces. The total 
field may be represented in the form 

The scattered field U' may he esrpressed in terms of potentials of the doable layer 

u-%L>**)%b* 
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G is tbe Green function, »j is coordinate aJong Lj in the bed system of coordinate which 
connected with the face number j. Tbe transformation u = fj{sj) is used on an every face in 
auch way that »y € Lj commands to u € [-1,1]- A» a complete system of «cpanmnn function» 
in the space C[-l, l] one may teJce th« functions 1, u, Vl - u3^(").» = 0,1,2,..., where UH(u) 
axe the Chebygbev polynombls of the second und. We represent the potential density m the 

form 
a» 

^•(ti) = ^-i(l - u) + t/y(l + u) + Vl-u»J]Ciirn(u)t    I/o = UK,    3 = 1.2,..., If. 

If any faces ;' and ;+1 are unconnected, it kadti to v} - 0. It is va = f* = 0 if tbe faces 1 and N 
are unconnected. It follows from the condition which ensures the field energy to be finite in any 
bounded region including the vicinities of the edgea that C 6 f2 = {{Ci}™! £~ o lcril'Cri+1) < 
oo}. 

Aa the normal derivative has no sense on a screen edgea, one should require a boundary 
condition as following. Let q be an arbitrary function which is continuous in all Bpace and on 
h. We take a curve L with continuous curvature near a corner points of I and formulate the 
problem to find V for which 

Jt'T&'-tsL*''^ 
k satisfied for any of functions q when 2 lends to L. The requirement of the boundary condition 
to be satisfied (when functions q on L are chosen as the beMa elements in the space of continuous 
functions) reduce« the procedure to using of the projection method. Let us take tbe syfltera 
described above as the system of testing functions in C[-l, 1]. As a result we obtain N infinite 
connected systems of linear algebraic equations in i/j and C£. 

The operator of the each infinite system of equations consists of two parts [l], [2]. Tbe 
first describes the diffraction by one of the faces of the screen and the other parts describe tbe 

interaction with aO rest faces. Dynamic parts of operators (being equal to »ero when w — 0) 
and static parts (being non-eqnal to sero when u — 0) of interaction operators of non-connected 
faces is entirely continuous in 1%. A static part of the operator being relevant to the one face of 
the screen can be inverted easily. The analytical inversion of this part of tbe operator becomes 
possible by choosing Chebyahev polynomials as the elements of the basis. Rest static part« of 
operators are closscd operators [1]. Therefore aa it can be show the infinite system of linear 
equations is correctly solvable thus a numerical solution of it is stable for any real values of 
frequency if the screen is open. If the screen is dossed the system of equations has a stable 
solution for any real frequency with the exeption of own frequencies of the internal region of 
the screen. 

The problems of radiation and scattering of electromagnetic waves by structures with axial 
symmetry conaisting of jointed met&l circle cylinders segments with one or two closed bult- 
ends, circle cylinders segments with co-axial disk of equal or greater diameter are reduced to 
tbe integral equation for a surface current density and analysed by tbe same method. 

As an expansion functions for a surface current density on the cylinder segment the Cheby- 
ibev polynomials of the second kind and for a current density on the disk the Legendre associ- 
ated functions /nX'(yf 1 — p7)) are used. 
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Figure It a) Corner screen geometry; b) Surface current density distribution: 2d/A = 0.5; 1- 
$ - §0*, 2- i> ~ 90% 3~ ^= 150°, 4- j> = 180°. 

KUMBBTCAL RESULTS 

"The-method waff appiyed for 2-D problems analysis of the plans wave diffraction and the 
mode! of dipol redi&ibn scattering by comer screen £2], rectangular and T-type projection on a 
msisl plans. Algorithms are used for the investigation of the influence of metal screens of thai 
type on the radiation of short dipol antenna». The mathematical model of a monopol with a 
di^ on its top was investigated [3]. 

Tig. I shows the distribution of surface current density on the comer screen. The method 
aBowa one to mid the solution of the problem at an arbitrary value of angle i{>, in particular, 
for $ =s «", when the corner ecreen transforms into a strip with a width of Ad. The result» of 
the computation of the surface current density for the strip obtained by the present method 
coincide with earner result» in {4] obtained independently and with an exact solution. 

Fig, 2 presents the frequency dependence of the effective scattering cros^eection of the corner 
screen which 'has a resonance behavior. Resonances occurs when odd number of half-waves are 
present along the screen cross-section. The dotted straight Enes indicate the values of the 
scattering cross-section at X —♦ 0. Prom geometrical optics, it follow»-.-thai ff\^o = £Jsin(^i/2). 
The computation results show Ibat to get a value ofa fid to an accuracy of two true decimal 
pi&cea, ü m necessary to take the number of equations in the reduced system equal io integer 
part of kd plus three. 

Frequency dependence of the scattering coefficient of the 2- D dipol radiation by T-type 
projection on a metal plane ia shown in Fig. 3. 

The mathematical model of a short monopol with a disk on it» top was investigated. Fig, 
4 shows the frequency dependence of the input impedance imeginary part of a short monopol 
with the load. 
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A scalar shift-formula method is developed for optical 
fibres with several nonidentical circle homogeneous cores. 
Numerical calculations of dispersion curves were made for 
different cases. The our numerical results are obtained to be 
close to these of approximate method for identical core case. 
For a nonidentical core case at first synchronism conditions 
of noncoupled cores are found and after that dispersion 
dependencies are ca1cu1ated for di fferent di stances between 
the cores. 

INTRODUCTION   > 

Ve studied structural and dispersion properties of 
guided waves Cmodes) in optical fibre with several identical 
ffirst case ) and nonidentical Csecond caseD circle 
homogeneous cores. For the above structures we ■:develop the 
shift-formula method II] which was applied earlier in our 
works to noncircuiar optical waveguides [2.3] and in the 
beginning of the study to coupled optical fibres Ul. By using 
this metnod we obtained exact numerical solutions for the 
modal parameters and their dependencies on the frequency and 
waveguide parameters. For the first case our results compare 
with results of other works. For the second case we look for 
condition of synchronism, i.e. equality of separated core 
propagation constants. After that we calculate dispersion 
dependencies for different distances between the cores. 

1.SYNCHRONISM 

Multicore optical fibres are of interest now because of 
these new application possibilities in switchers and 
multichannel lines. Special interest is present region of 
synchronism, i.e. parameters region with equal propagation 
constants h of fundamental modes in separated cores. In this 
region it is able maximum power transfer between cores. This 
region occupy al1 frequency axis for most investigated 
identical core case. Synchronism for case of nonidentical 
cores takes place only on some fixed frequency points and if 
some proportions exist between dielectric permittivities and 
sizes of core. Fiq.1 show ones for two circle homogeneous 
cores with R and R radii and dielectric permittivities c< 
and Co.Cores have common cladding with dielectric permittivity 
e0.HeVe and below we use next values: ti<ci -c0 )/2c0 , 
1=1.2... , V=R^Cci -e0>

V2B/c ,where w -angular frequency, c - 
light velocity. 
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Fig.3 demonstrate possibility of three frequency point 
synchronism in three nonidentical core waveguide. There, are 
phase parameter CB=a* R? /V3 ) dependencies oni normalized 
frequency V. where a- transverse wave number . In Principle 
here it is possible channel transfer between three channels on 
three different frequencies. 

2.CALCULATION BY SHIFT-FORMULA METHOD 

For above structure analysis it is convenient the.shift- 
formula method [1-41. Here one used for exact numerical 
calculations of dispersion curves in case of finite distance 
between cores. Identical core case results were used for 
comparison with results obtained by, approximate method Csee 
[5]). Dispersion curves for case of finite distance between 
nonidentical cores is shown on Fig.3. Here we used value p=CR< 
+R,)/d. where d is distance between core centers. p=l means 
that the cores are touching. We mark that curves for p<0.5 
practically merge with ones for p=0 (p=0 case correspond to 
dashed curves in Fig.3). The shift-formula method allowed to 
observe degeneration taking off as distance decreased. 

The research described" in this publication was made 
possible in part by Grant N MMB000 from the International 
Science Foundation. 
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TlffiEE-BIMMSIONAL TECHNIQUE USED FOR THE NUMERICAL COMPUTATION 
OF EF CREATED AROUND FRACTAL CLUSTERS IN THE INSULATION 
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ABSTRACT 

fhe calculation technique of 3-D EF intensity distribution in 
the iStiwSS**'dielectric has -^ toscrt^ ^ffljgrf€g. 
solution TO. obtained using the ■^1^°^p"

e
t^
1K^nSi?ptS? nro^ram for IBM PC has been developed and tested, a he eieciric 

?ieLdlntenslty distribution near the broken-down dielectric aries 
oX dlflerlnt configurations has been determined. These areas have 
fractal structure, 

"•■:■-..■ INTRODUCTION 

The simulations of the processes "of the Insulation breakdown 
under action of electric fiefd requires the analyses of electrical 
field distribution around the conducting clusters with fractal 
structure. This requires Information on the levels of EF Intensity 
In the whole dielectric area being investigated taking into 
account the changes of the volumetric configuration of the 
distracted areas. The analytic solution of such problem is 
Swsllble.Thls stipulated the choice of the finite differences 
Sod for the estimation of the potentials distribution In the 
dielectric containing the conducting clusters. The 3-dlraensional 
Lanlace equation was solved using the iteration method of variable 
trends at4 each time step. The IBM PO I^^M. (^relopel on the 
basis of this technique allowed for the calculation of the EF 
intensity in the dielectric containing fractal structures of 
different configuration. 

Let us consider the system of flat linings. Between these 
linings the dielectric with conducting zones has been placed. The 
rectangular grid Is applied on the dielectric in such a way that 
Its noSes are located at the media boundaries. Assume that-the 
media properties within each formed cell are the same. We shall 
write down the first ■-Maxwell low for each node of calculation 
grid., define the divergence from both sldea and integrate each 
term by S (where S Is surface that embracing the node divides the 
distance between 'two adjacent nodes Into two enuar parts). 
Integrating the latter expression by time we shall obtain the 
following: 

f | 7Ends■.+- I £Ends ■= 0, (1) 

»   8 

where E Is an electric field intensity; r and e - 
conductivity and permeability of the media accordingly; index n 
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denotes the projection of vector to the normal of S surface» 
«v,« ri«qt fprrn of erorPSBlon (1) corresponds to the charge stored 
^e ÄpSt

mecST bouSSry by the time 1;. After replacement the 
?^tP^tlÄ SAL using the tranezoid formulae we .shall 
^llr^e^eB^thl? correspond to Ae ff^ous tJoe step jo 
the right side, i.e. to the known ones and ^?LoS-tS form« 
&=-grad (p we shall write the equation (1) in a differential form. 

where A2cplt.,ik = «Pi-i.j.k   AXi^sk " «Pi.J.k (AXi, j.k + BIi,ö^} ' 

A/i,3\k * <Pi.3-l„k'AYi^.* ' «Pi.d.k^i.^k + BYi»3%k} + 

VPi.^k "/^i^lc-l A£,l,;f8k      'i.a.k        i.3»k a-.a.s 

iXi 1 k* BSi,i\k* AYi.1,k» BYie^k' kZU1,V BZi.j.k " +^ 
'are An Coefficients;'1^^ k - is a differential analog of the 
expression for the charge'stored at the media boundary without a 
term that corresponds to a current moment o* time. 1tpration 

7or the solution of this equation v»e used the iteration 
__thn^w

nf a-varia>)ie directions* It is known from til that this 
Sethod is uled for theT solution of two-dimensional elliptic 
PSoBAcÄto C21 it worka perfectly ^ftrVlM 

■srrftp of the absence of complete theoretical grounains» b"f^
x^M 

with the ffipthod of locally one-dimensional patterns [33 tue 
ÄitionUmVm to M)-th«eratto^a8^g™d^o^ 
the sequential use of the run-method in the XSYBZ dliections lor 
three-point equations?. . 

PIT,(Pifj,k ■" tyPi.ä.k "'ax-      V     ■«.■;      Ä^*        e^i.J.k. 
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>♦!>•*, 

»   ■*>*'*        1 «*■♦*    - T?***'»      ■Bk»*""'_' A /ft**2'* 4. A (&**'*    + 

■>.*i.W'H<53;. »»■■' 
where PIT Is iteration parameter. 
The running over X (see (3) was performed in the whole area 

of■•Investlistion at each Y sequentially at all layers of Z. In the 
same way the running over Y was performed (see equation (4) and 
over Z (see equation (5). During the calculations the following 
boundary conditions have been used: over Y - the prescribe«! 
potentials at the electrodes! over X and Z - the uniform Neuman 
equations [13. 

The described scheme for the solution of 3-D equation (2) has 
been realized In the form of program for IBM PC, PQHTRAN-77. 

The testing of this program by the comparison with the 
precise analytical solutions 131 has shown that the relative 
difference between electric field intensity levels doesn't exceed 
5%, i.e. it is within the value prescribed for the numerical 
calculation of relative error. 

In the process of electric aging of some insulation 
materials, for example polyethylene the treeing of structure deep 
inside takes place. The so-called dendrites are formed. The 
experimental data obtained for the specific surface conductivity 
of dendrites channels show that this channels can be considered as 
conductive C4]. The developed technique has been used for the 
calculation of electric field distortion by dendrites observed in 
the experiments. The figure shows the patterns of equlpotentlal 
lines around the dendrites in the process of electric aging of 
polyethylene Insulation (see a), b), c). Equlpotentlal lines are 
shown in the section Z=const that run through the middle of 
dendrite. The figure shows also the' dendrites projection to the 
plane Z=const. 

Conclusions. 
UThe volume distribution of electric field intensity in the 

dielectric that contains the conductive Inclusions of arbitrary 
shape has been calculated using PC program, which has developed 
and realized for this purpose. The program allows for the analysis 
of the effect produced by the form of conductive inclusions on 
distortion of electric field in the dielectric. 

2. The method of variable directions that was developed for 
the solution of two-dimensional elliptic equations and was applied 
to the solution of 3-D.jprobleras allowed for the calculation of 
volumetric electric field distribution. 

3. The developed IBM PC program allowed for the calculation 
of EP intensity distribution around the broken-down ares with 
fractal structure. These areas are formed In the process of 
electric aging of dielectric. 
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FULLY ANTI-MIRROR REFLECTION FROM CORRUGATED BOUNDARY OF DIELECTRICS 
DIELECTRICAL F.CHELETTE. DIELECTRtCAL ECHELETTE RESONATORS 

E.V.Koposova. S.N.Vlasov 
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46 Uljanor St.,603600 Nizhny Novgorod, Russia . 

ABSTRACT 

We consider a new effect of diffraction of electromagnetic waves at the 
gratings.such as the full anti-mirror reflection from the corrugated boundary of 
dielectrics. Quasioptkal dielectrical echelette resonator with high selective properties 
is designed. 

The results obtained are applied for design of the resonators for high frequency 
electron devices. 

HISTORY 

Diffraction gratings with different profiles are used in many fields of physics and 
technology, such as optics, acoustics, antennas and measurements, for a long time. The 
analysis of properties of electromagnetic fields, scattered by periodical structures, was 
restricted by approximation methods» such as long-wave quasi-static approximation or 
geometric optics. Recently there are the number of papers devoted to the rigorous 
analysis of gratings with elements of different profile scales, compared to wavelength. 
More accurate definition of the theory made it possible to observe the new interesting 
effects in the wave scattering by gratings. 

As is well known, for wave diffraction at gratings there arise space harmonics, 
propagated in the directions determined by the main diffraction parameter x=d/X and the 
angle of incidence of the wave 6i (figl). The' interested cases are of the given energy 
distribution on directions of scattering, for instance maximal selective, that is, the 
existence of the one beam only in the scattered field, usually anti-mirror reflected 
beam. j 

The simplest example of the grating with such properties is a step-wise echelette 
(fig.2), one step side of whose is normal to the direction of incidence, the other step 
side contains an integer number of semi-wavelengths. For the incidence at such a 
structure of wave with E-vector, perpendicular to the touches of grating, the energy 
reflects fully in the anti-mirror directions. The nature of the effect of fully 
anti-mirror reflection is obvious in this case because a standing wave satisfies to the 
boundary condition at the echelette surface. 

ei 
y 

/y=ACx> 

f 1 I 
X 

C2   l-d- 1 2    |-G- \ 1 

fig.l fig.2 

For a surface of more complicated shape and for the other field polarization the 
existence of such effects still not so obvious. To study a possibility of these effects 
it is necessary to solve exactly the diffraction problem    . 

The calculations show the regime of fully anti-mirror reflection of -1 space 
harmonics becomes possible3"*, i.e reflective coefficient and energy in anti-mirror 
direction can equal unity W-i=l, If the sufficient depth of an arbitrary profile of the 
infinitively conducting grating. 

The fully anti-mirror reflection can be provided not only for reflection at metallic 
grating, but at the corrugated boundary of dielectrics, when ei>c2 (fig.l) and the fully 
inner reflection condition is fulfilled at the smooth "boundary. Under the needed 
conditions there are only two propagating waves: 0 and ■ (-1) harmonics. Under the 
autocoilimation condition 2icsin0=l,  where n^dVc/X,  c=ci/c2,  the (-1) harmonics propagates 
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In  the   direction  opposite  to the   incidence  one  and  it's  energy can  arrive unity for th*. 
sufficient depth of groove. 

METHOD 

2 The problem may be  solved by method of integral  equation .    Fig.l  shows the general 
periodic   structure   with   arbitrary  profile   y=A(x).   For   example   we   consider  one   which   is 
given by function 

2s y=A(x)=A sin—jX 

with period d=2it. which Is a dielectric boundary, separating two media having dielectric 
permittivities of ei and cz, uniform in one direction z in a rectangular coordinate 
system Oxyz. Let consider ci=e>e2=L . '      •,    ,        -        ,4.*.    i~^ «^ 

An electromagnetic monochromatic plane wave whose amplitude is unity with electric 
or magnetic field being parallel to grooves strikes the grating at the angle ei In a 
plane normal to uniform direction z 

E,u=e°exp(Ikv^ sin0 x-ikVe cosB y)=exp(ikozx-ikoyyj. 

We consider an electric field of the wave is polarized along the grating edges. 
At scattering of the plane wave on the grating, there arise space harmonics with 

amplitudes Rn and Tu. 

EtX)=R expCtk   x+Ik( Uy). EfW^expdk   x-lk^'y)- 
B       n ax        ny B        o nx       ny 

Their projection of wave vector in the first and second media to x-directlon follow from 
known grating formula, so .  ___, 

E(1)=R exp(i(k^sm^n^)x+i/k^e-(k/c sin* +n ^)2y) 
d 

d' 
Eu =T exp(I(kv^sintHn?g)x-i/k2 -iWc sin« +n ^)2y) 

The   integral   equation,   which  described   the  field,   scattered   at  the   grating,   can  be 
obtained by the following manner.  In accordance to Huigens principle, the field  in the up 
and  down medium can be expressed,   using the field value  and  the  derivative of field on 
the both sides of the boundary: . 

Ea,(x,y>E(i>(x,y)+JdS' |G< 
l> Cx-x' ,y-y' )^-El l > (x< ,y' )-E11 V .y' ^Gl lW ,y-y')}. 

'       E(2W)=-Jds'{G,2W 

where y'-A(x'),   ds'=dx'Jl+f|Zll  . Here the integral Is taken over the period. 

The two-dimensional'Green functions 
■CB   .    '    ■ .        ■ 

for the first and the second medium correspond to the field, which is radiated by the 
array of collinear in z-direction sources. These sources are placed periodically in 
x-directlon and the phase shift between nabour elements equals k d sin8. The field and 
its derivative on the both sides of the boundary are coupled by the boundary conditions: 

Efl,(x,y)=E,2)(x,y) |-Ein(x,y)=|-E(2,(x.y) 
y =A(x)ä 3n . Sn y=A(x). 

Let us introduce an unknown function in accordance to the combination: 

Jds' {G
(
 -l W,y-y' )SrEl l Vty')-E« V .j'Jjj^1l W.y-y')^ 

= fds' GM' (x-x* ,y-y' )»(x' ,y') 

Using this function,  we express the field in the up and down medium and put a point of 
view to the surface. We get the integral equation under the boundary, conditions: 
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-^GU)(x-x*.y-y-)Ga ^x--x^y--y^1Ucx^y'>^|En)(x.y>♦ 

♦<[ds' To1 ^tx-x^'Ä' * V .y/)-^rGt2)(x-xr.y-y' JE* W .yol-0    "" 
■T     t. ■': "n ön .• ;■     J     |y =A(x) 

The amplitudes of the space harmonics of diffraction field in the both media that 
are the reflection and transmission coefficients can be expressed by solution of the 
equation: 

R m las' -J—expRk11 V -in—x' )*Cx' ,y' Y, 
" J      &&"> ny . d 

"y. 

vfds-^, Gn V -x-.y' -y^)*(x^.y-)l+ 

k* 
oy 

+fds*Gu'ix'-x-.y'-yn*(x*,y*)11 

The integral equation have the..general symbolic representation : 
•■'*■■■'■■' 

r9Hxtx'mx'\dx'*Vlx)^0 
■.'■•   ■ ''■"'.''■'■'. 

where V,U are periodic functions, W. is a kernel, that may be singular, but integrable. 
The simplest method to solve the equations is to represent an unknown function by N 

values at the period ♦m=*(xro). Then the integral equation can be expressed by the system 
of linear algebraic equations: u 

? * ,*, + v - o , L       ml 1 m 
■    . 1=1 

where Vm=V(x«n), Wm=W(xm,Xn'), which is solved numerically. 
The other method, which we used for solving equation is to use the Fourier series 

for an unknown function 

?(x)=\     • exp(iri—TX) . 

In this case the integral equation can be expressed by the analogical system of linear 
algebraic equations. Now this system is for the Fourier coefficients of an unknown 
function *n where right-hand, member and kernel are 

* 

Vh=ifVCxJexp [ -in^x] dx, 

';■"■■    "     °   ' 
Wnm=^JJw(x,x' texpf-iri^x+im^x'] dxdx', 

d' oo    .■ 7-- 
the coefficient of the Fourier transform which can be easily calculated using the FFT . 

As   the   result,    the   coefficients   of   reflection   in   all   diffra:   on   mounts   can   be 
determined. 

FULLY ANTI-MIRROR REFLECTION REGIME 

Figs.3ab  show  the  efficiency  curves  of   (-l)-order  Littrow  mount,   in  dependence  on 
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the groove amplitude  and the wave number for the field with E parallel to the grofves'A 

sinusoidal profile with amplitude Ao and the absence of wave transmission. Fig.4 shows 
curves at the plane of parameters (Ao.»c). which correspond to the fully anti-mirror 
reflection W-i=l and the fully mirror reflection W-t=0. Dashed curves correspond to the 
case of wave incident to the perfectly conductive surface whose corrugation is the same. 
Only fcr the quite large value of the ratio ei/ez the curves for dielectrics are elose^ to 
the curves for metal. The dependence of curve on the ratio ei/ez is very weak. With 
changing of this ratio from 1.5 up to 10 curves are practically coincident for the 
intervals which correspond to the absence of transmission waves. 

W-i 

fig.3a fig.3b 

DIELECTR1CAL ECHDXTTE. 

Observation of the effect of fully anti-mirror reflection at a corrugated boundary 
of dielectrics gives possibility of building of • dielectric echelettes and dielectric 
echelette resonators with a comparably rare spectrum. 

Such a resonator was studied experimentally. We have designed the two-mirror 
resonator. One of the mirrors was made from dielectric e=2 and had the eshelette side for 
the reflecting of wave indecent from dielectric. The second mirror was made _s plane 
metallic (fig.5). Resonator mode was organized by the wave which propagated normal to the 
plane   metal   mirror   and  reflected   at   the   dielectric   eshelette   with   the   coefficient   near 
equal to unity. '  

There were observed one high-Q-f actor oscillation with Q-900+1000 and the 
low-Q-f actor oscillation with Q-f actor no exceeded Q-250-350. The module of the 
reflection coefficient was defined by the Q-f actor and was R-i=0,95+0,98 at tb t 
frequency where the theoretical value is unity (fig. 6). 

^2" JLjLv/Vv 
s nt»/V -U T 8 !f?/x 

*/ 
//* 

*$-* 

iMGHx) 
t    *   '    '    '    '   '    '    ' 

fig.5 

3«      35      36      37      38 

fig.6 
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RECOGNITION     OF    ELECTROMAGNETIC    FIELDS 

Igor Koritzcv 
Cukurova University, 01330, Adana, Turkey. 

ABSTRACT 
Classification of electromagnetic fields becomes very important in the 

problems of electromagnetic hazard and electromagnetic compatibility. 
This paper considers field presentation and its recognition in a real 
time scale. Field presentation is produced in the space of its time 
realizations. The optimal decision rule uses recognition signs built 
with the Karunen - Loev's decomposition technique. 

INTRODUCTION 
Time investigations of electric or magnetic components of a field in any plane have a random 

character. Description of fields in purpose of their recognition may be produced with probability densities, 
covariation matrices, spectra or time realizations/1,2/. This paper deals with field presentation by discrete 
time functions and construction of recognition signs in the space of common Karunen - Loev's signs. 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The i-th fieldtype is assumed to be one ofM possible types with probability P^   .suchthat 

/T  P, =1. A field is presented in the space of time realizations. Statistical characteristics of a field are 

unknown, but a teaching classified sample is given. Necessary to construct field recognition signs and an 
optima] decision nile. 

FIELD PRESENTATION WITH DISCRETE TIME FUNCTIONS 

An electromagnetic field represents a random field F(lf7) in a space point 7 with coordinates 
(x, y, z).The full statistical description of a three-dimensional field may be given by a set of ihree N- 
dimensional probability densities. We will be limited with the correlation theory level and assume that a 
field is stationary. The i-lh field type will be described with a matrix function of the dimension 3 x 1 

F* =[FX {t),Fy(tXFt{t) t (l) 

A   function F (/) is generally a complex function and may be described at the level of the correlation 

theory by a matrix correlation function 

[R'whlEtäw-rtMi'^y-K)]. (2) 
where E is a sign of averaging; rrft = EF/(l); the bar indicates the complex conjugate. 

In practice a function F (t) is observed a finite time and measured in a discrete form. Therefore 
assume, that we deal with a discrete matrix function, given within a finite interval 

F(k),   *=0,1,...,Z,-1. (3) 

Decompose a function F(k) into the Fourier series in the basis set |exp(v-T—2itflc J ]: 
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were 5' (J) is a matrix function, which defines a field spectnira in the mentioned basis set 

5'a) = 7Z^WexP^T2w^)- (5) 

CONSTRUCTING RECOGNITION SIGNS 
The chosen basis set performs the role of field primary signs. Now wc will define the informative 

recognition signs of fields as a common Karunen-LoeVs signs. 

Introduce the space of matrix functions F{k) with the following inner product, length and 

distance 

/JW*]>-2«2£'«*W,<** «> 

iq-täJZm*-' (7> 

Decompose the function F(k) into the general Fourier series with the orthonormalised basis set 

n*)=i£rtsMs-Q- (9) 

where 

,j  ^-,1.-1 

(10) 

(ID 

We will be limited with a partial sura 

^.w^S^Vw^*)- (12) 

Consider the expression 

>(^)=£z^([n[^]). (i3) 

where the value p ([^],[^.]) is defined according to (8). It represents the squared distance 

between field realizations        F and ^ averaged through the M field types and with additional 
averaging through a set of realizations. Transform (13) to the next expression 

2iZU-2^«ttMl*)^W«(*^- <14> 
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introducing ^.-^^a (^1)^2 (^2) = ^i.n(^i >K)> ,}ie (14) maybe written as 

Let us find the basis set { y/(s, k)j for which the expression (15) will be minimum. For this case 
the error mean square of a field presentation with a partial sum (12) will be also minimum. According to 
(15) the problem of such basis finding goes to the maximum of the expression 

■*",-! V-»3 x-»t_l 

EJo" Ew2.iE4ü«^U2(*i.**)^"^^«(J'*a) = 

2Xi.il^u«c*i^>].[r«Mi)>.[ M^)]- '(I« 
After introducing the operator /? according to the expression 

the maximum of (i6) will be reached, if characteristic vectors of this operator are chosen, as a matrix 

I ^(5,^)1. They are defined from the equation 

4 V>(s>k)] = X i fi(s>k)] (18) 
Taking into account (17) the last equation after expanding may be written as 

TLiT^Am&MVn&^^A.l Vnfo*i)]-' (19> 
Expression (19) represents a system of three equations for definition of the characteristic values and 
characteristic vectors. Characteristic vectors perform the role of common Karunen-Loev's signs. In the 
space of tliis signs the i-th field type is described by a vector 

2={d{0\...,d{s),...,d{N-\))T. (20) 

From a teaching Sample {c/(s,r);r = 1,...,^;/' = \,...,M] an estimation of the i-th field 

type probability density may be defined for constructing a decision rule as a partial sum of the series 

/>*(")=Zl,<(*K(a). <(*)=£ m_M3,r) (21) 

On finding decomposition coefficients, we receive the estimation jf(a) and construct in the space with 
the adaptive Byes'principle an asymptotic optimal decision rule as follows 

Plp
i'(ä)>Plp'\ä), l=\,...,M;       l*i. (22) 

Such construction of a decision rule in the space with a small number of recognition signs 
provides realization of a specialized recognition system. 
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DIFFRACTION BY A TERMINATED, SEMI-INFINITE PARALLEL-PLATE 
WAVEGUIDE WITH THREE DIFFERENT MATERIAL LOADING: 

PART I - THE CASE OF E POLARIZATION 

Shoichi Koshikawa and Kazuya Kobayashi 
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1-13-27 Kasuga, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112, Japan 
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Abstract - The plane wave diffraction by a terminated, semi-infinite parallel- 
plate waveguide with three different material loading is rigorously analyzed for 
the E-polarized case using the Wiener-Hopf technique. Representative numerical 
examples of the radar cross section (RCS) are presented and the far field back- 
scattering characteristics are discussed. It is shown that the three-layer lossy 
material loading on the endplate inside the waveguide results in significant RCS 
reduction over broad frequency range. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Analysis of the scattering from open-ended metallic waveguide cavities is an important sub- 
ject in target identification problems since these obstacles contribute significantly to the radar 
cross section (RCS) due to the interior irradiation. Cavity structures are encountered in many 
radar targets such as jet aircrafts and ships; therefore it is often required to reduce the RCS . 
either by loading the interior of cavities with absorbing materials or by shaping cavities. 
Some of the cavity diffraction problems have been analyzed thus far using various analytical 
and numerical methods [1]. It appears, however, that the solutions deduced via these methods 
are not uniformly valid for arbitrary cavity dimensions. 

In the previous papers [2, 3], we have considered a finite parallel-plate waveguide with a 
planar termination at the open end as an example of two-dimensional cavity structures, and 
analyzed rigorously the plane wave diffraction using the Wiener-Hopf technique, where the 
efficient approximate solution is obtained which is valid for cavity depth greater than about 
the wavelength. In this paper, as a related two-dimensional geometry, we shall consider a 
material-loaded cavity formed by a semi-infinite parallel-plate waveguide with an interior 
planar termination, and analyze the diffraction of an E-polarized plane wave using the Wie- 
ner-Hopf technique. Introducing the Fourier transform for the scattered field and applying 
boundary conditions in the transform domain, the problem is formulated in terms of the si- 
multaneous Wiener-Hopf equations, which are solved rigorously via the factorization and 
decomposition procedure. It is to be noted ftiat the solution is valid for arbitrary cavity dimen- 
sions. The scattered field is evaluated by taking the inverse Fourier transform together with 
the use of the saddle point method. Illustrative numerical examples on the RCS are presented 
for various physical parameters and the far field backscattering characteristics are discussed. 
It is shown that the interior irradiation is significantly reduced over broad frequency range by 
loading the interior of the cavity with three-layer lossy material. 

The time factor is assumed to be e~ib* and suppressed throughout this paper. 

2. RIGOROUS WIENER-HOPF SOLUTION 

We consider the diffraction of an ^-polarized plane wave by a terminated, semi-infinite par- 
allel-plate waveguide with material loading, as shown in Fig. 1, where the upper and lower 
plates of the waveguide and the endplate at z = ~d1 are infinitely thin, perfectly conducting, 
and uniform in the y-direction. The material layers I(-di <z<-d£, n(-d2<z<-dj, and 
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•►2 

Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem. 

Ill (-d3<z <-d4) are characterized by the relative permittivity/permeability {ßx,ßx), (e&ßd, 
and (£3,^3), respectively. 

Let the total electric field <}>\x,z) [=Ey(x,z)] be 

<f>l(x,z) = </>{(x,z) + <f>(x,z), (1) 
where <t>l{x.z) is the incident field defined by 

0l(x,2) = e-
,'Ä(rsineo+2COS0o),   0<60<7t/2 (2) 

with k [=(U(MQ£0)
]/2

] being the free-space wavenumber. For analytical convenience, we shall 
assume that the vacuum is slightly lossy as in k=kx+ik2 with 0<k2 « k,. The solution for 
real k is obtained by letting k2 -* +0 at the end of analysis. Let us define the Fourier trans- 
form of the unknown scattered field <ß(x,z) as 

$(x,a) = (.27t)-mfc°_a>t(x,z)eiazdz,   a = Rea + ilma(=o + ir). (3) 

In view of the radiation condition, it follows that $(x,a) is regular in the strip -k2<z< 
k2cos90 of the a-plane. Taking the Fourier transform of the two-dimensional Helmholtz 
equation and solving the resultant equations, we may derive the scattered field representation 
in the transform domain. In particular, the field for x^ ±b is given by 

0(x,a) = (l/2)[£/f+)(a) ± Vfa(B)>****>. 
where y = {a2-k2)m with Rer>0, and 

Uf+)(a) = Vl+)Q),a) + Vw(-b,a).   Ve
w(a) = Vl+)(b.a) - W^i-b.a). 

-ikxsln00 

Vl+)(x,a)=$+(x,a)- 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(27dmi(a-kcos9j' 

$+(x,a) = (2nrl/2f'°o<f>(x,z)eiazdz. 

Applying the boundary conditions in the transform domain, the problem is formulated in 
terms of the simultaneous Wiener-Hopf equations satisfied by the unknown functions Ufaia) 
and Ff+)(a). The Wiener-Hopf equations can be solved via the factorization and decomposi- 
tion procedure leading to the following exact solution: 

Uf+)(a)   MM 
[- 

(+) 

bm L   b(a-kcos0Q) ' „fi 

(a)   NMr        B 

y, f /c2n-lgnPnMenl 
ö(a + ir2n-\) 

% 
00      g 

+ E 
-27-2^4 

'/C 2« &&M 
]• b bm ma-kcosOd   n-i       ö(a + ir2„) 

where M+(a) and AT* (a) are split functions of the Wiener-Hopf kernels [4], and 

(8) 

(9) 
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Pl-MUir^Ib™   ql-NUir^lb112. (ii) 
ui-VU<irm-\>n>,  vtn~VU«Tu)lb. (12) 

.. »»I Z£*L   pj,-**^*. 03) 

fefeiVi.-rf./V „. ' l-^»1^ 
Pln~f„ i,,\r  +re r ' iiB   tx^uWi^' K  ' 

'Wnr*-W*   ve   l-p\ne-^{d^ 
(15) 

y2bu/2»cos(fe&sin0o)    _     /2&\i/2sin(febsin0o) a6) 
e""U/     M^(fecos0o) '     '.v».'    JV<(ftcos0o)' 

rn = [(n^/2&)2-*2]1/2;  ^^[(n^^-^^fe^form^l.Z.S. (17) 

In (8) and (9), the unknowns u^, and t; *„ for n = 1,2,3, • • • are determined by solving appro- 
priate matrix equations numerically. The above solution is valid for arbitrary cavity dimen- 
sions. The scattered field in real space for \x\ > b can be derived by substituting (8) and (9) 
into (4) and evaluating the inverse Fourier transform asymptotically with the aid of the saddle 
point method. The analysis has thus far been carried out by assuming O<0o<tf/2, but the 

results are in fact true for arbitrary 0O- 

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 2 and 3 show numerical results of the monostatic RCS versus the incidence angle 60. 
In numerical computations, cavity dimensions have been taken as kb = 3.14, 15.7, 31.4 with 
d\l2b = 1.0 (Fig. 2) and 2.0 (Fig. 3). We have chosen Emerson & Cuming AN-73 as an exam- 
ple of existing three-layer materials, where the material constants are £i = 3.4+il0.0,£2= 
I.6 + 1O.9, £3=1.4 + f0.35, /il=//2

==Ai3=1.0l and the thickness of each layer is di-d2- d2 

— cf3 = cf3 —cf4 (= f/3). In order to investigate the effect of multilayer material loading, we 
have also computed the RCS for the single-layer case with £, =£2 = £3= 1-4 + J0.35,jf j ~ß2 

=fi3 = 1.0, and d\-dA-1. The thickness of the single- and three-layer materials is taken as 
kt - 2.08. In the figures, the results for no material loading have been added for comparison. 

It is seen from the figures that, for empty cavities, the RCS exhibits large values due to 
the effect of interior irradiation, whereas the irradiation is reduced for the material-loaded 
case, particularly over O°<0O<6O\ Comparing the results for single- and three-layer loaded 
cavities, we observe that the RCS reduction is generally significant in the three-layer case. 
Therefore, it is inferred that multilayer lossy materials can be used as broadband absorbing 
structures. Similar analysis for the H polarization is carried out in the companion paper [4]. 
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[4] S. Koshikawa and K. Kobayashi, "Diffraction by a terminated, semi-infinite parallel-plate wave- 

guide with three different material loading: part II - the case of// polarization," to be presented at 
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Abstract - In this second part of a two-part paper, the plane wave diffraction by 
a terminated, semi-infinite parallel-plate waveguide with three different material 
loading is rigorously analyzed for the /f-po!arized case using the Wiener-Hopf 
technique. The method of solution is similar to that developed in Part I for the 
case of £ polarization. Illustrative numerical examples of the radar cross section 
(RCS) are given and the far field backscattering characteristics are discussed. It is 
confirmed that the effect of three-layer loading is more significant in the H po- 
larization than in the E polarization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Analysis of the scattering by open-ended metallic waveguide cavities with material loading 
has received much attention recently in connection with the radar cross section (RCS) reduc- 
tion of a target [1-4]. In Part I [5] of this two-part paper, we have considered a terminated, 
semi-infinite parallel-plate waveguide with three-layer material loading as an example of 
two-dimensional loaded cavities, and carried out a rigorous Wiener-Hopf analysis of the 
plane wave diffraction for the case of E polarization. It has been shown via numerical exam- 
ples that, for large cavities, significant RCS reduction can be achieved by lossy material load- 
ing inside the cavity. Comparing the characteristics for single- and three-layer loaded cavi- 
ties, we have also confirmed that the three-layer case generally gives better RCS reduction 
than the single-layer case. 

In this second part, we shall treat the plane wave diffraction by the same cavity structure 
for the H polarization and derive the rigorous Wiener-Hopf solution following a method sim- 
ilar to that employed in Part I. Representative numerical examples on the RCS are presented 
for various physical parameters and the far field bakscatteririg characteristics are investigated 
in detail. It is shown that the effect of three-layer loading is significant in the //-polarized 
case compared to the E polarization [5]. In the following, we shall use abbreviated citation of 
the equations and figures in Part I such as (1.1) and Fig. 1.1 if necessary, where the prefix I 
and the second number denote Part I and the equation/figure number, respectively. 

The time factor is assumed to be e~m and suppressed throughout this paper. 

2. RIGOROUS WIENER-HOPF SOLUTION 

We consider a two-dimensional parallel-plate cavity with three-layer material loading, being 
illuminated by an //-polarized plane wave, as shown in Fig. 1, where the upper and lower 
plates of the. waveguide and the endplate at z = -dx are perfectly conducting and of zero 
thickness. The material layers l{~dl<z<-d2), ll(-d2<z<-dö), and IIlHf3<z<-d4) 
are, respectively, characterized by the relative permittivity/permeability (e^i), (e2.£*2)» and 

(£3.^3)- 
Let us define the total magnetic field ^(x.z) [-Hfa.z)] as in (1.1), with the incident field 

4>'(x.z) being given by (1.2). As in the case of E polarization, we shall assume the vacuum to 
be slightly lossy so that the free-space wavenumber k has a small positive imaginary part. 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem. 

If we define the Fourier transform of the scattered field <f>{x,z) as (1.3), it is seen -that $(x,a) 
is regular in the strip -k2<r<k2cos90 of the a-plane. Proceeding the same procedure as in 
the ^-polarized case [5], the Fourier transform representation of the scattered field for x^.±b 
is found to be 

0(r,a) = +(l/2r)[£/(
h

+)(a) ± Vh(a)]e*r(x*b) 

with r being defined in Part I, where 

Uf+)(a) = W{+)\b,a) + Vl+)'(-b,a),   V?+)(a) = Vw'(b,a) - Vl+)'(-b,a). 

ksm9oe-ikxsine° 
V(+)'(x,a) = 0+'(x,a) + - 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(2;r)1/2(a-fecos0o)' 

In accordance with the Wiener-Hopf procedure as explained in Part I, the unknown func- 
tions £/"(+)(a) and V*+)(a) in (1) are determined as follows: 

Ah _ £ g K2n-\anPnuhn-\ 

b(a-kcos90)   n=\        b(a + ir2n-\)       J' () U?+)(a) = bmM*(a)[- 

Vl){a) = bmNhAa)[— 
By 
 V 

b(a - k cos 90)   n=i 

-2r2n.2Li *        h    , d A + 
e ö2n-2^2n-2"nQnvhn 

b(a + ir2n-2) ]. (6) 

where M+(a) and N?(a) are split functions of the Wiener-Hopf kernels (see Appendix), and 
5„=l/2 forn = 0;   =1 for nisi, 

dn = (bir2n-0~\   bZ = (bir2n-2r\ 

Ph
n=bU2Mh

+(ir2n-0.  QÜ-bmNhMr2n-z), 

uL = Uf+)(ir2„-i),  v;n = 7(1,(fr2„-2). 
„A „"^«V^)       A 

/,_  P2nC ~P3n 
««- A  „A ^-2r3nW3-d4)'    ^3n e37"n+-r,3n' 

/»*«- 

PS.- 

rn = •    & In 
h     x.g-v^v+4 ^2l^\)^inr\n~r2n 

(t2/£i)&rln+r2n 

^3^2^2n^2n~r3n     ^f, = l+ßÜ„e~2r2nld2~d3) 

(?) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

01) 

(12) 

(13) 
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(2b \ mk sin fl0cos (kb sin 0Q)  /26\ mik sin gpsin (feb sin 9g)       ■    . 

^"""W Af*(fecosöo)'      '     *~   V*' N^kcosOc) 
In the above, 70--£feand rm0 = -i(ßmEm)ink with m - 1,2, 3, whereas r„_and T^with 
m = 1,2, 3 for n^l have already been introduced in Part I. The unknowns u£, and u£, for 
n = 1,2, 3, ••• in (5) and (6) are determined by solving appropriate matrix equations numeri- 
cally. It is to be noted that the above solution is valid for arbitrary cavity dimensions. The 
scattered field in real space for |x| > b can be derived by substituting (5) and (6) into (1) and 
taking the Fourier inverse together with the use of the saddle point method. 

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 2 and 3 show the monostatic RCS versus the incidence angle 60, where all the param- 
eters for numerical computation are the same as in Part I. It is noted from the figures that the 
RCS for empty cavities show large values due to the effect of interior irradiation, whereas the 
RCS is reduced for the case of material loading with all chosen values of kb. Comparing the 
results for empty cavities between the E and the //polarization, we notice that if the cavity 
dimension is small as in Figs. 1.2(a), 1.3(a), 2(a), and 3(a), there are great differences depend- 
ing on the incident polarization. On the other hand, the* RCS for both polarizations exhibits 
close features with an increase of the cavity dimension, as may been seen from Figs. 1.2(c), 
1.3(c), 2(c), and 3(c). As regards loaded cavities, we find by comparing the results for the sin- 
gle- and three-layer cases between different polarizations that the effect of three-layer loading 
is more significant in the //-polarized case than in the E polarization. 

APPENDIX: SPLIT FUNCTIONS OF THE WIENER-HOPF KERNELS 

The split functions appearing in this two-part paper are defined as 

M:(a) = (cosÄ6)1^'V4(fe+a)-wexp[/(a)-(ia&/^)ln2F+(a), (A.l) 

Ni(a)^(ünkb!k)mexpU(a} + (iab/z)U2)Q4a), (A.2) 

M%) = (cos kb)me^'\k + a),/2exp[/(a) - (fabeln 2]P+(a). (A.3) 
■■jyi<W = (fesn*6)lße^a+a^ (A.4) 

where 
f(a)=iirbMln[(a-r)lk] + (iabim-C^\n(nJkb) + i7iJ2l (A.5) 

P+(a)=   5   (l + a/i»2faW,w.   0+(a)=    fi   Q+a/IYn)e2'Wn* (A.6) 
n<=l.odd n-2icven 

with C (=0.57721566•••) being Euler's constant. 
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ABSTRACT 
We present the improved point-matching method with Mathieu function expansion for the 

accurate analysis of the W-type elliptical fiber with layers of any ellipticity. Limitations of previously 
reported method are discussed. Numerical results illustrating the application of our method to investigate 
the highly-birefringent elliptical fibers with a hollow layer are presented. From the convergence tests, 
it is confirmed that the relative error of the modal birefringence is less than 0.01%. The proposed 
method can be extended for analysis of the elliptical fibers with hollow pits and electromagnetic 
scattering problems by targets of the complex elliptical geometry. 

INTRODUCTION 
The double-step confocal-elliptical fibers were analyzed by the exact analytical method with - 

Mathieu function expansion [1], [2]. Among several structures of such fibers, the W-type fiber was 
suggested for low-dispersion and polarization-maintaining applications. In order to investigate the 
W-type elliptical fibers with layers of any ellipticity ej [=1- b/aj, j = {l,2}, see Fig. 1], a few 
numerical methods were proposed, f.e. the point-matching method with Bessel function expansion 
[3] and the Yasuura's mode-matching method (Y-MMM) with Bessel function expansion [4]. In 
these methods, however, high accuracy may not be expected for larger ellipticities (ej>0.5) [4]. 

In this paper we present the improved point-matching method (IPMM) with Mathieu fun- 
ction expansion for the accurate analysis of the polarization-maintaining W-type elliptical fiber with 
layers of any ellipticity. It is shown that the numerical results by IPMM are quite reliable. Our 
results are compared with those by Y-MMM. Numerical results illustrating the application of our - 
IPMM to investigate the highly-birefringent elliptical fibers with a hollow layer are also included. 

FORMULATION 
The cross section of the W-type elliptical fiber is shown in Fig. 1. Two elliptical coordinate 

systems (£,,ih,z) and (?2,i}2,z) ^ introduced for the complete modal expansions and two of the 
elliptical cylinders with $i=?10 and ?2=?20 ^ assumed to coincide with the boundaries of the 
layer 1 and 2, respectively. The refractive index in the layer of a number i is denoted by nj, where 

- i={1,2,3} and it is assumed, that n1>n5>n2. 
The propagation factor e5(üt~ßz), where ß is the 
propagation constant in the z-direction and u is 
the angular frequency, will be omitted in the 
expressions for the field components. Since the 
fiber structure is symmetrical about the x axis, 
the electromagnetic fields can be separated into 
the odd modes 0HEmp, 0EHmp and the even 
modes cHEmp, eEHmp. In our IPMM the z- 
components of electric and magnetic fields (Ej 
and HJ for the odd modes are approximated by 

Fig. l Cross section of the w-type elliptic^ the   complete   modal   expansions   with   the 
fiber: n,>n3>n2 .' Mathieu functions as follows: 
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In layer 1: 
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In layer 2: 

1-0 »-0 

i-i »-1 i-t 

In layer 3 (the cladding): 

(4) 

£f}-E^^*#i.-Y^il2.-Y£ (5) 

i-i 

flf>.£ BFGekflv-ftsefrtrib. 
i-i 

(6) 

where.7? = q*(k*~P)l4, -y\ = qf(k%-ß2)/4, -y\ = q*(k*-ß2)/4 and kj-Iai;, q. is the semifocal 
length in elliptical coordinate system of a number j, j = {1,2}, k is the wavenurnber in free space; 
ce0(), se„() are the even and odd Mathieu functions of the first kind; Cen(), Sen( ) are the even 
and odd modified Mathieu functions of the first kind; Fek„( ), Gek„( ) are the even and odd 
modified Mathieu functions of the second kind. N and L are the number of space harmonics taken 
in our IPMM. The coefficients A^-B^ of Eqs. 1-6 are determined from the boundary 
conditions. Axial field components for the even modes are in the form of Eqs. 1-6, when the even 
Mathieu functions are replaced by the odd ones gnd vice versa. The total transverse components 
of the field in layer 2 can be expressed by combining the fractional £ -component and ^-component 
in two elliptical coordinate systems at any points at £10 and ^2o as E5]: 

**,'V,*V0SY«~pi'*<islnYx 

Tn1
=^1

+*n1
cosY2

+P24»£siiiY2 

(7) 

(8) 

where ¥ and £ are the total and fractional field components (={E(2),H(2)})) respectively, y- is the 
angle between ijj-component and 7j2-component, p:==lor-l. 
Because of the symmetry of the structure, only the first quadrant of the fiber cross-section is used 
in the analysis. The propagation constants of modes are computed for the even mode number expa- 
nsions {EMNE) and the odd mode number expansions (OMNE) of the fields. By matching the 
tangential fields at the equiangularly spaced points around the boundaries between layers of the 
fiber, we obtain simultaneously homogeneous linear equations: 4(N+L-1) for EMNE and 4(N+L) 
for OMNE and finally the characteristic equation, from which we can get the propagation constants. 
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Models of W-type elliptical fibers: n,>nj>n2 

In the following analysis the parameters are defined as follows: P0>e=[03Oie/k)2-n32]/(nj2- 
n3

2) is the normalized propagation constant and V=kaj(nj2-n3
2)1/2 is the normalized frequency, 

where j30 and ße denote the propagation constants of the odd and even fundamental mode, 
respectively. The propagation constants ß0 and ße are the maximum values of ß for the even and 
the odd mode number expansions of the modes. The results are presented for the case, when N=L. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The Fortran programs for the Mathieu functions which we use in our numerical 

computations have been developed by Yamashlta [6], [7], The accuracy of the Mathieu functions 
is confirmed to be of more than ten significant digits for the double precision computations. Such- 
accuracy is necessary in view of the computational errors involved in large matrix operations. 

Fig. 3 Characteristics of AB versus V for fibers as shown in Fig. 
2(b) with different values of ej, e,=0, n, = 1.5. »2=1.3 and- 

nj=1.4 

Curves correspond to Ref. [4] and 
circle-points correspond to our IPMM 

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the difference in normalized propagation constants 
AB=|P0-Pe| on the normalized frequency V for fibers as shown in Fig. 2(b), having different 
ellipticities tj, e^O, ^ = 1.5, n2=1.3 and n3 = 1.4 . The difference AB is proportional to the 
modal birefringence B=|(/30-/3c)/k| and it was used by Miyamoto to express a degree of 
polarization-preservation in fibers. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the results reported in [4] (curves) 
are in substantial disagreement with our results (circle-points) in the region of interest, namely near. 
the V-value corresponding to maximum birefringence'. In the presented case, results of Y-MMM 
are accurate enough for fibers of very small ej. The convergence tests for AB as a parameter of 
e,, for fibers as considered in Fig. 3 (with the additional case of e2=0.7), when V=1.6, are- 
iflustrated in Fig. 4. It is noted that the convergence of AB depends significantly on ellipticity of 
the layer 2. Numerical computations were carried out by using the truncation number N, which 
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Fig. 4   AB versus 1/N for fibers as analyzed in Fig. 3 
with different values of &;, ej=0, n,~1.5, nj^l.3 and 
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Fig. 5  Characteristics of AB versus V for W-type fibers 
as shown in Fig. 2(a) vith a hollow layer 2, different 

values of e,, ej=0, n,= 1.5 and n3 = 1.4 

makes the relative error of AB less than 0.01%. Fig. 5 shows the dependence of AB on V for the 
elliptical fibers with a hollow layer 2 and ax =a2 (Fig. 2(a)), having different ellipticities e,, ^=0,' 
nj=1.5 and n3 = 1.4. It is noted that such fibers can realize the large value of modal birefringence. 
In the frequency range Vco<V<Vccfor et =0.5 (broken-line curves) the single-polarization - 
transmission is possible and we have that V^s3.276 arid ¥„£2.889 (Vcc and Vco denote the 
normalized cut-off frequencies of the even and odd fundamental mode, respectively). 

CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented the improved point-matching method with Mathieu function expansion - 

for the analysis of the W-type elliptical fibers. Results of our IPMM are quite reliable for the fibers 
with layers of any ellipticity, because: 1. The electromagnetic fields in each layer of the fiber are 
expanded by a sum of the complete set of wave functions; 2. The Mathieu functions are calculated 
to more than ten significant digits over the range of arguments and orders used; 3. From the con- 
vergence tests, it is confirmed that the relative error of the modal birefringence is less than 0.01 %; - 
4. Our method never produces spurious numerical solutions. From the numerical analysis it was 
found that W-type fibers as shown in Fig. 2(a), with a hollow layer 2, can realize the large value 
of modal birefringence and they may be useful for the single-mode single-polarization transmission. 

Owing to its flexibility and accuracy, the IPMM proposed in this paper can be a useful tool 
for analysis of a large class of fibers (f.e. elliptical fibers with hollow pits) and electromagnetic - 
scattering problems by targets of the complex elliptical geometry. 
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ABSTRACT 

Two diffraotion effects in  the  illuminated  region  of 
inhomogeneous plasma bodies are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

We investigate two diffraotion effects arising in the 
illuminated region of an inhomogeneous isotropio plasma with an - 
overdense core. The first effect is conditioned by peculiarities of 
E-wave (vsE^O) propagation in a smoothly inhomogeneous plasma which 
is not taken into account by classical geometrioal optics (GO). This 
effeot is desoribed with special modification of geometrical 
optios(MGO - see Ref.[1]). Another diffraotion effect in the lit 
plasma region ,is observed when looal curvature radius is small 
compared with the phase deviation scale for a local plane wave. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

For investigation of diffraotion effects in the lit region of 
inhomogeneous plasma we applicate two groups of methods: numerical - 
and asymptotical. 

Numerical methos. For radially inhomogeneous scatterers 
(cylinder, Bphere) was used the well-known eigen-function method. 
For two-dimentionally inhomogeneous plasma cylinder was used the 
method of finite elements. The peculiarities of E-wave (veB^O) 
propagation in an inhomogeneous plasma are taken into account on 
numerloal realization of methods. For this purpose we applicate the 
method of analytical extention in the region £ t* 0. 

Asymptotioal methods. For asymptotical solution  we applicate 
the geometrical optics and the method of interferentipnal integrals 
(by H-polarisation of incident wave, when Hys-^O), and modifications 
of the geometrical optics and of the method of interferentional 
integrals (by E-polarisation of incident wave, when Eys^O).  Also 
we applicate the parabolic equation method. 

PHYSICAL RESULTS 

Consider the first effeot whioh conditioned by peculiarities of 
E-wave (veE^O) propagation in a smoothly inhomogeneous plasma and is 
not taken into aooount by classloal GO (see ref. [1]). 

Let the plane wave diffracted on inhomogeneous plasma bodies of 
the finite dimensions. The divergence of the E- and H-rays 
reflected from a finite dimension, plasma bodies can be considerably 
distinguished in the far zone. The divergence of the E-rays is less 
than that of the H-rays because |v£ef| > IvsJ and rio> rQ.      (The 

effeotive overdence core radius T ■ and the overdence core radius ro 
are defined by equations 8ef(rio)=0 and 8(ro)=0, respectively).  In 

accordance with this conclusion the bistatic cross-section near 
baokscattering direction (when the resonant attenuation in region £ 
Pt 0 is neglected) is greater for E-rays than for H-rays. For example 
consider the  bacK-scattering  cross-section  for, a radially 
inhomogeneous plsem« sphere 
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where the p - external sphere radius (at E=I),r and r  are defined 

above, ■ ' p" .  ■ 
dr, I„=1+pj* dr/r2Vs, (2) 

ro 

■K 

and ^(0)=!^ at h=0. We take into account also the jump of the 

permittivity derivative at the boundary of the sphere together with 
divegent E- and B-rays in Eqn. (2). 

Analogous expressions for the radially inhomogeneous cylinder 
back-scattering *cross7Beotions for a perpendicular plane  wave 
inoidenoe ( the jump E (p) is neglected) are given by 

. °E = *P V 
at -(veE^O, aH= %p J^  at  (vel)=0        (3) 

where IE and IH are defined in Eqn. (2), the p - external cylinder 

radius. 
As opposed to back-scattering, the bistatio cross-seotion in 

the vicinjl^v of resonant attenuation maximum defined by condition 

h|k0/ve|  ft* 0*7 is less for E rays than for H rays. 

The considerations mentioned above are confirmed by oomparing 
of MGO. approximation with the numerical solution for the diffraction 
of a plane wave from radially inhomogeneous Bcatterers. 

Consider a few numerical examples. The back-scattering 
eross-seotion of the radially inhomogeneous sphere with linear law E 
= a(r - r0) as a function of the permittivity gradient "a" is shown 

in Fig.1 for k0ro = 8. The solid line represents the results of 

computer calculations using the eigenfunotion method. The dash-star 
line indioates MGO and the dashed line gives the standard GO (the 
same notations are also used in Figures below). Fig. 1 shows that 
the inhomogeneous sphere back-scattering cross-section is desoribed 
well by MGO as opposed to GO which gives a lower value for 
backscatter. The scattering amplitude, diagrams for a radially 
inhomogeneous cylinder with Gaussian law £(r)=1-B 'exp.(-ak r ) at 
B=5.75, ct=0.5l are plotted in Fig.2 for two  polarisations0 of an 
insident plane wave. From this figure one can see that in the lit 
region the bistatio cross-section of the radially inhomogeneous 
cylinder ( at Ey£=«s0,fivs=0) is satisfactorily described by IfGO. 

Consider now the diffraction effect arising from the   small 
overdense core of a plasma body. Physically, the existenoe of this 

. effect seems obvious by the absence of an overdense core when the 
back-scattering field is equal to zero in GO approximation, but in 
fact, it is not equal to zero. We shall find the criterion of this 
effect with the parabolic equation approximation. The permittivity 
£(x,y,z) near the surface E=const is described by expansion 

£(x,y,z) = £(0,0.t) + £^(0,0,t)(z - t) + 0,5E^x(x,0,t)|x=ox
2 f 

+ 0,5Ey'y(0,y,t)|y=oy
2... (4) 

when the z axis is parallel V£- I<et the plane wave go to the surface 
£=const in an inhomogeneous media in direction z. 

The criterion of this diffraction effect can be obtained from 
parabolic equation and can be written in the form [2] 
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r \dE/az--\    de/dz   ] *   _ r (kos)_t« s*°    <5) 
."*   L I?e7a?l +   77/17   J   < L<f)= iCoe/ak^r1"3, s^o 

The approximate expression for the mean curvature radius R in the 
point (0,0,t> of surface £ =• const is in the left-hand side of this 
inequality. The phase deviation scale is in the right-hand side. 

Thus,this diffraction effeot arises when surface 8=0 local 
curvature radius becomes less than the phase deviation scale for a 
local plane wave. The criterion (5) is defined for scalar case. 

The diffraction effeot described above  was  analytically" 
investigated for the plane , wave  diffraction  from  radially 
inhomogeneous sphere.The asymptotic investigation of  the 
scattered field, with the help of E- arid H-waves WKB asymptotios 
gives the following expression for the back-scattering cross-section 
of a2plasma sphere with power profile s = a r :        , 

°=4* I for] ex*> [" Sf5J + «i^-1 > for] ex*> [- -572- +^J < 8" "| - 
j (6) 

where \l = (2/(m4-2))-/V/4 + m/2 , and p=a m, the X  -wave length in. 
a free space. If we can ■ neglect VS jump at the boundary of  the 
sphere, we see from Eqn. {6)    that back-scattering cross-section 
has a value *» k   for £(0) = 0. 

To determine this diffraction effect value for two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional soatterers, we must apply numerioal methods. 
Consider the  results  of  the  back-scattering  oross-seotion 
calculations £or2a two-dimensional inhomogeneous cylinder with law 
£=1-B exp(-Ok (x+öy )) where 0^1,  and   the direction of wave 
incidence is along axis x.  The cross-sections of inhomogeneous 
plasma cylinder for two polarisations of insident plane wave   are 
plotted in Pig.3 for B=2.818, GM3.0625.They were calculated by the 
finite element method (solid line) and by the GO approximation- 
(dashedline, Pig.3a) or the KGO approximation (dashed and star 
line, Pig 3b, in this oase we drop the term As in £ ef). One can see 
good agreement between GO (or MGO for another polarisation) and 
numerioal results when parameter Ö is near unit. We see alBo that 
diffraotion effects arise with an increase in parameter Ö, in 
accordanse with estimation (5). 

CONCLUSION 

Interesting diffraction effects may be observed in experiments 
on eleotromagnetio wave scattering by natural and artificial plasma 
inhomogeneitles. Por example it has been shown that for the oase of * 
scattering by meteor trails with a big (i.e. >X/2%) overdenoe region 

.radius, the MGO approximation can explain the increase in E-wave 
(l^E^O) scattering, as compared to H-wave (Ey£=0) scattering. 
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ABSTRACT 

It has been analysed the possibility to obtain the velocity and the «be distribution» 
of the drops appeared over the sea surface during the wave breaking. Bimodal current 
power spectra of the scattered aga&b were took into account; on this base the spectra 
part» connected With the spray removing by air flows were investigated j as a result U 
allowed to formulate the relation between the velocity and ©se drops distribution and 
the noted spectra parts. Moreover, the maan windspesd at the medium heights above 
the surface has been estimated,- as well as the rae&a height of the l&yer included the drops 
transferring. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is need for the various appEcationa to know the distribution feature» of the water 
drops, generated during the wave crests breaking and carried away from these crests by 
the wind flow. They are both the oceanology investigations, and the radar clutter level 
estimation for the sea monitoring by X- and Kn- radiowave bands. As a rule, in-sitn 
methods are used successfully to study these distributions [1] for the heights more than 
ten of meters above the sea surface, while there ia a problem to use these methods for 
the lower heights. The last resulted in the f&ct, that at present there are not practically 
the complete and reliable data about the eise and velocity distributions of the drops at 
small height abovs tha sea surfeaca, whera msia part of drops is concentrated« 

Meanwhile, as it was presented at [2], the current radar epectra of scattering by the 
sea surface have often tha bimodal form ia tha instants of scattered Kga&Lj "splashes", 
and the second peak at higher frequency is caused by the scattering by the drop3 formed 
after the wave breaking and moved by the wind flow. Dropa mean velocity, detennined 

F=*=  (i) 

where p(V) - drops velocity distribution and V - velocity, is not varied practically 
under the air turbulence effect and results in the frequency shift of the Dopier spectrum 
of the scattered signal, as 

y0 = —cos^cosff (2) 
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where ■$ -"gaunag eng!«, 9 - angle between the wind vector and the look radiowave 
propagation one. 

The spectrum width of the mgnal ec&iiered by drops correlates -with the diops velocity 
distribution, and, m a result, with their eise distribution. This feet DHOU'S the opportunity 
on the base on tha scattered sign id xsdsr ma&suremant to derive tha particles velocity 
and sise distribution on the low heights above the sea surface.   • 

2. POWER SPECTRA. 

During a great number of experiments, carried out with the short part of centimeter 
and miffimeier radiowave bands, it hm bean shown, that tha resulting epsetrum of the 

■ backseattered signals could be presented as a sum of two spectra 

..-..■ G(F) = GSM(F) + GSP(F) (3) 

Here the first term in the right part is detennmed by the scattering by the eea surface, 
and the second - by the scattering oa the drops appeared during the wave breaking and 
teaasferred by wind Sow. 

A» for the first term, the features of the power epectra for the signals backscattered 
by the sea surface has been studied enough complete [3]. 

However, the current power epectra, measured in the instants of the scattered signal« 
* «plashes", have in icms CBESS ths second ps&k in their high frequency part. To Btudy 
it, experiments were carried out, that had resulted in the following data: the current 
power spectra for the sea surface backecatterisg during the splashes were obtained for 
the 3 cm end 8 mm r&diowave bands in the continuous wave regime. The integration 
times for these spectra realising were 1.024 sec for 3 cm waveband and 0.819 sec for 8 cm 
waveband. In the spectra the second peaks appear clearly in 220.. 380 Hs band for 3 can 
wavelength and ia 900..1300 Es band for 8 mm wavelength. The wind velocity had been 
measured by tha standard meteorological station situated on the 10 m laval over the sea, 
and was about 8.. 10 ms~x during experimenti; mean wave height was about 1.5 m. 

To explain the second pssk appaaring, it is need to suppose the Ecatterers speed to 
be existed is about 5.2..5.4 ms"*1, that is essential more than possible scatterers speed in 
the frames of the two-scale scattering model. The speed for the real ecatterers here must 
be about $0% of the wind speed. 

From the other hand, the horizontal spray relocation by wind flow« could explain 
these high velocity of the Ecatterexs. It is also proved by the depolaris&tion coefficient 
increasing during the splashes, as well as by the fact, that the doppler frequency shift of 
ihe 1st peak was opposite to the 2nd one, while the wave propagated upwind in some 
experiments. 

H the spectrum of the scattering by the ESS is used in the form 

GSM(F) = G0SM l+iF-F0lr- 
(4) 

end it is proposed the spectrum of the scattering by the spray is symmetrical in respect 
to the frequency #03 and could be presented in the type like 
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GSP{F) — GQSP 1 + 
J'-UH"*1-1 

AÜ 
(S) 

it is possible to obtain the. dependence between the real spectrum of the «caUeziag by 
spray and tie estimation one: 

» 
1 + 

Y^~V] when |F~ Foaj <A/3 

If^Z^zYl when |F - #'4> Aft 

1+i 
(6) 

(7) 

Go5P A/r 
Taking into account the known wind velocity dependence via the height as 

V     (h\°M 

:    ■   .   . K'W 
that allows to estimate the doppkr shift is equal 375 Hs on 3 cm waveband and 1400 Hs 

on 8 nun waveband for the height 1 m above the surface, and while TV = 10 ms"1 on 
the 1 m height. The values estimated are enough wall agreed with the experimental ones. 
The last expression can be used too for tna layer msaa baight deriving, wbsre there ia 
the «pray transferring by the wind. 

/im = (wr)Ao « 

The correlation function of the scattered signal were eearched in the terms of the 
"wandering bhomogeneties" theory [4,5]. It performed to present the power spectrum of 
the scattered ßignal aa 

-    -       . w 

0(F) =  [~EE}<;w2xfSdS = 

eo eo 

= f W{V) dV I JW coo( 2JfcVrSAS)coa2ir/5 dS 

where W(V) - scatterera velocity projections distribution. Beside«, the i 
the signal is a function of the drop diameter, i.e. the velocity of the particle 

(9) 

of 

and if to present 

it is possible to show, that 

■oJscrflW 

pivy-^wm (10) 
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where if« JYc^K),. ie. the spectrum in the phase detector ontput is similar to the 
form of the distribution of the scatterere velocity projectiona on the observation direction. 
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' ■. ABSTRACT. 
A new effective numerical-analytical method of analysis of 

cylindrical structures with arbitrary cross-section is presented. 
The method is based on an inversion of the main singular part of 
operator equation. It is reached by using in Galerkin method the 
basis functions being the eigenfunctions of the boundary value 
problem for the electromagnetic wave diffraction by a circular 
cylinder. The method was used to investigate diffraction by 
rnhomogeneous dielectric bodies, to treat discontinuities in a 
waveguide, to analyze waveguides and strip lines with a complex 

'..■cross-sections. 

INTRODUCTION 
The semi-inversion method (SIM) is pne of the most effective 

numerical-analytical methods for solving boundary value problems of 
microwave electrodynamics (see C13,C23 and their references».The 
method is based on an inversion of the main singular part _of 
operator equation. As a result operator equation of the first kind 
is transformed to equation of the second kind. The various ways to 
invert the singular part of the operator are known. 

In most cases the inverted operator in the SIM describes key 
structure for which the solution of the boundary problem exists in 
the closed form (diffraction by semi-infinite screens, electrostatic 
field of a metallic strip or a slot in metallic screen, etc.). 
Therefore, the SIM application can be started with searching for a 
key structure. 

To solve the boundary problem for cylindrical structures wxth 
an arbitrary cross-section it is suggested to use the solution of 
the boundary problem for circular cylinder of radius«a as the key 
problem which is known to have a solution in the closed form both 
for static and electromagnetic fields. ' 

In present paper the use is made of that the functions cosCjt) , 
sinCjt>   are the eigenfurictions of integral operators with kernels: 

■■■'•,        ■'* ' ■ ° -■•-.'      ■ ■ 

■■■'■" ' _ i   .1    ■'   • ' i   '    '   "    ■  ■ i. ... ■ — 

G  Cr.t.r'.f) = -4-H1™*-   WFV r'z+r*-Zrr'cosCt-f> > „  <4> 
o", ■■' ^ ■ -O ■'.■■■■ ■  ■..'.■' 

k  -is wavenumber, >(£** -are Hankel functions. 
This is the consequence of well-known formulas: 
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(8) 

ANALYSIS COMPLEX STRUCTVRES BY  THE  SEHX-IUVEKSIOU KETHOD 
for  strip  and microstrip  (quasi-TEM solution)  lines with 

conductors of complex cross-sections, and for  electromagnetic  wave 
diffraction by the metallic cylindrical structures in  the case of 
f-polarization  <E*0.  *x=0,  the  axis Oa  is  parallel  to  the 

cylindrical generating line» the following equation was solved: 

where L. is the cortour of conductor's cross-section, g     is known 
excitation function ,/  is  unknown  function,  G  is  the  Green's 
function- This function has logarithmic singularity as x,y *x* ,y» • 

GCx.x' ,y,y>  —i-, in.{cx-x'52-<-Cy-y'>2]. 

let's assume that i is a simple connected  closed curve.  Then 
iet's write the equation of L   in parametric form:>:=x£ O. y=yC O 

The equation C?> is transforming into: 
an 

J     "Kt>GCt,t*0«rt-   get' ■)"..'.'.'   0<t'<STrB (10) 

■/[¥F[¥T ««here   /C l>«/«CO ;     *CO 

Let's present the equation (10) in the form: 
■:■■ *n ". *R  ■'■■■. *n 

The expression of G°C£.£'> is given by expressions (1)  or  (2) 
or (3). The function C-G°   „in not have a singularity. We search for 
the solution of (li) in the form: 

      «- ■'."'■.» 

/CO« y  X* cösCyo +y  X» sinCjn (12) 

Let us substitute (12) into Cll) using expressions either (£) 
or (6V and e^sCjtj, ».inCjt?. orthogonality. As a result the infinite 
set of linear algebraic equations(SLAE) of the second kind is 
obtained. 

The matrix elements of SLAE are represented by double integrals 
of the smooth function GC t. t O -G°C t. t■»> , and can be easily 
approximated by one-point rectangular rule numerical quadrature. 

The formulas (1) and (5) were used for strip and microstrip 
lines. The formulas (2)and <6> were used for metallic cylindrical 
structures in rectangular waveguide. 

For the problem of electromagnetic wave diffraction by the 
cylindrical structures in the case of  H-polarization  W *0 , ' E  -O ) 

the following equation was solved: 
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,        ÄS. CX.K' .y.y'i 
rCx'.y'^-JCx'.yO/a 4 J Cx,y> -dl.   «•»■■y»«t. ■. 
* ■**••.       .   «. *» ** 

where Ar is component of incident 'field, J     is transversal component 

of electric current density,, "n - is a unit vector normal to 
cylinder surface. This equation was solved using the scheme of 
solving the equation 19)   and formulas (3) and <7>. 

In order to solve the two-dimensional problem of E-polarized 
electromagnetic wave diffraction by dielectric body with arbitrary 
cross-section S and permittivity * Cx.y) we use an integral equation 

ECx' ,y') = E°Cx' ,y') +- h*frC>c.yZ ■Kx.jO •ßCx.y.*» ,.y»i -dS,. «3> 
■ ' '■ . « 

where E is unknown field inside the body? 
■« Cx,y) —' .* 

rCx»y5 - —5 _ 1- ■ 
• ■& s -     . 

* 

GCx.y.x' . y' 3 = - -i tf^2>CfcVS^-/ Cx-x' 3*^cJ-y'>*3 - Green function. 

The body is situated in free space with permittivity« - 

After transformation of coordinates! 
x = XCr. tS.'y s-yCr.t:);'    0£l<2a, 0<r<l; <14> 

and extraction of the integral equation kernel  singularity  instead 
the equation (13) we haves 

■ F^F'    t'2 ■ vj      ■ -  ■*•*«'. 

■ •*■ • *" ■  <15) 
* J--J;«r.O-C6Cr.tvr* ,t.O - <S Cr.t.r' ,t')]-<lfd?. ■ 

■"».«■-... "   . 

where G^Cr.'-t, r' ;•£*> is given by C41 j 

JCr, O is Jacobian of coordinates transformation (14}„ 
The equation (15) is solved as described above with  using  (8). 

But in this case JC, XT are  functions  of r.     Using  the  numerical 

integrating procedure to Calculate radius integrals we obtain the set 
of linear algebraic equations of C8M*13-W order, where M is number of 
basis function's., N is ■ number of nodes over the radius in the 
numerical quadrature. 

The method was used by us to analyse the variety of microwave 
structures. The following computational results were obtained: 

- wave impedances and delay ratio values of fundamental mode in 
strip and micrnstrip (quasi-TEM solution) lines, the inner conductors 
of 'which' have.the. circular., elliptical, rectangular with the rounded 
edges ccntour. 

- cutoff wavelengths of elliptical metallic waveguide 
- scattering matrix of perfectly conducting and impedance pasts 

placed across the rectangular guide parallel, to the narrow wall; the 
shape of posts' cross-section is elliptical aria cross-shaped 

- effective  scattering  width  of   inhOmogeneous  dielectric" 
cylinder with elliptical cross-section . 

The computational results' shown the inner convergence of method 
are presented in Tables .1-4. In the Tables: M is the number of terms 
in series ■<12). The Table 1 shows the values of magnitude R and phase 
»> of reflection coefficient of the metallic elliptic post in a 
rectangular waveguide with parameters ix«'=s0. 3 5 l**"'aV=0.1; X/a* =1.4; 
^'=20 mm.; conductivity ■o,=6.'i>'1.0 Sra/m, free space wavelength X, I   arid 
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t* are, axes of ellipse, I is perpendicular to the waveguide, width of > 
the wide wall is <**, the post is placed in the middle of waveguide. 
Table 2 presents the values of wave impedance of a single strip line 
with rectangular conductor with rounded-off edges with dimensions 
££o ^ *"£=0. i; c/o=0.4 , where <i and c are height and width of 
rectangular, r is the rounded-off radius, b is distance between 

grounded planes ' '      _• Table. 1 
 ; —p  

3.10Ö43 

 2  
ö. öööVe 
3.16656 

 5  
ö. ÖÖ3U6 
3.£0339 

4. 
ö. Öfiiäüti 
3.20347 

 5  
ö.6Ö35S 
3.20347 

—s— 
0.ÖÖ3SS 
3.20347 

 7  
ö. ÖÖ3E55 
3. 20347 

Table.2 
H 

1 2 3 4                 5 
öS.734 64.664 04.652 84. 57© (84. 577 

Tables 3, 4 show convergence of effective scattering width W for 
two cases: 1. the tiielectric cylinder of elliptical cross-section 
with I' A =0.5, «=30* , 2X A =4. *  -A;   2. the  cylinder  with  i*/l=0.5, 

«=30*, 2X A =12, £ Cr, 0=C -2C1 -r23+45 {<- cosCn-O+13 . ff/^2<t<3»i/^2. 

The results of the convergence with increasing H     are  presented 
in the table  3  for «=5.  The  table 
convergence with respect to H   far  N=10. 

Table 3 

shows  the  data  for  the 

// W wa 
4 6.25203 6. 01382" 
6 6.25182 6. 01G8S 
8 6.25104 6. OOSÖ1 

iO 6.2S204 6. 0078B 
12 6.25211 6.00747 

H Wi W£ 
3 6.2504 5.00203 
4 6.2S201 6.0088 
5 6.25204 6.00788 
6 6.2S203 6.01044 
7 6.25203 6.01012 

It is shown in this work that the method has many advantages, 
such as fast inner convergence, high accuracy, universality (it makes 
it possible to solve effectively the problems of electrostatics and 
electrodynamics, the vector boundary problems, moreover, there is 
possibility to generalize the method for solving the 
tnree-dimensional boundary problems). 

Thus the above method elaborated and demonstrated by us is an 
effective means of analysis of a vast class of microwave structures 
with the arhitrary cross-section. 
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Abstract The approarch to adaptive filtering based on image pixel type 
recognition is proposed. The expert system using local statistical parameter analysis 
in the scanning window for proper filtering algorithm selection and remote 
sensing data interpreting is described. 

.   INTRODUCTION 

Usually image filtering sad recognition are considered as separate operations 
of remote sensing radar data processing. At the same time many new algorithms 
of adaptive robust image filtering include the elements of scanning window 
central pixel neighborhood analysis having the aim to determine its probable 
belonging to several classes of fragments III, i. e. realizing principles of image 
recognition. That is why here we propose a new approach which puts into the 
basis the use of expert system with fuzzy logic for estimation of correct 
recognition probability and making up the decision. The results of this operation 
can be used for both locally optimal filtering algorithm selection enhancing 
radar image segmentation and data interpreting. 

In this paper we sequentry discuss local parameters which are analyzed and 
classes of fragments, present the techniques of expert system operation, give the 
background of filter type selection depending upon recognition results, show the 
efficiency of proposed approach for test model and real data, estimate the 
probability of correct decision for simulated images haying different characteristics. 

RECOGNITION PROCEDURE 

For recognition executing the several local scanning window sMistical 
parameters have to be calculMed. The authors analyzed many local values end 
propose here ones which can be considered to be the most informative. So let us 
assume that the scanning window dimensions are chosen and equal to N=MxL 
image pixels - it must contain at least 10-15 independent image elements taking into 
account the correlation between neighbor pixels. The local parameters are the 
following: 

a) ratio cr2 J(T2
0, where & * is the relative (normalized by I*) local variance, 
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(A -speckle (raultiplicstive noiss) relative variance, -I y local mean value; 

b) quasirangc Qij~Vy -^^V where  7£  3Xkd Ju   &cmts ^ md ^& 

scamiiiig window sample order statistics; 
c) r«* - I ly-1™$ |/7,y &o, where /"JJ* is the rnsdisn vslue of the sampling: 
d) the coefficient of neighborhood belonging /, which is equal to the ratio Nffl, 

where Nb is the number of image values belonging; to the  area [7^(1-2^); 

e) the coefficient of pixel rank position z = | ly.- —r~ \lN, where /^ is the rank 

number of the central scanning window value in the ordered sampling formed by 
pixels of its aperture; • _    _ 

f) the non-symmetry coefficient Sn = | J*+/J - 21 {J \l I tJ. 
Evidenäy these parameters are sensitive to different situations (local distribution 

laws) but no one of them being used separately can not distinctly recognize different 
fragment types. For instance, large a2

(. Icr20 value may correspond to edges, small- 
damension objects and impulse noise presense in the scanning window aperture. 
Only their common using and knowledge of their specific properties ensures the 
perfect solution of recognition problem. 

The situations which are the most typical and important for image processing 
are the following: 1) the homogeneous lot (Im^e-dimension "flat" object; 2) central 
pixel tigt belonging; 3) spike noise presense in the scanning window but the 
central position pixel is not a spike; 4) central position value corresponds to impulse 
noise (spike); 5) small-dimension object presense in the window and central pixel 
belonging to it; 6) the neighbourhood of small-dimension objects when central pixel 
does not belong to it. Several situations can not be distinctly interpreted, for 
example, when aperture contains the small part (sharp edge) of large dimension 
object the solution variants 3 and 6 are reasonable. To the word, the difficulty of 
these situations recognition is not important because for both cases the same 
filtering algorithms occur to be efficient. Moreover from recognition procedure 
point of view onry variants 1, 2, 4 and 5 ere important, other situations must be 
taken into account mainly during filtering and for spikes removal. 

Using test image models and easily recognizable fragments of real data- 
characterized by the variety of object contrasts, dimensions and configurations and 
having different noise and spikes properties the dependences of controlled 
parameter distribution laws on possible situations were obtained. Taking into 
consideration expert knowledge they were extrapolated end corrected for image and 
noise properties not scoped by simulation data. 

After this for every pixel the probability P*:of its relating to m-tii situation 
mentioned above was calculated. The probability of the event that the correct 
solution P", «= 1,6 is the largest varied from 0.8 to 1.0 depending upon image and 
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noise characteristics. For every pixel we controlled not only the largest P™ value, 
but also the second large one. The probability tbü the correct recognition solution 
has one among two largest Pfj values is even greater and usually exceeds 0.9. 

ADAPTIVE FILTERING 

For every pair of the most probable situations the filtering algorithm was 
proposed. It must be chosen according to the Table from the set of following 
scanning window imsgc processing algorithms: 1) modified rank filter supposing 
cenzored non-weighted data averaging tit, 2) median one realizing the calculation of 

-j- -th order statistic of the pixel value sampling; 3) modified sigma-filler /3/ 

fulfilling the averaging of scanning window image value belonging to the 2cr0 - 
neighborhood of 7^-pixel value. This algorithms differ greatly by their main 
properties - the ability to suppress noise, to eliminate spikes, to preserve edges and 
small-dimension objects. Besides all these filters are characterized by high 
computation efficiency, i.e. they need minimal time expenses for their executing, are 
enough simple, there exist the special digital processors for fast realization of these 
algorithms. We carried out a thorough investigation of wide range of various 
filtering algorithms and concluded that the selection of these three ones is the most 
expedient, especially taking into account that during preliminary calculation of 
considered parameters the values IfJt Ifi.l™/ and the neighborhood [I^l-lofc 
7y{l+2oii)] have to be derived. As the filtered value for modified rank algorithm 
the value (I?. + /J )/2 can be accepted. 

Table 

Situation having 
the  largest 

Pif     - 

homogea 
lot 

(flelobj.) 

central 
pixel edge 
belonging 

spike pre- 
sence in 
the window 

spike in 
the centr. 

pixel 

central pixel 
belong, to 
am.-dim obj 

the oeigh- 
borh. of 8m. 
-dim. obj. 

Situation having 
the second 
magn. prob, in- 
homogen, lot mod.rank sigfna modxEnk mod.rank sigma median 
central pix. edge 
belonging 

mod.rank sigma median median sigma sigma 

spflce presence in 
the window 

median median median median sigrna median 

spike in the 
central pixel 

median median median median sigma median 

cen. pix. bei. to 
em.-dim. object 

agma sigma sigma sigma sigma sigma 

the oeighborh. of 
1 sm.-dim. object 

median sigma median median sigma sigma" 
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The diagonal elements of the Table correspond to pixels for which the largest Ty 
is much greater than the second one. ■    . 

The investigation has shown that the proposed filtering dgorifhms provided 
better results than any other one both according to quantitative image quality integral 
and/or local criteria and to visual impression, especially when the images contain the 
variety of objects. It was proved for test and real data When usual computer means 
are used the main part of processing time is needed for local parameter cdculEüon. 
The way for its reducing is the realization of parallel computations using specialized 
processors. 

CONCLUSION 

The new approach to radar image filtering and the first stage data recognition 
based on expert system using is proposed. The problems of algorithm practical 
realization are discussed. The considered approach can be useful both for visual 
image quality enhancement end the reliability increasing of segmentation procedure. 
Besides it can serve as the basis for further recognition of flat object types, then- 
parameter estimation, spike noise removal smaU-dimension object detection and 
localization, multichannel radar image superimposing etc. 
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Abstract 

The concept of a linear radar backscatter operator entails internal mathemat- 
ical inconsistencies. The present contribution tries to point out the prevailing 
shortcomings and misconceptions and to provide a satisfactory solution by in- 
troducing the concept of an antilinear backscatter operator. 

Introduction 

Vector scattering theory that makes full use of the transverse nature of the 
electromagnetic radiation field becomes increasingly more important for a vari- 
ety of scientific problems like inverse scattering theory, three-dimensional recon- 
struction, vector diffraction tomography or remote sensing with real or synthetic 
aperture radars. 

In radar polarimetry, the merging of the technological concept of radar (ra- 
dio detection and ranging) and the fundamental concept of polarimetry, the 
backscatter operator determines the far field backscatter characteristics of a de- 
terministic or random target illuminated by an incident (plane) electromagnetic 
wave. For a deterministic target it is traditionally considered,to be a linear 
operator represented by the complex symmetric 2 x 2 Sinclair (radar scattering) 
matrix S in a common polarization basis. Symmetry is due to reciprocity for 
backscattering. 

For a stationary and ergodic random target the Sinclair matrix 5 is a ran- 
dom variable. Assuming that the random target can be modelled as a Gaussian 
random field (with only slowly varying mean characteristics) the backscatter 
process can be described completely by the Mueller or Kcnnaugh matrix com- 
posed by averaging second order moments of the Sinclair matrices 5. This 
requires the introduction of the Stokes vector concept. 

Due to a medley of mathematical and heuristic reasonings the concept of 
a linear backscatter operator entails internal mathematical inconsistencies if 
proper care is not taken. The appearance of seemingly unrelated new concepts 
like Kennaugh's pseudo eigenvalue equation [13] (coneigenvector equation), the 
unitary T-congruence (consimilarity) change of basis (UTSU), the distinction 
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between voltage and operator transformations under basis changes {14], the 
difference between the conventionally defined Kennaugh and Mueller matrice» 
[5], the proper formulation and transformation behavior of the bilinear voltage 
(power transfer) equation and the undiscriminated use of different coordinate 
systems (forward scattering alignment FSA versus backward scattering align- 
ment BSA convention) are examples for the unsatisfactory and even confusing 
present state-of-art of the theoretical basis of radar backscattering theory. 

The difficulties arise mainly due to the fact that the incoming and out- 
going plane wave polarization spaces (spin spaces) are not properly identified 
end clearly distinguished. The utilization of different coordinate systems (FSA, 
BSA) does not eliminate these difficulties and inconsistencies but tends to in- 
crease the prevailing confusion. The classical backscatter operator S1 with the 
Sinclair radar backscatter matrix 5 as its matrix representation in a common 2- 
dimensional polarization basis maps the incoming plane wave polarization space 
7%, the domain of «5, onto the outgoing plane wave polarization space P., the 
range of S. Both spaces are different but anti-isomorphic. The bijectice map- 
ping of VA onto 7>_ or vice versa is accomplished by the nonlinear conjugation 
operator K which is realized in the 2-dimensional complex column vector space 
as the complex conjugation operation K {K takes the complex conjugate of all 
entries to its right). 

An alternative mathematical description is provided by introducing a gener- 
alized backscatter operator Sa that combines the linear mapping of the Sinclair 
operator S and the nonlinear operator K and maps each one of the polarization 
•paces V+ or V. onto itself. By construction this is a antilinear operator that is 
Hermitianif 5 is symmetric. The realization of this operator in an OTthonormal 
polarization basis common to the range and the domain of Sa, has the form of 
an antimatrix KS for'7% or SK for T.. In this formulation (i) the change of 
basis is effected by a unitary similarity transformation for KS (or SK), imply- 
ing a consimilarity transformation (unitary T-congruence) for the matrix part 
S of $„.; (ii) Kennaugh's pseudoeigenvalue equation appears to be the eigen- 
value equation of an antilincar operator; (Hi)'the difference between voltage and 
operator transformation disappears; and (iv) the definitions of the Kennaugh 
and the Mueller matrix can be reconciled if the corresponding Stokes vector 
propagation spaces and representations are properly introduced. Furthermore, 
(V) the basis transformation of the voltage equation in its bilinear form can 
be properly formulated and its representation as a Hcrmitian scalar product in 
V+  (or T.) be derived.   The square of the antilinear scattering operator Sa, 
the simplest linear operator that can be formed with 5a, is represented by the 
Graves power density matrix G = S'S (or G = SS^). 

Optimal polarizations in radar backscattering are by definition those states 
of polarization of an incident plane electromagnetic waves that maximize or min- 

1 Capital calligraphic letter! ate used for ab»tract operators whereat their realisation« (rep- 
re*entafiom) are denotedbj'the inme capital latin letter 
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imize the received co- and cross-polar power. For a deterministic target with a 
complex-valued symmetric Sinclair matrix S co-pol maxima and cross-pol nulls 
coincide and are given by the so-called coneigenvectors of S. Together with the 
co-polar mills they form the well-known Huynen fork on the Poincare sphere. 
The deeper reasons behind these polarimetric manifestations are intriguing ma- 
trix analytical properties: diagonalization of a complex symmetrix matrix by 
^unitary consimilarity and off-diagonalization by T-congruence. These properties 
are direct consequences of the antilinear nature of the backscatter operator. 

Li the Stokes vector formulation the Mueller and Kennaugh matrices can 
be shown to agree if proper care is taken of the domain and range of these 
matrices. For a deterministic target the Mueller -Kennaugh matrix is (tip to a 
constant) a proper Lorentz transformation. Optimal polarizations have impor- 
tant applications in target detection, identification and discrimination as well 
as in target/clutter separation problems. 

Phase Conjugation 

The 3-dimensional real physical Euclidean space Rz is endowed with a right- 
handed orthonormal basis B = {x,y, z} at the common transmitting and receiv- 
ing antenna site, with the z-direction pointing towards the target. This is the 
so-called backscatter alignment convention BSA. The origin of the coordinate 
system is assumed to lie inside the target. 

The transverse character of a plane wave propagating either along the posi- 
tive direction of the z-axis, denoted in the following as |+, or along the negative 
z-direction, denoted as |_, implies that their electric field vectors lie in the 
subspace Ti? — span{£,y}.  The complexification of 7?2 leads to the following 

-expression for a general plane wave propngating in the positive z-direction 

^+(z,f) = Jt!(exp[j{wt-fcz}]cxp{iwO (1) 

and in the negative z-direction 

■j3_(M) = £_exp[j{wt+ **}]. (2) 

The assumed harmonic time variation exp{jw{} for all field quantities will be 
suppressed whenever convenient. 

The z- and t-independent complex amplitudes 254 and Js_ belong to the 
incoming and outgoing polarization spaces 7\ and P_. These different spaces 
must be clearly identified and distinguished. The latter correspond to the undot- 
ted and dotted 2-spinor spaces used by Bebbington [2] in his recent innovative 
studies of polarimetry. 

Following the IEEE convention [12] that there exists a bijective (one-to-one 
and onto) phase conjugation mapping between the vector spaces T+ and 7*_: 

M_:=Kg+    and   J,:=/T^_ (3) 
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(:= means defined, by) where K is the complex conjugation operator such that 

the vectors $4 and $_ possess the same polarisation:. 

In this context see also [16] and [15]. 
The operator £ is involuiory, i.e. At2 = X■■(identity).. Since K is a nonlinear 

operator it cannot be represented by a matrix. 
This behavior is related to the time reversal operation in spin spaces. 
The total polarization space T can be-written as 

r = J2ü [v,(k)uv.{k)} (5) 
'   "    • ■    "I 

The usual convention is that 

Polarization fp^fc)} independent of k (6) 

where k is measured in a conventional spherical coordinate system {f;6,(f>}. 
This implies, however, that V_{k) ± T.,{-k). This is the reason for putting 
7V(fc) and T,(k) side by side in equation (5) since both are endowed with the 
same othonormal basis.(BSA convention) and satisfy the relation 

P_(£) = A:7V(£)- (7) 

in the sense of equation (4). 

Radar & Voltage Equation 

The (normalized) radar equation reads 

■.£_'.= SJ?j. (8) 

where the superscripts V and 's' denote 'incident' and 'scattered' wave, respec- 
tively. Here €\ G V+ and £' € T. and.T+ is the domain and P. is the range 
of the linear backscatter operator S. For reciprocal targets the corresponding 
Sinclair backscatter matrix S is complex symmetric. In the literature the prop- 
agation indices |+ and |_ arc almost always omitted. A notable exception is the 
fundamental paper by Graves [4]. This omission and the resulting ambiguity 
leads to considerable confusion when going over to other polarization bases. 

The standard Tadar equation (8) has the disadvantage that the domain and 
the range of the matrix S belong to the different linear vector spaces 7\ and T_. 
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Referring not only to a common basis but more importnntly also to a common 
linear -vector space, V+, say, the radar equation can be written, as 

S\ = ä'_' = Ksäi (9) 

The term KS on the right hand side is the realization of the antilincar backscat- 

tcr operator [6] 
S> = KS (10) 

where S is the matrix representation of 5 in the appropriate basis of C7 and K 

denotes complex conjugation. 
In abstract operator notation the radar equation (9) can now be written as 

e: = sati (ii) 

Here the incident as well as the scattered field belong to one and the same 

polarization space 7%.. 
The matrix part S of the antilinear operator Sa is called an antimatrix [7]. 

Hence, it is more precise to call S the Sinclair scatter antimatrix. Symmetry of 
the antimatrix S implies Hermiticity of Sa and vice versa. 

It should be stressed that the correct formulation of the radar equation is 
not in any fundamental way related to the choice of the backward or forward 
scattering alignment convention BSA or FSA. The passage from BSA to FSA or 
vice versa is simply affected by multiplying the corresponding vectors with the 
diagonal matrix diag[l, -lj. This transition matrix does not establish, however, 
a connection between polarization states in the physically different linear vector 

spaces P+ and V.., but cf. [5]. 
The voltage (energy transfer) equation is conventionally written in the ap- 

parently bilinear form 

V = K-E_={Kj.) = hlE. (12) 

where h\ is the receiving antenna polarization (height) and J?_ is the backscat- 
tercd field. The common practice to delete the propagation indices again may 

lead to confusion. Use of cq. (3) yields the expression 

V = (K,ß„) = (h+J:j=E\h, =<h*,-8< > (I3) 

involving directional Jones vectors from the same polarization space. Here the 
brackets <> indicate the usual unitary Hennrtian scalar product < x,y >= y'z. 

A general change of polarization basis 

ß,.-* A&1'   {A nonsingular) (14) 

leads according to eq. (3) to 
■■■$_-* A*$\ (15) 
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ST\d similarity for au polarization vectors in T+ and T_. 
Hence, from any form of the radar equation or the voltage equation follows 

consistently 
5— S' = A-USA (16) 

i.e. the Sinclair (anti)matrix S transforms by consimilarity (see [9]) and not by 
similarity. If A is unitary then 

5 -» S' = UTSU (17) 

and unitary consimilarity and unitary rcongruence coincide. In this case sym- 
metry of S is conserved. Consimilarity has been investigated extensively by R. 
Horn and Yoo Pyo Hong [8] during the last ten years and significant differences 
with respect to ordinary similarity have been pointed out. 

Optimal Polarizations 

Consimilarity and congruence are equivalence relations (reflexive, symmet- 
ric, transitive). Thus the set of all scattering matrices is partitioned into disjoint 
equivalence classes which each describe one and the same abstract scattering 
operator with different representations for all possible coordinate systems char- 
acterized by the columns of the corresponding transition matrix. 

The equivalence class of complex symmetric matrices under unitary consim- 
ilarity contains as canonical matrices diagonal matrices [l, 17, 8, 9] 

where the coneigenvalues A^j can be taken as nonnegative with 0 < A^ < Aj. 
Writing U — \xi,x2] this equation leads to the coneigenvector equation 

Sxi = Xixt   (t = l,2). (19) 

In radar polarimetry this equation is known as Kcnnaugh's pseudo eigenvec- 
tor equation [13]. It is not a usual eigenvalue equation due to the complex 
conjugation on the right hand side. It is, however, the appropriate eigen- 

value/eigenvector equation for the nonlinear backscatter problem. The linear 
forward (transmission) problem on the other hand is dealt with by the familiar 

eigenvalue problem. Symmetry for the Sinclair backscatter antimatrix corre- 
sponds to normality of the Jones transmission matrix as far as the correspond- 
ing coneigenvectors and eigenvectors are orthogonal. The applicability and re- 

striction of the coneigenvector equation to backscattering and of the common 
eigenvector equation to forward scattering (transmission) is unfortunately still 
not always recognized [10]. 
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Any phase terms in eq. (18) resulting from the requirement that U € SU2, 
i.e. det(U) — 1, can be restored after calculating the co- and crosspolar optimal 
polarizations. The coneigenvectors s; (i == 1,2) are eigenvectors of the Hermitian 
positive semi-definite linear Graves power matrix G = SrS and the squares of 
the coneigenvalues \\ 7 (the squared absolute values in the general case) are the 
eigenvalues of G. 

On the other hand the equivalence class of the complex symmetric matrix 
S under rcongruence contains all symmetric matrices with the same rank as 
S [9j. The 2x2 symmetric Sinclair matrix, in particular, is rcongruent to the 
backward identity matrix 

ATSA = H(° I)>**(*)to- rn 

W. 

Writing A = [yi.jte] with det(A) = 1 this equation reads 

Syi=nyt*    (•• = !. 2) (21) 

where yx is orthogonal to y. These are the Kennaugh-Huynen copolar null 
polarization equations [11]. In the coneigenvector basis these vectors assume 
the form 

,2 = 7xh% I ±i^7 ] • (22) 

They are orthogonal if and only if Ai = A2. 
Unitary matrices that produce a zero in the 1-1 element of S under consim- 

ilarity can be found as r/1(2 = [yi,2i Vxj ]• 
The most important optimal polarizations are the extrema of the copolar 

and crosspolar power defined by 

Pco(p)=\Vco(p)\7 = \(p,Sp)\2 (23) 

and 
P.{p) = \V.{p)\3 = \(p\Sp)\* (24) 

with ||p||2 = (p,p) = 1. Using a general ansatz for p it follows immediately from 
the preceeding matrix representations that 

Furthermore 
nullPco(p)    for p = yli2 (27) 
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maiP. = 7 {Xi + A2}2   for p = -j= i   ±.  I (28) 
Mid 

-\*i +*2)     lor P=     /j 

in the concigenvcctor basis. These results arc in agreement with the literature [3] 
and lead to the well-known Huynert fork representation on the Poincare sphere 

The result about the copolar nulls expressed in eqs. (21,22,23) can also di- 
rectly be derived in the following way: Denoting the square root of the diagonal 
matrix on the right hand side of eq. (18) by D1/2 = diag[s/Ä7, \Aä] the matrix 

S can be written as 
S = BTB with B = D>U-\ (29) 

Vanishing of the copolar voltage Vco of eq. (23) leads to 

Vco = qTq = 0 with q = Bp (30) 

This expression can only vanish if q is a vector of the form (c is a normalization 

constant) 
1 

q = c (isotropic vector) 

Hence, 

p = B'lq = UD~>q = 
\AlA2 

(31) 

(32) 

This agrees with eq. (22) in the concigenvcctor basis if normalized to one. 
The following 4-channel conservation of energy relation 

Pco{p) + Pco(pX) + 2P.{p) =X\ + \l (33) 

should be noted. 

Stokes Vectors &: Mueller Matrix 

For random target interrogation and partially polarized waves it is necessary 
and expedient to introduce directional Stokes vectors corresponding to propa- 

gation in the + and -direction: 

9± 
<|£i±|

2>-<|£2i!
2> 

2 < Rt(Bl±E7i) > 
±2 <hn{E*1:tE2±) > 

(34) 

The directional Stokes vectors g4 and g. are realizations of vectors in the po- 

larization spaces T± analog to the directional Jones vectors. 
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Both Stokes vectors describe the same state of polarization if 

0+ := Kg_     or    g_ := Kg+ (35) 

where K — diag(l,1,1,-1) is involutory (/f2 = I) in analogy to the involutory 
complex conjugation operation. 

A Stokes vector g belongs to the 4-dimensional real linear Minkowski space 
and satisfies the so-called Lorentz norm || g ||2 = g% — g\ — g\ — g\ > 0. For 

partially polarized waves \\g\\ > 0 whereas for partially polarized waves || g || = 
0 ('time-ljke7,null-cone,). 

The norm can be written more conveniently as 

\\9\?=9TV9 (36) 

where 17 = diag(l -1 -1 -1) is the Minkowski metric tensor. 
The Mueller matrix M connects the Stokes vectors of the incident and the 

scattered fields. For a coherent target 

g! = KMgi,     fc = Kg* = Mg{ (37) 

where 
M = 2AT~1{S(?>S*)A-1. (38) 

Here ® denotes the Kronecker product and 

A = 

/I 0 0 1   \ 
1 0 0 -1 
0 1 1 0 

V o 3 -J 0/ 

(39) 

The power received by an antenna with polarization vector /i' (r received) is 
given by 

p = \hry -S'? -=\hi-Kg;\\ - (40) 

This can be written as 

^»Tr^-f 1~TT->, 1-TT; P = -s;x Kr. = -ty s: = \s:J M§I. W 

Traditionally the expression KM was called Mueller matrix and is non symmet- 
ric whereas the so-called Kennaugh matrix M is symmetric. MK and M differ 

by the sign of the fourth row. If proper care is taken to involve only quantities 
belonging to one and the same polarization space ?+ . (or ?.) only the matrix 
M of eq. (38) appears and is called Mueller matrix here. 

For a single deterministic target the symmetric Mueller matrix (38) is (up 

to a constant) a proper orthochronous Lorentz transformation 

MTrjM = |A|2r/ (42) 
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where A - det(S). 
Fromeq. (37) follows 

iisvii = \m -iAirä (43) 

For the coherent case the theory of optimal polarizations can directly be taken 
over from the previous considerations. For instance denoting the angle between 
the Stokes vectors on the Poincare sphere corresponding to the copolar nullsijfi 
(i = 1,2) of eq. (22) by Ay it follows from cos 27 =-|(yi,y5)| that tan 7 - h/h 

The theory of optimal polarizations can also be formulated in the Minkowski 
space setting itself .with interesting particularities. The latter approach is im- 
portant regarding the incoherent scatter case. 

The received copolar and crosspolar power read 

Pee=\gMl    P. = \gx.Mg 

where 

The symmetric Mueller matrix is written as 

t.   •    M = MT = 

1 
-P 

moo    a 

Ms 

Then 
1 -.r! P. = -pT{m00I-Ms}p 

This is a real symmetric form. The eigenvectors/-values 

{MOQI - Mi}pi = Mi Pi. ■■ ■ * = !. 2>3 

(0 < Pi < Pi < M») determine minimal and maximal crosspolar power. 

minP«, = -ßi> 
At 

maxP. = ~Pt • 
it 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

For a deterministic target \x\ - 0 and p\ = *■ 
The copolar power in the general incoherent scatter case can be expressed m 

terms of an inhomogeneous quadratic form and the scrch for optimal solutions 
requires the numerical solution of a 6.th order polynomial. For details see for 
instance [18] and the literature cited there. 
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DIFFRACTION   BY  A   WEDGE   WITH   ANISOTROPIC   FACE  IMPEDANCES 
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Deapartment   of   Mathöm.Physics,    Institute   of   Physics,   S.Petersburg 
University,   Uljanovskaja   1-1,   Petrodvorec,    198904,   lussia. 

ABSTRACT 

The asymptotic procedure developed for coupled Kaliuzhinets' 
system of functional equations gives effective asymptotic 
formulae for the electromagnetic field scattered by a wedge with 
anisotropic impedance faces. The analytic technique for solving 
of recurrent system is based on modified Fourier transformation 
and theory of Haliuzhinets* functional equations. Investigation 
of the spectral function leads to extraction of their 
singularities which correspond to different waves: reflected, 
leaky or scattered. When kp » 1 high frequency aeymptotics can be 
deduced using closed integral representation of the wave field. 
Via matching of local series one can construct a uniform 
asymptotic representation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of diffraction by a wedge ie the key problem  in 
many practical situations. Particular interest to the problem of 
diffraction by a wedge with anisotropic coatings arises  recently 
due  to  the  developement  of   new   technologies  and  their 
applications  in .construction  of   scattering   surfaces  with 
prescribed properties C 1^93. 

Electromagnetie field in our case can be expressed  via E •. 
z 

Hz components which are directed along the edge of the wedge. The 

EzfH2 components satisfy the wave equation (with  exp(-iwt)  time 

dependence which is suppressed in this paper) and anisotropic 
boundary conditions. Using Sommerfeld integrals we reduce the 
problem under consideration to the system of coupled 
Maliuzhinets' functional equations for the pair of spectral 
functions. Spectral functions are to be chosen from a special 
class of meromorphic functions to represent physical solution. 
For weak anisotropy the system of functional equations can- be 
solved by asymptotic method. It is shown that the leading terms 
and the first correction can be determined in closed form by 
means of modified Fourier  transformation.  In  the  case  of  E 

''■' z 

polarization interaction of the incident wave with an anisotropic 
wedge generates an K   component  of  scattered  field  which  is 

proportional to the magnitude of anisotropy. Analysis of the 
obtained formulae leads to extraction of waves of different 
physical nature : refrected, scattered or leaky waves. Standard 
uniform asymptotic analysis is applied to construct uniform 
asymptotics of the field outside the vicinity of the edge. Our 
approach uses Maliuzhinets* method which has to be modified 
appropriately and applied to asymptotic procedure E103. 
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FORMULATION   AND   ANALYSIS 
A plane  «avc 

.i   _     -ikpcoslp  -  P01T- U<- '■■ _   „-ikpcostp  -  p,J 
E; = e 

Ko'E og Hv = e z 
o'E of (1) 

ie incident on a wedge, whose faces are p = ± *• where p, p, 2 
are cylindrical polar coordinates+wit£> z-axes directed along the 
edge tFig-1). Local coordinates X~, V with C±> related to the 
faces p = ± # are determined as 

X~ = ?■ pcoe(* + p) , Y~ - psinttf» ■+ p> 
where Y is local normal coordinate. Electromagnetic field can be 
expressed via E, H  C103. In the  leading  approximation  for  a 

weak anisotropy is   is email) one has 

E (p 
' 35 _ •*" s^rJ-"' 

v ta+p) (n/2$)cos(7Tp /2$)E_ 
a o      og 

-ikpcoea __  :  datl+OCfi2)) 

[8in ~ 
,      nip  - 

(a+p)        o 
-21 8in 2¥~ 

V^«» = 2* 4- -i kpcosa 
V («+p> Cn/2$ )Cos(*rp /2$)E 

g e     °S 

Ism — 
a+<p) 
2$ 

n<p CD 

- em 
2§ 

* {Ca+<£)da (H-0<.e )■) 

where  all  notations  are  defined  in  [103.  We  consider  the 
integrand of H  (1) and  construct  uniform  asymptotic  formulae 

when kp »  1. The investigation of asymptotics of "E     component  ie 

standard C43. 

Let # > n/2, then in general case integrand in  (1)  for H 
■ +. 6 ■*■ x 

may have poles a~   -  ±  2$ - p - p, a+  = - p ± ( TT +§ + ©~) and ct'+ 
p+ ° - - .v ■ ~ 

= - p ± tn  +$   + ;t"~) C10 3. We omit consideration of c£ , since it 
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0 
is the same as for a+.   When deformation of integration contour T' 

into steepest descent path C43 is performed, these poles can be 
captured. The residues in the poles a     give leaky wave terms 

r°   -e   C+  ©xpCikpcosft + 0~   +  *>) 3 U(**> - *>e> , 

and U(x) ig Heaviside function : UCx) =1 (x > 0), U(x) = 0 <x < 
0). If Im9- > 0 we can neglect these waves in asymptotics when+kp 
» 1. Analogously contribution given by residues at the poles et~ = 

■    ir ■ 

± 2* - P    can be interpreted as reflected secondary waves arising 
o 

due to anisotropy of the wedge faces 

r" = <ee-ikpcos(±2$-?>-po) E U(rr_l±2$-p-p I)* 
n Og     ' O ' 

*C-y (±2$-p ))*?(±2$-po) 

where v (±24-p ) and (!±2f-p ) are easily computed 
g O O 

?(±2$-p ) = ±A"" /a~  2sin(p +$)/(±sin.(-e> +*) + sin©-)/ 
>        'o 112 1 O        • O- 

/(±sin(-p ±$)-ßinj:~) o 
■  + 

Bin(-p ±«) ±   i-Binx~y 
V C±2$-*> ) 
3      °       ein(-p ±§) ± ainz" 

■ 'O 

Cylindrical wave arises due to saddle points and given by 

np     f v (p-n)?(p-rc) 

Msin -—J=nr— ~ sin ; 

ikp+in/4 
H t./s,:p) ~ -■' .  ■ ■ ■—- En n/2$ cos 

V 2nkp 

V (p+n ) £ (p+frr} 
9   ■ 

LSxn -2» Sin 2T-J 

}. [nlp+rr)       *o1 sin __ sin __J 
Nonuniform asymptotic representation of the wavefield is used to 
construct a uniform one [103. For simplicity we are restricted by 
angles of incidence $ > p  > n-f when only one face of  wedge  is 

° &  y 
illuminated by incident wave."We neglect the terms r+*  for kp    » 

1. Using the method of matching of local asymptotics [93 one has 

H ~*E       e-ikpcos(2$-Po-p) (   (2$_p ,f(2i-   n * 
Z        Og 3 ° O 

irr/4     f-v_(.2S-.^')f C2*-f') 11 ikp+irt/4 f-v   C2$-po)f(2*- 
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** 9_ ; I +   •_  * 

2a i n [~~l n+p-po) J cos £-—( *+?>+?>„) J 

~1 ikp+it 

|J        y 2rckp 

_ 2« g__ 1 (2) 

wher® FCx) is Fresnel integral. For chosen angles  of  incidence, 
■the wave field has one traneitionregion in the  vicinity  of  the 
ray p  -  2$ — <p    — «, when the argument  of  Fresnel  integral  is 

equal "to zero. Denominators of the second term in (2) are also 
equal to 2ero, but singularities cancel each other. Formula (2) 
is generalized easily to the case when both wedge faces are 
illuminated. The effectiveness of formula (2) is determined by 
the effectiveness of numerical computation of % Itn+tp) C10] 
Initially this function is derived in the strip |Re«|<$. As shown 
in C103 £(ct) can be continued analytically to wider strip |Re a\< 
3$. Then the problem of tabulation for £(ö) consists in fast 
numerical calculation of exponentially converging integrals. 
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Abstract 
Uniform diffraction coefficients has been derived for predicting far field pattern of an 
horizontal electric dipole placed on a truncated, grounded dielectric slab. The formulation is 
based on a Physical Optics (PO) approximation for both the volumetric currents in the slab 
and the surface currents on the ground plane. This approach leads to a spectral integral, 
which is uniformly evaluated by taking into account the presence of surf ace waves and leaky 
waves poles. 

1. Introduction  .    °   ■ 
Tie prediction of the diffraction mechanisms at edges in a grounded dielectric slab 

is a of importance in patch antennas applications. The need for taking into account such 
effects mostly arises when the patches are printed on free standing structures, in -which the 
front-to-back ratio has to be maximized for interferences reduction. Furthermore, these 
diffraction mechanisms may considerably affect the radiation pattern {l]-[2] and have an 
influence on the directivity, mostly when surface waves are strongly excited.      . 

GTD diffraction coefficients for an electric dipole placed at the interface of a dielectric 
slab and in proximity of its interruption, would provide an efficient tool for predicting . 
diffraction contributions. Diffraction coefficients may be derived from the exact solution of 
an half-plane with surface impedance boundary conditions (b.c.) on one face and perfectly 
conducting b.c. on the other face [3]. However, this kind of solution looses validity for 
increasing substrate thicknesses, when the impedance boundary condition approximation 
fails. Then, it cannot be easily applied to patch antennas problems. 

A more general solution of the canonical half-plane problem was derived by the Wiener- 
Hopf technique in [4], in which generalized impedance boundary conditions were employed 
to model the slab.    Unfortunately, due to the extreme complication of the problem, the 
diffraction coefficients that can be deduced from this solution are not simply to manipulate. 

" In this paper, a uniform diffraction coefficient has been derived for an horizontal 
electric dipole on an interrupted slab. To this end a Physical Optics (PO) estimate is 
adopted for both the volumetric currents in the slab and the surface currents on the ground 
plane. In particular, the analysis consists of four steps, a) First, by applying the equivalence 
theorem, the half-slab and the half-ground plane are replaced by polarization and surface 
currents, respectively, radiating in free space; b) next, according to PO, these currents are 
estimated from those existing in an infinite grounded slab, that are represented in terms of 
spectral plane-wave; c) then, the far field is obtained by the end-point evaluation of the 
radiation integral of such currents; d) finally, the spectral integral which is obtained at the 
previous step is asymptotically evaluated by the Van der Waerden method of the steepest 
descent, taking also into account for the presence of surface waves and leaky waves poles. 

2. Formulation 
Let us consider a semi-infinite dielectric slab and an infinitesimal, horizontal electric 

dipole (HED) located at the air-dielectric interface, at distance Ly from the edge. For the 
sake of simplicity, let us suppose the HED parallel to the edge. A coordinate system 
{x,y,z) of unit vectors (i, y, z) is introduced, with its origin at the HED. The z axis is 
perpendicular to the surface and the x-axis is parallel to the edge and along the HED. A 
spherical coordinate system (r,0, <j>) of unit vectors (f, 6, 4>) is also introduced in order to 
describe the far field pattern. 

By resorting to the equivalence theorem, the dielectric and the ground plane can be 
replaced by electric polarization currents and surface electric currents, respectively. These 
currents may be estimate in the hypothesis of infinite grounded dielectric slab, by resorting 
to the PO approximation. In such, a way, all the currents components may be expressed by 
a spectral-Fourier representation; i.e., ■ 
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^,y;=iJ|^Vt-^I+^ÄxÄ,        (i) 

where the apex n= i, y, z denotes the directions of the current components and the index 
q =s g% d refers to the ground-plane currents and the dielectric currents, respectively. It is 
worth noting that f„ and Jj have also a dependence from the z variable. This dependence is 
not explicitly expressed in (1) for obtaining a more compact notation. 
In order to obtain the magnetic potential components, the electric current fp is integrated 

all over the semi-infinite extent y < Lv after weighting with the free^space, far-field Green's 
function. By starting from this potential components it is a straightforward matter to 
obtain the far field contribution at any point P.= (r, 6,4>) 

E(r,6,4>)= -JK^-J*) (ae6 + at I)      (2) 

in which 

(improper sheet) 

O ■ *  ■ 
0      -ka 

af 

4*r 

p-i + i-l ,  Z=ö,4>   (S) 

<-/ 

.   OO V 
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proper 
ttwst 

w 
in which 

u = sinß cos4>  ; v = sitvß sinfi ; w=cosd . (5) 

Fig. 1. Topology of Hit proper and improper ky 

complex plane. 

and h is the thickness of the substrate. In (4\, 
the integral in z. applies only to the dielectric 
currents y. It is worth noting that the term 
x-\ in (3) represents the direct far field 
contribution from the unit dipole. 

The double spectral Fourier representation (1) is now introduced in (4). Changing the 
order of integration and performing in a closed form both the couple of integral in kx-x and 
the integral in y, leads to 

jjjfbi.kj     -jLv(ky-kv) 

.    ft-*»)    C 
dk, (6) 

in which J>pfrx, V^JJft» K) f°r 1=9 ***   fpft*. K)=l fyfrxiK)? 
0 

ikzw dz for q=d 

The integrand in (6) exhibits an optical pole (OP) at ky~ kv with a small, negative 
imaginary part due to small losses in the surrounding medium which can be assumed. 
Otherwise, one can suppose this imaginary part tends to zero, thus producing a clockwise 
indentation of the integration path, as shown in Fig. 1. 

The numerical evaluation of the integral in (6) presents two main difficulties. First, 
the poles have to be extracted in order to obtain a smooth function suitable for numerical 
integration. Next, the behaviour of Jpfku, ky) for ky large is such that the integrand in (6) 
is rapidly oscillating and slowly decaying, thus resulting in a poor convergence of the 
integral for large value of kLy. To overcome these limitations, asymptotic, closed-form 
expression of a.p will be developed in the next sections. 

3. Pole structure and asymptotic evaluation. __'■ . 
In (6), the relevant topology of the proper Rieman sheet (Jm J l?(l-v?)-l!y < 0 )  of the 

complex ky plane is depicted in Fig. 1. This sheet contains two branch points at 

iy=±Jta=±itfJ-ii2//2 (7) 

that depend on the observation aspects. Apart from the optical pole OP at kv, there axe 

surface wave poles (SWP) at ky=±k^    (n = l,2,..). Other complex poles ky=±ktyw 
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(.=1,2..) are located on the improper Rieman sheet (/mtfla/- i/j1^ > 0) of the ky plane. 

In the conventional Sommerfeld representation, these poles correspond to the leaky wave 
poles (LWP). When kh or cr increase, the LWP migrate toward the branch point and 
emerge on the proper Rieman sheet when the prime condition of SW is met. _      _ 
The topology of the k„ plane is not much convenient for the asymptotic evaluation in (6), 

since the steepest descent path (SDP) does not lie completely on the proper Rieman sheet. 
As shown in Fig. 1, in this plane the SDP start from ka-joo on the improper sheet, passes 
through the branch point k<i and goes to ka+joo on the proper sheet. 

By employing the substitution 

» Ims ky=ka -;V; y/M2 - Vs8 W ** + 2j<X        "® 
the integral in (6) is rewritten as 

9 °o'*r(%) 
'   . „. -fii(a-v) r      sb(s)     n^ j- 

-<x>"*(-ij) /pi 

where 

s0= e~% yf^Tv ;■ 1(a) =Jj,(ku, kj ;   ü=kLy 

t • The conditions (8) map the SDP onto the real 
Fig. 2. Tocology of'the top sheet «/ «e.^j ^ the top Rieman sheet .of'the-complex-»- 
comvlei s-vlane _i      __   _!._.„_■ :„   "v;„    o      11^»    tVn»   <i*AA\i* plane, as shown in Fig. 2.. Here, the saddle 

point lies at s=0. It is worth noting that the 
integrand in (9) has OP at ± s„, SWP at 

s™=ß<J k<£l/k-a > = 1,2..|,   andLWPat  $=*-** Jlfljk.-*- (i = l,*..) (U) 

The path of integration in (8) is now deformed onto the SDP through this saddle point 
(Fig. 2). In this deformation the SWP s and an OP are captured, thus leading to 

n (n) '     ' 
where / j •   is the integral along the real axis of the complex s-plane, and Rl ,'„ are the. 
residues of the SWP. 

The integral on the SDP can be evaluated by means of the Van der Wäerden method of 
SD [5]. In principle, all the poles in (11), including the LWPs, affect "the asymptotic value 
of this integral; in most practical cases, only the inclusion of the LWP closer to the origin 
results in a significant improvement of the asymptotic evaluation [6]. The inclusion of this 
pole ensures  uniformity in the asymptotic solution also very close to the SW- prime 
conditions. In order to evaluate asymptotically the integral, the significant singularities are 
extracted and the resulting regular function is approximated by the first two nonvanishing 
terms of its Taylor expansion around s=0, thus obtaining        , ^ 

, R\J is its residue, and 

1 

lsdp' 

o(0 where s(tl represents either s («') or si 

HF?!' 

(IS) 

(W f(X)=j-x[l-F(*)-£j 

in which F(x) is the UTD transition function. 
The asymptotic expansion in (12) shows three contributions. 1) The first, due to the 

residue of the optical pole, is the geometrical optics (GO) contribution. 2) As can be easily 
inferred from the phase term erp(~jü(a-v)), the SDP integral   represent a field which 
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Fig.8.  Space  waves  und surface   wavts  diffr- 
action cones. 

-26 db 

arises from a diffraction-point Q* that satisfies the conventional GTD condition in free- 
space (see Fig. 3). Then the last contribution in (12) represents a space-wave diffracted 
field. 3) The residues of SWP represents the field diffracted from surface waves in the PO 
approximation. The SW diffracted field arises from a diffraction-point Q[^ that satisfy the 
generalized Fermat principle; this point does not coincide with the space-wave diffraction 
point Q'; in particular, as shown in Fig. 3, Q[^ precedes Q' due to the slow phase-velocity 
of the surface waves. 

4. Numerical results 
Preliminary results has been obtained by the 
formulation presented here. The examples refer 
to £,-=2.2 and h—A/20. Under these conditions, 
only the fundamental TM mode is primed in 
the slab. 

Fig. 3 shows the amplitude of the space 
diffracted field (/„*_> fl-component) as a 
function of Ly/A for cüffererit values of 6 in the 
plane cut ^=45". The plots compare the 
numerical integration (continuous line) with 
the asymptotic approximation in (13) (dashed 
line). Although the asymptotic approximation 
requires Q=kLy large, a surprising agreement 
has been found also for L„= A/2. 

Fig. 4 shows the total, normalized far-field 
(^-component) of a dipole which is placed at 
Ly=5A from the edge, for different plane cuts 
>=C (C= 60°, 45*. 30"). It is worth pointing 
out that, when C* decreases, the field 
amplitude decreases due to the low 

■ ■ contribution of GO to the E^-component. 
Furthermore, side-lobes gradually appear, 
which arise from the interference between SW- 
diffraction and GO contributions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Devices based on dielectric strip waveguides made of low loss 
ferrites and semiconductors have been created. Circuit elements, 

suoh as attenuators, phase shifters, switches, dividers, couplers, 

in particular with optical and electrical control, nonreoiprooal 
devices, were applied to some millimeter wave Systems, including 
communication systems.. 

INTRODUCTION 

Dielectric strip waveguides (DSW) are well known in microwave 
and millimeter wave techniques.'>■*'* 

Here, we present some results of investigation of the DSW made 

of ferrites and semiconductors. These materials permit to realize 

all of the components neoesBary for measurement and antenna-feeder 
subsystems at frequencies from 30 to 200 GHz. 

MATERIALS FOR DSW 

The parameters of low loss dielectrics, ferrites and semicon- 

ductors, used for DSW fabrication are shown in Table 1. The measu- 

rements of these parameters were oarried out using beam waveguide 
spectroscopy methods. 

DSW sections made of TGS crystal were used as polarization 

filters. TGS crystal parameters for the wave propagating along 

three crystallographio axes were measured to be n. = 2.74, tanö,, 

= 0.62; iig ■•- = 2.31, tanö2 = 8.4 10~
3; r^ - 2,91, tanö, - 1.5 

10" , respectively, at k - 1.1 mm. 

Expression 

a [dB/om] * 27-3 tanö nA (1) 

allows us to estimate losses in DSW, made of materials of Tab.1. 

Losses at frequencies about 150 GHz amount to some dozen dB/cm. 
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Table 1. 

# Material n s 0,3% 
! 

tanö -iO~J  i 5% 
i 

K,  mm 

1 PTFE 1.437 0.63 0.63 

2 Polyethylene 1.512 0.62 1.0 

> Siö5 (ceramic) 1.820 1.70 0.75 

4 SiOg (fused) 1.951 1.47 0.36 

^ A12G3 (oeramio) 3.031 1.30 0.95 

6 Ferrite (Nifcn) 3.65 1 .52 1.3 

7 Ferrite <L1) 3.95 1.24 2.16 

8 Ferrite (FeY) 3.88 0.75 2.16 

Si (p > 104 Q cm) 3.42 0.2 1.0 

10 GaAs (p > 10 Q om) 3.61 0.2 2.2 

- n - - refractive index, tanö - IOBB tangent 

DEVICES BASED ON DSW 

Main components for measurement equipment and subsystems for 

frequencies 26 - 48, 80 - 120 and 115 - 145 GHz hare been elabora- 

ted. Oomponents are based on PTFE, SiOg, AlgOj, Si, TGS and ferri- 
tes (Tab.1). For the above mentioned frequency ranges, DSW. - rec- 

tangular waveguide transition sections, couplers, frequency and 

polarization filters, attenuators, phase Bhifters, nonreoiprooal 

aerioes have been elaborated. 
For example, complete set of devices for frequency range 26 - 

37 GHz has been fabricated on the basis of NiZn ferrite on foamed 

P2?FE substrate. For 3 and 4 port switohes, two T-bridges were 

used, based on electrically controlled square cross-section DSW 

and metal gratings. Switching loss is less than 0.6 dB, ohannel 

isolation 20 dB. Reotangular orosB-seotion ferrite DSW with the 

same coil is used as an electrically controlled phaBe shifter. 

Phase shift is about 80 deg/om, insertion IOBB 0.4 dB. DSW made of 

Si is used as an optically controlled attenuator. In this case, 

three light emitting diodes enable to change attenuation from 0.5 

to 25 dB at the 26 - 37 GHz range. 

SOME SUBSYSTEMS BASED ON IMAGE DSW 

Components based on image DSW have been created for the frequ- 

ency ranges 80 - 120 and 115 - 145 GHz. For example, isolators 
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with, insertion lossea not exoeeding 2.5 dB and return losses 15 dB 
have been elaborated. Filter-resonator, using ferrite diso reso- 
nator* had 20 dB stopband and insertion loss 0.5 dB.** Broadband 
directional coupler has ooupling 15.5 t 1.5 dB at the frequency 

range 80 - 120 GHz. 

Receiving and transmitting subsystems consisting of image DSW 

- metal waveguide transition section, ferrite isolator, direotion- 

al coupler, optically controlled attenuator and, modulator have be- 

en elaborated for the frequency range 80 - 120 GHz. Insertion los- 

ses < 14 dB, VSWR < 1.4, isolation > 14 dB, attenuation range 15 

dB, dimensions 20 * 40 * 120 mm , weight 200 grams. 
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ABSTRACT 

The results of numerical and experimental analysis of frequen- 

cy selective properties of periodic gratings, consisting of bare 

or metallized dielectric (semiconductor) rods of rectangular 

oross-^seotion are presented. The emphasiB is put on optical and 

electrical control of gratings' frequency selective properties. 

UiTRODUGTlON 

Frequency Selective Screens or Surfaces (PSSs) find widespre- 

ad applications in microwaves as filters, antenna subrefleotors, 

wave polarizers, resonator walls etc.1*2 The common types of PSS 

consist of periodical arrays of oonduotive patches or apertures on 

a conducting screen. An alternative way of FSS design is a dielec- 

tric layer with periodically varying dielectric constant or diel- 

eotrio grating. ' 

Earlier,4 electrically controlled gratingcomposed of NiZn 

ferrite rods was demonstrated. Axial magnetization of the rods 

provided effective control of transmission and reflection ooeffi- 

oientB of the E-polarized wave. 

Optioal and electrioal (by means of eleotrio rather than mag- 

netic field) control of grating parameters seems to be faster, 

since it does not require rather inertial magnetic loops. For the 

purpose, two typesof gratings, consistingof high-resistivity si- 

licon rods have been considered. The first type of grating con- 

sists of silicon rods of rectangular cross-section. The second ty- 

pe is a metal dielectric grating, i.e. the grating of the first 

type, in which the inner faces of rods are coated with thin con- 

ducting strips. In , some interesting frequency selective proper- 

ties of Buoh gratings^ have been demonstrated. There iß an obvious 

advantage of this type of grating, oonoemed with the presence of 

conductive strips, which may eerve as electrodes for electrical 

control of grating parameters. 

The present paper reportB the results of numerical and expe- 
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rimental study of silioon made eleotrioally and optically control- 
led frequency selective periodical gratings. 

OPTICALLY CONTROLLED SILICON GRATING 

Pig. 1 represents the cross section of the grating made of 

silicon rods. High-resistivity silicon (p > 2 104 0 ora) demonstra- 

tes extremely low-losses in the millimeter wave range at room tem- 

peratures. The parameters of the material have been measured to be 

e = 11.7 and tanö < 10"4 in the 1 ~  6mm wavelengths. 

light   v^ 

X 
X 

vv X 

% K V 
V 
X 
V 

'■■'X. 

E     « 11 .7 

& 
1.0 

1.35 n«n 
b    * 1.1    mm 
O      == 2.6    nsn 

Fig.1. CroBB-seotion of the grating. 

For the normal incidence of plane linearly polarized wave, the 

transmission coefficients versus dimenBionlesB parameter ae - 2aA 

are shown in Pigs 2 and 3 for the E- and H-polarization oases, re- 

spectively. The solid ourveB correspond to the measured character- 

istics, while the daBhed curves - to the computed ones. When the 

grating iB illuminated by quartz halogenio lamp, the transmißsion 

is levelled and suppressed to -15 dB throughout the frequency ra- 

nge (dotted lines). Similar mea- surementB of the reflection coef- 

ficients resulted in suppression of reflection coefficients'to - 4 
- 6 dB. 
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f.OiTO*) 

0.7      «f 

Pig.2. E-polarization oaBe. 

a 7 ft* 

Pig.3. H-polarization case. 

ELEGTRICAH.Y CONTROLLED SILICON GRATING 

Metal-dielectric grating, oomposed of thin metallized semi- 

conductor slabs, can be effectively controlled by the electric fi- 

eld applied to the slabs' metallized faces. Results of numerical 

study of grating made of metallized silicon slabs are presented in 

Pig.4. Parameters of the grating are: a = 1.5-ran, b = .15 mm, c = 

1.5 mm; £ = t. The solid curve corresponds to the grating with e" 

= 10~2' (/= e» - iE", £' = 11-8), the dashed curve - to E» = 1 

and the dotted aurve - to e" = 10. 
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Fig.4. Metallized ailioon grating. Transmission vs*. 

CÖMOHJSIOHS 

Control of grating characteristics by generation of charge 

carriers in semiconductors by means of electric field or by light 

is demonstrated on two typeB of oilioon gratings. Besides the 

change of transmission and reflection coefficients, the effeot of 

light or electric field is also in the suppression of frequency 

selective properties of the gratings. 
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ABSTRACT 

• A general approach to rigorous solution of two-dimensional problem of electromagnetic wave 
diffraction on the system of infinitely thin and perfectly conductive screens inside a stratified medium 
is presented. There are three layers with different electromagnetic properties that are excited by a two- 
dimensional Er- at ff- polarized electromagnetic wave. The medium surfaces are formed by two paral- 
lelplanes, hi Ü»e middle layer we situate a system of cylindrical screens and assume thattheir cross- 
sections are arbitrary. The integral equations of the corresponding diffraction problem are suggested 
and a numerical method of solution is developed. The integral equation kernelscontain the usual free- 
space Green function and the Sommerfeld-type integrals of two variables. An efficient method of flie 
second kernel part evaluation is proposed using contour integration and construction Lagrange type 
interpolation polynomial. Some field calculation results are presented and discussed. 

JNTRODUCnON 

An analysis ofelectromagnetic wave scattering by^^(iifferent ^pe inhomogeneities in stratified 
medium is one of theinteresting problems in radiophysics [I-3 ]v geophysics [4 Jahd n^ 
testing. In the resonance region- the most difficult case for theoretical investigation-the integral 
equations technique is widely applied to solve the corresponding diffraction problems. Concerning 
conductive cylinders such equations are formulated regarding unknown surface current densities 
[5 ,6] or internal fields {7-10•]. Numerical investigation of electromagnetic scattering by screens 
withresonance size within planar stratified me&um 
strip [111 circular cylinder with a slot [12,13 ] or combination of them [14 ]. 

This paper present a general technique of singular integral equations rigorous solution of the 
two-dimensional diffiaction problem for a system of arbitrary^cylindrical screens inopen three-layer 
medium. The proposed algorithm is based on the potential method application in boundary integral 
equations [15 ];. the direct numerical treatment of the obtained singular integral equations using the 
mechanical quadraturemethod[16]; the manner of Green functions calculation by contour integration 
and polynomial approximation [17 ]. The algorithm serviceability and validity are shown by solution 
of scattering problem in the case of two resonant elliptical screens in a dielectric slab. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND GREEN FTJNCTION CALCULATION 

Let the plane* j^O and jr^ 
wife wave numbers jft, #2, #• The system of cylindrical infinitely thin perfectly eenductive screens 
with cross-section oilh b=l,N is arbitrary situated in the strip -d<y<0 parallel to Oz-axis. The arcs 
Lk arc assumed as the Lyapunovtype contours of arbitrary curvature. The external source of two- 
dimensional E- or //-polarized electromagnetic wave (the time dependence exp(-«yr)) with a W*(x,y) 
longitudinal (along öz-axis) component excites presented structure. Let W*~E*{H*) in the case of 
^^polarization. Once the z-coordinate in the scattering problem is droped, use symbol z to denote 
the (x,y) point, i.e. dBfaez=x±iy,I~x-iyyW*(x,y)sm(z). 

^ Tne diffraction problem is reduced to find two-dimensional Helmholtz equation solution which 
satisfies the conditions of continuity on the medium interfaces; of waves absence from infinity (except 
exciting one); of EHrichlet (E- polarization) or Neumann (//-polarization) on the arc Lh k= \N; of 
Meixner-type near the screen ribs\Lk arc end-points) [13,18]. 

Considering the radiation condition we obtain (look also [13,19]) 
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*tf} 

Fig.1  The integration contour in £-plane. Fig.2 Modified integration contour in the ca*e of ex- 
isting £>poks. 

GEdte> tfvft*). -Ä3WS0; C!fa&^Hfi4ztf>*3kj&*)i 0) 

# 

^i=(^i3-viP23 XH2P13 +V3P23 );0p3{m}; 

■■ ße(*5Pö*nft3X*iP»-*V23 )> 9r -2rf-3{m}; 

-<v!2Pi3-vlP23)(V2Pi3+vy?21 )«p[-2rf>ä.r=*|M; Vf^*-*? • *{vf}*°' 

where ^-1 in the case of ^polarization,77^*^ in the incase (i'J=l ,2,3), 3{) and «{} marks Ihc 
real ancf imaginary part of complex value. . 

To obtain the solution of problem the numerical evaluation of the Green fiincuons (1) and tneir 
normal derivatives must be done carefully. It is hard especiaUy in the cases when ßtCfe-Wis '"B* 
and integrands in (I) become highly oscillate. The necessity of such integration can be avoided by 
integral conversion according to scheme 

0) 
where the contour T is shown in Fig.1 and is chosen from the condition 

3(- avt + /fi?.j| ^.~ const, tan 0= 0/a, fe r. 

Condition (3) quenches an oscillation of integrand in (2) and causes its rapid decrease at infin- 
ity. It should be stressed that the foregoing method of Green functions calculation is effective in the 
case of waveguide modes absence. However, the non-attenuated wave propagation may exist in di- 
electric layer Mathematically it means the presence of the real poles § in complex £-plane. Such 

poles arc the solutions of equation g(^)=0, g'(£) * 0,/ = l,np (see (1)) and always exist foe condi- 

tion 22>Zi 3 Allowing for this circumstance we change the contour .f according to Fig.2. Then we 
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obtain Jd£ = J<% + Jd%- The integral over Tj vanishes al r=\z\~*o as \hfr. The integral over 
r r, r, 

r2 is equal to sum of residues and describes the waveguide modes. 
Let us consider the integrand behavior over Ty (left) and r]r (right) parts of contour T at point 

^~X2- When £=(#«-£V)*? V T (where parameter r=[0; 1 ], ^,/^/dv £eri; r) we obtain 

1 ^? 
v* VI^LVP^. 

i VI + r 

^-^^K^-^-M-zJ' 
We   chose   the   value   of  radicals   for   right-hand   part   contour   T|    from   %t   so   that 

K^hs^s-Xi-Zis^-X^fMvi}*0'   for   left-hand   part   contour   T,   from  #   so   that 

5{\fe-{(i;., -Z. "&,*)- *,}}.3{v,} S 0. Here for m{f}>yu, the SR{vu}>0; for 3tg}SZi;, 

the2{vu}£0. 
To calculate an integral along contoursTV and T» we can apply a special quadrature Gauss- 

Chebyshev formulae which account stationary singularities at %\ [15]. Another way of evaluation those 
integrals consists in transformations 

la. 

- ft 
.        yU A2 ]       \ Xi 

Thus the calculation of a singular integral is reduced to evaluation of a regular one. The nu- 
merical testing of two approaches shows that the second algorithm is preferable. 

For additional computer time decrease during evaluation of oscillatory integrals at near field 
zone we build for them the Lagrange type interpolation polynomial of two variables 

Here 4=cos[^2*-iy(2AfI>], £=cos[;z(2/-1 )/(2M2)J; T^O=coi[Msicco%{Q\, ö=a/a, G=ß(f, 
-IZSi&l; ^aV^^)=%^*\)7^i.j(^)r^I_,(f/)'/ffl(QiÄ; a* and / are the greatest values of 

thevariables a and/?, whichare necessary for solution of integral equation system; function (t)(a,ß) is 
proportional to Sommerfcld-type integral asymptotic behavior (in our case coic^ß^xpli^la+iß]). 

One time numerically calculated values f0{,adhb*zt)t k=TJf\, /= \M2 give us according to (5) 
the analytical representation of integral l(a,ß) at arbitrary a and/?. 

SYSTEM OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND ITS SOLUTION 

Using the Green function G^t,z) the solution of diffraction problem in the ease of ^po- 
larization is sought as the simple layer potential 

H 

£(2)=£*(z)+2^/ WkP£**)dsk (6) 
*"lJ*  ■ 

and in the case of //-polarization - as a double-layer potential 

d 
W?>H\z»2xVJ  m^-~G^thz)dsk (7) 
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Here J£t$ and m^ are unknown functions proportional to surface current densities induced on 
screens by excited wave, 6j önk marks a partial derivative by normal at the internal point t^xkHyk 

with arc abscissa sk of contour Ly 
Let the contours Lh k= TJ7 are described parametricalry f^r), r=H ;1] by complex-valued 

functions of real parameter rand we can have dstff^dr. We satisfy the Dirichlet (jE-case) or the 
Neumann (//-case) conditions on N contours Lk and obtain the system of integral equations with 
logarithmic singularities (£-case) 

r r HI 
-J  jtf]n\T-T0\dnJ  Mt)K(T,T0)drVxYJ mGkthtftdr>>~E'(tP), l=Vf,        (g) 

-1 -1  . ■ *=!-! 

or get the system of hypersingular integral equations (//-case) 

. —I 0 — i —1 

JL i <? 
■ -   - dntdnk &$ -l -l 

(9) 

The designations y^y^r))^. ^sm^r)), /^rJeL* ;'*=''*«, r?=rK^eL, are made in 
systems (8). (9). Due to edge condition the expressions^/^ryVl^, «^m^oVI-r3 hold «fo 
m^r) are Holder continuous functions, bounded and nonzero at T=±1). The kernels *(r *S K, ,(r tJt 
are regular functions in square -!<r^<l .primes designate the derivatives with respect to »gumemY 

n < i J°T° TthC ?SC?tC m,ll0g °f eqUaÜOnS (8)' (9) we «PPly *e mechanical quadratures method 
[15,16]. To achieve the algorithm effectiveness in the case of scattering by a screen system we use the 
procedureof successive approximations with allowance for wave «reflection. Thus the problem solu- 
tion is performed in a step by step handling of N independent linear algebraic systems. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Let's consider a question of the obtained re- 
sults validity. The validity of equation (5) is proved 
by comparison of the obtained values and the ap- 
propriate Sommerfeld type integrals calculated 
numerically by contour integration (see (2) and 
(5)). In all these cases the accuracy of the Green 
function was 0.01% when node numbers Mx ,=15 
per wave length. The comparison of the Green 
function in general case X\*X-2*Xh ^ith the results 
of [19] was carried out at ^polarization excitation. 

Mathematical ground and convergence 
properties of the proposed technique are shown in 
[20 ,21 ]. Its practical examination was performed 

. __    . °y comparison of the solutions at different nodes' 
number n. The increase of// stopped when error was 0.01%. The procedure of successive approxima- 
tion was examined by the rigorous solution of integral system (8) and (9). We also checked the calcu- 
UUion results of ^-polarized field scattered by strip in half-space [6] and of //-polarized wave dif- 
fracted by a circular cylinder in planar waveguide [13]. 

Let's apply the numerical method of diffraction problem solution to determine the field on the 
interface y=0 at x-+±eo (wave zone or far-field pattern). We consider the particular case when exci- 
tation is a normal incident plane wave 

r*(z)=exp[-/^,3{z}] (10) 

or own waveguide mode 
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Fig.3  Cross-section of elliptical screens in the pla- 
nar waveguide. 



°}j^}(p^)eXp(^W).C12) 

( Tnüh^) is Jk-th waveguide mode wavelength; P/HErhh £i>i=T? "? <ü^ectric constants of the 
medium). , 

The numerical results given below correspond to configuration shown m Fig.3 at ZYZI~*-
5

'> 

jfcrf=3. Calculations were carried out during slab sounding both by E- and //-polarized non- 
attenuated planar waveguide mode. We consider the transmission Tj£x-H<o) and reflection Rj£x-+- 
») coefficients of such waveguide modes which are specified by formula 

where Sjk is Kronecker delta symbol; YJ is far-field pattern; iy>l is a number of non-attenuated 
waveguide modes; i$£hp is an index of the exciting waveguide mode. In our case (see (11)) we have 
/=« =1 ■■ZYreT, RnsR. In the layer region and at the single-mode excitation the squares of these cp- 
efficiente define respectively the transmitted (/H712/*'nc). reflected (Pr=\R\2P'nc) as well as dissipated 
(F//^=l-|7]2-*i^i2) field energy normalized by the incident mode power Pinc. 

Let the parametricai equations of contours L^ t= 1,2 are described by formula 
*^r)=öCQs((;r-^x)*'sm^^ (13) 

where «and m are the ellipses half-axis; / is a distance between screens; IB is an angular size of the 
screen slot; a is an angle of screen orientation relatively to the y=0 plane. Calculations were per- 
formed when #2a=0.35, e^nH, £=* in a case of ^polarization and a=n/6, &~nJ6, £=0.6 at H- 
polarized excitation. 

The JE^polarizcd wave transmission coefficient as functions of distance between screens X2l 

and their curvature s are shown in Fig.4> The function maximums depend on the distance between 
screens and on parameter e (accordingto (13) the change of curvature fis equivalent to the change of 
size of screens). Note that location of the maximums of functions slightly depends on £ For small 

curvature e we observe the 
tansrnission maximum at 
laQAl and minimum ■— at 
/«0.27A ( X - is wavelength). 
Increase of size of screens 
causes shift of the functions \T- 
1| extremes to high frequency 
range. The results of H- 
polarized scattered field calcula- 
tions as function of distance x^ 
and size of screens X2a are '*" 
lustratcd in Fig. 5. We see that 
value Xia^-^ which corre- 
sponds to the resonance size of 
each screen remains extreme in 
the case of their system. The 
resonance amplitude slightly 
depends on the distance between 
screens. The corresponding 
analysis of energy dissipation 
(Fig.5) shows that the single 
slotted screen resonance is the 
reason of powerful energy-.dissi- 

„.,„.„.,.. ,.   .   ..        t,   f    ,.      - pation and the system of screens Fig.5 The //-polarized wave energy dissipation as the function or *~ *   ■    . 
*     „ ■,     j   . decreases these losses, 

distance jg. and size X2°. 

Fig.4 The £-polarized waveguide mode transmission as screen curva- 
ture «and distance x^ functions. 
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Thus the general approach to accurate calculation of two-dimensional electromagnetic field 
scattered by the system of cylindrical screens in slab is proposed. The geometrical and physical pa- 
rameters in the problem are supposed to be arbitrary. The developed numerical schemes in fast acting 
and on-line request memory can analyze the scattering on screens up to few tens of A by a modern 
personal computer. The accuracy of the obtained results above confirms high effectiveness of the ap- 

proach and wide areas of its application. 
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WAVE EQUATION GREEN'S FUNCTION FQU THE CASE OF PIECEWISE 
HOMOGENEOUS AND-TEMPOHAEY CONSTANT MEDIUM 

Alexander Nerukh 
Kharkov State Technical University of Radioelectronics 

Lenin av., 14, Kharkov, 310720, The Ukraine 

ABSTRACT 

A space-time tensor Green's function of Maxwell's' equation for a three- 
dimensional ease of two half-spaces is derived. A plane boundary separates these 
half-spaces and in one of them a permittivity changes abruptly in tune beginning 
from zero moment The obtained Green's function allows to formulate integral 
equations for an electromagnetic field when a nonstationary inhomogeneity is placed 
in any half-space, The symmetry of this equations is controlled by an Inhomogeneity 
alignment with respect to an interface between media rather than a nonstationary 
alignment 

INTRODUCTION 

In a background that is described by a continuous vector-function of an electric 

polarization P^ = ^-(s - l)E, where s is a permittivity of this medium, there is a 

region Vjft) involving a subregion Vsfi). A medium in these complementary 
subregidns Vi\Y"2 and V2 is described"by functions, respectively P\ and P2. A 
function described a medium throughout the space can be presented in the form 

P:=X2(P2-Pl)+Xl(Pl-I,ex)+PGx, (1) 
Here, Xl,2 are characteristic functions for regions Vj^. Then, in view of Eq. (1), a 
generalized inhomogeneous wave equation for a vector of an electric field E will take 
the form [1] 

Here, u is a background medium permeability, jex(r is an external electric current 
density, and items with coefficients that have discontinuities at the boundary of the 
region V2 are referred to the right-hand side." 

^=-tilgte-Pi) C~ Ol (3) 

The solution of Eq. (2) can be represented by a convolution of the right-hind part 
of this equation with its fundamental solution G^ (Green's function) [2] 

Here, EQ is a solution of Eq. (2), whose right side is equal to zero, that is a field in a 
medium whose parameters have discontinuities only at the boundary of the region 
Vi- As Eq. (2) involves the boundary conditions at all discontinuity surfaces, E'Q 
meets these conditions st the boundary of the region Vj. 

It is known, that in the general case a Green's function of the equation (2) is 
defined ambiguous because an arbitrary solution of the homogeneous equation can be 
added to it .This solution is presented in Eq. (4) by the item EQ so in the following 
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one will be needed only a ■ singularity part of Green's function that satisfies to the 
equation 

Here,     P is an operator corresponding a function P,     /  is an identical operator, 

5(x) - the delta-function and x-(t.r). . 
This equation takes into account the boundary conditions at the surface of the 

region Vlt consequently, its solution, that is the function G\t also meets these 
conditions. '.. . 

It is essentially for an approach used in this paper that a medium nonstationarity 
begins at a finite moment of time. This moment is assigned to t=0 here. Let a 
medium nonstationarity be caused by the occurrence of the region    Vi    at this 

moment It means that,  Pl = Pex   for   t<0. Then Eq. (5) can be converted to the 

integral equation 

Here, 

Bt2       V*Jvi   .«' (7) 

the integral fdx' is over the four-dimensional half-space teO. The operator K 

properties are controlled by the function GQ properties which is the Green's function 
of the wave equation in the background 

(8) 
Go=-^fw-'^r-;'-kf9(r-r--^), 

0-      4?t^ yp-dt2)      |r-r'|- v 

where v =—j-—and  G(t) is the Heviside unit function. 

The carrier of the function GQ is the light cone for i<0 with the vertex at the 
observation point. As this function has an integrable singularity in a four-dimensional 

space, the ope:  tor  K  is a Volterra integral operator. 
As well as l\ a general theory of an integral equation method [3], a senseof the 

expression (6) essentially depends on the observation point r locating. Inside the 
region Vj  (xi=l). Eq. (6) is the Volterra equation of the second kind and its solution 

can be made by the resolvent R [4J. Outside this region, (1-Xl^l). Efl- (6>'■» a 

quadrature. So, the expression for the desired Green's function can be defined by the 
form 

C^Go+Xi^XiGo+O-XlM^^+Xl^Xl^ (9) 

where superscript (ex) on the operator K denotes that the argument r is checked 
outside the region Vv .      ■ 
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GREEN'S FUNCTION 

The specific construction of the Green's function is made for the case of a 
nonstationary dielectric half-space bounded with a plane. In this case, xi ■* 6(x), 

i^ —(Cj — 1//4'1C, n=l. Then the calculation carried out by the formula (9) gives 
the expression of the desired Green's function for 120: 

^(-xfa^x') + Gs2Q(-x')} + Q(-x)GQQ(-x'). 
For K0 GI=GQ. 
InEq. (10): 

r     2 \ 

w-*'^ 

Gn2(x-x')^L 
«Pi/*2 

-r- I—--K i 

i^1k*ik*j.k1 

+ AL e  vt 

 2       *~W  -1 

Vj        ..    T ■    ■ 

-r^kVk*_Lk, 
.+ /^Ij. 

2l/r- 
vl 

Cx-r1; 

-   V, -%x+xV 
Ga3rx + ^=^Xe   V       '. 

Gn4(x,x>)=L 

Gsi(x>x')=L 

<pp? ™\Tm 

«RP2 
"*&, 

/^k^k^kj.- 
+^I 

ci 

r<P 
V      V ■   -*■      -   ■L) 

+?& 1 
,v      V, 

<P, 

where 

r 
*=-&» 

*<2 

•+ 2vvi^(o k^cj^^' 

(10) 

(11) 
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\ 

Xte> = -V2K m 
2^-(o tfij+ *** 

W     VCp + VjCpj*      e«      Vtp+Vjtpj''     *      VjCp+VCpj       x 

TO 0 0 

=Ji»i + n2*1' . Ä«tp/>'Ot. ii=.(y,2> 

All Gai functions equal to zero for  i-t'<0  by virtue of its analytical features. For 
v 2->u the function Gi transfers to Go. 

From the properties of the obtained Green's function on the discontinuity lines 
it is follows: the action of the Green's function on any vector gives a vector that has 
discontinuity on the line ~x'-Q, but this discontmuity Is caused by an initial vector 
component that is normal to an interface between media. On the line af=0 only a 
resulting vector component, Chat is normal to the boundary, has a discontinuity. 

The obtained Green's function allows to write out the expression to whom an 
electric field satisfies in the case when the inhomogeneity V2(t) is placed in the 
medium that presents two dielectric half-spaces devided by a plane boundary. In one 
of them a permittivity can change abruptly in time. If until t = 0 a permittivity in 
both half-spaces was the same and equal to s, and at t = 0 it changes by jump to *j 
in the half-space x >0, than from Eq. (2) we have the integral equation for t><J 

*=F-f^*m*2(?2-Vi). 
(12) 

4it^Gi Here/F = Fy0-^*|-j^r-^-pi*Gr-r;X2(P2-Pj- «* E'0 * » field in a 
piecewise homogeneous medium without V2. Analysis of (12) shows that its specific 
form depends on in what half-space the region V*2 is placed rather than where a 
permittivity jump has occurred. 

(1) Nerukh A.G. and  Khizhnjak NA: Modern problems of transient macroscopic 
electrodynamics (in Russian), "Test-radio", Kharkov.-(1991) 280 pp. 
(2). Vladimirov VS.:  Generalized  functions in mathematical physics (in Russian), 
Moscow, "Nauka" (1979), 320 pp. 
(3). Khizhnjak N.A.: Integral equations of macroscopic electrodynamics (in Russian), , 
"Naukova durnka", Kiev.(1986), 280 p. 
(4). Nerukh A.G.: "Refocussing of electromagnetic radiation by a plane boundary of 
non stationary  dielectric   "(in  Russian),  Pisma  v  "Zhurnal  tekhnicheskoi  fisiki", 
(1992),1S(12), pp. 47-51. 
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STEPPED FUNCTION     APPROXIMATION OF NO?^STATIONAKITY 
OF  BOUNDED  ABSORBING   DIELECTRIC 

Nerukh A.G., Scherbinin D.G. 
Kharkov State Technical University of Radio electronics, 

Lenin Avenue, 14, Kharkov, 310726, the Ukraine. 

ABSTRACT 

An electromagnetic field interaction with a transient conductive medium 
bounded by a plane is investigated. This interaction is described- by the four- 
dimensional integral Volterra equation of the second kind. The exact resolvent of this 
equation for the case of one time jump of medium parameters is obtained. It allows to 
«insider a transformation of an arbitrary primary electromagnetic signal caused by 
time changing of medium features. It is shown that the obtained resolvent operator 
can be used to take into account a sequence of time jumps of medium parameters. 

SCATTERING OPEEATQE FOE THE CASE OF ONE JUMP 

Let the bähVspaco x>0 be filled with the transient medium, that is cha- 
racterised by the peraiittivity e0+ e(t)fe(t)-e0] and conductivity ci0+B(t)[<s(t)-a(t], 
where Oflt) is Heaviside (unction. The background is described by the permittivity 
$'=const. 

An electromagnetic field in this case satisfies to the integral equation 
co 

E(X)=I&>H*)H-J<^ (1) 

Here, 

is the kernel of this equatuon, xß=v?J€ and 
0 

F<0>(^)=E/;r+ jdt' Jft0\zj')EHx')cir' (3) 
-co     X^O 

is the free term. Epr is a primery field that is an arbitrary source field in the 

background,   -Et0) is a field in the halfspace   x>0    until    i-0. IC0) in Eq. (3) is 
. obtained from Eq. 2 by the substitution of e(t) for 60 and o(t) for zero. 

Inside the non-stationary medium Eq. 1 is an integral Volterra equation of the 
second kind and it's solution is given by the resolvent ft;: 

cO 

E(x)=^(x) + jar JK{xtx')^Kx')dr (4) 
o     x'20 

The exact expression for the resolvent operator of the 3-dimensional problem is 
derived in the case of a jump change of conductivity and permittivity at zero moment 
of time in the region    x>0. In this case    E<0=6i=cons!,    a(t)=CT1

!rc<Mi5t    and the 
resolvent has the form; 
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av\ 
ex 

Bx VI Q.J 
Vm+2vv ^OQJ em   ö/HoiJ 

6(x0      (5) 

V1=f A, j-\y± is transposed to V1,<51 = V[* Vj_, t^c/VOT.* is the unit 

matrix. The operators Ya are equal: 

where /= 'Jpl+4iMtf/zl+v}*2,. Re/>0, p = {y,z), J0- the Bessel function and 

V(p,l,o) is determined by the analogous of the reflectance corresponding Various 

polarization of a vector E: 

l?(p(p-r2a)-l?2?P.T7  •_ trf-iyP .y      = p( " ^ 

The first item Rj in (5) corresponds to an unbounded problem and aeeount for 
the medium features time changing only [S{. The other items account for the 
boundary influence. .... * «v.'/•>»„„.* 

Outside the non-stationary medium (x<0), if one takes into account Eq. (Z) and 
£3), Eq. (1) has the form: 

l(?) = F(.?)-f \dt jNtf^OP^'^ (6) 

Here, 

a+foo   ,   aO 

a-ico 

v2(p + 2a)- pv\ 
vq>{p + 2a) - /pt>j 1 

t>,  J 

»\ .  v*{p + 2o)-pv*(Q   0 

(7) 

The obtained resolvent allows to consider situation when in a homogeneous 
dielectric medium with the permittivity € the region x>0 with permittivity zx and 
conductivity a, is formed at zero moment of time. In this case the free term in the 
integral equation (1) is equal to a primary electromagnetic field. The field 
transformation is ilhistrated by the.case of a primary plane electromagnetic wave 
E=l0exp[f((D/-sf)]. All transients begin in the neighbourhood of the plane x = 0 
because this plane has become a boundary that separates the background medium 
from the nonstationary medium As it follows from this the plane x-«jt breaks 
away from the boundary at t = 0 «rod then moves deep into the nonstationary hair- 
space, dividing the latter into two regions with qualitatively different structure of a 
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field. In the region ar>t>jt there is a known splitting of a plane wave up two 
opposite directed damped vraves." 

E^^EoE^0*^^1-1" (8) 

Here, &■ is the amplitudes depending on S, O and e, S=|?| is the wave number, ffi 
*-»!& In this region the field does not depend on the presence of the formed 
boundary and coincides to a field relevant to an unbounded medium case. 

The region; Q<2<Ujt is charaeter&ed by the boundary influence. In the case of 

the perpendicular polarization of the primary field {S0=(0,0,Eo)» ?^(s^^O)} the exact 
expression for the transformed field in this region has the form: 

E(y)=^+E2+8(u1f-.x)E0^j>'[a1A(f,.x) + d2B(r,.v)] (9) 
Here:. Ej 2 is given by the expression (B); the operators 

«     (   V d ¥       d ) 
a/=^a/l^T + a/2äf-a/3j(aM^ + a/5j,  (t = l,2.3,4),  where 

coefficients a^, that have rather cumbersome"form, depend on parameters s, a and E 
The transients are described by the functions A(t,;c) and B(t,;r). The function A is 
equal to: 

2 
A(t,x)= y^Qj. Afc(t,x), wherea% =:^(s,cj,e) are known coefficients 

'■'•■   4=0        ■ 
I.   , ■ '  . 

and   Ak{t,x) = evk1 J <rK+c>* I0(^(CT
2 - v^)(x^ - x2fä))dT 

Here, IQ is the modified Bessel function, w0=ia, yvia Ä-o±(o2-ro'2)I/2. The functions 
A^O^x) h3s the continuous Fourier-spectruro. Monochromatic waves are separated out 
from this spectrum when t-+.« : a^A^ forms partially an ordinary stationary wave, 

refracting on the plane boundary; <X\Ax quenches the wave Ei', a2A2 turns into zero, 

The function B is equal to: 

Mere, w^-Zasi/ls^e), M'4«=0, t>k^£feCs.°iE)» C * D is a convolution, in which 

D{/)=W^et' + J^Er£(jr\t) ^r+n)', rj = to^-lce^e,-e)"1- 
Erf(x) is the error function. 

When tr+oo the function B(t,x) describes two wave processes, namely: 1) the 
process that along with the one described by the part of the function A(t,x) forms 
the ordinary stationary refracting wave, whose amplitude corresponds to the Fresnel 

tow; 2> the wave caused by the reflection of the wave Ej from the formed boundary 
of the nonstationary half-space. 
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A. SEQUENCE OF TIME .JUMPS OF MEDIUM PARAMETERS 

Let functions e(i) and  o(t) after t=0 be given by the stepped functions: 

Here, ek, uk are constants, tt =0 and  tk  corresponds to the k~th jump of medium 

parame^e^ jntervaj. ^ y   the field is derived by the formulae (2)-(4) inside the 
nonstationary medium and by the formulae (6) and (7) outside it _       ... 

The derivation of the field in the interval [t2, t»] needs to transfer the non- 
stationarity initial moment at point t2 by the substitution of t for .*-«* After 
appropriate changing of variables in Eq. 2-4 the field inside the non-stationary will 
take the form 

Here,  KN   follows from  K\  by changing et for eN; ot for oN; 

iK2)(*) = iKi)(s)+pf f&M{x,x')&X?)dr' 

One takes into account that   #P(*) = ;F<0>(*)- and  ■■&*>   is obtained from (2) by 

the substitution e, a   for ek, ok. . 
Successive account of N jums leads to a sequence of equations, that allows to 

derive electromagnetic field after the N-th jump of the medium parameters 
oO 

<A/     X'iO » 
.Here,'       ■ 

'#*>(*)=#">(*)+ X   A' J^)(^!)^%,)^V (12) 

The transients in the region xO is determined by integrating in (8V 
The expressions (11) and (12) allow to investigate a transformation of an 

arbitrary primary electromagnetic signal caused by an any number of the time 
jumps of medium features. 
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CHAOTIC BEHAVIOR, in VARACTOR CIRCUITS 

A. Oksasoglu 

Department of Electrical k. Electronics Engineering 

Cukurova University 

Bakah , Adana TURKEY 

Abstract Chaotic behavior of a varactor circuit with quasiperiodic excitation is studied. It is 

shown that, compared to a single frequency forcing, a quasiperiodic input, such as an amplitude 

modulated signal, can cause a considerable drop in the threshold for chaotic onset. Analytical 

conditions for chaos to arise are also obtained. 

Introduction It has been repeatedly demonstrated that chaotic oscillations can arise in varactor 

diode tuning circuits similar to the one given in Fig. 1 with a harmonic external force i(t) = I0coswt 

(e.g. [1]). The chaotic oscillations appear here via the period-doubling bifurcations of the period 

T■— 2x/u>.  Such chaotic oscillations can arise only in substantially nonlinear systems when the 

amplitude of the external signal is usually considerably larger than the value of biasing voltage, 

ia which case, the circuit loses its resonance property.   However, such high values of amplitude 

.are not typical for most practical systems, and therefore chaotic behavior is usually ignored when 

analyzing the stability and noise performance of such systems. The situation is quite different when 

real signals containing several independent frequencies are considered. In this paper, we show that 

chaotic instability can manifest itself in the weakly nonlinear limit for practically low amplitudes 

of the forcing function. 

Aua|ysis To illustrate the above-mentioned case, we consider an amplitude modulated input i(t) = 

Jo(l + mcosfii)coswi. The varactor diode in Fig. 1 is modeled as a parallel combination of a p-n 

junction transition capacitance CT(VJ) = CTo(l +Vi/V+)-i. and a nonlinear resistance whose i-v 

characteristic is iR: S f{Vj).■= I,[ezp(AVj)- 1) (see [2] for details). The junction voltage Vj is 

the sum of the biasing voltage Vjg (not shown in Fig. 1) and the ac component v. The equation 

describing the circuit's behavior can be given as 

C
T(VJ)-£ + jj(vdt + f(Vj) + ~~i(l) = /o(l + mcosSlt)cosu>t) (1) 

Since we consider a weakly nonlinear system, it is possible to look for solutions of the form v(t) = 

Aajs(u>l + 4), where A and 4 are slow-varying functions of time. By using the method of averaging 
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[3] and the cubic approximation for the diode characteristics, we find 

~ = -A - ßA* - P(l + m cos Ö) sin 6 

L (2) 
A^- = AA - 6XA

3 - P(l + mcosÖ) a»6 
aT 

Here, r = wt/2Q, P = QIQ/UCO, Q = 2Qfi/w, A = 2Q(w - w0)/w, where Co = CTO(1 - VB/%)"r, 

Wo and Q are respectively the natural frequency and the quality factor of the circuit, and ß — 

{3/,A3(8C0w)-1ezp(AVfl), 6\ 1= (l/S)Q-f{y + 1)(V^ - VB)
_

* are the parameters of the dissipative 

and reactive nonlinearity, respectively. 

As can be seen, the system (2) can exhibit no chaotic behavior in the case of harmonic forcing 

(m = 0), since it is reduced to a two-dimensional autonomous system. This means that chaotic 

oscillations cannot occur in the weakly nonlinear limit with harmonic excitation. However, when 

m ^ 0, this system can demonstrate chaotic behavior in a finite region of system parameters. The 

fact that chaotic states arise in.the averaged equation means that chaos can arise in the original 

system (1) regardless of the degree of nonlinearity. In order to find the condition for chaos, we use 

the method of current Lyapunov exponents and Melnikov technique [4,5]. As a result, for chaos 

to arise, the maximum value of the voltage across the diode max{v(t)} = vmax must exceed the 

threshold 

W>p2+*?),/2-2/r1/2 (3) 

We see from (3) that the threshold for chaos increases as ß increases, and when ß > Si/y/i, then no 

chaotic oscillations can arise for any values of the external force. Hence, we can say that reactive and 

dissipative nonlinearities play quite different roles in terms of the circuit's stability performance. 

Since, for most practical diodes, ß is much less than 6\ due to the reversed-biased operation mode, 

the condition for chaos to arise is not stringent. Neglecting ß, we can rewrite (3) in terms of the 

actual diode parameters as 

vm„ « I0R > 2x/2\VB -■ V*|/>/7(T+' l)Q (4) 

As an example.let üs choose j = 0.5, V+ — 0.3V, which are typical for some diodes, then for the 

biasing voltage VB = -2V, and Q = 100, we find that chaos can arise when timax > 0.75V (or 

I0 > 0.75/Ä A) , which is less than Vß in magnitude. It should be noted that increasing Q sharply 

decreases the threshold value for chaotic onset. By analyzing the original system (1), it can be 

shown that this threshold value is lower than that of the harmonic excitation case by afactoi of Q. 

When (4) is met, chaotic oscillations can arise in some region of Ö and m variations. A typical 

two-dimensional bifurcation diagram in parameter plane m — fi is shown in Fig. 2.   The most 
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dangerous case in terms of chaotic instability occurs when ft 5? WQ/Q. The typical road to chaos 

is the period-doubling bifurcations of the period of modulation 7n = 2ir/fi which corresponds to 

the destruction of two-dimensional torus in the original physical system. Since the bandwidth of 

the chaotic oscillations has the same order as that of the original system (w0/Q), the resonance 

property is preserved. 

Conclusion The results obtained show that the stable operation of the resonant varactor circuits 

under harmonic excitation will not necessarily hold under multi-frequency excitation. In the multi- 

frequency case, chaotic instability arises under weakly nonlinear excitation conditions, and thus can 

exert strong influence on the stability and noise performance of practical systems. Qualitatively, 

these results do not depend on the type of the external forcing, i.e., being amplitude, frequency 

or phase modulated.. One other aspect worth mentioning here is that increasing the dissipative 

nonlinearity is a promising way of preventing the chaotic behavior of sucn systems. 
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Fig. 1. A Varactor diode tuning circuit. 

0.5- 

Q.i. 
S       Q       6 

Fig. 2. Bifurcation diagram of regimes of the nonlinear circuit in 

the plane of parameters m, Ö,. The chaotic region is dotted. Line 

of the first period doubling bifurcation is indicated by l\. A = 4, 

P = 1.85V, T = 0.5, V* = 0.3V, VD = -2V, Q = 100. 
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A Duality Relationship 
between Scattered Field and Current Density Calculation 

in the Yasuura Method 

Yoichi Qkuno 

Abstract 

After aa introduction to the Yuuni's mode-matching methods for solving boundary value problems to the 
Helmholtz equation in homogeneous media, a. duality relationship will be established, the relationship which 
holds between scattered field and current density calculation. Although the methods of calculation have been 
explained separately as a least-squares boundary residual method (scattered field) and as a least-squares ap- 
proximation for an unknown target function (current density), they may be understood as a technique to und 
a stationary point of Ramsey's reaction between the incident wave to and the scattered wave from a per- 
fectly conducting obstacle. This will make clear the hidden structure of the methods and will facilitate the 
understanding. 

1. inrtoduction to the Yasuura's Methods 

Here, we briefly see what are the Yasuura's methods taking a 2-D E-wave scattering as an example.1 

} * 

Figure 1: A 2-D obstacle with an incident wave. The total length of C is assumed to be 1. 

Formulation of the problem. Consider a 2-D obstacle made of a perfect conductor shown in Fig. 1. When 
& plane E-wave, ^(r) = v,F(r) (F(r) = exp[-jjfcr cos(0 - t)]), is incident, a surface current K(t) = u„K{a) 
tows to induce the scattered wave E'(r) = u,*(r). The *(r) function satisfies the Helmholtz equation 

V2*(r) + Jk2*(r) = 0   (r€.S), 

the radiation condition, and the boundary condition 

*(,)=/w = -n*) (o<*<i). 

(i) 

.(2) 

Here, k = 2*/A is a positive wavenumber and t is the angle of incidence shown in Fig. 1. The current density 
K(s) is in proportion to the total magnetic field on C and is given by 

K(*) = -(iu,ti)-
%8$(*)/dn = -(ivfi)-

ld(F + 9)(t)fd*. 

For simplicity, we omit the coefficient and term the function 

}{s) = -iufiK{s) = 3*(s)/9n 

the current density. 

(3) 

Y. Okuno i> with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Kuroaraoio University, Kumamoto 860, 
Japan. Fax.: +81-96-345-1553. E-mail: okunoOgpo.kitmamoto-u.ac.jp 

'The detail» may be found in references from (1) through (3). Although we do not include in this small article the relationship 
between the methods with the smoothing procedure, we can easily modify the discussion below in order to find it. 
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A method for finding *(r). Let 

V„(r) = His)(ikr)cxp(«rnO   (m = 0, ±1,...) (4) 

fee the modal factions.1 The set of v» functions meets the following conditions: 1) Each v>« function is an out- 
going solution to the Helmholtz equation in S; 2) The set of boundary values (w(*)} »» complete in H = L2(C).   . 
An approximation to the scattered field is defined as a finite linear combination of the v»„ functions: 

The »»known coefficients Am(N) are determined so that the mean*square error on the boundary condition 

■Ew = ll*w-/I|3 («) 
becomes minimaL Stich coefficients, theoretically, may be obtained by 

HA = f. (7) 

Here, JTis a (2N +l) X (27V +1) positive definite Hermitean matrix whose elements (</>„, v«) areinner products 
between tpm and H>%\ A is a (2N+ l)-dimensiönal column vector with the elements Am(N); and / is a (27V +1)- 
dimensionäl right-hand-side vector consists of (v?mi/)'s.J We can prove that the sequence of approximate 
solutions obtained by the method above converges to the true solution uniformly in wider sense in S. 

A method for finding j(»). Define an approximation of ;'(*) by 

'■*'•■'  ■ 

The Cm coefficients are determined so that JNU) oe the best approximation of ;*(*) in the mean-squares sense 
Minimize the distance \\jjf —j||. This leads us to 

CH = ~g, (9) 

Here, C is a (22V+ l)-dimensional row vector whose elements are CU{N) and g denotes a (2N+ l)-dimcnsional 
vector whose nth element is 

<F,V.>= j( \F{s)dVu(s)ldri-vn{»)dF{*)tdri\d,. (10) 

The quantity < F, <pn > is a particular form of the reaction introduced by Rumsey.(4) Because F(r)is a plane 
wave and v5.(r) *s given by (4), we have < F, yB > = -4» exp[in(< + */2)J. 

2. A Stationary Representation of the Reaction 

In the figure below we show two incident waves.F^'^r) and F&)(r), and corresponding scattered waves 
*(1)(r) and *^2)(r). The scattered waves satisfy the Helmholtz equation in S, the radiation condition at 
infinity, and the boundary condition 

*<'>(*) =-F^V)   (. = 1,2) (11) 

oa C. 

Definition of the reaction and a quadratic form. Let us define the reaction between two wave functions 
ifi(r) and ^-(r) by 

<v,,Vr>= / [v(s)9^W/an-^(i)9v(*)/3nl«'*- (12) 
Jo 

The reaction between Fm and *(I) is equal to one between F<1) and *<2): 

' J=<F<2>,*(1)> = <F<1>.*ra>. • (13) 

'This ii an example of the set of exterior modal function«, which it an ensemble of functions satisfying the requirements below. 
It is often recommendable to employ another set of modal function» such as monopolc fields whose sources are located inside C. 

'Theimplementation of numerical computation requires a discrctizing procedure, which is not less Important than the analytical 
treatment. See (3) for example. 
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#1> 

Figur« 2: Incident waves F*^ and F*s) and corresponding scattered waves *<** and 9&K 

Use of the feet that tie icaetion between outgoing waves and one between incoming waves are aero yields 
alternative representations of J snch as 

J=<F<» $<1)> = <F(,),*<:2)> = <*(3>,*«1>>== <4>(I>,¥(2>>. (14) 

Here, ^(r) and 9m(r) ^note the total «eld defined by *(i>(r) = F&{r)+ ¥(i>(r) («' =1,2). 

From (13) and (14) we have a quadratic form of J: 

•   J = -<F<a>,*(l)><*{3).F<,)>/<*(2),*(I)>. (15) 

Here, the relationship <<p,$> ss — <V, V> is used. Making use of the boundary conditions $*'*(*) = 0 (»' = 
1,2), we can modify the right-hand side of (15) to 

j^^,*^^ de) 

Proof of stationality. Let us now show that (16) is a stationary representation of J for any permissible 
variation of 1f^(a) or 9$(I)(*)/dn. First, we assume a small variation in 9$<v)(f)/dji and denote it by 
S[d$w(*)/dn]. Then, taking the first variation of (16), we have 

„f^^^m* ¥%)d, = -<F™,¥»> jfF°>W'< 
c?*<2)(*) 

dn 
ds. 

Because 

/.»«»U.-/W 3$(S)(*) 
dn 

ds, (17) 

the second term on the left-hand side of the van at ion al relationship above is equal to the right-hand member. 
Consequently, we find that SJ — 0. 

Second, we assume a small variation in ¥'(*). Taking the first variation of (16) and making some manip- 
ulation, we have 

SJ f «£!&»«(.,* + J fl «•£!&««(,)* = -</<», 5*<2> > f1 ^FV(') äs. 
J0        3n J0        dn J0        on 

Because 69^ (s) must be the boundary value of an outgoing wave function, the reaction between ^ '(r) and 
S#p)(r) is aero: <9a),s¥7)> = 0. Hence, 

<F<Di5$(3)> = <$0)(^(2)> = _ fl 9*™WS*W(S)ds. 
J0       an 

(18) 

Combining this equation with the variational relationship above, we have SJ = 0. 

It is noted here that (17) and (18) are fundamental relationships for finding the scattered field and the 
current density, respectively. That is, if a radiative solution of the Helmholtz equation, say ^''(r), satisfies 
(17) for any possible variation 5[d$i2\s)/8n], then the ♦^(r) is the true solution of the problem. Conversely, 
if »current density 3<J?(,)(*)/9n satisfies (18) for any permissible variation 6Vm(s), then the 33>(1)(*)/9* i> 
the true density. 
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3. A Duality between Scattered Field and Current Density Calculation 

'  The permissible variation,^»«(O/*»! « ™WM, » PrindP,e' !tould °?7 **!j\£",Z™"i £ 
tie context of the Yasuura's methods stated in 1, we have made use of tie completeness of the »et of boundary 
values of modal functions. 

The method for the scattered field. In 1 we have defined an approximate solution by (5). Thus the boundary 

value of our approximate solution, «jft«) belongs to a subspace of H spanned by {V„(t): ■ m = 0.±1,... ,±JV). 

Substituting «jft«) for *(1)(*) in (17), we have 

Of course this equality no longer holds for any possible variation, and we should give the meaning of the sign 
of equality. It is natural that if tie *£>(*) b so restricted as stated above, then the vanat.on » the current 
density covers a subspace of H spanned by {«.(*):.» = 0,±1,...,±AT}. Hence, setting 

9$(3>(t) = vJÄ   (m = 0.±l....,±iY0, 
3a 

we have a set of linear equations (7) for finding the Am(N) coefficients. 

The method for the current density. Because the **<»(*) » (18) must be the boundary value of an 
outgoing wave function, let us set *¥<«(,) = Vm[s) (m ^ 0^1,..., ±7^). Then, « approximaUon of the 
current density should be inside a subspace of H spanned by {„„(i): m = 0.±1....,±W}. Hence, if we define 
an approximate density by (8), we have (9) from (18). 

The duality. Let usuow set F<»(r) = pP>(rj = F(r) and, hence, ««(r) = *«(r) = *(r) and #«(r) = 
$(*)(r) - $(r) in the discussion above. In the circumstances the quadratic form (15) takes the form 

J = -<F,*><4.F>/<«,*>. 

Reference to (16) gives an approximation to J, which, in vector-matrix notation/may be represented «s 

JN = -(ffA)(C/)/CffA. (19) 

It is easy to show that A and C, which respectively are the solutions to (7) and (9), make the representation 
(19) stationary. We can conclude that if we examine the methods in 1 from the viewpoint of reaction relations, 
they are nothing other than procedures to find stationary points of the JW given i» (19). Similar duality holds 
between the methods with the smoothing procedure. 
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IXEOTROMAGNETIO DIFFRACTION BY 
A SYSTEM OF COUPLED RECTANGULAR V/EDGES: 

EFFICIENT SOLUTION VIA TEE SEMI-INVERSION METHOD 

Aadxey Os&par 

Maäfaphymm Itept, Imt cfPhydsa, St.Pidimzburg Si&ie VmmnMy 
■   OIsBOTOispi 1-1, Petrodnmi&s, 1C3SD4 SLPefera&tzig, Hasssa 

ABSTRACT 

INTRODUCTION 

«ratamztar. oa r&dknsarc ja^Msgatloa owr & £c* .rarface  [1]  as well ts OQ 

fy5;-Wl£ few ««»ptiOBS, uere e-e EO execs esmtlosa la esy »s^ ^3, ior Ieis c^ 
& d^rtctsoE problems (ess, for eraiapJa,- [4,5]).  In clasdcd ^±3 of V.A.Fock «id 

■^—üS*^? oa ^^^ re&fiK® of r&dbwaws (1) ea eppMsfesate eolation has beea 
corsets«! by •pM» ixapedaace boesdj&iy coaciüoM oa ost^ fcssa of the wsd-es. 
UUwr «pproK&ss hsasd ca oariaia piiyeksüly re^oa^is elmpIilic^icEis BIB gfe) psÄl» 

of tec probksa to QFB(OBM of two-^sssbaa! mfe^I «sast«»»' Ui 
^ bat coisibercosie 
Elractsre of their 

,    w-     - t u. -j ~— have b«sa dsdacod 
rf T i;-\——' «^ *■«-»*"««- im Bang Foan®r reprss^isBsss of the wave £s!sk. 
Ud.M&t3®m aad A.F.Sososoy hsve gsvea &a «ztass6iTs cosddsretioa of the psxtkalar 
«sus *a wfudi osa of ths i^taßpkr ws%ss is pafceUjr eoadccting [10-12], Anptjroo» 
t&eory, epplksbk to tk© gsassi caw. which recces the diS^tioa preMsia to a ^m 
ot mfe^si-faEctKJSBJ eqssdsaas hss bma proposed recsstly [1S,14L Thdr asymptotic 
-«tioaa sad ap&aüoa* to VKKKSS physical proben, have beea dscassod ia e almber 
ot pnbucfcuo&B jlS-Iti. 

in thispaper, tlis iams of the E^mwmoff method [Ity ase devsbpsd in applkstba to 
epsa stractro tnia costHmocs epectnim, whkh results is obtslniss oae-dmissaoaal ■ 
jakgral «qsf^oa «* **» FredhoWs trpa,  Mcssdbia fer ea^yticd sad EEmsial 

"f1*"e»iie ^^ F®^ propassti22g over ea dsctrscElly nononHbna inrL» ac *P2TM 
»diatad torn oertsai cbssisctrk: «tractates (both tesz-h&a aad tbsorbiag). 

STATEMENT OF TEE PROBLEM AND MAIN RESULTS 
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can be expressed thxcagh the Greek's fssetioa 0(a, So, p, go) of the EehahoHs' equation 

(^ + ^ + ka)ö(«,*o,»,^)=>(«-«o)«(»-»)) (1) 

which meets trasssstioa coaditkmi [G] = 0, [g~* g~G] = 0 ei erory msiedal booadary 
(gqasse brss&sts dssole the jump of the qcasiity across UM boundary, |£ a the normal 
derisive with rczpect the bojxadsiy) together with proper conditions at the edge [20] 
■cd ialsity. la es^a portion cfthe sfercctara the pssssEstesa Ir, f tabs düeregit valä» A/, 
|P/, i — It 2» 3, with &j = w(€j/3; J1'8, «j ==«/ in i5T -pcferksiion cess (G ~ Ht) or fj = ^ 
m J& -poimiisatiGa csse whsze c/, pj besag ccmplax psnnitlhritiss and pmasabiktis» of 
the rsadia (j = 1 for the nppsr bdü^qssca and j == 2,3 for the left and right qearter- 
epfeK-s, respseti'siely). NOSESTO condnciivitk» cf the ra<adi» sie assumed hereinafter to 
make cksrer the raslhssaaiaesl psoosdsre to he imsd. ■ 
Represent the wave fields scattered from the hcnndary f = 0 into the upper haJ&epace 
through the Fonrter integral 

'''*?'■ 
0+=y ««» + '71(0^(0* (2) 

aad the wave Sehk ecattssed isto the low«; half- space through the SoSowing 

+00 

Ö. = J (^(<K(«i «Je-**W* + .C(i)i0»(«, O«""*****1 ) * («) 
o 

wHhif{i)-Jk}-i*t Im{y{t)) > 0, |= 1,2,3 [IS.Mj. The «pectral£uictk»e 

rx(l)e,'*V*r-?,    if« > 0,        Ti(<) 
t(M)Ä< 

■U** + Ät(«)«-**i   if « < 0, 

I e-ft« + ÄaW**»,    if«>0,        Ä,(0 = ra(<)-1, 

f* = fcf - fcf, ff/» = fy/fr», j,m = 2,3, Jm{y/t% ±q*) 2; 0, compose a ccsnpfe*« rystem 
of bask fanctksES [1S[. 
Eepessstsd by Eq.(2),(3), fcr arbitrary coelleissts A+(f), .!?(<}, C(f), rnnctkssa G± 
satisfy EehzthäJU* equations (1), cosditson» at i&taity, ana transition ooaditka» along 
the ODJHE      *        * '*        *       m '       '"'*        " *      ** "* 
required 
of tressjt 
integral -fknctioaal equation* [13,14] 

*+(<) + äI(-0V+(-0 - riH)*"(-v/<rr?) = Mt)+tu*.       (4) 

•~H) + Ä,(-<)#-(«) - TaHk+Cv^+T)» /»(*) + ^^t+ 
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' t € (—<», "§-<Jo), where m^ era isisgssl epsiatoss with csaooth teasels sad ^ (i) represent 
■ fpnea'faacikma cf tha hacedeat field, p — 1,3. FSBCHDES <p*(i)f ^~(t), ecrJytkal.ia the' 
wpper sad fetter hsur-plsss» cf 4k® cossplsx i -pleas rsjpscthreljj ere cosEested tsiih ifee 
fourier tisBsfbir®&£i3a of tha scattering £eM tkissgh 'the ralsinm 

^M. M TV P+(r) #-(r) \ 

whsse syssboie db<0 show the dispiacemeats of the pole r = t with'reject to the coatoor 
ef iaiegpcailaa. Foaeuoa A(<) can be writ tea ia eitkar of the two form« 

w<)lr      *+(<)      =      x-(t) 

bec&ase -3f*(f) ■•» introduced t& certain «ohitkäs to the cosn^ponUsg factorisation 
?robkm whea t G (—oo, -foo). 

"ate method* for hsadlisg Eq.(4) k the -folbwiag «CT»-ia?€?sk>n-.pzoeedt3re'-[18].. Coadder 
&& ftarilmy. matrix Rie^aaa-Eilbsrt probkm renting, from (4) if its'' right part» 
axe regarded *s certain kso^m feucüoss £u(f) meeting tie rekfcbss 0i,a(-i) « 
•ßt,5W#i,a(^'   Applying Caochy operators to each .of the esasikass of the ssudEsxy 
lyÄesn prodaces, oa rearr&agemaat of the coatoar int-egr&ls, its cssct eohsiioa» in the 

-co 

When combined according'to (5), Eq.(6) lead, oa-eabstitatkxu §p(t) = ff(t) + ^A+, 
p » i, 2, to en integral eaia&iion forfunction A+(<], whkh, for more convenience, can be 
written with respect the Fourier transformation, of the total Idd ia the epper half-space 

■^■^(0, if*><o 

where j-to(i) = e»p(-*teo+i'h(<)^))/(4sri'ft(<))- This eqastion has a form of an integral 
eqn&iioa of the second kind 

A(t)-f(t)+ J H(ttT)A(r)dT,      teC-oo.+oo), (7) 
—oo 

with » smooth kernel befog «pressed M the «am H(t, r) » ^f (J2(j, r) + /*(«, r)) of 
the contoor integrals 
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where coatoara Tj^ envelop the hrasch fees J»B(72,S(*)) = 0 issued <mt of the point* 
n = — &j, fca, resp-ecti'roiy. Depending ca eotixcs locaSioa, /(<) k .givea by th© formula» 

/(') - Mt) + JZ J ART \r~^7o" 7^+70/ ir« 
-OP 

m~ Axi J \x-{T){T-i-iQ) + XH</?^){t-y/?^7)) 

-Äfft 77 te?iWACi__+„JMzrL-^ iT 
—00 

4JN 
—00 

if Sb <0. 
Integral equation (8) provides known Eolnticss in the limit case of quacbtaüca (ij ■—♦ 0, 
i ss 1,2,3) f2l] 63 well 63 ia the ess« of homogeneous lower half-space (g» —*■ «j, 
«» -+ Äs). *or perfectly co&duciiag qu&ier-spsee (/m(&$) = 00), it proves to be 
coasssteat with convolution-type integral egustioss obtdned by Ma&äxov and Sosoaor 
(10]. In general, Eq.(8) ia of ifredholsi's type sad, consequently, has one and only one 
solution, trivial if /(f) = 0. Whan * -♦ co, ita solution k of order 0(t~l~at) where ori 
is a non-negative root of a Meboier's typ« equation from strip 0 < Ks{a{\ < 1 [20-22]. 
H psxBj&sisra either j^sj, |^iSJ or |(g3 - &i)f{g$ + f3)!» |(fes - £a)/(^3■ + fj)| *se small 
enough, then Neumann's procedure can be used to gat approximate solutions of Eq.(8) 
in the form 

A(0 = /(<)+6/ + 6v+... 
giving convenient and justified representation« of the Green's fonetioa applicable to 
aaalise a broad spscinun of eJeetromsgneücsl problems [13,15-17]. 
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ABSTRACT 

The asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the boundary value problem for Ginzburg- 
Landau equation in domains with complicated boundary is considered. It is shown that the 
limit function is the solution of some modified boundary value problem considered in the simple 
domain. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since early 60s a considerable number of papers devoted .to homogenization of partial differ- 
ential equations describing various physical processes in strongly inhomogeneous media were 
presented (see for example [1-5]). Such media possess of local physical characteristics endur- 
ing rapid oscillations in space and therefore corresponding differential equations either have 
rapidly oscillating coefficients of are considered in strongly perforated domains. The compli- 
cated structure of strongly perforated domain does not contribute any additional difficulties 
to the question of solvability of boundary value problems in such domains but the determina- 
tion of the solution is practically impossible either by analytical or by numerical approaches. 
However, if the characteristic scale of the microstructure of the medium is much smaller than 
the scale of the domain in which the process is studied then the homogenized description of 
the process may be proposed. 

The present paper is related with homogenization theory in strongly perforated domains 
and devoted to its application to the boundary value problem in so called weakly connected 
domains for Ginzburg-Landau equation which is a fundamental macroscopic model of the weak 
superconductivity theory in the absence of a magnetic field [6]. 

Note that the asymptotic behavior of nonlinear varJational problems in weakly connected 
domains was studied by the writer in paper [7]. . 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND THE MAIN RESULT 

Let ft is a composite superconductor consisting of a melange of a superconducting material 
fi \ F(,) and of dielectric Fw, where the parameter s(s = 1,2,...) is the characteristic of 
the scale of microstructure. Since the current does not penetrate the dielectric the Neumann 
boundary condition is fulfilled on the boundary OF***. 

We shall assume that"fl-is a unit cube fi = {(zi.Xs.Xs) : -1/2 < xk < 1/2} in three- 
dimensional Euclidean space and the set Fw is located in an arbitrary small neighbourhood 
of the plane i3 = 0. 

Consider the following boundary value problem for determination of the complex-valued 
wave function tj>W{x) in the domains fi'') = fl \ F^ : 

A^w'+^,-^w|^w|2*.0,    x€ül,), (1) 
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OV 

y,<«> = ¥,(*),    V«     =*j(x), (3) 
r, lr, 

.*w(*)€»vj(nw)nw?cnw.'«5). (4) 

where I\ and T3 are top and bottom faces of the cube fi, respectively; djdv is the normal 
derivative on the domain's boundary; *i,2(x) are complex-valued functions defined in the 
domain fi, belonging to the class tv?(ft)fl C^fl), and satisfying the condition d9r/du = 0 
on of! \ (ri U T2). Boundary condition is understood in the aence of distributions [8]. 

It is known that there exists at least one generalized solution \&(j)(x) of the boundary value 
problem (l)-(4). 

We shall study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions ^(i)a«J-* oo in the domains 
Q(*> = Ü \ F(,), when the sets Fw unrestrictedly approach the surface x3 = 0. 

To formulate the main result of the paper, we shall first introduce a quantative characteristic 
of the sets F<*> ("permeability"). Let T - {x3 = 0} n H and 7 is an arbitrary portion of I\ i.e., 
an open connected set on I\ T(7,6) is a layer of thickness 26 with mid surface 7, so that 74 

are the bases of the layer T(i,6), i.e., the plane surfaces located on the different sides of 7 at 
the distance 6 and TM{y,S) =.T(f,6) \ F^'K Now we shall define the function of sets 7 C T : 

P(7,a,^)=inf    /    IV^fdx, (5) 

where the infimum is taken over the class of functions '^W(x)'6 W^(T^(lJ)) which are equal 
to one and zero on 7* and 77, respectively. 

Now we shall formulate the main result of the present paper. The theorem is valid. 

Theorem 1. Let the following conditions are fulfilled as 9 -♦ 00 : 

(i) the sets F^'Vare contained in a layer of arbitrarily small width with mid surface T C ft; 
(ii) for any portion 7 CT the equality holds 

limlimP(7,5^) = limhmP(7,s,5) = /p(x)dr, (6) 
1 

where p(x) is a measurable function on T and p{x) > 0. Then every sequence of solutions 
{iM'K1)}^ of the boundary value problem (l)-(4) converges in Ls(n

(,)) to the solution iftx) 
of the boundary value problem 

AV+V'-WP^o, x€n\r, (?) 
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■0)>(?).^^-« *er< ™ 

* = <M*), (9) 

|£=o,  i€an\(r,Urs), (10) 

«here tfee signs" +" anrf" — " indicate the boundary values of functions on the different 
sides ofT, and d/dv is the normal derivative to T in the direction corresponding to" + ". 

There exists one and only one solution of the boundary value problem (i)-(10). 

The proof of the Theorem 1 is based on application of the results of the monograph :[1] to 
the boundary value problem (l)-(4) and will appear among some other results concerning with 
this boundary value problem in paper [9], 

STATIONARY JOSEFSON EFFECT 

Let us obtain the expression for the normal component of superconducting current flowing 
through a weak connection. The homogenized density is calculated by the formula 

By virtue of the boundary condition (8) it is easy to obtain that 

j = ^lM--M.]. (12) 

Let |$±| and ip± are the modulus and the phase of the complex-^valued function if>±, respec- 
tively, then 

/=p{x)}^+|^_|sb(¥>+-^), (13) 

which is mathematical expression of the stationary Jösephson effect [6]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the paper may be interpreted as follows. Let ft is a composite superconductor 
which for the sake of simplicity is considered as unit cube and the wave function u^^(x) is given 
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on the top Ti and bottom I*j faces of the cube, i.e., rl>W(x) satisfies the Dirichlet boundary 
condition on Ti,2 and satisfies the Neumann condition on the remaining part of the boundary. 
Let us also assume that the sets F^ (dielectric) approach the plane z3 = 0. Then the wave 
function ^*^(i) and the current density 

jW = im{Vipl,\x)4>{,\x)) 

converge to the limit function $ and current density j, respectively. The function V> i» the 
solution of the boundary value problem (7)-(10) and at every point of the plane 13 = 0 the 
relation (13) is valid. This relation is a mathematical expression for well-known Josefson effect. 
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On wave propagation over a plans Bnrfaca of variable conductivity 

L.A. Pazynin 
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Abstract: The problem of propagating an electromagnetic wave 
over a surfaoe of variable impedance is studied.Th& new class 
of surface Impedance distributions for which the solution can 
be found in an explicit form is defined. For this the problem 
must be reduced to the Carleman boundary problem for a strip 
in the complex variable plane. In the oase of small impedance 
values the estimation of the back scattering by an impedanoe 
inhomogene! ty, depending on its width referred to wavelength, 
is given. 

3!he characteristics of electromagnetic wave propagation over a 
surface of variable conductivity are analyzed theoretically in a 
great number of works, beginning from [1].As a rule, studying the 
problem is based on the solution of Volterra's integral equation 
for i&e power attenuation faotor over an impedance surface as a 
function of distanoe from a source [2-5J. This equation is 
approximate in virtue of the assumption on smoothness of surface 
impedanoe variations, therefore, in particular, its solution does 
not include the baok soattered waves. !Ehe exceptions from this 
approach are investigations begun in works by Grinberg ,Fok [1,6] 
for the case of the plane surface impedance being a discontinues 
function with a jump on the wave path from one oonstant value n 

to another ?j . 3!he exact solution of the problem on plane wave 

propagation over Buch a surface has been found in a closed form 
I1*6.73. Bass [8] has generalized the results of the works [1,63 
to the case of a ourvillnear coast. 
In the present work a new model is suggested to desoribe 

electromagnetic wave propagation over the plane surface whose 
impedance r?(x), as distlnot from [1,6,7,8] is a continuous 
function of a special form varying monotonically from TJ to rj . 

ml 

In addition to these two parameters, the description of the 
function n(x) includes the parameter 6 defining the "transient" 
region width and varying from zero to infinity. ThQ Grinberg- 
Pok model is its limiting oase at 5=0. For the model suggested 
the exact solution of the corresponding boundary value problem 
iB found. 
A sought-for value 1B an electromagnetic field in the upper 

half-space z>0 limited by the plane z=0 with the impedanoe rj(x,y). 
The souroe geometry and dependence n(x,y) are described further. 
Starting from Green's integral formula and following [6]we obtain 
the- integral representation for z-component of a full field in 
the half-space z>0 

■     Jtf,SE  (x'.y'.O) _, n 
Ea(x,y,2)=^(x,y,z)-|^-^ v(r)-Ea(x',y',0)||^ldx'dy' 

->' ' (1) 
where  . 

v(r)=exp(ikr)/(4Kr). r=V (i-i')J+(y-y')a+ z3 , 

k=k =k /TIT  » Jm k >0. 
1  0   fl 
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The   modified Leontovlch's. boundary condition for the normal 
component of the eleotrio Held E lias the following form [6,9.10] 

3E (x.y,0) 
  = -ik r](x.y) E (x.y.O) . (2) az 

where n(x,y)=Ve u /e'u is the relative surface impedance plane 
e=0, £'= £'(x,y) Is the complex dleleotrlo constant of the half- 
space z<0. After substitution of (2) in the integral equation we 
have 

e» 

Ea(x,yfO)=2E°(x,y80)+2Ik||n(z'fy')\(x',y',0)v(i»0)dx'dy'.  (3) 
■ ■ -^» 

Our consideration will he restricted to the two-dimensional 
case. Let i7(x,y)«n(x), and the source Is a linear magnetic 
ourrent [12] 

J«-5= TyI
U)5(p-p0).  I

0-.IB u^lxR1*]     p={x.0.z}. 

We obtain 

'f(x)-s g(x) -|TI(X) Jj(i')Hjn(k|2-x'|)<lx'i' (4) 

where -» 
J(l)=n(x)E (x.O). g(2)=2rj(x)E°(x,0). 

Consider the following three-parameter olass of surfaoe 
impedance distributions, each of them describing the impedance 
continuous transition from one fixed complex value na= n(-») to 
another n = n(+») 

1HX) = -— "fr  = ~  +  "* T~S '» 
1 + e TI      2        2 

where 5=1/1, T>0 . The _equatlon (4) for suoh rj(x ) after 
substitution Tx=s, f(s)=f(5u), g(s)=g(Ss) belongs to the type 
of smooth-transition equations introduced by Cherskii [11] 

f(s)+ -5- T n,'(s-t)f(t)dt + -^ th § [ n (B-t)f(t)dt = g(s), (5) 
Y2K  J  J •ax   2 J  a 

~* •■■■-•. (-» <B< «>) 

n . (s-t >= VTTI W. *~ 3 H<n (kfi | s-t |) . 
1,2 2 

Ehe solvability.of eq.(5) by quadrature in the space Ig under 
the condition g(-fc)e l has been proved ir [11]. With use of the 

«3 

Fourier transform Eq.(5) is reduced to the Carleman boundary 
problem for a strip whioh Is reduoed by some oonformal transform 
to the Riemann problem on the real axis. !Ehe solution of eq.(4) 
can be written as 
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i(x)« - § I'-Mr: J [EG(lt)-fe*V(e"t)3e-|"t * **-*'   dt     .(6) 
*™-i /ka-t2 + En 

G(it) = ^■ L.    J V B;fy H<*>( kV{y-io)a
+ i

a )elt^ . 
ax_   "*    1+ e ' o **•   
fa3*t, /.'?      • k2-sa4kn          0a*» J-              > 

«tici.   , Nr 0(lX)ey* dX  a*<e2Jtt>= -it X*(e*f^ZC^-Vj 
— (/£a-la+fc) )r(e2,rX)(e2n-ea,ri) 

where k=k5, x=xi, ?=ZT and the integration contour bypasses the 
pole in the point t from above and below for the functions 
designated by H+" and "-", respectively.There relations give the 
explicit expression tor Green's function of the two-dimensional 
boundary problem considered without any restrictions on parameter 
values. 

In the case of a plane wave the relations (6) can be simplified. 
POP the sake of simplicity we restriot our consideration to the 
sliding incidence ( x + -».)'■ and n = 0. 
We obtain the resulting expression for the vertioal component of 
the full eleotrio field on an impedance surface 

Z (x.O) = 2eikx-  *-  f   X {e *  e~lxtdt . (7) 
I-(e2,r<"k*n)-«,/k2-ta sh(ir(k+t)) 

here the pole t=-£ is bypassed from above. !Phe relation': (7) is 
convenient for studying the field in the region x<0 , with first 
term of (7) representing the full field of a plane wave on a 
perfectly conducting plane and the integral term describing the 
scattering by an impedanoe inhomogeneIty. The representation 
convenient In the region x>0 can be obtained from here 

-ikr?.     Z             T-/0aru*i)\        ,-, 
E (x.O) =   '     f     X <e *  e-ixtdt . 

r(earr'£+n) -■ (/Sa-t3 + ■&},.)■ ähCxCE+t))   (8) 

with the path-tracing of the pole t=-E from■■below.(Ehe field in the 
half-space z>0 can be restored by the field found on the plane z=0 
(7) or (8) with use of Eq.(1). 

•Ehe expression (8)for E (x.O)at 540 is easily shown to go over 
into the known representation [10] for the field E (x,0) on the 
plane with the impedanoe equal to zero at x<0 and .'TJ at x>0.Note 
that this solution obtained by Grinberg and Pok [6] oan be 
considered as the leading term of the long-wavelength asymptotic 
expression of our solution, i.e. as one corresponding to the case 
of the Mtransient" region width being muoh less that the source 
wavelength i.e. 2k5^^1. 

In the theory of radio wave propagation the inequality |nj«1 
is usually satisfiöd. ©len the functions X^e2**") oan be shown 
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to be unit with tlie aoouraoy.of the order of OCI n± I 
From (7) at |na 1 «1 we find the fild E^(x.O) eoattered by 

the impedance inhomogeneity far from it ( k|x|>1,?|x|»1 ) for x<0 

E*(x.O) « JL elf/* n A« §l!Ü   .'■        ( x<o ) (9) 
-•■:..        . V55 l    rtffl 

whose amplitude is proportions to the factor 

A- =     2*kff     , .    . (10) 
sh(2J&5) 

defining the effect of size of the "transient" region width 25 
referred to wavelength on the field scattered. As seen from (10), 
the back scattering is exponentially deoreaßes with increasing 5/1 
and at 2Kk5 * 3 ban be negleoted, then the approximations 13,4-] 
can be used* For the surface impedanoe distributions with less 
"transient" region widths the baok scattering amplitude is not 
small and estimating the field over suoh a surfaoe can be reliable 
only when relations (7) or (8) of the present work is used. 
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ABSTRACT 

A modified geometrical optics procedure (MGO) was formulated 
for an arbitrary, smoothly inhomogeneous plasma. MGO is taken into 
account the peculiarities of E-wave (veE^O) propagation in an 
inhomogeneous plasma with overdence oore. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the peculiarities c? E-wave (yeE^O) 
propagation in a smoothly inhomogeneous plasma are not taken into 
account by classical geometrical optics(GO). The problem lies in the 
correct description of E-field amplitude and phase near the 
baokscattering direction and E-wave resonant attenuation in the 
vicinity of plasma permittivity simple zero[1]. The analytic 
solutions for standard problems of a plane E-wave diffraction and 
magnetic current filament radiation in a plane-statified plasma 
permit interpretation of the E-field, in terms of MGO, as the field 
in   a   medium   with   effective   permittivity   €ef

=£   + 

k-iiE (Z)/2E-(E (z)/e)23, and allows as to find the magnetic field 

reflection coefficient in a turning point, taking into account the 
effect of resonant attenuation. A MGO procedure is formulated on the 
basis of solutions for standard problems of an arbitrary, smoothly 
inhomogeneous plasma and inolude special diffraction effects for an 
E-field connected with the corrections 0(k~ ) in £ f. 

PROPAGATION OP A PLANE E-WAVE IN A PLANE-STRATIFIED PLASMA. 

MGO given below is based on the local plane-stratified 
approximation of the medium in the ray vicinity.The first step in 
MGO construction is the WKB solution for the problem of plane E-wave 
propagation in the media with local (i.e., in the vicinity Of the 
zero of £) linear approximation for the permittivity.The solution of 
this problem see in Ref. [2 3. Here we discuss the conclusions in 
[2].The harmonic time-dependenoe exp(iwt) is used in this paper. 

The dependence of the E-wave magnetic field component 
Hx= U(z) exp(-ik0h(-&)y ) (1) 

is defined by the equation 

Uzz " Eli7 Uz + ko (£(z) " h'} U = °» h=sin*-       (2) 

By means of the substitution U = Ve F, Eqn. (2) is reduced to 
equation 

?2Z + ( k* q(z) + r(z)> F = 0, (3) 

where 

q(z)=Eef(z)-h
2, £eI=E+*~2lE"(z)/2E-(E\z)/E)*},  r(z)=(£ (z)/2£)* (4) 

!Fhe WEB solution (."3), satisfying the condition F-»0 at z+   +oo 
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where 
m 
*k = 

—LS4               , q   exp( 
-.'■'■■• a ■ 

(-1 )k"*ik0J Vq da), 

zm~ zeros of 
m 

function q(z). 

v= 1 + exp( 2ik0J* Vq dz) . 

(£-» -<£>) was found in [2] by going around the zeros of q(z) in the 
upper half-plane z. It was assumed that the zeros of q(z) are. 
isolated and that the Stokes oonstant T = i was used_ (for 
discussion on this question Bee Ref. [2]). It should be mentioned 
that the free term coefficient presentation of Eqn. (3) in the form 
of Eqn. (4) ensures the application of the WKB solution in the 
viotnity of the e-zero. 

The final result is    % 

U(z) =Ve p2(z) + iREV^Pt(z)t (5) 

(6) 

(7) 

In nondissipative plasma point zt lies in real axis z, point z2 
- in upper half-plane z (disposition of the zeros of the function" 
q(z) , and the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines for the Eqn. (3) see in 
Ref. [2]).   The WKB solution (5) defines the magnetio  field 
struoture of the E-wave in the transparent region and can be " 
interpreted in terms of the MGO as the magnetio field of E-wave 
(E-ray) in a medium with effeotive permittivity eef (see Eqn.(4)). 
R = iR can be interpreted as the reflection coefficient of the wave 
running to the turning point z^. For a plane wave, the turning point 
position ooinoides with the oaustio. 

It is shown for the linear dependence of £ that |RE|=1 for v=0 
and |.R_.|<1 for "ö ^ 0. Thus, solution (5) takes into aooount  the 
effect of resonant attenuation in the vicinity of the £-zero [2]. 
The WKB solution (5) for the E-wave magnetio field gives a physical 
interpretation and a fairly good accuraoy of the E-wave field; it 
yields WKB reflection coefficient calculations which are better than 
the accuracy of approximations suggested in another papers (see 
reference in [1,21. Standard GO gives a big error in this region, on 
condition (ko/7S)'h

2<2. 

RADIATION OP THE MAGNETIC CURRENT FILAMENT IN PLANE-STRATIPrED 
PLASMA 

The next step in the MGO construction is the analysis of 
magnetio current filament radiation in a plane-stratified plasma 
with "£(s) varying monotonically in z.   M 

Let the magnetio current filament Jx=Ixö(z-zo)ö(y-0),zö<0 be 
placed in a free space near the plasma half-space(z>0). The magnetio 
field struoture inside the plasma is determined by integral 

*°° Tj(ae, z) *  
H^. = _f exp(-iaey ti/ k*-ae* zp) dat, (8) 

-oo Vk*-ae2 

For evaluation (8), we employ the solution (5), assuming the slow 
dependence R^ae). Then the asymptotio evaluation (8) gives, by the 
atationary phaoo method, the following oxpi^oacion for tho fiold in 
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the medium 

,/T - Hx       «       k/   |§"     |   [(1-h2)(eeI-h2)J      expC-i^tz.y.ae) + 

i*/4)+A-X      |$"     jHEfd-^Xeef-h2)]  exp(-itD2(z,y,3e)+iic/2-i7C/4 

signO}/'^)) (9) 

Miere A = - I /4'R^i~7E0, 
.      z*_ . 2*     ■ 

®*.*=M> = -V^I-fcX + k0JVeei:-h
2 dz ±k0/Veef-h2 dz + a>y, 

o z 
h = 3E/kD, Rj. is defined in Eqn. (7), ae and h in (9) relate to real 

(in absence of collisions) points of stationary phase. 
Magnetic current filament radiation analysis shows that the 

reflected (inside media) ray amplitude and phase change at the 
turning point zit as opposed to the standard CO where they are 

continious at the turning point. Moreover, the reflected field phase 
change by 1C/2, when the ray touohes the oaustio, as in standart GO. 

MGQ permits finding new physical peculiarities of the magnetic 
field radiated by raagnetio current filament, as compared with the 
electric field radiated by an electric current filament. Inside the 
media, the reflected E-ray amplitude depends on two factors. The 
first one is the E-rays diverge. This effect is less pronounced for 
media with monotonic decrease in £, as oompared to H-rays 
described by standard GO. The second factor is the effect of the 
E-wave resonant attenuation in the region 8 & 0. In the far zone, the 
divergence of E- and H-rays reflected from plane-stratified plasma 
is not diminished. Thus the difference between the amplitudes of E- 
and H-rays is defined only by j'R j . 

MODIFICATION OP GEOMETRICAL  OPTICS  FOR  THREE-DIMENCIONALLY 
INH0M0GENE0US PLASMA WITH AN OVERDEUSE CORE. 

Here we construct MGO on the basis of solutions to two 
problems (i.e., that of plane E-wave propagation, and that of 
magnetic current filament radiation in a plane-stratified plasma). 

Let the electric and magnetic fields in the inhomogeneous 
plasma be written in the following form 

E=Aexp(-ik0({)M) + .(ü^.e)"
1rot.(Vg B expC-ikJ^)) 

' -» • i   - - <10> 
H= -Y~r0't ( A eXP ("^o^H ^ + "^ & eXP ("^o^E ^ » 

..     O 
-*       -* 

where vector amplitudes A and B are expressed by the series 
->        ..■■-♦ 

A B 
_j      -       ■    - 

A = I —.. B = 2 
* (i^,) 

tn 

The first terms in Eqn. (10) are related to H-ray fields defined in 

the zero approximation by the condition (Aovs?s0). The second termB 
-* 

are related to E-ray fields defined by  condition (B vs/O). The 
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supposition of independence of E and H fields in the  zero' 
approximation (m=0) is justified locally, in vioinity of the point 
-» 
r , on distajioe 1^** l£/vs| under oonition LN« 1^. where 1^  is radius 
of torsion of ray. After substitution Eqn.  (10) into Maxwells 

equations, we use the expansions A and B in a power series, in  k0 
and obtain the standard eioonal and transport equations for H-ray 
fields. Por E-ray fields the eioonal equation is postulated in the 

W.f = sel(r) = s(r) + — -   [ 5-3] . (11) 
o 

where the dependence e f is introduoted by analogy with the plane- 
-*    -» 

stratified medium 12]. The transport equations for Aoand Bo have  a 

standard form. 
The effect of the E-field's resonant attenuation in the region 

e fig 0 is taken into account by introduction of reflection 
coefficient for the E-ray which has gone through the turning point. 

The condition for this ray is B„ =RB„ .where Ö  is the  amplitude 
"       02   E Oi Ol * 

-* 
of the ray branch going to the turning point z^, and BM is  the 

amplitude on the ray branch leaving z . R^. is defined in Eqn. (7), 

where z±  and z2  are the coordinates of the turning points in  the 
"-»'■•■. 

local Cartesian coordinates for the linear approximation £^r)=E' (0)z 
In the vicinity of the turning point z4(see Fig.1), and h  is  the 

value (V^)* of the turning point zt. Coordinates z*    and zz     are 
defined in absenoe of collisions by oonditions Jm zf=0, Jm zz    >  0, 

the axis z is direoted into the region 8<0. If the linear 
approximation e is unacceptable, then Rj. is calculated by numerical 

methods. 
Consider some aspeots of the plane wave diffraction on 

inhomogeneous plasma bodies of the finite dimensions.In oontrast to 
plane-stratified medium divergence of the E- and H-rays reflected 
from a finite dimension, plasma bodies oan be considerably 
distinguished in the far zone. The divergence of the E-rays is less 
than that of the H-rays because |V£ef| > | VS| and ri0> ro.  (The 

effective overdence core radius r  and the overdenoe oore radius r 

are defined by equations £ef(rio)=0 and e(ro)=0, respectively).  In 

accordance with this conclusion the bistatio oross-seotion near 
backseattering direction (when the resonant attenuation in region £ 
& 0 is neglected) is greater for E-rays than for H-rays. Some 
example see in Ref.[1j. 
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ABSTRACT 
Numerical procedures based on finite element method, 

decomposition of soatterer and round of field peculiarity in 
complex space are discussed. Physical results obtained are 
reported. 

INTRODUCTION 
Plasma objects, both artificial and natural, are often 

stretched in a direction, in which their parameters are changing 
slowly, but a media is substantially two-dimensionally 
inhomogeneous in the cross-section plane. We would mention here 
streams of jet engine and meteors trails at the height about 100 
km, anisotropically extending in the Earth magnetic field. 
Scattering properties researoh for such objects represents the 
foundation for many applications such as a discovery and 
diagnostics, radio communication using plasma objects. 

Consideration of two - dimensional model is a reasonable 
choice. In fact when finite element method is used the time of 
problem's decision rises as 10(R/h)  in one-dimensional case, and 
much more faster in multi-dimensional cases: proportionally to 

4 T (R/h)    in two- or (R/h)    in three-dimensional case, there R  is the 
radius of containing surface, h  is the discretization step. It's 
possible using 336  processor based computer to solve in the same 

7 time about four hours one-dimensional problem with R/h~~10    (up to 
one million wavelengths over diameter in dielectric supposing 30 
steps per wavelength) or two-dimensional problem with R/hr-100 (7 
wavelengths) or three-dimensional problem with R/hr-10 (less than 
one wavelength). Two-dimensional model permits, firstly, to 
investigate scattering regularities in more realistic situations 
as regards to one-dimensional inhomogeneous cylinder, and, 
secondly, to compare the calculation results for strict numerical 
and approximate optios methods. 

Let plasma cylinder has permittivity E(r,(p)=£'-i£". The fall 
-* .-». 

along X axis of #-wave (vs.E=0) and JS-wave (v£-H=0) is considered. 
Plasma may has negative kernel, i.e. the region with £'<0. It's 
supposed that £"^0, the loses may be of any level including 
evanesoently little. 

It's known that for E-wave in plasma with low loses field 
components are changing in complex manner in the vicinity of £' 
transition through zero [1]. It's physically cased by plasma " 
osoillations excitation and mathematically conneoted with presence 
of E-field peculiarity on E=0 curve, which is situated in the 
complex coordinates space. Por low loses the peculiarity ourve is 
passing closely to the plane of cross-section real coordinates - 

for peculiarity curve ^i-=^r=lL£,  where £ axis is oriented in vs' 
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V 
direction, J=0 when s'=0, S=~ Is  the loses level, vQ    is  the' 
frequency of electron collisions with heavy partioles. In the 
vioinity of peculiarity the mesh step has to be les3 or order than 

V 
So far as the time of region counting up is proportional to 

•i-j, thus the loses in common with scatterer size determines the . 
7?       .     . 
possibility to get numerical deoision under the £' (r,y)     function 
has been settled . - 

NUMERICAL PROCEDURES 
Method of finite elements (MFE) used in current work has some 

preferences. Firstly it's characterized with sparse matrix of 
coefficients. Seoondly it has been developed for nonregular mesh. 
thirdly it fits to take into aocount inhomogeneous parameters of 
media and, if necessary, complex borders of objects. 

Special methods have been used to improve effectiveness of 
numerical procedures. Firstly the scatterer decomposition into a 
series of cylindrical lays is carrying out because computer. 
reserves consumption is reduoed since the dimension of sequently 
solved problems is diminished £2]. The time of decision rises as 

7/2 (R/h)       , and for 100 knots per radius it takes a quarter of time 
oompared to deoision without decomposition. Required storage 

2 3 capacity rises as (R/h)        as  regards  to  (R/7l)   without 
decomposition. For (R/h)~100  the economy of memory is about 2 
orders, the consumption is less than 1Mb.    Secondly the task of 
getting numerical deoision without reducing mesh step in .E-wave 
case while loses are low is solved here using peculiarity round in 
oomplex space. This means the cylinder cross - section bend in 
complex plane with the aim to go away from peculiarity curve. 

Analogous to [31, field in cylindrical lay is decayed over 
the previously found series of wave equation decisions* for 
linearly independent border conditions of Dirihle or Neyman. This" 
equation taken for "z"  field components, 13 Bolved using MFE. Note 
that the second tangential to border component flL or B^ is 

proportional to partial derivation of "z" field component with 
respeot to border normal. This permits to characterize separate 
regions through impedance or admittance matrices. Recomposing is 
exeouted in ordinary way. 

Pyramidal basis-weighting functions were used in projection 
soheme. Functions are connected to the knot of triangular mesh and" 
differ from zero only at finite elements having knot as a vertex. 

Let previously mentioned £=£'+t£" axis is described  by 
equation Y=kX+q,  fe=tgtj) and q  are real. So £ reflects on imagine' 
coordinates plane as an axis £" going through the source  of 
coordinates under the angle d). 

We gave imaginary additions to coordinates of cross - section 
points aooording to hr"(hry ) with respect to certain point, say C, 
inside negative kernel, not coincident with the source of 
coordinates. It'B enough for vertex kernels. For kernels having 
parts with difference between inclination V£' angle and angle of 
observation from point C more than %/2 on the real coordinates 
plane, suoh a simple way of giving additions to coordinates- is 
unacceptable, beoause it leads not to removal, but to approaching 
of cross - seotion and E=0 curve. Then it's necessary to give 
additions to coordinates ol points near Kernel border in more 

> 
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accurate way: to add Imagine coordinates in a direction of '(-%") 
growing. 

Dependencies of I and Y from I' and Y' were approached with 
the help of the same pyramidal • functions. For integration over 
cross - seotion 

JPPMO dX dY = / F(X\Y') detJ dX'dY'     ,. 
Q 0' 

was used, where J is Jacobian of coordinates transformation. 
According to numerical experiments, for obtaining 

satisfactory accuracy it's neoe'ssary to remove cross - section 
from peculiarity curve on a relatively little distance about* or 
mare than a half of used mesh step. 

PHYSICAL RESULTS 
Diffraction on radially inhomogeneous plasma cylinders with 

2     2 Gaussian electrons distribution s=1-B- X1+tS) .exp(-r /rt  ) was 
investigated , in connection with  meteors  trails  scattering 
research. Here Tj is a characteristic size of plasma cylinder, 

4.re.a 
S=- n—, r is classical eleotron radius, a is linear  electrons 

rt 
density [1]. In [4] for wide range of parameters r+=(0.4-f-4)  and 

a=(1011+101^)CTJ~ , S=0.1 and 0.01 back - scattering  ooeffioients 

A -/oToT 
Q=_ have been given for H and S-waves, here o(q>) Is  the 

2 
scattering cross section of oylinder. Widely known dipole 
resonance of internal field in homogeneous elliptical cylinder 
placed in a field of relatively low frequency perpendicular to E 
vector plane, is connected with plasma waves excitation. The 
resonance displays itself in rising of polarization relation 
0 /o . For radially one- and two-dimensionally inhomogeneous 
cylinder the resonance is weakened because the field absorption in 
the E*(G region. The rising of polarization relation was reported 
in [431 but no more than to 2. 

Calculations for plasma cylinders with elliptical level's 
lines flattened or stretched along Y   axis were Conducted. For 
e=1-B. (1 + lS) .exp[-(3T+Ö.ir)/r+ ]  r+=0.6 was chosen, which means 
that negative kernel size in wave fall direction is much less than 
wavelength. Also a= (1011 +1013) cm~1, henc e B= (0.3+30), S=0.01 and 
5=9, 0=1, or 0=1/9 were taken. The calculated back - scattering 
coefficients for two polarizations vs a are represented on Fig.1a. 
The polarization relation vs a is shown on Fig.1b. The back - 
Scattering coefficients deorease for flattened {0=9) and increase 
for stretched (0=1/9) cylinders as compared to radially 
inhomogeneous cylinder, it's connected with cross size changing. 
The increase of back scattered field with growth of .a.■"is observed. 
For flattened cylinder polarization relation maximum is taking 
place for lesser a - quicker after negative kernel appearance, and 
oppositely for stretched cylinder maximum is shifted to greater a. 
fPkio iß in qualitative aooondanoo with homogonaouja oylindüi* ot&tio 
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resonanoe consideration. Sinoe negative kernel is oloser to plane 
lay for 0=9 thus the resonanoe is more pronounced and maximum 
becomes greater than 2. For C=1/9 maximum is so close to f.that 
there iB no sense in talking about resonance manifestation. 

9 t>) *X*iCH 

Fig.1. Baok-soattering coefficients (a) and polarization 
relation (b) vs linear eleotrons density for H and E-waves 
(stroked and solid lines). Curves 1 — 3 are for 0=9; 1; 1/9. 

Developed procedures permits to estimate the limits of 
applicability for geometrical optics (H-wave case) and modified 
geometrical optics (E-wave oase) [53 so as it's disoussed in [63. 
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FROM FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS TO 

THE METHOD OF FICTITIOUS SOURCES IN E. M. DIFFRACTION 
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Laboratoire d'Optique Electromagnötique, U.R. A. CNRS n° 843 
Facultydes Sciences de St-Jerome, Case 262,13397 Marseille Cedex 20, France 

ABSTRACT 
We first recall that the Method of Fictitious Sources is not only an efficient 

numerical recipe but, on the contrary, an algorithm whose convergence can be established 
on a sound theoretical basis. We also report on some recent practical applications. 

1, INTRODUCTION 

I have been very honoured with your invitation to this meeting devoted to 
Mathematical Methods in Electromagnetic Theory. I though it was probably for me a good 
opportunity to get in touch with numerous colleagues that we have not been able to meet 
during a very long time. One of the problems I had to solve was to find a subject for this 
invited paper. The Chairman (EX Veliev) suggested to present a paper based on my 
recent research — or on other appropriate topics. Most of this audience is probably waiting 
for a review paper on relatively recent and broad topics. Such a paper requires from the 
author to quote an important list of recent publications. Unfortunately, I have to confess 
that I have no gift for an exhaustive bibliographical research... Consequently I decided to 
summarize the work carried out in our Laboratory concerning what we call the Method of 
Fictitious Sources (M.F.S.), an approach to diffraction problems which has become as 
important as integral, differential, modal and finite element methods. As a consequence, 
most of what follows has already been published. But the papers devoted to pioneering 
works are not always very clear ; they are often written to have a prior claim and 
consequently the didactic aspect is sometimes somewhat neglected. Moreover, very often 
it appears that, on further consideration, the contents of several papers can be presented in 
a more concise and unified manner through the help of some leading idea. I will be 
satisfied if this paper allows my colleagues (and mainly those of the former Soviet Union) 
to have an idea of what has been done in the "Laboratoire d'Optique Electromagnötique 
de Marseille", concerning the theoretical aspects of the MJF.S. 

We will only deal with time harmonic field and cylindrical diffracting obstacles 
(rods and gratings). The electrical and magnetic fields will be represented by the complex 

vectors £     and    <#   taking into account a time dependance in exp(-iü)t) . An 
homogeneous medium will be characterized by its permittivity e, its permeability u, and 

2 def        2 k   as EJKB  . As we did in all our previous papers, I will assume that all the media have 
the permittivity n0 of a vacuum. For a metal, it will be always understood that the 
conductivity has been included in the permittivity and, consequently, the complex optical 
index v will be defined as the square root of the ratio of the permittivity E to the 
permittivity EQ of a vacuum. Starting with a simple scalar problem, we will arrive, step by 
step, to rather complicated problems. For example, we will say a few words about the 
diffraction by a dielectric (or metallic) grating illuminated by a plane wave whose the 
incident vector is not perpendicular to the grooves (conical diffraction). 
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Before diving into mathematics, maybe it is useful to remind briefly the physicists1 

of the basic idea of the M.F.S. Let us therefore consider an obstacle whose boundary is a 
closed surface S. We call respectively fij and Q2 the exterior and the interior of S. These 
two regions are respectively filled with homogeneous and isotropic materials 1 (e^Uo) 

and 2 (z2,lh)- The obstacle is illuminated by a known incident field <P faK
/<5pinc and 

we look for the total field <f ,<#. In ß2 the total field must satisfy the Maxwell equations 

in medium 2 fo/Ho)'> therefore, we cart hope it can be considered as radiated by adequate 
fictitious sources (charges and currents) located in region fy but radiating in the whole 
space filled with material 2 (e2,u0). In the same way, we can hope that in Q, the 
diffracted field (which must satisfy a radiation condition) can be generated by some 
fictitious sources located in Q2 

and radiating in the whole space filled with material 1 
(E^UQ) . The problem is now how to determine the nature and the location of the 
adequate fictitious sources. Of course, this must be done in such a way that the so-called 

boundary conditions be satisfied : i.e., for <f, and & as well, the tangential components 
must have no jump on S. The idea, which in some sense appears as a generalization of 
Huygens'Principle, is certainly seductive but a question immediately comes to our mind. 
If, for numerical purposes, we take only a finite number of fictitious sources, will it be 
possible to satisfy rigorously the boundary conditions ? Intuitively we are led to give a 
negative answer ; we guess that we will have to be content with imposing only 
approximate boundary conditions, obtaining thus an approximate solution. Depending 
on the precise meaning of approximate (when speaking of approximate boundary 
conditions), we have to discuss (from a mathematical point of view) the quality of the 
associated approximate solution, and to prove that it tends to the exact solution of the 
physical problem. This is indeed an ambitious research programme... we cannot manage 
it without the help of functional analysis. 

2 - DIFFRACTION BY A ROD: THE SCALAR PROBLEM 
2.1. Notations. 

Let us now consider (fig. 1) a cylindrical rod whose generatrices are parallel to the z 
axis and whose cross section is the interior fl2 of the closed curve T. We denote by ßr 

the exterior ofT. The regions Oj and fi2 are respectively filled with a material 
characterized by k] and k2. The constant kj is real but, to skip over some theoretical 
complications, k2 is assumed to be a complex number whose imaginary part is strictly 
positive.2 We assumeiftat the electric field is linearly polarized in a parallel direction to 
the z axis and depends only on x and y. Consequently the total (electric) field, and the 
known incident field as well, can be described by only one scalar function (namely their z- 

component) that we call respectively U(x,y) and Umc(x,y). 

2.2. The field representation. 
The total field U we are looking for, will be represented by an ordered pair of 

functions u and v, defined on T as follows : u is the restriction of U to T, and v is the 
normal derivative 3nU of U on T. The pair will be denoted by F (the first letter of field) 
With usual notation we have therefore: 

1 Using their own language and without more or less esoteric mathematical words. 
2 From the practical point of view, mis restriction is not essential; see section 27 
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(1)      u = U|r,      v = 3nU.orDrU,      F = (u,v) . 

It must be noticed that U(x,y) is a function defined on R2 whereas u, v and F are functions 
of one variable (the curvilinear abscissa I or some other parameter) defined on the 
curve T. Functions u and v are unambiguously defined because, due to the boundary 
conditions, U is continuous and its normal derivative has not jump on T. 

Similarly, a known and unambiguously defined pair Fmc can be associated to the 

incident field \j'mc: 
inc _ Drir (2)       ¥mc = (u™, v™),       uinc = \j'mc\r, 

It must be emphasized that F is a good representation of U(x,y) in the following sense: if F 
is known, we know U|r and Dr U, which allows us to compute U everywhere in Cl2 

using the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz formula. But, because Fmc is given, we also know the 
value of the diffracted field3 and its normal derivative on T, which allows us to compute 
this out-going field4 in Q.v using again the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz formula (K.H. formula). 
In other words, as soon as F is known, the diffraction problem is reduced to standard 
computations requiring only a good computer code for Hankel functions. 

+X 

fig, l. £22 is bounded but Oi is not. The arrow gives ffo 2. Example of curves 
the conventional direction of the tangent unit vector t. ^ mtj ^ on tt,/,/c;, we can 

The normal unit vector n = ez A t point's towards Qi- put the fictitious sources. 

Let us now make some further comments about functions u and v. A physicist will 
certainly agree that the diffraction problem we are dealing with has one and only one 
solution. On the contrary, a mathematician cannot discuss existence and uniqueness 
without knowing in what function space he has to find a solution. It seems judicious to 

require that the solution belong to H|0C(R
2
/A) in order to be able to define an 

electromagnetic energy.5 Under this requirement, existence and uniqueness are 
established and it can be shown that u and v necessarily belong respectively to the 
Sobolev spaces H1/2(0 and H~1/2(r) . Unfortunately, and from the numerical point of 
view, the scalar products associated to these spaces are not easy to handle ... But the 
mathematicians,[1] also say that provided T is sufficiently regular (class C2 for example), 

3 defined in fy asU-U1"0. 
4 a field satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation condition. 
5 H]oc(rc2'A) is the space of functions f suchthat f and Af belongs to Hj^R J 
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and ü the solution is required to belongs to Hf<£?(I?2) , then u and v necessarily belong 

respectively to H^r) and H°(r) . Notice that hf(T)  is nothing but the familiar space 
L2(r) ). In other words, and from now on, we will assume, in all our theoretical 
considerations, that r is a C 2 curve and that the total field U(x,y) is somewhat more 
regular than it should be to only ensure the existence of the electromagnetic energy. 

Correlatively we will claim that u and v respectively belongs to H (r) and   L2(r) 6 

Clearly this proposition also holds for umc and v"* , since the incident field Umc(x,y) is 
indefinitely differentiable. 

23. Some function spaces and their fundamental properties. 
We call Y the vector space whose elements <(> are pairs of functions u and v 

defined on T and such that u e h\\r) and v € L2(r). In other words V-i^(r)x L2(r). 

Space Y is endowed with a scalar product i-\-)r inducing a norm {.\y . If dt and 9n 

denote respectively the tangential and normal derivatives on T: 

(3) (<thH>2)^=aiJrui^dUa2|ratu1atü7d; + a3Jr9nv1anv7d/,   \$\r = {$\$)y 

It is of course recommended to choose the positive numbers at, a2, a3 in such a way that 
the three terms appearing in the right side of (3) have the same dimension ; as for their 
numerical values, it is a matter of numerical optimization. 

For what follows it is convenient to introduce two subspaces of Y, denoted by 7{ 

and 7j' &■ Pau" ^ = (u/v) is said to be element of Yj if there exists a function/ defined and 
continuous in Q2 u T , and such that: 

a)   Af+k2f=0   in   Q2 , b)   u = f{j.,   v = Drf . 

Briefly we can say that u and v must be " the boundary values on T" of a two variable 
function satisfying the Helmholtz equation in n2- 
Subspace Y± is defined in a similar way replacing ß2 by   ^i   and   k2  by  kj ; but, 
because Qj is unbounded, we moreover require f to satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation 
condition. 
Clearly, if f(x,y) is looked on as the z component of an electric field, then v  can be 
interpreted (within a multiplicative constant) as the tangential component of the 
associated magnetic field. Anyway, and as pointed out in [3], we can attach7 to each of the 
7j 0=1,2) art impedance operator Zj and an admittance operator Yj defined by: 

(4) v=¥jU   , u=ZjV . 
Referring to Cessenat's work [4,2], these operators, also often called capacity operators, 
have an extremely important property. They are inverse of each other and they are both 
linear and continuous. It must be emplasized that the continuity (that will play an 

essential role subsquently) could not be established assuming that u belongs to L2(r) 

rather than to H^F). Of course, since we speak of continuity, f{ and % must be 
topological spaces. For each of them, we have to define what we mean when we say that a 

°   H (F)  is the Sobolev space of functions which are square integrable on F, as well as their generalized 
first derivative. 
7 This is to ensure the existence of these operators that we required k2 not to be uea! 
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sequence of functions tends to zero. We will say that <pn -> 0 in Y^   if jcPnJy -» 0. In other 

words, we will use on Y the topology induced by the T'topology. 
As a first consequence of the continuity of the impedance and admittance operators, it is 
worth noting that f{ and Y2 

are DOtk closed subset. As a matter of fact, let us consider a 

sequence of pairs 4>n=(un,vn) belonging to 7[ and such that lim <}>n - <J> = (u,v). Due to 

the continuity of Y j , lim vn = lim(Y j u^ )=Y j u. Therefore v = Y j u, which means that 
*eY (QED). 
Last but not the least, it can be proved that any pair tyeY can be decomposed into the 
sum of two pairs fa and fa, with  foe3^ and  <t>2e ^. Moreover this decomposition is 

unique. In other terms Y is the direct sum of Yx and Y> : 
(5)    Y=YX®Y2 . 
The proof of this fundamental theorem, called hereafter theorem of the direct sum, is 
given in Appendix A. Referring to the specialized literature, the reader will be able to 
convince himself that, because 7{ and Y2 ^e closed subsets, Y, as given by (5), is not 
only an algebraic direct sum but also a topological one. As for us, we reached this 
conclusion by reading.the famous book by T. Kato [5]. 

2A. The solution of the diffraction problem. 

As noted at the end of section 2.2, the known pair Fmc (associated to the incident 
field) belongs to Y. This known pair Vmc can therefore be decomposed in a unique way 

lie «aiurvu yau t 
jinc i) ucxunga VJ r . iiua MIUWII pau t 

as: 
(6) F^fo+fc,   fazYY,   faeY2. 
Now, it must be understood that, if this decomposition has been successfully completed, 
the diffraction problem can be considered has virtually solved because the pair fa IS 

nothing other than the pair F we are looking for. As a matter of fact, we can write: 
(7) F^F^-F + F . 

Obviously Fmc -F and F respectively belong to Yx and Y2 and, since the decomposition of 

F^ is unique, we get, comparing (7) with (6): 

(8) Finc-F = <))1       and      F = fa     (Q.E.D.). 
The question is now how to achieve decomposition (6). There exists for that a general 
procedure. Let us suppose that we know a total family fa n in Yx and a total family fa^ 

in Y2 .For a fixed integer N, we consider the positif number Aj«j defined as: 

(9) Af ^N = |F'nC " £cl,n Hn ~ Z c2,n <l>2,n| 
I n=l n=l | 

where the c1/n and the c2#n are complex coefficients. Then, using a least squares 

algorithm (LS.A.), we determine those coefficients q n(N) and c2 n(N) that give to AN its 

minimal value Äjg, We thus obtain approximants $ and <$ f°r to anc* to ' that *s *° 

say, from (8), for F^ - F and F : 

(10)    4iN = Xcu,d>1<n   , <g=2£i»*U ■ 
n=l n=l 

Of course, intuitively, the larger N, the better the approximation .. Mathematically 
speaking the procedure is convergent in the following sense: 
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(a)       limÄN=0, (b)       limk-^f=0   , j=l,2 

The last point is a consequence of the continuity of the applications $'H-> fy and $ H* $2 

(namely the projection of Ton Tf along T, , and the projection of Ton T± along 7Q. In the 
book by Kato [5], this contunuity is established as a consequence of the closed graph 
theorem, (see p. 156 and 166). Again we are rather far from elementary mathematics ... 

2.5. Examples of total families in Tx and Tv 

In a previous paper [3], we establish the two following theorems: 

Theorem 1. (This theorem applies if T is a C curve). 
Let Yi (resp. Y2)be a simple closed C2 curve located in Q2 (resp. Qj) and following the 

curve T at some distance (Fig. 2). Let us introduce a set of function s^ (resp. s2#n) which 

form a total family in L2(Yi) (resp. L2(Y2))- For j = 1, 2, let e^ be the solution of 

Aej#n + k.2 e; n = S: n 8T satisfying the radiation condition. Then the pairs fy^, defined on T 

by: 

form, for a fixed j (j = 1 or 2) a total family in T. It must be noticed that, because e^, is 
the field radiated by a source Sj n 8T. (whose support belongs to Yj), e^ is analytic in the 

neighbourhood of T, which of course allows us to claim that the components of 4»^n 

indeed beong to HT(r) and L2(r) . The proof of the theorem can be found in [3]; but, 
because of its importance, it is given again in appendix B with only slight modifications, 
which I think are changes for the better. 

Theorem 2. (This theorem applies if T is a C" curve). 
Curves Yi an<3 T2 being defined as in theorem 1, consider a countable and dense set of 

points F- n on Yj   (ne M) • Let e)<n(M) be now the solution of Aej n +k2 e^ = 5^M -P^n j 

and satisfying the radiation condition. Then the pairs ())jn defined on f by: 

V=(vlr'Drei.n] 
form, for a fixed j (j = 1 or 2) a total family in T}. 
It must be noticed that e^n(M) is now the field radiated by a point source. Therefore, 

ej/n(M) is nothing other than Ho(kj R^), where Rjn is the distance between points M 
and P;n .Again one can refer to [3] for the proof which, once more, requires a good 
background in Mathematics. We had to make use of the famous Hahn-Banach theorem 
and also of the notion of total family of distributions : see appendices C, D, E in [3]. As a 
by-product, we got a form of the reciprocity relations that I never saw in the literature.8 I 
cannot keep myself from giving it, although reciprocity theorems are not the subject of 
this paper. 

Theorem 3. Let y and Y be two closed C" curves which do not intersect. As usual, 
we denote by <&(y) and 3(y) the spaces of indefinitely differentiate complex functions 

8 which, of course, is not a proof of its originality. 
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respectively defined on fand y . Of course 3'(y) and 3'(y) are the corresponding spaces 

of distributions. To any s e 3'(y) we associate s 8y e .0' (R2) : 

Vye&ltc),   (sS^y) =(s,S/U / where yl denotes the restriction of v toy. 

Consider se3'(y), SS^'CY) > u denned as the unique solution of Au + k2u =s5Y with 

radiation condition,  ü defined as the unique solution of Aü + k^ü = s 5^, with radiation 

«©sedition. We call <j> the restriction of ü to y[<p = üi j   and   <j>  the restriction of  u to 

f(f = ufA   Wfi    claim    that(s,<p) = (s,qj)   ,       where   a  bracket  such  as   (s,cp} 

lepsesents^ as usual, the number associated to <p e £t{y) by a distribution s ; if s is a 

function, this number is given by the integral J   s <p d^    (See [3] for the proof)- 

2.6. The fictitious sources and the numerical recipe. 
In «the statement of theorem 1 (and of theorem 2 as well), the components of a pair 

$5^ are the " boundary values on F " of the field ejn radiated inQj by a source9 S^ 

located on ji. As previously explained, and using K.H. formulas, the knowledge of <j>2/n 

(resp. $kj5> allows us to find the total field (resp. diffracted field) in fl2 (resp. Qi). But, in 
fact, the use of KH. formulas is not necessary : the field associated in flj with the pair ^ 

is nothing other that the field ej n itself (since the difference of these two fields would be a 
field described by the null pair). As a consequence, all the theoretical and rather subtle 
considerations developed up to now, indeed lead to a numerical repice very easy to 
widerstand and to implement on a computer: 
Consider N sources Sj^ located on yj and N sources S^,, located on y2. Let us call e^ 
(resp. e^) the field radiated in the whole space filled with an homogeneous material 

described by kj (resp. k2). Then we retain as a approximant of the total field the field ÜN 

defined as follows: 

N 
Ü2,N = X£2.n(N)e2.n **    «2 

»=i 
where c1>n and c^ are those coefficients c1/n and c^ that minimize: 

.2 

(11)    UN 

I N N I* 

1 n=l n«l tr 

Calling AM the minimal value of AN, we can use the value of AN as a measurement of the 

quality of our approximate solution (remember that A^j must decrease and tend to zero if 
N is going to infinity). It is worth noting that, from the classical boundary conditions,'0 

N N 
AN would be zero if Xci^ ^.n an(* ]JLc2,n $2* were respectively replaced by the 

n=1 n=l 

' This source is a surface current with current densiy S:^, in theorem 1, and a ID wire current in theorem 2, 

Up to now, in our computations,  S-^ (£) = expfi n (2n / Lj J () where L(- is the length of yj. 

1° On r, both the field and its normal derivative have no jump. 
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(unknown) pair associated to the diffracted field in fl^ and the (unknown) pair associated 
with the total field in £22 We can say that minimizing AN is the means used in the 
M.S.F. to enforce the boundary conditions on T. The idea of expressing the boundary 
conditions through the minimization of a convenient norm is not new. For example, it has 
been intensively used in Japan (using a classical L norm) by K. Yasuura and his 
collaborators [6]. As mentionned in [7,8,9], the Yasuura method can be considered as a 
particular case of the M.F.S. 

At this stage of the analysis, it must be emphasis that the M.F.S. reduces the 
diffraction problem to two canonical problems namely : (a)-the computation of the 
field radiated in an infinite homogeneous medium by a known distribution of current, 
(b) the least square problem. The former is a matter of integral calculus; since the Green's 
function is known (i.e. a Hankel function), at most we have to perform a convolution 
product. The latter is a traditional chapter of any text book concerned with applied 
mathematics. Nevertheless we encountered some numerical problems when dealing with 
the famous Gauss normal equations ... but fortunately we benefitted Iron» the advice 
given in "Solving Least Squares Problems" by CL.Lawson and RJ.Hanson, Prentice- 
Hall, 1974 (Use of Householder transformation, singular value decomposition-, etc). 
Remark : In our theoretical work, we have been especially concerned with two types of 
fictitious sources (see theorem 1 and 2) but, from the practical point of view, other sources 
can, of course, be used. Let us refer to fig. 3 and suppose we have got a satisfactory 
solution assuming for the diffracted field to be generated by N wires represented by N 
points on yv Moreover suppose that, as shown in the figure, a certain number of points 
Pn (say those corresponding to n=l,2,...,Ni) are in a disk Dj centered at C and contained 
in Q2. Then, taking the origins O of the coordinate system at C, and putting R„ = PnM , 
CPn = OPn = r^and GM=OM=r, we have11 for n=l^..,Ni, and for any M e Qj: 

HS(kAi>- ^^(karJ^tkAje^e-^ . 
meZ 

The contribution of all the points Pn located in Di is therefore: 

"      X flicn Jm(kl%)e-im<)H^(k1r)e
i-0 

.        meZ V.n=l / 
which canbe interpreted as the field of a multipole. In other words, we can replace the Ni 
point-sources (monopoles) lying in Di, by a multipole source. This remark shows there is 
a link between our work and the work done by C. Hafner and his collaborators at the 
Institute für Feldtheorie in Zurich. They used extensively the multipoles as recalled by the 
title of their book [10]. 

MM) 
EigJL. Qiand Qz 
are respectively the 
exterior and the 
interior of r.8„ is the 
polar angle of CPn. 
W=l«, Nt=5.      ' 

11 Fromthe "addition theorem" for Hankel functions, since rn<r. 
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2.7. Straightforward generalizations. 
If it is the magnetic field (rather than the electric field) which is parallel to the z axis, 

our unknown function U(x,y) must be defined as the z component of <&. Then we have 
only to change the definition of the pairs and to make some suitable modifications in the 
theoretical considerations. The first component of the pair F is still u=U|r but the second 

is now (eo / e)9nU on T. As a rule, the components of a pair must be unambiguously 
defined functions; here, and due to the boundary conditions, v has indeed the same value 

onbothsideof T. 
Up to now, we assumed Im(k2) to be strictly positive, but our conclusions still hold 

if lm(k2)=0, except for some isolated values of k2 (linked with the eigenvalues of the 
Lapladan operator in Q2). From the practical point of view, it can be said that the M.F.S. 
also works for dielectric rods. Maybe we are lucky but, up to now, we never encountered 
difficulties in our computations. 

The MJ.S. also works for an infinitely conducting obstacle. In this case, we have 
only to suppress the fictitious sources associated to 72- The rule ^ indeed very simple: the 
total field U being now null in Q2, we can suppress the sources introduced to produce U 
in Q2 when this region was filled with a metal of finite conductivity. 

3 - DIFFRACTION BY SEVERAL RODS 

In this section we suppose that the diffraction obstacle consists of two rods which 
are parallel to the z axis and whose cross sections are, to a large extent, arbitrary. We will 
be brief because a detailed paper has been published in the J.O.S.A. [11]. Dealing with the 
case of polarization already used in sect. 2, we only want to draw the reader's attention to 
the main problems we had to face with. 

Ll E^. Diffraction by several rods: (a)-two rods: r^u^ =T and Y:=Yu^Yu 

(b). - a coated rod: T2 = r\ u T3 = I" 
3.1. Notations. 

It is convenient to introduce three regions Q.\, Q-2, ^3- We denote by rj the 
boundary of flj and we characterize the homogeneous material which filled ßj by 

kf = CD2 £j Ho- What we call now T is the union of the r) (r = Uj Tj). At any point of T, we 

define the tangent unit vector t (with a conventional direction) and the normal unit 
vector n = e2At. One can see in Fig. 4 two different possible situations, namely two 
separated rods (Fig. 4a) and a coated rod (Fig. 4b). It is worth noting that region Q1> in 
which the incident field is propagating, is not bounded contrarily to Cl2 and CI3. As we 
did in Sec. 1, the fields U is still represented by a pair F = (u,v) and the definition of the 
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pair components remains unchanged. On the other hand, the incident field U is 
represented by a pair in a slightly different way: 
(12) Finc=(Elnc|r1, Dr^) on Ti and (0,0) elsewhere. 

Space r is still H:(r)xL2(r) and subspace 7f (j - 1,2,3) are defined as in section 2: 
briefly, a pair (u,v) belongs to ^ if u and v are"' the boundary values on r- " of a function 

fj satisfying the Helmholtz equation Afj +k?f = 0 in Qj (and the radiation condition if j=l). 

32. The theorem of the direct sum. 
This theorem still holds. We have now : V«^ ©V2 ©^3 and the generalization 

to N regions would be straighforward. The proof, given in [11], is unfortunately more 
intricate ; let say only that we have not been able to avoid the introduction of new 
functions a-. 0=1,23) defined on T, which maybe makes the reasoning somewhat difficult 
to follow in details. 
33. The numerical recipe. 

On the contrary, the numerical implementation do not present new difficulties. Let 
us explain what we have to do, referring to fig.4a. For each j, we introduce a curved (or a 
union of disjoint closed curves) Yj lying in the complement of ßj u Tj and following the 
curve T: at some distance. Possible curves are shown in the figure using the following 
convention: curve Yj (pi,2,3) is composed of dashes separated by groups of j dots. Since 
Tj ismeunionof r2 and T3; it must be noticed that Yi is the irnion of YW (a curve lying in 
Qt2)and Yi3 (a curve lying in Q3.T0 each curve Yj we attach N fictitious sources Sj/n 

(n=l,N) which radiate a field ej>n in the whole space supposed to be filled with the 

material described by kj. We look for an approximate solution ÜN. In Q2 or in Q3, UN is 
defined as a linear combination of the ej^n: 

(13) Üfcn = X%neM> J'2'3 

and mOi> where we have to take account of the mddent field: 
N 

(13*)   CW=2c^eu*U' ... 

Now, as we did in Sect. 1, we have to express the boundary conditions on T through the 
minimization of a certain positive expression. Since T is the union of Tj- and T2 (Fig. 4a), 
the squared norm of a pair defined on T is now the sum of two integrals (one on Tj and 
one on F2); with obvious notations: ■■•;.' 

It is convenient to denote by p! 2 and F^ the pairs representing the fieldradiated by the 
fictitious sources placed on Ylf2 and 7^3 respectively. In a similar way, for j = 2 or 3, we 

denote by EN the pair representing the field radiated by the fictitious sources placed on 
Yj. The determination of coefficient cj^ is carried out by minimalization of: 

(15),   A^^ + Fß + FÖ^ 

For the study of the coated rod (Fig. 4b), the reader can refer to 111]. 
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3.3. An important comment. 
Fig. 5 shows another diffraction problem in which the diffracting obstacle is a 

heterogeneous rod made of two jointed homogeneous rods. We have indeed solved the 
associated problem with the M.F.S. putting the fictitious sources on curves Yj looking like 
the ones shown on fig. 5b. But, as explained in [11], we are, in such a case, confronted with 
new theoretical difficulties. The M.F.S. indeed seems to work (as shown by our numerical 
experiments), but we have not been able to give a theoretical proof of its convergence. 

EigJl- Two jointed homogeneous rods. Q 

DIFFRACTION BY ONE ROD ILLUMINATED BY A PLANE WAVE 
EOSE WAVE VECTOR kmc IS NOT PERPENDICULAR TO THE ROD 

This question that cannot be reduced to a scalar problem has been also solved using 
the M.F.S., as recently described in the J.E.W.A. [12]. Putting y = kmc.ez, it can be shown 
that    <f (x,y,z)-E(x,y)exp(iyz) and c^(x,y,z) = H(x,y)exp(i7z). 

As well known, it is possible to express the tangential components (on T) of E and 
H in terms of Ez and Hz. These components are unambigiously defined (they take the 
same values on both sides of T); they form a ordered set of functions (a quadruplet F).that 
we use to represent the total field. More generally, any field sufficiently regular can be 
represented by such a quadruplet (rather than by a pair as we do for (y = kmc.ez = On. For 
space limitation reasons, it is impossible to go Into all the details. Let us only say that, 
again the problem can be reduced to the minimization of a norm which, by the wav, is for 
y#0 a traditionnal L2 norm. However, for y#0, we have now to determine four 
sequences of coefficients instead of two (for y = 0). In conclusion, the algorithm proposed 
and justified in [12], which seems at first glance rather intricate is, after due consideration, 
a straightforward generalization of the algorithm described in section 2. The associated 
numerical recipe is again simple to understand ... but of course the programming 
becomes cumbersome and the computation time increases. Anyway the numerical results 
given in [12] show that it works ! 

5. DIFFRACTION OF A PLANE WAVE BY A GRATING 

From the mathematical point of view, there exists indeed a strong correlation 
between the diffraction by a rod (Problem 1) and the diffraction by a grating (Problem 2). 
In the first problem, the fields are functions of the polar coordinates r, 6 ; these functions 
are, for fixed r, periodic in 6, with period 2n; very often, the cross section of the rod can be 
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described by a function f(9) which has itself the period T.%. In the second problem, the * 
fields are functions of the cartesian coordinate x, y; in normal incidence,12 these functions 
are, for fixed y, periodic in x with period d = 2TC (provided we choose conveniently the 
unit of length); very often, the grating profile can be described by a periodic function f(x) 
with period 2JI. Thanks to this preliminary remark, it is possible to make MRS. algorithms 
suitable for the Electromagnetic Theory of Gratings [13, 7]. Even the case of conical 
diffraction (y = k"*.^ * o) has been recently solved, in collaboration with F. Zolla, as an 
adaptation of our paper in the J.E.W.A. [12]. This last work, carried out in the framework 
of a contract, has not yet been published... we are now preparing a paper. 

When passing from rods to gratings, there is however something which is worth 
noting. In both cases, an important step is the computation of the fields radiated by the 
fictitious sources. We need therefore to make the convolution product of a given 
distribution with a Green's function. For a rod, this Green's function is nothing other than 
a Hankel function for which efficient programmes do exist in any computer library. On 
the contrary, in grating Theory [13], and taking d = 2%, the Green function is 

g(x-x0,y-y0)withg(x,y) = Ii- £  ±j«»^xMf Xn =Jk2-a* , a,, ^n+ksinfe'"*) 

This series converges slowly for small values of jy| and is not absolutely convergent for 
y = 0. However, when dealing with the M.F.S., we must be able to compute g(x0/y0) with 

a great accuracy13 (10~10 for example) and in a reasonable time, whatever xo and yo 
(except for xn = 0 and yo - 0). We have been working a lot on this affair during the last 
months. As explained in [14], it turns out that, after a Rummer's transformation, we are 
led to series whose sum can be expressed in terms of polylogarithms [15]. The values of 
these rather exotic special function are available in MATHEMATICA but they seem 
difficult to get from a FORTRAN library. We first computed them with a "home-made 
programme", but we use now a much more efficient one provided by Dr. G.A. Erskine 
(C.EJLN. - Geneve). It is worth noting that very recently my colleague Cadilhac 
suggested to express the grating Green's function by an integral rather than by a series. 
He allows me to show you the result of his unpublished work; assuming again d-2n: 

/ „iax „-«ax       A cos by db (16)    g(x,y)=^H^(kr)-—^ ._e^in(a.ao) +^^«^ 

with r = i/x2 + y2 , a=\fk2-b2 , a0 = ksin(8inc), the integration path being in Ac 
complex plane, the curve b = (l-i)t, t > 0. We checked that the results obtained with the 
polylogarithm method are in perfect agreement (within lO-8) with those obtained from 
(16) after numerical integration. Moreover for certain points (x,y), Gadilhac's method is 
the most rapid (often by a factor 5). This is why it will be likely introduced in our 
programmes (at least as a conditional branch) in the near future. 

6 - CONCLUSION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
. Since officially such a paper must not exceed twelve pages ... it is about time that I 

conclude very briefly. In this paper, we have been mainly interested with the theoretical 
aspects of the M.F.S. but, during the last years, we performed a lot of numerical 

12 for an arbitrary incidence 8tac, the fields are only pseudo-periodic but, as explained m [13], «his is not a 
serious complication 
13 Indeed we need not only the Green's function but its first derivatives as well. 
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experiments [3,11,12] to get some ideas on the efficiency and on the limits of the method. 
Indeed it must be emphasized that the "speed of convergence" strongly depends on the 
choice and on the location of fictitious sources. This is clearly shown in our previous 
papers, in Hafner's book [10], or in the numerous papers written in Israel by Leviatan and 
his collaborators [16]. From the theoretical point of view, the choice of curves yi and 77 is, 
to a large extent arbitrary ; but, for a given problem, there is in fact an optimal choice 
which is a matter of habit. The M.F.S. is a powerful and a very flexible method but its use 
can be a tricky job. An inexperienced user will not choose the "good sources" at the first 
attempt... 

Because this paper is essentially concerned with already published results, I am 
very grateful to my colleagues M. Cadilhac, G. Tayeb and F. Zolla who have been my co- 
workers and co-authors, and without whom this invited paper would never have been 
possible. 
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Appendix A r Proof of the fundamental theorem y=f{ @Y2 . 

Given a pair $ = (u,v), let us consider the unique function g that satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation 

solution and is the solution of. 
Ag + k2g = v8r+div(un5r) 

^ Given a curve r and a function o defined onT, a 5p is the distribution defined a»: 

Vf €9,  (a8r)=|r a<pd£ . 
As usual. 3 is the space of all complex-valued functions of two variables having derivatives of all orders, all of which 
with compact support The operator div must be understood in the sense of distribution theory. 
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where k2 Is the piecewise-constant function almost everywhere defined on R2 as: 

k2(M) = kj si M e n„ or k| si M e Q2 
As well known in distribution theory, functions u and v are the jumps (on I") of g and its normal 
derivative Dg. We have therefore, at any point: 

(u(P),v(P)) = (g2(P)-g,(P),Dg2(P)-Dg,(P)) , 
the subscripts 1 and 2 denoting the region in which the boundary values and the normal derivatives have to 

be evaluated. In other terms, if we introduce the pairs ^ = (-gi,-Dgi) and $2 = \g,%&%-il which belong 
to^and^ respectively, we can write: V^€^^ = ^ + ^ ■ 
The uniqueness of this decomposition can be established using a reducio ad absurdum method of reasoning. U 
mis decomposition were not unique, it would be possible to find two pairs (say yj and y2) 

suCn that 
0 = Vi + V2 wim Vj ef / one of these pair at least being different from zero. In this case, we would be able 

to build a function gj, defined in Q1# haying as " boundary values on T" the opposites of the components 

of the pair yft , satisfying the radiation condition and the Heimholte equation Agj + k2 gj =0 . We would 
be also able to build a function g2 , defined in £12< having as" boundary values on I"" the components of 

the pair y2 and satisfying Ag2 + k| g2 = 0 Then the function g defined as: 
g(M) = gx(M) si M € n1# or g2(M) si M e Q2 

would be in the sense of distributipn a nonvanishing solution of the equation Ag+k2g=0, where k2 is 
again the piecewise-constant function defined above; but it is known that such a solution cannot exist 

Appendix B : proof of theorem 1. 

We suppose mat function $^n form a total family in L2(Y!). Considering functions e^ which 

satisfy the radiation condition and are solutions of: Ae1>n + k2 ew * s^,, 8Yl , we first establish that their 

normal derivatives v„ on r form a total family in L2(T). 

Let ae L2(r) be a function suchmat, for any vn,wehave (vnfö)=0. As is well known, what we have to 
show is that necessarily a is null almost everywhere on r. Let w be the unique and almost everywhere 
defined function satisfying the radiation condition and such that: Aw + k2 w = div(no8r) . 

After classical manipulations, we get: e1/(, Aw-wAe^,, =eln div(no5r)-ws1,n8Tl , an equation 
which must be interpreted in the sense of distributions. Letting each member operate on a two variables 

constant function,1^ we are led to:      0=L a9n(eln) dt+ f ws^,, 61 . 

The first integral which is nothing other than (vn|5)_ is zero (from our hypothesis) and consequently, for 

anyn: f ws^df-O. 

This means that w (and w as well) is null (almost everywhere) on ylt since me functions aljt form a total 
family on Yi . But w being continuous in the complementary of T, we conclude that w is null on Yi. Thus w, 

which vanishes on Yi and satisfies the Helmholtz equation Aw + k2 w = 0 in the interior of Yi, vanishes16 

in the interior of Yi and, therefore, in n2 (a property of the Helmholtz equation). Consequently d„w is 
zero on both sides of y since, as a consequence of me definition of w, the jump on r of d„w is zero. Then, we 
can claim that w, which satisfies the radiation condition, also vanishes in fli (uniqueness for the Neumann 

problem). In other words, w is the null function and consequently divfn a5T) is the null distribution which 

implies17 that a = 0, almost everywhere on r (Q.E.D.). 
Let us consider now the mapping which to any function v e L2(r), associates the pair (ZiV,v). This 

mapping is a continuous bijection from L2(r) to 7{, which implies that the pairs ^n, whose components 
are Z j vn and vn/form a total family in Tj. 

Of course, similar considerations allow us to show mat the pair ^ „ form a total family in 7£. 

15 This is possible since each member is a distribution whose support belongs to Tuf |   and is therefore bounded 
16 except if k2 is an eiger 
17 See Appendix Fin |3] 

16 except if k2 isan eigenvalue of the Laplacien with a Dirichlet condition on Y|. 
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COUPLED POWER EQUATION USE FOR ANALYSIS OP OPTICAL 
PIBERS WITH UNSTEADY STATE POWER DISTRIBUTION 

Sergey Petrov and Igor Sukhoivanov 

The Technical University of Radio Electronics 
14. Lenin av., Kharkov, 310726. The Ukraine 

ABSTRACT 

The autors have developed the methods consisting in introduction 
the statiatic mode cut-off criterion,.extended boundary condition in 
pover diffusion equation solution and a speoial condition for Bolving 
the diffusion in time-dependent case. The developed methods have 
alloved to apply the coupled power equation to analysis of the 
irregular optical fibers of any lenght irrespective of the mode power 

distribution nature. 
THEORY .'.* 

At present optical fibers are perspective means to createthe 
most qualitative local systems. The peculiarity of these systems fun- 
ctioning is their characteristics dependence on the real mode distri- 
bution in the optical fiber thai in its turnis the function of the 
many characteristics and conditions.Real value of different parameters 
in such systems may differ significantly (sometimes to 60 percent) 
from the individual measuring results. To analyse the multimode 
irregular optical fibers we used the coupled power equations: 

JS? + ^ JS« = - 27mPV + ?  hmk(Plt-Pm), (1) 
dz     dz K=1 

where tm is the delay time for the length unit for the m-th mode. 

The boundary conditions: 

P-On.z.t)!^- 0 , and  Pf^.t)^ 0, (2) 

The unsteady state power distribution is also determined by the 
cladding modes excited by the source. With the influence of irre- 
gularity in the core and in the cover and also on border between them 
the couple arise. This couple is mutual and there's the reverse energy 
flow. That's why we introduce the wide boundary condition,taking into 
account the guiding qualifies of the border between the cover and 

casing [1J 
P-On.s.t)!^^ 0 . (3) 

where Mc  is the largest mode number of the cladding modes 
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The general solution of the power flow equation (2), disoribing * 
the diffusion of the power distribution along the optical fiber, is 
expressed by the equation solution superposition : 

F(z,x,t)=V . > Wk Uk(x)exp(-(27(x)+n.k)z)Fi(x,t), (4) 

To analyse the unsteady state power distribution optical fibers 
using the diffusing equation the criterion, described in [2] is used, 
this criterion allows to find the necessary and sufficient number Kmax 
determining the highest summing up limit in the equation (4) 

(r±.k-ri.i)z < 10 db, (5) 

The expression for Wk,Uk(x),ri.k is presented in details in [53. 
The full power on the output of the optical fiber with the length 

of consists of the optical power that propagation in the core and in 
the cover. 

To analyse the dispersion of the impuls signal, spreading along 
the multimode optical fiber with the unsteady state power dis- 
tribution the power diffusion equation is used. Taking into acount the 
funotion Fi(x,t) determining the oharaoter of the power diffusion 
in time [3], the solution of the equation may be presented as 

2 2,    Kmax Wk 
T(zyx,t)= —= >  >  TT .Uk(x) exp(-(27(x)+ri.k)z * 

* 1=1 k*1  tl,k 

4^-<kz> (6) 
* exp( -  ——=—- ) , 

t^l.k 
where Ti.k is the delay of the k -th statistical mode, and tl.k is 
the width of this mode impuls response. 

The delay of the statistical mode and the width may be presented 

as [2]:       ,      2 

11,k = 2 / x Ti(x) Uk(x)dx, (7) 
0 

. .     1 ■'.- 2  ■-.-'■ ■ 
Kmax  (Q/ X .«t (x) Uk(x) üj(x) dx )     i/z 

■tl.k« 4(7    —  z)  •  (8) 
kfj>k ri.j-n,k 

•   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Using- the developed me mod we analysed the power ?(x,z,t) ' re- 

distribution prooesses when the optical signal with the initial dis- 
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trlbution F(x,o,t) goes along the 1...100 m long optical fiber and 

also the optical and geometric parameters influence on the power re- 

distribution. On the Figure 1 and 2 the characteristics of the mode 

power distribution for z=5 m long (Pig. 1) and z=50 m long (Pig.2) 

optical fibers. Two regimes may be realized here: 1) the regimu of 

the "weak radiations" of the cladding modes, when as a result of a 

gradual power redistribution between the guided and cladding modes, 

part of the mode power presents in the cover and takes part in the 

optical signal transmit ion. 2) the regime of the "strong radiation" of 

the cladding modes, when with the inorease of the optioal fiber le- 

ngth, the power diffunding to the cover doesn't accumulate there but 

radiate to the casing.Prom the point of view of the energy characte- 

ristics for the most qualitative local communication systems the first 

regime is expedient the "weak radiation" of the cladding modes. 

On the Figure 3 the losses dependence on the length of the opti- 

cal fiber when it is exoited by diferent types of sources. It's nece- 

ssary tomention that when ohanging the value of c and E3 it's pos- 

sible to change the conditions of the cladding modes spreading, with- 

out influence on the guided modes. 
On the Figure 4 the signal dispersion dependence on the length of 

the optical fiber is shown when the optical fiber is excited by the 

laser diode. Positive results may be obtained with values ae = 0.2 ... 

0.5 m~'\ with casing thickness c ä 500 mkm, elasticity module of the 

cover material not more than 1 GPa or independing on the values E2, 

E3 »under condition p > 1 . 

In conclusion we'd like to underline again that the spreading 

conditions of signals in the optioal fibers with the unsteadystate 

power distribution have some picularities connected with the signifi- 

cant role of the cladding modes and their influence on the effects of 

xntermode interaction and as a result on the quality of the transmited 

signal. {That's why such optical fiberB cannot be simply considered 

as short optioal fiberB but must be separated into a speoial class. 
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES 0? DECAMETRIC 
RADAR SIGNALS REFLECTED BY EARTH SURFACE- 

S.F.PImenov 

Institute of Physics, Stachky, 194, 
344104, Rostov on Don, Russia 

ABSTRACT 
The report summarizes the theoretical and experimental results 

achieved In the active decametric remote sensing of soil mois- 
ture, subsoil water levels and mineralization oi freshwater re- 
servoirs. As shown, the decametric wave range allows direct esti- 
mations of dielectric constant and moisture of soil in the near- 
surface layer of thickness about 1 m. A correlation is found bet- 
ween subsoil water levels (up to depth about 10 m) and the ampli- 
tude fluctuations of the reflected radiation. A high sensitivity 
of the mean amplitude of the reflected radiation to the level of 
mineralization of freshwater reservoirs Is proved. 
Keywords: decametric radar, soil moisture, water mineralization, 
subsoil water levels 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Recent years a number of works were devoted to remote determi- 
nation of soil moisture content with use of the microwave range 
/1-4/. A series of experiments were carried out also in the meter 
range /5/.As a result, different factors are found to effect on 
the accuracy of measurements, such as shielding of soils by vege- 
tation, roughnesses of the surface. The Influence'of a soil type 
on the dielectric permittivity dependence on moisture *(W)) and 
the depth of the sensed layer were estimated /4/. It was shown 
that the layer thickness L In which one can successfully estimate 
the moisture content using microwave measurements was -5 cm /4/. 
However, many agricultural applications usually need the soil mo- 
isture known In an upper soil layer of about 1 m thickness. Such 
problem can be solved by using lower frequencies including deca- 
metric range /6/. A large penetration depth (-10 m) and strong 
dependence of complex dielectric constant on conductivity are 
those advantages which make this range unique for subsoil re- 
mote sensing and for water mineralization measurements 77/. 

2.EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

A series of experiments were carried out in 1987-1993 to 
clarify the possibilities of using the decametric band for 
monitoring soil moisture, freshwater reservoir mineralization and 
SWL. Radar measurements were carried. out on the board ofAN-2 
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plane from the heights of 300-1000 m at the night speed or 
180-190 Kra/h. The carrier frequencies of the transmitter* was 30 
and 15 KHz, the length of the emitted pulse was 1 PS, and the 
frequency of repetition v/as 1 kHz. There was also a possibility 
to sweep the frequency from 30 to 42 KHz. The quarter wave 
vibrator was used as a radiator. The Influence of side 
reflections was removed by using the peak detector and strobing 
of the receiver. The spatial resolution is estimated as first 
Presnel zone size. The average amplitude of 10 pulses a(t) was 
written to the computer memory every 10ms. 

The instrument was calibrated by measuring a' on a quiet water 
surface for which reflection coefficient R' was considered known. 
The reflection coefficient from the Earth surface (for a constant 
flight height ) was calculated with the equation R=R'-a/a*. The 
mean a(t) amplitude <a> was also used (averaging time was from 1s 
to 10s). Assuming Iro^<<Re^ we estimated the soil dielectric cons- 
tant sR with the Presnel equation. 

The correlation between *R and soil moisture W (by weight) in 
five upüer layers (0-20cm, 20-40cm, 40-60cm, 60-80cm, 80-100cm) 
was studied. About thirty experiments were carried out ( length 
of each route about 10km) on the territories of Rostov and Dnep- 
ropetrovsk Regions. The main result Is that at 30MHz maximum cor- 
'relation Is observed between ^ß and soil moisture in two upper 
layers 0-20cm and 20-40cm . At 15MHz the best correlation takes 
place In the layers 20-40 and 40-60cm. The result agrees with 
formula for depth of sensing d /6/: 

d"X/m\s\1/z). (1) 
- -id 

Here s = d /r(x)dx, ^(x) Is the distribution of the dielectric 
w 

consrant.Corresponding correlation coefficients P both range from 
0.7 to 0.9. Minimum correlation was obtained between «R and W in 

. layer 80-100cm (P-0.6). The dependence of regression coefficients 
on soli type was also observed". The results of one of the experi- 
ments are shown in Fig.1. 

In 1989-1991 the research program was performed of airborne 
measuring of reflection coefficients from freshwater reservoirs 
at the freauency of 3GMHz. The studied objects were: 1. Tsym- 
iyansk reservoir ( mineralization S = 0.3-0.6g/kg ), 2. Vesely 
reservoir (S = 1-3g/kg), 3. Proletarsk reservoir (s = 3-10g/kg )» 
4. Kanych - Gudiio Lake (S = 10-30g/kg), 5. Taganrog Gulf (S-iO - 
20 g/kg). The considerable sensitivity was found of the radar 
signal to the mineralization changes with the best sensitivity 
fits into 0.5- 5g/k£ mineralization ranece. The data of one of 
the route ( Manych - Gudiio Lake - Proletarsk - Vesely ) are pre- 
sented in Pig.2. The correlation coefficients between average ra- 
dar signal <a> and water mineralization S usually range from O.T 
to 0.8. The mean radar contrast between Tsymlyansk reservoir and 
Vesely, Proletarsk and Manych - Gudiio ones equals to 0.35dB, 
1.05dB and 1.55dB correspondingly. 

The considerable part of the decametrlc radar research program 
was directed to Investigations of fluctuations of the signals re- 
flected by the Earth surface. At first, a lot of experiments was 
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carried out to study the possibility of underground sounding with 
use the scattered power 76/. The correlation was studied between 
the fluctuation coefficient K (see Pig.3 ) and SWL. The correla- 
tion coefficients between K and SWL are found to be in 0.6 - 0.7 
range. The good correlation (p-0.7) is also observed between SWL 
and the values estimated from K oscillations when sweeping the 
carrier frequency. The regression coefficient shows the strong 
dependence on a soil type. At second, such an Important property 
of the fluctuation spectrum P(F) is found: it has rather a po- 
wer-law dependence on the fluctuation frequency P: P(F)~F (a- 
1.5- 2.5) V8/( i.e.about 80% of spectra with only 20£ being Gau- 
ssian ). P is defined by the inhomogeneity scale 1 and the air- 
craft speed v as: F~l/v. 

The program also started with the freshwater reservoir and sea 
gravity wave spectrum investigation. Some experiments have been 
carried out accordingly to the program. Preliminary results are 
that In the freshwater reservoirs the spectra usually showed 
the series of lines with the width AF/F- 0.02-0.07 /8/. Sea wave 
spectra usually showed more wide.lines and group of lines. The 
example of the spectrum of weak sea gravity waves is shown in 
Fig.4. The two spectra illustrate- the spatial development of 
waves. The spectrum in fig.4a obtained 3km north of the south co- 
ast of the Gulf ( Port Caton ) shows only two lines at 6.5 and 
8.5 Es. The spectrum in fig.4b obtained 10km north of Port Caton 
shows the growth of new area of waves having another wavelength 
►{corresponding to 3.9Hz fluctuation frequency ). 
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ABSTRACT 

When considering Incidence of a plane wave arbitrarily pola- 
rized on a two-layer medium with rough surfaces, the average and 
scattered field Is studied with use of the perturbation theory by 
small roughness. The Important fact revealed is that the account 
of the second - order terms by roughnesses in the boundary condi- 
tions is essential for correct obtaining the average field In the 
lower half-space ( medium ), with they being not needed for defi- 
ning Its value in the upper half-space (from which the wave comes 
). The second momentum of the scattered field is also presented 
for the orthogonal polarization. It Is shown also that such an 
effect as fading of scattering appears when correlation between 
roughnesses of upper and lower boundaries occurs. 
Keywords: scattering of radio waves by rough surfaces, second 
order perturbation theory, layered medium. 

-Scattering of electromagnetic waves (SEW) by statistically 
rough boundaries In a layered medium was studied In a number of 
works. ( see /1-5/ ). The problem was solved by the method of 
equivalent boundary conditions in /1,2/f in the frameworks of the 
first approximation of the perturbation theory In /3/ and by the 
Kirchhof! method in /4,5/. In the present work SEW .by a two-layer 
medium with rough boundaries is considered using the perturbation 
approach to the second-order accuracy. 

Consider In the lower half-space a medium divided in average 
by plane boundaries onto such two layers: an upper one (second 
medium) of H thickness with dielectric costant e and lower half- 
infinite one (third medium) with e. The dielectric constant of 
the upper half-space (first medium) is equal to 1. The indices a 
and b denote values related to upper and lower boundaries, res- 
pectively. A monochromatic plane electromagnetic wave with wave 
vector ft is Incident from the upper half-space on the medium. In 
particular, in the case of an incident horizontal polarization, 
the perturbation theory gives for the tangent Fourier component 
of the perturbation of the mean electric field In the lower 
(third) medium ( the boundary roughnesses are considered noncor- 
related ) the following expression: 
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+va(^o»- (af+ Ct£>a/2)z1 (JJö^i^CMi >c2i (^i ><1+*atöi))x 

*cos2<p +Z1(51).d+ya(i|1))sln2?-]) - Ce}b-((1-yb(40)K + 

4-({6>b/2)i,(4o>C1+%(t,)Jd9i»btMi >c23<4i ><i+fy9i»x 

*cos2<p *Z3(Jll)(1+Vb(4l))slnz(p 3)]. (1) 

Here and after: 
E10T Is the Incident wave amplitude ( with first, second and 
third indices denoting a number of medium, an approximation order 
and a kind of polarization , respectively), 
40 and $ are the transverse components of the wave vector of the 
Incident and scat", red waves, respectively, 
D is the transmission coefficient of the layer for waves of 
horizontal polarization, 
Ce> »8-1., {£}b=£-e are the Jumps of the dielectric constants, 
a2 b and $a b are the dispersions and spectra of boundary rough- 
nesses, 
9 is the angle between 30 and q^, 
v w V .. M z, -. Z, - are the reflection coefficients from bo- 

a.» o»  i.D    l»o*  ltd 
undaries and Impedances of the media 1 and 3 for waves of hori- 
zontal ( with *) and vertical polarization ( see e.g. /6/ ). 

The following case ehould.be pointed out specially. In the se- 
cond order of tne perturbation theory the expressions for the me- 
an fields of main polarization in the upper half-space prove to 
coincide with those, for example, obtained in /2/ with use.of the 
equivalent boundary condition technique /1/, However, in the low- 
er half-SDace and in the layer the mean fields of main polariza- 
tion ( including the expression (1), in particular ) resulted 
from the perturbation theory differ from expressions obtained In 
/2/. This is due to neglecting in /1/ the second-order terms by 
boundary roughnesses. Tor example, the additional terms <A£>, 
<AH> obtained for the electric and magnetic fields in the lower 
medium' from the perturbation theory as compared to those from 
/2/. When roughnesses of lower boundary are absent we obtain: 

<Aib= cflc2Ce}ai?30/2, <Aä> = afk2{£}'aÄ30/2. (2) 

where ö30, £30 are the fields of zero approximation. For the 
many-layered medium the corresponding corrections to the mean 
field have the same structure, i.e. the amplitudes of the 
reflected fields in the upper half-space are not changed, but in 
the lower half-space and in the layer they have additional terms 
equal to the zero-order fields with the factor: 
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Ha= a
2k2<e>a/2. (3) 

At last, similar corrections due to roughnesses of an Inner boun- 
dary c, also turn to zero In the upper region ( above this boun- 
dary ), and in the lower region are equal to zero-order Held 
with the coefficient: 
|ic= c

2k2{e>c/2. (4) 

In particular, these corrections correspond to the first term In 
rectangular brackets in (1). 

' The expressions for the second momenta of the scattered in the 
Incidence plane fields of main and orthogonal polarizations are 
given below. For example, In the first order the second momentum 
of the back scattered field of horizontal polarization with inner 
boundary roughnesses being absent takes the following form ( in 
agreement with /3/  ): _ _ 
Gl-<EllT-EliT >=EToT-ElOT-K

k/2)Z^o)^>^1+^^0>> I X 

xö(5+50)-«a(-250). (5) 

For the field of orthogonal polarization under the same conditi- 
ons we have ( G2 is not zero only beginning from the second order 
approximation): 

xö(4+40).i<-240). (6) 

Here the value I imDlies an effective spectrum of roughnesses and 
can be described by the expression: 

I^Ce^k/^-rdo^qy^ 

-z^jXI+Y^,))!2. (7) 

„ As follows from the properties of the reflection.coefficients 
v V, the second momenta of the scattered fields (5) and (6) are 
the oscillating functions pf the layer thickness H and wave num- 
ber due to the factors |1+vi and |1+V| with the period of v and V 
oscillations by the parameter S=2k# being defined by the inci- 
dence angle: 
T=2ic(s-q2/k2r1/2. 
The expression (6) differs from (5) essentially by the dependence 
of I on the parameter S. In a number of cases this dependence is 
also oscillating with the period defined not only by the inci- 
dence angle but the roughness spectra as well. For the Gaussian 
spectrum: 
$a (p>ü2exp{-q2/p2}/(<sp2) 
the dependence I(S) takes the form: 

1= ({s} aka
2)2/ (8%p*) • exp{-2q2/p2} Jdq {q1 exp<-2q2/p2 }x 

x|Z(5l)(1+V(4l))-z(^l)(1+v(^))!
2. (8) 

The value (8) has been calculated for 2$s <s $9. p $4k. In all 
the cases studied numerically quasi periodic oscillations of I(S) 
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are obtained. At p >k the period Is „almost Independent ol p. For 
example, at p=2k and p-4k for e=4, e=9 the period I(S) Is equal 
to»       _« *■? 
Ts-3,6«2x(e-1)   , 
at the same values p, out Tor e=2, 8=5 It Is: 
!PS*6,3«2X(S-1}^

1/'2. 
When p<k the period of I(S) oscillations Is determined by the 
boundary of a roughness spectrum and at p«k reduces to the value: 

In the cases above the relative amplitudes or I(S) oscillations 
vary from tens of percents at S of the order of unity to few 
percents at S of the order of tens. They tend to decrease with 
Increasing p. 

In the case of full correlation between upper and lower boun- 
dary roughnesses similar to the case of large scale roughnesses 
(see /5/) fading effect for scattering occurs. For example, to 
the first order accuracy its condition for horizontally polarized 
wave reduces to the following: 

Cb(Mo)/C»^o>=-{e>aCl+vl(iio)X1+vl(.5>;/(te}b5(50)D(4>).  (9) 

This requirement and the same conditions for other processes cor- 
respond to infinitely narrow directivity patterns Of source and 
receiver antennae. Allowance for a finite pattern width leads to 
another expressions. Particularly, for wide patterns at normal- 
Incidence the following condition'takes place: 

ib0)nz0>="ie)a(ti+yi (OJXI+Y, (0);/({E)bD(0)D(0)),      (10) 

Here 5 siz+Jy x, y are horizontal coordinates. Note that the 
condition (10) coincides with the corresponding one in /5/ ob- 
tained earlier by Kirchhoff method. 
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ABSTRACT 

Theoretical consideration of wave scattering by rough surfaces 
within the frameworks of the perturbation theory is usually based 
on expanding the boundary conditions by powers of the surface 
roughness height £. When using such an approach, it would not be 
managed to account for effects of strong scattering described by 
high order terms of the expansion. In the method developed here 

■ the boundary jump (s> of the dielectric constant is used as a 
small parameter for obtaining the perturbation series. This al- 
lows to consider the effects appearing at roughness height large 

■compared to the wavelength |»7i,. 
Keywords: strong scattering theory by rough surfaces, layered 
media. 

Consider scattering of a plane monochromatic wave by a two- 
layer medium with an upper, rough boundary. Let the dielectric 
constants be equal tos and 1 in.the layer and upper half-space, 
respectively. Start with the electric field strength taken In the 
Integral form /1V: 

£(r\tM0(f,t)- (4*/c)Jdr-dfG (r.t.r-.r)!(?-,r).       (1 > 

Here G and 3 are the tensor electrical Green function and density 
of current, respectively. E is the electric field in unperturbed 
media* For the problem of interest the current density j Is- con- 
sidered as induced by the field in perturbations <ss of the di- 
electric constant : 

l(^,t')=(C/4ic)ÖE3/3tg(r^,t'). (2) 

The as value can be written as: 

f £s)i 

1 0, 
{s)si£n5 , for z{z-\)<Ot 

Ö6-{ (3) 
In another case. 

Here, {e)se-l is the dielectric constant jump at the upper boun- 
dary, the axis z is the normal to the layer plane. The* solution 
of the system of equations (1)-(3) can be expressed as the Neu- 
mann series. Particularly, to the first-order by (e> accuracy 
with an incident wave of horizontal polarization taken in the 
form: 

£ * 8 -E.-expacO-Uot}, . To 
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we obtain the following expression where Fourier transformation 
by horizontal coordinates p and time t was performed: 

t{wA.z)  = £+& * ö(ü-ü0)[ö(Ho>
eo^.^z) + 

+ 2*lw0<e) .Jdj$-expCl<(4ö-4>ß' )>j
rdz'G(w,q\z.z* )fi0(«.$«

z' )]*  (*> 

Here the Integral over dz' Is taken in the limits from 0 to U$') 
with 4 and qbelng the transverse components or the Incident and 
scattered wave vectors. Such values In (4) as the Fourier compo- 
nent of the unperturbed field: 
'e0<u.$.z)ö(iiHfltt)ö<M0.) 
and the tensor electric Green's function G(u,q\z,z') can be found 
with use of the relations given In /2,3/. When the Inequality: 
1 « £^8« e/{e}, .C5)- 
is valid, the expressions mentioned take the most simple form. In 
this case, for example, the tangent component of the,perturbation 
of the mean electric field strength <AET> has the following form: 

<ÄET(5)>= E0(eTeT )öX(^0)ö(Ho)^^o)
e2P{-2a2k2Z<

(lo>}x 

Here, 
H Is the layer thickness, 
ff2 is the dispersion of the upper boundary roughness, 
k2Z(q0) is the longitudinal component of the wave vector in.the 
layers 
v, vb are the reflection coefficients for waves of horizontal po- 
larization from the upper and lower boundaries of the layer, res- 

lote that"the value <AET> at large oz proves to be exponentially 
small due to the term exp(-2a k2z>. 

On calculating the second momentum of the electric field 
perturbation <AET1AET2> we obtain the following sum: 

<AET1AET2>= I kilr (T). 

Here, 

Pj(ßi,ß2)5<exp l-Kß^tfp ■:+ M^2>))>= 

= exp{-a2(ßf ■'+;$* + 2ß102r(Aß))/2), 0> 

ß^x(q:>+^x(q0)..-M^«^
,Tlt2z<<loJ' (10) 

ß =rß+; v=±tt n=1,2, the values 3 correspond to various combina- 
tions'of v-and signs ±,r(Aß) is the correlation radius of the 
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upper boundary roughnesses. . .  . -, ■  • 
In the case of Isotropie roughnesses at ß.ß2<0 the following 

asymptotic (a-»») expression can be found: 

Ij^(Ao1-A1+AOZ-$z)exPi-<J*Wl+&/z >(2*>'2JdAßerpC-<j2ß1ß2r(Äß)- 

-UMoiSi )>=ö(^oi-^^02-^2>exP{-^pr^ )V(2p*p1p8r (0)) ) x 

x erp£-af(ft+fi2)
8/Z}/(SwfPlß2r(0))i. '. (11) 

Generally, the values (11) and, at the same time, the value (7) 
are exponentially small by the parameter a. However, in the case: 
ß1+ß2=0 (12) 
the exponential decreasing of the value (7) is replaced by the 
power law one. It reveals some resonant frequencies and 
directions of Incidence and scattering which prove to be most 
sensitive to existence of a layer. When defining a layer 
thickness from the scattered Held the most reasonable approach 
Is to use these frequencies and directions as most informative. 
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The heart of interest in different microwave devices designing is investigation of resonant phenomena in 
their various displaying. Understanding the nature of these processes may provide designer with possibilities 
to »tilize and explore their advantages and avoid their drawbacks. 

The reliable and trustworthy description of electromagnetic processes in resonant parameter region 
can be obtained only by means of correct mathematical models and their correct computer realization. 

- Different numerical approaches, based on such direct ones as moment method, finite element method fail 
in investigation of fast oscillating scattering characteristics near resonant frequencies. AH these make clear 
the advantages of correct mathematical approaches for investigating of resonant phenomena. Moreover, 
only this kind of approaches and developed on it's base spectral theory with utilizing of catastrophe theory, 
provide trustworthy description and explanation of several complicated phenomena, arising in resonant 

- region. Spectral theory of open waveguide resonators deals with eigen modes of structures (possible natural 
modes of electromagnetic field), their "coupling" and role in forming of resonant respond of cavity to any 
of {stationary and nonstationary) excitation. Canonic problems of the theory consist in determination of 
nontrivial time harmonic solutions of homogeneous Maxwell equations. This solutions have to satisfy usual in 
electromagnetics boundary conditions and Reichardt radiation conditions in regular semiinfinite waveguides 
that are connected (via junction windows) with bounded resonant volume. The number and configuration of 
every of this (maybe of different type) radiating'channels define the spectral parameter variation region, i.e. 
the region where eigen frequencies are searching for. The complete set of eigen frequencies and relevant eigen 
modes is the minimal basis, that defines all electromagnetic properties of subject. Analytical description of 
correspondent connections is given by various (local and global) expansion theorems and act as the base on 
which the modern physics of resonant wave scattering is created. The physics that not only certify anomalous 
effects and phenomena, but uniquely determines their nature and regularities in realizations, provides the 
reliable qualitative predictions. 

This report is devoted to the discussion of physical results, obtained in the frames of the approach 
described above, based on one of semiinversion method [1]. The key point of "approach is the construction 
of correct solution of initial boundary value problem. In the case when resonant phenomena and their 
particularities are of special interest, it is necessary to solve the spectral problem and receive boundary value 
problem function that adequately describe the physical problem. 

The resonators, considered herein, are constructed by coaxial junctions of cylindric and coaxial waveg- 
uides (see Fig.1,2). The initial boundary value spectral problem for them may be reduced to 

(A-*2)f/(r,*) = 0,        r€Q,        K € K (1) 

P(r,*){ä«7^r''C)} = 0,        r£S (2) 

Hr,K>=J2a»}r;*MexP{i"n}Zj},        r£Q,        j=l,2,...A/, (3) 
'■«=1 

where:Af- the number of regular waveguide regions./f * infinitely foliated Riemann surface with second order 

branching points Knj :wnj = y*2 -{vn/ty1 = 0,« = vc' + in",vn - roots of Ja{n) = 0 ,n = 1,2,...,; = 
1,2,...M,6j relative radii of waveguids. The configuration of cuts is arbitrary (the possible nonuniquiness 
of solution may be eliminated by complete posing of the problem in Riemann surface), but quarters of 
their disposition in plane K are strictly determined by the necessity of being valid at axis Ä* in the first 
foliate physically proved condition that all waveguide modes in (3) may be not arriving from the infinity 
Im,Reut„j > 0, r»= 1,2,...,;' = l,2,.*.Äf. In the Dirichlet problem case spectrum points« and relevant 
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nontrivial solutions U{r, k),k e fl, describe Hon eigen modes, and in the case of Neimaun boundary problem 
- Eo„ eigen modes. 

It is necessary to point out that in difference from classic (sclfadjoint or Z3(Q) ) theory of open res- 
onators, theory, based on the solution of nonselfadjoint problem (i)-(3), enables us to analyze eigen mode» 
of any type (including leaky modes i.e. the kind of modes with exponentially increasing amplitudes when 
\ZJ\ -* co ). This theory does not operate with such notions as "continuous" spectrum, not filled by clear. 
physical contents and eliminate subjective elements, that appear inevitably in-attempts to consider the 
spectral problem in simple "physical" spectral parameter region of variation. 

It is proved, [Ij that spectrum I) (the set of points k £ K, where the problem (l)-(3) has nontrivial 
solution) is of finite multiplicity and discrete and is not empty in any finite region from K , and fundamental 
solution of (l)-(3) (Green function G(r,r0,/c) ) is meromorphic (in respect to local on K variables) function 
with poles of finite order in points k € Ü . The rough localization of spectrum fl on K is carried out (the 
regions of surface free of spectrum point fl arc determined). The representation of open waveguide cavities 
electromagnetic characteristics via their spectral characteristics are proceeded: local ones (in frequency 
domain) and global ones (in time domain when I —» oo ). 

In the way [1] the spectral problems is reduced to the problem of finding out the characteristical numbers 
of anahtical operator-function, I- A(K) in K where A{K). is compact and even kernel operator for any complex 
K 6 K. That is why the function 

F(K,L) = det{I-A(K,l)} (4) 

exists and spectral problem is reduced to the solving of the equation 

F(K,L) = 0 (5) 

giving us the spectrum of resonant cavity and eigen functions i.e. natural modes of resonant cavity 
Using this results as a background and utilizing results of parallel numerical examples of the solution of 

diffraction and spectral problems the following problems are investigated: 
- anomalous phenomena connected with changing of numbers of open radiation channels (the number 

of waves in fields (3)); 

- the complete energy reflection and transmission via open waveguide resonator, and their connection 
with excitation in resonator's volume oscillations close to natural ones; 

- phenomenon, coursed by "interaction" of possible natural oscillations when their own frequencies are 
approaching in complex space metric, including effect of existence of super high Q oscillation (k € fl1) in 
open resonators (there exist n and j such, that when k 6 Rl,k 6 H,Reunj > 0, /rau.y = 0); 

- trap effect and effect of energy accumulation: nonstationary wave scatters . In this case the energy of 
secondary near field of resonant cavity after source instantly have been operated do not decrease or when 
source operates constantly is accumulated; 

- effects of complete transformation of propagating packet of waveguide modes, and many other resonant 
effects and phenomena, defining interesting, from point of view of applications, properties of open waveguide 
cavities, as device, enabling to realize required frequency, space and type selection of signals. 

The regularities of these effects displaying and conditions, necessary for their realizations are to be 
discussed in the report. 

Herein we shall dwell only on one example, illustrating the connection between the effects of complete 
wave packet transformation and eigen regimes of open waveguide resonators existing on real eigen frequencies 
(Imk = 0 ) on "nonphysical" (higher) sheets of surface A" , So as these sheets are defined completely by- 
values of couples { «; w„,-(«), n = 1,2 j = 1,2,-... M }, they differ from each other only by the fact that 
signs of finite number of values WnjM are changed to opposite, then radiating field of real frequency k in 
higher sheets A' (see (3)) contains finite number of "arriving" waveguide modes. Hence the total identification 
of the eigen mode field on real eigen frequency K , with complete diffraction field of frequency K E R1 , that 
is projection k into the first sheet ofA' is possible. And in that total diffraction field part of modes in (3) 
will propagate towards the cavity (waves of excitation), and other part with not coinciding with previous 
ones indexes n and j - will propagate from cavity (secondary diffraction field). Thus, the total field will be 
divided into two noncoinciding packets, that is the complete transformation of one wave packet into another 
is realized. All characteristics of the regime (amplitude of arriving and outgoing wave anj , the excitation 
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fceoucncT « > are determined from the solution of spectral problem on the line segment of axis *c' of•higher 
S^LrfL . Both the line segment and the sheet are uniquely defined by mam parameter of regime - 
l«r «.t of indexes n and i, corresponding to outgoing and arriving waves. 
^   Til ^"hewn in Fig.1.2 illustrate these statement,. The parameters of the simplest model - coaxial 
cavitytrcuTar wlveguide^waveguide tuner and reflection mode transformer are defined. InF.« cavity marcul ^g ^ ^   „       ^^ ^ of ^ ^ aft    passlng through cut hne 

^Vo mLtecohd sheet of W . -responds to the complete tuning of two circular waveguides or d>fferent 
«Si   The point K  = 1.3967.L = 0.387 in Fig.2 provides the regime of complete transformation of Hm 

ine pom» . rf        buwnjUed wavc energy (F.g.l) and Box 

XSXi)tntort at «I obtained ?y labor-consuming numerical solving of diffraction problem 
^^Jrabie Jarameter region demonstrate the advantages of spectral approach in defining particular 

iStrSSSSS ffi«,|Th. points of complete mode transformation are marked by asterisks). 
^ dera o„ JF^.L) in the region of complex L (or any other parameters) provide the investigation 

of «ÄSS procL Jexkting only in resonant regions among natural modes such as mode degeneracy 
idTupUnTln order to determine the coordinates of degeneracy points {«,,£„} , which are caus.ng the and coupling.  
degeneracy phenomenon, we have to solve the system 

(F'K{K,L),       K = *' + i/ (6) 

\F(K,L),       L=L' + iL" 

In the local vicinity of the degeneracy point (Kd, Ld) can be written in the form 

Their investigation can give the picture of degeneracy's transformation and even disappearance, that 
are displaying in resonator when it's parameters are changing (the diffraction losses mcreasing volume is 
varying ant etc). To determine the Morce critical points coordinates KU,LM .causing the mode coupling, 
we have to solve the following system: 

F'K{K,L) = 0 (7) 

F'L(K,L) = 0 { 
withconditipn K.?U-\KJ** <8> 

In local vicinity of Morce critical point spectral curves may be computed by means of rather simple 

form: 

where S -'F(KU.I*M),FL,' FLL'#*L are calculated in the point (<«, I). 
The3ÄÄ e^tr^magnetic resonant cavity model causes the *«j^«***«*>»* 

neticresonanprocesses in it. So, in the case of»^ * ^.^^ W* ^£«£" 
wavsspectral curves split (except of those with zero longitudinal number) and more possibilities for various 

types* coupling and degeneracy appear. The total picture of ^n^^^l^V^^^^ 
more complicated too. The situation when the solution of system (6) does not sat.sfy the condition (7) 
appears. This point islhe catastrophe point. In such case the presentation (9) is not val.d. In this case 
it b necessary to carry out the investigation of higher degree terms .n expans.on (9). But mtroducmg of 
addiüonal parameters can simplify the problem, because when one of chosen parameters vary even Rightly, 
the catastrophe point break down into finite number of Morce critical points, that satisfy (7) and (8). 

The numerous illustrative dates for spectral and diffraction characteristic behavior, e.gen mode field 
configuration, location of Morce critical points, degeneracy e points and their connection with diffraction 
properties are to be presented and discussed in the report. 
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RIGOROUS THEORY OF HORN ANTENNAS: ASYMPTOTICAL 
COMPUTATION OF BACKWARD AND BROADSIDE RADIATION 

Tatiana Popkova, Anatoly Slepyan and Gregory Slepyan 

Belarus State University for Informatics and Radioelectronics 
P.Brovka at. 6, 220027 Minsk, Belarus 

ABSTRACT 

A new rigorous approach to the problem of computation of broadside and backward 
radiation of born antennas is suggested. It is based on the theory of dual integral equations 
assosiated with! KantorpvichrLebedev integrals. 

INTRODUCTION 

Classical theory of bom antennas is based on the asymptotic theory of diffraction (Euygens- 
KirchorFsprinciple). This theory works well in the case of field computation in far zone and 
'forward' direction. The present report deals with a rigorous theory of horn antennas which 
»free of any pnenomenological principles and, unEke the classical theory, is valid for field 
computation in near and transition zones, description of backward and broadside radiation. 
As an example, we consider two-dimensional i^plane sectoral horn excited by a line Bourse 
placed at the wertex. The horn geometry is modelled by a symmetric dihedral angle (see 
Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1   Geometry of * fincor horn 

The mathematical statement of the problem in question is to find a solution of the 

equation 

£V*-)»tf, = 0 (1) 

•(>-« jk,k - wavemimber, ip == Mg) satisfying the boundary condition 

dn 

where C is the horn surface. 
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

The first step of our technique is to divide the space into two wedge-8haped partial 
subareas 0<p<a>0<r<oo and a — it < <f> < 0,0 < r < oo. Let us present the 
«-component of the magnetic field in the first subarea in the form of Kaütorovkh-Lebedev 
integral I 

xk = CK0(Xr) + r V{r)Kjr{Xr) coah[r(p - a)]dr, (3) 

where 2>(r) is the function sought, C is the preset constant. The first term in (3) describes 
the primary field (the field of a linear source placed at the wertex of the horn), KjT{x) - 
modified Bessel function of the third kind. 

The field in the second subarea is presented as 

/CO 

S(r)Üf;>(Ar) coeh[r(^ - a + Tc)]dr, (4) 

where B(T) is the unknown function to be found. 
Using the continuity condition for the tangential component of the electric field at the 

subareas interface (<p = 0), we can obtain the following relationship between the unknown 
functions V(T) and B(T): 

B(r)=Vir).^f"\t (5) w smh[r(a — ic)\ 

Imposing the boundary condition (2) at r > R and the continuity condition for the tangential 
component of the magnetic field at the subareas interface ip — 0, r > R and using (3)-(5), 
we obtain the following set of equations for V(T) 

Jo 
rV{r)KjT{Xr) smh(Toi)dr = 0, r < Ä, (6) 

I" V(r)Kjr(Xr) jfff™ \dr = CK0(Xr)t r > R, (7) 
Jo smn[r(Qr — ir)\ 

Let us introduce new unknown function by the formula 

d{T) - P(T)sinh[r(a-^)]- 

Then the system (6), (7) can be reduced to the system of dual integral equation including 
Kantorovich-Lebedev integrals studied by Lebedev and Skal'skaya [1] 

/ 
d(r)u(r)Kjr(Xr)dr - 0, r < R, (8) 

(W d(r)KJT(\r)dT = cKQ{Xr), r > Ä, (9) 

where U{T) — rsinh[r(7r — a)]sinh(ra)/8inh(r7r). The main idea of the solution technique 
suggested by Lebedev and Skal'skaya is to reduce the system (8), (9) to the Fredholm integral 
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equation oftbe second; kind for some auxiliary function v(t). This function is defined by the 
formula -- 

where M(XtJr) = [Kxn+ir{Xt)+Klf2.ir{\t)y2. üfiing discontinuious Kantorovich-Lebedev 

integrals [1], we can show that the function d[r) expressed by the formula (10) identically 
satisfies the equation (8). Substituting (10) into (9) and performing aome transformations, 
we can obtain the integral equation for v(t) 

v®+±f~vW(',i)ds = m> (11) 

where the kernel JT(JJ, t) is expressed by the formula 

K(', 0--/" A(r)M(A*, jr)M(Xt, jr)dr, 
* Jo 

where A(r) = T sinh(rT)/w(r) - 2cosh(rx). The free term in (9) is given by the formula 

It is important to note that the integral term in (11) is decreasmg with increasing |Afl|. 
A specific peculiarity of the integral equation (11) is an applicability of the iteration tech- 
nique for solving (11) at large \k\R (this case is of Übe most practical interest). In a first 
approximation (initial estimate) we have 

v(t)«/(r) = ~^Z1/3(At). (13) 

From Maxwell's equations it follows that 

*'U^T        =MFd(T)u>WjrtXT)dr. (14) 
V"80     we0r dip ¥m0     u*0rJa 

Substituting (10) into (14) and taking into account (13), we obtain 

*U-iwa^^rs)1* .   <15> 
The relationship (15) has quite simple and dear form. Note that (15) is apphcable for 
any r (R < r < co). This fact can be easäy substantiated from the physical point of view: 
firstly, .& expressed by (15) has Correct asymtotic behaviour at large *r; «econdly, JB^ satisfies 
Meixner condition at the edge r = R, 

Unfortunately, other components and the T?componer»t of the electric field at arbitrary 
values of <p cannot be expressed in such simple form as Er on the radial extensions of the 
born wafls. To calculate tiiese components of the electromagnetic field we can use the second 
Green formula in combination with expression (15). In particular 

^k^" jr^(r^rVO)gK0)aV', (16) 
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where i = 1,2, <3, - Green's functions of the equation (1) for wedge-shaped areas 0 < <p < 
a(i = 1) and a — r < <p < 0(» = 2), satisfying Neumann's boundary condition at ip = 0, or 
and <p = a- T, 0 respectively. The expression for dip/dtp at v = 0 results from (15). Various 
representations of G< are given in [2]. 

Using (16) and Maxwell's equations, one can obtain the expressions for the electromag- 
netic field in any point of the space. With the aid of (15), (16) we can calculate the fields in 
near and transition zones, analyse broadside and backward radiation of the linear horns. For 
such horns the approach suggested seems to be more effective than the incomplete G&krkJs 
method with aemiinversion in the boundary conditions [3]. However, the teehniqoe [3] cas 
be applied to horns of arbitrary configurations, corrugated horns in particular. 
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TRANSPARENT BOUNDARIES FOR THE PARABOLIC WAVE EQUATION 

Alexei V.Popov 

Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and 
Radio Wave Propagation, Russian Academy of Science 

142092 Troitsk, Moscow region, Russia 

(A) The Leontovich-Fock parabolic wave equation (PWE) [1] has many 
applications to diffraction and wave propagation. It can serve as a 
powerful computational tool for complicated environments (radio 
propagation over a curved terrain, in a nonuniform tropospheric duct 
etc.). A specific difficulty arises when the wave field is to be 
found in an infinite domain. In order to handle the problem 
numerically one has to reduce the region to a finite strip (in two 
dimensions) or to a cylinder (in 3D case) and to transfer the 
radiation condition posed at infinity onto its border (surface). It 
is desirable to do that exactly in order to avoid spurious 
reflections.,An exact form of the boundary condition providing full 
transparency for an arbitrary solution of the PWE in 2D has been 
found and testedin [2]. An equivalent formula has been published 
independently in [3j. Here, we discuss this result and make necessary 
generalization: for 3D problems and quasi-stratified environments. 

(B)'The simplest case is two-dimensional diffraction by a finite 
dielectric obstacle in the half-space z > 0. If the dielectric 
permittivity e(x,z) differs not much from unity: je-l|<<l, a paraxial 

wave beam E = u(x,y)elkx can be described by the parabolic equation 

2ik g + t± + k2(e-l)u = 0 (1) 
dZ 

Assuming that variation e-1 vanishes above the level z=a we can 
solve Eq.(l) in the quadrant x>0, z>a analytically. So, for a given 
initial value u(0,z) = u (z) and for an arbitrary boundary value 

u(x,a), the exact solution of Eq.(l) that satisfies the radiation 
condition can be written in the following form: u = v + w where 

t2 t2 

/ u (z+t)e   dt - S u (2a-z+t)e *x dt (2) o o I «■a-z z-a J 

.M-^-i-J^e^l.        (3) 
/"2rrk~ az   o »^Ff 

Now we can calculate the  normal  derivative  öu/öz(x,a). 
Differentiating Eqs.(2)-(3) yields the following relation 

|H(x,a) = - e"i7r/4 V^TR JL } u(?,a) -^L + -|f(x,a)    (4) 

It can be considered as a nonlocal generalization of the 
third-kind boundary condition which enables one to integrate Eq.(l) 
numerically within the strip -a < z < a. The finite-^-difference 
approximation of Eq.(4) has been examined in [2]. Numerical tests 
showed full absorption of arbitrary wave packets encountering the 
interface z = a from inside of the strip. If the initial function 
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u (z)  vanishes for z > a, the boundary condition (4) takes a 
o 

homogeneous form   
-§|(x,a) "- - e-iff/4 /S^ u(x,a) (5) 

that ensues from factorization of the differential operator (1): 

<** k+£> ■ - (i§+B"*"V£E' <s - e~i'"v^l>u  (6) 

(C) Consider a 3D generalization of the parabolic wave equation 

2ik JH_ + Ä,u + k2(e-l) u = 0 (7) 
ox   ■J- 

assuming that variations e-1 and the initial value u(0,r,p) = uQ(r,9) 

are localized in a vicinity r<a of the longitudinal axis (a good 
example is a paraxial wave beam truncated by a finite aperture and 
propagating through a dielectric quasioptic system). As the PWE (7) 
can be solved analytically for r>a, we are able to transfer the 
radiation condition from infinity to the cylindric boundary r = a. 

Using the Fourier expansion 

u(x,r1?>) = I   u (x,r) eim<p (8) 

and Duhamel principle, one gets an exact expression 

utx.r.f) « 55 fj J jWia,*) d£ df £ e^^Ujx.C.r)    (9) 
o o »=» 

of the solution u(x,r,p) outside the cylinder r = a in terms of its 
boundary values u(x,a,\{i).  Here, 

ü(x,r)   t s     —- - e^-*-        (10) 
2irl c-i« H»m(a/2ikp)    Vp 

are partial step functions satisfying the boundary condition 

f 1, x > 0 
U (x,a) = ■ (ID 
"  ■    [ -0, x < 0. 

and the radiation condition for r ». Simple calculation yields a 
perfectly absorbing boundary condition: 

£?H (r  a m)  =lil r u(£.a.ii) K(x-£.<p-i/r) de d<A       (12) |H (X,a,f) = ^ |j Jf u(C,a,0) K(x-£,^) d£ d* 

Hil,'(a/2iEp) 

o o 

with c+loo 

-iir/4    »  . 
e    .Arm v Q

imP K(x,?>) = ^— /K7Z Z e 

m=—oo 

ePx^_   • (is) 
Hi1} (avCTp)    /p 

c-ico 

that enables us to reduce the computation region to the cylinder r<a. 

(D) A parpbolic wave equation for  UHF  propagation in  a 
tropospheric duct has been introduced in [l] 
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2ik -* + J^- + 2k2-^ f 1 + g(x,z) 1 Ü - 0 31   f>72 R  L J 
,      -- .    ■ (14) 

az*    R* 
Here, the height-dependent term z/R* describes the # joint 

influence of the earth sphericity and barometric refraction (R is the 
equivalent earth's radius), and the correction g(x,z) corresponds to 
nonuniform variations of the refraction index localized below some 
reference height z=b. (similar models comprising a horizontally 
stratified background and localized perturbations are used in ocean 
acoustics Ul). Having in mind numerical integration of ■ Eq.(14), ' we 
have derived a boundary condition reducing the problem posed in the 
half-space z>0 to a strip 0<z<b. Omitting details, we just write 

down the  result  in  dimensionless  variables  £=(k/2R )  x, 

C=C2k2/R*)l/3z, 0=(2k2/R*)l/3b: 
£ 

3u,,  v   ; 3U ^(C«) = / -gjf(e.a) K(e-? ) d£ (15) 

Here, 
0 

-oo- J c 

«« - - Tsr I • * ti,»^) dt (16) 

00-1 c 

and w (t) is Airy-Fock function. It is evident that  similar 

transparent boundary conditions  can  be  obtained  for  other 
height-dependent backgrounds. 

(E) Our approach to truncation of the computational domain yields a 
family of special functions being the kernels of integral boundary 
operators. The simplest 2D example (4) shows that the kernel has a 
weak singularity at the end of the integration path and some 
non-local "tail". It is interesting to examine the less trivial 
examples given above from this.point of view. 

Consider the 3D parabolic equation (7). In the most interesting 
axial symmetric case, the boundary condition (12) takes the form 

-§F (x'a) = 4c J u(?'a) Ko (x - V  dS <1?) 
with 

o 

c+loo „(1 ) 
-i*/4 ,—, c;iB,H11' (a/2Tkp)    . 

K (X) = ^__ /k/2 f  -f-  epx -*     (18) 
0     *  .    cJ-ioo H^} (a/2Tip)    Vp 

In can be seen that its asymptotic behavior depends on the 
magnitude of the Fresnel parameter q = x/2ka2. For q «  1, 

substituting the asymptotics H(U(z) " /2/rrz e
1(Z_7r/4) for the 

Hankel function, one gets 

K (x) " -* e in/i /Zk/ia . (19) o 

We see that the boundary operator (17) has the same singularity 
as its 2D prototype (4) and reduces to the latter for large radii a. 
The opposite limiting case x  e» can be examined by replacing H£>

1 (z) 

with its approximation 2/n  logz for small z. It makes possible to 
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evaluate the integral (18) asymptotically: 

K (x) " f e~tx log lQg<a/2gE> + i3*/4 dt 
0   x " J       log(a/2K) - in/4  " 

(20) 

"H e_tx 2 -1 dt "  -   " 
log(a/2K)   q °°   a log -£~ 

0 2ka2 

This formula'shows that in three dimensions the kernel's tail 
descends more slowly than 1/Vx. 

A similar analysis for the PWE (14) in a quasi-stratified medium 
reveals the same type of singularity: 

-in/4 
dt *  (21) kv = 

eo-ic 

" 2iT   J 
-80- lc 

eit? w^t-ß) 

t w (t-j3) 

1", for large £, 

w[(-b) 

w (-b) 

CO - *ibx z exp(- 

b 

-t^e"1*'6) 

+ t   ei7l/3 
K(?) - l - e1UA \  — *- ^j^ = Const + 0(e~C^)    (22) 

«=i 

tending exponentially to a constant limit. 

This constant does not give nonlocal contribution to the 
integral boundary operator, therefore, in this case the transparent 
boundary has extremely short "memory". It is natural because the rays 
corresponding to the PWE (14) bend upwards and leave the upper 
boundary z = b rapidly. 

On the contrary, if we write down the analogous boundary 
condition providing perfect transparency of an arbitrary chosen 
"bottom" of the nonuniform layer a < z < b , we will see that the 
boundary operator has very long "memory". The corresponding kernel 

""lc      v'(t-a) -iir/4 
  dt  «  (21) '««--ST J  ""< t v(t-a)    £ 0 /Sf~ 

-00-i C 

with a = (2k2/R*)   a is closely related to the special function 
investigated in [5] for the whispering gallery problem. 
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EXITATION OF THE IMPEDANCE 
ANTENNA IN THE CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE 

SDJ*rijmenko,NA.Khizhnyak 
National Science Cer£cr Kharkov Institute ©fFlivsics and Technology, 

310108 Kharkov, Ukrsiae 

ABSTRACT 

Tbe equation foe an impedance linear satecas in the drcuLsr waveguide has been derived. By fee averaging nidiod 
obtained 'was fee «olutico of the equation for sjTaEsctric ead «ntisyosnitric currest ecaTjvoncnts wtat teldsg into account 
1beir coupling. The asymptotic expressions beiag given, ailow on« to describe ia the unique form both the resonance End 
sccresoaaiace case« of oaitstioa. The calculation result» for the resoassce frequency of the coupüed eatcsna in the 
waveguide at a frequency above the cutoff ere eceaptred with the «periajentsl ones. 

INTRODUCTION 

For coDSJderatkm of loaded waveguiding «Snictnres a pronsising method is of integral equation the macroscopic 
dectrodynsmics [1 J. For the circukr waveguide loaded by the impedance linear antajos this method is developed in [2] , 
[3]. The analogous consideration wai Ejsplied for the investigation of the linear Enteaaa in [4], [5J. However, fee sinusoidal 
distribution of a carreaS aicag the linear tsSjama. in [4], and the perfectly conducting uncoupled antenna is considered ia 
|5J. Results from [2J, [3] describe the uncoupled impedance antenna und the coupled in^edsnee «ntermt, «fetch touchs the 
wall of the waveguide by one or two end. The asiinptotsc expressions for the current describe the real distribution of the 
current along the aaSoma. 

ANAUrnCAL FORMULAS 

The FfBSQSinc    J* and antssynsnetric Ja current ccenpoaents being excited ia the Knesr aatesBM, Hie described by 
the system of inSegrodiffereotiaJ equEÜosi with the small panunetr [2], [3] - 

d J-P + kV(I) - cfia>E= (!) + i^[lj J8] + F^lj Js J + F^ll^1 + P^ill J* J + (-l)i<BZJs(l)), (1.1) 

d J® + k^d)- afiaEgp) + f$[l| i*] + f%ll\j") + F*[l|J*J + I^lllJ8] + (-lJtoZ^p)),       (1J) 

■where a  k a sxnaB pErssieSer, K (]), E? (1) are «vmiBfiiric sad ssntisynrnäirie componenö of the intensity of external 

electric field. M (1.1) f^ill^I, r^lllJr*], F^IJJ8! are fee fenctioaals dependent oa &e variable   1   and bdog fee 

«ysametrksl eoGsponssit of the antenns internal field which depends oa the symmetric current compoaent J  (1). r^jljj^j k 

detemsnad by the Green function of the Laplace equation —; K[l|j^J is determined by the Green function of the 

6ikR(U') 
Heimholte eoatlioo . F^|l| J ), r |lj J^) is the field of the actesna repeatedly reflected frooa the waveguide 

walls sad a desesmiaed by She regular Green function,  r  [l|i   j •* the symmetric component driven by the antisymmetric 
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current CO£B?CSOTL The regular tenser Green function G^(r,r') wss obtained in [6] end ii rcktcd with the Green function 

of the free spsce by the relation 

.Jklf-rj 
C2) 

•where I is the unit tenser, CQ (?,?*) is the electric terser Green function for the vector potential of fee circaUr waveguide. 

The fimctioosb m (1.2) F^|l|lB J,FQ Iljl* IF8 nil8 J are the.anfi^namesric component« of the artema intrinsic field 

<leperKlentoo«Äatitisytrei!«tric current compoaei*; I70 [l| Is J is the smtisyminstrjc coccpooejjt of the antenna field reflected 
from the waveguide sail <feived by tbe syasBeSric currerf coniponent. 

Usng the iQCtbod of average and introducing the boundary condstiooi 

I(-L) = I(+L) = 0, (3) 
we' obtain from the system (1) in the firs* approximation for a the resulting current 

kt 

IP) = = r-5 —{sink(L - 1) jE0(l')sink(L + l'ldl' + 

+.«nk(L + l)jEn(l')smk(L-l')dl') 
1 

and the dispersion equation for the. uncoupled impedance antenna 

(4) 

In (4), (5) 

«ia2L[k-^-<BlmZ(k))-oRaW,(ka,2kL)-aRaW*(ka,2kL) = 0 (5) 
2k 

W«(kii,2kL) =  J (Gry-L.« + Gr*  (+L.Ö)iiii*(L-5)d5. (6J) 

-l 

W*(ka.2kL) = *f (G^(-L4)- G*u(+L.^))Emk{L - $)d$. («.2) 
-L 

k = k + I,  X = —iö>Z,  G*jjfl,4) is the s>mrortrk cc^npcocat of the Green functkffl 

system. 
Solving the system (1), with taking into account the boundary condition 

dl(-L) _ dI(+L) _ __ = o. (7) 

we obtain for the cooplcd impedance ar&enra. the both end of which contact whh waveguide walls 

°T » ■ 
!P)=   . — ? r— — (cosk(L-l) jE0{l')coskfL + l')dl' + 

sin2kL-aWs(kfl.2kL)-aWa(ka,2kL) _L 

L 
+cosk(L + l)/E00')co»k(L - l')dl') 

1 
where 

(8) 

tl,H^ Id 
W(k8,2kL)=  J (-—C^u(-L.l') + (-l)i-iLGf11(+L,l'))co8k(L-l')dl', (9.1). 

_t * at, k d£   ™ 
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W(ka.2kL)=Hf^r^(-L.l'} + ~^rGü[+L.l')}co3kfL-l')dl' 
-i k dl; kd; 

(9.2) 

Tbc dlspersico cqtusdon coincides with (5) for fee «wplcd rsZexsas, however m this case W". W" ere described by (9.1X 
(9.2). 

Tbc remifcing cumast 1(1) ia fee coupled antona, ess end of which coatects Wä fee wawpjide weil, us the solution 
of tie intc£rodifTeren£kl eqsistioo 

^H + k2J(l) = a(i©E.(l)+ F.|ll Jl + F0(l| J] + Fjl| J] + (-l)ioZJ(l)) 

with the Ixxntdsry condition 

di 

(10) 

(ID 

l-i)a^r +L - -  l - 
1(1) „ fe ^-jsink(l + 1) lEo(I')cosk(L - l')dl' + (~l)ccs2kl J Eo(l')sinkU - r)dl') (12) 

eofl2kL-aW{ta.2kL) _L _L 

The dsspcrtioa equation ha* fee form 

cos2L(k -—-©ImZ(k))- CtReW{kn,2kL)= 0, 
2k 

where 

(13) 

W{ka,2kt)= J (Bia2kLi—0^0-,!') +GeufL.l'JJcoskfL-Ddl' (14) 

NUMERICAL CALCULATION AND EXPERIMENT 

The cakoktioa results for fee resoGsnce frequency of the coupled 'antenna in the waveguide at a frequency shove the cutoff 
are compared wife the experimental oaes. The antenna is criazted by the waveguide radius End is touching to the waveguide 

by one endThe ratio resonance frequency — Ot is the frequency above the cutoff) is calculated as a function of the ratio 
As    ' ■ ■ 

kngtb-antOBK m accordaEce with (13). The calcufetioa is performed for the perfectly condacting issd impedßace antama. 
The itape&mct uS&am. has tfaa form of the rib pivot Tbs diameter of the perfectly contacting eatenna is 1,5 mm; for the 
impedance anteans, the inner diameter in 1,5 mm, the external. diameter M 7,5 Esn; the disaster of a waveguide Dii 
151 ran. The difference between the calculating snd eipgrim°ntal results k shout few par cenL 

1 
2 

*— 3 
*—4 

0.8     0.7     0.8     0.9 

Fig. i. The ratio resonance frequency — (L is the resoafiace frequency of the antenna) 

as a function of the ratio WgtH— (L is the length of the aiSmaa). The perfectly coadacting antenna: 

1 - the calculation; 2 - the experiment The impedance antenna: 3 - the caicui£tioa;4 - the experimam. 
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Introduction 

Waveguide conjunctions are widely used in super high frequency (SHF) tech- 
nology [1].   Usually its diffraction properties or natural oscillations are investigat- 

ed and mainly only isotropic magnetodielec- 
trically-filled systems are considered. 

Natural regimes of electromagnetic oscil- 
lations in cross-shaped H-plane conjunction 
of rectangular waveguides with ideally con- 
ductive metal walls when one of the 
waveguides is placed by transversally (along 
axis y) magnetized ferrite insertion (fig.l) are 
investigated in    this work. 

Fig.l 

j IX 

d ■ c 
a 

V.PU /, €m, z 

d r^p//////////, 
' 

Statement and solving of the boundary problem 

Natural oscillations in the considered system can exist if radiation from every 
waveguide of conjunction is absent. Oscillations are assumed to be homogenous 

along axis y (i.e. "jt — 0). In this case Maxwell equations turn into two independ- 

ent systems of equations. One of those systems describes E-oscillations and 

another- H-oscillations. In the considered system E-oscillations can not exist 

[2j. Magnetized ferrite can be described by scalar value of electrical permittivity 

E and magnetic permeability tensor u of the standard type [2]. 
First let us consider an open conjunction with ferrite parallelepiped only in 

connection region of waveguides (d = 0, c->°° ). Let us perform the solving of the 

problem using a method of partial regions with the separation of a connection 
region where field presents itself as a superposition of fields of partial waveguides. 
Finding the solving of Helmgolz equation for the only different from zero com- 
ponent E {x,z) of electromagnetical field with corresponding boundary conditions 
and radiation condition, using the continuity condition for tangent components of 
the field on the partial boundary regions and using the biorthogonality condition 
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of waves in the transmission line with gyrotropic filling we get a system of linear 
algebraic equations (SLAE) of the 2-nd kind as to unknown amplitudes. Using 
existence condition of untrivial solving of the SLAE we can find a disperse 
equation, which allows to receive natural wavelength X of the lowest magnetic 
mode oscillations    of the considered structure: 

DetiS,,,- QJ=0 

where    *, . ß »{ £., O*-^«^. 

4tmrc2 (-1)' 

m 

l+m 

"„ - 
*'fff>-.riJrr.*fr.iJ-r.».4J 

 4nmx*(-l) '  V  

*>t[(22.y -r>b ][rmatg(rma j)-rmo»J 

rL--''v*-(sr)'..   r*  -f^-r*. r-^L. b nb b X 

H, -effective magnetic permeability, 
a, b - dimensions of wide walls of waveguides. 

At the great t, n and m matrix elements Q,   behave like ° 
/ mn_  I 

(m* +n*)(m2 +ts) 
so the equation received can be applied by the reduction method. Numerical 

investigations have confirmed that the algorithm convergency rate is quite high. 

Having taken off the outside magnetic field (M, -*y] the received disperse 

equation turns into equation describing natural oscillations H1I0 of the field of 
magnetodielectrical parallelepiped in cross-shaped waveguide conjunction {3j. 

If metal short-circuited planes are installed at the distance — from the symmetry 

axis of conjunction in a waveguide of width b then disperse equation should be 
changed as following: 

VJL-* ■*tbtl±cthbtbLT-} 2 

If the waveguide of width b of an open conjunction is completely filled with 

transversally magnetized ferrite then determinant element ptm should be changed 
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as following: 

*n&y*n.Ki«(r*i)"} 

where r     and r^ are imaginary values.   And, finally, if the waveguide of width 
b of open conjunction is placed with magnetized ferrite parallelepiped of finite 

length [0<d<~>) then in the last term in the factor ( »(r^+l)  should be 

Tffe » it*   (Ttb d )+ rtb 

Tfb  cth    (Ttb <* ) +  7tb  » ± 

instead of the item equal to unity. 
Numerical investigations have shown and experimental data confirmed that 

natural wavelengths of the lowest magnetic type of oscillations of open symmet- 
rical cross-shaped conjunction with ferrite parallelepiped in the connection region 
of waveguides are situated beyond cutoff range of ferrite-filled segments of 

waveguides irrespective of external magnetic field quantity. Introducing of lugs 
d (0<rf<~) does not lead to essential changing of natural wavelength quantity 

when Mj_ is fixed. 

c 
Presence of the metal short-circuited planes, starting from some value — and 

asymmetry of the system, starting from some j. lead to that ferrite-filled waveguides 

become not beyond cutoff and resonance volume become restricted by critical 

sections. 
Character of reconstruction of natural wavelength of the lowest magnetic types 

of oscillations of ferrite-filled cross-shaped waveguide conjunctions of all consid- 
ered types keeps similar at the changing of external magnetic field value. 

Cross-shaped conjunction  of rectangular waveguides with magnetized ferrite 
insertions in natural oscillation regime can be used-for creating frequency-selec- 

tive electrically and (or) mechanically reconstruction devices.   It is more expe-. 

dient, however, to use it as a cell for SHF control and measurement of parameters 

of  magnetized  ferrite.     Parameters • control  is based   on  measuring  of natural- 

wavelength of conjunction with tested sample and comparing it with a standard 

one.    Measuring of parameters is carried out by means of the method of two- 

thicknesses.    Measurement error is not more than  10%. 
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SUMMARY 

Transient electromagnetic (EM) phenomenon are best studied directly in the time- 
domain (TD). Some transient EM phenomenon of significant interest are those associated 
-with the interaction of natural and man-made EM pulses (such as those due to lightning 
and explosions) with complex objects (e.g., aircraft and spacecraft), and also those as- 
sociated with ultra-wideband or transient (or impulse) radars which are being developed 
for potential use in radar target identification and in radar remote sensing of subsur- 
face targets, etc. Unfortunately, exact analytical solutions in TD are available for only 
& few simple configurations, whereas brute force numerical solutions in TD lade physical 
insight and can become inefficient for objects which are large compared to the smallest 
wavelength present in the frequency content of the exciting pulse.   On the other hand, 
the development of a time-domain (TD) version of the uniform geometrical theory of 
diffraction (UTD),i.e., TD-UTD, would provide approximate analytical solutions directly 
for the transient response of pulse excited radiating objects of relatively complex shapes. 
Furthermore, such a TD-UTD would provide essentially the same physical insight into 
the radiation and scattering mechanisms as does the frequency domain UTD. Thus, the 
simple ray picture of the frequency domain UTD transforms into a corresponding progress- 
ing wave picture (along time domain rays) in the TD-UTD. Development of a TD-UTD 
solution is possible by analytically inverting into TD the corresponding UTD solution 
available in the frequency domain.  Since the UTD solution is valid at high frequencies, 
the corresponding TD-UTD will generally b^ valid for short to intermediate times with 
respect to the times of arrivals of each of the different wavefronts (corresponding to var- 
ious geometrical optics and diffracted rays which arrive at the observation point).  The 
TD-UTD is thus expected to complement (or overlap) with TD numerical methods which 
are best suited for intermediate to late times.  Some previous related work is that due 
to Veruttipong [1] who obtained a TD-UTD for a perfectly-conducting straight wedge 
and that due to Heyman and Felsen [2, 3] who developed a spectral theory of transients 
(STT) for some simple configurations.  The work reported in this paper is based on an 
approach which is different from that in [l]-[3] and it deals with a general curved wedge 
configuration. 
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The development of a TD-ÜTD for a perfectly conducting curved wedge which hai * 
been completed recently will be presented. It is obtained by inverting the corresponding 
frequency domain UTD for edges as developed previously by Kouyoumjian and Pathak [4]; 
thus, if F(u>) denotes the UTD frequency domain solution, then the corresponding TD- 
UTD solution denoted by f(t) can be expressed as 

/(«)   =   Ref+{t)    ;   Jmi = 0 

where 
oo 

/+(i)   =   -1 F{u)e-^-j,)dw    ;   lmt>0 
o 

and w denotes angular frequency (radians/sec) as usual, while t denotes complex time. 

Also, 

co+jt 

P{»)U(»)   =   I   I   U{t)e«-Mdt 
-OO+JC 

in which U(w) represents the Heaviside step function.   The use of complex time t has 
several advantages over the conventional inversion techniques where t is always reaL 

If a UTD ray traverses a line or smooth caustic, then its field undergoes a phase 
jump described by j sgn(u;). Normally the jagn(u>) would be associated with a Hubert 
transform operation in the time domain, but with the complex time representation /+(t) 
it is simply a constant factor of j. Such a phase jump may lead to a corresponding TD- 
UTD which is non-causal. However, it will be shown that time causality for any single 
TD-UTD ray interaction passing through a line or a smooth caustic can be restored using 
a recently developed simple rule that is based on an integral representation for TD fields; 
namely: "causal turn-on time for an otherwise non-causal TD-UTD ray contribution 
which has passed through a line or smooth caustic = arrival time for the shortest path 
from source to observer via only that portion of the surface/line source distribution which 
generates the caustic." This rule indicates how causality must be enforced via "global'' 
considerations. A "local" ray field does not contain all of this required information leading 

to TD non-causality in the first place! 
The inversion of UTD based F(w) to arrive at the corresponding /(*) (with Imt = 0) 

of TD-UTD yields a TD-UTD response to a progressing wavefront illumination which 
is impulsive in time. Thus, to obtain the response h(t) to some general time dependent 
incident waveform with time-dependence g(t) where H{t) = Reh+(t) and g{t) = Reg+{t), 
with Imt = 0, one must use the convolution theorem which is expressed below as a 

complex contour integral. 

OD+jt 

h+(t)   =   i   /    Ü{t-t')g+(t')dt'     ;   Jmt>0. 
-ao+jt 

The above form of the convolution theorem for complex t, in contrast to the conventional 
real time convolution, has the advantage that if one expresses the relatively arbitrary 
input time waveform g(t) in a set of a few "special" basis functions, then the complex 
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' convolution can be evaluated in closed form (rather than numerically) thus retaining the 
numerical advantages gained by obtaining an analytical TD-UTD impulse response /(£). 

While the UTD overcomes the limitations of the conventional geometrical theory of 
diffraction (GTD) [5] within ray shadow boundary transition regions, the UTD still needs 
to be patched up in regions of ray caustics, and overlapping shadow boundary and caustic 
transition regions using the equivalent current method (ECM) (or the incremental theory 
of diffraction (ITD)) [6]-[8] and the physical theory of diffraction (PTD) [9, 10], respec- 
tively. Hence, it is also useful to develop along with TD-UTD, a TD-ECM (or TD-ITD) 
and TD-PTD for curved wedge configurations. Such a development of TD-ECi«l and TD- 
PTD for edged bodies will also be described. Applications of the TD-UTD for edges and 
its above modifications will be illustrated for curved parabolic strips, circular discs and 
finite length circular cylinders, as well as for an impulse radiating antenna (IRA) which 
employs a parabolic reflector (as designed by C. Baum and E. Farr, [11, 12]). 
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The eigenfrequency problem for rectangular cyllnd- 
ric waveguide with a slot is considered. This problem 
is reduced to a characteristic value problem lor an 
integral meromorphic .operator-Junction. An applica- 
tionof the method of discrete singularities to solu- 
tion of the latter problem is grounded. Besides, some 
general theorem on convergence is proved and Fourier 
method is grounded either. 

§1. Statement of the problem 
Let us consider the wave propagation process in a cylin- 

ctric waveguide with the section 

• y t ■ 

S+ 

wo flRRiimp that the areas above and under the slot are filled 
J?tf Stropic dielectrics whose dielectric permeabilities 
eaual to s+ and e" correspondingly, and magnetic permeabili- 
ties equal to 1. Considering TM-waves, we arrive at the fal- 
lowing set of Gelmholtz equations 

r Au4 + tar = 0, S+uS"; 
u" = 0, <?S~ \ L; 
u*. = u"i L; 
1    au*_ 1    au 

(1.1) 

, L. 

We are to find a complex number X such that (1.1) has a non- 
trivial solution. As is known this set can be reduced to 
coupling equation 

CO 

\ c   sin ^ = o, x^IO.a) u (b,l]; 
L

A 
n (1.2) 

'^c' f W'BlnP = 0, i6(a,b), 

where f (\) are"meromorphic functions such that fn(M = 0(n) 
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as n tends to Infinity. 
Last research of Yu.Gandel allows us to transform (1.2) 

to the following problem. We are to find a nontrlvlal func- 
tion u(x) e i2 [-1,1], where p(x) = Jl-x2\ and a complex 
number X such that 

" u(x)  dx 

-1 

x-x. 

u(x) 

fc? J 
dx 

K(x,xQ;X)u(x) = 0; 

fcP 
(1.3) 

dx 

JT^ 
= o. 

where K(x,x0;X) Is smooth with respect to x and x , and mero- 
morphic with respect to X. 

§2. Theorems on convergence 

Thus we arrive at the following problem. We are to find 
a complex number X and vector-function cp(X) such that 

A(X)cp(X)|x=x = 0, <p(X0) ;* 0, 

where A(X) Is finlte-meromorphic operator-function of Fred- 
holm type. Basic definitions according to operator-functions 
and the Rouche theorem were represented in (1). Further deve- 
lopment of this theory and It application to wave propagation 
problems were shown An (2). 

Define [Hl ;,Hl ■'] as the set of linear continuous ope- 
rators acting in the pair of separable Hilbert spaces (H^, 

H*2*). Let K(X) be a holomorphlc compact-valued operator- 

function, Le[H*V, H(2^l be an invertlble operator. Let ail 
characteristic values of the operator-function A(X) be normal 

points. Let (K (X)}" be a sequence of holomorphlc compact- 
valued operator-functions converged to K(X) uniformly on any 
compact set F in c. Under these assumptions the following 
theorem is valid. 

THEOREM 1 on convergence 

In any neighborhood of a characteristic value X of the 

operator-function A (A), beginning with some number, there are 
so many characteristic values of the operator-function A (X) 

= L + K (X) that the sum of their degrees equals to the deg- 

ree of X  . In terms of the Rouche theorem it can be written 

as follows: 

vs>0-3NeW vn>N M(A(X);5U£(X0).) = M(An(X);aU£(X0)) 
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Any convergent sequence or characteristic values of 
A (A) converges to a characteristic value of A (A). 

, COROLLARY 
Let operator-functions A(AT and An(\)  be holomorphic in 

an area G and satisfy conditions of the theorem on conver- 
g6n Then any convergent sequence of characteristic values of 
operator-functions An(A) converges either to a characteristic 
value of .A (AT or to a point on the boundary of G.  ' M).« 

Let there exist two sequences of subspaces iH^'},,, 

{H(2)}~ such that 

H(i)cH(i]c H(i), n^w, 1*1,28 
n   n+1 

vieH(i) ve>0 3N(i)^w vn>N(i): nx - P^'xn < 5 
dim H^} sdlnH^ < *, 

and operator L be continuously.invertibie in pairs of spaces 
(H(i), H(2)). Here-P.* ^ are orthogonal projectors of H(l) 

upon H^}.nLet us approximate KCD with Kn(X)=P
(^)K(A)P(Ji

). 

THEOREM 2 
The sequence (Kn (A.)> converges to K(A) uniformly on any 

compact set F in C 
Thus operator-functions An(X) = L+Kn(X) and A (A,) satisfy 

conditions of the theorem on convergence. To calculate chara- 
cteristic values of A (A) one should choose orthonormal basic 
sets ie^*  and (g.^ln H(*} and H^l correspondingly, and 
compare the determinant of the matrix 

■ <Le.'+ K(X)e., g.>«. %4 

to zero, where <♦,♦> is the inner product in H(2). 

§3. Singular integral equations 
•  ■ ■ 

It is convenient to write (1.1) in the form 
cr+Ka)]u=o,        (3.D 

where r is Integral operator with Cauchy kernel, and opera- 
tors L and K (A) act in the pair of Hilbert spaces 

(I?'flM.1l.-l5ViM'1J)- 
To calculate characteristic values we can use Fourier, 

or Beml-invertlng, method. Define H^^Lln^,... ,Tn>, H^ 
Lin<lL,...,U '>, where T. , U. are Tchebycheff's polynomials 
of the first and second types. Thus we are to compare the 
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determinant of the matrix 
m-1 

to zero. ThiB method possesses a defect of computation of 
double integrals. This fact essentially influences on the 
speed of calculation. 

The method of discrete singularities, which is represen- 
ted below, is free of this delect. It consists in substitu- 
ting orthogonal projectors with interpolating ones.Jackson's 
theorems supply the uniform convergence of approximating 
operator-functions. Using this method we arrive at the system 

£ ■'*(*•>'  " . 1   Y T
a + > K(x.,x..;X)u(x.) = 0, j=T^PT 

1=1 xi 03 ■  i=i  J °3  ■.    l (3.2) 

y u(x.) = 0, 3=n 

where (x.)" are roots of the polynomial Tn, (x0,)""
1 are 

roots of the polynomial V    ■. 
Comparing the determinant of the corresponding matrix to 

zero, we can obtain approximate characteristic values. Nume- 
rical experiments have shown the strong convergence of this 
method. 

(1) I.Gohberg, Y.Sigal: "Operator generalization of the 
theorem on logarithmic residue and The Rouche theorem", 
Mathematical collection, (1971), vol.84, Mt pp.607-629, 
(Russian). 

(2) A.Ilinski, Yu.Shestopalov: "An application of met- 
hods of spectrum theory to wave propagation problems", Mos- 
cow, Publishing House of Moscow University, 1989, 184p. (Rus- 
sian) 

(3) Yu.Gandel, T.Pclyanskaya, S.Yeremenko: "Mathematical 
problems of the method of discrete currents", .Kharkov, Pub- 
lishing House of Kharkov University, 1992, 145p. (Russia*) 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE SCATTERING 
BY A LOADED TROUGH ON THE GROUND 

Ryoichi SATO * and Hircshi SHIRAI 
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1-13-27 Kasuga, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112 Japan. 

Abstract 

In this paper, plane wave scattering by a. loaded rectangular trough has been ana- 
lyzed using is the Nomura and Katsura's method, which can be applied for various mixed 
boundary problems. This method is based on the characteristics of Weber-Schafheitlin's 
discontinuous integral's for Bessel functions. It is found that our calculated Radar Cross 

■ Section (RCS) results coincide with those obtained by other method. Numerical calcu- 
lation has been done extensively, and RCS values for loaded trough will be presented. 

1 Introduction 
Electromagnetic wave scattering by a trough on the ground plane has been analyzed by many 
authors[l-4]. This is due to the fact that this configuration can be a model of many practical 
objects such as a. crack, a pit on the optical disks and a corrugation for antennas. Plane wave 
scattering by a rectangular empty trough on the perfectly conducting ground has been for- 
mulated using the Weber-Schafheitlin's discontinuous integrals[5]. In this paper, the previous 
analysis for the empty trough case has now been extended for the trough filled by material. 
Numerical calculation has been done to obtain monostatic radar cross section, which coincides 
with the result derived from the another method[6]. Scattering far field patterns are also 
calculated here. Time harmonic factor e~iu" is assumed here and suppressed throughout the 

context. 

2 Formulation 

As illustrated in Fig.l, H-polarized electromagnetic plane wave: 

^(=7/») = exp[-i*o(xcos0o + ysin0o)] (1) 

impinges on the aperture of a perfectly conducting trough of with 2a, and depth b. k0{= 
Uy/tcfio) denotes free space wavenumber. For later convenience, the total field $ for the 
semi-infinite half space (y > 0), may be considered as 

fzzP + P + t, (2) 

where ij>r is the reflected plane wave: 

4>T =cxp[-tibo(zcos0c--ysin0o)], (3) 
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Observation point Plane wave 

Figure 1: Rectangular trough on a conducting ground. 

and t is the scattering contribution due to the existence of the trough, respectively.  This 

contribution <f> may be written as a spectral integral form: 

*=^/f jT >/e {/(o J-»MC«)+rfO-M*o} o^w«- (4) 

In the above equation, /(£) and $(0 are arbitrary weighting functions and Cartesian coordinate 
A y) isWrnalized by a' Le. x Lau, y = «v, *o = *o-, and i = M,By choosing the we.ght.ng 

functions as (f) «^        Jaw-n(Q /o 

with unknown coefficients ^. and *., the integral becomes a class of Weber-Schaffieitlin's 
discontinuous integrals. Accordingly, one can automatically satisfy the boundary condition on 

^IK toä^T«; c«-e^d the internal field *<"> by waveguide eigen modes as 

(6) 

with the modal propagation constant K = {P-(n,/2)'}^' with respect totheyM direction. 
F are the modal excitation coefficients to be determined, where k{= k0^) is wavenumber 
for the trough region. By using the continuity condition of the tangential field compenen s 
at the aperture of the trough (|*| < «,y = 0), one can determine the unknown coefficients 
Am, Bm and Fn. Following the procedure discussed in Refs.[8,9], one may end up with the 

simultaneous equations: 

f;Am{G(2m12g) + G^(2m,2g)} = -2Jj,(/cocose0), .CO 

m=0 

■f^Bm{G{2m + l,2q + l) + GN{2m + l,2q+l)} = 2iJ^+i{KoCOß9o), («) 

m=0 
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180 

Theta [deg] 
Figure 2: Monostatic RCS calculation from a rectangular trough, a = 1.0A, 6 = 0.5A, — 
—:(er = 2.5 + »0.2../I, = 1.8 + tO.l); - - - '--:(er = 1.0,/ir = 1.0); • • - • :Ref.(6), - - - 
:(er = 2.5+t0.2,/ir = 1.8 + iO.1,6 = 1.0A). 

where the function G(p, q) is given by 

UOMO, 
■'o     JP - id /e-4 

which can be easily computed by a series expansion [7]. Function GN(; •) is given by 

Gtf (2m,29) = -«, 1, (1 + ^){:7l2)ta)(1_ c,2kj^). 

(9) 

(10) 

GN(2m + 1,2* + 1) = -«r £  (,7^0(1 - e«W«*)' (U? 
«=o 

where £;/is the Kronecker's delta. 
Introducing the cylindrical coordinate system (/?, 0), scattering far field ^ may be obtained 

from Eq.(4) by the saddle point method, assuming k0p > 1, as 

4> - rntv 
\2koP 

*,+*/*) f* {A^ikoacos 8) - iBmJ2m^{kQacos6)}. 
n»=0 

(12) 

3    Numerical Calculation and Discussions 

Using the above derived formulation, numerical calculations have been done extensively. First, 
let us show some numerical calculation of monostatic radar cross section, which may be defined 

as 
<r(6) = Iim 2xp\<f>(6 = B0)\

7: (13) 
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Figure 3: Scattering far field pattern by a rectangular trough. a=l.lA, b=1.6A. = :er - 
1.0, fir = 1-Mo = 30'; — — :er = 2.5 + t0.2,pr = 1.8 + tO.l, 60 = 30'; — - —:er = 1.0, p, = 
l.oi0o = 60*; :<fr = 2.5 + iO.2,/zr = 1.8-r-iO.l,0o-6O\ 

Fig.2 shows the cases for 2a = 2.0A, 6 = 0.5A, 1.0A. In the Figure, we also include a result by 
Fourier spectral domain method [6]. Good agreement can be seen between two results for all 
incident angle. Radar cross section seems to have a maximum value at the normal incidence 
case. Fig.3 shows normalized scattering far field patterns for incidence angle 60 = 30760V 
Comparing with the scattering patterns for the empty trough, it seems that ones for a loaded 

trough are reduced for almost all direction. 
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ABSTRACT 

A non-traditional method of synthesis of metal grating angu- 
lar and frequenoy band-pass filters based on the analysis of spe- 
ctrum of oomplex eigen frequenoies of resonators forming a filter 
is desoribed. Two types of filters, the resonators of which are 
formed by two infinite metallic strip periodio gratings in H- or 
E-plane, are considered. It was shown that a filters of the first 
type has spurious paBsbands and is more diffioult in 
manufacturing and suggestion method has an advantage over 
traditional approach in high frequenoy area. 

INTRODUCTION 

Dieleotrio layers filters with angle-seleotive properties 
for sidelobe suppression have a number of disadvantages inoluding 
excessive weight and oost, dieleotrio inhomogene!ty, polarization 
sensitivity and so on [.1,23. The obvious remedy for some of this 
deficiencies is to substitute metallic grids in the place of the 
dieleotrio layers. 

This paper desoribes the epeotral synthesis, strong analysis 
and theoretioal investigation of a metal strip periodio grating 
angular (BPAF) and frequenoy (BPFF) band-pass filters. Two types 
of filters, the resonators of whioh are formed, by two infinite 
strip gratings in H- or E-plane of inoident wave, are considered 
(Pig.1). Ail synthesis and analysis algorithms are based on 
rigorous mathematical models. 

1.DIFFRACTION AND SPECTRAL PROBLEMS. 

Fig.1^ shows a resonator and filter struoture for a linearly 
polarized inoident wave and the resonator equivalent oirouit. 
There.are period of the all infinite metallio strip grids I, 
length resonators h/l, width strips .d /I and low dieleo trio 
oonstant epaoer material e.Traditional'methods of the filter Bin- 
thesis are founded on a preliminary design of low-frequenoy fil- 
ters taken as prototypes 13]. This is a possibility if we are de- 
fining the propagation constant for zero-order Ploke-waves as 
T = Xooep, where X = T/X ( X is wave length in free spaoe). • But 
in high frequenoy region of the single-wave range this approaoh 
have mistakes. 

A new approaoh to the synthesis of manufaoturable filters is 
proposed below. Let us oonsider filter's seotlon in Pig.La as 
speoific open resonator having free eigenraodes damped in time 
with normalized oomplex eigenfrequencies X = Rer + ilmt = x ooep. 
The speotral problem oonsists in a eearoh of those values of the 
spectral parameter t , at whioh the nontrivial solution of the 
homogeneous boundary value problem with the corresponding bounda- 
ry and radiation conditions [4] exists. The dispersion equation 
det{(I-RE)(I+RE))=0 was obtained by the moments method. There 
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R(T) is the matrix of the reflection from the resonator boundary. 
Diagonal matrix E(t) de'soribes the attenuation and phase aooumu- 
lation on the resonator length 7i. The zero-order Ploke-waves 
ooeffioients In the vioinity' of I in the single-wave range-may be 
represented similarly [4] 

1t Ret-Rer,  ,.      IF -IImTi 
s'J(Rel) = B^TJ^^1 i s£(Set) = e«-^-^    :    . 

that corresponds to the pass oirouit with the resonant frequen- 
cy Ret and quality faotor Q=-Ret /(2ImT ). For example in the 
E-polarization case,this expression reduses to the following form 

Rex-Rex< . _4      -ilmx, 

for the synthesis In the frequencies domain. For the Bynthesis in 
the angle domain 9 = Re? + limp we have 

Re(oosp) - iRe(oosf)i) -ilmCooBpj:) 
S*J(Re?)= Re(0oß?) - oospj  ! Soo(Rep) = Re(ooBp) - oosp^ 

We have similar expression in H-polarization oase, also. 

2. DIRECT STCKTHESIS KEEHOD. 

The referenoe planes of the resonator (see Fig.l.a) was 
selected for argS » 0. Resonator was oonneoted with two regular 
sections with eleSÜrioal length tf /2. We will use' new variable x 
= (Ret-Rer )/Rer , where Ret is the parameter value on the cen- 
tral frequency (fingle). (Phen°we oan obtain 

S** —e1* oosn; S3* .e^isinnj n =n/2+2Qx; tp =n+»: * =*Q(1+x) (1) 
where * is the seotion length on l -Ret . $=n/2 for filters with 
quarter-wave ooupling on the Retn. Let us consider rejonator with 
load with reflection ooeffioient°K on frequenoy Ret .(Taking into 
aooount of s"« 1 in the vioinity of the Ret , we oan obtain from 
generalized s-matrix technique- 

s'1 = S11 - K ( SllS33- S3iS13). (2) 
00   00    *  00 00  00 00' 

At the first stage, as usually, due to the given requirement 
on the filter response and the type of the approximating polyno- 
mial (Chebyshev or Butterwort) a number N of the resonators are 
determined taking into aooount the fact that they are ooupled by 
quarter-wave sections In the single-mode range. With (2) we can 
obtain the reflection coefficient for any number of resonators. 
For example, for the three- resonator filter we have 

I S*J| - 2ooBTilooB^^fa)-oo3Tja= 2x(Qa-2Q4) + W^Q^Qj+ntefr*. 

where Q = Q is the quality faotor for the outside resonators Q 
is the1 quality .factor for the central resonator. Contrast this 
expression with approximating polynomial we obtain simple set of 
equations for quality faotors. For example, for the free-resona- 
tor filter we have 
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L= 1/(1-IS«Jla)>-1+isJJla) = 1.+ (ii,x3)8; ^='SjJl0.e/^.B: 

Q2=2Qt; eQ^C^-Hy-n/2)^ p3. (3) 

Shore sign 0.5 points to the fact that value is determinated 
under condition 1/L ~ .0.5. Pr-oüC?.iu"3 of r»"non^tor synthesis based 
on the given frequency Rot end quality factor Q reduces as a 
matter of fact to a search of geometry of tho resonator liaving 
the eigenfrequenoy % - Rei' -iRer /2Q . Uo'consider tho dispersion 
equation, mentioned above, as' a system of two non-linear homoge- 
neous equations 

ReC det[ I - A( ReT^Imt*.hi,di)]} = 0; A = (RE)a; (4) 

Im{ detf I - A( Re^.Imt^.Tij ,di)]} = 0; Imr*=-Rero/2Q-; i=1+N. 

solution of whioh provides the unknown values d and 7i .In oompu- 
•tations, the values of the d ,h were obtained from (4) by the 
Newton method with the aoouraoyJ0.1$. After them one oan determi- 
ne the phase of the reflection ooeffioient from eaoh resonator by 
the solution Of the diffraotion problem and oaloulate the lengths 
of the regular sections between resonators. Further on while 
using the generalised ^-matrix technique by known S-matrioes of 
separate filter eeotions it is eaey to restore the oharaoteriB- 
tics of the whole filter with K-inverters [3], 

3.AMERICA! RESULTS OF EIS BPA7 MD BPFF SYMESIS. 

As the first example let us consider 2.5%   Chebyshev BPPF. 
!Task data were formulated as usually [33 and marked in Pig.2 by 
triangles. As the results of use of the above described prooedure 
a three-resonator filter was.obtained. Oaloulated Insertion loss 
oiiaraoteristloB L in dB of the synthesized filters are plotted in 
Pig.2 by the solid line for H-polarlzation oase and by the dashed 
line for E-polarisatlon oase. Curves practically ooinside in all 
angle range and there are results for p=o. One can see that the 
obtained eharaoterist'o completely meets the initial  task. 
Diffraotion loss (ripple level) in passband is 0.2 dB. In 
computations five evanescent waves between eaoh pairs of the gra- 
tings were taken into account.Resonator lengths are h =h = 13.22 
mm, h= 12.62 mm for B-polarlzation and ft. =7i = 11.34 mffi, h   ~ 
1.99 fen for E-polarization ( period of the all strip grids aI= 
10mm). Width strips are d = d =0.489mm, d =d -0.026mm for E-pola- 
rization and d =d =6,035rE±, d4=d =2,88sm for3 E-polarization. As 
it is evident from the foregoing2fiiter Is more manufaoturable in 
E-oase. In this example we used low dieleotrio oonstant epaoer 
material with e=1.03. 

Insertion loss oharaoterlstios for three-resonator BPAP are 
plotted in Pig.3 by the solid line for H-polarizatlon oase and by 
the dashed line for E-polarization case.' (Task data are marked by 
triangle. Angular filters were designed with Chebyshev oharaote- 
rlstios on frequency /=12.15 GHz. (The curves e^mmetrio about 0=0. 
One oan see that input task was completely fulfilled and inserti- 
on loss in the paesbsiid did not exeed 0.2 dB, but filter in B- ' 
polarization case have spurious stopbands in vicinity p=80e. 

last example is plotted in Pig.4 and conform to Xooef=0.93. 
The dashed line corresponds to traditional approach [33,the solid 
line corresponds to suggested method.As it is seen from figure in 
the first oase we have Inaoouraoy results. 
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ABSTRACTS 
To solve the time-domain electrodynamic problems the advanced frequency- 

domain methods in combination with the inverse Fourier transform are widely used. 
But obvious advantages of this approach often prove to be lost because of low 
effectiveness of numerical realization. The effective, method that allows to increase the 
velocity of computational algorithms has been suggested. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Let it is necessary to find the response of an electrodynamic system to a pulse 

waveform excitation. Consider here that the exciting pulse has a finite duration and it 
belongs to the class of absolutely integrated signals. 

Frequency-domain waveform response is to be found as the discrete function 
Fr(°j)=Gr(©j)H(cDj)   , f»e[0,cob], (1) 

where both for discrete and continuous functions the following conditions are met: 
gr<-»Gr(ca), fr(t)<->Fr(co), h(t)<-»H(<a); fr(t) is the waveform response of electrodynamic 
system being considered; gr(t) is the external waveform excitation; h(t) is the Dirak 
response of electrodynamic system; cob is an effective spectrum width. 

Number and limits of location of discrete samples whose values are necessary to 
know for unambiguous restoration of the waveform response in the time domain by 
samples series are defined by value of TBWP (time-bandwidth product; v=T,<Db, 
where T, is an external action duration). The value v defines all sapling parameters. 

2. GENERAL IDEA 
The general idea of the considering approach consists in a following. At the first 

stage we will find response to a some trial excitation g„(t): 

F,r(©j)=Gw(cDj)H((Dj); gtr(tk) oG^cOj), fu(tk) oF,^, t* = kAt (2) 

where the time shape of the trial excitation glr(t) is picked out so that value of v 
realizes smaller value comparing to the case of real waveform excitation. Therefore, 
we decrease the number of fixed frequencies that require calculation of the function 
H(co). Each from the values of H(co) is found in the majority of cases from solution of 
linear algebraic equations sets. That is why much the time is spent for calculation of 
discrete values of H(co), but not for inverse Fourier Transform. As a result, 
decreasing of TBWP value gives considerable decreasing of a calculation time. 
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One of the advantages of this approach is a smaller number of samples which is 
necessary in comparison with a number of samples required for transient response 
calculation. Other advantage of the method of trial pulse response is a possibility of a 
priori estimation of sampling parameters which is the necessary condition for correct 
realization of sampling procedure [1]. Such an estimation is not possible in the case of 
the use of Dirak-response method. 

3. WAVEFORM RESPONSE RESTORATION 
The transition to the time domain is carried out by FFT algorithms when all 

samples F^c&g) were found. As a result, we have discrete function f^fkAt) in the time 
domain. This function represents the discrete function of trial pulse response. The trial 
pulse response as continuous function of time is unambiguously restored by samples 
series 

u(t)=   If^y*;""'01^),     uCO-Wo.-M»).   U=kAt,    (3) 
k=-N/2 COb(t-tk) , 

where E(t) is an error caused by the reduction of the infinite spectrum of the trial 
pulse excitation to the finite one; this error can be estimated using the known methods 
[2]. As it follows from the eqns. (1,2) 

F,(<o) = Fl,(a»^ • (4) 
Gu(<B) 

Thus, we have the inverse Fourier Transform for the relationship between spectral 
densities of the real external action and of the trial action which can be determined 
analytically as a continuous time function in a case of special form of functions that 
describe real and trial actions. Then the real waveform time-domain response can be 
restored as the following convolution 

w(t) = u(t) ® v(t) , (5) 

where v(t) = ^- J^T^de . 

Here 

gi(0 ** Gi(co); gp(t) <r± Gp(<a); P = r,tr; gp(t) = g'(t) if 0<t < T. and gF(t) = 0 if 

t>T. ort^O. 

4. CHOICE OF TRIAL PULSE PARAMETERS 
A choice of the time shape of the trial pulse excitation is necessary to perform 

taking into account physical peculiarities of concrete class of eiectrodynamic 
problems. There are two alternative ways which allow to decrease TBWP value. First 
of them consists in decreasing of the trial excitation duration comparing to the real 
excitation duration. Other way is concerned with decreasing of an efficient frequency 
bandwidth of trial action in comparison with the bandwidth of real action. First way is 
a more universal, because it takes into account the contribution of wide frequency 
bandwidth. This allows to attribute this way' to the methods of broadband analysis. 
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Second way is oriented to the analysis of the electromagnetic waves interacts©» with 
strongly resonancing structures. It attributes to the methods of narrowband analysis. 

In a common case the trial pulse excitation gu(t) should satisfy the following 
requirements. The effective width of the trial action spectrum is not to be narrower 
than the width of the real action spectrum; the relationship between spectral densities 
of real and trial signals should be met the theorem about the convolution [3] and could 
be determined analytically (we can assume also that the external action is prescribed 
analytically). Thus the time domain parameters of the trial action are chosen 
depending on that of the real action. 

For example let us consider the use of trial excitation having shorter pulse 
duration in comparison with the real one. Let it be given as 

gAt) = e-m-c*,    a«ß. 
The triai excitation has an analogous structure 

g^.(t) = e~* - e~*,    y<5,     and besides y<ß<5. 
In this case the integral (5) can be calculated analytically and gives 

v(t) = Ae-a,-Be-p,
l 

wherc  A„_(«-TX«-S) B = _(ß-r)(ß-S) 
y-5 y-5 

It is not difficult to satisfy oneself that J  I v(t) f dt<°Q Hence, if the function u(t) is 
—«> 

uniformly continuous and /   f u(t) I dt <oq then in coincidence with [3] 
—CD 

u(t)®v(t)<->F„(o))-%^-. 
GJco) 

The simplified approach presupposes the replacement of the samples series by a 

sum of piece-constant functions, so that u(t) = f„(ti),t e[kAt,(k + l)At]. In this 
case is not difficult to obtain the approximate solutions as the series 

w(t) = j f„(T)[A e-ot,-T) - B e-K'^ldT = I f„ (tk) j (A e'" - B e'^dt, 

j=Int(t/At), ti+I = t. 
Let us note that terms number don't outnumber the half of a number of samples 

using for the restoration of the trial pulse response. 
In order to exclude an influence of an error caused by transition to the finite 

spectrum and the error caused by the avoidance of finite duration of the real and trial 
pulses in the formula (5) it is necessary to compare results of restoration of the 
function w(t) in the time domain through the changing limits of trial excitation 
mb.ir^x.tr Besides, it is necessary to provide the validity of the following relationship 

max | a(t) I =je,(T)v(t - x)dx< | e2(t) i, 
e 
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where E2(t) is an error of restoration of the function fr(t) by samples of Fr(to); 
module (^(t)! can be estimated on the basis of the methods given by Gelman etc. [2]. 

5. FIELD OF APPLICATION 
The field of application of the approach advanced in this paper refers mainly to the 

problems on scattering of pulse electromagnetic fields having specific time shape on 
both the strongly resonant and feebly resonant structures. This approach effectively 
applies to the cases when exciting action is given by superposition of smooth 
analytical functions, especially if the derivatives of external excitation varies 
significantly at the adjacent time intervals. For example, the problems of scattering of 
the fast transiting LEMPs [4] (T(«T„ where Tf and T, are pulse front duration and 
pulse duration, accordingly) belong to this class of the problems. This approach can 
be used also in the case of strongly oscillating excitations having ^«T, (where TM 

is a peculiar time scale of oscillations). 
The limitation of the method application is connected with the peculiarities of 

EMP scattering in case of interaction with slow-wave structures, when the significant 
increase of waveform response duration in comparison with the external action is 
possible. In this case the preliminary diagnostics of transfer function and of external 
action in the frequency domain are necessary to provide. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Thus, the possibilities of numerical simulation of nonstationary electrodynamic 

problems can be expanded essentially using the trial pulse excitation that provides a 
decreasing of TBWP value. 

A methodology of the choice of the trial pulse parameters is stipulated by specific 
peculiarities of concrete class of electrodynamic problems, but it is not at all limited 
by considered cases. Decreasing of TBWP value is not a far off single criteria of the 
choice of trial pulse parameters. 

The approach advanced in this paper can be interpreted as the generalized method 
of transient response based on the use of exciting action given by analytical function 
having special time shape. 
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Modes of doufels com optics? fibres v&th non-fdentlcssl cores 
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Mokhovaya str. 11, Moscow, 103907, Russia 

Abetraet 

Modes of double core optical Sbres ah«■■•exaawaed1 by using the result« of a new approximate analytical 
modal theory of eoupkd optical dkkotriosl waveguides; which is founded on the sMft-formula method. 

introduction 

Tie shift-formulamethods (1) proved to be very effective for examination of nonordinary optical fibre«, 
m particular for calculation of modal parameters sad fields of fibres with double cores (2-4). Because the 
doable core fibre modes can be considered as modes of couplsd optical didsctrk; waveguide« in (3,4) by the 
shift-formula a •method, provided the partial modes of individual waveguide are known, the approximate 
analytical expressions for modal propagation constants and modal fields of couplsd nan-indastical waveguides 
are obtained. These arc so named quasi even sad quwi add modes. It is shown (4,5) by comparison with the 
exact numeric«! results for planar coupled waveguides, that the obtained approximate expressions have 
suffkäently high accuracy. 

In the presented paper some modal parameter dependencies on frequency (dispsracn dependencies), on 
•ore parameters and on the distance between the cores of double core fibres with non-mdenücal cirooiar cores 
are given . The remits are obtained by using the theory , represented in (3,4). Some results are compared with 
exact numerical ones, which are got by numerical realization of the shift-formula a -method (2,6). 

Result« 

The propagation constants of the quasi even (+) and quasi odd (-) modes can be represented as 

fsJb^l + A^-E^ )  when  k=wfc,a  a  the  circular frequency,   C   is  the  velocity  of light, 

A,» = (nj — «k)/n , 1\, «j and m are the refractive indexes of the cores and cladding, B4 _ are the phase 

modal parameters, which depend on the core (waveguide::) parameter V^ = kRk^nQ[2Al;i) , the distance 

parameter p = (J^ + Rrfldand the asymmetry parameter cr=(^ —V2 j/2KF^, where i^,i2j are radius of 

the cores,«? is the distance between the core axes. 
In Fig 1. the phase modal parameter B^ dependences on the waveguides parBmeter V — Vt — V2 ( for 

R=R2=R, A, = Aj = A) are given for different values of the distanced parameter p - 2Rjd . The right 
curves are for d = 2R, Le. the cores touch one another. The dots and broken cure» are used for exact results 
obtained by the shift-formula numerical calculations (2,6). The phase modal parameter, dependences on the 
distance parameter (/or R^ = J^) and on the asymmetry parameter (Tor Aj = Aj) arc given in Fig 2. and Fig 3. 
The dots show exact Kumericairesohs. 

The research described m this publication was made possible in part by Grant JfcMMBOOO from the 
International Science Foundation. 
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.Ü5&3S of lnfcs£5?33t&QUS''anisetrq>fc optical fifcre« 
with \mz&\ dicg£r*al't8nscr psrsittivHy cf a.-cora 

Victor V. Shevchenko and Sergey V. Stoyanov 
Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics 

Russian Academy of Sciences 
Mokhovayastr.il. Moscow. 10^07. Russia 

ABSTRACT 

The probten of field formation of guided modes in Inhomogeneous 
anisotroplc dielectric optical fibres is under investigation. The 
goal of the work is to clarify the physical sense of nondiagonal 
components of the transverse tensor of permittivity and to find 
the Qualitative regularities connecting the functions of tensor 
nondfagonal coinponents with the parameters and field distributions 
of guided modes. 

INTRDUCTION 

Modes of optical fibres with partially homogeneous and 
inhonsogeneous anisotropic cores are examined by the shift- formula 
method Cl. 2). Particular case of fibres with local diagonal 
tensor permittivity of core is considered (3. 4). In present paper 
the dispersion and polarization modal properties of this kind of 
fibres are analyzed. An attespt was made to distinct clearly the 
influence each of component of permittivity tensor on polarization 
properties of fibres. Electromagnetic field distribution figures 
are presented. 

1. CONCEPTION OF LOCAL-DIAGONAL PERMITTIVITY TENSOR 

Let the tensor nondiagonal components be' c* t   ^const.  It 
is possible to show that for such a medium there exists a system 
of coordinates, we shall designate it x, P . in which the tensor 
will be diagonal, at the sama ties, axes x, V will be rotated 
relative to axes^x, y by some angle fc 

-*- [o*  s] ' *ere 

S = Ccx *ey■- [ Ccx -«r 3 +^V ]      >/2 

tg C 24 )   = 2 C^/CCJJ -€y ) 
We introduce for such a medium the notion of a local diagonal 

tensor of permittivity. Let the parameters of the medium change 
sufficiently gradually with the variation of the coordinates, and 
let the medium (structure) be characterized by tensor e = e(p,®). 
Then it is possible to introduce a local-diagonal permittivity 
tensor with components cT, cp at any points of this medium. 

Such conception allows to predict properties of waveguides 
taking as a basis the simple models. 
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2. RESULTS 

In Model 1 the core of the smsolropic fibre consists as if 
of twoconcentric layers, inner and outer» end both the layers are 
of JquS^lSness. The profiles of the. parpittivity tensor 
äspcSs are shown in Fig.> The clading is taken to be uniform 
andisotropic. its permittivity being x0 and its inner radius 
p  « R. As Illustrated In figure, diagonal components ex.ey are 
constants along the whole of the core cross-section, ^jfSona). 
co^onents e =V have a drop and change of sign at a radius of 
0 * R/2. and*\heir absolute values are the sase in the inner and 
ou*er 1avers Model 2 which is given in Fig.lb has a considerable 
d^ferencir in spite of its outer si nil arity. The core proper, of 
e\e > e is limited by the circumference of a p=R/2 radius, while 
in übe °outer circular layer of R/2 <p< R and in thexladinr 
iW*£, Hondiagonai coi^onents have the same values as in Model 1 
Ke.T \t   |=Ce -e )/2. Besides this. Cet-eo)/Ce -eoD=2 in the core. 
The chosen value is sufficiently great to illustrate vividly the 
properties typical of inhoso^eneous anisotropic fiber, wavequides. 
W    Numerical calculations of Eode field distributions and 
propagation parameters were executed by tl^/hift-for^a ^thod. 

The dispersion curve of fundamental lodes are shown in Fig. 3. 
where tetf/tf-zj/tt-nj is phase parameter. V=W?(e-e0)

2is norma- 
lized^ iqueney/eKe^cO/S.r is the propagation constant.M=»^c. 

(» is circular frequency, c   is the velosity o^ .ligiib*«P?!2V5 
(A3.CBD...CED on the dispersion curves correspond to mode field 
distributions in Fig.4.5.       .  <-IBMlil-4.»

,'hr 4Ko TP . 
Anisotropy removes the double degeneration of the ir0l 

fundamental Htodes. Let the node with the best. Propagation 
conditions be denoted LP0J. and the other, which has the 
perpendicular polarizationto the first one (at low YD. LP0J'. The 
dispersion curve of LP0J' node goes below that of the LP0J node, 
and for a homogeneous diagonal anisotropic pore it^would 
asykotically ten?to because sosa value B 'Al. Hoover, because, 
of the nonuniform dependency of the prmittivity tensor 
nondiagonal Wonents. Hhe .LPo;* node polarization direction 
changes in such a way that the phase parameters and .propagation 
constants of both these Bodes tend to beccse equal with V grows. 
CSee aiso Fio 4 5) 

Let us consider polarization of the fundamental Bodes at ViQ. 
under such conditions the fundamental modes are alipst plane waves 
which propagate in the limitless clading and are slightly 
perturbed by the core of the waveguide. Calculations show trat the 
direction of polarization of the LP0\    principal mode forms an 
angle of approximately 11° with the X axis for Model 1 and 28° for 
Model 2. LP0" Bod© Is polarized orthogonally to the first one. 

See Fiq 2 
A simple physical explanation of these results can be 
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Fig.4. The poSanzaion of.fundaments! modes in Model 1. 
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Fig.5. The dynamics of the change 
of polarization of the LP0" mode 
vers normalized fcequency V in Model 2. 
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proposed. Considering that at V ■» 0 thD .fundamental Ecds is almost" 
a plans rave, let us take the field amplitude (or the power 
density3 to be ecnjal along tho thole of the core cross-section. 
Bacause the area of the inner layer is three tir&s ssaller than 
that of the outer one Cat the radial ratio is equal 1/2). its 
pover of the field should be three ticas loss. If ^a formally 
average direct insx%,x2 with the v;aihts equal to the ratio of the 
powers, wich propagate in the innsr and outer circular layers of 
the core, we shall receive the values that accurately agree with 
the calculations given above. 

Let us consider the d insoles of the change of polarization of 
the LP0J. LP0" nodes vers normalized frequency V. ¥hen V is 
increasing, the uniform polarization of these codas is disturbed. 
In the limiting case of great V values, the field in the waveguide 
core tends "to be oriented" in the direction of axis x of the 
locally diagonal system of coordinates at each point. The said 
regularities are illustrated in Fig.4,5 ^here the distributions of 
the .LPpJ.. L^oi' EOcies in tne vaveguida cross-section at various V 
values are presented. The size of the arrows corresponds to the 
relative amplitude of the field at the points of' arrow origin. 

The LP0J. mode (Fig.4.) is less affected by the change of 
frequency, because its polarization from the very beginning Cat 
V-»OJ was generally oriented towards x, that cannot be said about 
the polarization of the LP0" mode., that was mainly oriented 
towards v Cat V -♦ 0). Consequently, at Y -» • . its polarization is 
rotated approximately by 90° and tends to be of the sase 
orientation as that of the LPQ^ Eode. This is vividly illustrated 
by Model 2 (see Fig.5).At such a big V values, the field of the 
fundamental LP0" mode stops to be like that of the LP0" ©ode and 
starts to remind that of the higer-order LPQJ node. 

The research described in this publication was made possible 
in part by Grant )£3000 from the International Science Foundation. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report deals with the study .of the theoretical Eethods of analysis of 
nonlinear antenna effects. The train attention is given to the Eethods based on a' 
state variables conception. Solution of state equations (SE) of antennas with 
nonlinear elements (ME) is the key point in this approach. Euserical methods of 
SE solution in time and frequency domains are analyzed a3 well a3 a structural- 
matrix analytical method of solution of this kind equations is considered. 

Advantages and disadvantages of the AUE analysis different eethods are in- 
dicated as well äs expedient areas of application of each of them. The report is 
mainly based on the results obtained by the authors. 

HTRODÜCTIOH 

Research on the nonlinear effects in antennas (KEA) is one of the new - 
trends in modern theory of antennas. The rise and development of this trend is 
connected firstly with a broad introduction into practice of antennas with non- 
linear eleiaents (antenna-mixers, rectennas, frequency multiplication antennas- 
etc.) to solve a nuaber of urgent problems and secondly with the fact that the 
KEA can cause essential complication of the problem of electromagnetic compati- 
bility (EMC). Both nonlinear elements (HE) specially built into an antenna and 
parasitic nonlinearities caused either by the antenna design (for example, oxide 
films of reflector antennas) or by the adverse mode of operation of its active 
elements (for example in active phase antenna arrays - APAA) can give rise to ' 
the ISA. Regardless of nonlinearity the nature its availability in any device 
is manifested in the appearance of new spectral components in the antenna res- 
ponse and depending on its parasieters and the input action nature. Appearance of 
new spectral components in some cases is useful, as it is the basis for functio- 
ning of the new antenna types mentioned above. It is also used in nonlinear ra- 
dio location systems where the signal of the haraonic frequency of the basic 
frequency is used as the information signal in the object location. Along with 
this, appearance of new spectral components is often not wanted, it makes the 
EMC problem more complicated. This concerns both radiation on the harmonic fre- 
quencies of the basic frequency and radiation at combination frequencies. 

The fact of antenna characteristics dependence on the nature of the input 
action is also essentially important in case when the antenna contains the NEs. 
In cases when the IEÄ are useful this condition stipulates the necessity to cal- 
culate external antenna parameters under different levels of the input action. 
In addition, in some cases it requires "fitting" of the antenna operation mode 
taking into account the external conditions for the sake optimization of its 
output characteristics. The dependence of the antenna characteristics on the le- 
vel of input action can also manifest in deterioration of its parameters on the 
basic frequency. Thus if limitation of the signal.amplitudes takes place in the 
xmplifieres of receiving APAA this causes main lobe broadening of the radiation 
pattern (RP) and increase in side lobes level. 

It is necessary to emphesize that the degree and peculiarities of manifes- 
tation of both useful and adverse KEA depends on specific design of the antenna, 
interconnection between its elements, the place where the KEs are connected, the 
nature of input action etc. This equally concerns both the cases when HEÄ are 
given rise to either by special EEs in an antenna or by parasitic nonlinearities 
in it. That is why both indicated types of devices should be considered as a 
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Single el us, that is the class of antennas with nonlinear elements (ME). 
1. General characteristic of the RBfE theoretical analysis nethods. As  it 

follows froa the mentioned above the correct analysis of ME needs cojsplex ap- 
proach that requires taking into account characteristics and paraaeters of all 
the elements included into the ME as well as its excitation condition. The 
objective on the analysis is to determine spectral composition of a AHE response 
depending on the nature of an input action. The ME response is characterised by 
the output parameters vector. The vector components must be the values that des- 
cribe coupling of the antenna with external space and a load or the generators 
(for receiving or transmitting AHE respectively). Two approaches can be arbitra- 
ry chosen to solve this problem: the structural approach and an approach on the 
state variables basis. . 

With the structural approach the antenna is presented as the input action 
transducer into a response and it^is described by soae operator F that converts 
the vector of the input action x(r,t)> into the output parameters vector 

y(r,t)>=r{x(r.t)>.t). (1) 

The structural approach corresponds directly to the initial statement of the 
problem, that is determination of the response by the known action. The possibi- 
lity to use it, is essentially restricted by the fact that with this approach 
the knowledge of analytical presentation of an F operator is necessary. This 
presentation is true on a definite set of input actions of the analysed ABE. As 
a rule it results in necessity to make so&e assisptions idealisations in des- 
cription of some units and elements of an antenna while constructing F (for 
example, neglecting coupling between radiators APAA). Because of this the re- 
sults obtained on the basis of the structural approach can be useful conaonly 
only to estimate roughly parameters and characteristics of a AHE. 

At present an approach on the basis of state variables is the main ap- 
proach, used to analyse ARE. In this case the device is described by the systea 
of equations in respect to a vector of state variables u(r,t)> and a vector of 
input actions x(r,t)> 

i.{u(r,t)>.x(r,t)>,t}=0 (2) 

and a set of functional relations that connect the vectors u(r,t)> and x(r,t)> 
with the vector, of output parameters 

y(T.t)>=y{u(r,t)>,x(r,t)>,t}.        (3) 

The relations (2) are called state equations and the relations (3) are known as 
output equations. 

The form of state equations depends on a choice of state variables. The 
form of the output equations is dependable on what type of ARE is considered and 
which parameters or characteristics of the analyzed antenna are chosen as compo- 
nents of the output parameters vector. 

Formation of two approaches to analyse SEE - the structural and the state 
variables ones - is a matter of convention. It is clear froa the ^example when 
the SE can be solved explicitly. Then it is possible to express u(r,t)> as 

u(r,t)>=L'{x(r,t)>.t} (4) 

for some set of vectors x(r,t)>. How to obtain a structural model of ANE of a 
form (1) it' is enough to substitute (4) into (3). Such a method is often used to 
form structural models. 

In the process of analysis of NEÄ by means of the state variables the SE 
solution is the most labor stage that determines the efficiency of all the met- 
hodology as a whole. The methods to solve them can be subdivided into the analy- 
tical and mnaerical ones. Let us consider the numerical methods first. Their ca- 
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»abilities are higher. ■ .,  . , ., . .. 
2. Bwaerical methods to solve SE. These methods can be realized both m ti- 

me and frequency domain. It is expedient to seek the solution in the time domain 
when determining a AHE response to an unsteady action (for esasple its pulse ex- 
citation) .ben ME sorks with a super broadband signal (SEES) etc. The advanta- 
oes of the tine domain method are: the possibility to investigate a transient 
»ode of ME and its behaviour in all the frequency range at once. Its disadvan- 
tages are: the necessity to know the transient responses of all the MB elements 
or equivalent circuits of MS elements with distributed parameters (transmission 
lines radiators etc); the necessity to calculate transient process to obtain 
the characteristics of the state node; high dimension of the SE system in case 
of a complex ME circuit. The listed disadvantages result in a large (sometimes 
inadmissible) volume of calculations. 

That is why the time domain methods are used in case of an ME operation 
ander purely unsteady conditions. As an example the article /I/ can be mentio- 
ned. Characteristics of wire radiator with EE when they are excited with an 
electromagnetic pulse are investigated in this work. The importance of the AHE 
analysis in the time desaain is increased by the growing interest to SBBS and by 
the fast rise of capabilities of cotsputers (that can be seen in particular in 
dev&lopaent and use of the FDTD method). 

levertheless even taking all this into account in the process of investiga- 
tion of a state mode of A5E it is obviously preferable to solve SE in the fre- 
quency domain. ,  ,.,...    .  .1 

At present the method of harmonic balance or of modified harmonic balance 
/2/ is used to solve SE in the frequency domain in the overwhelming majority of 
cases. The unknown solution, that is time dependence of the state variables 
(currents or voltages) is presented as Fourier series. In so doing the initial 
system is transformed into the simplier one of nonlinear eijuations in respect to 
amplitudes of harmonic components of currents or voltages that are calculated by 
some iteration method. The harmonic balance method is used also in the case of 
ME excitation by a narrowband signal. In this case the latter can be treated as 
a barsBonic signal with a slowly changing amplitude /3/. . 

By means of the listed methods the solution of the scattering problems of 
single dipoles, helix and loop radiators with RE IV were obtained, some types 
of single transmitting AKE were investigated as well as transmitting AFAA const- 
ructed on their basis /4/. As this takes place in each case a specific own mat- 
hematical model of an AKE was used. In particular in /4/ a suggestion was assu- 
med that nonlinearity of active modules characteristics included into APAA. is 
described by the dependence either a transmission coefficient or an input and 
output resistance nodule on a signal amplitude at its input. This situation on 
the one hand simplified the models essentially and allowed to analyze not only 
single AKE but also antenna arrays on their basis. Eevertheless on the other, 
hand the assumed proposal means neglecting the process of appearance in a res- 
ponse of new AHE spectral components that are absent from a spectrum of an input 
action. Thus the accepted isodel allows to study only EEA at the basic frequency. . 
The other effects (spurious radiation and side reception channels) under such a 
model cannot be considered and this restricts the fields of application of the 
results obtained by its means. ■«...«.».   ' *. 

A sufficiently general method of the AHE analysis was offered by the aut- 
hors /5/. The AKE generalised scheme (Fig.l) is initial in this method. Accor- 
ding this scheme the AHE is presented as a connection of three linear and nonli- 
near multiports. The linear multiport LK-1 describes the AKE radiators system 
and is characterised by the scattering matrix S(ö) connecting the vectors of in- 
cident a"(W)> and reflected b"(W)> waves on the radiators system inputs (section" 
P~P) and vector of incident u*n(ü))> and reflected u;(fc})> "spherical Kaves in the 

free space" /6/. ■ . " 
The linear multiport LM-2 describes the load and is characterised by the 

scattering matrix S, (W) connecting the vectors of the incident a' (U)> and ref- 
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lected h' (ö)> waves on its inputs (section 7~7)- The vector-of the waves bQ> ex- 
cited by the sources in the LM-2 i3 also shown in the section 7-7. 

The linear Eultiport Ui-2 describes the rest of the circuit linear elements 
(transmitting lines, ■ filtering circuits etcO.^t i3 characterised by the matrix 
Q((s3) giving the coupling between the vectors ua(M)>, a"(W)>, a' (W)> on the one 
hand and the vector of normalised currents i (W)> and the vectors b"(U)>, 
b' (ü)>+brt(W)> oa the other hand: 

ua(ü)> 

a"{W)> 

a' (W)> 

Qa^mQ^mo^m 

Wa)Ww)<W (Ö) 

^a<W>WW)(W(W), j \. 

iam> 

b"((0)> 

V (W)>*b0(W)> 

(S) 

The nonlinear Eultiport is described by the operator Ä transforming 
voltages vector «NU(t)> on its inputs into the currents vectors iNL(t)>: 

the 

iKL(t)>=^{uNL(t)>} (6) 

Definition for concrete ME sarsneters (LM-1,2',3, operator A, input vectors - 
u! > and b >) constitutes the first stage of ME analyses. Knowing thea we  can 

obtain the SE Batching currents and voltages in the section <X—OC from the side of 
the KM and the whole LH (the dashed line, Fig.l). 

Proa now on almost periodic or periodic Rode of the ÄSE operation, i.e. the 
node in which the antenna is affected by several signals with different {in ge- 
neral case non Eultiple) frequencies on the side of the external space t»in(Wk )> 

i. 

and (or) from the internal generators b0(Ci>k )> O^,*^ fc=0,q; q+1 - the number 

of different frequencies of the input signals) will be treated. Thus, if we 
choose the M input currents as the state variables then the ES for the steady- 
state conditions will be 

00 jp t    r "• '    > t     . i 
y öni

a(Vn)>e 
n  + *.\    2 önZ(Vn)i

a(Vj> e * **{t)>\  =0, (7) 
n=-oo Jn=-oo J 

where Q =1 for V =0 and Ö =1/2 for V ^0; V - characterise all possible cwhina- 

tions of the input frequencies; Z(Vn) - is the matrix of self and-sutual impe- 

dance of the LM froa the side of the section Ci-0£; ia(Vn)> - is the currents amp- 

litudes vector of the LM inputs on the frequency Vn  in the section <*-<*; *(0> 

-is result of recalculation to the section CC-OC the input vector. The sts-sation 
in (7) is taken over the whole possible combinations of frequencies of the input 
signals Wk: 

''■ '■ Vn=tWo'hV®*+'',+"qWq: •■ ^0,41,42-,... '. (8) 
The state equations solution (currents identification in CC-OC sections) is 

the first stage of the &P&Ä analysis. The .second stage is the definition of the 
ÄPM output parameters vector {a' (Vn)>, ur(Vn)>)T with the specified input sig- 

nals b (Wk)>, U (Wk)> and already known (found on the stage of the state- equa- 

tions solution) vector I°(V )>. The index T indicated the transponse operation. 
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Theoutput parameters vector units in itself, virtually, two vectors - .vector 
a' (V )> characterizing the link of the■antenna vith the load and vector up(Vn)> 

describing the link with a free space i.e. defining the antenna external parame- 
ters. The relations connecting vectors a' (0>n)>, uJi(Vn)> on the one hand and vec- 

tors b (W )>, u. (Ö. )> and ia(Vn)> on the other hand assume the for» 

fa' (V )> 

<(V )> WVn> V<V WVJ 

ia(vn)>- 

Vk» 
«UW> 

(9) 

In the qusted above expression the blocks Q^C^) and ^(Vj (p.=tf,ß,7) are de- 

fined by the known satrices of the Eultiports LM-1, LM-2, and LM-3 /5/. 
Equation (3) is a mtrix representation of the output equations system for 

the MS described by the schese in Fig.1. After computation of u|v(Vn)>  and 

a' (V )> it is possible to define, by the fonaulas of /G/, all the external para- 

meters of the RISE : its RP, directivity etc. 
Because of the availability of a nonlinear element external parameters are 

to be determined not only at the frequencies of external actions but also at all 
new frequencies generated by ncniinearities. Parameter values will depend on a 
level of input action. Since ME is an non-reciprocity unit the parameters of 
transmitting and receiving antennas are to be considered separately. The noted 
circusstances: an appearance of new spectral components in an MS spectrum, de- 
pendence of ME characteristics on a level of input action, non-reciprocity of 
ME predetermines existence of a great number of external antenna parameters. 

3. Kays to increase efficiency of a solution of SE. Solution of state equa- 

tions is the key point in the method of state variables that determines effi- 
ciency of the whole approach. Kith ÄUE coisplication, increase of a number of NE 
in it, a nizisber of hareonics that Eust be taken into account to obtain correct 
output results the systess dissension grow3 and this restrict the possibilities to 
solve it. These possibilities can be essentially extended if HE included into 
the system are coupled between thesselve3 in different ways. It is for example 
characteristic of the cases.when a ETC is a combination of two- or threeport lum- 
ped IE (diodes, transistors) that do not couple within this multiport. Dnder si- 
milar conditions, that are rather widely spread in practice, quite an effective 
algorithm to solve the system (7) can be used; the idea of the algorithm is ba- 
sed on a decomposition conception. Its essence lies in separation of all the HE 
into groups in such a way that these groups could contain only the so called 
"strongly coupling" EE, when changing a Eode of one of them has an efficient 
influences on the other EE that belong only to the given group; the influence is 
insignificant if Eodes of RE from other groups are considered. This provides a 
possibility to divide the KM into a number of partial Eultiports and to form a 
two-level iteration process to solve the system of equations state variables. 
Corresponding to each of the partial JIM the state variables are determined of 
the lower iteration level. Their values are defined more exactly at the upper 
level with taking into account the coupling of KM through the linear parts of 
the circuit. Such on approach allows to replace a solution of a high dimension 
problem with a solution of a nuaber of low dimension problems. 

Let us consider the peculiarities of the offered algorithm. Let us suppose 
that K spectral current components I (Vn)>  are taken into account in the course 

of the solution. Since the partial EM in the scheme of WCE are not connected the 
system of equation (7) can be transformed to the following form: 
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ion 

<Q(t)i>l+^ll<fl(t){z}ui>l + Y. ^tK^VW^} =0- v 1=1-H-    {10) 

Here: M is a n^-ier of partial WA  in the circuit; <0(t) is a mtrix-row of  the 
fona: <0(t) = (ezp(jV_Mt)f.... e?p( jV^tj^.cspC jV£t). ex?(jVMt)} ; *t is  an 

operator describing.coupling between a current r»nd a voltage on the terrdnals of 
the 1-st Et; !>l={li(V_N).>f...l"(V_1)>.ll(0)>.ll(V4)>, ..,I1(VN)>}1 is a vector, 

which components represent cc-nnlez current amplitudes on linear mltiport inputs 
connected to the 1-st 121; {l\    is block-diagonal matrix that has the fora: 

{«^di«g{^(V^),:.wZ^(Vj ,\,{V0),\fi{Vt) \p(VN)}; ^(t)) is a va- 

lue of 'ESF source of the 1-st KM input. 
The systea of equations (10) is co~j£etely equivalent to the system (7), 

with being an explicitly derived tern ) <Q(t){Z}lpI>p describing  coanecti 

p = i 
p*l 

between separate "weakly coupling" Eli at the basic frequency and at the haraonic 
frequencies through the LM; the mentioned terra is in (10) under the sign p^ the 
&.   operator. Because of this in case the solutica of (10) as vectors I>t ,  V 

1=1,H is known, the nest approximation I>t * can be determined froa the solu- 

tion of K independent equations 

<Q(t)i>;k+1^^(<Q(t){^li>;
,c+1>+As;Wl>(t)fSl(t)j =0, v I=I.H.   (n> 

where A«;k+t>(t)=^ <n(t){X}lpI>p
k>. (12) 

• ■ p=l 

p?n 
The sequence of the calculations under this algorithm can be presented in 

the following way. {0>     .  
At the first step of iterations (k~l) l\   =0, (1=1,M) is assus-ed to be  an 

initial value. It ©sans that while determining I>v the 1-st LM is connected to 

the corresponding inputs of the linear part of the circuit and all its other in- 
puts are opened. The equations (11) in this case describe M independent cir- 
cuits, each of which contains a serial connection of a LM with {S)u Estrix, El? 

sources *, (t)> and KM, that have \  characteristic. The solution of the equa- 

tions (11) on a lower level of iterations that is defining of currents I>t  for 

each of the partial Eultiport; their mutual coupling being not taken into ac- 
count. Taking into .account of the mutual influences of m is carried out in the 
calculations of I>L 

+ in the course of the subsequent iterations of the upper 

level by Beans of insertion into the circuit of additional EKF sources having 
t>\(t)> voltages. L\ (t)> value is determined by the relation (12). Therefo- 

re the calculation of the whole circuit at one iteration of the higher level is 
reduced to subsequent calculation of M siiaplier circuits, not only for the first 
step but also for all the following ones. 

It is necessary to note that if high level iterations determined by the re- 
lation (11) convergence, they converge to the precise solution of the equation 
(10). This statement follows from the fact that in case the iteration process 
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converges ll^-X^W if k*«. For A*;to(t)>, deduced fro. (12) also 

l£X*k*4,(t)>-AX<k,(t)>«-*0 vhtm k-*<° it xatrix nores {2}lp »re restricted. Thus it 

is possible to indicate E^O and E^-O «ith k-® that if beginning with same U£ 

inequality iA*;k+1>(t)>-A*;k>(t)>« < Bt is true for all k^ then in view of 

continuity of ^ the inequality 

j^{<Q(t}{i}ui>ri>^r,<t)>^(t)>} - 

-jtl{<Q(t){x}ui>;k>+A»;k>{t)>+*l(t)>J| < ea   as) 
<k> 

is also true. That is why if the sequence 1>X      calculated by (11)  converges 

then it converges to the precise solution of the systea (10). ^ 
Increase in efficiency of the proposed algorithm in coasparison with the 

traditional one is achieved at the expense of the fact that at a low level of an 
iteration process (11) when an approxieate value of a state variable of a par- 
tial EM is determined square convergence rate »ethods are used. It becomes pos- 
sible since the dissension of the required in this case Jacobi isatrix is essen- 
tially less than the Jacobi eatrix of the systea of equations (7). The »entioned 
required Jacobi Batrix dieension depends on the number of frequencies Vn taken 

into consideration in the process of calculation and on the number of inputs of 
a partial W&< i convergency rate of a upper level iteration process (11) is li- 
near, nevethel ess to ascertain the values of state variables at the expense of 
coupiing between separate "weakly connected" EH one needs only a few iterations 
that is why ti©e consumption on the upper level of the iteration process is low. 
For esEEple it is illustrated by the dependence given on Fig. 2 of a number of 

iterations of the higher level IIT on the distance d/V between radiators, calcu- 

lated for an array that consists of receiving-rectifying eleraents of rectennas. 
For d/X<0,5, i.e. when coupling between EE is "strong", to obtain a solution one 
needs 15...35 iterations. Coupling reduction results in decrease of \r  and when 

already d/te2,5 to achieve the given accuracy of the solution one needs  4...6 
iterations of the higher level. 

The application of a decomposition idea with the same exactness of the re- 
ceived results allows to analyze the circuits containing as a miniisum greater 
masher of KS by several fold that it is possible when one-level iteration method 

is used. . ■ 
Besides there exists SOBM more possibilities to increase productivity or 

the proposed algoritha. One of the»' is following. Sosetieas it may happen that 
several circuits, analyzed in the course of the iteration process of the lo»er 
level, have identical parameters. In this case it is sufficient to obtain a so- 
lution only for one of the circuits of this group and not to analyze the rest of 
these. This results in reduction of the upper iteration process duration and thus 
the total tirae consusption of calculations. 

toother possibility to increase the algorithm productivity lies m the fact 
that as a rule an extent of KH coupling by neans pf the linear part of the cir- 
cuit appears to be different. It resets in a situation when at (k+l)-th itera- 
tion of the upper level the value A*L  (t)> slightly differs froo L\   (t)>, 

obtained at the previous stage i.e. 

i A*;k+i>(t)>-A*;k>(t)>n ■■■■■'. 
_ 1 1 «1. (14) 

|A<k+i,(t)>I 
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In tMs case one doe3 not need to calculate this circuit. Therefore if then in-- 
stead of analysis of the circuit with the 1-st ®A at (k+l)-th stages of the upper 
level iterations usage of the results of the previous k-th stage of this circuit 
analysis is sufficient. By doing so general productivity of the algoritha is in- 
creased at the expense of reduction of the nuribar of circuits analysed at the 
upper level of iteration process. _ 

In conclusion it is necessary to note that the joint usage of the described 
possibilities of the algorithm productivity increase allay to reduce time con- 
sumption of the computer calculations essentially and in its turn broaden the 
range of the analyzed AHE or provides the possibility of their more accurate re- 
search at the expense of taking into account greater number of harmonic terms of . 

currents. 
4. Analytical methods to solve SE. So far an analytical solution of state 

equations vas obtained only for a few the sisapliest problems such as scattering " 
of a plane wave by a linear dipole with one /7/ or a few /8/ BE. The results ob- 
tained can be applied only to estimate paraseters of these AKE qulitatively sin- 
ce in the cource of solution of SE essential simplifying assumptions were Bade 
concerning both AfJE circuits itself and the paraaeters of the elements included 
in it. 

Lately the authors developed an analytical method to solve SE that is cor- 
rect enough for many important case3. It can be called as a structural-Batrix 
method. Such a-name is stipulated for the one hand by the fact that in essence 
the construction of a structural model of AKE is a final result of the proposed 
method for the other hand - the method itself is based on use of Volterra series 
in a matrix formulation and msny-dimensional scattering matrixes of KM. It this 
case as initial, also as by numerical solution of SE, a generalised scheme of 
ME given in Fig. 1 was chosen. A incident waves vector a (03) > in section £Ct-0t) 
was chosen as state variables. & system of SE was obtained that connected a (W)> 
with parameters of linear and nonlinear multiports and characteristics of RSE 
excitation. The system looks like 

(Saa)"
4aa(W)> ♦ a0(Wk)>■- ■*{"&)>)  = 0. (15) 

where S  is scattering matrix LM block that characterised it with respect to 
Old ■      ■ ■     ■ 

the section «X-OC); a0(ü)k)>=(Saar
1(Sou5u^(ük)>+Sa?,b0(Wk)>) - vector of external 

actions on ME recalculated to section («-«); Sa6H Sa), are bicks of LM scatte- 

ring matrixes, characterizing coupling between the inputs at the sections (<X-£) 

and (Cf-T) respectively; «T - an operator, characterising a nonlinear maltiport 
i.e. describing the coupling between the vectors of incident and reflected waves 
at its inputs. It should be pointed out that unlike a "traditional" scattering 

matrix, the operator •>* describes also formation of the reflected KM waves in the 
response with the frequencies different from the frequencies of input signals " 
due to nonlinear characteristics of a multiport. 

The system of equation (15) is a system of nonlinear equations from which a 
solution for a vector of state variables a (Vn )> is determined with known para- 

's 
meters LM (matrixes S ., j=Ä,ö,7) and m  (the *  operator) for a given ezteraal 

action, described by the vectors «'in(Wk)> and b0(Uk)>. The given system descri- 

bes the whole ME as a single nonlinear multiport. Its solution is looked for as 
an expansion in a matrix Volterra series 
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00   OB ** 

Aa>>£j^A<v--<^>^ (16) 

n=4 -00 

in this relation 8n(V4,....Vn), .{»=1.2,.;;') are. nany-dimensional matrixes of AHE 

and «re unknown expansion coefficients of the a°(w)> vgctor into Volterra se- 
ries. They are to be found froa the solution of (15). 0^ Vn)>  is a vector 

characterising external actions on AHE depending only on a0(«k)>. 

Hence the solution of {15) lies in finding the Sn(Vt,....Vn) matrix, i.e. 

in determination of the coupling between Sn(Vt,. - -.VJ on the one hand and the 
•'■*;■ 

s  aatrix, a (W  )> and the #  operator on the other hand. As the authors showed an  "»*■•■■'-' o» jc# 

for an almost-periodic mode of ME this coupling has the for» 

[ü^i;^K,,^'iV]^i'V,'Wi vn)=0' v n=1-2'"  (17) 

In this relation S (V +■ - - *V ) is a low signal scattering matrix of a KM at 

V *...*V frequency; H (V .........V } - «any-dimensional matrix characterizing sig- 

nal sources of any of the frequencies present in the AHE response at u-order; 
the matrix is calculated by the kmnm a0(ü>k)> vector and by the S.O^,.. .,VJ 

matrixes of the order j<n. For n=I this matrix reduces to vector a0(«k)> (this 

testifies that the external signal sources are the response sources of the first 

The procedure to calculate in(V4,.. .\v.) matrixes lies in their sequential 

calculation in accordance with the relation (17) for different n in the order of 
their increase. It is worth to note that the calculations are of a recursxon na- 
ture, since in the process of calculation of the many-dimensional matrixes of 
the n-th order, in additional to the known scattering matrixes of a LM and the 
■any-dimensional matrixes of a EH, to find «v(V^....,Vn) only  many-dimensional 

scatterings AKE matrixes are needed of the orders less than n, i.e. the values 
obtained at the previous stages of calculation are used. 

The possibility to describe HE by a short power series is the key point 
that determines the efficiency of the proposed method.In its turn the latter is 
determined by the nature of a nonlinearity and the input ME signal level, Rs 
the input signal level is reduced the number of the series members needed to 
describe RE decreases and the importance of the proposed method grows. 

The obtained analytical solution of the SE allowed to expand the range of 

the analysed ANE. In particular it is possible to obtain correct results tor 
calculation of a scattering field of ÄPAÄ on combinative frequencies, its cha- 
racteristics concerning side reception channels, antenna-mixers parameters etc. 
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ABSTRACT 

Two dimensional scattering of electromagnetic waves by the scatterers composed of 
conducting strips is analyzed by means of the Wiener-Hopf technique together with the 
formulation using the partition of the scatterers. By using of the concept of the mu- 
tual field on the fictitious boundary of the sub-region, the simultaneous Wiener-Hopf 
equations are obtained, and the numerical solution of scattering by some scatterers are 
demonstrated. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

The electromagnetic wave scattering by scatterers composed of strips has been of much 
theoretical interest. The problem of scattering by a strip grating made of infinitely con- 
ducting strips regularly placed on the same plane was analyzed rigorously by Lüneburg 
and WestpfahlW by means of the singular integral equation. The same problem was 
attacked by Hosono and Hinata^ by the point matching method. The problem of scat- 
tering by a parallel strip grating made of infinitely strips oriented in parallel to each other 
was carried out by Kobayashi et a.\S3K The problems of scattering by the finite num- 
ber of strips are important for engineering and practical cases, however there are very 
few research reports on those problems. Aoki et al.W solved the diffraction problem by 
two strips, placed on the same plane. Using Mathicu functions, Sacrmark*5) solved the 
diffraction problem of two arbitrarily oriented strips. 

In the present paper, the problem of two-dimensional scattering of electromagnetic 
waves by the scatterers composed of conducting strips is analyzed by means of the for- 
mulation using the partition of the scatterers f6)~W. Defining the Fourier transform with 
respect to each local coordinate which is installed on strips, we investigate the map- 
ping between different complex variables in these Fourier transforms. Consequently, the 
simultaneous Wiener-Hopf equations are obtained. In order to solve the Wiener-Hopf 
equations, the evaluation of the integrals along with branch cuts on the complex plane is 
necessary In the case of the scatterers composed of a finite number of strips, the saddle 
point method is used for the evaluation of the integrals. In the case of the gratings in 
which an infinite number of strips are placed periodically, the sampling function is used to 
expand the unknown function associated with the field on the strip into a series, and then 
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the integrals are evaluated by the residue calculus technique. The Wiener-Hopf equations 
are reduced to a set of simultaneous equations. 

The expression of the diffraction patterns in the far-field is obtained for the two arbi- 
trarily oriented strips. The reflection and transmission coefficients of the grating with a 
periodic structure composed of several arbitrarily oriented conducting strips is obtained. 
From numerical calculation, the accuracy of the approximate solutions and the validity 
of the present algorithm are demonstrated. The time factor is assumed to be exp(-tu>f) 
and suppressed throughout this paper. 

II.  FORMULATION 

2.1    Statement of Problem 

Figure 1 shows the scatterers composed of conducting strips and the coordinate system 
under discussion. The scatterers are uniform in the y-dircction. They consist of perfectly 
conductors with zero thickness. Consider an incident TE plane wave which is polarized 
in the y-direction. In view of the geometry, this is a two-dimensional problem. Let us 
define the scattered wave E by 

E'(a:,2) = ^,'(x,2) + ^(xlz) (1) 

where E* is the y-component of the total electric field and E? is the incident plane wave 

in the form 

F'(I,r) = exp(-tfcIsin&,*-tjk^cosö,') (2) 

where Jb(= uiy/eöf^ö) is the free space wavenumber. For convenience of analysis, we assume 

the medium to be slight lossy, i.e., 

k-kl + ik1,     fci>fc2>0. (3) 

All scatterers with various structures represented by the position and the width of 
several strips are composed of three kinds of constituent elements as shown in Figure 2. 
For the following analysis in this section, we introduce the partition of the scatterers. The 
scatterers in case of (a) are partitioned at an arbitrary location between two strips. In 
case of (b),.the scatterers are partitioned at the joint point of strips. The scatterers in the 
case of (c) are partitioned at the joint point of the strip and the extension line of another 
strip. By the partition of the scatterers, the entire regions is separated into several sub- 
regions, each of which has only one strip respectively. The boundary of this partition is 

^-^ 

Figure 1: Geometry of scatterers composed of conducting strips. 
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s'd'\j'X.i 
Strip 1 

P2 
St rip 1 

Fictitious Boundary 

St rt p 2 

Fictitious  Boundary 

SI rip 2 

Fictitious Boundary 

(a) Strips separated each        (c) Strips connected at      (d) Strip crossed an extension 
other. edge. line of another strip. 

Figure 2: Partition of the scatterers. 

Strip V 

(a) Strip v. (b) Strip v and Strip TJ. 

Figure 3: Local coordinate system. 

called Fictitious boundary. We use the local coordinate systems [x„,z„](i/.= 1,2,---) for 
each strip v as shown in Figure 3(a). Subsequently, the integration path of the Fourier 
transform with respect to each local coordinate system does not cross other strip in 
the meaning of separation by the partition of the scatterers. The partitioned strips are 
expressed as {xv — 0,p„ < zv < qv) for v = 1,2, •••. Figure 3(b) shows the coordinate 
relations between the strip v and the strip T/ in the position of these strips. In the ease 
of the gratings in which an infinite number of strips are placed periodically, the gratings 
have the scatterers composed of several strips as shown in Figure 1 in the period. In 
this case, we use the partition of the scatterers in one period. The partitioned strips are 
expressed as {xv — 0, — u>„ < wv < wy} Tor v = 1,2, • • •. 

2.2    Representation of Scattered Wave 

When the number of strips is L as in Figure 1, the partitioned regions(5i, S2, •"' SL) 

are separated by the fictitious boundary as shown in Figure 4. The subscript 1/, 77 of the 
fictitious boundary F„if, shows the boundary between region S„ and £,,. Then, the present 
scattering problem is reduced to that of deriving the scattered wave E which satisfies the 
following conditions: 

(a) perfect conductor condition 

E{xv = 0) = -£'(*„ = 0),     pv <zv< (?„, f> ■= 1,2, • • •, L) 

(b) radiation condition 

(4) 
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*   l    S t      Ficlili-ovs 
Boindiry / 

Figure 4: Fictitious boundary. 

(c) wave equation. 

(d7/dx7 + d7/dz2 + k7)E(x,z) = 0   . 

In the regions 5„, we represent the scattered wave E as follow: 

f £,(r),        reS» 

(5) 

i/=i 
0, re Us, (6) 

where r is the position vector from the origin 0. By applying the Green's theorem to the 
scattered wave E and Green's function 

'    (?(*,*;*',*') = %-H$Hkyl{x - x'Y + (r - z'f) 

which is defined by the Hankel function of the first kind, we have 

EV{T) = Et(r) + JE^r),     {v = 1,2,...,L), ■ ' 

£;(0= fq"G(x,z-}x\z') 
Jp.. 

jv{z'v) dz'„, 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
rt=0 

where jv{z'„) is the surface current on the strip v and E\Jv is called the mutual field, 
which is the physical quantity to determine the multiple scattering between the strip v 
within the region Sv and the other strips outside the region S„. From the electromagnetic 
field continuity at the fictitious boundary, we have 

&M*(r) = EW,     r E S„ {V = 1,2,---,L>. (10) 
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2.3    Simultaneous Wiener-Hopf Equations 

We define the Fourier transform T¥  and the Fourier inverse transform T~x {v = 
1,2,— tL) in the coordinate system shown in Figure 3(a) by the following equations: 

F(iv,ov)   =   -^=j^f{xv,zv)tx^{iavzv)dzv 

=   ^v[/(xv,^*<)exp(ta^)],    > = 1,2, •••,!), .(11) 

/(x„,*„)   =   -jf== / ^(ly.aJexpC-ia^^, 
V2ff JiTji-oo 

r„_ <TA <T„+ 

=   7r
tr

1[F{x„atf)exp(-iai,zt,),Tt,-.<Tt,<Tv+)1 

(i/ = l,2,...,L) (12) 

where T^ are constants and the complex number o„ is 

ov = Cy + iT„. (13) 

Substituting Eqs.(8) and (10) into the perfect conductor condition (4), we have the 
following integral equation with the unknown function jv 

IE f fq" ^(V^ + ^-O2)^«) K =   -&(*, = 0), 
•   X»sO 

py<-z»<q»% (f-1,2,•••,!). (14) 

Equation(14) is transformed into the extended form, which is valid for -co < z„ < oo. 
By applying the Fourier transform to the extended form, we have the functional equation 
which is regular in the strip region -k2 < r„ < k2 on the complex plane a„. After some 
rearrangement of the functional equation, by an application of Liouville's theorem and 
the analytic continuation in the complex plane, we get the simultaneous Wiener-Hopf 

equations 

■f  F, , cxpftovp,,)) exp(-ta„g„) 

•f  ^lljÜy exp(ta,?„)]exp(-m,,p„) 
\/a„ +A: ; 

-fc2<r„<J:2,(i/ = l,2,-.-,L) 

where 

7,■= Jal-k\     Re(7„) > 0, 

(15) 

(16) 
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1     tQ 
*jr.,(e»)   =   -7= /  " ^(^ = 0) cxp(t'a„z„) dzy, v 2JT Jp„ 

(17) 

(IS) 

The $^(0, aj) on the right hand side of Eq.(15), which is derived by the Fourier transform 
of the mutual field £[,„, is the Fourier transform of the scattered field by the strip rj at 
the x„ = 0 with respect to the coordinate system z„. In order to obtain $„,„, the mapping 
between the complex «„-plane and the complex ovplane is investigated. The coordinate 
transformation from [x„ z„] into [r,,, zv\ and the variable transformation from or„ into o„ 
are used for the evaluation of Eq.(18). Subsequently, we get 

'  [y/ot-kYto-M^P(i«n^)]|aij=öi,eo.^+,.7^tt^ 

%,v{0,av)=' 

- exp(-7v6flfv + ia^ns), 0 < 6™" 

[Jan - ^^.(aJcxpCio,?,)]^^^^^^ 

(19) 

— exp(7„6„l4, + ia^a^,,), 
1» 

0 > 6™r 

where fcmj,n and fcm" are the coordinates of the edge of the strip n as shown in Figure 3(b). 
Therefore, the present scattering problem is reduced to that of solving the Wiener-Hopf 
equation(15) in which Eq.(19) is substituted. We have the representation of the scattered 

wave: 

E{x, z) = E ^M%#f exp(-7,K| - iav(*» ~ 9.)), -*» < T* < M-       (20) 
v=i \Ou T k 

Similarly, the formulation using the partition of the scattcrers is applied to the analysis 
of the scattering problem by the grating with a periodic structure composed of infinite 
strips. In the case that the number of strips in one period is X, the simultaneous Wiener- 
Hopf equations is obtained as follow: 

YQV-M + YQV+M = - v'^+^feK) + ®M»M 
■f  P^JL^j. exp(-ia„tc;1,)]exp(-to;„u;t,) 

y/av — k 

-yQ,-k)7,E^(°.^). 

< T„ < fc> 

Ypv-{av) + YPv+(av)   =   -y/a„ - k[VKv{av') + VMA<*»)     . 

■f  ^±_!r
Jexp(ta^t,)]exp(iort,^) 

y/av + k 

-YPv+(av)iv Y, ^(O.av). 

-k2 < T„ < r„+ 
«40 

(21) 
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where 

T^=i3 «*(*•■ + *„),     T„+ = *3COS(0*'-^,) (22) 

KUJ,(xv, a„) = — exp[-7^|xy - fih„\ + i/i(or„<f„ -kcos Old)) (23) 

1       fW¥    L , '■  
$LW   =   -75=/     E^rM^n-^^-^JexpHof^-^)} 

:23 W^4v < % < Tfl+]] 
<K=—oo 

exp(tor„z„)<zz„. (24) 

where d is a periodic length and kv and d„ are the x„ and z„ coordinates of the points, 
which are placed at a distance by one period from the center of the strip v. We get the 
scattered wave by the Fourier inverse transform 

£) .üf„JI(zI„orI,)exp(-icrl,z»1),T^--<-Tf,<T»+]. (25) 

*=1 
oo 

p=—oo 

III.   SCATTERERS COMPOSED OF ARBITRARY 
ORIENTED TWO STRIPS 

3.1 Solution of the Wiener-Hopf equations 

Figure 5 shows the scatterers composed of two strips for numerical calculations. In 
order to solve the Wiener-Hopf equations(15), the evaluation of the integrals along with 
branch cuts on the complex plane is necessary. When the distance between the edges 
of the strips and half plane is no less than a wavelength A, the saddle point method is 
used for the evaluation of the integrals. Subsequently, the approximate solutions of the 
Wiener-Hopf equations are obtained. 

3.2 Numerical results 

For the far-field calculation, the Fourier inverse transforms(16) is evaluated by the 
saddle point method similarly. The diffracted far-field is the representation as follow: 

E< = D(8)R<r)%. ^(r)==exp{t-(Ä:r-,/4)} ■ 

where D(0) is the diffraction patterns of the far-field. Being rather lengthy formula, the 
formulas of the far-field pattern,D(0) are cut off. However, it is noteworthy that they are 
expressed by each term which correspond to the geometrical optics representation. 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the diffraction pattern by the present method, the 
method of the neglected mutual field and the simple GTD method for the incident angle 
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(a) Strips (b) Strip and half plane 

Figure 5: Scatterers for numerical calculation. 

0* = 75°. The method of the neglected mutual field is the algorithm which makes the 
mutual field equal to zero in the present method. Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show the diffraction 
pattern for two strips of the unequal strip widths {Wx = 2A, W2 = 10A) in Figure 5(a) 
and, one strip and one half plane in Figure 5(b). There are several discontinuous points for 
the results by the simple GTD method, these diffraction angles correspond to the shadow 
boundaries viewed from the edges. They are due to the neglect of multiple scattering 

between edges. 

9   Ideg) 

oo 

-«10- ■■      Present method 
 — ~-"  Method of 

the neglected mutual field 
■ --• Simple GTD 

(a) Two strips having unequal width (b) Strip and half plane 
Figure 6: Far-field patterns. 

IV.   GRATING COMPOSED OF THE STRIPS 

4.1     Solution of the Wiener-Hopf equations 

From the simultaneous Wiener-Hopf equations(21), we have the following relation: 

<Jav-kYQl,-{av)exp(tor„uv) « yja„ + J:YPll+{ay)exp{-ia„wv) = J„(av).       (27) 
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where J„(cr„) becomes the quantity corresponding to Fourier transform of the surface 
current on the Strip v which compose the gratings. In this section, using the characteristic 
of the following sampling function: 

where 

..«^«. fco**.+ «*/».,,       ^=|v + ^-2x,       ■«■ - *„ < *** < x     '       (29) 

the function Jy{a„\ is expressed in terms of the unknown coefficients Cvn as follow: 

M<*»)=   £  C*nSy(Q»-<*»,«)>     ^=1,2,••-,£ (30) 
'■   «=-w«. ■       .   ■ ' ■ 

where Ny is the large integer. Using the residue calculus technique, the integrals along 
with branch cuts on the complex plane in the solution of the Wiener-Hopf equations 
are evaluated by the contributions from infinitely many poles in the integrand. These 
contributions may be approximated by those from a finite number IM + 1 of poles. Con- 
sequently, the Wiener-Hopf equations are reduced to a set of the simultaneousequations: 

w=\n=-tr„ 

(/x = l>2,...,L;  i^0,±l,±2,-.;,±^M) (31) 

where 

M =   E C-E& < (32) 

We don't show here Ujf, dj£m, and d^j as they are rather lengthy formulas. 

4.2    Numerical Results 

Since the space-harmonic coefficients of total electric field in Eq.(l) are calculated 
by the coefficients C„„ of Eq.(31), the reflection coefficient Rm and the transmission 
coefficient Tm are obtained. The numerical examples for the triangular grating, the strip 
widths of which are wx — w2 in Figure 7(a), are shown in Figure 7(b). Figure 7(b) shows 
the power of the —1 order reflection i#-i|2 versus the normalized depth H/d. The Gl 
and G3 are the |Ä_i|2 of the gratings with various profiles under a —lst-order Littrow 
mountingfeos<?' = X/2d). Figure 8(b) shows the \R-i\2 versus the d/X for the indented 
grating in Figure 8(a). By the reciprocity theorem, the i?_i for the the case of a/d = 3 
is also equal to that for the case of a/d = —2 in the range 2/3 < d/X < 4/3. Figure 
9(a) shows a regular polygonal transmission grating. The \To\ versus d/X is shown in 
Figure 9(b), where the number L of strips is a parameter. In the case L = oo, the regular 
L polygon turns into a circumscribed circle and then the results of the other method 
shown in Ref.(8) is added to this figure. Figure 10(a) shows a reflection grating with 
the regular polygonal cavity. The |iZo|2 versus d/X is shown in Figure 10(b). The \Ro\2 
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w 
Cross section of the triangular 
grating composed of two strips, 
which are connected at edges 
each other. 

(b) 

Reflection coefficients \R-i\7 

versus depth Hjd. 
(u,, = lüa; M = 80, JVi = N3 

= 20), 
Gl:<f/A = l, 

9' = cos"1 A/2d, 
G1: d/X = 1.5, 0* = 60°, 
G3:«f/A = 2, 

5'' = cos"1 A/2d. 

Figure 7: Numerical example for a triangular grating. 

M 
Cross section of an indented 
grating composed of two strips, 
which are connected at edges 
each other. 

0>) 
Reflection coefficients \R-i\7 

versus d/X. 
(/ = 60°, H/d = l] M = 120, 
^ = 7^ = 30), 
Gl : a/d = 3, 
G2 : a/d = 0.5, 
G3 : a/<f = -2. 

Figure 8: Numerical example for a indented grating. 
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Cross section of a regular L 
polygonal transmission grating 
composed of L strips, which 
are connected at edges each 
other. 

GO 

Transmission coefficients \T0\ 
versus d/X. 
(0' = 9O°, r = rf/4; A/= 87V, 

N = N1=N2 = --' = NL)i 

Gl: L = 6, N = 10, 
G2 : £ = 8, N = 8, 
G3 :1, = 12, AT = 5, 
G4:L = oo. u .i.o d /x 2.0 

Figure 9: Numerical example for a regular L polygonal transmission grating. 

(a) 

Cross section of a reflection 
grating withe the regular L 
polygonal cavity composed of 
L strips, which are connected 
at edges each other. 

Snip 1 

0>) 

Reflection coefficients ]Ro\7 

versus d/X. . 
(0' = 7O°, r = d/i; M = 8/V, 

N = Ni=N7 = --- = NL), 
Gl:L = 6, TV = 8, 
G2:L = 8,N = 8, 
G3 : L = 12, N = 6. 

d U 

Figure 10: Numerical example for a reflection grating with the regular L polygonal cavity. 
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has abrupt changes which are independent of the frequencies corresponding to wood's ' 
anomaly (occurring at d/X - n/(l ± cos 70°), n = 1,2, • • •)• Physically, this phenomenon 
is related to the resonance of the cavity composed of the strip 2, 3, • • • and L. 

V.   CONCLUSION 

We have analyzed the diffraction of a plane wave from the scatterers composed of 
arbitrarily oriented conducting strips by means of the Wiener-Hopf technique together 
with the formulation using the partition of the scatterers. Our method and numerical 
results are as follow: (1) Defining the Fourier transform with respect to each coordinate 
for strips and using of the transformation between complex variables in these Fourier 
transforms, we derive the extended simultaneous Wiener-Hopf equation. (2) The accuracy 
of the present method is demonstrated in the cases of the scatterers composed of the finite 
number of strips and the grating composed of several strips in one period. (3) Since the 
present method is applicable to the problem of the grating where some strips are connected 
with others at the edges, it is probable that the scattering problem of electromagnetic 
waves for the gratings with various profiles represented by the position and the width 
of strips are analyzed. (4) Some numerical examples of the grating which suggest the 
characteristics of resonators or frequency selective surface are shown. The last results (4) 
needs further investigation, and the characteristics of resonators and frequency selective 
surface will be improved by the dielectric slab loading, we are researching the extended 
problems. 
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INVERSE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS IN SCATTERING 
THEORY: METHODS, RESULTS, OPEN QUESTIONS 

Yoriy K. Sirenko and Liudmila G. Vehchko 

Institute of Radiophysks and Electronics, National Academy of Science» 
13 Acad.Proskura st., 310085 Kharkov, Ukraine 

A modern state of theoretical investigations concerned with solving diagnostics and syn- 
thesis problem« for perfectly conducting objects is analysed in the review. 

A great interest in inverse problems in mathematical difraction theory arises basically 
from practical problems: remote sensing, visualisation of resonant scatterers in optics, ul- 
trasonic and superhigb-frequency tomography, nondestructive testing, synthesis of selective 

.electromagnetic objects, etc. Above mentioned and others trends determining in many re- 
spects scientific and technological progress are supported quite good by research facilities 
generating given excitation fields and recording secondary scattered fields. The problem 
is how to interprete the incoming information and to extract the analysed characteristics 
rather precisely. The only feasible approach is to use computer systems. Analog and numer- 
ical methods for solving the inverse scattering problems account for algorithmic maintenance 
for these systems. The numerical methods are the subject of consideration of this report. 

Any direct scattering problem can be described as a problem of determination of some 
electromagnetic parameters of a structure with a given material and geometric data in a field 
of monochromatic sources (in afield of plane waves). In inverse problems the parameters of 
the object and the source are partially or completely unknown and eure liable to determina- 
tion. An amount and a quality of initial information about electromagnetic characteristics 
specify a class of the inverse problem and determine most acceptable methods and means of a 
Boiution. Thus, a problem of existance of the solution does not arise in diagnostics problems 
when the scattering data are known precisely. In this case the main problems are connected 
with obtaining an amount of data which will be sufficient for a uniqueness of the solution. 
However, scattering data are usually obtained experimentally, so they are approximate and 
not precise.  In this case we have additional problems connected with an investigation of 
existance and stability of the solution. The problem is complicating and becoming ill-posed. 
For the purpose of regularhsation it is necessary to revise a notion 'solution' and to restrict 
substantially the class of functions among which the solution is sought. The problem of solv- 
ability is especially important in synthesis problems the ultimate goal of which is creation of 
the objects having an ability to realize given electromagnetic characteristics. A body of data 
can be deficient for ensuring the unique solution (if it exists), the most acceptable choise is 
dictated by practical considerations (a simpliaity of making the structure, a convenience of its 
employment, an additional functional potentialities, etc.). The optimization problems with 
a few parameters can be classified as inverse problems. In these problems a general type of 
the object and a source function are given. It is necessary to found a set of particular values 
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of geometrical or materbl parameters under which the Ecattering charccteri-stic minimally - 
distinguishing from required one ia implemented. The au^yrfg of euch problems is» reduced 
usually to finding loco! extremes, of function-sis which form is based completely on the direct 
problem eolation. Similar procedures arc i:ced when implementing the an clog methods of 
identification and remote consbg. The effectiveness of both approachea ia determined by the 
effectiveness of eolvmg the dixect problems. 

The rim of this report ia to state the modem condition of theoretical investigations asso- 
ciated with the meat urgent dis-gncstica and cynthesh problems arising ia electromagnetics, 
acoustics, geophysics, plasma, scientific bstrament-moMng, optics. Naturally, difFerent prob- 
lems are solved in different fields, Vat the mathematical description and, hence, the methods 
for their eolutioa are' practically identical So, we will confine ourselves 'without loss of 
generality to scalar scattering prohlemis for two-dimensional perfectly conducting objects: 
compact aad periodic. 

From a great number of the papers devoted to inverse problems we will mention in 
the report only those ones ■which are sufficiently general in nature, oriented on solving the 
principal questions and EOI restricted ia their approaches sad techniques to cpecificai (often 
very interesting) situations, excitation meas3, a dimensionality, etc., and which enable one 
to obtain a real result. As is clear from the title, the direct and inverse scattering problems 
for locally inhomogeneous dielectric objects and the scattering problems in a time domain, 
which are similar to the problems under discussion by their statements, but sometimes 
substantially differ from them by methods for solving, remain out of eight. The authors do 
not touch upon the methods of short-wave3 band (k > 1) and physical optics distinguishing 
in the main from the methods operating in medium-waves and long-waves bands. 

A successful investigation of the inverse problems depends to a large extent on efficient 
(fast and exact) solving the direct problems, therefore, the laai ones occupy a skeable passage 
of the report. 

Then, the results obtained when studying the uniqueness of the inverse problem eolu- 
tioa are discussed. It is clear that these results axe very important' for proper posing the 

-diagnostics problems, for implementing the most general approaches to solving the inverse 
problems -which are based on a.construction of regularising operators. It is clear how actual 
is the problem of accumulation of these results for different objects, char act eristics whithin 
reach of direct measurements, etc. 

In the ideal situation when input data are known exactly aad the questions about «ris- 
tance of the solution do not arise, most of the inverse boundary value problems can be solved 
by means of standard analytic continuation method.3. However, their computer (numerical) 
implementation inevitably leads to errors snd, hence, to destruction of the basis which guar- 
antees the existance, uniqueness and stability of the solution with respect to small variations 
of input data. Inexact and incomplete input data arise in diagnostics and reconstruction 
problems as a result of not only numerical but also full-scale experiments (measurements). 
The solutions of synthesis problems are also baaed on the data which can fall into this cat- 
egory. What problems arise when solving the inverse problems with incomplete or inexact 
input data? Firstly, it is necessary to define more exactly the term 'solution of the problem' 
since it can be nnexistent in the habitual sense (the object with geometric parameters which 
are practically realisable forms the given field). Secondly, the question about uniqueness of 
the solution defined in a new fashion and its stability with respect to small variations of input 
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data inevitably arises. A number of possible variants of solving several of these problems if 
considered using the synthesis problem for a compact or periodic perfectly conducting object 

as an example. 
AB regards to the algorithms proper of the inverse problem «solutions, they are analysed 

in the report within the scope of two isolated groups of schemes one of which needs (see, for 
example, the papers by A.Roger, D.Maystre, W.Tobocman) and the other does not need (sec 
papers by R.Mittra, D.Colton, P.Monk, A.Kirsch, R.Krees) the solution of the corresponding 
direct problem at intermediate steps. The computational efficiency of algorithms, the validity 
of principal eteps and stages, the correctness of findings and assumptions, the correspondence 
between the aims and the means used in above mentioned methods are estimated in the 
report. 

The authors of the report put emphasis on the theoretical results being of general impor- 
tance to the lead on the whole, namely: the scheme using Herglotz wavefunctions (D.Colton 
and P.Morik), the faithful representation of Frech et derivatives at Newton-Kantorovitch lin- 
earisation (A.Roger, D.Maystre), the idea of reformulation of the problem in terms of the 
Caccby problem for a hyperbolic equation (P.R.Garabedian), etc. 
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ON PHASE CHARACTERISTICS 

OF SHORT-PERIOD GRATINGS 
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I Vvedenskogo sq., Fryazino, Moscow reg., 
141120 RUSSIA 

ABSTRACT 
Thick, conducting gratings were considered in the case with E field parallel to the conductors. 

It was found that depending on the shape of the conductors the fillfactor of a grating can be 
chosen such as to ensure the absence of a frequency dependence of the phase of the reflection and 
transmission coefficients, with the former being equal n and the latter being equal Jt/2. This 
phenomenon does not depend on the incidence angle of a plane wave. 

Consider a problem of diffraction of a 
plane electromagnetic wave by a grating 
composed of parallel conductors [1-4]: 
E = ex&-j\xän(f+yoos<p)). (see Rg.1). An 
expO'otf) time dependence is implied but 
has been suppressed. The problem is two 
dimensional since there is no z-dependence. 
Outside the local waves region, transmitted 
and reflected fields are presented in the 

& form: 
/. 

Fig. 1 Geometry of the grating 

Ej = Ttxp{-jk[xsm<p+ycosq>)),  y>0 

£* =i?exp(yJt(-xsin<p+,)>cos<j>)),   y<0 (2) 

The period of a grating p is assumed to be small with respect to a wavelength X. As follows from 
[1], the reflection coefficient R and the u-ansmission coefficient T ean be written in Ihe form: 

Ä-exp(;(V2 + Vj + «))eos(v2^V3).   7 = <xp{j[y2 + vr3 + xf2J)Mv2-%)      (3)   ; 
where the following notations are used (see [1]): \p2 = - arctarXWjCOSfp), 
\|/3 =.   arctan(fc/3 costp), *=2n/A; l2  and /3 depend on the grating geometry, <p is &e incidence 
angle of a plane wave. The formulae are deriv&d using the conforms! transformations method. 
The cross  section of a conductor is assumed to have two axes of  symmetry.   From (3)  it 
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follows that both the phase'of the transmission coefficient \pT=\[/2+Y3+7t/2 and 1he 
phase of the reflection coefficient \j/R =\}f2+\{/3+jr are independent of the frequency and the 
incidence angle when the equation is satisfied: 

h+h=<> (4) 
In other words, by virtue of (4), the phase VR behaves as well as the phase of a wave reflected 
from a metal surface placed in the symmetry plane y=0. The difference of the phases \|/R -\j/T 

being equal n/2 results from the general property of lossless structures with symmetrical, 
geometry: 

Kss(RT*)=0 (5) 

It should be noted that the magnitudes of R and 7depend on Jfc and 9, even if (4) is satisfied. 
It is helpful to give several examples of gratings composed of conductors of various cross 

sections which satisfy (4). In the case of a grating composed of vertical ribbons (b=Q, Fig.l) the 
formulae for ^ and l3 have a simple form[l]: 

4 =-find,*..- ^-P^shlE 
n        p n        p 

(6) 

The condition (4) is met when 

2c = -ln(2+V5)=0,46 (7) 

0.55 it -1 
: *T 

0.50 7T 

p=0.1X 
0.2X 
0.3X 
0.4X 

0.45 7T 
0.24 

■ t  1  1   1   1   1   1   1  r,rT,,,Ti"T"r,|"T" i  it 

0.26 0.28 
1 1 1 1—1 

0.30 

Fig.2  Phase of the transmission  coefficient 

For the case of a 
grating composed of 
circular conductors the 
parameters l2 and l3 are 
obtained by solving the 
transcendental equation 
[1J. Numerical results 
show . that the condition 
(4)    is    satisfied   when 

? = ~=0,27. The 
P 

phase  xpr     versus   the 
fillfactor q   for   various 
pfk      is   iUustrated   in 
Figured 

For      a      grating 
composed     of     square 
conductors the phases vt 

and vT    become   inde- 
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'       2b    2c_n0, 
pendent of frequency when q = — = — = U,/JJ. 

P     P 
It should be noted that the gratings nnder consideration have a finite thickness. If the 

thickness is infinitesimal (a parallel strip-grating. c=0. Rg.l) the condition (4) is met only 
when q=l.   i.e..   the   grating   degenerates into a metal surface. This fact results from   tue 

P HQ ■  - 
formulae for a parallelstrip-grating [1]: /2=0,  /3 = --lnsin— 

The gratings under consideration may find a use as elements of polarizers. If the grating is 
nsed as a window for waveguides and resonators their propagation constant and resonant 
frequency, respectively, is not perturbed. ■■.',■'. . ... 

The above phenomenon of the frequency independence could be simply interpreted by 
the full compensation for the "sag" in the electric field through the grating slots towards the 
region y>0 at the expense of ousting the field from the region y<0 by the conductors of tbe 
grating. Thus the plane y=0 is an effective (equivalent) reflection plane, i.e., the phase of the 
reflection coefficient for the grating under consideration is the same as for the metal plane 
placed at y=0. namely it is equal to p. . . 

It should be noted that the phenomenoE of the frequency independence mentioned does not 
occur for tbe case with the electric field orthogonal to the conductors. 
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(3) N. Marcuvitz: "Waveguide Handbook" (M.I.T., Rad Lab. Ser. New York. McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., 1951). no 10 '.,..,. 
(4)3 Z. Katsenelenbaum and A. N. Sivov (Eds.): "Electrodynamics of antennas with translusent 
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SYNTHESIS OF MULT1CRID TRANSMISSION TYPE CONVERTERS 

OF ELECTROMAGNETIC HELD POLARIZATION STRUCTURE 

Alexei N. Sivov, Andrei D. Chuprin, and Alexander D. Shatrov 

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics of the Russian Academy of Science 
I Vvedenskogo sq, Fryazino, Moscow reg., 141120 RUSSIA 

ABSTRACT 

A method of synthesis of a multigrid structure is suggested which provides a given polarization 
transformation without reflection at a specified frequency. The structure is formed by a cascade of arbitrary 
number of parallel semitransparent screens with anisotropic conductivity. Explicit formulae have been de- 
rived that enable screen transparency and screen spacing to be obtained. A three wire grid circular 
polarizer has been more fully attacked. The outer grids of the polarizer arc mutually rotated by an angle «p, 
with interior one being composed of the wires perpendicular to the wires of. one of the outer grids. All 
electrical and geometrical parameters of the above structure are expressed in terms of the angle p. 
Numerical calculations of the axial ratio and transmission coefficient of the above polarizer have been 
carried out 

Consider a plane wave normally incident on a cascade of M parallel translucent 
(partially-reflecting) surfaces, with every surface being described by the boundary 
conditions [1] 

r U       U   , d(kN)     d(m)-pm W 

where k=ca/c is a wavenumber, N is the unit vector normal to the surfaces, pm is a 
transparency value (or transparency) of the/wth surface, U satisfies the Helmholts equation 
and means electric field intensity, indices "+" and "-" refer to trie opposite sides of the 
surface. 

Translucent surface described by (1) may be realized, e.g., by means of a grid composed 
of thin conductors parallel to the electric field vector. It should be noted that in this case 
(when p is independent of coordinates) p= -1/5, where B is a shunt succeptance used, for 
example, in [2-4] 

It is. easy'to show that a transmission type resonator formed by two identical translucent 
surfaces can not only be perfectly matched at a specified frequency ©° but also provide a 

phase shift a" given (i.e., the transmission coefficient T ■= |r|exp(» may be presented as 
expQct0) ) if the transparency p and the surface spacing a are expressed by the formulae1 

1"-'    ccv  ■' p=_eot_ Q) 

lIf the value of cr» in (2), (3) is assumed to be n/2 one can obtain the well-known results for the two- 
grid polarizer (3], [4]. 
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%a = Jt+OC (3) 

It will be shown below that the bandwidth of devices based on the phase converters under 
consideration is determined by the derivative of the transmission coefficient phase oc with 
respect to frequency (or to k, that is the same). 

ftlfL"^"^"^^] ;; . <fl 
Here we take account of the frequency dependence of the transparency: 

(5) 

It is caused by the inductive nature of the translucent surfaces mentioned. 
It is easy to show that merging two translucent surfaces described by (1) with 

transparency values p, and p2 forms one with the transparency p defined by the formula: 

(6) I.±+JL 
P    Pi    Pi 

Consider a set of n two-element transmission type resonators (with a resonant frequency 

of) placed in series. Let every resonator providing a phase shift a, (j=\t2,..-,ri) be 
described by the formulae (2)-(4) with proper index "/'." Let us bring the resonators nearer 
to one another so that the boundaries of neighbor ones coincide with each other. At the 
frequency CD° , this procedure does not change the total transmission coefficient of the 
structure. As a result we obtain a cascade of n+l surfaces, with outer ones having the 

former transparency values pf and p° and interior surfaces having transparency values 
calculated by (6) with proper indices. The total phase shift provided by such cascade of 
surfaces is 

a ■•■_ x«? (7) 
M 

The derivative of the transmission coefficient phase for the whole cascade of inductive 
surfaces is 

k=k, 
=-x O0 

(«+a?) tan2 ^J-+ 2 tan f] (8) 
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Let us apply the general technique described above to an important particular case. 

a0 

Consider a phase shifter composed of n identical two-grid cells. Assuming a, = — gives 
n 

after taking into account (2)-(8)2 

o       o       1     . a 
*■"■"-"2.?* to' 

0 0 
Pi = Pi -• 

0 1 4.    a 

.        ä    a 

<9) 

(10) 

(■ 
da' 
,dX i-ib 

a 
(;wr+ a) tan — + 2#tan 

2* 2/7 
(11) 

If K tends towards infinity in (11), the right side of the equation approaches a finite value 

m -o° (12) 
fc=*. 

In other words 

k 
(13) 

Such dependence of the phase shift on the frequency is caused by the inductive character of 
the transparency (see (5)). Thus the bandwidth of a cascade of inductive surfaces cannot 
increase infinitely at the expense of increasing the number of the surfaces. 

Let us apply the above results to constructing polarizers of a plane electromagnetic 
wave. The translucent surfaces can be realized, for instance, in the form of short-period 
grids (the period p is small with respect to a wavelength X) composed of parallel 
conductors with a small fillfactor q. The electric fields orthogonal to conductors scarcely 
interact with the grids. Let the angle 0 between the electric field vector and a grid 

2This particular case allows all the optimal solutions of P] to be obtained when considering 

a  =—„R=l,2„3. 
2 
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conductor be ntA. To obtain a circular polarizer, it is necessary to equate the phase shift oc 
to JI/2. For a twist polarizer the phase shift a should be taken equal to n. 

0.90 

o) 

1 !■ " ■ 
0.95 

yrrrriTT TT[T tri n n i | 

1.00 1.05 1.10 
0>/Cu0 

1.10 

b) 

Fig. 1 Performance of the polarizers 

Fig.l shows the axial ratio (a) and the transmission coefficient (b) versus the frequency 
for the circular polarizers constructed on the base of the formulae (9), (10) with various 
numbers of grids. The behavior of the axial ratio as the number of the grids m tends 
towards infinity is pictured by solid lines (see (12)). The formulae (9), (10) give the 
following parameters  of the  circular polarizers:.    p,=  Pj^O.5, ka=3n/4  (for w=2); 

p, =p3 = L207, p2 = 0.604, ka=5n/Z (for ra=3); px = p< = L866, p2 = p, =0.933, 

kcp>ln/12 (for m=4); p, = p5 = 2.514,   p2 = p3 = p4 =1.257,   kcr=9nll6 (for m=5); 

p, = p6 = 3.157, p2 =••• = p5 = 1.578, AO=11JC/20 (for m=6). Analogous results for the 
twist polarizers are presented in Fig. 2. The same formulae (9), (10) give for these 

polarizers: p, = p3 = 0.5, p2=0.25, kr=3n/4 (for wr=3); p,=p4 =0.866, 

p2 = p3 = 0.433, ka=2n/3 (for m=4); p, = p5 = 1.207, p2 = p, = p4 = 0.604, ka=5n/Z 

(for 777=5); p, = p$ = L 539, p2 =• • • = p5 = 0.769, ka=3n/5 (for TW=6). 
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ANTISPECULAR EFFECTS IN THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
SCATTERING FROM ID ROUGPI SURFACES: 

CASE OF OBLIQUE INCIDENCE 
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Abstract 

A modal theory is applied to calculate the diffracted fields from perfectly conducting ID rough 
surfaces in the general case in which the incident wave vector does not lie along the main 
section of the cylindrical surface. Antispecular effects which appear in finite length surfaces 
and their relation with the intensification of antispecular orders from deep gratings are analyzed. 
Numerical examples are shown for s- and p- polarization. The close connection between the 

. system under consideration and the corresponding problem in classical mounting is discussed. 

Introduction 

The perfectly conducting lamellar profile as a light scatterer has been studied by many au- 
thors [1]-[5]. Andrewartha et al. [2] and Wirgin and Maradudin [3], for example, studied the 
diffraction from perfectly conducting gratings in in-plane incidence. 
Recently, a modal method has been applied to solve the diffraction problem from perfectly 
periodic gratings in conical mounting, i.e., when the propagation vector does not lie on the 
main section of the cylindrical surface [5]. 
Finite length surfaces of the same shape, i.e., perfectly conducting plane surfaces having a 
finite number of rectangular grooves, have also been studied when the grooves are equally 
spaced [6], and when the distance between adjacent grooves is arbitrary [7], This kind of 
surfaces is of interest nowadays because they permit us a sistematic study of the phenomenon 
of backscattering enhancement that takes place in such structures. They also make it possible 
to analyze the relationship between the intensification of antispecular orders from deep gratings 
and the backscattering peak observed in theangular distribution of intensities from non-periodic 
surfaces [8]-[9]. 

A new antispecular effect was predicted by Depine [10] and recently observed by Sant [11] 
in oblique incidence. This phenomenon consists in the appearing of an enhanced peak in the 
angular distribution of intensity along the direction opposite to the specular direction. In such a 
case, the propagation vector does not belong to the plane of incidence, but this effect suggests a- 
connection with the backscattering enhancement of electromagnetic waves in in-plane incidence 
[10]. 

The task of this paper is to study the relationship between the intensification of antispecular 
orders from deep gratings and the "antibackscattering" peak in finite length surfaces, in the 
general Cjj^e of oblique incidence. 
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1     Theory 

1.1     Geometrical Configuration 

Let us consider a perfectly conducting one dimensional rough surface. The grooves are along 

vacuum 

perfect 
conductor 

Figure 1: Configuration of the problem 

the z direction, and the y-axis is normal to the mean plane surface. The surface is illuminated 
from the region y > 0 (see Fig. 1) by an arbitrarily polarized plane wave with wave vector 

fco = ctox-ßoj/;+ioz , 0) 

<*l + ßo + 7o = *o i   kb = Wc = 27T/A, where u is the frequency and A is the wavelength of the 
incident wave. We express the components of k0 in terms of the incidence angles Bo and <f>0: 

Oo   =   io sin #o cos $o » 

ßo   =   &ocos ^o » (2) 

7o fco sin BQ sin fa , 

where 60 measures the angle between the direction of incidence (fc0) and the normal to the 
surface (y), and <f>0 measures the angle between the plane of incidence and the z-axis (see Fig. 
1). For classical mounting <f>0 = 0, JT (70 = 0), and 0o becomes the usual angle of incidence. 
In order to determine the polarization of the incident electric field, we define two unit vectors 
perpendicular to k0: c* (perpendicular to the plane of incidence), and & (in the plane of 

incidence): 
c* = cos^o^ — smfai 

(3) 
& = — cos 0o cos fox — sin Boy — cbs 0o sin foz 
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1.2     Field Decomposition 

The incident electric field is assumed to have the form 

Ei(x,y,z) = £•'(*,y)exp(i70z) , (4) 

where a time dependence in the form e~,u" has been dropped. As the problem is invariant when 
infinitesimal translations along the z direction are performed, the fields have everywhere the 
same propagation constant 70 as that of the incident fields. This fact, and a property from the 
theory of waveguides [13] led us to write the fields everywhere as:' 

E{x,y,z) = [Br(xty)+zEx(x,y)]exp(ii0z) , (5) 

Ji{x>y,z) = [HT(x,y) + zH1(x,y)]exp(i^oz) , (6) 

where the subscript T denotes the field component transverse to the z direction. The transverse ' 
components can be written in terms of Ez and Hx [12] [13]: 

#r = (*?i?>(7oVr#, + k0z x Vr£,) , 

ET= (^jf7oVr^ - k0z x VTH,) , 

where Vr = V - zd/dz. 

It is important to remark that although the general case of oblique incidence involves a vectorial 
treatment and polarization mixing, when we are dealing with a perfectly conducting material, 
the boundary conditions do not couple the z- components of the electric and the magnetic fields. 
This fact simplifies the numerical treatment and allows us a solution of the conical diffraction 
problem in terms of the solutions of two scalar problems corresponding to the fundamental 
modes of polarization in in-plane incidence [14]. 

1.3    Incident and Diffracted Fields 

Let us consider that the surface is illuminated by a plane wave 

Ei(x,y,z) = Äiexp[i(aQx-ßoy + foz)]> (8) 

Hi{xyy,z) = — xEi{x,y,z), (9) 

where A{ is a vector with complex components A\ and A\ along c> and & respectively. Decom- 
position of Ax into its cartesian components gives: 

A\ = — A\ sin 4>o - A\ cos fl0 cos 4o 

Ai = -A),sm$o (10) 

A'x = A^CQs <j>0 - A^cos60 sin <}>0 

As it was stated above, the electric and the magnetic fields are completely determined if the z- 
components Ez and Hx are known. The solution for the z-eomponents of the diffracted fields in 
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the upper region, depend ou the type of surface we are considering (infinitely periodic or finite): 

Infinite gratings 

We consider a perfectly conducting grating of rectangular profile and period d, width of the 
grooves c and height A. In this case, a Rayleigh expansion is appropriate to describe the 
z-components of the fields: 

EiiJ'(xly,z)= £ Änexplt^.f]^ £ Ä.exp[i(ar„:r + &y + 7»*)] 
nat—oo ■.  »ss-eo . 

■ .    oo ■ /oo   ■..■'■■ 

fff7/(x, y, *) =  £ Sn exp[t^.r1 = £ S„ explt(am* + ß%y + 70*)] 

where 2x 

& ;.*■ < 

. *V*i-*5 + 72 if*8-72 < "» 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

n refers to the diffracted orders and R* and 5„ are complex amplitudes. Making use of eqs.  7, 
the total diffracted fields become 

exp[t(a„:r + ßny + 7o*)] , (15) 

expff(Qfni+A.y+7o2)] '• (16) 

The time-averaged power per unit area of the n- order that crosses any plane parallel to the 
y= 0 plane is given by: 

< ^ >= —■&■'[.»($ x /S*)3 , j = *,p (17) 

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. Then, the total efficiency of the n- order is e»: 

e„ = I4ri^f+ :a„4 + Ä4 
*0 

'iSnfJ     • (»)- 

As shown in [14], the Rayleigh amplitudes Rn (&n) correspond to the solution of classical 
problems for s- (p)- polarization and unit amplitude incident electric (magnetic) field. These 
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Figure 2: Conical diffraction 

dassical problems correspond to another wavelength A**, which is related with the original 
wavelength A through: 

\/l-sin0o2sintfo2     «*#> 

4>'0 being the angle between kQ and its projection on the (x,y)-plane. It should be noticed that. 
if we vary 60 for a fixed <f>Q, the value of Ae' is different for each angle of incidence. But we can 
describe the problem in terms of another pair of angles 0' (between the projection of &o on the 
(z, y)-plane and the y-axis) and <f>\ which are related with 6 and 4> by: 

cos$ 

V'l-sinFsin^2 ^ 
cos 

*■ = 

cos $ = y/l — sin 02 sin ^2 (21) 

Then varying V0 and keeping <j>'0 fixed, the equivalent wavelength is manfcained for «very 6'0. 
This change of variables will make it easier the comparison between the conical and classical 
mounting curves. 

Finite length surfaces 

In this case we consider a plane surface having a finite number of rectangular grooves of width 
cahd height h, in which the distance between adjacent grooves can be chosen arbitrarily. The 
solution for the z-componcnts of the fields in the upper region can be written as: 

(22) 

(23) 
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where '   "_    - 
[ Vk7-fo-<*2     ifia-7S>«* 

ß=l        _____ (24) 

Replacing 22 and  23 in 7, we obtain the expressions for the total diffracted fields: 

Ü''// = r l^-^[-(foaR(a) + k0ßS(a))x + (koaS{a-70ßR(a))y) +R(a)z) x 

«cp[:(ör+j3y + Tb2)] » C25)- 

j}«ff = j°° |_i__((^fl(a) _ a7o5(a))x - (Ä + Mfl(«))y] +5(a)l| x 

exp(i(ai + y?y + TO«)] • (26) 

The time-averaged power per unit area that crosses any plane parallel to the y s= 0 plane is 
given by   17, replacing E}

n and H}
n by 0(a) and #>(a) respectively. 

2    Results 
In figure 3 we show curves of efficiency of a diffracted order vs. the angle of incidence 0<> keeping 
^o fixed, for a perfectly conducting grating with c/d* 0.9, X/d— 0.31, <4o'.= 5° and for two- 
values of h/d.   It is remarkable that for <f>a *= 5° (a small ^p so that the problem does not 
differ too much from the classical one), an increase in h/d produces an intensification in the- 
n—efficiency when the n—order propagates in the antispecular direction for both polarizations. 
This behavior was found to happen for all the diffracted orders.  If we compare the plots in_ 
Pig.   3 and the corresponding curves for in-plane incidence, we can notice a great degree of 
similarity between curves (see Fig. 4), as it should be expected because of the small value of 
<f>o taken.  To better appreciate the effects caused by the conical mounting in the diffracted 
light, we increased the value of <j>a and made curves similar to those of Figure 3.  In Figure 
5 we show curves of -1 efficiency vs. 0Q for greater values of $,. A and <j>'o have Deen chosen" 
so that A4' remains the same for all the cases considered. It. can be observed that the curves 
resemble the classical ones (see Figs. 4a and 4c). This feature is related to the fact that values - 
of &o belonging to the interval [0,90°] correspond to a variation of a0/k in [0,lj for in-plane 
incidence, and to a variation of a^fk in [0,l/cos$,] in oblique incidence. Another important. 
fact to remark is that in all cases the peak is located at the value of 0£ at which the curves in 
classical mounting have their maximum (antispecular direction for in-plane incidence), but not 
in the "antispecular" direction for oblique incidence (AS), that is: 

k    ~~2 d  ~~2dcos4'0 

a™ =    nA 
k       ~2d 

This result is in agreement with the prediction made in [10]. 
We turn now to show some examples lor finite length surfaces. In Figure 6 curves of intensity 
as a! function of the observation angle are shown, for a surface having three grooves, of width 
c/d — 0.9 and h/d — 1.5. It can be observed in Figure 6 that the scattered intensity has apeak 
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Figure 3: Efficiency vs. 60 for a grating with efd = 0.9, X/d = 0.31 and <f>0 = 5\ a) -1 efficiency 
for 6 = 90° (s-poi.); b) -2 efficiency for £ = 90° (s-pol.); c) -1 efficiency for 6 = 0° (j>-pol.); 
d)-2 efficiency for * = 0° (jj-pol.). 
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Figure 4: EfEciency vs. 60 for a grating with c/d = 0.9 and A/d = 0.31 in classical mounting 
(<f>a = 0°). a) -1 efficiency for incident s-pol.; b) -2 efficiency for incident s-pol.; c) -1 efficiency 
for incident p-poh; d)-2 efficiency for incident p-ool. 
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Figure 5:  -I efficiency vs.   ff0 for a grating with cfd = 0.9 and h/d - L5.   a) $, = 30°, 
• X/d = 0.268; b)^ = 60°, X/d = 0.155. 

in the antibackscatter direction Only for a low value of ^0 when the surface is illuminated by 
a— polarized light, which agrees with the curves shown for the infinite periodic grating. On 
the other hand, the opposite behavior is observed for incident p— polarization (see Figure 7).- 
Then it is derived that this kind of surfaces keep some features of the infinite gratings. If we 
change the distance between adjacent grooves but keeping the length of the corrugation fixed, - 
the scattering pattern does not change significantly, and the peaks remain located at the same 
directions of observation. 

3     Conclusion 

. The scattering problem from rectangularly shaped and perfectly conducting surfaces was solved 
in the case of oblique incidence. A rigorous modal theory was applied to the infinite gratings 
as well as to the finite length surfaces. As it was predicted [10], it was found that for small 
deviations from the classical mounting, the efficiency curves exhibit their maximum at the" 
antispecular direction, which is coincident with the antispecular direction in in-plane incidence. 
On the other hand, as the value of <j>Q is increased, the antispecular direction in oblique incidence" 
ceases to be the same as the corresponding to classical mounting, thus showing its peak in the 
direction at which the difFracted order is antispecular for in-plane incidence. 
Concerning the finite surfaces, the results were found to agree with those obtained for the 
infinite periodic grating. 
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Figure 6:  Intensity vs.   0ot, for s-polarized light incident upon a surface having 3 grooves 
of width c/< d >=0.9 and height h/< d >=L5.  a) <f,0 = 5°, A/< «f >=0.31; t>) & = 30° 
A/< <f >= 0.268; c) 4>'0 = 60°, A/< d >=Q.155. 
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Figure 7: Intensity vs. ß0ts for p-polarized light incident upon a surface having 3 grooves 
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WCTOR PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN 

ELECTROMAGNETIC DIFFRACTION PROBLEM ON ARBITRARY SCREEN 

Youri B. Smirnov 

Penza Stats Technical University, Dept. of Mathematics, 

Krasnaya st., 40, Penza 440017, Russia. 

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM. 

In the following we study electrodynamic scattering problem 

on the bounded screen. The sur-face o-f the screen is assumed to 

be infinitely thin and perfectly conducted.  Let D be the 
■ ■* ■■■:'■.'.»■.. 

two-dimensional bounded surface in R with the smooth boundary O 

outside a finite -set of singuar points. Consider   boundary value 
problem for Maxwell equations 

(1)  ret E «ikH,   rot H » -ikE  in R"\Ö, Im k £ O, k *  0 
C2>  E. '■'* E? « 0 on O t    t 

(=--] (3)   r\  —. - ikE  * 0, r — - ikH I * 0 as r I« fx | ■♦ oo 
Or I 

<4>      E,H « L^CR") 
where E, are the tangential electric components of the incident 

electromagnetic field E°H°. It is supposed that the sources of 

the incident field lie away from the screen Q and,, hence E. L. e 

For  the  functions  E,  H  it  is  required  that  E,H ■■<£■ 

C2CR \n),E.eCCR \K1).    The static case k » 0 is not considered 

because it leads to the well elaborating Dirichlet or Neumann 

scalar problems for the Lap lac i an C.t-3. . 

One can mention that it is not generally possible to use 

the classical methods of layer potentials in screen problems. 

For closed surfaces the problem is reduced to the Fredhol« 
integral equations of the second kind by these methods. Unlike 

closed surfaces the screens have two sides and the jump-theorems 

for layer potentials yield the different values on the different 

sides of the screen what  leads to contradiction with the- 
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continuity of the incident field.    . 
The  uniqueness   of   the  solution   to   (I)-(4>   follows fro« 

tfifflffll-lj.    For    Im    k   *   0, k "    O   the    homogeneous   problem     Cl)-<4) 
(with  E^I-Q -  0)   hu it most  the  trivial   solution. 

The        problem        (1)      ■;-.       (4)        can        be       reduced       to       the 
integro-differenttonal   equation 

<3> (jBrad A C div u > + k* Au) Jt = f,  x    «   Q 

where A denotes the integral operator 
r exp<ik|K  - y|) ' 

<e) Au « üCy> dS,     fi-4nikET|rt      and 
J l-x - yj to 

div  is the tangential   divergence on Q. 
Here  the  tangential   vector  u     is   the   so-called   current   density 
on  n.   In   this  case   the  fields   E,H^®0?*\O)   are  obtained   by   the 
formula 

E -  ik~4fsrad A^ div « 0 + k* \u 1f   H - Rot  A^ul     k > 6, 

1   r expCik|x-y|> 
Au»—        , — .uCy> dSl -K-« C-K.,K.re    >■■ 

4ir J        Jx  - yj 
■■■'&■ 

The  purpose of this work is to extend the method of 

pseudodifferential  equations  to  the  eiectrodynamic  screen 
problem. 

-     2. PSEUPODIFFERENTIAI- EQUATIONS FOR SCREEN PROBLEM 

Taking C£> into account the equation C5) can be rewritten 
as the vector pseudodi ffarenti al equation on raani f oid O C23 

<7> (fered .£?** (di v u) 4 k'A-^u) |; - f 

Note   that   the   principal    symbol   of    the   equation   C7>    is 
degenerated. 

In order to study the equation CO the Sobolev space M is 

introduced in accordance with the asymptotic behaviour of the 
solution u near the edge Xi. Define the" space of distributions « 
as the closure of  C* (G) in the norm 

with the- inner product 

Cu,v>w «     (u.v)^^^ +(div u,   div v) 

Corollary 1. 
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Um Tu * «    *Cß(>*   «Hv u « H    *CÖ> \ »where 

the  Bobolev »paces    H*CÖ)  is  denoted   in  the  usual   way   C33. 

The   space   W   has   the   -following    important   property.    Let   WV 

•nd W    be the subspaces of M such that 

i- j  u c W i   div u ■ 0   I, 

t« i u « W  i   rot  u - 0  |, 

where div and rot are the tangential divergence and rotor on Ci. 

Corollary _2. The space W may be decomposed into the direct sum 

of the closed subspaces Wtand W^s U = W^ • W^. 

Now one can write 

Lu*« (grad A Cdiv u>+k* Au)|t 

and treat CO  *» pseudodifferential equation 

(B) Lu - i,  u « W,  f « C^CO). 

Here CB> is interpreted in the sense of distributions. 

By using the method o-f quadratic -forms one can show that it 

is possible to consider L as the bounded operator Li W ■» W , 

where W* denotes antidual space -for W« 

W   - (u\n  lu € H""*^<«D, rot u € H~*"*(M>} , 

where M is the closed surface such that fi e M. 

The operator L is well-de-fined on the space Co (O). Then it 

ia extended onto W by the continuity. Furthermore, the 

decomposition o-f operator L into the spaces -W- and W^ yields the 

result which is important in di-f-ferent applications! 

Theorem_l. For Im.k > 0, k * 0 there exists exactly one solution 

of the equation C?> (or<8)>s 

(9) L (k) u * f, u-e W, f e W 

Moreover,  it  is  established  the  limiting  absorbtiqn 

principle.  Let  Im  k  >  0,  k *      0.       Then  the  bounded 

operator-function L-i(k>i W ♦ M exists and depends analytically 
with respect to k in the neighbourhood of every real point ko* 

0. This implies » 
N 

TheoremJ^ Let Im k > 0, Im kQ •* 0, ko * 0 and f(k) ♦  ■f<k0> 
weakly as k + k .Then u(k) + u(k ) strongly as k*k.where u(k) 

and u(k ) solve the problems LCk)u(k) - fCk), LCk )uCk )= f (kQ). 
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3. THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE FIELDS NEAR A CORNER. 

Consider a singular point P «s eo, where &Ci consists of two 
arcs of two smooth curves intersecting transversally at the 

singular point. If a(P) denotes the interior angle of the 

tangent cone to O at PedO then ct<P) « n iff p is a regular point 
and 0 < atP)   < 2rr, alP)   * n for  singular point«. 

Let f e C Cß). Represent f in the form 

f- **+ **. fSf2 
C" (O), div f*=0, rot f*«0. 

In this case two equations from (7) are obtained 

<10> 

(11) 

K  A   u = f , u 

A   u = f , u W 

The regularity .theory for the equations MO), (11) is 

sufficiently well elaborated in C3,4D; The application of these 

results yields the values of the critical exponent ß for the 

singularities of the fields |E|,|HJ^ Cr~ß near the corner point 

P,   where  r   is the distance to the point  Pi 

a/n 0.<+0) 0.125 

TSZTT 
0.250 0.375 

rrtm 
0.500 0.625 

7SBT7 

0.873 1.000 
3Ü513" 

a/n TTT5B" 

7379T 

TT37BTTTMÜ rrr&23 
73W3Tr227TTn3J7 737722 

TT7S0" 
ToToT 

T7§7"5~ 

TOTST 
2T"(=oT 

"15—■ 
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THE     DIFFRACTION     ON     THE     THICK     BIPOLE 

A.V.Gochilin,     S.I.Erainav 

Novgorod,   B-3-Peterbyrgskaia  41.,   Novgorod  Gt.   University 

Let the arbitrary electra-r.agnetic wave -falls an the dipale : 

As a result, the surface electric currents are directed on thi 

surface of  the dipole.   These current  have density 

The system  C13   is  fonmed  for  the  difinition  of   the current 

a d»»»dz' = -i   4  - 

(1) 

9*G 
+   k*G 

9z   dz' 

3*G 

az'ßp' 

+ i 
**G 

adz dp' 

(2) 

**G 
+ i     - +k  cos Cf>-f»* ) G 

a*9p9r* 

+OD 

a d*>'dz* = 

where G  = G(z 

+00 

\        -ia{o-c*Y S   (z,z'l 

1 
5   (z,z')= 

2/r" 

[^Cz-z')]^!**- -I   kajK.J J**"  l'k«j cos|k*(z-z d» 

Expand  function  j ,   j   ,   E ,   E     in to series  of  the Fourier's 
.        .  * r      ' . Tr 

type: 

+oo 
m 

[(tUp 

2n 

i   r~~*   m 

2na 7^ 
IBS-CO 

j   (z',f')el,f,adf'=   Is(z') 
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and bring the system' <2> to the indepnndont systems 

1 

-i   **S 
+ IS 

£•  drtft 
.-m      —in m    I    I 

iT ."srj dt -U 
-l 

(4) 
• ■ •-                        * 

-im OS 
, • 

Im m + T" -■1 
* -2   at %> ~* 

L         »                              J .    a 

* s 
S  +1 

-1 

T^ ] ]*" 

I —OB S   n  S   •*-« -.- * J' 
where      z=lt,     z'=lt»,  l=kl,   a=ka . 

Turn from function  I"(1T), I'(1T) to news 
*      P 

I*(IT) = PJ(T> U(T),  I*C1T) =p4(r) V(TJ <5) 

Choise the spaces in which system (4) is invectigated. We'll 

find function U(T) in the gilbert space L   t-l.U with basis 

* (T) n 

1   I 2 •  4 . — sint 

a»P. 

n arccosT), n »' 1,2,.. (6) 

and function V(T> in the space L   C-1.13 with basis 
■a»PA 

f».(T>     = n 

'1.1'«     » n=l   | 

«J2/IT cost (n-l)arccosTl   ,   n>2  . 

C7> 

The following theorem is proved 

THEOREM. The system (4) is equivalent of the infinite sis- 

tern of Fredholh of the second kind 

( I + M )x = y, (8, 

where I,M i 1  0 1-»  1  • 1 
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Hyste« tm is solved by method of the truncation. The serie^ 

»es of the calculation were curried out for the case of incidence 

of the plane cylindrical wave on the dipole. 

In this case the two problems is solved. At first, it is 

investigation of the effectiveness of the method. By the 

difinition of the currents the stability comes when the 3 - 4 

basic function in the wide diapason by the changes of the entrance 

parameters are taken into account. The effectiveness is as in the 

standart problems of difraction of E and H - polarizations on the 

band. At second, it's the investigation of the currents and the 

diagrams of diffusions depending on the radius and lenght of the 

dipole. Something of this calculation are shown on the figures. 
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WAVE ATTENUATION IN RECTANGLE-GROOVE GUIDES 

Alexander Ye. Svezhentsev 
Institute of Radionhvsics &  Electronics 

Kharkov    310085, Ukraine 

Groove guides are low-loss single-mode waveguides at millimeter 

wavelengths [13- The proposed centrally symmetric rectangle-groove 

guides are of interest because only one of the geometry 

parameters, namely, a groove depth, is fixed. This makes possible 

retunability of such a guide by a simple plane-parallel shift of 

the walls. The disadvantage is that for low propagation loss to be 

achieved, the guide transverse overall dimension is to be 

impractically large. The problem is to find the balance between 

practicable dimensions and minimum loss. 

The Problem Formulation 

The boundary-value1 problem of finding the cut-off frequencies 

for an axially symmetric rectangle groove guide CASG) <Fig.la> and 

centrally symmetric rectangle-groove guide CCSG) <Fig.2a>  is 

considered. The analysis is based on a moment method solution of 

the spectral problem. Expanding the trigonometrical function 

series in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials £2] one can reduce the 

solution to the system of linear coupled algebraic equations 

<SLAE> which yields the cut-off frequencies and natural wave 

fields. 

Design Algorithm 

The design algorithm is starting from specifying the L/c 

value and the field attenuation q over waveguide arm distance. 

Then the normalized resonant frequency can be approximated  by the 

formula kc= {.V/fL)i 4  ~ (&tk$/fr3»&l , where D»L/c. Once g/c has been 

given, the -guide normalized overall transverse dimension 
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G/c=2*<g/c+D) is known. From the SLAE one finds groove depth a/c 
■ A 

and then the attenuation factor normalized  «<-  . Specifying c one 

finds the attenuation factor  06 . 

Results 

The outlined algorithm was  used in designing ASG. Transverse 

overall dimension G/c as a function of attenuation factor cC    was 

calculated for L/c from 4 to 5 (Fig.l,c).The optimum dimensions of 

ASG given in [I] are: g/c=Ö.d; a/c=0.6. For g=100, L/c is to be 5. 

ifc-l 
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42 
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U) 

Fig.l. <a> geometry of axially symmetric rectangle-groove guide; 
<b> normalized groove dimension g/c of the guide versus groove 
depth  a/c at the second mode critical condition; <c> normalized 
overall dimension ^?/c as a function of normalized attenuation 
factor «C = «>£*<2c> • 10   , where oL       is the attenuation factor 
in DB/M. 
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The obtained results show that at the L/c decrease one can 

achieve falling attenuation factor with the transverse overall 

dimension unchanged. In so doing g/c increases. In this case the 

optimum g/c is near a threshold value corresponding to the 

critical condition for the next order mode propagation. 

a 

2 c 

H 
G 

xa) 

id 
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ii 

teaioK ßotmdazu 

i- Wc=5 
2- Uc*4.e 
3 -l/c~HI 

k 

2 
_L_ 
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6C 

id) 
Fig.2 <a> geometry of centrally symmetric rectangle-groove guide« 
<b> normalized groove dimension g/c versus groove depth a/c at the 
second mode critical condition; <c) normalized cut-off frequencies 
£*C as functions of normalized height a/c of the guide stepl 

(d> normalized overall dimension G/c versus normalized attenuation 
factor oL    . 
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In this connection for the second order mode the critical 

values of g/c were calculated depending on a/c. A basic guideline 

in deciding which value of g/c is optimal is waveguide single-mode 

requirement (Fig.l,b). - - 

With the devised design algorithm the CSG cut-off frequencies 

£0C of three lower order modes versus normalized height a/c of 

the guide step were calculated and the lower mode field 

distribution are mapped (Fig.2c>. As seen, the lower order HI mode 

is of interest. 

In Fig.2,d CSG transverse overall dimension G/c is plotted as 
4 

a function of attenuation factor   cL       for lower order mode for 

some values L/c. It was shown that the optimum dimensions may be 

determined using dependences of critical values of g/c and a/c for 

the second propagation mode (Fig.2b). 

Conclusions 

A new type groove guide, namely, centrally symmetric 

rectangle-groove guide was proposed and examined. 

With the proposed design algorithm the optimum relations 

between transverse overall dimensions and ohmic loss for both 

centrally symmetric rectangle-groove guide and axially symmetric 

one were -first calculated. 
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Propagation of Super-Wideband Signals through Waveguides 

Oleg. ATretyakov 
Dept. Radiophysics, Kharkov University, 310077 Kharkov, the Ukraine 
Fax 7-0572-476506 ..-.■•■ 

The background of present theory is a new approach which we have advanced recently 
to solve EM field boundary-value problems in time domain [1]. The vectors of the desired 
•EM field can be presented as a sum of 2-D projections to waveguide cross-section plane, and 
one-component vectors directed along waveguide axis Oz, namely 

£ = £» + z0£x,    H = Hb + zcH, (1) 

In a particular case of TM-modes these components can be written as 

^ = V^(?)^(M),    & = [?ox'V^(?)]Aj'(J;,t)    ■■ (2) 

E, = K*?(r)F(z,i),        E, = Q (3) 

where r is 2-D position vector in cross-section S bounded by contour L, VJr is transversal 
nabla-operatdr. Scalar function $(?) is a Neumann-type eigenfunction satisfying a problem 

(V*r + «»)¥(f0 = 0,    £*U = 0;    K = «„   (m = 1,2,3...) (4) 

Another scalar function of (2) is solving the Klein-Gordon hyperbolic equation as 

The group theory enables one to separate variables, based on 11 2-nd order symmetric 
operators which yield 11 new pairs of variables [2]. As an example we give only one of the 
variety of solutions 

F{z,t) = A^^)V'7JyWt3-^)ll\    d>|i|;    *(*,<)« 0,    cz<|z|     (6) 

where A is a constant, v is the parameter of variables separation, J„(.) is the Bessel function. 
Appying the Fourier transform to (6) one obtaines 

F(z,u) = B- 
(u2- u»)»/2 

10/, 

U + (w* - 0/3)1/2 (7) 

• where B is a constant, u is the frequency, iuc = KC is cutoff frequency. This equation demon- 
strates that the solution (6) is itself a signal of remarkably wide band. Besides of it, a whole 
variety of super-wideband signals can be obtained as linear combinations of (6). 

[l] O.A.Tretyakov, Essentials of Nonstationary and Nonlinear EM Field Theory, in M.Ha- 
shimoto, M.Idemen, O.A.Tretyakov (Eds.), Analytical and Numerical Methods in EM Wave 
Theory, Tokyo: Science House, 1993, 123-145. 

[2] W.Miller, Symmetry and Separation of Variables, Massach.: Addison-Wesley, 1977. 
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ANALYTICAL REGULARIZATION OF SURFACE- INTEGRAL AND 
INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN DIFFRACTION THEORY 

Yu. A. Tuchkm 

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics - 
of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences 
12, ac.Proskura st., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine 
(Tel: (7-0572)-44-85-56; FAX: (7-0572)-79-ll-ll) 

The general methodological principles of numerical solution of the wide range of boundary value prob- 
lems (BVP) of diffraction theory are discussed here. The described procedure of analytical regularization 
reduces equivalently (in mathematical terms) an initial BVP to the equation (I + H)x — 6 of the second 
kind with compact operator H in the Hubert space li. As is known, such an equation is solvable with any 
preassigned accuracy by the truncation method. The solution procedure for truncated to the reasonable 
dimension algebraic systems is numerically stable and offers certain advantages over many other techniques 
such as method of moments, finite differences method, etc. 

1. The regularization term is used here in traditional sense of functional analysis. Let an operator A 
be given in a pair of functional spaces. It is required to solve the equation of the first kind Az — b, where 
b and z are, respectively, known and unknown elements of these spaces. Take the pair of operators Lo, Ro 
(being a two-sided regularizator) in the form LoARo = I + H, where / and H are, respectively, identity 
and compact operators. Then, under relevant assumptions, the initial equation of the first kind is equivalent 
to the equation of the second kind (/ + H)x = Lob, where x — RQ~

1
Z is the new unknown element of the 

corresponding space. 
By the term of analytical regularization (AR) we mean the constructive development of the operators 

Lo and Ro as well as the adequate BVP formulation including the proper choice of the relevant pair of the 
functional spaces. By the simplest example we illustrate below the central ideas of the approach which are 
complicated with BVP complexity. Being limited by the abstract volume, we shall resort to rather informal 
presentation style. 

2. Let the Green's function G(q,p) of the Uelmholtz equation he given in a two-dimensional (maybe 
unbounded) domain Q so that C(q,p) satysfies both in q and p the equations 

(A,+Jb2)C7(?,p) = (Ap + fci)G(,,p) = %-p), .     s.pefi, (1) 

where 6(q — p) is the delta function. Besides, G(q, p) satisfies in q and p the boundary conditions of the 
first, or second, or third kind, or - for an unbounded domain - the corresponding radiation condition of 
Sommerfeld or Reichardt, etc. 

Let a contour ICßbe a one-bounded piece of a smooth, simple, closed contour S, i.e. L C S, S' C ß,' 
SUdCl = 0 (maybe L = S.)-. The 2:p-periodically smooth parametrization i?(0) = (x[6),y(9)),9 £ [-*.*] of 
the contour S is supposed to be given, and the vector-function r}[d),0 £ [— d,d\ parametrizes the contour L 
for the certain "ii £ (0,xj; x(0),y(O) are the Carthesian coordinates of a point t](S) £ 5 for any 0 £ [—*,*'], 
mdl(e) = ([x'(0)]2 + [j/(B)ry'2>0,    Ö £[-*,*]. 

For any * not-too-much-singular" function fi(p),p £ L, we define, in the ordinary way, single and double- 
layer potentials as 

toK«) = Jp(*)G(t.p)*,,     «e n;   . (2) 

[Q>](q) = Jtip)^F-*r,  ' «en\sf, ■. (3) 

where np is the outward unit normal to the contour S at a point p€S. In the sufficiently small vicinity of 
the contour S the normal and tangential derivatives of these potentials are 
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Direct an<Mimiting values (if any) of a function /(g), q € S on the contour S are denoted as 

/(?) = /(?).    ?eS;       /±(9) = kHm/(?±An,). ..'» 6 5. (5) 

Direct and limiting values of integral transformations (2)- (4) are denoted similarly. 

3. Let a function U'(q), q € fl be the incident field. It is required to find in the relevant functional space 
the scattered field U'(q) which satisfies the homogeneous Ilelmholtz equation in (I, the boundary condition 
which the function G(9,p)Q»3fl satisfies, andy finally, the corresponding boundary condition at the contour 

X(see[lH4l). 
Westart with the simplest Dirichiet problem U'(±\q) = -J/'(?),g £ £ resulting (see [l]-[4]) in the 

integral equation 

iPZeb)} = -V'U),    ,-,€ L;       ZD(p) = °U dn W - °U dn 
W,    p € L (6) 

in the unknown function Zo(p). It is easy to prove that 

where P®{9, r) is a 2JT- periodically continuous, together with its first derivatives, function. Its second 
derivatives have only logarithmic singularities when 9 = r mod(2v). Eq.(6) is equivalently reduced to the 
integral equation of the first kind ' 

-d ■ 

where *(r) = l{r)Zp{ri{r)) is the unknown function. Expand the functions r(r), P^(0, r), 0, r € [— r,*] 
in the Fourier series 

.... j(r)=   £  *.**';        P0)(fl,r).= -.J]    £  P.»e*'#+"r)- (9) 
»=—oo t; «-=—oon=~co 

For simplicity, consider the case L = S (i.e. <f = x). Putting (9) into (8) and using the orthogonality of 
the system einT^>-_00 in [—TT,T} we obtain the infinite algebraic system of the first kind [4] 

oo 

(l-6.o)rr7z.-2 Y, V..-n   *«=9.,       '= 0,±1,±2,,..,' (10) 
■   •     ■ *=—oo 

where S is the Kronecker delta, g, is, within a constant factor, the 5th Fourier coefficient of the function 
#'W))i & G [—*■»*]» «n^ T» = max(l, |s|^2). By changing the unknowns i, = r~lz, and multiplying (10) 
by r, we obtain in/2 the equation 

(i+H)z-s>     *.$€/2, (ii) 

with, respectively, the unknown and known vector-columns z = {*n}n*.-a> anc' ? = {Tn9n)T=-oo> an<^ tne 

matrix operator 

»={Ä«}nU_-oo.   '    ^,n = -[2p,,_B + 5,o«„o]T-«Tn. (12) 

It may be shown that the conditions z,g £ lj are relevant to the rigorous Dirichiet formulation, the operator 
S is compact, and moreover .       . • 
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£    £■0 + 1n|)(l + H)|&«,P<oo. (13) 
-eon=- oo 

Thus in /j the initial BVP is reduced to the equation of the second kind of the form (11), (13). Thi» 
equation solution is a relatively simple problem provided that eq.(ll) has a unique solution. This is valid 
when the initial BVP has this property and eq.(ll) is equivalent to this BVP. In the considered case L^= S 
the initial BVP falls into two ones: for the domain int(S) enclosed by the contour S, and for the domain 
ext(S) = fl\(5 Ü int(S)). It is well known that eqs.(6) and, consequently, (11) are not equivalent to the 
initial BVP within the domain ext(S) if L = S, and the Jb value coinsides with the domain ini(S) resonance 
[5]. This drawback is easily overcome by replacing the function G(q,p) for the relevant Green's function 
dissipative in int(S) [5]. 

When L = S, the two-sided regularizator is easily constructed when going from (10) to (11): LQ = RQ = 
T, where the operator T = {Ä.n}"„=_00 is diagonal. In the less trivial case L ^ S (and d < x) eq.(8) is 
reduced [1-4] to the special dual series equations which AR method is described in [6],(7). Then the initial 
BVP (with L£ S) results in the equivalent equation of the type (11) (see [l]-[3])- 

4. For the Neumann boundary condition —^       • = -   a ■$■',    q e L, instead of (6) we have the 
on onf . 

equation 

I(?(")Z*=-^'    *eL>        ZN<P)=U«-'>(P)-U«HP),    p£L. (14) 

It can be shown [8] that this equation is equivalent to the integro-differential equation of the form 

hdP j *«{T)ln 2s^^1\^ + J ^{r)Q^(9.r)dr = -/(») [^^] ,' €(-d,d),       (15) 

where 2N(T) = ZN{i){r)),r G [-d,d] is the unknown function, and the function Q^(3,T) has only loga- 
rithmic sigularities if and only if 6 — r mod{2Tt). In the both cases I = S and L £ S, the AR methods 
for eq.(15) are actually the same as for eq.(8). The obtained equation of the second kind exhibits in J3 the 
qualitative properties identical with those of eq.(ll). 

"5. Let consider in the domain ext(S) the diffraction BVP of the third kind 

<?)^*(+)(?) + %)[Ö^+)(?)/3n] = Fo(«),       ,€S, (16) 

where F0{q),a(q),ß{q) are smooth given functions; |o(?)| + |/?(9)j ^ 0,? €..S. Using (2)-(4) the integral 
representations of the functions W(q) = U'^{q) and V(q) = dU'^\q)/dn% may be constructed. Putting 
these representations into (16) we obtain 

ka(-QW + PV) + ß(-dn&
+'>W + duPV)=±F0, (17) 

where the argument q e S is omitted. Eqs.(16),(17) may be regarded as a system of equations in the 
unknown functions W(q) and V{q). In the regular case \ß(q)\ > 0,q £ S, using (16) one «an eliminate the 
unknown function V(q) from (17). Then 

[ö„^
+

>W1(9) + [äW1(?)^^(J),     «es, (18) 

where Fi(q) is known function, R is integral operator with .11« rather smooth kernel. The AR procedure 
for eq.(14) can be easily generalized for eq.(18), and this is the way to reduce (18) to the equation of the 
type (11) with estimate (13). In the case \a(q)\ > 0, q e S the analogous equation in the unknown function 
V(q) is easily obtained. But when c{q) = \ß{q)fka(q)\ < 1, both the initial BVP and the last equation are 
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singularly perturbed in reference to the Dirichlet problem with ß(q) = 0. The main part of this singular 
perturbation we managed to reduce to the ordinary singular differential equation of the second order - with 
a small factor of the senior derivative - for the standard solution approach including analysis of the solution 
asymptotics with e —» 0 to be employed. As a result, the initial BVP was reduced to the equation of the type 
(11) with the compact operator H regular when maz|f(2)j —» 0, the perturbation theory series in powers of 
e was constructed. 

6. Take the contour S as the interface between two media with different dielectric and/or magnetic 
constants and, consequently, different wave numbers:.k — k' for inl[S) and k = kc for exi(S). The scattered 
field U'(q) must satisfy homogeneous Helmholtz equation in the both domains with the corresponding k. 
The boundary conditions at S are of the form 

.   .■'••{f*(-+)(«) + Ffe)j = o*tr'<->(«);       q€S; (19) 

rac/'W -i      du«-) 
/q^—-(?)+£(?) =^^r-(«).   i£s, (20) 

where a*,<*',/?*,/? are the constants determined by the media parameters, F(q),G(q) are known functions 
determined by the incident field. The AR procedure is based on the above-staled ideas. The values (2)-(4) 
can be individually deduced for int(S) and ezi(.9) domains with k —.&* and k = ke, respectively (see (1)). 
The substitution of the above-mentioned integral representations of W^) and dU'^/dn into (19), (20) 
yields two equations of the type (17). The elimination of t/j(+) and dU'W/dn using (19),(20) gives the 
coupled system of integral and integro-diflerenlial equations. If A = a'ß' + a'ß* j^ 0 .these equations have 
actually the same main singularities that eqs.(6) and (14), respectively. The constraint A / 0 is adequate to 
the physical formulation of the problem. Then we result in the equation of the (11) type with estimate (13) 
(this equation is more conveniently written in the space fe © /g). 

Let conditions (19),(20) be given at S\L, and the Dirichlet or Neumann condition at £■ as if a portion 
of S be of metal. Then the AR procedure seeks to discover the additional unknown function on L. With 
this function we obtain the coupled system of equations of the type (17) on the contour S and the equation 
of the type (6) or (14) on L. The regularization of the obtained equations is realized using the combination 
of the above-stated methods to yield the equation of the kind (11) in /j © fe © fo- 

7. If we deal with a single-periodicity system of the contours {.?,}Ji_o, such that Sj' r\Sj+i = 0, then 
for all the above-described boundary conditions, a BVP is translated to the correspoding BVP for a single 
contour S = So in the certain domain fi.,, The regularization procedure is carried out as before but with a 
quasiperiodic Green's function (see [9]). If S is a smooth infinite single-periodicity contour, that any one 
of the above-considered BVPs is translated to the corresponding BVP for a single period of the contour S. 
Note, the unknown functions and kernels of integral transformations (2)-(4) are not periodic. This presents 
additional difficulties which can be overcome with the method described in .[10],[11]. As a result, all the 
considered BVPs are reduced to the equation of (11) type with estimate (13). 

8. It is possible to think of all the above-mentioned structures as the arojf-crossrsectional views of the 
corresponding cylindrical (uniform in r) structures which may be considered as open or volume waveguides 
extended along the z-axis and investigate the spectrum of normal waves dependent on z like e'**. Properly 
speaking, these problems are the subject of "spectral theory*. For dielectric and metal-dielectric structures 
these problems correspond to more complicated boundary conditions describing the polarizations coupling 
and involving not only normal but tangential derivatives of the scattered fields too. We have constructed the 
AR procedures for the spectral problems for all the above-described structures. As a result, these spectral 
problems are equivalently reduced to the homogeneous equations of the type (11) where H is compact 
analytic operator-function of k and A which belong to the corresponding Riemann surfaces. This forms the 
efficient basis for numerical solving and investigation of the qualitative features of these spectral problem« 
(see [12],[13]). 

9. Numerical experiments demonstrate high efficiency of the presented methods. For this nee ÖL ÖL 
[11], [13]-[17]. 
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY PROBLEM 
FDR UNIFORM DIELECTRIC STRUCTURES 

Alexander Tyzhnenko 

Kharkov Enqineerinq Economic Institute 
Lenin ave.9ft,310002.Kharkov,Ukraine 

ABSTRACT 

The scattering of electromagnetic E-polarized waves by an 
arbitrary dielectric scatterer is described by two-dimensional 
Fredholm equation of the second kind with weak singularity. A 
method of decreasing the dimension of the Fredholm equation is 
proposed.      The     boundary      conditions        satisfaction leads        to 
Fredholm'S   equation   of   the   1-st   kind  on   the  whole   real   axis  or  to 
a system of  those  equations.   It depends on   the     scatterer's   form. 

The Maxwell equations are formulated as  an  inteqral  equation 

tin 
ECp) = £(p) + XQtp)J:H^iko\p-p'l)t(p')dp. XI) 

where 

Cc'j5)«8.Cp>E:rpj . £o(P)=0tp)Eo(p).', kJ-W^/c2. ^=k2ö/4i.Q=(£-So). 

€CE ) is an outsider inside) permittivity, E (p) is  an  incident 
o. -»"'■■ 

wave and p.=U- =i. In this equation 8(p> is denoted the charac- 

teristic function of the scatterer»with is one inside D and zero 
outside one.In order to simplify notation the inteqration ranqes 
will be omitted in all cases, where  the  ranqe  is  R^or  R2- 

Equation (1> belonqs to a class of inteqral equations with 
translation kernels. Solving conditions where discussed in T23 
for the one-dimensional case. 

But in the two-dimensional case the, inteqral operator I-Aw 
has the infinite-dimensional nul 1-space and equation l-2TCÄ.h(96) =0 
has the uncountable^set of solutions. Here the Fourier transform 
is denoted by small*"letters. For Hankel function hOG) is well 
known. The set of solutions of the equation 

de*=k2E        Ck2=k2£) 
■ -.■ O     .   ■ ■       1  o "7      "}   1 fi 2 »2 1/2     '» 

may   be defined as  3^-f .^-±1 kj-fr'* And      X^tlk^i   )   .atL/*£ 

because of the eiqenfunctions set of the inteqral operator may 
be written as 

h^(fr  =  [ ^.yfO'exof-ity ±  <k2-£2l1/2z>  d\ 

%^$»   =   [ fi3>4lC> >XDC±(k2-C2)1/2y '-x£z>   dP. 

C2) 
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It is impossible to receive unique solution of the equation 

C2) in the whole space R .But because of the  constancy   of the 

0{p) inside D it is possible to perform the solution for p%=D as 
the sum of the regular solution Rip) and a system of eiqen- 
functions (2): 

ElpVRCpV^jyp). <3» 

The unknown functions A.<£) are defined from boundary 

conditions. Every set of functions (jMpel1) is dense in L_ 

because of the solvability in L_ of the integral equation of the 

1-st kind such as 

F A^g) exp(-i£y-i(kJ-£Z)1V2 z ) d£ = f(0) .per (4) 

with the bounded continuous kernel and the continuous riqht 
side. That is why it is possible to satisfy any boundary 
conditions with help of functions such as (2). It is easy to 
prove that this functions satisfy the Maxwel1's equations inside 

The reqular solution inside D in the class L_ is founded 

by Fourier representation : 

R<{5)v = EQ(p) + \\   HQ
<2k1l fHp"?l)Ea(p'?) dp? (51 

It is necessary to remark that if the boundary has only non- 
singular points then reqular solution may  be  omitted.  In  the 
opposite case the regular  solution  will  qive  so  call  "edge 
wave ". 

Outside the scatterer the electric field is defined by 

Eext^} = Eo(P) * XlHa2)(kal   P"?'1 >Eint<ß'> <*P'.       <*> 

where E. .(p) is obtained from (3). Unknown functions A.{f) are 

defined from the boundary condition 

Eext1^ =Eint(fr' ^r C7I 

One of the important applications of the above described 
method is the scattering of an arbitrary wave by a semispace z £ 
z(y) with a smooth boundary. In this case the electric 
field inside D may be represented as 
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and it's substitution   into  the  boundary     condition 

the   integral   equation   for A   (£)i 

T KCye?)   «1«l»   ct|   - EoCy,z(y)), 

leads 

(8) 

to 

where» 
kiy,C>*Cl-Xnfy,£)*ejfpC-lgy-iCkJ-|?.)X/2*{y)) 
and 

Q(y,|>   = J dT±   |Hj2)CkoT»   expt-i^-ifk2-^2)1'2   T2   )   dT2, 

zCy+*C  >-z(y» 

= CT2+T2>1/2 

"1  2 

For the plane  boundary  (z£0)  the  equation  (8)  may  be 
:d anal 

defined by 

solved analytically in the class L„. Electric field inside D  is 

[. .fP) = Y 2/7C    _ 
*nt J (k2-e2)1/2+ 2  t2 (kl -£ > 

2  2 
j^2 expf-i^y-idc^-C )z)d£ 

where f(£)= F(E (y50)> is  the  Fourier  transform  of  E (y,0). 

It is important to remark that the error problem of the 
approximate solution of the Fredholm equation of the 1—st kind 
is  reduced  because  of  the  functions  A.(£.) Are     inteqrated 

further or» in the final expressions. 
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A. HYBRID APPROACH: THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS METHOD 
AND THE PHYSICAL THEORY OF DIFFRACTION 

Evgeniy Vasil'ev and Vyacheslav Solodukhov    - 
Moscow Power Ingineering Institute 

Krasnokazarmennaja 14, 111250, Moscow, Russia 
Abstract 

The physical theory of diffraction (PTD) is based on the 
analytical solution of some canonical problems, the number of which 
is very limited. The integral equation (IE) method has been used for 
solving a very large class of new canonical problems, such as 
dielectric, multilayered, partially coated and other objects, 
including the structures with surface waves. It permits us to 
considerably extend the field of application of PTD. The technique 
is developed and applied to a variety of two- and three- dimensional 
objects in order to illustrate the PTD + IE approach and its 
validity. 

I. Introduction. 

This report is devoted to the development and application of a 
-hybrid approach where the possibilities of both numerical and 
asymptotic methods are combined to solve a wide range of new 
problems of electromagnetic wave diffraction. As it is well known, 
the numerical methods are in most common use in the resonance 
frequency domain where the characteristic dimensions of a scatterer 
is of the order of a wavelength. In principle, the methods applied 
to arbitrary shape bodies can be developed. Indeed, it is not 
difficult to reduce a boundary value problem, for example, to the 
integral equation (IE). This equation can be solved numerically by 
means of reducing it to the system of linear algebraic equations 
(SLAB). 

While considering the radar cross-sections, the high frequency 
domain is more interesting. The application of numerical methods 
developed for the resonance domain is not effective here because the 
computational difficulties (computer time and memory) increase as 
the sixth power of the frequency. The special high-frequency 
asymptotic techniques have to be used when the scatterer is large 
compared to the wavelength. The physical theory of diffraction (PTD) 
[1,2] and the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) [3] are widely 
used.\ Both of these theories are not closed. They need some 
additional information from the solution of canonical problems, 
describing, the most important properties of the diffraction 
processes in the vicinity of surface irregularities. Practically, 
PTD and GTD are based on the solution of the same canonical problem 
of diffraotion by a perfectly conducting straight wedge. But they 
employ different information out of the canonical problem solution, 
and have different forms and different potentialities. GTD use only 
the ray asymptotic ("diffraction coefficients") and has some 
wellknown restrictions in its application. However, in PTD, the 
distribution of surface currents (first of all, "nonuniforra" 
components) on the wedge surface is taken from the solution of the 
canonical problem. Since the current is a source of the scattered 
field, PTD allows one to calculate the fields everywhere. 

unfortunately, the number of canonical problems which can be 
solved analytically is very limited. The only way to considerably 
extend the catalogue of canonical problems is • the application of 
numerical methods. . ' 

A numerical approach based on the IE method is used for solving 
a very large olass of new canonical problems [41. As we know, it was 
the first publication [53, where the numerical approach was combined 
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•with the asymptotical theories. Bather a complete review of more- 
recent works one can find in [6J. - 

II.Irregularities of an edge type in the absence 
of guided wave structures. 

As an example of such irregularities we shall consider a semi- 
infinite dielectric slab with losses. It can be treated as a 
cylinder of arbitrary cross-section whose generator is parallel to 
the 2-axis of some coordinate system. (Fig. 1a). All the fields and 
currents is represented as the Fourier integrals along this axis, 
using the orthogonalities of the Fourier harmonics it is not 
difficult to show that the 

a b 
Fig.1. Diffraction by a semi-infinite dielectric slab. 

2-dependence of all these fields and currents will be identical to 
that of the incident plane wave. The problem of electromagnetic wave 
diffraction by such a cylinder can be reduced to the system of four 
Fredholm IEs of the.second kind relative to a Fourier transform of 
the equivalent electric and magnetic current densities. In matrix 
notation the system has the form [10,11] 

i(v) + 0.5 JP(M') .Kf) dt>'= *l(»). <1> 
t» . ■ 

where the column vectors of the desired I(v) and primary (incident) 
Il(l>) current densities have four components each: 

I (v) =.{JU.J„. V-M«}!  *>> = {Jv'J*'uv'<}> 
1  = F n,H ], M = [ E.nJ, n is a unit vector for the 

external normal". The"*.matrix kernel P(u,v') consists of sixteen 
elements F (U.V*), which depend on the positions V  and t»' of the 

field and source points, and are expressed in terms of Hankel 
function {103. The integration in (1) is carried out over the 
contour of the body cross section (the coordinate V,  Fig. ib). 

All the canonical bodies have infinite cross-section, contour 
lengths, and the direct application of numerical methods is 
impossible. We have overcome this difficulty in the following 
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manner. Unknown surface currents can be represented as a sum of- 
"uniform" and "nonuniform" components [3t8,SJ 

l(u) = iu(v) + lr~(v). (2). 
The former may be calculated according to the laws of geometric 
optics and may, in this sense, be assumed as known 

Iu(y) = I^Jv). (3) 
Obviously, unknown additional "currents - the "nonuniform" 

components I (V), - which are associated with the presence of the 
edge, decrease rapidly with distance and become negligibly small in 
comparison with IJ(i>) far from the edge of the slab (as a rule, it 
is enough to have a distance of about T = (2+3) wavelengths). 

Substituting (2), (3) into (1) and neglecting I™(u) for |'J| * 
Z, we obtain the following system of IEs 

l(u) ■+ O.Sj""^^.^) I(u') dv' =  I (U) - 0.5 Al(u).    (4) 
-I 

where 

Al(y) = }?(v,V) lya{V) dv'  + J P(y.v') l9&(y') du'. (5) 
-CD '  i 

This system of IEs can be solved numerically. 
The additional term (5) are integrals of the products of the IE 

kernels and the uniform currents, which are fields of a plane wave. 
All integrals in (4) can be expressed in terms of the functions 

Xv(h,xA0.\) = J e~aZ p~v Hv  (zp) dl, (6) 
o 

where Q = [(t+^f+^Q1^ * ^o^ are real nurhbers ani * is 

a coefficient of refraction, V =0,1. The method which was used to 
calculate these integral is given in [9]. 

Any standard procedure can be used to solve the IE (4). 
Necessary details of our solution one can find in [9,13h It is 
worth to note, that the symmetry Of the slab permits the equivalent 
matrix order to be reduced by a half. In addition, this matrix.has a 
large Toeplitz block (it is clear from the geometry of the slab). 
The use of these two facts leads to the essential economy in 
computer memory and time. 

Solution of the system of IE gives the total surface currents. 
In order to calculate the patterns for scattering of electromagnetic 
waves we represent the scattered fields as a sum Of two components, 
the first of which is caused by the currents on the finite segment 
jul^Z, while the second is caused by the currents on the semi- 
infinite intervals (-00,-1) and (Z.oo). The integrals in the first 
component are performed numerically. The method of stationary phase 
is used for the second component. Both of them take part in the 
formation of the cylindrical wave. The stationary point contribution 
corresponds to the plane waves reflected (transmitted) by the semi- 
infinite plane parts of the body. By the way, if the incident plane 
wave has a unit amplitude,  the scattered field represents a 
diffraction coefficient which can be used at once in generalized 
GTD. 

As an example, let us consider a plane wave diffraction by a 
semi-infinite lossy dielectric slab. The distribution of the modulus 
of the magnetic surface currents are shown in Fig.2 (the behavior of 
the electric currents is. analogous). The wave number, is 
perpendicular to the edge (7 = 90 ), so TE- and TM-polarizations are 
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-independent. Because of the losses, the current amplitudes-are very 
different on the illuminated (u>0) and shadow (v<.0) sides of the" 
s">ab, and the surface waves arisen on the edge decrease rapidly. 

15 -15 -10 -5 

a b 
Pig.2. Distribution of the total (a) and nonuhifcrm (b) 
magnetic currents on the surface of a dielectric slab. 
TM - polarisation; k d. = 2, a = 90 ; 

-& •= 1.7 - to.2;   - - - - ae = 1 .7 - (1.0. 

' The numerical solution of the canonical probieras may be used at 
once to construct H?B - solutions for more complex objects. 
Practically, the far'fields produced by nonuniform currents of the 
corresponding canonical problem have to be added to the ordinary 
physical optics approach. .The far fields can be calculated 
numerically by integrating over the region, occupied py the 
nonuniform. currents. 

Pig.3. Element of a tangential straight rounded wedge. 
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This procedure meets additional difficulties if we have to deal 
with a curved edge. The conception of elementary edge waves (EEWs) " 
can be successfully used in such a situation. This conception was 
developed in recent publication [2] as a basis of a more general and: 
rigorous form of the PT~. Unfortunately, this theory deals only with 
perfect.^ conducting bodies. Neverthele??, our hybrid approach 
allows 'us vo considerably extend the field of application of this 
theory. 

At any. point of a curved wedge with a general configuration 
(for example, a wedge with a rounded edge, Fig.3) we introduce the . 
straight. tangential wedge and separate out an infinitely narrow 
strip. This strip is directed along the line of intersection, of the 
wedge with a plane, whose slope is determined by a ray cone (contour. 
Tx   in Fig.3).. A numerical solution of the appropriate canonical 

problem provides the total and nonuniform surface currents in the 
plane z  -  0 (contour T2).   In order to find the desired currents on 

the strip Tt  it is enough to multiply the solution by a phase factor 

which is proportional to COtj. An example of the practical use of 
this approach will be considered in Sec.V. 

III. Irregularities of an edge type in the presence 
of guided wave structures. 

Hear we consider again a semi-infinite slab but now it is 
assumed that dielectric is lossless [1.3..}. 

The existence of the surface waves which are excited on the 
edge of the slab and are travelling along it is . the principal 
difference of this problem from the one considered above. The 
equivalent surface currents connected with these waves do not 
decrease at all, or decrease very slightly, with distance from the 
edge. Additionally, the direction of any surface wave propagation 
(or their phase velocities in the r-direction) and their amplitudes 
have to be determined. The former can be determined without solving 
the IE, In fact, the phase velocity of all these waves in 
2-direction should be the same and depends upon the angle 7 of. the 
plane wave incidence (Fig,1a). Their phase velocities V  in the 

direction of propagation are different and wellknown (they are 
determined by the thickness of the slab and the dielectric slab 
parameters). Because of this, far from the edge the equivalent 
currents of the n-th surface wave can be written in the form 

I*v(x,z) > AnBrie2p((ftxx + ikTz), (7) 

where fe=fe0cot?, fex=k0f (C/t>sn)
2-C0327V'*, 

A is the unknown amplitudes, B is a vector with four components 

(it determines the correlation between the current components of the 
n-th surface wave, its structure is similar to I in (1), C is the 
velocity of light, kQ  is the wave number of the free space. 

Let us include the surface currents (7) into the uniform 
components of the currents J2). Now we have 

IU(U) = lV(v) .+ 2 ATOi;
v(u), (8) 

■"> = .* 

where Iu is the uniform component defined by the geometrical optics 

fields, M is the number of the surface waves (modes) which can-exist 
in the slab. Again, we use the IE (4) with additional terms (5), 
oompleted by 
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In order to calculate the unknown coefficients Am the additional 
.■ ' t  T    7i   an(1/r r.)   in Pig. 1b  are   included  into   the   contour 
intervals <-£;-?> fjfU^ >? (9) the "I" has to be changed by "L". 
£ ?h4? atat?rSl3 he^nSniform components of the events are 
On   these   lnteTOis. distribution of   total-currents  has  a form 
negligibly small and,the  distalbatijn  -I    interference of the plane 
wave*!^ an? ^ surSee waves'. We use the iteration procedure to 
d^rmine A . In the initial step, we suppose all the coefficients 
A<0> = 0. After solving the SLAE, we apply a least-mean-square 

m\.^.A ~ «,a intprvals (-1,-1) and (1,1) to- determine the first 
Sprach oftl1^ -" s" on    A* a ^   the necessary acouraoy Can 

be
 ,^eSUÄSai+«iS5tSS;rnli« to scattering of .a plane wave 

by a Km!-SS£ite dielectric slab (7 =■ 90 >f^^^ef £f *' ]Sr 
total and nonuniform magnetic  currents- (M=   for TE-waves  and My  iar. 

TM-waves) are plotted there. 

-15 - 15 -15 - 15 

- ■  ■  "a  ■ b 
Tie 4  Distribution of the magnetic currents on the 
surface of a dielectric slab. Plane wave  incidence 
(a = 90 ■).■■■* =: 1.7, -fe d   = 2;_ 
«PM'•'■-  (a) and IE - (b) polarization; 
_  total current;    nonuniform current.  . 

■  One can see, that the nonuniform components are decreasing with 

=^^^^»«53 aas 
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phenomena, it is necessary to solve one more canonical problem - the 
surface wave, incidence on the edge of a semi-infinite dielectric 
slab. The method of IEs can be used again [14]* The results of the 
solution is illustrated by Fig.5. 

The practical use of the canonical problem solutions involves 
some difficulties if the object under consideration supports surface 
waves. They are connected with curved edges (there are no serious 
additional problems if the edges are straight: such an example will 
be considered in Sec.IV). 

As a consequence, we have restricted ourselves to application 
of GTD to achieve the result. Again, the numerical solutions of the 
canonical problems are used. In order to apply the GTD in such, a 
generalized form, it is necessary to describe the following physical 
processes: 

■*c Mx 

<*' 

o! A.   .. 

«: V V ~> 

«: x-x^/^ ~\ 

** V 
i ii i 

2     U 

o. 

—k. 

* «v 
y 

"III 1 1 1 1 IT 
2       A •"p 1111' 

8 ..Tjl 
)""l i 

. a b 
Pig.5« Distribution of the magnetic currents on the 
surface of a dielectric slab. Surface wave incidence. 

'■«■■=.1.7, k d  = 2; TM - (a) and TE -(b) polarization; 
.   total current;   - - - _ nonuniform current. 

the incidence of the rays of TE /-*■ and TM - waves (ETE and E_ ) 

and arising the ray cones in the free space (E*E and E^M) and some 

surface waves in the dielectric slab (E8 , E* ,... E6 ); 
SVl '   SV2 *        SVM ' * 

the incidence of the surface wave ray of K - type (El ) and. 

arising of two ray cones in the free space and the reflected and 
transformed surface waves in the slab. 

The connection between these amplitudes can be written with the 
help of the generalised matrix diffraction coefficient in the form 

EL    = D  El    + D   Ev    ■♦ D   El 
TK 11    TE 12    TM 13    owl 

E*      .= D   E\    + D   El D   El      ♦ 23   ev* 

♦ D El 
l.M-t-2   svM 

♦ D        El 

2.M*2   GVM 
(10) 

-E*      = D       El    + D        El 
SVM "M*2.1-UTE "jltW   TM D El     » 

M*2,M+2   evM* 

where M - is the number of surface waves which can exist in the 
slab. As an example of this approach, the diffraction of a 'plane 
wave by a dielectric disk will be considered in Sec-Y. 
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Tf, Swne numerical results. 

«nie IE .method and the technique described above have been 
annlied to solve some new diffraction problems, such as diffraction 
b? th" homogeneous dielectric wedge [9] and the perfectly conducting 
wedge "with a multilayered coating [15] , by the same wedge with a 
nantial .-oating near its edge and along one side of the wedge [16J, 
by the motioned above dielectric slab [13,14] and the different 
combinations of dielectric absorbing layers with perfectly 
conducting Planes [17,18]. They all can be used as canonical 
nroblems for PTD and GTD. x^ . 

Th<» behavior of nonuniform current and their contribution to 
scattering "patterns is of prime interest for applications. Detailed 
investigation of these phenomena one can find m 19,15J. 

Now let us consider the plane wave scattering by a dielectric 
slab of finite width as a simple example which can illustrate the 
aDDlication of the numerical solution of canonical problems. In 
orcUr to construct a PTD solution of the problem it as necessary to 
take into account that the scattered fields are determined by the 

fo owing
thiS

ac
s'^rface currents which correspond to the plane wave 

incidence on a infinite dielectric slab (the ordinary physical 
-optics approach). This field can be calculated in usual manner (7 = 

■JC/2, E = EJJ and shown dashed in Fig.6a,b; 

* th* surface currents which correspond to the surface wave 
excited by"the edges of our slab (their amplitudes are determined 
from the problem considered in Sec.III). In our example these 

amplitudes are: U78eU-n. for a =.90°, and O^OSe11"41, 0.112«? *\1B 

for a = 60° (for the left.and right edges, respectively); 

ttb,,&,,&,,&'W&>rT> 

a *> 
Pig.6. Scattering patterns for a finite dielectric slab. 
TM - polarization; k  L = 16.4, & d = 2; 
a = 60 - (a), a = 90 - (b).: 

3. the surface currents which correspond to the surface waves 
of the" second order: the surface wave excited by the left edge, 
travelled along the slab and diffracted by the right edge, and vice 
versa. The coefficient of reflection is determined from the problem 
considered in Sec.III. It does not depend upon the angle of the 

plane wave incidence and is equal to 0.2316 °"°5in our case. The 
scattering patterns caused by these three factors are shown short 
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dashed in Fig.6; _     _, 
4. the contribution of the third and more high order 

diffraction of the surface waves and the secondary diffraction of 
the space cylindrical waves is too small and we neglect it; 

5. the contribution of the nonuniform currents can be 
calculated as it was described in Sec.II. After adding it, we obtain 
thp PTD solution which practically coincides with the exact solution 
plotted in Fig.b with the solid line. (The exact numerical solution 
was obtained by the direct application of IE (1) to the slab). 

The technique developed here may be successfully used to 
construct PTD solutions of three-dimensional problems.^We illustrate 
it by considering a plane wave incidence on a lossy dielectric disk 
(Fis.7a). 

"let the incident wave is , for example, TM polarised. The main 
contribution in the scattered field will give the ordinary physical 
optics approximation (the field of surface currents corresponding to 
the incident, reflected and transmitted waves). The result is shown 
dashed in Fig.7b. 

Then we need to calculate the fields of the honuniform 
currents. For this purpose, we have to do the following steps: 

1. representation of the incident wave as a sum of TE- and 
TM-waves at any point of the disk's edge; 

e 

a b 
Fig.7. Diffraction by a dielectric disk. 
Coordinate system and geometry (a). 
Scattering pattern for a lossy disk (b); 
k a - 51 R d = 2, ae = 2.0 - (1.0. 

2. solving the oanonical - problems for both polarizations and 
calculation of the elementary edge currents as it was described 
äbov^* 

3. calculation of EEW by integrating along the narrow strips; 
4. calculation of the fields, provided by all the elementary 

edge currents with the help of integrating of them over the disk's 

*The result (the total scattering pattern), is shown in Fig.7b^ 
One can see that the contribution of the nonuniform currents is not 
too essential in this case. There is no depolarization in the plane 
of observation for our simplest example (<p = 90 ): . , 

Let us now consider the plane wave diffraction by a lossless 
dielectrio disk. The most attention will be concentrated on the 
scattering by the disk edge.-In addition there are two more beams of 
rays, corresponding to the reflected and transmitted fields. But 
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these beams are the delta-functions of the angle coordinates in the 
far zone and will not be taken into account. Suppose that the disk 
thickness is as small as only two surface waves exist. 

As it was mentioned above, the application of PTD meets some 
additional difficulties, connected with surface waves, which we have 
not yet overcome. The next example will demonstrate the application 
of our hybrid approach to extend the possibilities of the classical 
GTD by the use of the numerical solution, of new canonical problems. 
By analogy with classical GTD, the diffraction coefficients are 
determined from the solution of the canonical problem about the 
semi-infinite dielectric slab, which edge is tangential to the disk 
in the incident ray point P (Fig.8). 

The mechanism of scattering is the.following. The incident wave 
ray falls on the edge (point P) and it generates the ray cone in the 
free space and two surface waves - in the dielectric. The cone angle 
is determined by the incident angle, and ^ the direction of the 
surface waves — by the formula (7) (the trajectory of the only one 
wave is shown in Fig.8a). The ray of surface wave falling on the 
edge in the point 0 initiates the ray cone in the free space. Its 
angle is determined by the same formula (7). In addition, the 
reflected and, may be, the surface waves of the other types are 

, generated. These waves fall on the edge again and the process will 
be repeated.' 

a  . b 
Fig.8. The ray pictures for a lossless dielectric disk. 

toow let us consider this problem in detail. Suppose, that the 
plane TU wave incidents on the disk at an angle of # and the 
observation points are located in the plane xOz. In this plane the 
scattered field is mainly formed by two rays, fallen on the points 
(p ä Ö..1C. Firstly, these rays generate two radial beams (the ray 

cones are degenerated into disks) with the amplitudes determined by 
the element D22  of the diffraction coefficients (12). Secondly, the 

incident rays generate two surface waves coming from the opposite 
böints. Their amplitudes are determined by the element D32 of the 

same 'tnatrix. As in the corresponding canonical problem the wave 
vector of the incident plane wave is perpendicular to the edge of 
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the semi-infinite slab the only surface wave is excited* As the 
disk edge is curved, it is' necessary to take into account the 
variation of the ray tube cross-section while the surface wave 
propagation. Also it is necessary to evaluate the possibility of 
multiray generation. 

Pig.9. Scattering patterns for a lossless dielectric 
disk. Angle of incidence 30 ;ae = 1*7, fe d = 2; 

- koa  = 6.28;     \a = 9.42. 
The analysis of the process shows that if t=a(n'ö(C/ü6n)~

1<0.5, 

only the rays appeared in points 2 and 4 (Pig.8b) exist. If t>0.5, 
at least 4 rays: 1-2-3, 3-2-1 and two similar rays of the second 
surface wave are added. But the main contribution to the scattering 
field belongs to the rays scattered in the points 2 and 4 (Pig.Sb) 
because of the significant losses in the processes of transformation 
and reflection for the peripheral rays. Por example,the scattering 
pattern was calculated as a function of the angle of observation 
(Fig.9). Considerable change in the level of field is explained by 
the existence of the two scattering centers,and the field of. botn 
ones wea'Kiy depend on the angle, 

V. Conclusion. 

The short conclusions on this paper may be formulated in the 

1° A°"umericai approach based on the method of IBs is developed and 
used to solve a very large class of diffraction problems for semi- 
infinite structures rather an arbitrary nature (dielectric, 
multilayered, partially coated and so on).    _       ■    _ 
2. These solutions are used as new canonical problems for the FID, 
3. A hybrid technique combining the method of IE and PTD has 
considerably extended the field of, application of the PTD (m 
particular, dielectric objects and some, structures with surface 
waves can be investigated now).      '       ',■■*•'"'■■' * '„.,™«Ä,i 4. The; basis of the hybrid approach is the solution of canonical 
problems. In addition to the two-dimensional problems, some three- 
dimensional ones are solved now [19,4J. •  _   ,      . - .   __ 
5. Some simple examples of „the PTD + IE technique application are 
given in this report to illustrate its possibilities and accuracy. 
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U Th» nearest problem which has to be solved, is the extension of 
the EEWs conception to the complex bodies with curved edges and 
surface waves.. This problem is under consideration now. 
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ABSTRACT 

A successive approximations approach in the wavenumber space is proposed to treat scattering from conducting rough 
surfaces, based on the extinction theorem formulation. It is shown that this approach can lead to the derivation of the 
general term of the perturbation series, and it correctly reduces to the Kirchhoff and first-order perturbation 
approximations in the appropriate limit. Preliminary numerical results arc presented for the simple case of a sinusoid. 

INTRODUCTION 

Integral equation formulations are very commonly used to treat scattering by rough surfaces. A classical formulation of 
the problem is based on the well-known pair of the electric and magnetic field integral equations [1]. In the case of a 
perfectly conducting surface, the two equations decouple and either of them can (in principle) be alternatively used. 

On the other hand, iterative methods have been quite widely used to treat problems formulated by means of integral 
equations [2]. In the case of the above mentioned electric and/or magnetic field integral equations, since they have the 
form of the second kind, the so-called method of successive approximations has been applied [3-5]. However, in analytic 
studies, higher order terms appear too complicated to be practically useful [3]. Furthermore, it is difficult to relate higher 
order iterations to certain surface characteristics [4]. 

An alternative formulation of the rough surface scattering problem is based on the extended boudary condition (EBC) [6], 
or, equivatently, the so-called extinction theorem. When combined with an underlying generalized function interpretation, 
this method leads to a somewhat simpler integral equation. But, since this has the form of the first kind, no application of . 
the successive approximations method has, to pur knowledge, been carried out so far. In this work, such an application will 
be attempted, by means of a representation of the unknown source function in terms of distributions in the wavenumber 
variable and a subsequent reformulation of the integral equation of the problem. 

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS 

Let us consider a perfectly conducting surface, rough in one dimension, described by the profile function 

which, of course, must be continuous and bounded. We will not deal here with the problem of singularities in any 
derivative of the profile function; however, we explicitly assume at least the existence of a normal at any point (i.e 
continuity of the first derivative) in order to define the source function; the problem of an ed£e point requires a separate 
treatment We assume a plane incident Wave of horizontal polarization 

fj(r) = expOJb:sin9- pczcosB) (2) 

where k is the free-space wavenumber, 9 is the incidence angle with respect to the vertical (z) direction and the letter if 
throughout toe text denotes the .^-component of the electric field. A harmonic time dependence exp(-ß)l) is assumed and 
suppressed in the following. 

Starting from the EBC [6] applied for any location z < m\n{Q(x)}, introducing the plane wave expansion of the two- 
dimensional free-space Green's function and using the- Dirichlet boundary condition, we come up with the following 
integral equation 

1 4nu(A) 
J<fa'exp[jV-/u(A)ax')If(*') = ri(r) (3) 

where the limits of integration are -oo and +oo (and will be omitted hereafter for simplicity), and the function u(A) is 
defined in the usual way 

M*>* ■*-   •      W^ (4) 
W^-Jr2    .      |A|>Jt 

i,p that the radiation conditions hold. The source function t(xjis related to the unknown boundary value dy/dnoa1be 
iqugh surface through 
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4WS f(*') = y5-Vy(r')Jl+[^^7^J (5) 

It is convenient to so choose the coordinate system that tfx) > 0 for all x't and the z of Eq. (3) be less than zero. Under 
these circumstances, the function mRj*x-jo(Xl$/4m(*) will certainly be of rapid descent (i.e. it will decrease faster than 
anv power of X, as Uj->+«>) and infinitely smooth at »11 pointsbut X - ±k. .....     , 
In Eq. (3), an interchange of the order of integration is implicit, which is performed by means of a distributional 

interpretation of the inner integral over x'. In view of the above considerations, such an interpretation will have a sense if 
the integral over ^'represents a distribution of slow growth whose support does not contain the points X - ±k. (Since the 
support of a distribution is a closed set, this implies that the distribution will equal zero over a neighborhood of each of 
Ihcse points). Hence, a sufficient condition for (3) to hold is 

Jf(x)exp[-ilT+iu(A)ax)]Ar = 4m>tf0>8(A-a0) • (6) ■ 

since the delta distribution satisfies both the above constraints, except in the extreme case XQ = Jr. In (6), wc have dropped 
the primed notation and set ,„, 

Xa=k%me (7) 

The EBC formulation can also yield an expression for the scattered field (which essentially constitutes no more than an 
application of the Hclmholtz-Kirchhoff integral). In this work, however, we are concerned with the evaluation of the 
source function on the surface. 

At this point, we adopt the following Ansatz for the unknown source function 

{(.x) = jf{u)exp[^x-jv(ji)CM]dx (8) 

with 

v<"-!;w •■'■"" .» 
(0     ■ ■ ... \fi\>k 

Notice that the right-hand side of (8) will have a meaning .for cpQi) subject to conditions looser than those previously 
stated. In fact, it suffices that <pQi) be a distribution of slow growth such that, in some neighborhood of n = k,-k 

\jfiM)X(M)4J^Csup\z(M^ (10) 

for every testing function x(t>) whose support is contained in this neighborhood (see e.g. the arguments in Reference [9], 
Sec. 3.4). Eq. (8) defines a mapping of the set of distributions described above into that of distributions in the space 
variable x (which, in general, contains the unknown source function). 
The particular form of the above Ansatz (8) expresses f(x) in terms of downgoing propagating plane waves; of course, 

there is no implication concerning the fields above the boundary surface. It is analogous to the discrete plane harmonics 
expansion adopted in [6j, as far as the "propagating part" of the angular spectrum is concerned; as a matter of fact, spectral 
contributions around the pointy = XQ appear to be important for the effectiviry of the solution. 
Introducing (8) into (6), one can derive an opcratorial equation of the form 

T?> = 2u(^J)5(A-A0) (11) 

where the operator T consists in first applying (8) to the unknown tp and then performing the integration of the left-hand 
side of (6), in the distributional sense; a factor of I I2n has also been incorporated for reasons of formal convenience, as it 
will be seen in the following. Eq. (11) is viewed as an operatorial one because both the unknown tp and the right-hand side 
of(ll) belong to the same space of distributions in the wavenumber variable.       . 

At this point, one can apply to (11) the Neumann iterative procedure [2]. A prerequisite for this is that the operator T 
maps a distribution tp of the kind described above (i.e. of slow growth and having the property given by (10)) to another 
distribution of the same kind, SO that (8) has a sense at each successive iteration. This, of course, is expected to impose 
certain restrictions on the profile function tfx). A way to formally describe the procedure is to rewrite (11) as 

f. + (T-I)(P = 2u(^))8(A-^1) (12) 

with 1 the unit operator, and then apply the customary method of successive approximations, with the right-hand side of 
(12) as initial guess. The result is 

*=2>- (13) 

^ = 2^^0)5^-^) 
(14) 

9B=(l-Tf<pQ        ,        D>0 

The key point to proceed is the implementation of the operator T. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Let us suppose that, in the definition of the T operator, the order of integrations can be interchanged. This would mean 
that the expression 

F(A,//) = Jexp[yO'-<l)x][exp{/[u(A)-v(^)K(x)}-l]dx (15) 

possesses a sense as a generalized function with respect to ft and X, and the general term of the successive approximation 
scries can be written down as , 

(2n)  *    * 
(16) 

Ac repeated integrations meaning successive application of the distributions involved. 
If, furthermore, the power scries corresponding to the exponential inside the brackets in (15) is convergent in the 

distributional sense, one has 

<2*> ^=1 «^7=tD,o!"",a«->! 

where Zo, denotes the Fourier Iransform of the xn-th power Q"00 of the profile function. 
Eq. (17), even if viewed as a purely formal expression, can yield an interesting result, namely a systematic way to derive 

the general term of the perturbation series for the problem under consideration. To this end, we insert (17) into (8j, expand 
the exponential and apply Fourier transformation; the result is an expression containing one more sum (i.e. multiple 
summation with respect to m0,...,mn). Observing that the aforesaid general (say m-th) term should be of order m with 
respect to $(x), we rearrange the multiple scries obtained and collect together all terms with 

nio +... +rnfl = HI 

The result is an expression which, after a straightforward simplification process, reduces to the expression reported in [8] 
and independently shown there to satisfy the recursion relation which characterizes the general term of the perturbation 
series. It interesting to notice that, according to the above procedure, the m-th perturbative term will be contained in the 
first (DJ+1) successive approximations (up to the m order one). 
Another interesting result is obtained if, under the assumption of narrow bandwidth of the Fourier transforms Zm, one 

expands the multivariable function 

v^^jKAj-vc^jr-'.-.M^-v^jriuaj-v^)]"* ! 

which arises after combining (17) with (8) and Fourier transforming, into a Taylor series with respect to the variables 
X\,..^Xj, around the point (^o,...,io). The terms of order 1 will yield, after Fourier inversion, terms proportional to the 
derivative d£(x)/dx; higher order terms yield contributions proportional to [d^fxydx]2 or'ePffiJ/d*2', and so on. The in-th 
successive approximation contains terms of order m or higher. Hence, the terms of order up to 1 are contained in the first 
two (0 and 1) approximations, and it is easily shown that they recover the Kirchhoff approximation for the surface under 
consideration. As it has been seen, they also contain the first perturbation term; therefore, the present approach appears to 
interpolate between the first-order perturbation and Kirchhoff theory, correctly recovering each of them in the appropriate 
limit 
At this point, it can be observed that the Ansatz (8) could be replaced by other expansions, arid the same procedure 

followed. One possible (and perhaps conceptually simpler) alternative would be the Fourier transform of the unknown 
source function f(x). As some calculation would show, the general perturbative term could also be derived in that case by 
means of the procedure described above; however, the series would no more exhibit the interpolating behavior previously 
mentioned. 

As a preliminary numerical check, we have applied the proposed procedure to a sinusoidal surface described by 

?. C(jO = A[j-«K(27u/<f)] 

The sinusoidal profile function is quite convenient for comparison because it is simple and infinitely smooth; moreover, 
various.well established methods exist, giving reliable numerical results. We have chosen the sorcalled Masel, Merril arnj 
Miller (MMM) method (see e.g. [ 10]), restricted the values of the surface parameters well within its region of validity aria 
checked conservation of energy up to 6 decimal digits; thus, we consider the results obtained as exact for our purpose. 
In Figs 1-2 those results arc compared with the results of the present successive approximations (SA) approach, the 

Kirchhoff approximation (KA) and the phase perturbation technique (PFf) [8,1 l]j results from the customary perturbation 
technique (FT) (sec e.g. [12]) are also included. All three (SA, PFI" and PT) techniques have been restricted to first order. 
To avoid large phase variations, we have plotted me modulus and phase of the function 

f,(*) = f(x)e%p(-jkxs\nß) 

In Figs, la-b, a surface of small spatial period d and not great corrugation height is examined; perturbative techniques 
appear to give better results than the KA', due to the fact that the curvature of the surface may take appreciable values. 
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"Figs. 2*-fe refer to the case of a surface of larger d and smaller curvature values; the PT is unsatisfactory, whereas the KÄ 
and PPT are quite efTcctivc. In both cases, the SA approach proposed here is at least as efficient as the PPT, with the 
additional advantage of a genera! terra known in closed form. 
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Fig. 1: (a) Modulus and (b) phase of f^(x) for a sinusoid'with kd- lO,kh=l,B=20°. 
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Fig. 2: Same with kd = 20. 
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The two-dimensional problem is solved for determining the field scattered by a perfectly conducting 
thin cylindrical screen located near the planar interface separating two homogeneous half-spaces of different 
electromagnetic properties'. The initial boundary value problem was reduced to the infinite system of linear 
algebraic equations of the second kind by the generalized method of the Riemann- Hubert problem. It U 
shown that the proposed solution of the problem is the rigorous one. The more general situation of a metal 
thin screen in the vicinity of diffraction gratings has been considered. 

Introduction. 

Diffraction solution for plane wave or local sources incidence of various reflector in the vicinity of material 
bodies or some extent domain are needed in many antenna applications. Most simple vibrator antennas hear 
an impedance plane, stratified dielectrics and in the absorbing space have been examined in [1]. Description 
of more complicated antennas forming the direct radiation as a rule are limited by the case of antenna 
excitation in the free space. Thus the subsurface influence on the scattering field was not taken into account 
in reflector antenna calculations. It may be explained apparently that approximate methods are not capable 
enough to give far field values in all directions and the rigorous, method technique has not been developed 
for complicated electromagnetic structures. Some interesting results have been ohtaincd in [2] where the 
diffraction wave problem on the cylinders with various cross-sections near the planar interface is solved. 

In this work the rigorous solution of the diffraction problem for an unclosed perfectly conductive cylinder 
pear an impedance plane is presented and used to analyze the reflector antenna radiation transformed by 
inserting the plane in the antenna near zone, 

1. Diffraction Problem t 

The two-dimensional problem of a line magnetic current field or TE- polarized plane wave field scattering 
by a circular cylindrical perfectly conductive unclosed reflector near a planar interface between two media 
is solved. 

The total field in this structure is given as the superposition or the scattered field by the reflector (//') 
by the plane (//') and the field of the source (/T) and has to satisfy the wave equation in the free space,' 
bommerfeld radiation condition, Meixncr condition on the reflector edges and the boundary conditions on 
the surfaces of the reflector and impedance plane. 

The Z-component of the total field may be written as 

H, = H\ + H>, + #;..       - ,; f1} 

Assume an incident TE wave H\f) to excite'the screen in the presence of a plane interface is given in 
,   Fig. 1. We shall consider two cases: the plane wave and line magnetic current excitation. 

H0 '• is the Hankel function of the first kind. 

Here H\{r) is the incident field of the line magnetic feed situating in the point f0{t0 = \/*o + Vo. <p0), k « 
2r/A, A is the wave length. 

* 5a 
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The tune dependance t-™' {u> = 1*c[\, c is the speed oflight) as a common multiplier in (1) is omitted 

here and later. . 
Assuming that x(r), y(r) are the paramctrization functions of the screen's contour (r 6 [-a, o]    a < x) 

the field scattered by the isolated cylindrical screen can be represented in the following potential form: 

(3) 

where Hr) = \f(dx^)i + (--■)*, n  is the normal to the reflector surface L, /if» is the unknown function 
.       '      V     dr dr r 

which is proportional to the surface current density on the screen. 
let the function p(r) is equal 0 if r € [-jr,*]\(-a,a) .  Thus the function /if» determined on the 

interval [-ff,*] may be expanded in the Fourier series: 

Using the integral representation of the Hankel function : 

••■no   ■ 
Il£\ky/{x - *(r))» + (V - y{T)Y) = I    7    «***«o.|.it»«B«e-tt*(T)c«l+«,{r)«n«d/f y<y(r),      (5) 

»CO 

(3) can be rewritten in the region under the cylinder as 

Ä|(xi= ^;   /   X  ^An(/K
ilcos<-"i!"in<Ä) (6) 

'  '    '     »    ■ M — -t- *VI 

where 

A„{*) = /e'"''-^-e-iir(r)co*'+*'t,'(r)*in'/(r)<fr. 
y        önT 

It was shown that in the case of the screen near an interface between two different media and in more 
general case of the screen in the vicinity of an infinite diffraction grating the field scattered by an interface 
or grating can be represented as 

»—to 

*f(z,») = i  J.   9K(t,x,y)dt, (7) 
.      «CO 

where $R(i,x,y) is the unknown function which satisfies the Floqiiet condition: 

■■**{t,z + l.9'j = eMte't**(l,x,y),- <8). 

/ is the period of the grating. . 
The similar representation was proposed by Skurlov [3]. Another approach to the problem of the point 

source excitation of a periodical structure was suggested by Il'inski [4]. The field scattered by the grating 
was represented in the following form : • 

a»   '■ ' 
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where U(t,x,y) satisfies the Flöquet condition. This approach allows to usÄ an interesting mathematical 
method considered in [5]. The Skurlov's approach was also used in [6]. 

Taking into account (9) one can write when the screen is near a grating: 

»Ä(ix»)-f (4"(,)<i,,('+')l     »*'-*l«*- (10) 

Here {on(0>'n(*)}n=-oo «re'known Fourier coefficients of.the field scattered by a grating in the case of 

the plane wave incidcnce:{ H?' = ,"?«••-»»««,       i € C,       } A„ = fccosi + ~ 7» = y/k*-hl 

(Rcyn > 0, if Refn - 0 then Imyn > 0). There are an(i) = bn(l) - Ö,(n ^ 0) when the screen is near an 
interface between two media. 

Therefore 

1     / °° 

•„ n=—00 
(ID 

where 

A(i) = Fi(t) + {  £ M»A„(<), 

:"'(0={ e
-rtA.«Kv<1+0       jot   a   line   magnet{c   current 

rS(t — iptnc)       for   a   plane   wave 

The field scattered by the interface between two media characterized by £1 arid it can be represented in the 
upper half-space as ; 

»—•00 ■ 

Ii; = ^  J  A(t)R(t)Äe"'aM,+ik*'ia,dt, (12) 

m„A«*t-yfcE&2*      i = e^«,     k*^; (13) 
f2smi + y'riej-ejcos2^ A 

_ Using the Neumann boundary conditions on the reflector surface and extracting the singular term of 
the Hankel function the integral equation can be obtained : !< 

.      1   0s ■    " 

~^^/MT),nf!1i^'fr+Ä/Mr)i/(e,r)'fr=ff(^*   '€H*.*].       ■<"). 

where 

m'=m™i&y> on« 
1 "T°        *        A 

+ /(0)-    /    f'(()i  r «,(fee,'7,*('l+i'",(')eiT,,ifi+ 

„ . .«—too ." 00  ' ' 

•+'(*)■ ■£   ^^   /   Am(/)/4  £ "»(«)|-^("+"-'l')^JA = 
m=—00 jl_ »=—00 ' 

•»>* = E *e<n'+E ^,n'+E E "-■2U4 
. «s- CD m«—oo «s~-com=<-ob 

This equation is reformulated in the terms of Dual Series Equations with trigonometrical kernel. The 
idea/of the reformulation was suggested in {7j 
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•5>w*"- E E *»v-~<'"' = E^+^y-* 
~ »StO B=—ooms=—:» ASS—eo 

+  E     E   ***1V"*   •€{-«,«] do) 
tt=-«om=-co 

£  *,**»'= 0,    ..#e[-»,x]\(-flt,a) 
«=—00 

OB 

where H{9,r)=   E     E   &reB,e »n0-f<mr 

-co »»A—oo 
Using tiie solution of the Itiemann-IUIbert Problem — the problem of restore of an analytical function 

of a complex variable in the complex space with an arc slit L, when the sum or the boundary values of 
this function on the L is known —- the Dual Series Equations reduced to the N systems of linear algebraic 
equations of the second kind. 

CO 

fin —     E    £nWW4-4» 

where 

CBm = 2E(V-m + ^)^~^ 

** = 2   E to«+JS}) 
Closer)   .-VZ? 

Vt~y, Wp are defined by the Legender polynomials [8]. 
It can be proved following by [9] that the condition number of the obtained system does not increased 

with increasing of the truncation parameter and the obtained solution is efficient for analysis of scattering 
from thin screens of arbitrary cross-sections in the vicinity both diffraction gratings and a planar interface 
between two media. 

The obtained solution is very efficient one and allows to carry out the detailed analysis of the near 
field at various frequencies for different parameters of the slotted cylinder. The cylindrical screen may be 
considered as the model of the two- dimensional antenna reflector. An analysis of transformations of far 
field patterns caused by the changing of the orientation of the reflector with regard to the interface can be 
carried out. 
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(2) Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
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The possibilities of remote sensing of vegetation in mm-band are now under inves- 
tigation of many researches. Since the brightness temperature or the backscattering 
coefficient of vegetation canopy is determined in great extent by the scattering and 
extinction properties of a single canopy element (leaf or stem) it is important to study 
these properties and their relation with biophysical parameters, for example, moisture 
content. 

To measure transmission and reflection of leaves in mm-band(f=53-78 GHz) the 
experimental set has been designed. It includes the oscillator, the quasi- optical beam 
waveguides, the precise attenuator, the cell with investigated sample, and detector sec- 
tion.  The moisture content of sample is determined by its weighting tinder the wet 
and dry conditions.   The transmission and reflection coefficients are determined by 
the compensation method with the help of precise attenuator. To avoid rerefiections 
the sample is placed in the gap between waveguides at a certain angle with respect 
to the beam direction.lt is found that in the range of gravimetric moisture from 0.2 
to 0.6 the transmission coefficient changes approximately linearly from 0.7 to 0.3, and 
the reflection coefficient changes from 0.0 2 to 0.25 but with strong nonlinear depen- 
dence. The dependence, of absorption coefficient calculated from measured data on the 
moisture content has a maximum at certain value of leaf moisture condition. The sig- 
nificant influence of the leaf structure change during the drying process on the result of 
measurements is also observed. The results of experiment are discussed and compared 
with the results of calculations of transmission and reflection for infinite dielectric layer. 

The data obtained may be useful for calculation the radiative parameters of veg- 
etation canopies in mm-band and for understanding the relation of these parameters 
with the canopy state. 
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ABSTRACT 

The technique of using the two-dimensional (2D) solutions in 
three-dimensional (3D) problems for the case of arbitrary shaped 
2D scatterers and arbitrary boundary conditions is developed. It 
is previously supposed that one can find the analytical expression 
of 2D solution separately on each side of ä rectilinear segments - 
bounding contour surrounding the two- dimensional scätterer. Then 
the 3D solution may be received easily by substituting special 
simple- found parameters (in general case each of them may 
represent a complex number) into the analytical 2D solution 
instead of real angles of observation. In the practically 
important case of a large polygonal flat 3D scatterer (the 
corresponding 2D solution is a half-plane with arbitrary boundary 
conditions) the technique transforms .to the simple substitution of 
the special parameter ("complex angle") into the previously 
obtained 2D analytical expression for a separated rectilinear 
segment of the bounding contour[10]. 

INTRODUCTION 

'Recently several diffraction techniques related to the EM 
scattering by complex objects have been widely developed. The 
techniques are: Ufimtsev's method of edge waves in physical theory 
of diffraction (PTD) (new formulation) L1i2], method of equivalent 
currents (MEC) [3] and scattered field formulation in terms of 
incremental length diffraction coefficients (ILDC) [4-73- All 
these methods are based on the concept of the PTD [8] and may be 
converted one into the other [9]. The methods allow to use two- 
dimensional (2D) solutions in three- dimensional (3D) problems*~ 
The solutions mentioned above are applicable mainly to perfectly 
conducting 2D scatterers that consist of planar surfaces and to 
the impedance wedge. The solution developed in [6] often leads to 
the wrong result. In this paper a method of using the 2D solution 
in 3D problems is generalized for the scatterers of arbitrary 
properties. - 

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

When scattering of the electromagnetic wave on the body of a 
finite electric size (time dependence is e2p{-twt} the solutions 
for the complex amplitude vectors of the electric and magnetic 
fields are:   _ _    _ .    _ 

E= - j%{grad divAe + k2Ae)  - rotA™. 
■.-» ' \ -»    -.-'"■  -. (1) 

H= - j^(8rad atvAm + £2Am) - rotAe.      " 
where- ■ ■• / 

Ae(Ä)= 1 11—-^-  fds, Am(R)= 1 JJ———Tos. (2) 

R 5 
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A* H lm are the electric and magnetic vector potentials, j H J^ 
are the electric and magnetic surface currents, S  is the surface 
of the -scatterer, .r= |R-p| is the distance from, a point on the 
scatterer surface which position vector is p=(£,T),C) to the 

observation point which position vector is R=n"R={nyiwn7Iitn^R), n" 
is the unit vector of the observation direction, R is the distance 
from the coordinate center to the point of observation, ft=2fA is 
the- wavenumber of the incident wave, c is the velocity of light, i 
is the imaginary, unit. 

2. INFINITE CYLINDER 

Consider integrals (2) for the infinite cylindric edge of an 
arbitrary shape which cylinder axis concides with the X  axis. The- 
exitation is made by the plane wave: 

'■ E(i)=-iöexp{ik(n' tf)}t (3) 

where EQ is the complex amplitude, and n'    is the plane wave 
directing vector; r=(a:,t/,2) is the position vector of an arbitrary 
point of the space. The equations (2) may be written in a number 
of scalar equations for any scalar component A" of the electric or 
magnetic vector-potential.   ^ 

Let us divide the vector p into two parts: 

p=ex i  +-p0, (4) 

where p0   is ^e   component of p vector in the plane YOZ  which 
contains the cylindric surface bounding contour C,   ex  is the unit 
vector along the X axis. The currents on the infinite cylindric 
surface satisfy the same equation as the incident field: 

3(p)=;j(p0) exp(lHnx} (5) 

3. FAR ZONE CONDITION 

For the body of finite size in far zone (r ^ 2P2./A.), where D 
is the size of the object, the.following equation exist for 3D case 

r ~ R-(n",p), (6) 

and for 2D case (6) becomes [10]: 

v W1"^1-3"' (7)- 
Index- yz means the projection of the object without the index 

on the plane YOZ.   Prom this one can see that P0=^2* Vector 
TLy-Sln";z\   is the unit vector in the plane YOZ,   directed just as 
the vector H" . Further we will suppose that (6) and (7) are 
'-..'■ * 

4. A RECTILINEAR SEGMENTS BOUNDING CONTOUR 

Let the eontur C  consist of N rectilinear segments C^.  Then 
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in force of transformation linearity for A* H Aa will be: 

■■*"2v.. (8> 
■ " k=1 ■ •. . . 

Denoting: ^ -■ ■ 
VPki^kT-        v (9) 

where pk1 is the initial position vector ofthe pQ on the segment 

(TfL is the vector directed along the rectilinear segment Ck. 

Taking into account (8) and (9) one can get from (2) and (7) for 
the infinite cyiindrical surface [101: 

Ak=  — /T£2±- I*. (10) 

Jk .^^-i^-^/1^1 .?k1) >|j (Pö) eop{-ift1 X^l^i^.)--»«.  (11 
ck 

Following the PTD we will consider the currents on a finite 
fragment of the cylindrical surface the same as on the infinite 
surface, and for this fragment we get from (2) and (6) [10]: 

Af= 1 — 
x   x  x   x    l£,   (12) 

c  i? (ieCT^ng) * 

I%= e^-^CTP^)} Jj(p0) «^{-{^(fP.p^)} dl.    (13) 

V;:;/.'A."-':     ; ": .■'.■■■':.:'.. 
Here a  and b are the coordinates of the fragment end points 

on the X  axis, na  is the arbitrary direction to the point of 
.observation, generally not lying on the diffraction cone (by 

contrast to n*). So the solutions of (12) generally do not contain 
the solutions of (14). 

Suppose we know separate analytical equations for all the Afc, 

and I*. This condition may be fulfilled when we use numerical 

methods to find the 2D solution or when our 2D problem is a half- 
plane or the wedge [3,7]. It is the same as if we know the 
analytical expressions of.the integrals from (11). It may be shown 
[10] that if the angle (p.  presents as a parameter in" the 

analytical expressions forIk f For.. (18) then a formal substitution 

into- these expressions such <pk (it may be a complex number) that: 

coscpk=   ■  , « ———, cos(pg,   .  . (14) 
■;.Pkr/l~(7£)2 VA-iXjf 

where <p" and (pk are the angles between the vectors Pk<c and the 
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sectors T£,Z  H n?z correspondingly, mil bring--to the situation• 
when in the exponents inside the integrals in (11) and (13): 

■^'■■V^%«»^)sÄ(^kx>'..;'... (15) 

along all the rectilinear segment Ck of the contour C and thus 

because the currents j(pö) in (11) and in (13) are the same (PTD): 

.  I- expiik, (n'y2/\n'yz\ ,pk1 )> = Ij expilk(na,p^ )>.     (16) 

If one has I" from (11) then it is possible to receive from 

(11) with the help of (14) the analtyical expression for (13) 
without the direct integration. 

The results of this paper may be wholly used in ILDC 
technique, but this paper we intentionally avoided the ILDS 
terminology in order not to 1 imitate the generity of the approach. 
So the equations (14) are similar to the ones from [3,6-73. But 
the "direct substitution" of the parameter <p* into the 2D 

equations in orger to get the solution for the corresponding 3D 
scatterer may often lead to the wrond result because in the case 
of the diffracted field representation in the form of equivalent 
currents integration over some surface this surface must surround 
the singularities of the field [11J. 
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Introduction 

In the presented paper the well-known approach [l] with the partial inversion of Helmholtz operator 
is generalized to the boundary value electromagnetic problems for a new class of thin nonclosed spheroidal 
and toroidal screens. In due time this approach was devised- for spherical screens and did not do with 
spheroidal screens, since when applied to the Helmholtz equation in spheroidal coordinates, the Fourier 
method yields the angle functions S^i(c,rj) dependent not only of the angle parameter ij = eosw but the 
wave parameter c = Jfcrf/2 too. Therefore the regularization procedure was inviting further development for 
spheroidal screens in order to perform the partial inversion of the Helmholtz operator for both the radial 
and angular parts. In so doing, the knowledge of the operator Laplace properties was required. The solved 
for this purpose boundary value potential problems oh distribution of the electrostatic fields about charged 
nonclosed spheroidal conductors (Fig.1) have, in addition, their own significance and practical application. 

The boundary value diffraction problems for the same geometry conductors require the investigations of 
dual (or higher) scries equations with not understood kernels involving spheroidal angle functions. Resting on 
the solution to the corresponding boundary value potential problem and using the Abel's integral transform 
procedure adapted for the similar diffraction problem for nonclosed spherical screens [2],[3], we reduce the 

'dual series equations of the new type to the known ones. In order to separate the static and dynamic parts 
of the Helmholtz operator, the spheroidal angle functions are expanded in the series in assosiated Legendre 
functions (Jacoby polunomials). The resulting equations are solved by the method outlined in [2],[3]. 

Now let consider the sequence of problems solved by the proposed method to illustrate its efficiency. 

1. Rigorous solution to the potential problems on distribution of the electrostatic fields generated by 
nonclosed spheroidal shells (Fig.l) charged to a constant potential has been constructed. With no restriction 
on geometrical parameters, the developed methodics is used for calculations of capacitances, charges, and 
electrostatic field destribiitions about conductors of this kind. The calculation methodics for much used 
capacitance coefficients has also been considered. As a numerical example, the xoy cross sectional views 
of electrostatic fields distribution about charged (£/=l) nonclosed spheroids (Fig.l) are shown in Fig.2 (for 
prolate spheroids with a/b = 0.2, ß0 = 60") and Fig.3 (for oblate spheroids, o/fc= 2.0, & = 30*). 

2. Proceed to the problem of a plane acoustic wave scattering by an ideally stiff spheroidal shell with a 
circular hole shown in Fig.4, The incidence and the ox axis direction are coinciding, the potential velocity is 

r/'^exp(«^)-acp(-iufi). (1) 

The time dependence earp(—twf) is neglected. 
Implying the Di richtet boundary condition, we arrive at the dual series equations with the kernels of 

prolate spheroidal angle functions (PSAF). With the representation 

■:"■■■ ':;5«M)*<W  (fl(»7)+£'d?'W/d?'(e).n(n)V (2) 

the deduced equations are transformable to the equations with Legendre polynomials as the kernels. These 
equations are solved with traditional scheme to yield the infinite system of linear algebraic equations of the 
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Redholm type. The resulting frequency dependences of the total scattering cross-section are exarnplifted for 
a/b = 0.2, vx = 30* in Fig.6. 

3. The rigorously formulate«! problem for the field generated by a concentrated electric source in the 
vertical dipole form and scattered by a thin perfectly conducted spheroidal shell with a circular hole (Fig.5) 
has been solved. The dipole position is varying along the antenna axis. As before, this problem is reduced 
to the equations with PSAF of the first kind as the kernels 

°° A v ' 
'*"* ' 5H(el7) = 0,       9€(-l,fe) (3) 
£riK2-i)i/2Ä^(c,£o)] 

f>Ktf - D^R^ic^'Suic.v)^X«r5H{c,,V      ,€(%.-l). (4) 
J=I 1=1    ■ 

Introducing an infinitesimally small parameter of the form 

representing PSAF as 

5u(c.n) = ^1(c)(/V(n)+f;'«i»'(cV«/Ji1(c)  PUXM\ (6) 
I r=0,l J 

arid using the Abel's integral transform procedure, we reduce dual series equations (3),(4) to the infinite 
system of linear algebraic equations of the second kind. 

By the similar way, the vectorial problem on a plane wave diffraction may be attacked. Unlike the 
foregoing problems, the vectorial problem is reduced to the two coupled dual series equations. The coupling 
between these series equations is due to the interaction between electric and magnetic types of waves arising 
when a circular hole is cut from a thin spheroidal shell. Resting on the outlined method, we solve equations 
of this kind in accordance with [4]. 

1. V.1?. Shestopalov, The Riemann-Hilbert Problem Method in The Therory of Diffraction and Electro- 
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■'     " Jacoby Polynomials, DAN SSSR, 1980, v.253, Nil, pp.318-321 (the English translation is in the Soviet 

Physics Dokladv, The USA). 
3. V.P. Shestopalov, Dual Scries Equations in Contemporary Diffraction Theory. Kiev: Naukova dumka. 

1983. 

4. S.S. Vinogradov and V.P. Shestopalov, Solution of Vectorial Scattering Problem for a Sphere with a 
Hole, DAN SSSR, 1977, v.237, Nl, pp.60-63. 
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Us it's well-known the method of semi-inverting of the 
electromagnetic wave diffraction problem operator is used 
successfully. There exists the effective variant of this method 
in which the original boundary value problem, operator undergoes 
decomposition that leads to the extraction of diffraction prob- 
lem operator of the single element of structure with following 
analytical inverting of its singular static part using the 
full-wave spectral method (currents on strips are represented 
in terms of Chebyshev polynomials expansion with appropriate 
weight ' function*.' i.e. entire orthogonal basis which accounts 
for field singularities in the neighbourhood of each element 
edges analytically rigorously). Such approach had allowed to 
solve rigorously problems of wave diffraction by periodical Cl, 
23 and finite extent non-equidistant 12-43 strip structures as 
well as by strip which is spaced arbitrary with respect to 
plane interface of two magnetic-dielectrics C53; it permits to 
obtain rigorous solutions of problems of wave scattering 
by structure consisting of finite number of strips non- 
equidistantly spaced in a stratified magnetic-dielectric medium 
and by a finite-element microstrip structure. 

In the latter case an excitation by electromagnetic wave 
of- the structure consisting of the finite number Of non- 
equidistant metal strips placed on a magnetic-dielectric layer 
with a metal screen is considered. the electromagnetic field 
inside and outside of mentioned layer has the Fourier-integral 
form. After boundary conditions on the screen and on the layer- 
free space are obeyed the operator connecting a Fourier— 
amplitude of currents on strips with a Fourier-amplitude of 
tangential field component over the structure wi11 be obtained. 
Thus the electrical field is expressed in terms of Fourier- 
amplitudes of currents on si 1 strips. So this approach is based 
on the application of the Green function of magnetic-dielectric 
layer with the metal screen and the superposition principle. 
Using the full-wave spectral method with Chebyshev polynomials 
as basic and probe functions one can obtain the system of 
linear algebraic equations for unknown coefficients of the 
expansion of currents on strips at last. 

Matrix elements of this system &ref using the known 
literature term, mutual and own resistances of strips for some 
current harmonics. The recurrent relationship for matrix 
elements calculations was constructed that has decreased the 
time of computing essentially. Some transformations were done 
to increase the convergence of the integral describing own 
resistances which has the infinite upper limit, namely, the 
singular statical part of the Green function was separated and 
the integral of it was expressed in analytical form. Thus the 
obtained system of linear algebraic equations was reduced to 
the system of the second kind with the Fredholm-type matrix 
operator £63. Formulas for mutual resistances allowing to 
calculate a value of the integral analytically with given 
accuracy in the case when the argument is great were built, the 
residual part of this integral was expressed as the integral in 
■finite terms and was computed using  Gauss quadrature methodic. 
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When surface waves in the magnetic-dielectric layer can propa- 
gate it leads to the presence of simple pole type singularities 
in matrix elements kernels, these poles are roots of the 
dispersion equation for surface waves. Formulas in which 
mentioned above singularities are excluded analytically from 
integrating expressions were constructed. The generalized 
criteria of the accuracy of computing is the energy law. 

As a result of the detailed numerical analysis physical 
characteristics of scattered fields were investigated <in the 
case of the plane wave incidence). Features of mutual coupling 
•of strips and their interaction on the main and higher current 
harmonics have been studied. The given problem has been solved 
approximately also with currents on strips approximation by 
chosen constants and results obtained have been compared with 
the rigorous ones. Limitations of this approximate approach 
have been determined, its validity and accuracy of calculations 
have been estimated. ■ 

Fig. 1 and fig.2 present the distribution of the scattered 
E-field amplitude in the far-field rone over the equidistant 
strip structure consisting of 2 strips (upper side of figures) 
and of 7 strips (low side of figures). 'Continuous curves show 
results of the rigorous spectral method, interrupted lines show 
ones of approximate approach when currents on strips are set 
as chosen constants. The width of each strip equals to the 
wavelength in the magnetic-dielectric layer and the distance 
between neighbour strip edges equals to the strip width. The 
relative permeability equals to unity and the thickness of the 
layer is chosen rather small, so that surface waves in layer 
can't propagate. Other parameters are: for fig.1 the relative 
permittivity is 2,55 and normal incidence of the exciting wave, 
for fig.2 the relative permittivity is 4,5 and the angle of 
incidence equals to 30 degree. 

First of all one can see that approximate approach doesn't 
give right results (for this parameters ). The best its result 
describes the main beam for seven-element structure at fig.l 
but this result is obvious because it is defined by the super— 
position Of main diffractional harmonics with corresponding 
phase shifts from fields of all elements. Higher diffractional 
harmonics (which exist in periodical gratings El,23 ) are 
present in patterns obtained by the rigorous method in the form 
of diffraction beams^ But in approximate scattering patterns 
they are either almost absent (fig.l) or don't correct neither 
by the amplitude nor by the direction (fig.2). This is the 
consequence of the essential irregularity in the current 
distribution on the each strip and, hence, of the impossibility 
to approximate in a right way the real complex current 
distribution using constants only irrespective of the number 
of strips consisting the structure. In such cases the solution 
can be obtained by the rigorous electrodynamical theory only. " 

C13- Vorob'ev S.N.,Litvinenko L.N.* Prosvirnin S.L. Zhurnal 
vychislitelnoi matematiki i matematicheskai fiziki, 1986, 
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133- Vorob'ev S.N. Radiotekhnika i electronika, 1987, v.32, 
No.4, pp.687-695. 

C43- Vorob'ev S.N. Izvestiya"vysshikh uchebnykh zavedenii 
seriya radiofizika, 1990, v.33, No.4, pp.517-520. 

C53- Vorob'ev S.N., Litvinenko D.L* Doklady Akademii Nauk 
UkrSSR seriya A, 1990, No.12, pp.38-42. 
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Fig. 1 Frequency selective surface composed of periodic magnetodielectric rods . 

ABSTRACT 

The scattering of electromagnetic waves by periodic magnetodielectric layer was solved by 
töe new method based on the rigorous integral equation» of macroscopic electrodynamics.The 
general moments of this solution was given. The computer program for the numerical solu- 
tion of the proposed scattering problem was created. The effect of moving of the maximum 
transmitting coefficient with changing of e modulation depth have been observed. 

METHODS AND RESULTS 

The use of periodic magnetodielectric structures as elements of microwave engineering such as 
tunable selective filters, polarizes, varied types of shields as well as accelerating structure of laser 
accelerators makes the study of the problem of electromagnetic waves scattering by periodic 
magnetodielectric layers very interesting for practical purposes. At this point, of particular 
practical interest are the structures with controlled e and p of the layer.Tbe solving of these 
problems has been carried out advantageously by the new method submitted here. 

The solution of the problem of scatteringH- and E- polarized waves by periodic muhiseg- 
ment magnetodielectric layer (Fig. 1) and algorithm for the calculations of the scattered field 
characteristics have been obtained. Initial expressions for solving this problem are the rigorous 
integral relations of macroscopic electrodynamics which are equivalent to the Maxwell's equa- 
tions /!/. These equations satisfy the boundary conditions, quasiperiodic conditions, the law 
pf energy conservation, condition of energy limitation in any finite spatial volume and describe 
the field in every point of space. 

The application of this method permits to find the scattered field characteristics in wide 
frequency range, in particular in resonance region /2/. The problem for the integral equations 
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can be reduced to the linear differential equations of the first degree with constant coefficient*' 
in function als by entering the limited integral operator. In this manner it can be shown that- 
scattered fields can be obtained through functional} mentioned above which contained complete 
information on geometric and physical field properties of one segment of layer. 

The general vector problem was divided with two scalar problems (for H- and B- polarisation). 
For the structure formed by periodic magnetodielectric rods the solution has been built for any 
polarization ( for example for H- polarization ). And the solution for E- polarisation has 
been formed by formal substitutions : changing H and E component« on E and H components 
accordingly and eonn, fi on e, k on —Jfe . 

The integral functional can be written as : 

,   ■     m JmL+mt 

<?M»*) = £l/ife-1) r"-*"'B^,z)e^r^ 

and the limited integral operator as : 

Solving the obtained system of differential equation for the unlcnown functional! CStgtGt 

and substituting the obtained solutions into expressions for the scattered fields we can write 
transmitted fields for the H- polarization as : 

« *■ v*=i ' ■ 

- Here a» defining spatial harmonic amplitudes and An are the roots of the dispersion equation. 
As an example we have considered the case of multisegment magnetodielectric layer. As a size 

of one layer segment shown in (Fig.l) tend to zero, a layer becomes holographic with a smooth 
changing of e along the X axis . By this means we can studied the model of acoustooptic grating, 
accompanied by the exploration of the effect of maximal transmitting coefficient movement 
with changing of an e modulation depth on incident angle. The solution for case of enclosed 
magnetodielectric grating has been also built /3/. 

For H- polarization dispersive equation of the structure described above can be written in 
the following manner: 

Where 
«„ = 2tV/£f> - n), * = (Jb, + 2*/Ln)I, X2 = k7I-*V 

The integrals can be calculated as shown in/4/. 
One of the aspects of holographic layers consideration is to obtain of frequency resonances of 

the structure when layer are acoustooptical element. 
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In (Fig.2) displacement of marked with cross resonance when e depth have been varied is 
cksxry visible. Here the dashed curve iß for t — 69 the solid curve is for c = 69 — 7*cos(2r/Lx) 

This investigation demonstrates a possibility of mechanical change of structure selective prop- 
eriies, what can be used for microwave device design. 

The convergence and accuracy of the method were checked by a conservation of power crite- 
rion and by comparison with other published data, for example with /5/. 
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ABSTRACT 

The excitation of a planar spiral placed in the three-layer 
dielectric medium in asymmetric wave regime has been analised 
using the integral representation method. Numerical computations 
of the patterns, polarization and power characteristics have been 
carried out for various geometrical and physical parameters. A 
great influence of the system geometry and outer medium permitti- 
vity on radiated field characteristics has been shown. 

INTRODUCTION 

In an earlier publication the contact planar spiral radiator 
of an alive organism was proposed. But a real radiator consists 
of spiral with substrate and superstrata layers and dielectric 
halfspace (a model of alive organism). In f1J *ne model of above 
mentioned system and the method of its investigation for symmet- 
ric waves was suggested. The radical changes of the radiation cha- 
racteristics in the 'presence of dielectric medium were shown. The 
investigation of an asymmetric excitation of such system is of in- 
terest . 

PROBLEM SOLUTION 

The system under considaration consistsof planar spiral with 
substrate and superstrate layers and halfspace medium. We use the 
cylindrical coordinate system p, if,£ and consider three ragions: 
j-e/<2<*?o,'?=ej; [i-0<z<d,?-e&.; U1- -a<2*d, s*e3> where/;, 
^j f2 are permittivities. The spiral described by the curve 
P-PotXp/y/b),  where U  is the spiral constant, is located in 

the plane ~?c 0  an(i excited by the system of voltage sources loca- 
ted at the ring of small radius JPr S*o • The source field is 

f-tto rfYf-fi)e C)lLf    . *hBTe'Sf$~fi)±a  the Dirac delta functi- 
on, JJ0  is the input amplitude. The grounded plane is located in 
the plane >?- -#. 

The electric-and magnetic fields for each region are obtained 
from electric ffi     and magnetic /7j  Hertz vectors, oriented along 
the ? axis 

where ß{ : ']/■.K   f\ ~~$     ,   U~^".f^     is the free space wave number, 
\      is the free space wavelength, j     is the region number, • 

J7*'%rhf)l)     Bn\ (ft)   are the coefficients to be found. 
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For the first region (7=1) J!Al   {$)-'& •  That is why the fields 
for one asymmetric wave (number f>)  may be represented as 

where simbol "/" is argument derivative. 
Using the conventional boundary conditions on the dielectric boun- - 
dares and metal screen and the approximation of an anisotropic-con- 
ducting plane for the spiral, a set of 10 integral eguations for 
unknown functions has been obtained. These integral equations are 
transformed by means of inverse Hankel formula to two coupled dif- 
ferential equations for two unknown functions and algebraic expres- 
sions for other ones. 

It is convenient to express the far fields in spherical coor- 
dinates P,&,lf.  Then p*ß-tin6-,7 7.*£--£*l & •     .Tor ■*'-* *o the 
first term in (2) may be neglected, because if/P I/?-*•«='■ "*• O  . Using 
the recurrency relation between the Bessel functions and -asympto- 
tic s for large arguments one can use stationary phase method for 
integral (2) calculation. The stationary point in our case is 

Ytfz tfjli $CU ß  and the expressions for far fields fyi, £#J are 

Using the algebraic relations between the coefficients, it was 
found, that ■ /J ' 

Baft)--te&)lp*e-w/{*:>*)   ■ 
Thus the problem is redused to a solution of two coupled differen- 
tial equations for unknown functions 

'Jim)*® +w)*«m+Gfi)Mti ^)H\- ü> 
where  <fl2,uX).' OjAlXj' Cf,2£<fJ'-^■l'2-//)'' are the known functions of 
'/,#, 4,Ä^vFi, ■'M^s-^o^^(di-uiy/l   i8 the source 

function. The system (5) was transformed to the normal form accor- 
ding to /2j . It was also established that the expressions for Ctpi, 

' fßjln  (3) are to be multiplied by 1/expfii # tyty S "* #)    , if 
there are the losses in halfspace medium. 
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NUMERICAL. RESULTS 

The computations were carried for the regime of /7 =1 and a 
set of parameters *7,s/, tf, P/fxtG* > ^    .It was established that. 
for fi-fjt-fs^J, n-{•*$+!)Z/f1* fen),  where £H*/-* and various 
M  the patterns were smooth and have maximum in the jiormal direc- 
tion. The increase of fa    leads to the decrease of /# amplitudes. 

In the case of ^t -?2:^ = ^>^ the pattern's smoothness does not 
vary, but the increase of f causes the growth of the radiated po- 
wer and narrowing of lobe width. Fig.1a,b show the amplitudes of 

£Vin halfspace medium (j =1) as the function of the angle &  for 
JJzJS'**} ft-  ^r > d: 0)2%mj */*yJ.  The dashed curves are given for Fj=l 

■£i:F-0*  "tl»e solid curves above and below the dashed ones are given- 
for ?i>J >-bfcQvtA &>#, §fs43 accordingly. Fig. 1a is f or Cf =10, 
Fig.1b is for // =2. From Fig.1a,b one can see that if a permit- 
tivity of half space medium £/ is grater then the permittivity of 
supersyrate £& , the side lobes (SL) in the patterns appear. The 
increase of ?i  brings about the rising of SL amplitudes and SL 
shift to the main lobe. For some Pj= fc^the  SL merges with the 
main lobe and after that the increase of €j   causes the narrowing 
of the main lobe and the appearing of the second lobe. Fig.1a,b 
show that for large Ü   (<? 10) the spread of this process is more 
fast than for small If (cr1-2). It is also observed that for small 
1/   the field amplitude is'bigger than for great k   for the same - 

permittivity. In addition, pattern does not reach the normal to 
the spiral for small U   but the lobe widths decrease with the in- 
crease of Fi . 

In the case of small separation between spiral and screen 
(<3=0,2mm) we have the similar behaviour but with smaller ampli- 
tudes. The presence of the losses in halfspace medium causes the 
decrease of FQ  amplitudes. For the given losses the increase of 
^results in the amplitude decrease for  ^«10, but for H- =1-2 
the amplitudes pass through the maximum. In the vicinity of this 
maximum the field amplitude may be equal to the field amplitude 
in a lossless medium. But patterns in lossy medium are conical 
while they are axial in a lossless system. A 

Fig.2 shows the axial ratio f^l   as function of ä     for pa- 
rameters mentioned in Fig. 1a. It is clear that the increase of 
<Fi gives rise to the variation of the polarization from the cir- 

cular to linear in the direction normal to the spiral, but for 
some $    the jZ(  may be equal to 0,6 - 0,8. 
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CALCULATION OF ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS FOR THE 
DENSE LAMINAR ELECTRON BEAM FORMING 

L. V. Yurchenko 

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronic« 
of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kharkov 310085, Ukraine 

Electron beanm have usually a rather complicated structure due to a number ofreasons, 
both the intrinsic (the influence of electron Bpace charge) and the outer ones depending on 
the method of the beam focusing. In general case, electron motion is nonlaminar that is 
very undesirable. This paper presents the analysis which answers to the question whether 
or not such an Electron Optical System (EOS) could be synthesized that a strictly laminar 
high-power electron beam with any desired electrical and geometrical characteristics would 
be formed, and what kinds of restrictions take place in this case. As opposed to the 
previous investigations, the problem has been formulated in most general terms, that is, 
first, the conditions ensuring the forming of the given laminar high-power electron beam 
with the finite width have been found, without any approximation or restriction on the 
method of the beam focusing, and, second, the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary value 
problem for the Poiason equation has been considered, instead of an ill-posed Cauchy 
problem. 

Suppose a dense axial electron beam is to be "formed, with electron trajectories given 
by the equation 

r = r(rCi z) = -rc (l - a) cos  - f 1 - cos-j-J   + (I + a)J (l) 

and the trajectory density distribution at the input end being as follows 

Pc(rc)=\ (2) 
U ifre> Re. 

where L is the length of EOS section (0 < z < L)i R is its maximum radius (0 < r < Ä), 
z and r are the longitudinal and radial coordinates, respectively, rc is the parameter 
determining the specific trajectory of the beam passing the point (r, z), namely, the radial 
coordinate of the initial point, P^ is the axial density of trajectories, Rc is the input radius 
of the beam (Rc = Q.5R), R^ = aRc is the output radius , a < 1 is the coefficient of 
beam compression. 

To determine the fields forming the given beam, it is necessary to golve the set of 
equations which consists of the motion equation for the charged particles in the axial 
electric and magnetic fields, 

dz*~\dr      dzdzjl       \dz) h (3) 
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and tie POISBOB equatioa 

&U IdU &Ü P {.y 
&r*      r dr      dz7 e<> 

where Q = Q (r, z) = V + r} (4> — ^c)
2 /r2 is the unknown equivalent potential of the 

general foice, U{r,z) is the electric potential, ip (r, z) k the magnetic flux connected 
with the circuit of the radius r, & -iß the value of ^ -at the initial point of trajectory, 
r} = e7f&T2m, e and m are the charge and the mass of electron respectively, to is the 
absolute dielectric coefficient, p(r}z) is the electron charge density which determines 
the electron concentration in the beam. The electron concentration depends on both 
the trajectory density cross-sectional distribution and the longitudinal component of the 
electron velocity V at the point with coordinates (r,z), BO it depends on the solution of 

the equation (3) as far as V (r, z) = sJ-2eQjm (1 + cPr/cfe2). 
Thus, we aee that the problem considered in the most general and accurate formulation 

can be solved by determining the equivalent potential Q from the equation (3) and then 
electric potential U bom the equation (4). The equipotential surfaces U = const yield 
the form of the possible EOS electrodes as well as their potentials. Using these potentials 
and the definition of Q presented in (3), the function tp(r>z) ^ the current density in 
the EOS windings can be calculated from the corresponding Maxwell equation. Such a 
problem can be solved only numerically. 

The set of the equations (3) and (4) must be completed by the boundary conditions. 
Since the equation (3) is the partial differential equation of the first order, it could be 
solved, in general, by the method of characteristics. In this case, the boundary condition is 
given by setting the value of the function Q along some curve which is not a characteristic 
of this equation. The analysis shows it is advisable to set the function on z-axis, i.e. at 
r = G. The form of this function has essential influence on the further solution of the 
problem, and, in particular, on the electron Velocity distribution and the current density 
in the beam. The Dormand-Prince method with automatic choice of integration step, 
as well as accuracy checking of obtained solution is used for solving this equation. The 
Foisson equation (4) has been soiyed by Stone's strongly implicit procedure. In order to 
apply this method , the rectangular domain of calculation ought to be considered and the 
boundary conditions at all the sides of it should be formulated. The most common and 
convenient conditions may be such ones when the values of the potential U are equal to 
the equivalent potential Q calculated on the previous stage of the solution at all the parts 
of the boundary. Thus, the Dirichlet boundary-value problem for the Poisson equation 
arises 

V\s = Q\s (5) 

where s is the closed boundary of the rectangular domain of calculation. Under these 
conditions the relation 

i> (rs,zs) - A 0"c (rs, zs)) (6) 

takes place at all the points of the boundary. In the plane 2 = 0 this relation must be 
satisfied by definition. Therefore , the condition U = Q is obligatory at the boundary 
z-= 0. The potential U can be given arbitrarily at the boundaries z = L and r = R. 
It means that, in general, the magnetic fluxes are not connected by the relation (6). In 



this work we, however, consider only the cane when U — Q at these boundaries. As for 
the condition to which the potential on the a>33 of the EOS have to satisfy, this one is 
Teduced to requirement of the absence of the radial field component (this is due to the 
axial symmetry of the problem and the fmitencs3 of current density at the axis), namely, 

^ = 0,     for    r = 0. (7) 
Or 

Tor the potential Q the equation dQ/dr = 0 is valid too , because dr/dz = 0 and 
(Pr/dz2 = 0 at the axis. Since the magnetic field does not tend to infinity, the magnetic 
flux ip decays rapidly with decreasing r (ip ~ r3 for r —* 0) and the equation dQ/dr = 0 
is in good agreement with the condition (7). Moreover, since tp = ipc = -0 at r = 0, the 
equation U — Q is valid at the axis z too. This equation can be used as the boundary 
condition at this part of the boundary. However, keeping in mind the possible errors 
arising under numerical simulations we used (7) at r = 0 and the condition (5) at the rest 
three parts of the boundary (z = 0, z = £ and r =-R). 

Note, that functions U and Q differ from each other only in the presence of magnetic 
field, such that ip(ryz) ^ ^c(rc) in the inner points of the domain of calculation. It 
meanB that, in general, the arbitrary laminar electron beam cannot be formed only by 
electric field without magnetic one. The choice between different solutions under the 
given configuration of the beam depends on formulation of different boundary conditions 
to the equations (3),(4). Thus, it is connected with arbitrary choice of the four functions: 
electric potentials U(R, z) and U(rtL) along generatrix r — R and at the EOS output 
cross-section z = L, respectively; the magnetic flux ipc{rc) 

s* 'the input cross-section z = 0 
and the equivalent potential Q(0,z) at the axis r = 0 (in the last case, if the velocity 
of electrons at the beam axis was not given beforehand). According to the boundary 
conditions chosen above, this paper considers basically the influence on the electron beam 
of the two functions out of four, namely, Q(0, z) and ipc(re)' 

The different kind of beams were considered including the cases of transverse, lon- 
gitudinal and simultaneous transverse-longitudinal compression as well as the uniform 
cylindrical beam. The distributions of electric and magnetic fields for the most general 
situation when both the transverse and longitudinal compression of the beam takes place 
are shown in Fig.l. Here a = 0.5 and the dependence Qo{z) is given as 

• Qo(z) = Qai^p(-zyt1)\ (8) 

where Q^ is the potential at the EOS input end, MB the characteristic length of the 
Q variation, such that Qo(0)/Qo(L) - {. Fig.la shows that the electrodes creating the 
electric potential must have the shape of rotation surfaces coinciding with some of the 
calculated equipotential surfaces (thin curves) and have a corresponding value of potential. 
In this case, for example, we can chose the surfaces determined by thick curves 1-3 is 
Fig.la. Thus, in the situation considered we arrive at the three electrode scheme of EOS. 
Note that the solution obtained has some interesting features which consist in the fact 
that the inner electrode (the second in Fig.la) has not repulsive but attractive potential 
with respect to the both electrodes 1 and 3 . The latter enables one to balance better the 
focusing action of magnetic field, which is greater for exterior trajectories than for interior 
ones. Such a balance provides the necessary laminar structure of the beam with a uniform 
thickening of trajectories and without„their intersection. Fig.lb shows that magnetic flux 
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distribution needed to create the given beam has a complicated form , but it can be 
simplified considerably if the values of Vc(re) are changed. The required distribution of 
$&, z) can be always created by the corresponding distribution of asimuthal currents 
calculated from the Maxwell equations. 

1    2 2   3 

0.M- 

«A I  — , j i_^—1 1 1 1 ii   . i—i    ■   J— 
0.0 1.0 

Fig.l. Spatial distribution of (a) the electric potential U" and (b) the magnetic flvxf 
in the relative units ( Ür = caV , ip ■- c^ip*,r = cx,r*,z= cLz*r where cu and cL are the 

scaling factors, c$ = 4x(2e/m)~1/2c{/3ei.. The dashed line depicts the edge of the electron 
beam. 

Thus,, the general possibilities and the conditions for creating dense laminar axial 
electron beams with arbitrary configuration and any kind of beam compression have been 
studied. The problem of calculating electric and magnetic fields forming the given beam 
was reduced to successive solution of the linear partial differential equation of the first 
order (the equation for the equivalent potential Q with variable coefficients), and the 
second order one (the POIBSOR equation with the charge density dependent on Q), under 
the suitable conditions at the boundaries. If both the spatial beam structure (the form of 
the trajectories and their spatial distribution) and the axial electron velocity are given, 
then, under the given choice of electric potential at the EOS boundaries and the magnetic 
fiux in the input cross-section of the beam, the solution of the problem always exists and 
is unique. A number of numerical solutions, for a set of qualitatively different physical 
situations being of the practice interest has been obtained. Since the formulation of the 
boundary conditions for this problem (the choice of values of magnetic flux and potentials 
on the boundaries) is arbitrary, to a great extent, then the solutions of the problem may be 
different, i.e. the beam with the given parameters can be created by essentially different 
electric and magnetic fields. 
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SPACE-TIME CONCENTRATION of WAVE PROCESSES 
D.Zanevskiy, S.Nefedov, Ph.Petrosian 

Minsk Higher Military Engendering oollege 

220057 Minsk-57 MHMEC 

ABSTRACT 

The work deals with the method of radiation energy 

concentration in the fixed volume of space in far zone. It was 
investigated a radiation field struoture of lineal and double 
- dimensional multi-frequency arrays (MFA) with the lineal law 
of frequensy alteration by means of analytic and numerical 
methods. It was described a way of oreation of electric and 
guided sectors of radiation energy concentration in compliance 
with the situation and dimensions. 

The work comprices the results of numerical modulation of 
radiation field for different amplitude and frequency 
distribution on aerial array and different amplitude and 

frequency of elements, the comperative analysis of their 
energetical characteristics between themselves and with 

energetics of one - frequenoy array as well as the question of 

radiation field stability relative to an error of aerial 

production, phasing arrange, heterogensity of distribution 
way, frequency unstability and so on. The work deals with 

questions of practical realizations of multi'- frequency 
arrays. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of wave processes concentration has two 

major applications: transmission of energy without using 

guiding equipment or localization of energy in the fixed 
volume of space. 

The conventional methods of energy concentration such as: 

using collimated beams or their superposition (energy chan- 

nelling) and focusing of radiation at point (energy localiza- 

tion) are usually used at the present time. 

The essential disadvantage of the traditional methods "of 

energy concentration is a limitation of the action radius by 
dimensions of Frienele zone and this fact limits a sphere of 

its application. This disadvantage may be solved by expand- 

sion the radiation signal spectrum. Using the nonsinus signals 
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f1| determines the complicated technical realization/ 
Therefore, it is very interesting to lind the decision of 

this 'problem by means of. multi-frequency arranges arrays, 

which each of elements radiates harmonius signal. 

SPACE-TIME. CONCENTRATION.of WAVE PROCESSES by MEANS of MPA 
Using the multi-frequency excitation of aerial arrays in 

contrast to conventional one-frequency arrays gives the addi- 
tional extention in time coordinate that rezults the specific 
space-time structure of radiation field for this array. This 

structure depends on geometry of radiation aperture, number of 
elements, amplitude and frequency distribution (APD) of radia- 

tion signal. The numerical aerial array model was created to 

analize the field space-time structure. 
It was studied the dependence of radiation field space 

distribution as function of radiational elements frequencies 
location on aperture with uniform amplitude distribution. It 
was considered linear frequency distribution along aperture 
coordinates, superposition of linear, square and arbitrary 

nonlinear distributions. Sometimes it oan be gained analitieal 

expressions for radiation field that are desoribed in the 

report. 
Pield distribution for linear aerial array with linear- 

increasing PD f=f0+nfir is desoribed by expression: 

sin(—) 
P(6,r) = --J-..      ■•• = -Kusine■+ k„r -.&.    (1) 

sin(|)    - 
This expression is differed from well-known expression for 

one-frequency array by addition argument $ items, which give 

to field a new properties. The radiation field at fixed time 

moment has evident maximum if the frequency dependence of 

element coordinates is linear. This maximum moves along angle 
coordinate in limits of radiation pattern width with changing 

a range of observed point. All picture moves along propogation 

axis with speed of this wave if time t is alternating. Dis- 
advantage of suoh APD is redistribution of average power 

density during the period that becomes uniform in limits of 

element radiation pattern width. 
Pield distribution for linear array with linear-changing 

symmetric PD f=f0infII is desoribed by expression: 
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oosNjla oos^ß - oos^a oos^ß  ß = ~k0dsin8 
p<8'r>=2~r oosß - cosa ~~~   »a = knr - ßt 

(2) 

In normal direotion is formed space field pulse, whioh 
exceed the field in other directions by 3-8 dB. 

It was-determined that linear MPA are not able to solve a 

energy concentration task beoaiise of aproximately uniform 

redistribution of average power density during the period. 

More best space field distribution is provided by use 

rectangular or hexogonal aerial aperture. The analize of 
results shows that the most optimal case is superposition both 
linear-increase and linear-decrease frequency distributions in 
dependence on the elements number. In this case partial fields 
in fixed space of volume is sumed with the same phase, but in 
other spaoe - with casual phase. It results to additional 
power gain. The field distribution of such array is a space 
pulse sequence, which is formed in sectors where took place 
the condition of sinphase summing of partial fields of ele- 
ments and move with the period, whioh is inverse proportional 

to modulate frequency. Elements number increase results to 

increasing pulse field intensity with it simultaneous shorting 

in the time and decrease of relative level of field outside 

space-time length. 
Kind of amplitude distribution insignificantly changes 

field structure, but it promotes increase the degree of recip- 

rocal compensation of spectral components outside the fixed 

local volume and provides redistribution of this power part. 

The creation of electric-guided sectors of radiation 

energy concentration in compliance with the situation and 

dimensions may be reached by means of the aerial radiation 
time strobing. Distribution of average density of power flow 

during the period of the considered field is represented 

in fig.1 (a - space distribution, b - aerial structure, c - 

projection of space distribution). 
The änalise of fig.1 shows that average radiation energy 

during the period is concentrated in the fixed volume of spa- 

oe."   ■ 
It was studed the question of radiation field stability 

relative to different destability factors (errors of aerial 

production .phasing arrange, heterogensity of distribution way, 
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frequency unstabil! t.y and so on). 'She anaiisis ül results show 

that radiation field structure has good stability relative to 

influence of different destability factors and it was almost 
not changed by the influence of root-mean-square deviation 

frequency not over 10 , phase - 40 , amplitude - 30%. 
The work deals with the questions of practical realiza 

tions of scientific reaserchers, such as: using cross- 

concentrating field in purpose to create the ionization volume 

of atmosphere for its application in radiocomunication re- 

transmitter; using multifrequency ultrasound devices in purpo- 

se to increase quality of medical image and increase safety 

measures medical reaserches, using MEA in purpose to increase 
secrecy and vitality of radars and radiocommunication devices. 

CONCLUSION 

Therefore, the field concentration method with use of MEA 

allows to expand the capabilities of existente   technical 

devioes considerably and reach new properties, which are not 

realized by means of conventional devioes. 
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University/ SOiarkov, IMraine 

..-'.'Modern methods of meaeupement allow to determine 
with, a high degree of exactness dielectrics elsetrio 
parameters. However1, the overwhelming majority of 
existing measuring instruments made on the baBXs of 
those methods are actually destructive measuring means, 
allowing to measure only integral characteristics of 
materials. Modem technological prooess demands a 
basically new approach to thxs problems: manufaoturing 
new high ; Q and highly ezpenBive materials 
(leuooBapphires, art if ioial roxbins., a number of ferrite 
mar*B, etc) and also goods on their basis'( stripline 
bases -and microwave integral schemes, dielectric 
waveguideB and resonators, etc.) supposes materials 
oharaoteriBtioB measurements without rixihing them. From 
this point of view nondestructive methods of 
measurement POBBSBB obvious advantages. Nevertheless, 
the existing non-destructive measuring means mostly 
have a not very high exactness of measurement of 
dielectric permittivxty, magnetic permeability and 
material losses and also have low sensitivity to their 
changes. On the baBis of our analysis, an automated 
complex, allowing to measure Bamples meability with 
high degree of exactness, effectively and without 
des truot xng them, has been cons t ruo te d. An original 
part of the complex is a measuring devise on the baBXB 
of a 'waveguide junction of cylindrical and radial 
waveguides. The necessary oondition of natural modes 
presence in such a structure is cut-off of all 
junction-forming waveguides at resonant f'requenoes. In 
such a OBBB an electromagnetic field of resonating 
modeB ^appears to be concentrated in the region of 
waveguide junction and its characteristics (röBönant 
frequency, Q-f actor ) are determined by the region 
sizes and the parameters of that volume of the sample 
being tested, which is to be found in the 
above-mentioned region. The ooupling of a measuring 
resonator with the plumbing of the automatic YSWR and 
attenuation meter (a measuring complex block—diagram is 
shown in Fig.l)^ is achieved by waveguide-to-ooaxial 
adapters endxng in excitation elements and a waveguide 
ohannelB selector. A teßt sample of flat form and 
arbitrary configuration in the .■perimeter (a substrata, 
a dxBk, etc ) iB fixed en a frame with divisions on it. 
The frame is moved on the guideB so that the Bample 
part suooeBBively get into each resonant region. 

After a meaBurxng section is made, there is no need 
in Bpeoial tunning of any kind. The integration of a 
frequenoy meter and personal oomputer, allowing to 
introduce data from the frequency meter directly in the 
process of measurements ,• allowB to essentially improve 
the effectiveness of measurements. The measuring 
complex inoludes PC AT 286/287, due to whioh the 
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Fig.l. 

average time of one e , u and tgö measurement with the 
epropof not more.thanO.5^  (s,H)  and 358  (tgö),  is 

o\< mode  and 5—10  Beo.   The   symmetrical  H 
non-symmetrioal 
HE^  ( the indices indicate to the number of field 
varxations with reBpeot to the oylihdrioal coordinates 
<p, r, a, aorrespondingly ) one, " non-radiating " for 
the given devioe ( as Bhbwn in this work ) have been 
ohoeen as the measuring section modes of operation. 

CQNCÖJSIQN 

_ 1. in empty cylindrical waveguide j'unot ions there 
IB an exceptionally rare spectrum of natural modes: out 
of the axiaily-Bymmetrioai H-type modes the H w and H0<» 
modes are natural; the only possible mode in the olaBS 
of non-symmetrical ones is the mode of HEu< type. The 
spectrum of natural modes is essentially widened when 
the structure is killed with some subBtanoe. 

2. The _ teohnique of materials .electromagnetic 
characteristics measurements has .been suggested- The 
teohnique, which is simple and of non-deBtruative 
character, allows to: 

- measure dieleotrios and magnetodieleotrios local 
':  parameters; 

t    —  determine the directions  of ellipsoid axiB of 
dxeleotrio permittivity of uniaxiB anieotropio orystalB; 

- control properties anisotropy of materials 
dxeleotrio permittivity. 

3. # On the .baßis of theoretical and experimental 
analyeiB a device design for dieleQtrios and ferriteB 
local parameters non-destruotive measurement haB been 
developed. The devioe is characterised by: 

a) for symmetrical modes:: 
-high sensitivity toe,, p. (700-800. MHz/unit eu. 

changes); ^ 
•-small error in measurements of dielectrics 

permxttivity and magnetio permeability in a wide ranee 
of SU (  0.5 %   )   changing; ^ 

b) for non-symmetrioal mode (HE iAi  ): 
-high sensitivity to teBt. material eleotrio 

propertxeB aniBotropy; 
— the ability to defect local non-uniformities. 

The  asBeeBment  of error  in  measurements  of 
materials eleotromagnetio characteristics and standard 
samples test measurements allow to refer the  developed 
oomplex to high aoouraoy devioeB. 
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THE GENERALIZE SOLUTIONS OP BESSEL EQUATIONS 

Alexander Khapalyuk. 

Applied Physical Probleme Research Institute 
7 Kurchatov Str., Minsk 220054, Belarus 

Let's apply to Bessel equation M) 

d22v(x)  d£v.(x) 

+ ■&-—  + (2?-V*)Zv(X)   = 0 (1 ) 
dr2 dx 

Fourier transfoiroation and get new equation 

dazv(£) dzv(5) 
(e2-1)-r~5  + 3| .+   (1-V2)^  (£) =0 (2) 

d£ at .-■'•■ 

In this case the solutions of equation (1) (Bessel function) are 
interpreted as the original and those of equation (2) ■■,-' as the 
transformant. Those the one-to-one correspondence between 
solutions of this equations Is established yla Fourier Integrals 

zvU) = jzv(x)9ixl<}x, zv{x) = — jZv(Ve-ixZ&S. (3) 

-W -00 

This give possibilities to present the comparative complex 
solutions of Bessel equations as inverse Fourier transformatlone 
of very simple solutions of equation (2) that promote the 
investigation of it's properties substantially. Further Instead 
equations (3) we will use reduced form: zv{x)*zv(Z). 

The solutions of equation (2) may be written as: 

(te+/?^F)v v    (ti+/t-e?)'v (-t?+/i-F)v 

It Is necessary to calculate the inverse Fourier transformations 
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of functions t4) and hence to found the Solutions of Beseel 
equations. But there are -difficulty on this way: when t * * 1 the 
branch points exist and Fourier Integrals converge not for all v. 
It Is necessary to examine the particular case of Integer value 
of 7 (7 = ü,i* 0, ± 1, ± 2, ...). 

For Integer order the solutions of equation (2) better to 
write In different forms that are linear combinations of 
solutions (4): 

■*-«>. 

(5) 

where T (£) and IT($) are Chebyshev polynomials of first and 
.. ■ 111 ■ tfl ..■*■■■ 

second order that are defined here by Identity: 

<e+t/T-Fr= Tm<e) + i^f-? favcey. (6) 

The first expression In (5) has two branch points. It Is not 
difficult to see that for different selection of. branches we get 
different solutions. The investigation shows that the branch 
selection gives three linear Independent solutions. When to take 
the branch selection into account the solutions (5) may be 
written as next four Independent variants: 

*^r-Tm<ce>. 

o 
1 

1 0 

«8Ht>- * f-cc > 

/?=? 
(Tj 

■.**«> 

0 
-( 

JBi ■'«):«'  Ö (|)e 

Here and in the next the upper line define the solution when 
£ >. 1, the middle line - when |gj < 1 and below line - when 
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Integer order. The Fourier integrals for first solution converge 
In usual sense for all m and they are In literature 12]. But we 
use different method that is applicable in more complicated 

cases: 

-1 -i 

where Jb(x) - usual Sessel function of first kind zero order/The 
polynomial T ■:($.) is considered here as multiplier 121 that can be 
factored outside the integral sign. Then change the variable of 

integration on operator of differentiation with respect to x 
(£ -♦■' l d/dr). ThiB 1B known method in theory of generalize 
function of L.Sehwarta and it is applicable in particular to 
calculation of some integrals that not convergent in usual sense 
including Fourier integrals for remain three solutions (7). All 
four solutions are easy get with this method and they may be 
written in view of standart normalization as: 

2^>(x) = e%[i^)y0(jx|). - 

2i*z™>(x) -*%(*—][J0(1*1 )sgnr], 

eil'Ux) = r-1ujejö(r), 

where Yrt(|r{) - Bessel function of second kind, 0(x) - Dlrac 
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function. The solutions are generalize functions of L. Schwartz' 
and hence all derivatives In (9) exiBt and practically can be 
founded easy. 

It is obviously that all four equations are linearly 
independent and they identically satisfy Bessel equation.- First 
of this solutions fully coincide with known Bessel function of 
first kind, second solutions differ from known Bessel function of 
second kind, third and fourth solutions are new. The fourth 
solution of zero order don't define on formula (7) and (9) and 
can be written as 12): 

la(Z-^-i) 
-iVeE-i 

4 
Q*Hx) » Y0(\x\)sgnx* - 

ln(f£+/l^2) 

mc-5-^-D 
tVpii 

(10) 

Turn to solutions (4) for common case. For different 
selection of branches it is possible to get rather few different 
particular solutions, but only four from their will be linearly 
independent. ?or defIniteness taken next four sufficient simple 
solutions (let us call their as b-solutions). . 

&J"a> 

elt2  ■  / \   i— 

fc¥ 8Ja>«> 9 tr2 -— 
' /l^F  ' 

e ■ "e ——— — 

(/?M 
elvs — 

-t^\ 
. (1.1) 
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e tv2 -—f-~— 

s?>m e lv2 M 7 
g-(4) (£) V 

€lv2 r? " " e iv2 
-£/Fl 

That are linearly Independent solutions for f2?aGtlonalv and 
for integer ? only three solutions stay linearly independent Mt 
fourth solution Is easy founded additionally. The solutions (11) 
are reliable base for investigation of all space of solutions 

of Bessel equation. 
It is seen from (11) that b-solutions satisfy to conditions: 

that after inverse Fourier transformation go to next conditions 
for b-solution of Besselequation: 

■)■' 

The Fourier Integrals for function (11) converge in usual 
sence and meet ltf■'■literature, for example, ones E2J have next 
values of Fourier Integrals: 

Jv{}x\ )sgnr - 6^1 y(V  - b.<,2)(£),  v>-2, 

Yvcj^i > -. ctgwcffij1} a )+b.i2> oe > -cosecvTC >(3) ,(4) bia,a)+bi*'(5) 

Yv{|xj)sgn^-*ctgi^: ,d) ,(2) ^'(^-^'(U -cose'cwp^^r)^4^!) 

(14) 

,\v\<2 
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This formulae defjne all four linear Independent solutions 
for !v!<t. As seen they are close to classic one's the difference 
is that \x\ is argument but not x and from one classic solutions 
we gp.t two generalise solutions - even and odd. Prom (14) it la 
easy to get the b-solutlons: 

6Ju(s) = -[Jv(|^|)+Jv(|x|)sgn2j = Jv(*4j.,: 

Sy3) (x) = cosvxJv(a?+ )-slnvitYv(r+) = J_v(x+)f 

6^4)(x) = cost^cJvCx_)-slnvTEYv(xJ) = J_v(;rJ, 

v>-1 

(15) 

|vj)<1, 

where notations t(x+)=l(\x\)h(±x) and h - Heviclde runctlon are 
used. 

It Is need to remove the limitation on value v In (14)-(15) 
and find the solution for arbitrary value of v. But when v is 
arbitrary Fourier integrals and their solutions {11) don't 
converge in usual sence and their calculation is hindered. Use 
the idea that was applied for definition the solutions for 
integer value of v. For large integer value of v the deriving of 
results of calculations of correspuding Fourier integrals reduce 
in correspondence to (9) to differentiation of solutions of. zero 
order. Analogous with that we try to get the solutions for 
arbitrary value ofv from known solutions (14)~(15) for !vi<1. 

Get v=m+\t where m is some integer positive or negative 
number and write the solutions (11) as 

h£Hi) = I^JD^UV + (m"1um(ovi1)<e), 

o£2}U) = (-(^(Db^^e) + (-t)m"1Um(|)V{
2>(|), 

(16) 
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where next notations are introduced: 

2~7A 

-ei) (5)» 

r(3) U)= 
(-££+tV5 -tr 

;<-2) 

\X 

,(i) 

(17) 

When Fourier integrals are calculated with functions .of (16) 
the Chebyshev's poiymomials may be considered as multipllcators 
that may be taken outside the integral sign and it is need to 
change £ on id/dr. This procedure reduce the calculations of 
Fourier integrals for bv - solutions to calculations integrals 
for b, - and 7^ - solutions. The solutions for b^ are already 
known and it ie stay to find inverse•Fourier tranaformations of 
functions. (17-). Consider the first function Trom (17) and will be 
start from identity 

,«*€r ?{1J(U - f^1,(ar)e*-*äx (18) 

—CO 

where tranformäte v£1}(£) known and original f^1}(x)   is desired 
functions. To differentiate this identity on £ 

tfJn(U 
d£ 

= txS^'U) = t/^1)(x)efx6dr (1)r_»efxt (19) 

It is seen that the derivative of function ^n(U is 
transformate of Fourier function 6j[1)ix) up to a factor iX and 
fhls gives next eguatity: 

b^1)(x) 

V^n(5r) - X— ^1)(C) (20) 

The next functions are calculated analogously: 
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ViZ)(x) - - *■- 
6f3(x) 

^4)tr) * X- 
6£4)(*) 

S£3,(*) 

(21) 

Now the b - solutions of Bessel, equations (Inverse Fourier 
transformations) of function (16) may be written In form: 

B«1}(a?) « t1"? 'V m dr 
;(U m-1i 
A> ] m l dr 

n 
r$f**X*> 

oj2'^) ■* (-0% 

6J3)(x) = (-t)1^, m 

t— 
dz; 

i—" 
, dz; 

,C2) (ar) - M-Om~1u, m 
r a i 
c— 
dr 

n 
-VVm 

^3)(X).--X.(-t)BT1ÜB! 
<nru 

(22) 

dz; 
-Öi?,-.(JT) 

v m 
r d 
i- 
dj 

&f4J<x) + xtm"1y 
ni 

d 

, drjjr 
W(z) 

It shouldbe noted that b-solutions (22) differ rather from 
classical solutions. To get more close solutions it is necessary 
to take corresponding linear combinations of b-solutions. The two 
functions that defined, by first and second formula«? in  (14.) rtan 

be considered as generalised Bessel function of first order --for 
anyone negative and positive v. 

The third and forth formulae in (14) nan be considered as 
Bessel functions of second order for ivi<1. But this formulae are 
not usable for !v!>i. 

It is kho^ widely use and new 
functions open new possibilities to solution of new problems of 
mathematical physics. 
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Modeling with Integral Equations in 
Computational Electromagnetics 

Donald R. Wilton 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
University of Houston 
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ABSTRACT 

It is often a complex and time-consuming task to model three-dimensional electromagnetic 
scattering and radiation problems. The task is made somewhat easier, however, by develop- 
ing a flexible computational paradigm and associated software to handle each of the sübtasks 
involved in a typical problem. This requires that one take an abstract view of computational 
electromagnetics, and identify the unifying elements of various subtasks in both formulation 
and algorithm implementation. This paper explores one useful paradigm for formulating and 
solving two- and three-dimensional electromagnetics problems using integral equations and the 
method of moments. The approaches used are selected for their generality and simplicity. 

INTRODUCTION 

For any frequency domain electromagnetics problem to be solved using integral equations 
and the method of moments, the basic steps in the solution process are the following: 

• Formulate the problem as an integral equation involving equivalent sources as the un- 
knowns to be determined. 

• Define a numerical specification for the problem geometry and other problem parameters. 
Determine what auxiliary tables are needed to automate the filling of the moment matrix. 

• Develop a scheme for assembling the moment matrix. This step is at the heart of the com- 
putational procedure and involves the specification of the elements (subdomains). basis 
and testing functions. Green's functions, symmetries, types of source currents, and bound- 
ary conditions to be. satisfied. In a general purpose program, one should have a number 
of useful choices available with regard to each of these problem parameters. 

• Assemble the right hand side forcing function. This involves modeling the excitation by- 
various sources such as plane waves,, point or line sources, apertures, or terminal voltages. 
In determining certain waveguide or cavity parameters, no forcing function is specified. 

i Solve the resulting system of equations for actual or equivalent sources. In problems for 
which no forcing function is specified, usually the system determinant is searched for zeros 
as a function of guide wavenumber or excitation frequency. 

4 Compute desired figures of merit (patterns, gain, impedance, etc.) from the sources or 
from the fields they produce. 
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• Display or print problem input and computed data. 

While the steps above apply to all moment method problems regardless of dirÄensfonaEty. 
the increased complexity of three-dimensional problems often makes it particularly difficult to 
develop the necessary software for specific problems. Following a trend in the finite element 
community, (c.f. [lj), we find that it is possible to systematically develop canonical numer- 
ical field representations which lead to well-structured software tö carry out the associated 
numerical algorithms. The algorithms apply regardless of the problem's dimensionality and are 
sufficiently independent and general that a user often can. by selecting appropriate modules, 
quickly construct a moment method program for a problem of interest. Particularly useful have 
been concepts developed by the finite element community to efficiently aid in assembling the 
matrix and to model, organize, and display geometry descriptions and output data. However, 
a maturation of the discipline in the following areas of electromagnetics has also been crucial 
in permitting such algorithms to be developed: 

• Robust and efficient formulations for conducting objects have been developed and suc- 
cessfully applied to a number of problems with different dimensionalities and symmetries. 
Though somewhat less well-developed, formulations have also been developed for problems 
involving both piecewise homogeneous and inhomogeneous dielectric materials. In a few 
cases, anisotropfcr materials have also been considered. 

• General methods for modeling the geometries of arbitrarily-shaped surfaces for use with 
integral equations have been developed. These approaches apply to one-, two-, or three- 
dimensional problems. 

• Representations for surface tangent vector unknowns in one, two, or three dimensions and 
for various subdomain shapes have been developed and applied successfully. Higher order 
versions of such representations are also becoming available. 

• Numerically efficient Green's function representation? have been developed which parallel 
the mixed potential representations of homogeneous regions. Thus programs written to 

- treat scattering of radiation.by objects in homogeneous media may be easily extended to 
objects in multi-layered media, for example. 

» Methods, have been developed to automate the use of reflection, discrete rotational, and 
discrete translational (periodic) symmetry in the numerical solution of integral equations. 
Rectangular waveguides and cavities may also be treated by combining different forms of 
these symmetries. 

•■■'■■• Static potential integrals have been found in closed form for constant and linear soured 
densities on a number of commonly occurring subdomain shapes. Such integrals are of 
direct use in solving static and time-domain integral equations, but are also used to reg* 
ularize the integrands of time-harmonic potential integrals when an observation point is 
near the source region. 

Algorithms developed on a paradigm employing these concepts must rely on a standardized 
numerical representation for electromagnetic field quantities. In the following sections, we dis- 
cuss various aspects of this representation. 
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GEOMETRY MODELING 

The geometry of an electromagnetic boundary value problem is defined by specifying the 
spatial dependence and electrical parameters of all materials involved. For problems involving 
piecewise homogeneous media, one need only specify the interfaces between various homoge- 
neous regions; for continuously varying media, material parameters must be specified or interB« 
may be shrunk to a point, resulting in adjacent line segments used to model a curve (P = C). 

In homogeneous, isotropic, source-free material regions, all fields may be computed from 
equivalent electric and/or magnetic surface currents on the region's boundaries. Inhomogeneous 
regions may be represented via equivalent volume electric and magnetic polarization currents 
radiating in a homogeneous background medium. Once these currents, which are the unknowns 
in an integral equation formulation, are known, any electromagnetic fields of interest may be 
computed from them. Thus, we are led to consider the fields due to electric currents Jx> 
and magnetic currents M-p representing line, surface, or volume currents for "D — C,S, or V, 
respectively, and radiating in an infinite homogeneous medium. These fields are conveniently 
expressed in terms of magnetic vector, electric scalar, electric vector, and magnetic scalar 
potentials A, $, F, and #, respectively, as 

E = -juA-V^^-VxF (1) 

H = -juF-W + -VxA ■ (2) 

where 

w-*£M*i^**    =-^Jv (3) 

m-n = —— V^> ■■«M T>, (4) 

where appropriate extensions of the divergence operator are assumed to apply to-currents on 
curves or surfaces. Any electric or magnetic currents present may be approximated by means 
of a linear combination of known basis or expansion functions A„; For the electric current, for 
example, 

Jv(r) = £JBA*(r), (5) 

where the constants J„ represent the current crossing the boundary B„ between adjacent ele- 
ments and the current is assumed to be directed from the element &?PH* tojlVn-- A so-called 
generalized triangular basis function  A% is associated with each B„ and is defined as follows: 

A?(r)=/fc   .rmAZ>„* 
\ 0       otherwise, 

and p„± is a vector beginning or ending at a vertex, edge, or face opposite Bn, and hm± 
is a distance which normalizes the basis so that its flux density'.at Bn isunity. An important 
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observation is that A^* can be represented as a linear combination of vectors of constant direction " 
and linearly varying amplitude as, 

(7) 

where £>± is the j-th edge vector of AT>„± not belonging to Bn, and the £,± are normalized 
coordinates varying linearly across &V„±. The number, IB±, and the coefficients a/t have 
the values 0,1,-1 depending on the element shape and dimension. A number of important 
properties of these basis functions are summarized in [3,4]; the set includes the familiar triangle, 
rooftop, and edge-based basis functions. 

Substituting JD from (S) into (3) yields 

and substituting (6) and (7) into (8) yields 

N 

m = »Y.J. E^^>)+E 
U=l ij=l ■'*«■ 

where 
-jkR 

(s) 

(9) 

(10) 

is the potential produced by a scalar source of linearly varying source density on AVU*. 
To compute the scalar potential from the current, the charge is needed. It. in turn, requires 

the divergence of the basis functions: 

^  ~  I 0    "    otherwise 

ffs-ew 
*■♦ 

■■?■ (11) 

<T«± (12) 

where njt(r). is a unit pulse function in AT>nX. The quantity ffnt is defined as 

' dim(AX>„±). on simplex domains, 

1 on rectangular or hexahedral domains, 

1 if ß„is a rectangular face of a pentahedral domain, 

2 if ßnis a triangular face of -a pentahedral domain, 

and diro(A£>„±) is the spatial dimension of AP„± ( s= 1,2, or 3 for V = C,S, or V. respectively). 
Thus charge distributions are approximated as piecewise constant. We have from (l ), (2"). 
(5),and(ll) 
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«here ^a®»* is defined below. £From (9) we obtain 

if 

VxA(r)    =    ^XJ» 
»•»I 

-.'     (H) 

and from (13), 

W(r)    =    ±if;j.rfstv^—plV^.-]. (15) 
Ml 

Using (9), (14), and (15) in (I) and (2), we can compute E and H for electric current sources. 
By duality, similar expressions are obtained for the fields due to magnetic sources. A key 
observation is that the problem of computing the fields is thus reduced to the evaluation of 
scalar potential integrals due to linear and constant source density distributions. 

and 

^-*(r) =  /    ^^, (17) 

and their gradients. One also observes that il>{   *
i
I s^»*, and their gradients may be evalu- 

ated simultaneously for numerical efficiency 
A collection of subprograms have been developed to compute both static and t ime-harmonic 

scalar potential integrals for linear, and constant source densities over the following domains |5]: 

• Wire segments   ■ 

« Strip segments 

e Conical-'frusta-with e*m* circumferential variation 

«Rectangular patches 

• Triangular patches 

» Tetrahedral cells 

• Pentahedral cells 

® Hexahedral cells 

In order to model surface vertex junctions, the potentialdue to a i/o distribution on & triangular 
patch is also available.  The static forms of most of these potential integrals may be written 
in closed form [ß] and aid in the near field and source region evaluation of the time-harmonic 
potentials. 
Lorenz gauge condition, may be written as 

Wj^^O   =   X^>C)^*(fe:r) ^^ + jT^  f)^(fc:f> A?'. (18) 
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Eqs.  ('5 )  and (18) are not only found to be efficient from a numerical point of view, but' 
also allow the mixed potential approach to be extended from the free space formulation to a 
wide variety of problems. Slightly different approaches are used when dealing with periodic or 
non-periodic problems: these are discussed independently below. 

Periodic Multi-Layered Media 

Montgomery [Sj has shown that the periodic layered-media Green's function can be written 
in the highly convergent form 

:wr>- ■-. £ £ (ö«(*,r.>.-xGjt(-i«;r) 
■■■ p= — op -j«—oo 

;+:£  £ ■K(^n+F4t-iKl»),/.-':.....'        (is) 
r=—ao«=-ao 

involving both spatial and spectral domain representations. The series in the first integral 
represents a spectral form of the Green's function with the smoothed spectra of the homoge- 
neous medium and dominant quasi-image terms removed. Smoothing is simply accomplished 
by replacing the medium wavenumber k with the "imaginarywavenumber (—ju) [9]. The kernel 
of the second integral is just the spatial domain representation of the terms removed from the 
first integral. A similar representation applies to the kernels of the scalar potentials A'*(*: j') 
and ^-(*; |') in (IS). When basis functions A„() are used to represent the current in (5 ) and 
(18), integrals equivalent to Fourier transforms of the element shapes arise, and these may be 
expressed in closed form [8,10,11]. 

Non-Periodic Multi-Layered Media 

_ The spectral domain Green's function for a single point source in a multi-layered medium 
is merely a continuous spectral version of the periodic media spectral representation, the sum- 
mations over spectral components becoming integrals over the spectral wavenumbers. Terms in 
the Green's function representing periodic arrays of point sources in a homogeneous medium, 
reduce to a single point source radiating in a homogeneous medium, and this contribution 
may be extracted directly from the superposition integral; no spectral smoothing is needed in 
this case, but a few dominant quasi-image and surface wave terms may be extracted from the 
spectral integral to improve.convergence. The remaining integral is a Sommerfeld-like integral 
which may be efficiently evaluated by shifting the path of integration into the complex plane 
J12J, and by applying the method of averages to evaluate any remaining oscillatory integrals 
[13]. When source and observation points are in the same layer, the Sommerfeld integral may 
also be replaced by a scries of complex images, dramatically speeding up the computation of 
the Green's function. 

GEOMETRICAL SYMMETRIES 

The presence of geometrical symmetry in a problem often provides significant opportunity 
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for reducing the computational labor by providing a partial decoupling of components of the 
problem. The benefits of symmetry may be exploited even when the excitation does not excite 
» structure symmetrically by decomposing both the excitation and the induced equivalent 
currents into their (uncoupled) symmetrical components. 

Bodies with continuous symmetry, like bodies of revolution, are usually treated by an- 
alytically constructing their Green's functions. Discrete symmetries, such as those of A:-fold 
rotational or of reflection symmetries, are probably most easily treated by numerically handling 
the rotations or reilections. The symmetrical components of these problems involve discrete 
reflections or rotations coupled with discrete Fourier transform (DFT) weightings. These may 
also be automated in a Straightforward manner (14,15,16). 

TESTING PROCEDURES AND APPLICATION OF BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS 

For the mixed potential field representations and subdomain-based basis functions described 
above. Galerkin's method, in which the testing functions are the same as the basis functions, 
is usually used to form the moment matrix. The functions A„() are sufficiently diSerentiable 
to allow at least one of the tangential derivatives in the field representation to be transferred 
onto the testing function by integration by parts. This procedure is important since it reduces 
the differentiability requirements on the original basis functions. Thus for an electric field 
representation of the form 

£(,) =.-jwA-V*-iv.xF, (20) 

testing with testing functions A„, () yields 

<AmfJ?(,)>= -jV < AmtA > + <V • Am,* > -- < Am,V x F >, (21) 

where the symmetric product for vector quantities A() and () is defined as 

<A,>= f AQ-()dD, 

and where the gradient derivative has been transferred onto Am by integration by parts. A 
similar expression results from testing the magnetic field, (2). The above approach leads to the 
following types of integrals to be evaluated: 

JÜ-M)-A.O 
Electric field is proportional to magnetic fields (impedance boundary condition). 

Electric field is proportional to the discontinuity in magnetic field (thin shell impedance bound- 
ary'condition). 
Electric and magnetic fields are continuous across an interface (bulk material interface boundary- 
conditions). 
Linear combination of electric and magnetic fields vanish on the side of an interface opposite 
to that of the region in which fields are represented (combined field boundary conditions for 
conductors or dielectrics). 
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' The application of these boundary conditions can be automated in a computer program which 
selects appropriate potentials and their gradients, and constructs the tested fields needed to 
model designated boundary conditions at the observation point. The appropriate potential 
combinations are then assembled in the moment matrix. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It is possible to automate the most common tasks in the solution of electromagnetic scat- 

tering and radiation problems by the method of moments. For example, we have developed a 
set of subroutines to read in data describing discretized contours, surfaces, and volumes in a 
standardized format. For contours, provisions are made for simultaneously specifying several 
segment attributes (e.g., wire radii, segment radius of curvature, or surface impedance), and 
node attributes (e.g., voltage sources or lumped loading impedances). Similar provisions are 
made for specifying vertex, edge, face, and cell attributes for surfaces and volumes. To aid in 
the matrix assembly, subprograms can be developed to identify and tag contour and surface 
junctions, and to set up tables mapping potential integral contributions from source and ob- 
servation point pairs defined on nodes, edges, faces, or cells, to appropriate moment matrix 
locations. Other mapping tables, such as for defining trees and loops for the decomposition of 
basis functions into divergence- and curl-free parts, can also be constructed. 

.Vset of subprograms has been developed to evaluate potential integrals and their gradients 
for uniform and linearly varying source distributions defined on simply shaped domains. Such 
domains include linear wire and cylinder segments, triangular and rectangular planar surfaces, 
conical segments with exp(jm.p) phase variation, prisms of rectangular or triangular cross 
section and of infinite or finite extent, and tetrahedral cells. Practically all electromagnetic 
field quantities of interest can be expressed in terms^ of these integrals. 

The availability of subprograms such as those described free the code developer from be- 
ing overly concerned with the details of the method of moments, leaving him to concentrate 
on the analytical and numerical formulation of a problem. The flexibility also allows him to 
experiment with alternative numerical approaches. And while it must be "admitted that codes 
based on general purpose subroutines cannot be optimal for specific problems, they can serve 
as developmental platforms and validation tools for more problem-specific codes. 
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ATOMIC FUNCTIONS BASED MATHEMATICAL METHODS OF 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 'AND IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION 

V. F. Kravchenko, V. A. Rvachev, V. L. Rvachev 

Several problems of signal processing and image reconst- 
ruction from mathematical point of view can be reduced to 
finding the best approximation in the sense of certain 
norm of given function f(X) by finite functions with given 
support. The norms in question frequently are expressed more 
naturally in terms of Ff(x) - the Fourier transform of f(x). 
Such are problems of FIR filter synthesis,deconvolut ion 
finite windows for blurred image reconstruction,spectral 
density estimation,construction of finite windows for Fourier 
analysis of signals,signal interpolaton etc. If we choose to 
approximate f(x) by means of linear combinations of particular 
finite function g(x) and its derivatives,then ih frequency do- 
main we encounter familiar problem of best approximation by 
algebraic polynomials.The g(x) function should satisfy certain 
conditions to provide for both reasonable degree of approximation 
and simplicity of computing procedures. Yet another approach is 
-to use shifts(translations) instead of derivatives,which brings us 
in frequency domain to no less classical trigonometric polynomial 
approximation. In either case atomic functions are, among much pro- 
mising candidates, to the g(x) role. 

Atomic functions are finite solutions of ordinary linear functi 
onal differential equations with constant coefficients and linear 
transformations of independent variable. The Fourier transforms of 
atomic functions are known in the explicit form of infinite prödu 
of quasipolynomials or alternatively trigonometric polynomials. Th 
simplest example of an atomic function is the up(x) function whic 
satisfies the equation 

y* (x)=2y(2x+l)-2y(2x-l) 

and. has support C-1,11. Its Fourier transform is the product 
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factors of Sin(t/2*Ak)/(t/2**k) . 
Atomic functions proved to be helpful in such fields as approx 

nation theory of functions»in generalized Taylor series expansion 

in orthogonal systems of the "wavelet" type. C13 
Atomic function u'p(x) has been applied to construction of windows 

for Fourier analysis 12,31,atomic function h(x) has been used for 
obtaining deconvolution windows for image restoration C-33,atomic 

functions for filter synthesis were considered in [4,53. 
The atomic function based wavelet systems recently have also 
been applied to signal processing,time series analysis in economi 

and image restoration. 
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WAVE-GUIDE PROPERTIES 
OF ONE-DIRECTIONAL PERIODICAL 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
TRANSPARENT AND NON-TRASPARENT 

STRUCTURES. 

Sergey V. Sukhinin 
Natalya G. Shevchenkö 

Abstract 
The qualitative features of waves propagated near one-directional periodical 
structure of transparent and non-trasparent obstacles in three dimensional case are 
studied. 

Formulation of problem. Let Oi and Qj not be 'intersection regions 
in it? with Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z). It is asummed that Qi and 
Q2 are periodical along the z axis, with a period of 2-K/N and have the 
common boundary X and complement each other in the space 
ÜH3 =. r U Qi U Q2 where Qz models the external medium, Q\ is the one- 
directional perodical structure of another medium. The obstacles may be 
either connected or not connected (see Fig. 1). 

The steady-state oscillations are described by functions 

Re[ui(a:, y, z) exp(—tw<)] and Re[u2(x} y, z) exp(—tu>£)]. 

"""' Here a; is the angular frequency of oscillations. The functions u\ and 
«2 must satisfy to the equation describing steady-state vibrations in fij 
and 02» respectively. 

{ 
(A + A2/c2)ui = 0, m Qi 

(A + A2)«2?=/, inQ2 
(1) 

Rg.1 

Function f[x, y, z) exp(—iu)i) 
describes the sources 
of oscillation. It is assumed 
that the sources are situated in 
^2» and positioned periodically 
along z axis with a period of 2r, 
and localized about the internal 
structure/ 
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This means that f{x,y,z) = 0 with increasing the distance from the 
barrier. 

At the boundary of contact between the media the conditionsof 
conjugation must be satisfied: 

til = aus 
dui __   dui (2) 
dri        &n 

where A is the complex parameter, K > Q,a > 0,T > 0 are real, whose 
physical meaning is determined by the content of the effect investigated, 
and n is normal to F. 

Since the sources /(a:, yyz) and the boundary of contact between the 
media are 27r-periodical along the z axis, the functions u\ and u2 will also 
be 27f-periodical along the z axis. The solution of Eqs.(l) must satisfy 
the radiation condition 

«2 =   E     E   ^^(v^^^e-       ' (3) 

(n,m are integer numbers, i is the. imaginary unity, cmn are certain 
complex numbers, Hi*> are Hankel functions, (/>, 0, z) are cylindrical coor- 
ditates) 

Radiation condition (3) represents of solution with increasing the 
distance from the barries, that is y/x24- yl > C, where C is the quite 
large positive number. 

The dependence of the complex number A in expression of the shape 
(3) is assumed to be analytical on the Riemann surface A. The Riemann 
surface is built by analytical continuation and possesses the following 
properties: 

1) the Riemann surface is infinitersheeted; 
2) points A = n for allintegers n are logarithmic branching points. 

. For the formulated problem the following theorem is valid 

Theorem 1. The solu lion of problem (l)r (2), (3) is a single one, provided 
that ImX > 0 and Im\/X2 — n2 > Q for all integers n. 
Proof. Reductio ad absurdurm Let there exist a nontravial solution of 
the corresponding uniform problem. If We multiply similar relationships 
(1) by the complex conjugate to Ui and t*2 the functions u\ and «2 
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integrate over Qi and Q2, then using of the Green's theorem we can 
derive relationships: 

0 = /(A + AV)tiifiidni = ^(div(üiV"i)- I7U.1P + X7K2\ui\2)düi = 

= /(AV|Ulp - iTUil2)^! + /«i^T 
d r  ■    n 

Oa .'■'.■■'■    t 

0 = /(A2|ti2|
2- |7u2l

2)dn2 + J^dT 

Integrals over boundaries 2 = 0 and z ■== 27T equal to zero by virtue 
of periodic conditions, integral over too remote boundary tends to zero, 
because the solution attenuation is assumed. 

After multiplying the second of the relationships by r and combining 
the first and the second equation, with consideration for the conditions 
of conjugation (2), we can obtain identity 

0 = /(A2
T|V2|

2
 - r|vu2|2)dn2 + J{X2K2\ul\

2--\^ilf)dül 

It follows that 

Since lm(A2) 7^ 0 =» U! s 0, «2 = 0. 
Theorem is proved. 
Operator equation. 

Lemma 1. Junction #(x, y, z, XQ, yo, zo, A) of the shape 

* = ~   E   41)(v/^~n^V(x - x0)
2 + (y - y0)V'<-*>> 

87T t»=—00 

is the fundamental solution of the Eelmhöltz equation with parameter A 
and satisfies 2-K-periodicity'in z} radiation condition (3). 
Proof. $(x, y, z, XQ, yo, ZQ, A) must satisfy the relationship 
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+00 
(A + A*)$(s,y,zrx0,Vo,z0,.A) =   E  6(x-x0)6(y - yo)S(z - z0 + 2nk). 

Since the right side of this relationship is periodic in zy then $ may be 
represented in view of the Fourier series. 

(A+A
2
) X U^v-fa)*^. = ~*(z-2o)%-yo) E «"(~o)> 

where <&» are coefficients of the Fourier series for the function $. 
Hence 

(A4- A2 - n2)$n(x,y,:co,yo) ~ T^H? -■■*<>)% -yo). 

Considering the radiation condition, one can obtain the expression 

*.(*,y,*o,3to,A).= -^Hp)(v'F^V(a: - *o)2 + (y - yo)2), 

whence the statement of lemma follows. Lemma is proved. 
In order to use the•■ potential method, it is necessary 

Lemma 2. Fundamental solution $(x,xQ, A) under condition 

r = \x- x"0\ = yj{x - x0)2 + (y - yo)2 4- (*,- *o)2 - 0 

has a feature as for the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation 
inB?. 
Proof. We separate the main feature in I,J/,2 of the series 

-_L   E  *#>(SV~^n?y/(x - z0)
2 4- (y - y0)

2)e«"(~o) 

'   OTT R^-OO 

For sufficient large numbers |n| and fixed A, A 6 A, the estimate holds 

VV~^tf * z|n|(l 4 o(A2/n2)). 

Then the series can be rewritten 

_J_   ^  H^CtfnlVta: - xQf 4 (y - yo)2)e'n(~o) + q(x, y, z, s0, y0, z0, A) 
8x -OO 
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the function q continuously depends on variables *, y, *, *0> yQi 2Qt K 

i    -H»     . . •    ■    •  

1    +00 '   

4^2 ^E   K0(iInj^ar - ar0)
2 + (y - y0)2)e''n(*~*°) __ 

1 
4,r2 I ^(v^^)2 + (y - y^ehf) - cos(* - zo) ■'■ 

«~t
iS te If.Cd0naId Wti0n- **** .«*' Taylor expansion of 

tngonometnc functions, we obtain the investigated series having the 
feature -. Lemma is proved. 

•Lett - j*f (* denotes convolution). When substituting v '_."« - 6 

equations (1), (2) to.the system of relationships 

;(A + A^.:«Aa(l^^j(^+^)i,in;Ijl-- 

(A+A^^O, in02 (4) 
At the boundary of the media V the conjugation conditions are rewritten- 

{ 

«1 =V2 

(5) 

Since #, Ul „j satisfy the periodicity and radiation conditions  then « 
will also satisfy these conditions. ""«ions, tuen v 

snr^ftf nt7 SfSfyiDg fte relatioshiPs (4). (5). will found as the 
sum of the voWtnc potential and the potential of a simple layer with 
dens__ „ and ^respectivly, „ ___ „ satisfy 2,-periodic conditL in 7 
P .s located>n n„ , is determined on T, the function «>,,,,) can\e' 
presented in the form ll,l'"11M 
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The following is valid 
»■ * Tie Volumetrie potential and the potential of a simple layer 

SSS^Äi« S for t,e Helmut, eouation are descrea^n, 

on moving away from the obstacies. (5Y   are valid for the 
The following equations, in the light ot W, W, a 

unknown functions v and p: 

1/ = ^^tf^& 1+1 -v'.ön    '   ■& ■■& dnl 

(7) 

^^(l-K2)^ 

Th, relationships (7) will be writtenas X = TX + F, where X = (v,p), 

-_   ,Cty       ,N    ■■■•■■ 

Her^stne linearoperator in theHilbert space 14. ^ **W 
SSatör T ■• L -, X, defined in (7), is compact.and analyUeaUy 

deSs^aeparan.eter A,A 6 A,^continuously depends on the 

real parameters T and K, 0 < T < 1, n ? 1- 
For the operator equation (7) is valid 

Theorem 2. The solution of tfie operator equatoin (7) is a single one, 
JÜX that toA > 0 and toVF^ > 0 for all Negers „. 

Proof is the same as given in [1]- .    .,        -v,   ,iht r™. 
Reproof of following lemma metodologically coinddes w.th that for 

an analogous lemma in [2]. 

Lemma A.v * p, !>, p) 6 I, -e solutions of (7) if and only if v of sfiape 

76) is the solution of tfie problem (4), (5). uv.ai._i™ 
'   Then, as a consequence of the above consecrations cm the Fredhota 
alternative for any given F € £ there arises X £ I satisfying (7). There 
SSJueiement A of the Riemann surface A for^"soha.onoTC ) 

exists singly for all values of the parameters r and n, 0 < r < 1, ■« 7= l- 
Eieenvahies and eigenwaves. -,.,„, 
nSmtion.   Tie qnvsitigenvohe of the scMenng pro km i.A. 

prtilem is not single-mhed or tiatlhere vasts <: nontrrmal sohUon of 
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the uniform problem. The eigenvalue here is such a guasieigenvalue of 
A*, for which the relationships (Re\*)(Re<J\l — n2) > 0 are satisfied for 
all integers n, given that cmn ^ 0 under the radiation condition (3). 

For T the analytical Fredholm theorem has been satisfied, therefore 
the following is valid. 

Theorem 3. The set of the quasieigenvalues ACi Ac C A, of problems 
(1), (2), (3) is discrete on the Riemann surface in its topology. Each 
quasieigenvalue possesses a finite multiplicity. Resolvent (I- T(A, r, K))~

1
. 

of the operator value function T is meromorphic on the Riemann surface 
A. 

In physical applications it is often useful to know the evolution of the 
poles of (I — T(A,r))-1 on the Riemann surface as a function of r. It is 
valid. 

Theorem 4. If r tends to zero (V -► 0), then for sufficiently small r the 
quasieigenvalues of A+(r) of the problem (1), (2), (3) exist and converge 
in the topology of the Riemann surface A either toward y„ ifv\t? is the 
eigenvalue of the Laplace operator in region Oi, for functions satisfying 
the conditions of 2-K-periodicity along the z axis and the uniform Neumann 
conditions at the boundary T, of this region or to the quisieigenvalues /x, 
of the Dirichlet problem for the Helmholtz equation in region Q2- 

Proof is the same as given in [1]. 
Let the investigated permeable structure Qi with boundary T has a 

period 2TT/N along the z axis. Moreover, the structure has a periodicity 
about rotation and shift around this axis with periods 2w/L and 2x/LN, 
respectively, where the natural numbers TV, L are greater than unity. In 
this case, if u,(/?, 6, z) is a quasieigenfunction bf the problem (1), (2), (3), 
then u+(/9,ö + 2TtjfL,z + 2-nk/LN) will also be a quasieigenfunction of 
the problem for all natural numbers j, k. 

Let u[p, 6, z) be 27r-periodic function in z and Q , whose expansion into 
a Fourier series for any natural numbers TV, L can be written as follows 

■■u(p>9>z)"=   E     E   <wexp(i(nz+m0)) == 
n=—oo m=—po 

EX   E     E   aj+mLMnNexp{il{k+nNL)z + (j+mL)ß])== 
i=l j=l n=—cx3 m=-oo 
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IN   L 
= EI>i*(*M) 

According to the definition, the functions ujk satisfy conditions of quasi- 
periodicity 

Let usk(p, 6, z) be solution of problem (1), (2), (3) for which the conditions 
of quasiperiodicity (8) are valid, then radiation condition has the form 

«*.=   E     E   amnl^U(^kP)exp(i[(k^nLN)z + (k^mL)e]) (9) 
n=—oo m=—oo 

*„* = v'CA2 - (A: + nLN)> 

Functions of A such as (9) are analytical on the Riemann surface Ayjb of 
their analytical continuation. The branching points of A,-* are numbers 
(k + nLN) for all integers n. Let A% be such a sheet of the Riemann 
surface Ajt with sections (-co,—min {k, LN - k}] and 
[min {k, LN - k} , -f oo), where the inequalities for all integers n are satis- 
fied Iim/A2 - (k 4- nLN)2 > 0. From the stand point of application the 
following is essential 

Theorem 5. If the quasieigenfunction u* of the problem (1), (2),(3) 
satisßes the conditions of quasiperiodicity in (8) and the corresponding 
quasieigenvalue A* is found on the shape Aj* of the Riemann surface Ajk, 
then u*(p,0,z,\>) diminishes with increasing a distance from the barrier 
and is an eigenfunction, while A* is a real eigenvalue of the problem 

(1),(2),(3). 
Proof is the same as given in [3]. 
Conclusion. For problem of scattering at a permeable structure 

in unbounded regions the theorem of uniqueness is proved. Equivalent 
formulation of the problem in. the form the operator equation is obtained. 
It is shown that the respective operator is Fredholm one and its resolvent 
is meromorphic on the Riemann surface. The existence of real eigenvalues 
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is proved and the type of associated eigenwaves is investigated. The 
essential distinction of the three-dimensional case is that the investigated 
solution may possesses a helical symmetry, under condition where the 
structure satisfies this type of symmetry. 
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